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ZusammenfassungDiese Arbeit stellt einen integrierten Ansatz aus Constraint Programming (CP) undGemisht-Ganzzahliger Programmierung (Mixed Integer Programming, MIP) vor,den wir Constraint Integer Programming (CIP) nennen. Sowohl Modellierungs- alsauh Lösungstehniken beider Felder �ieÿen in den neuen integrierten Ansatz ein,um die untershiedlihen Stärken der beiden Gebiete zu kombinieren. Als weite-ren Beitrag stellen wir der wissenshaftlihen Gemeinshaft die Software SCIP zurVerfügung, die ein Framework für Constraint Integer Programming darstellt undzusätzlih Tehniken des SAT-Lösens beinhaltet. SCIP ist im Soure Code für aka-demishe und niht-kommerzielle Zweke frei erhältlih.Unser Ansatz des Constraint Integer Programming ist eine Verallgemeinerungvon MIP, die zusätzlih die Verwendung beliebiger Constraints erlaubt, solange sihdiese durh lineare Bedingungen ausdrüken lassen falls alle ganzzahligen Variablenauf feste Werte eingestellt sind. Die Constraints werden von einer beliebigen Kom-bination aus CP- und MIP-Tehniken behandelt. Dies beinhaltet insbesondere dieDomain Propagation, die Relaxierung der Constraints durh lineare Ungleihungen,sowie die Verstärkung der Relaxierung durh dynamish generierte Shnittebenen.Die derzeitige Version von SCIP enthält alle Komponenten, die für das e�zienteLösen von Gemisht-Ganzzahligen Programmen benötigt werden. Die vorliegendeArbeit liefert eine ausführlihe Beshreibung dieser Komponenten und bewertet ver-shiedene Varianten in Hinblik auf ihren Ein�uÿ auf das Gesamt-Lösungsverhaltenanhand von aufwendigen praktishen Experimenten. Dabei wird besonders auf diealgorithmishen Aspekte eingegangen.Der zweite Hauptteil der Arbeit befasst sih mit der Chip-Design-Veri�kation,die ein wihtiges Thema innerhalb des Fahgebiets der Eletroni Design Automa-tion darstellt. Chip-Hersteller müssen siherstellen, dass der logishe Entwurf einerShaltung der gegebenen Spezi�kation entspriht. Andernfalls würde der Chip feh-lerhaftes Verhalten aufweisen, dass zu Fehlfunktionen innerhalb des Gerätes führenkann, in dem der Chip verwendet wird. Ein wihtiges Teilproblem in diesem Feldist das Eigenshafts-Veri�kations-Problem, bei dem geprüft wird, ob der gegebeneShaltkreisentwurf eine gewünshte Eigenshaft aufweist. Wir zeigen, wie dieses Pro-blem als Constraint Integer Program modelliert werden kann und geben eine Reihevon problemspezi�shen Algorithmen an, die die Struktur der einzelnen Constraintsund der Gesamtshaltung ausnutzen. Testrehnungen auf Industrie-Beispielen ver-gleihen unseren Ansatz mit den bisher verwendeten SAT-Tehniken und belegenden Erfolg unserer Methode.
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AbstratThis thesis introdues the novel paradigm of onstraint integer programming (CIP),whih integrates onstraint programming (CP) andmixed integer programming (MIP)modeling and solving tehniques. It is supplemented by the software SCIP, whihis a solver and framework for onstraint integer programming that also featuresSAT solving tehniques. SCIP is freely available in soure ode for aademi andnon-ommerial purposes.Our onstraint integer programming approah is a generalization of MIP thatallows for the inlusion of arbitrary onstraints, as long as they turn into linearonstraints on the ontinuous variables after all integer variables have been �xed.The onstraints, may they be linear or more omplex, are treated by any ombinationof CP and MIP tehniques: the propagation of the domains by onstraint spei�algorithms, the generation of a linear relaxation and its solving by LP methods, andthe strengthening of the LP by utting plane separation.The urrent version of SCIP omes with all of the neessary omponents tosolve mixed integer programs. In the thesis, we over most of these ingredientsand present extensive omputational results to ompare di�erent variants for theindividual building bloks of a MIP solver. We fous on the algorithms and theirimpat on the overall performane of the solver.In addition to mixed integer programming, the thesis deals with hip designveri�ation, whih is an important topi of eletroni design automation. Chipmanufaturers have to make sure that the logi design of a iruit onforms to thespei�ation of the hip. Otherwise, the hip would show an erroneous behavior thatmay ause failures in the devie where it is employed. An important subproblem ofhip design veri�ation is the property heking problem, whih is to verify whethera iruit satis�es a spei�ed property. We show how this problem an be modeledas onstraint integer program and provide a number of problem-spei� algorithmsthat exploit the struture of the individual onstraints and the iruit as a whole.Another set of extensive omputational benhmarks ompares our CIP approahto the urrent state-of-the-art SAT methodology and douments the suess of ourmethod.
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IntrodutionThis thesis introdues onstraint integer programming (CIP), whih is a novel wayto ombine onstraint programming (CP) and mixed integer programming (MIP)methodologies. CIP is a generalization of MIP that supports the notion of generalonstraints as in CP. This approah is supported by the CIP framework SCIP,whih also integrates tehniques from SAT solving.We demonstrate the usefulness of SCIP on two tasks. First, we apply the on-straint integer programming approah to pure mixed integer programs. Computa-tional experiments show that SCIP is almost ompetitive to urrent state-of-the-artommerial MIP solvers, even though it inurs the overhead to support the moregeneral onstraint integer programming model. We desribe the fundamental build-ing bloks of MIP solvers and speify how they are implemented in SCIP. For allinvolved omponents, namely branhing, node seletion, domain propagation, ut-ting plane separation, primal heuristis, and presolving, we review existing ideasand introdue new variants that improve the runtime performane. Additionally,we generalize on�it analysis�a tehnique originating from the SAT ommunity�to onstraint and mixed integer programming. This novel onept in MIP solvingyields notieable performane improvements.As a seond appliation, we employ the SCIP framework to solve hip designveri�ation problems as they arise in the logi design of integrated iruits. Althoughthis problem lass features a substantial kernel of linear onstraints that an bee�iently handled by MIP tehniques, it involves a few highly non-linear onstrainttypes that are very hard to handle by pure mixed integer programming solvers. Inthis setting, the CIP approah is very e�etive: it an apply the full sophistiatedMIP mahinery to the linear part of the problem, while it is still able to deal with thenon-linear onstraints outside the MIP kernel by employing onstraint programmingtehniques.The idea of ombining modeling and solving tehniques from CP and MIP isnot new. In the reent years, several authors showed that an integrated approahan help to solve optimization problems that were intratable with either of the twomethods alone. For example, Timpe [205℄ applied a hybrid proedure to solve hem-ial industry planning problems that inlude lot-sizing, assignment, and sequeningas subproblems. Other examples of suessful integration inlude the assembly linebalaning problem (Bokmayr and Pisaruk [50℄) and the parallel mahine shedulingproblem (Jain and Grossmann [122℄).Di�erent approahes to integrate general onstraint and mixed integer program-ming into a single framework have been proposed in the literature. For example,Bokmayr and Kasper [49℄ developed the framework Coupe, that uni�es CP andMIP by observing that both tehniques rely on branhing and inferene. In thissetting, utting planes and domain propagation are just spei� types of inferene.Althaus et al. [10℄ presented the system Sil, whih introdues symboli onstraintson top of mixed integer programming solvers. Aron et al. [21℄ developed Simpl, asystem for integrated modeling and solving. They view both, CP and MIP, as aspeial ase of an infer-relax-restrit yle in whih CP and MIP tehniques loselyinterat at any stage. 1



2 IntrodutionOur approah di�ers from the existing work in the level of integration. SCIPombines the CP, SAT, and MIP tehniques on a very low level. In partiular,all involved algorithms operate on a single searh tree whih yields a very loseinteration. For example, MIP omponents an base their heuristi deisions onstatistis that have been gathered by CP algorithms or vie versa, and both anuse the dual information provided by the LP relaxation of the urrent subproblem.Furthermore, the SAT-like on�it analysis evaluates both the dedutions disoveredby CP tehniques and the information obtained through the LP relaxation.Content of the ThesisThis thesis onsists of three parts. We now desribe their ontent in more detail.The �rst part illustrates the basi onepts of onstraint programming, SATsolving, and mixed integer programming. Chapter 1 de�nes the three model typesand gives a rough overview of how they an be solved in pratie. The hapteronludes with the de�nition of the onstraint integer program that forms the basisof our approah to integrate the solving and modeling tehniques of the three ar-eas. Chapter 2 presents the fundamental algorithms that are applied to solve CPs,MIPs, and SAT problems, namely branh-and-bound, utting plane separation, anddomain propagation. Finally, Chapter 3 explains the design priniples of the CIPsolving framework SCIP to set the stage for the desription of the domain spei�algorithms in the subsequent parts. In partiular, we present sophistiated mem-ory management methods, whih yield an overall runtime performane improvementof 8%.1The seond part of the thesis deals with the solution of mixed integer programs.After a general introdution to mixed integer programming in Chapter 4, we presentthe ideas and algorithms for the key omponents of branh-and-bound based MIPsolvers as they are implemented in SCIP. Many of the tehniques are gathered fromthe literature, but some omponents as well as a lot of algorithmi subtleties andsmall improvements are new developments. Exept the introdution, every hapterof the seond part onludes with omputational experiments to evaluate the impatof the disussed algorithms on the MIP solving performane. Overall, this onstitutesone of the most extensive omputational studies on this topi that an be found inthe literature. In total, we spent more than one CPU year on the preliminary and�nal benhmarks, solving 244 instanes with 115 di�erent parameter settings eah,whih totals to 28060 runs.Chapter 5 addresses branhing rules. We review the most popular strategiesand introdue a new rule alled reliability branhing , whih generalizes many ofthe previously known strategies. We show the relations of the various other rulesto di�erent parameter settings of reliability branhing . Additionally, we propose aseond novel branhing approah, whih we all inferene branhing . This rule isin�uened by ideas of the SAT and CP ommunities and is partiularly tailoredfor pure feasibility problems. Using reliability branhing and inferene branhingin a hybrid fashion outperforms the previous state-of-the-art pseudoost branhing1We measure the performane in the geometri mean relative to the default settings of SCIP.For example, a performane improvement of 100% for a default feature means that the solvingproess takes twie as long in the geometri mean if the feature is disabled.



Introdution 3with strong branhing initialization rule by 8%. On feasibility problems, we obtaina performane improvement of more than 50%. Besides improving the branhingstrategies, we demonstrate the de�ienies of the still widely used most infeasiblebranhing . Our omputational experiments show that this rule, although seeminglya natural hoie, is almost as poor as seleting the branhing variable randomly.Branhing rules usually generate a �sore� or �utility� value for the two hildnodes assoiated to eah branhing andidate. The pseudoost estimates for the LPobjetive hanges in the two branhing diretions are an example for suh values. Animportant aspet of the branhing variable seletion is the ombination of these twovalues into a single sore value that is used to ompare the branhing andidates.Commonly, one uses a onvex ombinationsore(q−, q+) = (1− µ) ·min{q−, q+}+ µ ·max{q−, q+}of the two hild node sore values q− and q+ with parameter µ ∈ [0, 1]. We proposea novel approah whih employs a produt based funtionsore(q−, q+) = max{q−, ǫ} ·max{q+, ǫ}with ǫ = 10−6. Our omputational results show that even for the best of �ve di�erent
µ values, the produt funtion outperforms the linear approah by 14%.Chapter 6 deals with the node seletion, whih together with the branhingrule forms the searh omponent of the solver. Again, we review existing ideasand present several mixed strategies that aim to ombine the advantages of theindividual methods. Here, the impat on the solving performane is not as strongas for the branhing rules. Compared to the basi depth �rst and best �rst searhrules, however, the hybrid node seletion strategy that we employ ahieves an overallspeedup of about 30%.Domain propagation and utting plane separation onstitute the inferene engineof the solver. Chapter 7 deals with the former and ommenes with a detaileddisussion of the propagation of general linear onstraints, inluding numerial issuesthat have to be onsidered. A key onept in the theory of onstraint programmingto evaluate domain propagation algorithms is the notion of loal onsisteny forwhih several variants are distinguished. Two of them are bound onsisteny and thestronger interval onsisteny. We show that bound onsisteny an be ahieved easilyfor general linear onstraints, but deiding interval onsisteny for linear equationsis NP-omplete. However, if the onstraint is a simple inequality aTx ≤ β, ouralgorithm attains interval onsisteny. This means, the propagation is optimal in thesense that no further dedutions an be derived by only looking at one onstraint ata time together with the bounds and integrality restritions of the involved variables.In addition to general linear inequalities and equations, Chapter 7 deals withspeial ases of linear onstraints like, for example, binary knapsak and set overingonstraints. If restrited to propagating the onstraints one at a time, we annotget better than interval onsisteny. The data strutures and algorithms, however,an be improved to obtain smaller memory onsumption and runtime osts. Inpartiular, the so-alled two wathed literals sheme of SAT solvers an be appliedto set overing onstraints.Chapter 8 deals with the separation of utting planes. As most of the de-tails of utting plane separation in SCIP an be found in the diploma thesis ofKati Wolter [218℄ and a omprehensive survey of the theory was reently given byKlar [132℄, we over the topi only very brie�y. We desribe the di�erent lassesof uts that are generated by SCIP and give a few omments on the theoretial



4 Introdutionbakground and the implementation of the separation algorithms. As in the previ-ous hapters, we onlude with a omputational study to evaluate the e�etivenessof the various ut separators. It turns out that utting planes yield a performaneimprovement of more than 100% with the omplemented mixed integer roundinguts having the largest impat. Besides the separation of the di�erent lasses ofutting planes, it is also important to have good seletion riteria in order to deidewhih of the generated uts should atually be added to the LP relaxation. Ourexperiments show that very simple strategies like adding all the uts that have beenfound or adding only one ut per round inrease the total runtime by 70% and 80%,respetively, ompared to a sophistiated rule that arefully selets a subset of theavailable utting planes. More interestingly, hoosing uts whih are pairwise al-most orthogonal yields a 20% performane improvement over the ommon strategyof only onsidering the ut violations.Chapter 9 gives an overview of the primal heuristis inluded in SCIP. Similarto the utting planes we do not go into the details, sine they an be found in thediploma thesis of Timo Berthold [41℄. We desribe only the general ideas of thevarious heuristis and onlude with a omputational study. Our results indiatethat the ontribution of primal heuristis to derease the time to solve MIP instanesto optimality is rather small. Disabling all primal heuristis inreases the time to�nd the optimal solution and to prove that no better solution exists by only 14%.However, proving optimality is not always the primary goal of a user. For pratialappliations, it is usually enough to �nd feasible solutions of reasonable qualityquikly. For this purpose, primal heuristis are a useful tool.Chapter 10 presents the presolving tehniques that are inorporated in SCIP.Besides alling the regular domain propagation algorithms for the global bounds ofthe variables as a subroutine, they omprise more sophistiated methods to alter theproblem struture with the goal of dereasing the size of the instane and strengthe-ning its LP relaxation. As for domain propagation, we �rst disuss the presolving ofgeneral linear onstraints and ontinue with the speial ases like binary knapsak orset overing onstraints. In addition, we present four methods that an be appliedto any onstraint integer program, independent from the involved onstraint types.While all of these presolving tehniques are well known in the MIP ommu-nity, Chapter 10 inludes the additional method of restarts. This method has notbeen used by MIP solvers in the past, although it is a key ingredient in modernSAT solvers. It means to interrupt the branh-and-bound solving proess, reapplypresolving, and perform another pass of branh-and-bound searh. The informationabout the problem instane that was disovered in the previous solving pass an leadto additional presolving redutions and to improved deisions in the subsequent run,for example in the branhing variable seletion. Although SAT solvers employ pe-riodi restarts throughout the whole solving proess, we onluded that in the aseof MIP it is better to restart only diretly after the root node has been solved. Werestart the solving proess if a ertain amount of additional variable �xings have beengenerated, for example by utting planes or strong branhing. The omputationalresults at the end of the hapter show that the regular presolving tehniques yielda 90% performane improvement, while restarts ahieve an additional redution ofalmost 10%.Finally, Chapter 11 ontributes another suessful integration of a SAT teh-nique into the domain of mixed integer programming, namely the idea of on�itanalysis. Using this method, one an extrat strutural knowledge about the prob-lem instane at hand from the infeasible subproblems that are proessed during thebranh-and-bound searh. We show how on�it analysis as employed for SAT an



Introdution 5be generalized to the muh riher modeling onstruts available in mixed integer pro-gramming, namely general linear onstraints and integer and ontinuous variables.A partiularly interesting aspet is the analysis of infeasible or bound exeeding LPsfor whih we use dual information in order to obtain an initial starting point for thesubsequent analysis of the branhings and propagations that lead to the on�it.The omputational experiments identify a performane improvement of more than10%, whih an be ahieved by a reasonable e�ort spent on the analysis of infeasiblesubproblems.In the third part of the thesis, we disuss the appliation of our onstraint integerprogramming approah to the hip design veri�ation problem. The task is to verifywhether a given logi design of a hip satis�es ertain desired properties. All thetransition operators that an be used in the logi of a hip, for example addition,multipliation, shifting, or omparison of registers, are expressed as onstraints of aCIP model. Verifying a property means to deide whether the CIP model is feasibleor not.Chapter 12 gives an introdution to the appliation and an overview of ur-rent state-of-the-art solving tehniques. The property heking problem is formallyde�ned in Chapter 13, and we present our CIP model together with a list of allonstraint types that an appear in the problem instanes. In total, 22 di�erentoperators have to be onsidered.In Chapter 14 we go into the details of the implementation. For eah onstrainttype it is explained how an LP relaxation an be onstruted and how the domainpropagation and presolving algorithms exploit the speial struture of the onstraintlass to e�iently derive dedutions. Sine the semantis of some of the operatorsan be represented by onstraints of a di�erent operator type, we end up with 10non-trivial onstraint handlers. In addition, we need a supplementary onstraintlass that provides the link between the bit and word level representations of theproblem instane.The most omplex algorithms deal with the multipliation of two registers. Theseonstraints feature a highly involved LP relaxation using a number of auxiliary vari-ables. In addition, we implemented three domain propagation algorithms that oper-ate on di�erent representations of the onstraint: the LP representation, the bit levelrepresentation, and a symboli representation. For the latter, we employ term alge-bra tehniques and de�ne a term rewriting system. We state a term normalizationalgorithm and prove its termination by providing a well-founded partial ordering onthe operations of the underlying algebrai signature.In regular mixed integer programming, every onstraint has to be modeled withlinear inequalities and equations. In ontrast, in our onstraint integer programmingapproah we an treat eah onstraint lass by CP or MIP tehniques alone, or we anemploy both of them simultaneously. The bene�t of this �exibility is most apparentfor the shifting and sliing operators. We show, for example, that a reasonable LPrelaxation of a single shift left onstraint on 64-bit registers inludes 2 145 auxiliaryvariables and 6 306 linear onstraints with a total of 16 834 non-zero oe�ients.Therefore, a pure MIP solver would have to deal with very large problem instanes.In ontrast, the CIP approah an handle these onstraints outside the LP relaxationby employing CP tehniques alone, whih yields muh smaller node proessing times.Chapter 15 introdues two appliation spei� presolving tehniques. The �rstis the use of a term rewriting system to generate problem redutions on a symbolilevel. As for the symboli propagation of multipliation onstraints, we presenta term normalization algorithm and prove that it terminates for all inputs. The



6 Introdutionnormalized terms an then be ompared in order to identify �xings and equivalenesof variables. The seond presolving tehnique analyzes the funtion graph of theproblem instane in order to identify parts of the iruit that are irrelevant forthe property that should be veri�ed. These irrelevant parts are removed from theproblem instane, whih yields a signi�ant redution in the problem size on someinstanes.Chapter 16 gives a short overview of the searh strategies, i.e., branhing andnode seletion rules, that are employed for solving the property heking problem.Finally, omputational results in Chapter 17 demonstrate the e�etiveness of ourintegrated approah by omparing its performane to the state-of-the-art in the �eld,whih is to apply SAT tehniques for modeling and solving the problem. WhileSAT solvers are usually muh faster in �nding ounter-examples that prove theinvalidity of a property, our CIP based proedure an be�depending on the iruitand property�several orders of magnitude faster than the traditional approah.SoftwareAs a supplement to this thesis we provide the onstraint integer programming frame-work SCIP, whih is freely available in soure ode for aademi and non-ommerialuse and an be downloaded from http://sip.zib.de. It has LP solver interfaesto CLP [87℄, Cplex [118℄, Mosek [167℄, SoPlex [219℄, and Xpress [76℄. The ur-rent version 0.90i onsists of 223 178 lines of C ode and C++ wrapper lasses, whihbreaks down to 145 676 lines for the CIP framework and 77 502 lines for the variousplugins. For the speial plugins dealing with the hip design veri�ation problem,an additional 58 363 lines of C ode have been implemented.The development of SCIP started in Otober 2002. Most ideas and algorithms ofthe then state-of-the-art MIP solver SIP of Alexander Martin [159℄ were transferedinto the initial version of SCIP. Sine then, many new features have been developedthat further have improved the performane and the usability of the framework. Asa stand-alone tool, SCIP in ombination with SoPlex as LP solver is the fastestnon-ommerial MIP solver that is urrently available, see Mittelmann [166℄. UsingCplex 10 as LP solver, the performane of SCIP is even omparable to the today'sbest ommerial odesCplex andXpress: the omputational results in Appendix Cshow that SCIP 0.90i is on average only 63% slower than Cplex 10.As a library, SCIP an be used to develop branh-ut-and-prie algorithms, andit an be extended to support additional lasses of non-linear onstraints by provid-ing so-alled onstraint handler plugins. The solver for the hip design veri�ationproblem is one example of this usage. It is the hope of the author that the per-formane and the �exibility of the software ombined with the availability of thesoure ode fosters researh in the area of onstraint and mixed integer program-ming. Apart from the hip design veri�ation problem overed in this thesis, SCIPhas already been used in various other projets, see, for example, Pfetsh [187℄,Anders [12℄, Armbruster et al. [19, 20℄, Bley et al. [48℄, Joswig and Pfetsh [126℄,Koh [135℄, Nunkesser [176℄, Armbruster [18℄, Bilgen [45℄, Ceselli et al. [58℄, Dix [81℄,Kaibel et al. [127℄, Kutshka [138℄, or Orlowski et al. [178℄. Additionally, it is usedfor teahing graduate students, see Ahterberg, Grötshel, and Koh [3℄.

http://scip.zib.de
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Chapter 1Basi DefinitionsIn this hapter, we present three model types of searh problems�onstraint pro-grams, satis�ability problems, and mixed integer programs. We speify the basisolution strategies of the three �elds and highlight the key ideas that make theapproahes e�ient in pratie. Finally, we derive a problem lass whih we allonstraint integer program. This problem lass forms the basis of our approah tointegrate the modeling and solving tehniques from the three domains into a singleframework.1.1 Constraint ProgramsThe basi onept of general logial onstraints was used in 1963 by Sutherland [202,203℄ in his interative drawing system Skethpad. In the 1970's, the onept oflogi programming emerged in the arti�ial intelligene ommunity in the ontext ofautomated theorem proving and language proessing, most notably with the logiprogramming language Prolog developed by Colmerauer et al. [64, 66℄ and Kowal-ski [136℄. In the 1980's, onstraint solving was integrated into logi programming,resulting in the so-alled onstraint logi programming paradigm, see, e.g., Ja�arand Lassez [121℄, Dinbas et al. [80℄, or Colmerauer [65℄.In its most general form, the basi model type that is addressed by the aboveapproahes is the onstraint satisfation problem (CSP), whih is de�ned as follows:De�nition 1.1 (onstraint satisfation problem). A onstraint satisfation prob-lem is a pair CSP = (C,D) with D = D1 × . . . × Dn representing the domains of�nitely many variables xj ∈ Dj , j = 1, . . . , n, and C = {C1, . . . , Cm} being a �niteset of onstraints Ci : D → {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . ,m. The task is to deide whether theset
XCSP = {x | x ∈ D, C(x)} , with C(x) :⇔ ∀i = 1, . . . ,m : Ci(x) = 1is non-empty, i.e., to either �nd a solution x ∈ D satisfying C(x) or to prove thatno suh solution exists. A CSP where all domains D ∈ D are �nite is alled a �nitedomain onstraint satisfation problem (CSP(FD)).Note that there are no further restritions imposed on the onstraint prediates

Ci ∈ C. The optimization version of a onstraint satisfation problem is alledonstraint optimization program or, for short, onstraint program (CP):De�nition 1.2 (onstraint program). A onstraint program is a triple CP =
(C,D, f) and onsists of solving

(CP) f⋆ = min{f(x) | x ∈ D, C(x)}with the set of domains D = D1 × . . . × Dn, the onstraint set C = {C1, . . . , Cm},and an objetive funtion f : D → R. We denote the set of feasible solutions by9



10 Basi Definitions
XCP = {x | x ∈ D, C(x)}. A CP where all domains D ∈ D are �nite is alled a �nitedomain onstraint program (CP(FD)).Like the onstraint prediates Ci ∈ C the objetive funtion f may be an arbitrarymapping.Existing onstraint programming solvers like Cal [7℄, Chip [80℄, Clp(R) [121℄,Prolog III [65℄, or ILOG Solver [188℄ are usually restrited to �nite domainonstraint programming.To solve a CP(FD), the problem is reursively split into smaller subproblems(usually by splitting a single variable's domain), thereby reating a branhing treeand impliitly enumerating all potential solutions (see Setion 2.1). At eah sub-problem (i.e., node in the tree) domain propagation is performed to exlude furthervalues from the variables' domains (see Setion 2.3). These domain redutions areinferred by the single onstraints (primal redutions) or by the objetive funtionand a feasible solution x̂ ∈ XCP (dual redutions). If every variable's domain isthereby redued to a single value, a new primal solution is found. If any of thevariables' domains beomes empty, the subproblem is disarded and a di�erent leafof the urrent branhing tree is seleted to ontinue the searh.The key element for solving onstraint programs in pratie is the e�ient im-plementation of domain propagation algorithms, whih exploit the struture of theinvolved onstraints. A CP solver usually inludes a library of onstraint types withspei�ally tailored propagators. Furthermore, it provides infrastruture for manag-ing loal domains and representing the subproblems in the tree, suh that the useran integrate algorithms into the CP framework in order to ontrol the searh or todeal with additional onstraint lasses.1.2 Satisfiability ProblemsThe satis�ability problem (SAT) is de�ned as follows. The Boolean truth values falseand true are identi�ed with the values 0 and 1, respetively, and Boolean formulasare evaluated orrespondingly.De�nition 1.3 (satis�ability problem). Let C = C1 ∧ . . .∧Cm be a logi formulain onjuntive normal form (CNF) on Boolean variables x1, . . . , xn. Eah lause
Ci = ℓi1∨. . .∨ℓ

i
ki
is a disjuntion of literals. A literal ℓ ∈ L = {x1, . . . , xn, x̄1, . . . , x̄n}is either a variable xj or the negation of a variable x̄j . The task of the satis�abilityproblem (SAT) is to either �nd an assignment x⋆ ∈ {0, 1}n, suh that the formula Cis satis�ed, i.e., eah lause Ci evaluates to 1, or to onlude that C is unsatis�able,i.e., for all x ∈ {0, 1}n at least one Ci evaluates to 0.SAT was the �rst problem shown to be NP-omplete by Cook [68℄. Sine SATis a speial ase of a onstraint satisfation problem, CSP is NP-omplete as well.Besides its theoretial relevane, SAT has many pratial appliations, e.g., in thedesign and veri�ation of integrated iruits or in the design of logi based intelligentsystems. We refer to Biere and Kunz [44℄ for an overview of SAT tehniques in hipveri�ation and to Truemper [206℄ for details on logi based intelligent systems.Modern SAT solvers like BerkMin [100℄, Chaff [168℄, or MiniSat [82℄ rely onthe following tehniques:



1.3. Mixed Integer Programs 11
⊲ using a branhing sheme (the DPLL-algorithm of Davis, Putnam, Logemann,and Loveland [77, 78℄) to split the problem into smaller subproblems (seeSetion 2.1),
⊲ applying Boolean onstraint propagation (BCP) [220℄ on the subproblems,whih is a speial form of domain propagation (see Setion 2.3),
⊲ analyzing infeasible subproblems to produe on�it lauses [157℄, whih helpto prune the searh tree later on (see Chapter 11), and
⊲ restarting the searh in a periodi fashion in order to revise the branhingdeisions after having gained new knowledge about the struture of the probleminstane, whih is aptured by the on�it lauses, see Gomes et al. [101℄.The DPLL-algorithm reates two subproblems at eah node of the searh treeby �xing a single variable to zero and one, respetively. The nodes are proessed ina depth �rst fashion.1.3 Mixed Integer ProgramsA mixed integer program (MIP) is de�ned as follows.De�nition 1.4 (mixed integer program). Given a matrix A ∈ Rm×n, vetors

b ∈ Rm, and c ∈ Rn, and a subset I ⊆ N = {1, . . . , n}, the mixed integer programMIP = (A, b, c, I) is to solve
(MIP) c⋆ = min {cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Rn, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I} .The vetors in the set XMIP = {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I} are alledfeasible solutions of MIP. A feasible solution x⋆ ∈ XMIP of MIP is alled optimal ifits objetive value satis�es cTx⋆ = c⋆.MIP solvers usually treat simple bound onstraints lj ≤ xj ≤ uj with lj , uj ∈R∪{±∞} separately from the remaining onstraints. In partiular, integer variableswith bounds 0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 play a speial role in the solving algorithms and are a veryimportant tool to model �yes/no� deisions. We refer to the set of these binaryvariables with B := {j ∈ I | lj = 0 and uj = 1} ⊆ I ⊆ N . In addition, we denotethe ontinuous variables by C := N \ I.Common speial ases of MIP are linear programs (LPs) with I = ∅, integerprograms (IPs) with I = N , mixed binary programs (MBPs) with B = I, andbinary programs (BPs) with B = I = N . The satis�ability problem is a speial aseof a BP without objetive funtion. Sine SAT is NP-omplete, BP, IP, and MIPare NP-hard. Nevertheless, linear programs are solvable in polynomial time, whihwas �rst shown by Khathiyan [130, 131℄ using the so-alled ellipsoid method.Note that in ontrast to onstraint programming, in mixed integer programmingwe are restrited to

⊲ linear onstraints,
⊲ a linear objetive funtion, and
⊲ integer or real-valued domains.



12 Basi DefinitionsDespite these restritions in modeling, pratial appliations prove that MIP, IP,and BP an be very suessfully applied to many real-word problems. However, itoften requires expert knowledge to generate models that an be solved with urrentgeneral purpose MIP solvers. In many ases, it is even neessary to adapt the solvingproess itself to the spei� problem struture at hand. This an be done with thehelp of an MIP framework.Like CP and SAT solvers, most modern MIP solvers reursively split the probleminto smaller subproblems, thereby generating a branhing tree (see Setion 2.1).However, the proessing of the nodes is di�erent. For eah node of the tree, theLP relaxation is solved, whih an be onstruted from the MIP by removing theintegrality onditions:De�nition 1.5 (LP relaxation of an MIP). Given a mixed integer programMIP = (A, b, c, I), its LP relaxation is de�ned as
(LP) č = min {cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Rn} .

XLP = {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b} is the set of feasible solutions of the LP relaxation. AnLP-feasible solution x̌ ∈ XLP is alled LP-optimal if cT x̌ = č.The LP relaxation an be strengthened by utting planes whih use the LPinformation and the integrality restritions to derive valid inequalities that ut o�the solution of the urrent LP relaxation without removing integral solutions (seeSetion 2.2). The objetive value č of the LP relaxation provides a lower bound forthe whole subtree, and if this bound is not smaller than the value ĉ = cT x̂ of theurrent best primal solution x̂, the node and its subtree an be disarded. The LPrelaxation usually gives a muh stronger bound than the one that is provided bysimple dual propagation of CP solvers. The solution of the LP relaxation usuallyrequires muh more time, however.The most important ingredients of an MIP solver implementation are a fastand numerially stable LP solver, utting plane separators, primal heuristis, andpresolving algorithms (see Bixby et al. [46℄). Additionally, the applied branhingrule is of major importane (see Ahterberg, Koh, and Martin [5℄). Neessaryinfrastruture inludes the management of subproblem modi�ations, LP warm startinformation, and a ut pool.Modern MIP solvers like CBC [86℄, Cplex [118℄, GLPK [99℄, Lindo [147℄,Minto [171, 172℄, Mosek [167℄, SIP [159℄, Symphony [190℄, or Xpress [76℄ o�era variety of di�erent general purpose separators whih an be ativated for solv-ing the problem instane at hand (see Atamtürk and Savelsbergh [26℄ for a featureoverview for a number of MIP solvers). It is also possible to add problem spei�uts through allbak mehanisms, thus providing some of the �exibility a full MIPframework o�ers. These mehanisms are in many ases su�ient to solve a givenproblem instane. With the help of modeling tools like Aimms [182℄, Ampl [89℄,Gams [56℄, Lingo [148℄, Mosel [75℄, MPL [162℄, OPL [119℄, or Zimpl [133℄ it isoften even possible to formulate the model in a mathematial fashion, to automat-ially transform the model and data into solver input, and to solve the instanewithin reasonable time. In this setting, the user does not need to know the internalsof the MIP solver, whih is used as a blak-box tool.Unfortunately, this rapid mathematial prototyping hain (see Koh [134℄) doesnot yield results in aeptable solving time for every problem lass, sometimes noteven for small instanes. For these problem lasses, the user has to develop speial



1.4. Constraint Integer Programs 13purpose odes with problem spei� algorithms. To provide the neessary infrastru-ture like the branhing tree and LP management, or to give support for standardgeneral purpose algorithms like LP based utting plane separators or primal heuris-tis, a branh-and-ut framework like Abaus [204℄, the tools provided by the Coinprojet [63℄, or the allbak mehanisms provided, for example, by Cplex orXpressan be used. As we will see in the following, SCIP an also be used in this fashion.1.4 Constraint Integer ProgramsAs desribed in the previous setions, most solvers for onstraint programs, satis�a-bility problems, and mixed integer programs share the idea of dividing the probleminto smaller subproblems and impliitly enumerating all potential solutions. Theydi�er, however, in the way of proessing the subproblems.Beause MIP is a very spei� ase of CP, MIP solvers an apply sophistiatedproblem spei� algorithms that operate on the subproblem as a whole. In partiular,they use the simplex algorithm invented by Dantzig [73℄ to solve the LP relaxations,and utting plane separators like the Gomory ut separator [104℄.In ontrast, due to the unrestrited de�nition of CPs, CP solvers annot takesuh a global perspetive. They have to rely on the onstraint propagators, eah ofthem exploiting the struture of a single onstraint lass. Usually, the only ommu-niation between the individual onstraints takes plae via the variables' domains.An advantage of CP is, however, the possibility to model the problem more diretly,using very expressive onstraints whih ontain a lot of struture. Transformingthose onstraints into linear inequalities an oneal their struture from an MIPsolver, and therefore lessen the solver's ability to draw valuable onlusions aboutthe instane or to make the right deisions during the searh.SAT is also a very spei� ase of CP with only one type of onstraints, namelyBoolean lauses. A lause Ci = ℓi1 ∨ . . . ∨ ℓ
i
ki

an easily be linearized with the setovering onstraint ℓi1 + . . .+ ℓiki
≥ 1. However, this LP relaxation of SAT is ratheruseless, sine it annot detet the infeasibility of subproblems earlier than domainpropagation: by setting all un�xed variables to x̌j = 1

2 , the linear relaxations of alllauses with at least two un�xed literals are satis�ed. Therefore, SAT solvers mainlyexploit the speial problem struture to speed up the domain propagation algorithmand to improve the underlying data strutures.The hope of ombining CP, SAT, and MIP tehniques is to ombine their advan-tages and to ompensate for their individual weaknesses. We propose the followingslight restrition of a CP to speify our integrated approah:De�nition 1.6 (onstraint integer program). A onstraint integer program CIP =
(C, I, c) onsists of solving

(CIP) c⋆ = min{cTx | C(x), x ∈ Rn, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I}with a �nite set C = {C1, . . . , Cm} of onstraints Ci : Rn → {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . ,m, asubset I ⊆ N = {1, . . . , n} of the variable index set, and an objetive funtion vetor
c ∈ Rn. A CIP has to ful�ll the following ondition:

∀x̂I ∈ ZI ∃(A′, b′) : {xC ∈ RC | C(x̂I , xC)} = {xC ∈ RC | A′xC ≤ b
′} (1.1)with C := N \ I, A′ ∈ Rk×C , and b′ ∈ Rk for some k ∈ Z≥0.



14 Basi DefinitionsRestrition (1.1) ensures that the remaining subproblem after �xing the integervariables is always a linear program. This means that in the ase of �nite domaininteger variables, the problem an be�in priniple�ompletely solved by enumer-ating all values of the integer variables and solving the orresponding LPs. Notethat this does not forbid quadrati or even more involved expressions. Only the re-maining part after �xing (and thus eliminating) the integer variables must be linearin the ontinuous variables.The linearity restrition of the objetive funtion an easily be ompensated byintroduing an auxiliary objetive variable z that is linked to the atual non-linearobjetive funtion with a non-linear onstraint z = f(x). We just demand a linearobjetive funtion in order to simplify the derivation of the LP relaxation. Thesame holds for omitting the general variable domains D that exist in De�nition 1.2of the onstraint program. They an also be represented as additional onstraints.Therefore, every CP that meets Condition (1.1) an be represented as onstraintinteger program. In partiular, we an observe the following:Proposition 1.7. The notion of onstraint integer programming generalizes �nitedomain onstraint programming and mixed integer programming:(a) Every CP(FD) and CSP(FD) an be modeled as a CIP.(b) Every MIP an be modeled as CIP.Proof. The notion of a onstraint is the same in CP as in CIP. The linear system
Ax ≤ b of an MIP is a onjuntion of linear onstraints, eah of whih is a speialase of the general onstraint notion in CP and CIP. Therefore, we only have toverify Condition (1.1).For a CSP(FD), all variables have �nite domain and an therefore be equivalentlyrepresented as integers, leaving Condition (1.1) empty. In the ase of a CP(FD),the only non-integer variable is the auxiliary objetive variable z, i.e., xC = (z).Therefore, Condition (1.1) an be satis�ed for a given x̂I by setting

A′ :=

(
1
−1

) and b′ :=

(
f(x̂I)
−f(x̂I)

)

.For an MIP, partition the onstraint matrix A = (AI , AC) into the olumns of theinteger variables I and the ontinuous variables C. For a given x̂I ∈ ZI set A′ := ACand b′ := b−AI x̂I to meet Condition (1.1).Like for a mixed integer program, we an de�ne the notion of the LP relaxationfor a onstraint integer program:De�nition 1.8 (LP relaxation of a CIP). Given a onstraint integer programCIP = (C, I, c), a linear program
(LP) č = min {cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Rn}is alled LP relaxation of CIP if

{x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b} ⊇ {x ∈ Rn | C(x), xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I}.



Chapter 2AlgorithmsThis hapter presents algorithms that an be used to solve onstraint programs,satis�ability problems, and mixed integer programs. All of the three problem lassesare ommonly solved by branh-and-bound, whih is explained in Setion 2.1.State-of-the-art MIP solvers heavily rely on the linear programming (LP) relax-ation to alulate lower bounds for the subproblems of the searh tree and to guidethe branhing deision. The LP relaxation an be tightened to improve the lowerbounds by utting planes, see Setion 2.2.In ontrast to MIP, onstraint programming is not restrited to linear onstraintsto de�ne the feasible set. This means, there usually is no anonial linear relaxationat hand that an be used to derive lower bounds for the subproblems. Therefore,one has to stik to other algorithms to prune the searh tree as muh as possiblein order to avoid the immense running time of omplete enumeration. A methodthat is employed in pratie is domain propagation, whih is a restrited version ofthe so-alled onstraint propagation. Setion 2.3 gives an overview of this approah.Note that MIP solvers are also applying domain propagation on the subproblemsin the searh tree. However, the MIP ommunity usually alls this tehnique �nodepreproessing�.Although the lauses that appear in a SAT problem an easily be represented aslinear onstraints, the LP relaxation of a satis�ability problem is almost useless sineSAT has no objetive funtion and the LP an always be satis�ed by setting xj = 1
2for all variables (as long as eah lause ontains at least two literals). Therefore, SATsolvers operate similar to CP solvers and rely on branhing and domain propagation.Overall, the three algorithms presented in this hapter (branh-and-bound, LPrelaxation strengthened by utting planes, and domain propagation) form the basibuilding bloks of our integrated onstraint integer programming solver SCIP.2.1 Branh and BoundThe branh-and-bound proedure is a very general and widely used method to solveoptimization problems. It is also known as impliit enumeration, divide-and-onquer,baktraking, or deomposition. The idea is to suessively divide the given prob-lem instane into smaller subproblems until the individual subproblems are easy tosolve. The best of the subproblems' solutions is the global optimum. Algorithm 2.1summarizes this proedure.The splitting of a subproblem into two or more smaller subproblems in Step 7 isalled branhing. During the ourse of the algorithm, a branhing tree is reated witheah node representing one of the subproblems (see Figure 2.1). The root of the treeorresponds to the initial problem R, while the leaves are either �easy� subproblemsthat have already been solved or subproblems in L that still have to be proessed.The intention of the bounding in Step 5 is to avoid a omplete enumeration of allpotential solutions of R, whih are usually exponentially many. In order for bounding15



16 AlgorithmsAlgorithm 2.1 Branh-and-boundInput : Minimization problem instane R.Output : Optimal solution x⋆ with value c⋆, or onlusion that R has no solution,indiated by c⋆ =∞.1. Initialize L := {R}, ĉ :=∞. [init ℄2. If L = ∅, stop and return x⋆ = x̂ and c⋆ = ĉ. [abort ℄3. Choose Q ∈ L, and set L := L \ {Q}. [selet ℄4. Solve a relaxation Qrelax of Q. If Qrelax is empty, set č :=∞. Otherwise, let x̌be an optimal solution of Qrelax and č its objetive value. [solve℄5. If č ≥ ĉ, goto Step 2. [bound ℄6. If x̌ is feasible for R, set x̂ := x̌, ĉ := č, and goto Step 2. [hek ℄7. Split Q into subproblems Q = Q1 ∪ . . . ∪Qk, set L := L ∪ {Q1, . . . , Qk}, andgoto Step 2. [branh℄to be e�etive, good lower (dual) bounds č and upper (primal) bounds ĉ must beavailable. Lower bounds are alulated with the help of a relaxation Qrelax whihshould be easy to solve. Upper bounds an be found during the branh-and-boundalgorithm in Step 6, but they an also be generated by primal heuristis.The node seletion in Step 3 and the branhing sheme in Step 7 determineimportant deisions of a branh-and-bound algorithm that should be tailored tothe given problem lass. Both of them have a major impat on how early goodprimal solutions an be found in Step 6 and how fast the lower bounds of the opensubproblems in L inrease. They in�uene the bounding in Step 5, whih shouldut o� subproblems as early as possible and thereby prune large parts of the searh
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Figure 2.1. Branh-and-bound searh tree.
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x̌x̌Figure 2.2. LP based branhing on a single frational variable.tree. Even more important for a branh-and-bound algorithm to be e�etive is thetype of relaxation that is solved in Step 4. A reasonable relaxation must ful�ll twousually opposing requirements: it should be easy to solve, and it should yield strongdual bounds.In mixed integer programming, the most widely used relaxation is the LP relax-ation (see De�nition 1.5), whih proved to be very suessful in pratie. Currently,almost all e�ient ommerial and aademi MIP solvers are LP relaxation basedbranh-and-bound algorithms. This inludes the solvers mentioned in Setion 1.3.Besides supplying a dual bound that an be exploited for the bounding in Step 5,the LP relaxation an also be used to guide the branhing deisions of Step 7.The most popular branhing strategy in MIP solving is to split the domain of aninteger variable xj , j ∈ I, with frational LP value x̌j /∈ Z into two parts, thusreating the two subproblems Q1 = Q ∩ {xj ≤ ⌊x̌j⌋} and Q2 = Q ∩ {xj ≥ ⌈x̌j⌉}(see Figure 2.2). Methods to selet a frational variable as branhing variable aredisussed in Chapter 5.In onstraint programming, the branhing step is usually arried out by seletingan integer variable xj and �x it to a ertain value xj = v ∈ Dj in one hild node andrule out the value in the other hild node by enforing xj ∈ Dj \ {v}. In ontrastto MIP, onstraint programs do not have a strong anonial relaxation like the LPrelaxation. Although there might be good relaxations for speial types of onstraintprograms, there is no useful relaxation available for the general model. Therefore,CP solvers implement the bounding Step 5 of Algorithm 2.1 only by propagatingthe objetive funtion onstraint f(x) < ĉ with ĉ being the value of the urrentinumbent solution. Thus, the strength of the bounding step heavily depends on thepropagation potential of the objetive funtion onstraint. In fat, CP solvers areusually inferior to MIP solvers on problems where ahieving feasibility is easy, but�nding the optimal solution is hard.The branhing applied in SAT solvers is very similar to the one of onstraintprogramming solvers. Sine all variables are binary, however, it redues to seletinga variable xj and �xing it to xj = 0 in one hild node and to xj = 1 in the other hildnode. Atually, urrent SAT solvers do not even need to represent the branhingdeisions in a tree. Beause they apply depth �rst searh, they only need to storethe nodes on the path from the root node to the urrent node. This simpli�ation
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PSfrag replaements Q QI

x̌x̌Figure 2.3. A utting plane that separates the frational LP solution x̌ from the onvex hull QIof integer points of Q.in data strutures is possible sine the node seletion of Step 3 is performed in adepth-�rst fashion and on�it lauses (see Chapter 11) are generated for infeasiblesubproblems that impliitly lead the searh to the opposite �xing of the branhingvariable after baktraking has been performed.As SAT has no objetive funtion, there is no need for the bounding Step 5 ofAlgorithm 2.1. A SAT solver an immediately abort after having found the �rstfeasible solution.2.2 Cutting PlanesBesides splitting the urrent subproblem Q into two or more easier subproblems bybranhing, one an also try to tighten the subproblem's relaxation in order to ruleout the urrent solution x̌ and to obtain a di�erent one. Sine MIP is the onlyof the three investigated problem lasses that features a generally appliable usefulrelaxation, this tehnique is in this form unique to MIP.The LP relaxation an be tightened by introduing additional linear onstraints
aTx ≤ b that are violated by the urrent LP solution x̌ but do not ut o� feasiblesolutions from Q (see Figure 2.3). Thus, the urrent solution x̌ is separated fromthe onvex hull of integer solutions QI by the utting plane aTx ≤ b, i.e.,

x̌ /∈ {x ∈ R | aTx ≤ b} ⊇ QI .Gomory presented a general algorithm [102, 103℄ to �nd suh utting planes for inte-ger programs. He also proved [104℄ that his algorithm is �nite for integer programswith rational data, i.e., an optimal IP solution is found after adding a �nite numberof utting planes. His algorithm, however, is not pratiable sine it usually adds anexponential number of utting planes, whih dramatially dereases the performaneand the numerial stability of the LP solver.To bene�t from the stronger relaxations obtained by utting planes without ham-pering the solvability of the LP relaxations, today's most suessful MIP solversombine branhing and utting plane separation in one of the following fashions:



2.3. Domain Propagation 19Cut-and-branh. The LP relaxationRLP of the initial (root) problemR is strength-ened by utting planes as long as it seems to be reasonable and does not reduenumerial stability too muh. Afterwards, the problem is solved with branh-and-bound.Branh-and-ut. The problem is solved with branh-and-bound, but the LP re-laxations QLP of all subproblems Q (inluding the initial problem R) might bestrengthened by utting planes. Here one has to distinguish between globally validuts and uts that are only valid in a loal part of the branh-and-bound searh tree,i.e., uts that were dedued by taking the branhing deisions into aount. Globallyvalid uts an be used for all subproblems during the ourse of the algorithm, butloal uts have to be removed from the LP relaxation after the searh leaves thesubtree for whih they are valid.Marhand et al. [154℄ and Fügenshuh and Martin [90℄ give an overview of ompu-tationally useful utting plane tehniques. A reent survey of utting plane literaturean be found in Klar [132℄. For further details, we refer to Chapter 8 and the refer-enes therein.2.3 Domain PropagationConstraint propagation is an integral part of every onstraint programming solver.The task is to analyze the set of onstraints of the urrent subproblem and theurrent domains of the variables in order to infer additional valid onstraints anddomain redutions, thereby restriting the searh spae. The speial ase whereonly the domains of the variables are a�eted by the propagation proess is alleddomain propagation. If the propagation only tightens the lower and upper boundsof the domains without introduing holes it is alled bound propagation or boundstrengthening.In mixed integer programming, the onept of bound propagation is well-knownunder the term node preproessing. One usually applies a restrited version of thepreproessing algorithm that is used before starting the branh-and-bound proessto simplify the problem instane (see, e.g., Savelsbergh [199℄ or Fügenshuh andMartin [90℄). Besides the integrality restritions, only linear onstraints appear inmixed integer programming problems. Therefore, MIP solvers only employ a verylimited number of propagation algorithms, the most prominent being the boundstrengthening on individual linear onstraints (see Setion 7.1).In ontrast, a onstraint programming model an inlude a large variety of on-straint lasses with di�erent semantis and struture. Thus, a CP solver providesspeialized onstraint propagation algorithms for every single onstraint lass. Fig-ure 2.4 shows a partiular propagation of the alldiff onstraint, whih demandsthat the involved variables have to take pairwise di�erent values. Fast domainpropagation algorithms for alldiff onstraints inlude the omputation of maxi-mal mathings in bipartite graphs (see Régin [192℄). Bound propagation algorithmsidentify so-alled Hall intervals (Puget [189℄, López-Ortis et al. [151℄).The following example illustrates onstraint propagation and domain propagationfor lauses of the satis�ability problem (see Setion 1.2).
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Figure 2.4. Domain propagation on an alldiff onstraint. In the urrent subproblem on the lefthand side, the values red and yellow are not available for variables x1 and x2 (for example, due tobranhing). The propagation algorithm detets that the values green and blue an be ruled out forthe variables x3 and x4.Example 2.1 (SAT onstraint propagation). Consider the lauses C1 = x∨y∨vand C2 = x̄∨ y ∨w with binary variables x, y, v, w ∈ {0, 1}. The following resolutionan be performed:
C1 : x ∨ y ∨ v
C2 : x̄ ∨ y ∨ w

C3 : y ∨ v ∨ wThe resolution proess yields a valid lause, namely C3 = y ∨ v ∨ w, whih an beadded to the problem. Thus, resolution is a form of onstraint propagation.As a seond example, suppose that we branhed on v = 0 and w = 0 to obtainthe urrent subproblem. Looking at C3, we an dedue y = 1 beause the onstraintwould beome unsatis�able with y = 0. This latter onstraint propagation is adomain propagation, beause the dedued onstraint y = 1 diretly restrits thedomain of a variable. In fat, sine the lower bound of y is raised to 1, it is atuallya bound propagation. In the nomenlature of SAT solving, lause C3 with v = w = 0is alled a unit lause and the bound propagation proess that �xes the remainingliteral y is alled Boolean onstraint propagation (BCP).As Example 2.1 shows, one propagation an trigger additional propagations. Inthe example, the generation of the inferred onstraint C3 lead to the subsequent �xingof y = 1. Suh hains of iteratively applied propagations happen very frequently inonstraint propagation algorithms. Therefore, a onstraint propagation frameworkhas to provide infrastruture that allows a fast detetion of problem parts that haveto be inspeted again for propagation. For example, the urrent state-of-the-artto implement BCP for SAT is to apply the so-alled two wathed literals sheme(Moskewiz et al. [168℄) where only two of the un�xed literals in a lause need tobe wathed for hanges of their urrent domains. SCIP uses an event system toreativate onstraints for propagation (see Setion 3.1.10). The onstraint handlerof SCIP that treats SAT lauses implements the two wathed literals sheme bytraking the bound hange events on two un�xed literals per lause, see Setion 7.4.The ultimate goal of a onstraint propagation sheme is to deide the globalonsisteny of the problem instane at hand.De�nition 2.2 (global onsisteny). A onstraint satisfation problem CSP =
(C,D) with onstraint set C and domains of variables D (see De�nition 1.1) is alled



2.3. Domain Propagation 21globally onsistent if there exists a solution x⋆ ∈ D with C(x⋆).Sine CSP is NP-omplete, it is unlikely that e�ient propagation shemes existthat deide global onsisteny. Therefore, the iterative appliation of onstraintpropagation usually aims to ahieve some form of loal onsisteny, whih is a weakerform of global onsisteny: a loally onsistent CSP does not need to be globallyonsistent, but global onsisteny implies loal onsisteny. In the following wepresent only some basi notions of loal onsisteny that will be used in this thesis.A more thorough overview an be found in Apt [17℄.De�nition 2.3 (node onsisteny). Consider a onstraint satisfation problemCSP = (C,D) with onstraint set C and domains of variables D (see De�nition 1.1).A unary onstraint C ∈ C on a variable xj

C : Dj → {0, 1}is alled node onsistent if C(xj) = 1 for all values xj ∈ Dj . A CSP is alled nodeonsistent if all of its unary onstraints are node onsistent.De�nition 2.4 (ar onsisteny). A binary onstraint C ∈ C on variables xi and
xj , i 6= j,

C : Di ×Dj → {0, 1},of a onstraint satisfation problem CSP = (C,D) is alled ar onsistent if
∀xi ∈ Di ∃xj ∈ Dj : C(xi, xj) = 1, and
∀xj ∈ Dj ∃xi ∈ Di : C(xi, xj) = 1.A CSP is alled ar onsistent if all of its binary onstraints are ar onsistent.De�nition 2.5 (hyper-ar onsisteny). An arbitrary onstraint C ∈ C on vari-ables xj1 , . . . , xjk

,
C : Dj1 × . . .×Djk

→ {0, 1},of a onstraint satisfation problem CSP = (C,D) is alled hyper-ar onsistent if
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∀xji

∈ Dji
∃x⋆ ∈ Dj1 × . . .×Djk

: x⋆
ji

= xji
∧ C(x⋆) = 1.A CSP is alled hyper-ar onsistent if all of its onstraints are hyper-ar onsistent.Hyper-ar onsisteny is the strongest possible loal onsisteny notion with re-spet to a single onstraint. It demands that for eah onstraint C eah value inthe involved domains partiipates in a solution whih satis�es C. In other words, nofurther values an be exluded from the domains of the variables by onsidering theonstraints individually.An algorithm whih aims to ahieve hyper-ar onsisteny for a given onstrainthas to remove all values from the domains of the involved variables that do nottake part in a solution for the onstraint. For domains D ⊆ R, one usually hasto introdue holes in order to ahieve hyper-ar onsisteny. Suh algorithms anbe very time-onsuming. Additionally, the LP relaxation of a onstraint integerprogram an only deal with ontinuous intervals without holes. Therefore, we willusually regard one of the following relaxed versions of hyper-ar onsisteny, whihonly deal with the bounds of the interval domains:



22 AlgorithmsDe�nition 2.6 (interval onsisteny). An arbitrary onstraint C ∈ C on variables
xj1 , . . . , xjk

,
C : Dj1 × . . .×Djk

→ {0, 1},of a onstraint satisfation problem CSP = (C,D) with interval domains Dji
=

[lji
, uji

], lji
, uji

∈ R, or Dji
= {lji

, . . . , uji
}, lji

, uji
∈ Z, i = 1, . . . , k, is alledinterval onsistent if

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∀xji
∈ {lji

, uji
} ∃x⋆ ∈ Dj1 × . . .×Djk

: x⋆
ji

= xji
∧ C(x⋆) = 1.A CSP with interval domains is alled interval onsistent if all of its onstraints areinterval onsistent.De�nition 2.7 (bound onsisteny). Let C ∈ C,

C : Dr
j1
× . . .×Dr

jk
→ {0, 1},be a onstraint de�ned on real-valued variables xj1 , . . . , xjk

, Dr
ji

= [lji
, uji

], lji
, uji
∈R, i = 1, . . . , k, whih is part of a onstraint satisfation problem CSP = (C,D) withinterval domains Dji

= [lji
, uji

], lji
, uji

∈ R, or Dji
= {lji

, . . . , uji
}, lji

, uji
∈ Z,

i = 1, . . . , k. Then, C is alled bound onsistent if
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∀xji

∈ {lji
, uji
} ∃x⋆ ∈ Dr

j1
× . . .×Dr

jk
: x⋆

ji
= xji

∧ C(x⋆) = 1.A CSP with onstraints de�ned on real-valued variables and variables with intervaldomains is alled bound onsistent if all of its onstraints are bound onsistent.Note that bound onsisteny is weaker than interval onsisteny: every intervalonsistent CSP in whih the onstraints are de�ned on real-valued variables is boundonsistent. On the other hand, there are bound onsistent CSPs that are not intervalonsistent, as the following example illustrates:Example 2.8. Let C : [0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ {0, 1} be the linear onstraint
C(x) = 1 ⇔ 2x1 + 2x2 + 2x3 = 3.Now onsider the onstraint satisfation problem CSP = (C,D) with C = {C},

D = D1 × D2 × D3, and integer domains D1 = D2 = D3 = {0, 1}. This CSP isbound onsistent: the vetor xl1 = (0, 1, 0.5) supports the lower bound of x1 while
xu1 = (1, 0, 0.5) supports the upper bound of x1, and similar support vetors anbe onstruted for the bounds of x2 and x3. These vetors are feasible solutions tothe real-valued onstraint C(x), although they are not feasible solutions to the CSPdue to the frationality of one of their omponents. On the other hand, the CSP isnot interval onsistent, sine there are no vetors x⋆ ∈ D that support the boundsof the variables.



Chapter 3SCIP as a CIP FrameworkThis hapter desribes the onstraint integer programming framework SCIP (anaronym for �Solving Constraint Integer Programs�). SCIP is being developed atthe Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum für Informationstehnik Berlin (ZIB) sine 2001. It is thesuessor of the mixed integer programming solver SIP of Alexander Martin [159℄and adopts several ideas and algorithms of its predeessor. Nevertheless, it wasimplemented from srath in order to obtain a muh more �exible design, whih isapable of supporting onstraint integer programming tehniques and a wide varietyof user plugins that an be inluded via a allbak mehanism.Setion 3.1 desribes the various types of user plugins that an enrih the basiCIP framework and explains their role in the solving proess. The algorithmi designand the main sequene of the solving steps are illustrated in Setion 3.2. Finally,Setion 3.3 overs the infrastruture whih is supplied by SCIP in order to providedata strutures and e�ient methods to represent and aess the problem data andto allow interation and sharing of information between the plugins.3.1 Basi Conepts of SCIPSCIP is a onstraint integer programming framework that provides the infrastru-ture to implement very �exible branh-and-bound based searh algorithms. In ad-dition, it inludes a large library of default algorithms to ontrol the searh. Thesemain algorithms of SCIP are part of external plugins, whih are user de�ned all-bak objets that interat with the framework through a very detailed interfae.The urrent distribution of SCIP ontains the neessary plugins to solve MIPs (seePart II). In the following, we desribe the di�erent plugin types and their role insolving a CIP.3.1.1 Constraint HandlersSine a CIP onsists of onstraints, the entral objets of SCIP are the onstrainthandlers. Eah onstraint handler represents the semantis of a single lass of on-straints and provides algorithms to handle onstraints of the orresponding type.The primary task of a onstraint handler is to hek a given solution for fea-sibility with respet to all onstraints of its type existing in the problem instane.This feasibility test su�es to turn SCIP into an algorithm whih orretly solvesCIPs with onstraints of the supported type, at least if no ontinuous variables areinvolved. However, the resulting proedure would be a omplete enumeration of allpotential solutions, beause no additional information about the problem struturewould be available.To improve the performane of the solving proess onstraint handlers may pro-vide additional algorithms and information about their onstraints to the framework,namely 23
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⊲ presolving methods to simplify the problem's representation,
⊲ propagation methods to tighten the variables' domains,
⊲ a linear relaxation, whih an be generated in advane or on the �y, thatstrengthens the LP relaxation of the problem, and
⊲ branhing deisions to split the problem into smaller subproblems, using stru-tural knowledge of the onstraints in order to generate a well-balaned branh-ing tree.Example 3.1 (knapsak onstraint handler). A binary knapsak onstraint isa speialization of a linear onstraint

aTx ≤ β (3.1)with non-negative integral right hand side β ∈ Z≥0, non-negative integral oe�ients
aj ∈ Z≥0, and binary variables xj ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ N .The feasibility test of the knapsak onstraint handler is very simple: it onlyadds up the oe�ients aj of variables xj set to 1 in the given solution and om-pares the result with the right hand side β. Presolving algorithms for knapsakonstraints inlude modifying the oe�ients and right hand side in order to tightenthe LP relaxation, and �xing variables with aj > β to 0, see Savelsbergh [199℄ andSetion 10.2.The propagation method �xes additional variables to 0, that would not �t intothe knapsak together with the variables that are already �xed to 1 in the urrentsubproblem.The linear relaxation of the knapsak onstraint initially onsists of the knap-sak inequality (3.1) itself. Additional utting planes like lifted over uts (see, forexample, Balas [28℄, Balas and Zemel [35℄ or Martin and Weismantel [160℄) or GUBover uts (see Wolsey [217℄) are dynamially generated to enrih the knapsak'srelaxation and to ut o� the urrent LP solution; see also Setion 8.1.Example 3.2 (nosubtour onstraint handler). The symmetri traveling sales-man problem (TSP) on a graph G = (V,E) with edge lengths cuv ∈ R≥0, uv ∈ E,an be stated as a onstraint integer program in the following way:min ∑

uv∈E

cuv xuvs.t. ∑

u∈δ(v)

xuv = 2 for all v ∈ V (3.2)nosubtour(G, x) (3.3)
xuv ∈ {0, 1} for all uv ∈ E (3.4)Formally, this model onsists of |V | degree onstraints (3.2), one nosubtour on-straint (3.3), and |E| integrality onstraints (3.4). The nosubtour onstraint is anon-linear onstraint whih is de�ned asnosubtour(G, x) ⇔ ∄C ⊆ {uv ∈ E | xuv = 1} : C is a yle of length |C| < |V |.This onstraint must be supported by a onstraint handler, whih for a given integralsolution x ∈ {0, 1}E heks whether the orresponding set of edges ontains a subtour
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C. The linear relaxation of the nosubtour onstraint onsists of exponentiallymany subtour elimination inequalities

∑

uv∈E(S)

xuv ≤ |S| − 1 for all S ⊂ V with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ |V | − 2,whih an be separated and added on demand to the LP relaxation. Additionally,the onstraint handler ould separate various other lasses of valid inequalities forthe traveling salesman problem that an be found in the literature, see, for exam-ple, Grötshel and Padberg [108, 109℄, Grötshel and Holland [107℄, Clohard andNaddef [62℄, Applegate et al. [14, 15, 16℄, or Naddef [169℄.3.1.2 PresolversIn addition to the onstraint based (primal) presolving mehanisms provided by theindividual onstraint handlers, additional presolving algorithms an be applied withthe help of presolvers, whih interat with the whole set of onstraints. They may,for example, perform dual presolving redutions whih take the objetive funtioninto aount.For instane, if the value of a variable xj an always be dereased without ren-dering any onstraint infeasible (an information, the onstraint handlers have toprovide by setting variable loks, see Setion 3.3.3), and if the objetive value cj ofthe variable is non-negative, the dual �xing presolver �xes the variable to its lowerbound, see Setion 10.8. In the setting of an MIP with inequality system Ax ≤ b,this ondition is satis�ed if and only if A·j ≥ 0 and cj ≥ 0.13.1.3 Cut SeparatorsIn SCIP, we distinguish between two di�erent types of utting planes. The �rst typeare the onstraint based utting planes, that are valid inequalities or even faets ofthe polyhedron desribed by a single onstraint or a subset of the onstraints of asingle onstraint lass. These utting planes may also be strengthened by liftingproedures that take information about the full problem into aount, for examplethe impliation graph, see Setion 3.3.5. They are generated by the onstrainthandlers of the orresponding onstraint types. Prominent examples are the di�erenttypes of knapsak uts that are generated in the knapsak onstraint handler, seeExample 3.1, or the uts for the traveling salesman problem like subtour eliminationand omb inequalities whih an be separated by the nosubtour onstraint handler,see Example 3.2.The seond type of utting planes are general purpose uts, whih are using theurrent LP relaxation and the integrality onditions to generate valid inequalities.Generating those uts is the task of ut separators. Examples are Gomory frationaland Gomory mixed integer uts (Gomory [104℄), omplemented mixed integer round-ing uts (Marhand and Wolsey [155℄), and strong Chvátal-Gomory uts (Lethfordand Lodi [142℄).3.1.4 Domain PropagatorsLike for utting planes, there are two di�erent types of domain propagations. Con-straint based (primal) domain propagation algorithms are part of the orresponding1Here, A·j is the j'th olumn of the oe�ient matrix A.



26 SCIP as a CIP Frameworkonstraint handlers. For example, the alldiff2 onstraint handler exludes er-tain values of the variables' domains with the help of a bipartite mathing algo-rithm, see Regin [192℄, or applies bound propagation by so-alled Hall intervals, seeLeonte [140℄, Puget [189℄, or López-Ortiz et al. [151℄.In ontrast, domain propagators provide dual propagations, i.e., propagationsthat an be applied due to the objetive funtion and the urrently best known primalsolution. An example is the simple objetive funtion propagator of Setion 7.6 thattightens the variables' domains with respet to the objetive bound
cTx < ĉwith ĉ being the objetive value of the urrently best primal solution.3.1.5 Variable PriersSeveral optimization problems are modeled with a huge number of variables, e.g.,with eah path in a graph or eah subset of a given set orresponding to a singlevariable. In this ase, the full set of variables annot be generated in advane.Instead, the variables are added dynamially to the problem whenever they mayimprove the urrent solution. In mixed integer programming, this tehnique is alledolumn generation.SCIP supports dynami variable reation by variable priers. They are alledduring the subproblem proessing and have to generate additional variables thatredue the lower bound of the subproblem. If they operate on the LP relaxation,they would usually alulate the redued osts of the not yet existing variables with aproblem spei� algorithm and add some or all of the variables with negative reduedosts. Note that sine variable priers are part of the model, they are always problemlass spei�. Therefore, SCIP does not ontain any �default� variable priers.3.1.6 Branhing RulesIf the LP solution of the urrent subproblem is frational, the integrality onstrainthandler alls the branhing rules to split the problems into subproblems. Addition-ally, branhing rules are alled as a last resort on integral solutions that violate oneor more onstraints for whih the assoiated onstraint handlers were not able toresolve the infeasibility in a more sophistiated way, see Setion 3.2.8.Usually, a branhing rule reates two subproblems by splitting a single variable'sdomain. If applied on a frational LP solution, ommonly an integer variable xj withfrational value x̌j is seleted, and the two branhes xj ≤ ⌊x̌j⌋ and xj ≥ ⌈x̌j⌉ arereated. The well-knownmost infeasible, pseudoost, reliability, and strong branhingrules are examples of this type (see Ahterberg, Martin, and Koh [5℄ and Chapter 5).It is also possible to implement muh more general branhing shemes, for exampleby reating more than two subproblems, or by adding additional onstraints to thesubproblems instead of tightening the domains of the variables.3.1.7 Node SeletorsNode seletors deide whih of the leaves in the urrent branhing tree is seletedas next subproblem to be proessed. This hoie an have a large impat on the2alldiff(x1, . . . , xk) requires the integer variables x1, . . . , xk to take pairwise di�erent values.



3.1. Basi Conepts of SCIP 27solver's performane, beause it in�uenes the �nding of feasible solutions and thedevelopment of the global dual bound.Constraint programming was originally developed for onstraint satisfation prob-lems (CSPs). In this setting, the solver only has to hek whether there is a feasiblesolution or not. Therefore, many of the available CP solvers employ depth �rstsearh. The same holds for the satis�ability problem. SAT solvers are even moretailored to depth �rst searh, sine one of their key omponents�on�it analysis(see Chapter 11)�is best suited for the use inside a depth �rst searh algorithm. Amore extensive disussion of this topi an be found in Setion 16.2.With the addition of an objetive funtion, depth �rst searh is usually an inferiorstrategy. It tends to evaluate many nodes in the tree that ould have been disardedif a good or optimal solution were known earlier. In mixed integer programming,several node seletion strategies are known that try to disover good feasible solutionsearly during the searh proess. Examples of those strategies are best �rst and bestestimate searh. See Chapter 6 for a omparison of node seletion strategies forMIP.3.1.8 Primal HeuristisFeasible solutions an be found in two di�erent ways during the traversal of thebranhing tree. On the one hand, the solution of a node's relaxation may be feasiblew.r.t. the onstraints. On the other hand, feasible solutions an be disovered byprimal heuristis. They are alled periodially during the searh.SCIP provides spei� infrastruture for diving and probing heuristis. Div-ing heuristis iteratively resolve the LP after making a few hanges to the urrentsubproblem, usually aiming at driving the frational values of integer variables tointegrality. Probing heuristis are even more sophistiated. Besides solving LP relax-ations, they may all the domain propagation algorithms of the onstraint handlersafter applying hanges to the variables' domains, and they an undo these hangesusing baktraking.Other heuristis without speial support in SCIP inlude loal searh heuristislike tabu searh [97℄, rounding heuristis whih try to round the urrent frationalLP solution to a feasible integral solution, and improvement heuristis like loalbranhing [85℄ or RINS [72℄, whih try to generate improved solutions by inspetingone or more of the feasible solutions that have already been found. Chapter 9provides an overview of the heuristis inluded in SCIP to solve mixed integerprograms.3.1.9 Relaxation HandlersSCIP provides spei� support for LP relaxations: onstraint handlers implementallbak methods for generating the LP, additional ut separators may be inluded tofurther tighten the LP relaxation, and there are a lot of interfae methods availableto aess the LP information at the urrent subproblem.In addition, it is also possible to inlude other relaxations, e.g., Lagrange re-laxations or semide�nite relaxations. This is possible through relaxation handlerplugins. The relaxation handler manages the neessary data strutures and alls therelaxation solver to generate dual bounds and primal solution andidates. However,the data to de�ne a single relaxation must either be extrated by the relaxationhandler itself (e.g., from the user de�ned problem data, the LP information, or the



28 SCIP as a CIP Frameworkintegrality onditions), or be provided by the onstraint handlers. In the latter ase,the onstraint handlers have to be extended to support this spei� relaxation.Like with LP relaxations, support for managing warm start information is avail-able to speed up the resolves at the subproblems. At eah subproblem, the usermay solve any number of relaxations, inluding the LP relaxation. In partiular, itis possible to refrain from solving any relaxation, in whih ase SCIP behaves likea CP solver.3.1.10 Event HandlersSCIP ontains a sophistiated event system, whih an be used by external pluginsto be informed about ertain events. These events are proessed by event handlerplugins. Usually, the event handlers pass the information to other objets, e.g., toa onstraint handler. It is very ommon in SCIP that a onstraint handler loselyinterats with an event handler in order to improve its own runtime performane.For example, a onstraint handler may want to be informed about the domainhanges of the variables involved in its onstraints. This an be used to avoidunneessary work in preproessing and propagation: a onstraint has only to beproessed again, if at least one domain of the involved variables was hanged sinethe last preproessing or propagation all. Events an also be used to update ertaininternal values (e.g., the total weight of variables urrently �xed to 1 in a knapsakonstraint) in order to avoid frequent realulations.Other potential appliations for the event system inlude a dynami graphialdisplay of the urrently best solution and the online visualization of the branhingtree. These are supported by events triggered whenever a new primal solution hasbeen found or a node has been proessed.3.1.11 Conflit HandlersCurrent state-of-the-art SAT solvers employ analysis of infeasible subproblems togenerate so-alled on�it lauses (see Marques-Silva and Sakallah [157℄). These areimplied onstraints that may help to prune the branhing tree. In the CP ommunity,a generalization of those lauses is known as no-goods.SCIP adopts this mehanism and extends it to the analysis of infeasible LPs, seeChapter 11. Whenever a on�it was found by the internal analysis algorithms, theinluded on�it handlers are alled to reate a on�it onstraint out of the set ofon�iting variables. Con�it handlers usually ooperate with onstraint handlersby alling the onstraint reation method of the onstraint handler and adding theonstraint to the model.3.1.12 File ReadersFile readers are alled to parse an input �le and generate a CIP model. They reateonstraints and variables and ativate variable priers if neessary. Eah �le readeris hooked to a single �le name extension. It is automatially alled if the user wantsto read in a problem �le of orresponding name. Examples of �le formats are theMPS format [117℄ and the Cplex LP format [118℄ for linear and mixed integerprograms, the CNF format for SAT instanes in onjuntive normal form, and theTSP format [193℄ for instanes of the traveling salesman problem.
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PSfrag replaements Init

ProblemSpei�ation
TransformingTransformed Presolving PresolvedInit Solve SolvingSolvedFree SolveFree TransformFigure 3.1. Operational stages of SCIP. The arrows represent possible transitions between stages.3.1.13 Display ColumnsWhile solving a onstraint integer program, SCIP displays status information in aolumn-like fashion. The urrent number of proessed branhing tree nodes, thesolving time, and the relative gap between primal and dual bound are examples ofsuh display olumns. There already exists a wide variety of display olumns whihan be ativated or deativated on demand. Additionally, the user an implementhis own display olumns in order to trak problem or algorithm spei� values.3.1.14 Dialog HandlersSCIP omes with a ommand line shell whih allows the user to read in probleminstanes, modify the solver's parameters, initiate the optimization, and displayertain statistis and solution information. This shell an be extended by dialoghandlers. They are linked to the shell's alling tree and exeuted whenever theuser enters the respetive ommand. The default shell itself is also generated bydialog handlers and is therefore ompletely adjustable to the needs of the softwaredeveloper.3.1.15 Message HandlersAll sreen output of SCIP is passed through a message handler. By overwriting theappropriate allbak methods, the user an easily rediret or suppress the output.3.2 Algorithmi DesignFigure 3.1 shows a �ow hart of the main operational stages that are traversedduring the exeution of SCIP. In this setion we speify whih allbak methods ofthe di�erent plugins are exeuted and whih operations the user may perform duringthe di�erent stages. It is explained how the problem is represented in SCIP's data



30 SCIP as a CIP Frameworkstrutures and whih transformations are being applied during the ourse of thealgorithm. Compare also the data �ow illustrated in Figure 3.5 on page 37.3.2.1 Init StageIn the init stage, the basi data strutures are alloated and initialized. The user hasto inlude the required plugins with alls to the SCIPinlude...() methods. Eahinluded plugin may alloate its own private data. With a all to SCIPreateProb()or SCIPreadProb(), the solver leaves the init stage and enters the problem spei�-ation stage, the latter one exeuting a �le reader to reate the problem instane.3.2.2 Problem Speifiation StageDuring the problem spei�ation stage, the user an de�ne and modify the originalproblem instane that he wants to solve. He an reate onstraints and variablesand ativate inluded variable priers. A �le reader that is alled during the initstage swithes to the problem spei�ation stage with a all to SCIPreateProb()and subsequently reates the neessary problem data.3.2.3 Transforming StageBefore the atual solving proess begins, SCIP reates a working opy of the orig-inal problem instane. The working opy is alled the transformed problem andprotets the original problem instane from modi�ations applied during presolvingor solving. The original problem an only be modi�ed in the problem spei�ationstage.In the transforming stage, the data of variables and onstraints are opied intoa separate memory area. Beause SCIP does not know how the onstraints arerepresented, it has to all the onstraint handlers to reate opies of their onstraints.3.2.4 Transformed StageAfter the opying proess of the transforming stage is ompleted, the transformedstage is reahed. This state is only an intermediate state, from whih the user mayinitiate the presolving stage or free the solving proess data by swithing into thefree transform stage.3.2.5 Presolving StageIn the presolving stage, permanent problem modi�ations on the transformed prob-lem are applied by the presolvers and the presolving methods of the onstrainthandlers. These plugins are alled iteratively until no more redutions an be foundor until a spei�ed limit is reahed.One of the main tasks of presolving is to detet �xings and aggregations ofvariables, whih are stored in the variable aggregation graph, see Setion 3.3.4. Fixedand aggregated variables are deleted from the transformed problem and replaed bytheir �xed value or their representing ative variables, respetively.Constraint handlers may also upgrade their onstraints to a more spei� on-straint type. For example, as explained in Setion 10.1, the linear onstraint handler



3.2. Algorithmi Design 31provides an upgrading mehanism for its onstraints
β ≤ aTx ≤ β.Other onstraint handlers an be hooked into this mehanism to be alled for onvert-ing linear onstraints into onstraints of their own type. For example, the knapsakonstraint handler (see Example 3.1) heks whether the linear onstraint onsists ofonly binary variables, integral weights, and only one �nite side β or β. If the heksueeds, the linear onstraint is onverted into a knapsak onstraint, possibly bynegating some of the binary variables or inverting the inequality. Suh an upgrad-ing of a onstraint into a more spei� type has the advantage that the speializedonstraint handler an store the onstraint data in a more ompat form and anemploy speialized, more e�ient algorithms.3.2.6 Presolved StageLike the transformed stage, the presolved stage is an intermediate stage, whih isreahed after the presolving is ompleted. Thereafter, the atual solving proessmay be launhed. If the presolving already solved the problem instane by detetinginfeasibility or unboundness or by �xing all variables, SCIP automatially swithesvia the init solve stage to the solved stage.3.2.7 Init Solve StageIn the init solve stage all neessary data strutures for the solving proess are setup. For example, the root node of the branhing tree is reated and the LP solver isinitialized. Additionally, the plugins are informed about the beginning of the solvingproess in order to enable them to reate and initialize their private data.3.2.8 Solving StageIf the problem was not already solved in the presolving stage, the branh-and-boundproess is performed in the solving stage to impliitly enumerate the potential so-lutions. This stage ontains the main solving loop of SCIP whih onsists of �vedi�erent steps that are alled suessively until the problem is solved or the solvingproess is interrupted (see Figure 3.2).Node SeletionThe �rst step of eah iteration in the main solving loop is the seletion of the nextsubproblem. The node seletor of highest priority (the ative node seletor) is alledto selet one of the leaves in the branhing tree to be proessed. It an deidebetween the urrent node's hildren and siblings, and the �best� of the remainingleaves stored in the tree. The ordering relation of the tree's leaves is also de�ned bythe ative node seletor.Suessively hoosing a hild or sibling of the urrent node is alled plunging ordiving. Seleting the best leaf of the tree ends the urrent plunging sequene andstarts the next one. During plunging, the setup of the subproblems to be proessedis omputationally less expensive, sine the hildren and siblings are most likely tobe losely related to the urrent node. Swithing to the best leaf of the tree is more
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Constraint EnforementFigure 3.2. Main solving loop of the solving stage.expensive, but has the advantage that the searh an be brought to regions in thesearh spae that are more promising to ontain feasible solutions of small objetivevalue�at least if the ordering of the leaves orresponds to the subproblems' dual(i.e., lower) bounds. Additionally, it helps to improve the global dual bound morequikly. E�ient node seletors for MIP employ a mixture of plunging and best�rst searh. SAT and CSP solvers usually perform depth �rst searh sine these twoproblems are pure feasibility problems, whih do not ontain an objetive funtion.SCIP has two di�erent operation modes: the standard mode and the memorysaving mode. If the memory limit�given as a parameter by the user�is nearlyreahed, SCIP swithes to the memory saving mode in whih di�erent prioritiesfor the node seletors are applied. Usually, the depth �rst searh node seletorhas highest priority in memory saving mode, sine it does not produe as manyunproessed nodes as strategies like best �rst searh and tends to redue the numberof open leaves, thereby releasing alloated memory. If the memory onsumptiondereased su�iently, SCIP swithes bak to standard mode.Primal HeuristisPrimal heuristis have di�erent entry points during the solving proess. If appliable,a primal heuristi an be alled diretly after the next subproblem to be proessed isseleted. This is partiularly useful for heuristis that do not need to aess the LPsolution of the urrent node. If suh a heuristi �nds a feasible solution, the leavesof the branhing tree exeeding the new primal bound are pruned. It may happenthat even the urrent node an be ut o� without solving the LP relaxation. Veryfast heuristis that require an LP solution an also be alled during the �RelaxationSolving� loop, see below. Most heuristis, however, are alled either after the LPrelaxation was solved or after the node has been ompletely proessed, whih meansthat the node was either ut o� or a branhing was applied.Like most plugins in SCIP, primal heuristis do not need to be exeuted at every
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Figure 3.3. Main solving loop of the solving stage with detailed LP solving loop.single node. They are usually alled with a ertain frequeny, i.e., at spei� depthlevels in the branhing tree, with the more expensive heuristis being alled lessoften.Domain PropagationAfter a node is seleted to be proessed, the orresponding subproblem is set up,and the appliable primal heuristis have been alled, the domain propagators andthe domain propagation methods of the onstraint handlers are alled to tightenthe variables' loal domains. This propagation is applied iteratively until no moreredutions are found or a propagation limit set by the user is reahed. Domainpropagation does not have to be applied at every node. Every onstraint handlerand domain propagator an deide whether it wants to invest the e�ort of trying totighten the variables' domains.Relaxation SolvingThe next step of the solving loop is to solve the subproblem's relaxations, in par-tiular the LP relaxation. Like domain propagation, the solving of relaxations anbe skipped or applied as needed. If there are ative variable priers, however, theLP relaxation has to be solved in order to generate new variables and to obtain afeasible dual bound.The LP solving onsists of an inner loop as an be seen in Figure 3.3. It isexeuted as long as hanges to the LP have been applied in the variable priing orut separation steps.Calling LP Solver. The �rst step is to all the LP solver to solve the initial LPrelaxation of the subproblem. In the root node, this is de�ned by the relaxationsof onstraints that are marked to be initial : the onstraint handlers are asked to



34 SCIP as a CIP Frameworkenrih the LP with rows that orrespond to their initial onstraints before the �rstLP is solved. The initial LP relaxation of a subsequent node equals its parent'srelaxation modi�ed by the additional bound hanges of the node. Note that branh-ing on onstraints does a�et the LP relaxation of the hild nodes diretly only ifthe branhing onstraints are marked to be initial. Otherwise, the branhing onlymodi�es the CIP subproblem, and the orresponding onstraint handlers may thentighten the LP in their ut separation or onstraint enforement methods.After an LP basis is loaded from the warm start information stored in the branh-ing tree into the LP solver, the LP is solved with the primal or dual simplex algo-rithm, depending on the feasibility status of the urrent basis. It is also possible touse an interior point method like the barrier algorithm to solve the LP relaxations,if suh an algorithm is available. Note, however, that urrent interior point methodsare not able to exploit warm start information. Therefore, they are usually inferiorto simplex solvers for proessing the relaxations of the subproblems. Nevertheless,for some problem lasses it an be bene�ial to use the barrier algorithm even forthe subproblems. For example, Koh [134℄ reported performane gains in using thebarrier algorithm for some instanes of the Steiner tree paking problem.After the LP solver has solved the relaxation, the resulting LP solution is hekedfor stability. In a numerially unstable situation, di�erent LP solver parametersettings are tried in order to ahieve a stable solution. If this fails, the LP relaxationof the urrent subproblem is disarded, and the solving proess ontinues as if the LPwas not solved at the urrent node. This is a valuable feature for solving numeriallydi�ult problems. Sine SCIP does not need to solve the LP at every node, it aneasily leap over numerial troubles in the LP solver without having to abandon thewhole solving proess.Variable Priing. After the initial LP is solved, the variable priers are alledto reate new variables and add additional olumns to the LP. Variable priers anbe omplete or inomplete. A omplete prier generates at least one new variable ifthe urrent LP solution is not optimal in the relaxation of the full variable spae. Ifan inomplete prier is used, the objetive value of the optimal LP solution is notneessarily a dual bound of the subproblem and annot be used to apply bounding,sine there may exist other variables whih would further redue the LP value.The priing is performed in rounds. In eah round, several new variables are re-ated with their assoiated LP olumns stored in a priing storage, see Setion 3.3.9.After eah priing round, some or all of the olumns in the priing store are addedto the LP, and the LP solver is alled again to resolve the relaxation. Note that theprimal simplex algorithm an be used to quikly resolve the LP after new olumnshave been added, sine new olumns do not a�et the primal feasibility of the urrentbasis.Cut Separation. After the priing is performed and the LP is resolved, the utseparators and the separation methods of the onstraint handlers are alled to tightenthe LP relaxation with additional utting planes. In eah iteration of the LP solvingloop, utting planes are olleted in a separation storage, and only some of themare added to the LP afterwards, see Setion 3.3.8. Note that the well-known reduedost strengthening (see Nemhauser and Wolsey [174℄ and Setion 8.8) is implementedas a general purpose utting plane separator, and does therefore not appear as anexpliit step in the algorithm.Some utting planes found by the ut separators or onstraint handlers might be



3.2. Algorithmi Design 35simple bound hanges, i.e., uts with only one non-zero oe�ient. In partiular, theredued ost strengthening ut separator produes inequalities of this type. Needlessto say, suh trivial uts are not added as rows to the LP, but modify the loalbounds of the variables diretly. If bound hanges have been applied, the domainpropagation is alled again with the hope to tighten even more bounds. If no boundhanges, but other utting planes have been found, the LP is resolved. The dualsimplex algorithm an be applied e�iently, sine added rows and modi�ed boundsdo not a�et the dual feasibility of the urrent basis. If no utting planes have beengenerated, the LP solving loop is �nished, and the appliable primal heuristis arealled.Constraint EnforementAfter the domain propagation has been applied and the relaxations are solved, theonstraint handlers are asked to proess one of the relaxations' primal solutions. InMIP, they usually use the solution of the LP relaxation.In ontrast to the onstraint handlers' feasibility tests, whih only hek a givenprimal solution (generated by a primal heuristi) for feasibility, the enforementmethods should also try to resolve an infeasibility. The onstraint handler has dif-ferent options of dealing with an infeasibility (see Figure 3.4):
⊲ reduing a variable's domain to exlude the infeasible solution from the loalset of domains,
⊲ adding an additional valid onstraint that an deal appropriately with theinfeasible solution,
⊲ adding a utting plane to the LP relaxation that uts o� the infeasible solution,
⊲ reating a branhing with the infeasible solution no longer being feasible in therelaxations of the hild nodes,
⊲ onluding that the urrent subproblem is infeasible as a whole and an bepruned from the branhing tree,
⊲ stating that the solution is infeasible without resolving the infeasibility.Constraint handlers an also answer that the urrent solution is feasible for all of itsonstraints.The onstraint handlers' enforement methods are alled in an order spei�edby the onstraint handlers' enforement priorities. Depending on the result of eahonstraint enforement method, SCIP proeeds di�erently. If the onstraint handlertightened a variable's domain or added a onstraint, the enforement yle is abortedand the algorithm jumps bak to domain propagation. Adding a utting planeinvokes the LP solving again. Branhing and pruning the urrent node �nishes theproessing of the node after whih the primal heuristis are alled. If the onstrainthandler detets the solution to be infeasible without resolving it, or if the solutionis feasible for the onstraints of the onstraint handler, the next onstraint handleris asked to proess the urrent solution.The onstraint enforement yle an have three di�erent outomes:1. A onstraint handler has resolved an infeasibility, after whih the node pro-essing is ontinued appropriately.
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x1 + . . .+ xq = 1 with xj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, . . . , qmay want to apply the so-alled speial ordered set branhing (see Beale and Tom-lin [38℄). This means to branh on a subset of the variable set using the disjuntion
x1 = . . . = xk = 0 ∨ xk+1 = . . . = xq = 0,
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38 SCIP as a CIP Frameworkresentations, the CIP model of the transformed problem and the LP relaxation. Theuser plugins an aess all of the omponents, although the LP relaxation an onlybe modi�ed through the priing and separation storages.The following setions take a loser look at the di�erent omponents and desribetheir role in the solving proess and their interation with the user plugins.3.3.1 Original ProblemThe original problem stores the data of the problem instane as it was entered bythe user. It onsists of variables and onstraints. Eah variable xj has an objetivefuntion oe�ient cj ∈ R, a lower bound lj ∈ R and an upper bound uj ∈ R.Additionally, it is known whether the variable is of integer or ontinuous type. Inontrast to this expliit information about the variables, the onstraints are justabstrat data objets. To de�ne their semantis, the user has to provide exter-nal plugins (onstraint handlers) for eah lass of onstraints. SCIP alls theseonstraint handlers through a allbak interfae at di�erent points in the solvingproess, see Setion 3.1.1.3.3.2 Transformed ProblemThe transformed problem is reated as a diret opy of the original problem. Whilethe original problem instane is retained in a separate data area, the transformedproblem is modi�ed in the presolving and solving steps of SCIP. For example,variables and onstraints of the transformed problem an be eliminated or replaed,the domains of variables an be tightened, or the onstraint data an be altered.Nevertheless, the transformed problem remains equivalent to the original problemin the sense that the transformed problem is feasible if and only if the originalproblem is feasible, and that every feasible (optimal) solution of the transformedproblem an be onverted into a feasible (optimal) solution of the original problem.3.3.3 Dual InformationOne main drawbak of the abstrat onstraint approah of SCIP is the inaessibilityof dual information about the variables. For example, a omponent like a presolvingplugin annot answer the question in whih onstraints a variable appears, sine thedata of the onstraints are private to the orresponding onstraint handler.To remedy this situation, SCIP requires the onstraint handlers to provide atleast a minimum of dual information whih is stored in the data strutures of thevariables. This information onsists of the number of down-loks and up-loks foreah variable.De�nition 3.3 (variable loks). Let Ci : Rn → {0, 1} be a onstraint of a on-straint integer program CIP = (C, I, c). We say that Ci down-loks (up-loks) xjif there exist two vetors x̂, ẋ ∈ Rn with Ci(x̂) = 1, Ci(ẋ) = 0, ẋk = x̂k for all
k 6= j, x̂j , ẋj ∈ Z if j ∈ I, and ẋj < x̂j (ẋj > x̂j). The number of onstraints whihdown-lok and up-lok variable xj is denoted by ζ−j and ζ+

j , respetively.The variable loks ζ−j and ζ+
j an be interpreted as the number of onstraintsthat �blok� the shifting of xj in diretion to its lower or upper bound.



3.3. Infrastruture 39Example 3.4 (variable loks for inequality systems). For a mixed integerprogram with onstraint system Ax ≤ b, the variable lok numbers are given by thenumber of negative and positive oe�ients per olumn: ζ−j = |{i | Aij < 0}| and
ζ+
j = |{i | Aij > 0}|.Example 3.5 (variable loks for general onstraints). Consider the onstraintinteger program

C1 : 3x1 + 5x2− 2x3 + x4− 2x5 ≤ 8

C2 : 4x3 + 3x5 = 5

C3 : alldiff( x1 , x2 , x3 )with variables x1, x2, x3 ∈ Z≥0 and x4, x5 ∈ R≥0. The linear inequality C1 down-loks x3 and x5, and up-loks x1, x2, and x4. The equation C2 down-loks andup-loks both involved variables, x3 and x5. The alldiff onstraint C3 also down-and up-loks its variables, i.e., x1, x2, and x3. The resulting lok numbers are
ζ−1 = 1, ζ+

1 = 2, ζ−2 = 1, ζ+
2 = 2, ζ−3 = 3, ζ+

3 = 2, ζ−4 = 0, ζ+
4 = 1, ζ−5 = 2, ζ+

5 = 1.Most interestingly, variable x4 has no down-loks. If its objetive funtion oe�ient
c4 is non-negative, we an �x it to its lower bound. This redution does not alter thefeasibility status of the instane, and if the instane is feasible it preserves at leastone optimal solution. It is performed by the dual �xing plugin, see Setion 10.8.3.3.4 Variable AggregationOne of the main operations to simplify the transformed problem during presolving isthe �xing and aggregation of variables. This an delete variables from the problemby replaing their ourrenes in the onstraints with the orresponding ounterpart,either a �xed value or an a�ne linear ombination of ative problem variables. The�xings and aggregations are stored in a variable aggregation graph, whih is usedby the framework to automatially onvert any operations on those variables toequivalent ones on ative problem variables. The variable aggregation graph is adireted graph whih is free of direted yles. The sinks of this graph, i.e., thenodes whih do not have outgoing ars, represent either �xed or ative problemvariables.The variable aggregation graph enodes an equation system in triangular form

y1 = f1(x)

y2 = f2(x, y1)

. . .

yk = fk(x, y1, . . . , yk−1)with fi being a�ne linear funtions on ative problem variables x ∈ Rn−k andaggregated variables y1, . . . , yi−1 ∈ R. The automati transformations applied bySCIP to represent a given a�ne linear form in terms of ative problem variables isalled rushing.De�nition 3.6 (rushed form). Let {yi = fi(x, y1, . . . , yi−1) | i = 1, . . . , k} be anequation system in triangular form with a�ne linear funtions fi on ative problemvariables x ∈ Rn−k and aggregated variables y ∈ Rk. Given an a�ne linear funtion
g = g(x, y), the rushed form τ(g) = τ(g)(x) is de�ned by reursively substituting
fi(x, y1, . . . , yi−1) for all ourrenes of yi in g(x, y), i = k, . . . , 1.
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Figure 3.6. Variable aggregation graph of Example 3.8.If the aggregations imply that two variables always take the same value in anyfeasible solution, we say that these variables are equivalent. Binary variables whihalways take opposite values are alled negated equivalent.De�nition 3.7 (equivalene of variables). Given an aggregation system
{
yi = fi(x, y1, . . . , yi−1) | i = 1, . . . , k

}
,two variables z1, z2 ∈ {x1, . . . , xn−k, y1, . . . , yk} are alled equivalent or always equal,denoted by z1 ⋆= z2, if τ(z1) = τ(z2). Two binary variables z1, z2 are alled negatedequivalent or always unequal, denoted by z1 Y

⋆
= z2, if τ(z1) = τ(1 − z2).In an algorithmi environment, the ation of aggregating a variable y with ana�ne linear form f(x) is denoted by y : ⋆= f(x).Example 3.8. Consider the linear onstraints

3x1 = 9 (3.5)
2x1 + 4x2 − x3 = 0 (3.6)

x3 + x4 = 1 (3.7)on integer variables x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈ Z. The presolving of Constraint (3.5) �xes
x1 : ⋆= 3. The linear onstraint handler then replaes the ourrene of x1 in (3.6)with its �xed value, resulting in 4x2 − x3 = −6. Now, x3 an be aggregated to
x3 : ⋆= 4x2 + 6. Additionally, Constraint (3.7) inserts the aggregation x4 : ⋆= 1 − x3into the aggregation graph.Figure 3.6 shows the omplete aggregation graph of this example. On the lefthand side, the original problem variables are shown. They are linked to their trans-formed problem ounterparts. The aggregations introdue additional links betweenthe transformed variables.Assume now, some onstraint handler or ut separator adds the inequality

x1 + 4x2 + 3x3 + 2x4 ≤ 23to the LP relaxation. This inequality is onstruted out of a mixture of original,�xed, aggregated, and ative problem variables. Applying the aggregation graph,it is automatially transformed into a form only involving ative problem variables.This results in the rushed form
τ(x1 + 4x2 + 3x3 + 2x4) = 8x2 + 11 ≤ 23,



3.3. Infrastruture 41whih is atually passed as 8x2 ≤ 12 to the LP solver. From this inequality, we anderive the bound hange x2 ≤ 1, whih also automatially produes the orrespond-ing bound hanges x3 ≤ 10 and x4 ≥ −9.3.3.5 Impliation Graph and Clique TableAtamtürk, Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh [24℄ proposed the notion of a on�it graphto store assignment pairs (xi = vi, xj = vj) of binary variables xi, xj ∈ {0, 1} thatannot our in any feasible solution. Suh on�iting assignments an be detetedin the presolving stage by onstraint handlers or presolver plugins, in partiular bythe probing presolver, see Setion 10.6. The on�it graph G = (V,E) onsists ofverties V = {xj , x̄j | j = 1, . . . , n}, and edges E ⊆ {uv | u, v ∈ V, u = 1→ v = 0}.3Note that this ondition is symmetri and hene G is undireted. Eah edge of thegraph represents one pair of on�iting variable assignments. The on�it graphde�nes a stable set relaxation of the problem instane, sine variable assignmentsan only our in a feasible solution if the orresponding verties are not adjaentin the graph. Atamtürk, Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh use this relaxation to gener-ate utting planes whih are known to be valid or faet de�ning for the stable setpolytope, for example lique inequalities or odd-hole inequalities.We take a slightly di�erent approah. Instead of storing on�iting assignmentsin a on�it graph, we store impliations in an impliation graph. Additionally,we do not only store impliations between binary variables, but also inlude impli-ations between binary and arbitrary variables. Note also, that we use the term�on�it graph� for a di�erent objet whih is onstruted during on�it analysis,see Chapter 11.De�nition 3.9 (impliation graph). Let CIP = (C, I, c) be a CIP instane onvariables x ∈ Rn, xj ∈ Z for j ∈ I ⊆ N = {1, . . . , n}, and let B ⊆ I be the indies ofthe binary variables xj ∈ {0, 1}. Then, the impliation graph for CIP is the diretedin�nite graph D = (V,A) with verties
V = {(xj ≤ v), (xj ≥ v) | j ∈ N, v ∈ R}and ars

A = {(xi ≤ 0, xj ≤ v) | i ∈ B, j ∈ N, v ∈ R, xi = 0→ xj ≤ v} ∪

{(xi ≤ 0, xj ≥ v) | i ∈ B, j ∈ N, v ∈ R, xi = 0→ xj ≥ v} ∪

{(xi ≥ 1, xj ≤ v) | i ∈ B, j ∈ N, v ∈ R, xi = 1→ xj ≤ v} ∪

{(xi ≥ 1, xj ≥ v) | i ∈ B, j ∈ N, v ∈ R, xi = 1→ xj ≥ v},whih represent the derivable impliations xi = vi → xj ≤ vj or xi = vi → xj ≥ vjwith i ∈ B, j ∈ N , vi ∈ {0, 1}, vj ∈ R.Sine one usually does not know all impliations between the variables, the graphstored during the solving proess is in general only a partial version of the fullimpliation graph. Furthermore, we store only those nodes and ars that are needed3In general, we an only onstrut a subset of all on�it edges, sine generating the full on�itgraph is NP-hard: deiding the feasibility of a binary programming instane is NP-omplete (seeGarey and Johnson [92℄), and for a given binary programming instane the on�it graph is theomplete graph if and only if the instane is infeasible.



42 SCIP as a CIP Frameworkto represent the strongest impliations for eah binary variable assignment that areknown to the solver, i.e.,
xi = vi → xj ≤ min{vj | xi = vi → xj ≤ vj}and
xi = vi → xj ≥ max{vj | xi = vi → xj ≥ vj}.Note that due to Condition (1.1) of De�nition 1.6, there are no impliations on on-tinuous variables with strit inequalities in a onstraint integer program. Therefore,the minimum and maximum above always exist or are in�nite in whih ase thebinary variable an be �xed to the opposite value.The impliation graph inludes all on�iting assignments between binary vari-ables. For suh an assignment xi = 1 → xj = 0, both ars (xi ≥ 1, xj ≤ 0) and

(xj ≥ 1, xi ≤ 0) are member of the impliation graph. Impliations xi = vi → xj ≤
vj or xi = vi → xj ≥ vj between binary variables xi and non-binary variables xj areonly inluded unidiretional. The other diretion is impliitly stored as a variablebound of xj :De�nition 3.10 (variable bounds). Let xi, i ∈ I, be an integer variable and xj ,
j ∈ N , be an arbitrary variable of a onstraint integer program. Valid inequalities

xj ≥ sxi + d or xj ≤ sxi + dwith s, d ∈ R are alled variable lower bounds and variable upper bounds of xj ,respetively.Note that in the de�nition of the variable bounds, the variable xi does not need tobe binary. If xi is binary, however, the impliations of xi are related to the variablebounds of xj .Observation 3.11. Eah impliation on binary variables xi ∈ {0, 1} and arbitraryvariables xj ∈ [lj, uj ] gives rise to a variable bound of xj :
xi = 0→ xj ≤ vj ⇔ xj ≤ (uj − vj)xi + vj

xi = 0→ xj ≥ vj ⇔ xj ≥ (lj − vj)xi + vj

xi = 1→ xj ≤ vj ⇔ xj ≤ (vj − uj)xi + uj

xi = 1→ xj ≥ vj ⇔ xj ≥ (vj − lj)xi + ljif the orresponding global bound lj or uj is �nite.SCIP stores the variable bounds in a similar data struture as the impliations.This means, given a non-binary variable xj , we an �nd all impliations with xj inthe onlusion by inspeting the list of variable bounds of xj . Whenever impliationsbetween binary variables are added, the ars for both diretions are added to theimpliation graph. If an impliation between a binary variable xi and a non-binaryvariable xj is added, a orresponding variable bound for xj is added to the variablebounds data struture. If a variable bound is added for xj with xi being binary,a orresponding impliation between xi and xj is added to the impliation graph.Furthermore, the impliation graph is always maintained to be losed with respetto transitivity.



3.3. Infrastruture 43For ertain types of problem instanes, in partiular for set partitioning and setpaking instanes, the expliit onstrution of the impliation graph an onsumehuge amounts of memory. For example, onsider the set partitioning onstraint
q
∑

j=1

xj = 1with xj ∈ {0, 1} for all j = 1, . . . , q. In this ase, every �xing of xj = 1 leads toimpliations xj = 1 → xk = 0 for all k 6= j. This means that eah pair of variablesin the onstraint yields an ar in the impliation graph, and thus, the number ofars is quadrati in the number of variables. Typial set partitioning instaneshave a lot of variables, but only a few onstraints. Take the instane nw04 fromMiplib 2003 [4, 6℄ as an example. It has 87482 variables, 36 onstraints, and 636666non-zero oe�ients, whih gives an average of 17685 variables per onstraint. Thisleads to about 11 billion impliations, and with 20 bytes used for eah impliationin SCIP's data strutures, this results in 220 gigabyte memory onsumption.To avoid this situation, suh sets of pairwise ontraditing assignments of binaryvariables are stored in a separate table. This table is alled lique table, sine thevariable assignments form a lique in the on�it graph as de�ned by Atamtürk,Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh [24℄. We denote this table by Q and write Q(xj = v),
v ∈ {0, 1}, to refer to the set of liques the variable xj (v = 1) or its negation x̄j(v = 0) is member of.In the example of nw04, we just have to store 36 liques in the lique table, eahof them having 17685 members on average. Using 12 bytes per element in the lique,this yields a memory onsumption of about 8 Megabyte. The small disadvantage ofthe lique table is that we now have to san two di�erent data strutures when wewant to hek for impliations of a binary variable. In partiular, this ompliatesthe implementation of the lique ut separator, see Setion 8.7.3.3.6 Branhing TreeThe subproblems that are proessed during the branh-and-bound searh are or-ganized as a branhing tree, see Setion 2.1. The root node of the tree representsthe global problem instane R. The partitioning of a problem Q into subproblems
Q1, . . . , Qk by branhing reates hild nodes of Q. Exept for the root node, eahnode Q has a unique parent node p(Q). Child nodes Qi, Qj with the same parentnode p(Qi) = p(Qj) are alled siblings. The nodes on the path from the parent node
p(Qi) to the root node R are alled anestors of Q. If a subproblem is pruned (dueto bounding, infeasibility, or optimality), it is removed from the tree. Additionally,its anestors are removed reursively as long as they have no other hildren. If theroot node is removed, the problem instane has been solved.The searh tree an be partitioned into depth levels, where the level d(Q) of anode Q is the length of the shortest path from Q to the root node R. This means,the root node is in depth level d(R) = 0, and the hildren Qi of a node Q are indepth level d(Qi) = d(Q) + 1.SCIP stores the subproblem information using trailing, whih means to only storethe di�erenes to the parent node p(Q) in the subproblem Q. Therefore, to swithfrom one subproblem Q to the next subproblem Q′, one has to �nd the ommonanestor Q̂ of Q and Q′ of maximal depth, undo the problem hanges on the pathfrom Q to Q̂, and apply the hanges on the path from Q̂ to Q′. An alternative totrailing is to employ opying where the whole problem information is stored at eah
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Figure 3.7. Branhing tree data struture. Eah node has a pointer to its parent. The fousnode, its hildren and its siblings are stored in individual data strutures. The other unproessedleaves of the tree are stored in a priority queue.subproblem. This would entail a faster swithing between subproblems at a ost ofa larger memory onsumption. See Shulte [200℄ for a omparison of these strategiesin onstraint programming.The unproessed leaves of the searh tree are stored in a priority queue L�the leafpriority queue�with a priority funtion being de�ned by the node seletion strategyin harge, see Setion 3.1.7. The urrently proessed subproblem, its siblings, andits hildren are stored in separate data strutures outside the queue, see Figure 3.7.The following information is attahed to eah node Q of SCIP's searh tree:
⊲ a pointer to the parent node p(Q),
⊲ the onstraints that have been deleted at Q,
⊲ the onstraints that have been added to Q,
⊲ the bounds that have been tightened at Q,
⊲ a lower (dual) objetive bound of Q,
⊲ the depth d(Q) of the node in the searh tree,
⊲ a suessively assigned unique node number,
⊲ a �ag that indiates whether the node is ative or not,
⊲ the type of the node.The path A = (A0, . . . ,Ad(Q)) from the root node A0 = R to the urrently proessedsubproblem Ad(Q) = Q is alled ative path. A node Q̂ ∈ A is alled ative node.Note that the root node R is always ative.We distinguish between the following types of nodes:
⊲ the fousnode is the urrently proessed subproblem,
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⊲ a sibling is a sibling of the fous node that was not yet stored in the leafpriority queue,
⊲ a hild is a hild of the fous node,
⊲ a leaf is a leaf whih is stored in the leaf priority queue,
⊲ a juntion is an already proessed subproblem for whih the LP relaxationwas not solved, and
⊲ a fork is an already proessed subproblem for whih the LP relaxation wassolved.In fat, there are some more node types, namely probingnode, deadend, pseudo-fork, subroot, and refousnode. We omit these additional node types in thepresentation, sine they are only needed due to tehnial implementation issues.Depending on the type of the node, additional node information is stored at asubproblem:
⊲ the number of existing hildren (fousnode, juntion, fork),
⊲ the olumns and rows that have been added to the LP relaxation (fousnode,fork),
⊲ the LP warm start information (fousnode, fork), and
⊲ a pointer to the fork parent, i.e., the anestor of maximal depth for whihthe LP relaxation was solved (sibling, hild, leaf).The main operation that is supported by the branhing tree is the swithingbetween subproblems Q and Q′, whih is depited in Algorithm 3.1. In order to �ndthe ommon anestor Q̂ of Q and Q′ in Step 1, we just have to follow the path from

Q′ to the root node R until an ative node is disovered. Note that the loop alwaysterminates, sine the root node is ative. Step 2 restores the anestor Q̂ by undoingall problem and LP hanges on the path from Q̂ to Q in reverse diretion. Sine theproblem and LP hanges from Q̂ to Q′ have to be applied in forward diretion, andwe an only traverse the tree in bakward diretion from the leaves to the root, wehave to �rst onstrut the new ative path A in Step 3. Afterwards, the path anbe traversed in the desired diretion in order to apply the problem hanges and toonstrut subproblem Q′.If the old fous node Q has hildren, i.e., a branhing took plae to solve thesubproblem, it is onverted into a fork or juntion node in Step 5. If the LPrelaxation was solved, the urrent warm start information is retrieved from the LPsolver, and the node type is set to fork. If the LP relaxation of Q was not solved orif it was disarded due to numerial di�ulties, the node type is set to juntion. Ifthe old fous node has no hildren, it is either infeasible, exeeds the primal bound,or was solved to optimality. In any ase, it an be pruned from the tree, therebyreduing the number of live hildren of its parent p(Q). If the parent now alsohas no more hildren, it an be deleted as well, and the deletion an be ontinuedreursively.Steps 6 to 8 update the sets of urrent siblings S, hildren C, and ative leaves L.If the new fous node Q′ is a hild of the old fous node Q, the former hildrenbeome siblings and the former siblings are moved to the leaf priority queue. If
Q′ is a sibling of Q, the other siblings remain siblings, and the former hildren are



46 SCIP as a CIP FrameworkAlgorithm 3.1 Node SwithingInput : urrent subproblem Q with siblings S = {S1, . . . , Sl} and hildren C =
{Q1, . . . , Qk}, ative path A, and leaf priority queue L; next subproblem
Q′ to be proessed whih is of type sibling, or hild, or whih is thetop-priority leaf in L.Output : updated data strutures suh that the new urrent problem is Q′.1. Find the ommon anestor node Q̂ of Q and Q′ of maximal depth:(a) Set Q̂ := Q′.(b) While Q̂ is not ative, set Q̂ := p(Q̂).2. Undo all problem and LP hanges on the path from Q to Q̂:(a) Set Q̃ := Q.(b) While Q̃ 6= Q̂:i. Remove the olumns and rows from the LP relaxation that have beenadded at Q̃.ii. Add the onstraints that have been deleted from Q̃.iii. Delete the onstraints that have been added to Q̃.iv. Relax the bounds that have been tightened at Q̃.v. Set Q̃ := p(Q̃).3. Update the ative path:(a) Set Q̃ := Q′.(b) While Q̃ 6= Q̂: Set Ad(Q̃) := Q̃, and set Q̃ := p(Q̃).4. Apply all problem hanges on the path from Q̂ to Q′:(a) For Q̃ = Ad(Q̂), . . . ,Ad(Q′):i. Tighten the bounds that have been tightened at Q̃.ii. Add the onstraints that have been added to Q̃.iii. Delete the onstraints that have been deleted from Q̃.iv. Add the olumns and rows from the LP relaxation that have beenadded at Q̃.5. If C 6= ∅, onvert Q into a fork or juntion node, depending on whetherthe LP relaxation has been solved or not. Otherwise, delete Q and all of itsanestors without live hildren.6. If Q′ is of type hild: Convert siblings S to type leaf, set L := L∪S, onverthildren C \ {Q′} to type sibling, and set S := C \ {Q′} and C := ∅.7. If Q′ is of type sibling: Convert hildren C to type leaf, and set L := L∪ C,

S := S \ {Q′}, and C := ∅.8. If Q′ is of type leaf: Convert siblings S and hildren C to type leaf, and set
L := (L \ {Q′}) ∪ S ∪ C, S := ∅, and C := ∅.9. Convert Q′ to type fousnode, and update Q := Q′.10. Load the LP warm start information of the fork parent of Q.



3.3. Infrastruture 47moved to the leaf priority queue. If the new fous node Q′ is a leaf from the priorityqueue, it is not a diret relative of the former hildren and siblings. Therefore, bothhildren and siblings must be moved to the leaf priority queue.Step 9 installs node Q′ as the new fous node Q. Finally in Step 10, the LPwarm start information for the new fous node Q is loaded into the LP solver. Forsimplex solvers, this is usually the optimal simplex basis of the fork parent, butsine the warm start information is an abstrat data type, whih is implementedin the LP solver interfae, eah LP solver an store a di�erent type of warm startinformation in the tree.Note. The LP warm start information should be as ompat as possible, sine thewarm start information of a subproblem Q must stay in memory as long as thereis any ative node left whose fork parent is Q. A simplex basis an be storedusing only two bits per row and olumn, sine for eah row (i.e., slak variable) andeah olumn we only need to know whether it is basi, on its lower, or on its upperbound. Using this information, the orresponding basi solution an be realulatedby refatorizing the basis matrix and solving the orresponding equation systems.Of ourse, it would improve the LP solving performane if we also stored thebasis matrix fatorization, sine this would save the e�ort for realulating the initialfatorization. Unfortunately, the fatorization usually onsumes too muh memoryto store it in the searh tree for every node. A reasonable tradeo� is to apply depth�rst searh or plunging node seletion strategies, see Setion 3.1.7 and Chapter 6.They tend to hoose hildren of the urrent node as the next subproblem to beproessed, whih means that the urrent fatorization whih is still loaded in the LPsolver an be used further and does not need to be realulated.3.3.7 LP RelaxationThe LP relaxation stores a linear relaxation of the urrent subproblem. Like thestable set relaxation, given by the impliation graph desribed in Setion 3.3.5, itprovides a global view on the problem and a way of sharing information betweendi�erent plugins.We make the following notational distintions between the CIP and its LP re-laxation. The CIP onsists of variables and onstraints. The variables are markedto be integer or ontinuous. The onstraints are stored in onstraint handler spei�data strutures. Their semantis is unknown to the framework and only impliitlygiven by the ations performed in the onstraint handlers' allbak methods. TheLP relaxation onsists of olumns and rows. For eah olumn, the lower and upperbounds are known. Every olumn belongs to exatly one CIP variable, but not everyCIP variable needs to be represented by a olumn in the LP. The rows are de�nedas linear ombinations of olumns and have left and right hand sides as additionaldata. A single onstraint like the TSP's nosubtour onstraint (see Example 3.2on page 24) an give rise to multiple rows in the LP, but rows an also live on theirown, e.g., if they were reated by a general purpose ut separator.The LP relaxation is reated and extended by variable priing and utting planeseparation. Priing of existing problem variables is performed automatially, whileunknown variables have to be treated by problem spei� variable prier plugins,see Setion 3.1.5. New olumns enter the LP through the priing storage desribedin Setion 3.3.9. Cutting plane separation is performed by onstraint handlers andseparators, see Setions 3.1.1 and 3.1.3, respetively. These linear inequalities and



48 SCIP as a CIP Frameworkequations are passed to the LP relaxation via the separation storage explained inSetion 3.3.8. Both variables and onstraints an be marked to be initial whihmeans that their orresponding olumns and rows form the initial LP of the rootnode relaxation. Afterwards, further extensions are applied in the prie-and-ut loopduring the proessing of the subproblems, see Setion 3.2.8. The LP relaxation isautomatially updated during the swithing between subproblems in the searh tree,see Setion 3.3.6.For any given subproblem, the user may hoose whether the LP relaxation shouldbe solved. By ompletely deativating the LP relaxation, one an mimi a pureonstraint programming or SAT solver, while solving the LP relaxation at everynode is ommon for mixed integer programming solvers.3.3.8 Separation StorageCutting planes are produed by onstraint handlers and ut separators, see Se-tions 3.1.1 and 3.1.3, respetively. After adding uts, the LP is resolved, and theseparators are alled again with the new LP solution. It turns out to be very ine�-ient to immediately resolve the LP after the �rst utting plane was found. Instead,one performs utting plane separation in rounds. In eah round, various uttingplanes are generated to ut o� the urrent LP solution. Sine one does not wantto inrease the size of the LP too muh by adding all utting planes that one an�nd, they are �rst olleted in the separation storage from whih only a subset ofthe available utting planes is seleted to enter the LP.The seletion of the uts to be added to the LP is a ruial deision whih a�etsthe performane and the stability of the LP solving proess in the subsequent alls.In SCIP, the uts are seleted with respet to three di�erent riteria:
⊲ the e�ay of the uts, i.e., the distane of their orresponding hyperplanesto the urrent LP solution,
⊲ the orthogonality of the uts with respet to eah other, and
⊲ the parallelism of the uts with respet to the objetive funtion.The �rst two have already been used by Balas, Ceria, and Cornuéjols [30℄ in theontext of lift-and-projet uts, and by Andreello, Caprara, and Fishetti [13℄ for

{0, 1
2}-uts.It is tried to selet a nearly orthogonal subset of utting planes, whih ut as deepas possible into the urrent LP polyhedron. Cutting planes are slightly preferredif they are loser to being parallel to the objetive funtion. The user has thepossibility to hange the employed distane norm to measure the e�ay of theuts. The default settings apply the Eulidean norm. The user an also adjust theimportane of the three riteria with respet to eah other. Computational resultsto evaluate the utting plane seletion an be found in Setion 8.10.Algorithm 3.2 shows the details of the seletion proedure. For eah ut r ∈ Rthat was found in the urrent separation round, we alulate the e�ay er andthe objetive funtion parallelism pr in Step 1. Using an initial orthogonality valueof or = 1, the initial sore sr = s(er, pr, or) is omputed. The sore funtion

s : R3 → R in SCIP ombines the individual quality measures to produe a singlevalue by alulating a weighted sum s(er, pr, or) = weer +wppr +woor of the threeoperands with non-negative weights we, wp, wo ∈ R≥0. The weights themselves anbe adjusted by the user. The default settings are we = 1, wp = 0.1, and wo = 1.



3.3. Infrastruture 49Algorithm 3.2 Cutting Plane SeletionInput : urrent LP solution x̌ and set R of generated utting planes; a sore fun-tion s : R3 → R, the minimal orthogonality minortho ∈ [0, 1], and themaximal number maxsepauts of separated uts per round.Output : updated LP relaxation.1. For all r ∈ R with r : γr ≤ dT

r x ≤ γr alulate:(a) the e�ay er := max{γr − dT

r x̌, d
T

r x̌− γr}/‖dr‖,(b) the objetive parallelism pr := |dT

r c| / (‖dr‖ · ‖c‖),() the initial orthogonality or := 1, and(d) the initial sore sr := s(er, pr, or).2. While R 6= ∅ and less than maxsepauts uts have been added to the LP:(a) Add ut r⋆ ∈ R with largest sore sr⋆ to the LP. Set R := R \ {r⋆}.(b) For all uts r ∈ R:i. Update or := min
{
or, 1− |dT

r⋆dr| / (‖dr⋆‖ · ‖dr‖)
}.ii. If or < minortho, set R := R \ {r}.Otherwise, update sr := s(er, pr, or).After alulating the initial sore values, the uts are onseutively passed tothe LP relaxations in Loop 2 until the ut list is empty or a maximum numbermaxsepauts of uts has been added. In eah iteration of the loop, a ut r⋆ withlargest sore sr⋆ is seleted in Step 2a and enters the LP. Afterwards, we updatethe orthogonalities or of the remaining uts r ∈ R in Step 2b. A ut is disardedif its orthogonality falls below the threshold minortho. Otherwise, we realulate itssore sr.SCIP uses a default setting of minortho = 0.5. The number of uts generated perround is restrited to maxsepauts = 2000 in the root node and to maxsepauts =

100 in subproblems. Using a minimal orthogonality minortho > 0 automatiallyremoves all uts that are dominated by or are equal to parallel uts. Strongerdomination riteria that take the urrent bounds of the variables into aount arenot applied. However, uts an be marked to be �removable�, whih means that theywill be eliminated from the LP if they are not satis�ed with equality for a numberof separation rounds or in the �nal LP solution. Thereby, dominated �removable�uts are automatially deleted from the LP relaxation with a slight delay.The results of omputational experiments to evaluate various ut seletion poli-ies an be found in Setion 8.10 in the ontext of utting plane separation for mixedinteger programs.3.3.9 Priing StorageLike utting plane separation, priing of variables is performed in rounds. In everypriing round, the urrent problem variables whih are not yet represented in the LPare inspeted to hek whether their inlusion in the LP relaxation would potentiallyderease (i.e., improve) the LP objetive value. Additionally, all ativated prierplugins are alled to generate new variables. These andidate variables for enteringthe LP as olumns are olleted in a priing storage.In ontrast to utting planes, the CIP framework does not have enough informa-



50 SCIP as a CIP Frameworktion about a variable to evaluate its e�etiveness in the LP relaxation. In fat, it isunknown whih onstraints depend on the new variable and whih role the variableplays for the semantis of the onstraints. Therefore, the new variables are sortedin the priing storage with respet to a sore value, whih must be provided by theexternal priing algorithms. Usually, one uses the redued osts of the variable assore value, but other�more problem spei��riteria are also possible.After a priing round is �nished, the best maxprievars variables in the priingstorage are added to the LP relaxation by reating orresponding olumns. In thedefault settings, SCIP uses maxprievars = 2000 at the root node and maxprievars =
100 at subproblems. After adding the new olumns, the LP is resolved and thenext priing round is performed. This proess is iterated until no more improvingvariables an be found.3.3.10 Cut PoolCertain ut separation algorithms are omputationally very expensive or produeutting planes in a heuristi fashion. In this ase, it might be desirable to keepthe retrieved utting planes even if they are useless for separating the urrent LPsolution. The hope is that they might be appliable in later separation rounds oron other subproblems in the searh tree. Sine it is very expensive to generate themagain or�due to the heuristi nature of the separation algorithm�we may fail to�nd them again, it an be useful to store those utting planes for later use in a globalut pool.The ut pool is a olletion of globally valid LP rows augmented by a hash tableto avoid multiple insertions of the same row. The rows in the ut pool are heked forviolation during the prie-and-ut loop of the node proessing, see Setion 3.2.8. Ifviolated rows are found, they are added as ordinary utting planes to the separationstorage. In order to limit the size of the ut pool and the assoiated expenses forproessing the rows during separation, we delete rows from the pool if they arenot violated for utagelimit onseutive violation heks. This parameter is set toutagelimit = 100 by default.Besides the global ut pool, the user an use additional ut pools for his ownpurposes. He an add and delete uts from a pool, he an inspet the urrentontents of a pool, and he an separate the rows stored in the pool. Furthermore,the utagelimit parameter an be set individually for eah ut pool.3.3.11 Solution PoolIn a simple branh-and-bound sheme as explained in Setion 2.1, we only haveto store the urrent best primal solution, the so-alled inumbent solution. Theinumbent is only used for pruning subproblems by bounding and to have the �naloptimal solution available when the searh is ompleted.For partiular purposes, however, it is useful to have di�erent feasible solutionsat hand, even if some of them have worse objetive values than others. For example,in many appliations it is not ompletely lear whih is the desired objetive funtionfor the model. In this situation, a user might want to obtain a larger set of �good�feasible solutions, whih he an evaluate and ompare based on his knowledge andexperiene with the underlying real-world problem.Despite this pratial reason, suboptimal solutions an also help to speed up thesolving proess. For example, a node seletion strategy (see Setion 3.1.7) might



3.3. Infrastruture 51want to onsider regions of the searh tree �rst, that are lose to a number offeasible solutions. The hope is to �nd more and even better solutions in this region.A branhing rule (see Setion 3.1.6) might want to branh on variables �rst that areset to the same value in all feasible solutions found so far. If the subproblem beomesinfeasible in the opposite branhing diretion, the variable an be �xed. The mostimportant bene�ts of a large pool of di�erent feasible solutions, however, are primalheuristis, see Setion 3.1.8 and Chapter 9. In partiular the improvement heuristisonsider also suboptimal solutions as a starting point from whih improved solutionsan be found.SCIP stores the best maxsol solutions with respet to the objetive value in asorted array whih is alled the solution pool. The �rst element of this array is theinumbent solution. In the default settings, the size of the solution pool is restritedto maxsol = 100.3.3.12 Memory ManagementThe internal memory management of SCIP provides three di�erent memory alloa-tion tehniques:
⊲ standard memory management,
⊲ blok memory management, and
⊲ memory bu�ers.Depending on the type of data objet and its life yle, one of the three tehniquesshould be seleted to alloate the neessary memory.Standard Memory ManagementStandard memory management denotes the alloation and dealloation of memorywith the standard methods mallo() and free() of the C programming language.In fat, in optimized ompilation mode, SCIP's methods for standard memory man-agement are only synonyms for these C methods. In debugging mode, however, stan-dard memory management inludes the maintenane of a list of urrently alloatedmemory regions together with the soure ode lines at whih eah memory regionwas alloated. At the end of the program exeution the list ontains the memoryregions that were not dealloated and an therefore detet memory leaks.Blok Memory ManagementDuring a typial run of SCIP to solve a CIP instane, many data objets of the sametype are alloated and dealloated from the memory heap of the system proess. Forexample, there may exist thousands of utting plane data strutures or millions ofbranh-and-bound nodes. Using the standard mallo() and free() methods anlead to a substantial overhead aused by the free list management of this alloatorand the operating system.A ommon way of improving runtime performane in memory management is toreplae the standard memory alloator with a program spei� alloation method. Athorough review of alloator strategies an be found in Wilson et al. [215℄. The blokmemory management of SCIP implements a suballoator (see [191℄) using a segre-gated free lists sheme with exat lists (see Comfort [67℄). For eah memory blok
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PSfrag replaements blok sizenumberofbloksFigure 3.8. Histograms of blok sizes alloated after proessing 1 000 000 branh-and-bound nodesof the MIP instanes arki001 and markshare1.size, a single-linked list of free memory bloks is maintained. The lists themselvesare stored in a hash map referened by the blok size. If a memory blok of a ertainsize is alloated, the �rst element in the orresponding free list is unlinked from thelist and returned to the user. If the free list is empty, a new hunk of memory isalloated by alling mallo(). The hunk is split into bloks of the orrespondingsize, whih are added to the free list. The sizes of the hunks grow exponentiallywith the number of hunks alloated for a given blok size. Thereby, the number ofmallo() alls is logarithmi in the maximal number of simultaneously live bloks.If a memory blok is no longer needed, the user has to all the dealloationmethod of the blok memory alloator, whih has to add the blok to the free listof the orresponding blok size. Therefore, the alloator has to know the size ofthe freed blok. Many existing memory alloators for C replae the mallo() andfree() alls by own implementations. This has the advantage that the user doesnot need to modify the soure ode. Sine free() does not provide the size ofthe freed memory blok as a parameter, the alloator has to retrieve the size bydi�erent means. Usually, the size of a blok is reorded in a header �eld, whih isan additional word loated in front of the atual data blok. This means, that thememory onsumption is inreased by one word per memory blok.Figure 3.8 shows typial memory alloation histograms as they appear during thesolving proess of MIP instanes. Note that both axes are logarithmially saled.The instane arki001 is a medium sized MIP with 1388 variables and 1048 on-straints. One an see that most memory bloks are of small size: 78 % of thealloated bloks are smaller or equal than 44 bytes, whih is the size of the branh-and-bound node data struture in SCIP on a 32-bit proessor. The average bloksize is 101.3 bytes. For the very small instane markshare1 with 62 variables and 6onstraints, the alloation histogram shows an even larger tendeny towards small
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time miplib +8 +3 +6oral +10 0 +11milp +7 −1 +7enlight +3 −1 +7alu +4 +1 +6ftp +5 +4 +3a +2 0 +2f +3 +3 +5arset +9 +1 +8mik +11 +1 +11total +8 +1 +8Table 3.1. Performane e�et of di�erent memory management tehniques for solving MIP in-stanes. The values denote the perental hanges in the geometri mean of the runtime ompared tothe default settings with both memory management tehniques enabled. Positive values representa slowdown.



3.3. Infrastruture 55Two interesting ases are the enlight and alu testsets, in whih most instanesare quite small in size but require many branhing nodes to solve. Thus, a om-parably large fration of the time is spent on memory operations. One an seethat disabling blok memory alloation yields a small slowdown of 3% and 4%,respetively, on these two test sets, but disabling memory bu�ers does not makeany signi�ant di�erene. The omparison of olumns �no blok� and �none� shows,however, that with blok memory turned o�, memory bu�ers do have an impaton the performane. A possible explanation might be that with blok memory, thebu�er memory alloations are almost the only remaining memory operations left,and that the standard alloator of mallo() and free() behaves very similar tothe memory bu�er strategy. Without using blok memory, temporary and long-termmemory alloations with mallo() are interleaved, whih might negatively in�uenethe performane of the standard alloator.
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Chapter 4IntrodutionInteger programming and mixed integer programming emerged in the late 1950's andearly 1960's when researhers realized that the ability to solve mixed integer pro-gramming models would have great impat for pratial appliations (see Markowitzand Manne [156℄ and Dantzig [74℄). Gomory [104℄ and Martin [161℄ disovered the�rst algorithms that an solve integer programs to optimality in a �nite numberof steps. Further details on the history of integer programming an be found inGomory [105℄.Mixed integer programming has appliations in a large variety of domains, in-luding sheduling, projet planning, publi transport, air transport, teleommuni-ations, eonomis and �nane, timetabling, mining, and forestry. Many of theseexamples an be found in Heipke [114℄.As there is a lot of ommerial interest in solving MIPs, it is not surprising thatthe development of MIP solvers soon beame itself a ommerial endeavor. Today'sbest tools for mixed integer programming are developed by ommerial vendors,inluding Cplex [118℄, Lingo [148℄, and Xpress [76℄. The soure ode of thesesolvers is proprietary, whih imposes some di�ulties for aademi researhers toevaluate new ideas by omputations within a state-of-the-art environment. Despiteits integration of CP and SAT tehniques into MIP solving, the development ofSCIP an be seen as an attempt to provide the MIP researh ommunity with afreely available software, whih is (almost) omparable to the urrent ommerialodes in terms of performane. A benhmark omparison of Cplex and SCIP anbe found in Appendix C.In this part of the thesis we investigate the key ingredients of branh-and-boundbased MIP solvers, disuss a number of di�erent approahes and algorithms for eahomponent, and present some new ideas. Chapter 5 evaluates di�erent branhingrules and subsumes a number of well-known strategies under a new and very generalparameterized rule, the reliability branhing rule. Chapter 6 presents and omparesdi�erent strategies to selet the next subproblem from the searh tree to be proessed.The seleted node is then subjet to the domain propagation algorithms, whih aredisussed in Chapter 7. A very brief overview of various utting plane separationalgorithms to strengthen the LP relaxation of the node is given in Chapter 8.During the node solving proess, primal heuristis are alled at di�erent pointsin order to generate feasible MIP solutions. A huge amount of proposals for MIPheuristis an be found in the literature. Chapter 9 presents the ones that are im-plemented in SCIP. Chapter 10 explains the presolving tehniques that are usedto simplify the problem instane and to extrat additional information about theinstane before the atual solving proess ommenes. Finally, Chapter 11 gener-alizes the idea of on�it analysis in SAT solvers to mixed integer programming.Besides its value for mixed integer programming, we will see in Part III of the thesisthat on�it analysis is a very important tool for solving the hip design veri�ationproblem by onstraint integer programming.59



60 IntrodutionEah hapter presents omputational results to ompare the e�etiveness of thedisussed algorithms and strategies. The test set of MIP instanes that we used andthe omputational environment in whih the experiments have been performed aredesribed in Appendix A.We onlude this introdution by reapitulating the basi de�nitions of mixedinteger programming as they have been introdued in Setion 1.3.A mixed integer program (MIP) is de�ned as follows.De�nition (mixed integer program). Given a matrix A ∈ Rm×n, vetors b ∈Rm, and c ∈ Rn, and a subset I ⊆ N = {1, . . . , n}, the mixed integer programMIP = (A, b, c, I) is to solve
(MIP) c⋆ = min {cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Rn, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I} .The vetors in the set XMIP = {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I} are alledfeasible solutions of MIP. A feasible solution x⋆ ∈ XMIP of MIP is alled optimal ifits objetive value satis�es cTx⋆ = c⋆.The bounds of the variables are denoted by lj ≤ xj ≤ uj with lj , uj ∈ R∪{±∞}.Formally, they are part of the onstraint system Ax ≤ b, but in pratie they aretreated outside the oe�ient matrix. Depending on the integrality status andthe bounds of the variables, we de�ne the following subsets of the variable indies

N = {1, . . . , n}: binary variables: B := {j ∈ I | lj = 0 and uj = 1}integer variables: Iontinuous variables: C := N \ ISpeializations of MIPs are
⊲ linear programs (LPs) with I = ∅,
⊲ integer programs (IPs) with I = N ,
⊲ mixed binary programs (MBPs) with B = I, and
⊲ binary programs (BPs) with B = I = N .If we remove the integrality restritions from an MIP, we obtain its LP relaxation:De�nition (LP relaxation of an MIP). Given a mixed integer program MIP =

(A, b, c, I), its LP relaxation is de�ned as
(LP) č = min {cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Rn} .

XLP = {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b} is the set of feasible solutions of the LP relaxation. AnLP-feasible solution x̌ ∈ XLP is alled LP-optimal if cT x̌ = č.The solution set of the LP relaxation de�nes a polyhedron P = XLP. This LPpolyhedron is a superset of its integer hull PI ⊆ P , whih is the onvex hull
PI = conv{P ∩ (ZI ×RN\I)} = conv{XMIP}of the MIP feasible solutions.



Chapter 5BranhingMost of this hapter is joint work with Thorsten Koh and Alexander Martin. Partsof it were published in Ahterberg, Koh, and Martin [5℄.Sine branhing is in the ore of any branh-and-bound algorithm, �nding goodstrategies was important to pratial MIP solving right from the beginning, see Béni-hou et al. [39℄ or Mitra [165℄. We refrain from giving details of all existing strategies,but onentrate on the most popular rules used in todays MIP solvers, in partiularthe ones that are available in SCIP. For a omprehensive study of branh-and-boundstrategies we refer to Land and Powell [139℄, Linderoth and Savelsbergh [146℄, Fü-genshuh and Martin [90℄, and the referenes therein.The only way to split a problem Q within an LP based branh-and-bound al-gorithm is to branh on linear inequalities in order to keep the property of havingan LP relaxation at hand. The easiest and most ommon inequalities are trivialinequalities, i.e., inequalities that split the feasible interval of a singleton variable,ompare Figure 2.2 on page 17. To be more preise, if xj , j ∈ I, is some integervariable with a frational value x̌j in the urrent optimal LP solution, we obtaintwo subproblems: one by adding the trivial inequality xj ≤ ⌊x̌j⌋ (alled the leftsubproblem or left hild, denoted by Q−j ) and one by adding the trivial inequality
xj ≥ ⌈x̌j⌉ (alled the right subproblem or right hild, denoted by Q+

j ). This proe-dure of branhing on trivial inequalities is also alled branhing on variables, beauseit only requires to hange the bounds of variable xj . Branhing on more ompli-ated inequalities or even splitting the problem into more than two subproblemsare rarely inorporated into general MIP solvers, even though it an be e�etivein speial ases, see, for instane, Borndörfer, Ferreira, and Martin [51℄, Clohardand Naddef [62℄, or Naddef [169℄. SCIP supports general branhing on onstraintswith an arbitrary number of hildren, but all of the branhing rules inluded in thedistribution branh on variables and reate a binary searh tree.The basi algorithm for variable seletion may be stated as follows:Algorithm 5.1 Generi variable seletionInput : Current subproblem Q with an optimal LP solution x̌ /∈ XMIP.Output : An index j ∈ I of an integer variable xj with frational LP value x̌j /∈ Z.1. Let F = {j ∈ I | x̌j /∈ Z} be the set of branhing andidates.2. For all andidates j ∈ F , alulate a sore value sj ∈ R.3. Return an index j ∈ F with sj = maxk∈F {sk}.In the following we fous on the most ommon variable seletion rules, whih areall variants of Algorithm 5.1. The di�erene is how the sore in Step 2 is omputed.The ultimate goal is to �nd a omputationally inexpensive branhing strategythat minimizes the number of branh-and-bound nodes that need to be evaluated.61



62 BranhingSine no global approah is known, one tries to �nd a branhing variable that is atleast a good hoie for the urrent branhing. One way to measure the quality of abranhing is to look at the hanges in the objetive funtion of the LP relaxationsof the two hildren Q−i and Q+
i ompared to the relaxation of the parent node Q.Reently, Patel and Chinnek [185℄ proposed to favor branhings that result in LPsolutions x̌Q

−
j
and x̌Q

+

j
with a large Eulidean distane to the urrent LP solution

x̌Q. However, we follow the traditional way of trying to improve the dual bound.In order to ompare branhing andidates, for eah andidate the two objetivefuntion hanges ∆−j := čQ−
j
− čQ and ∆+

j := čQ+

j
− čQ or estimates of these valuesare mapped on a single sore value. This is typially done by using a funtion of theform sore(q−, q+) = (1− µ) ·min{q−, q+}+ µ ·max{q−, q+}, (5.1)see, for instane, Linderoth and Savelsbergh [146℄. The sore fator µ is somenumber between 0 and 1. It is usually an empirially determined onstant, whih issometimes adjusted dynamially through the ourse of the algorithm (in SCIP weuse a stati value of µ = 1

6 , whih is also used in SIP [159℄). In addition, SCIPfeatures a new idea whih is to alulate the sore via a produtsore(q−, q+) = max{q−, ǫ} ·max{q+, ǫ} (5.2)with ǫ = 10−6. This produt is the default sore funtion in SCIP, and the om-putational results in Setion 5.11 show its superiority to the weighted sum of Equa-tion (5.1). Bounding the values by ǫ is neessary to be able to ompare two pairs
(∆−j ,∆

+
j ) and (∆−k ,∆

+
k ) where one of the values is zero for eah pair. There area lot of MIP instanes where suh a behavior an be observed, typially for thedownwards hanges ∆−.In the forthoming explanations all ases are symmetri for the left and rightsubproblem. Therefore we will only onsider one diretion most of the time, theother will be analogous.5.1 Most Infeasible BranhingThis still very ommon rule hooses the variable with frational part losest to 0.5,i.e., sj = φ(x̌j) = min{x̌j −⌊x̌j⌋, ⌈x̌j⌉− x̌j}. The heuristi reason behind this hoieis that this selets a variable where the least tendeny an be reognized to whih�side� (up or down) the variable should be rounded. Unfortunately, as the numerialresults in Setion 5.11 indiate, the performane of this rule is in general not muhbetter than seleting the variable randomly.5.2 Least Infeasible BranhingIn ontrast to the most infeasible branhing rule, the least infeasible branhing strat-egy prefers variables that are lose to integrality: sj = max{x̌j − ⌊x̌j⌋, ⌈x̌j⌉ − x̌j}.Like most infeasible branhing , this strategy yields a very poor performane.



5.3. Pseudoost Branhing 635.3 Pseudoost BranhingThis is a sophistiated rule in the sense that it keeps a history of the suess ofthe variables on whih already has been branhed. This rule goes bak to Bénihouet al. [39℄. In the meantime various variations of the original rule have been proposed.In the following we present the one used in SCIP and SIP [159℄. For alternativessee Linderoth and Savelsbergh [146℄.Let ς−j and ς+j be the objetive gains per unit hange in variable xj at node Qafter branhing in the orresponding diretion, that is
ς−j =

∆−j

f−j
and ς+j =

∆+
j

f+
j

(5.3)with f+
j = ⌈x̌j⌉ − x̌j and f−j = x̌j − ⌊x̌j⌋. Let σ+

j denote the sum of ς+j over allproblems Q, where xj has been seleted as branhing variable and the LP relaxationof Q+
j has already been solved and was feasible. Let η+

j be the number of theseproblems, and de�ne σ−j and η−j to be the analogue values for the downwards branh.Then the pseudoosts of variable xj are alulated as the arithmeti means
Ψ−j =

σ−j

η−j
and Ψ+

j =
σ+

j

η+
j

. (5.4)Using sj = sore(f−j Ψ−j , f
+
j Ψ+

j ) in Algorithm 5.1 yields what is alled pseudoostbranhing .Observe that at the beginning of the algorithm σ−j = η−j = σ+
j = η+

j = 0 forall j ∈ I. We all the pseudoosts of a variable j ∈ I uninitialized for the upwarddiretion, if η+
j = 0. Uninitialized upward pseudoosts are set to Ψ+

j = Ψ+
∅
, where

Ψ+
∅

is the average of the initialized upward pseudoosts over all variables. Thisaverage number is set to 1 in the ase that all upward pseudoosts are uninitialized.We proeed analogously with the downward diretion. The pseudoosts of a variableare alled uninitialized if they are uninitialized in at least one diretion.5.4 Strong BranhingThe idea of strong branhing was developed in the ontext of the traveling salesmanproblem, see Applegate et al. [14℄. Soon, it beame a standard ingredient in mixedinteger programming odes like Cplex. Strong branhing means to test whih ofthe frational andidates gives the best progress in the dual bound before atuallybranhing on any of them. This test is done by temporarily introduing an upperbound xj ≤ ⌊x̌j⌋ and subsequently a lower bound xj ≥ ⌈x̌j⌉ for variable xj withfrational LP value x̌j and solving the linear relaxations.If we hoose as andidate set the full set F = {j ∈ I | x̌j 6∈ Z} and if we solvethe resulting LPs to optimality, we all the strategy full strong branhing . In otherwords, full strong branhing an be viewed as �nding the loally (with respet tothe given sore funtion) best variable to branh on. We will see in Setion 5.11that seleting this loally best variable usually works very well in pratie w.r.t. thenumber of nodes needed to solve the problem instanes.Unfortunately the omputation times per node of full strong branhing are high.Aordingly, most branhing rules presented in the literature, inluding pseudoost



64 Branhingbranhing , may be interpreted as an attempt to �nd a (fast) estimate of what fullstrong branhing atually measures.One possibility to speed up full strong branhing , is to restrit the andidate setin some way, e.g., by onsidering only a subset F ′ ⊆ F of the frational variables.Another idea that an be found in the literature is to only perform a few simplexiterations to estimate the hanges in the objetive funtion for a spei� branhingdeision. This seems reasonable, beause usually the hange of the objetive fun-tion per iteration in the simplex algorithm dereases with an inreasing number ofiterations. Thus, the parameters of strong branhing to be spei�ed are the maximalsize κ of the andidate set F ′, the maximum number γ of dual simplex iterationsto be performed for eah andidate variable, and a riterion aording to whih theandidate set is seleted.In SCIP as well as in SIP, the size of the andidate set is not �xed in advaneto a spei� (small) value, but the andidates are evaluated with a �look ahead�strategy: if no new best andidate was found for λ = 8 suessive andidates, theevaluation proess is stopped. By proessing variables with largest pseudoost sores�rst, only the most promising andidates are evaluated. A maximum of κ = 100strong branhing andidate evaluations is imposed as a safeguard to avoid veryexpensive omputations in exeptional situations.The iteration limit for strong branhing evaluations is set to γ = 2γ̄ with aminimal value of 10 and a maximal value of 500 iterations, where γ̄ is the averagenumber of simplex iterations per LP needed so far. Note that for small or mediumsized instanes this number only protets from unexpeted long simplex runs, andthe andidate LPs will usually be solved to optimality. We observed that using suha large iteration limit typially does not produe a signi�ant overhead. Instead, itoften helps to produe better branhing deisions or to derive variable �xings dueto infeasible strong branhing LPs.5.5 Hybrid Strong/Pseudoost BranhingEven with the speedups indiated at the end of Setion 5.4, the omputationalburden of strong branhing is high, and the higher the speedup, the less preise thedeisions are.On the other hand, the weakness of pseudoost branhing is that at the verybeginning there is no information available, and sj basially re�ets only the fra-tionalities φ(x̌j) for all variables j ∈ F . Many of the early nodes are loated inthe upper part of the searh tree where the deisions have the largest impat on thestruture of the tree and the subproblems therein. With pseudoost branhing , thesedeisions are taken with respet to pseudoost values that are not useful yet.To irumvent these drawbaks the positive aspets of pseudoost and strongbranhing are put together in the ombination hybrid strong/pseudoost branhing ,where strong branhing is applied in the upper part of the tree up to a given depthlevel d. For nodes with depth larger than d, pseudoost branhing is used. Thisbranhing rule is available for example in Lingo [148℄. In our implementation, weuse d = 10.



5.6. Pseudoost Branhing withStrong Branhing Initialization 65Algorithm 5.2 Reliability branhingInput : Current subproblem Q with an optimal LP solution x̌ /∈ XMIP.Output : An index j ∈ I of an integer variable xj with frational LP value x̌j /∈ Z.1. Let F = {j ∈ I | x̌j /∈ Z} be the set of branhing andidates.2. For all andidates j ∈ F , alulate the sore sj = sore(f−j Ψ−j , f
+
j Ψ+

j ) andsort them in non-inreasing order of their pseudoost sores.For at most κ andidates j ∈ F with min{η−j , η
+
j } < ηrel:(a) Perform a number of at most γ dual simplex iterations on subproblem

Q−j and Q+
j , respetively. Let ∆̃−j and ∆̃+

j be the resulting gains in theobjetive value.(b) Update the pseudoosts Ψ−j and Ψ+
j with the gains ∆̃−j and ∆̃+

j .() Update the sore sj = sore(∆̃−j , ∆̃+
j ).(d) If the maximum sore s⋆ = maxk∈F {sk} has not hanged for λ onseutivesore updates, goto Step 3.3. Return an index j ∈ F with sj = maxk∈F {sk}.5.6 Pseudoost Branhing withStrong Branhing InitializationThe deisions of pseudoost as well as the ones of hybrid strong/pseudoost branhingin the lower part of the tree are potentially based on uninitialized pseudoost values,leading to an inferior seletion of branhing variables.The idea to avoid this risk, whih goes bak to Gauthier and Ribière [93℄ andwhih was further developed by Linderoth and Savelsbergh [146℄, is to use strongbranhing for variables with uninitialized pseudoosts and to use the resulting strongbranhing estimates to initialize the pseudoosts. In ontrast to the �xed depth levelof hybrid strong/pseudoost branhing , this rule uses strong branhing in a moredynami way.5.7 Reliability BranhingWe generalize the idea of pseudoost branhing with strong branhing initializationby not only using strong branhing on variables with uninitialized pseudoost values,but also on variables with unreliable pseudoost values. The pseudoosts of a vari-able xj are alled unreliable, if min{η−j , η

+
j } < ηrel, with ηrel being the �reliability�parameter. We all this new branhing rule reliability branhing .An outline of the seletion of a branhing variable with reliability branhing isgiven in Algorithm 5.2 whih implements Step 2 of Algorithm 5.1.As in the strong branhing rule we set the maximal number of strong branh-ing initializations to κ = 100 and the maximal number of simplex iterations persubproblem to γ = 2γ̄, bounded by γ ≥ 10 and γ ≤ 500.The reliability parameter is usually set to ηrel = 8, but it is dynamially adjustedto ontrol the total number of strong branhing simplex iterations γ̂SB omparedto the total number of regular node LP simplex iterations γ̂LP. In the default



66 Branhingparameter settings our goal is to restrit the strong branhing simplex iterations toa maximum of γ̂maxSB = 1
2 γ̂LP + 100000. If they exeed γ̂SB > γ̂maxSB , the reliabilityvalue is redued to ηrel = 0 whih turns o� strong branhing initializations suh thatreliability branhing beomes equivalent to pseudoost branhing . Within the interval

γ̂SB ∈ [ 1
2 γ̂

maxSB , γ̂maxSB ]
ηrel is linearly dereased from 8 to 1, with the extreme ase

ηrel = 1 orresponding to pseudoost branhing with strong branhing initialization.On the other hand, if γ̂SB is very small, namely γ̂SB < 1
2 γ̂LP, ηrel is inreasedproportionally to γ̂LP

γ̂SB suh that reliability branhing resembles strong branhing inthe limiting ase of ηrel →∞.5.8 Inferene BranhingIn a CSP or SAT instane where no objetive funtion is available it does not makesense to base the branhing deision on the hange in the LP relaxation's objetivevalue. Therefore one has to use a di�erent measure to estimate the impat of avariable to the given problem instane. One idea is to selet a branhing variablethat, after tightening its domain, produes the largest number of dedutions on othervariables.Like with LP objetive value based branhing rules, the impat of a variable interms of dedutions an either be alulated diretly in a strong branhing fashionby expliitly propagating the bound hanges of the branhing andidates, or byolleting historial information similar to the pseudoost values. For example, theSAT solver SatZ [143, 144℄ takes the former approah. The inferene branhing ruleof SCIP uses the latter idea.The inferene value of a variable xj , j ∈ I, is de�ned analog to the pseudoostsof Equation (5.4) as
Φ+

j =
ϕ+

j

ν+
j

(5.5)where ϕ+
j is the total number of all inferenes dedued after branhing upwardson variable xj , and ν+

j is the number of orresponding subproblems Q+
j for whihdomain propagation has already been applied. Note that ν+

j is very similar to thepseudoost ounter η+
j , but it needs not to be the same sine there may be subprob-lems for whih only domain propagation or only LP solving is applied. Additionally,pseudoosts are also olleted by strong branhing evaluations, while the inferenehistory an be populated by probing and other presolving tehniques, see Chapter 10.Like pseudoost branhing , the inferene branhing rule su�ers from the fat thatthe most ruial deisions at the top of the searh tree are based on very little in-formation, sine the inferene values are olleted during the searh. Obviously, oneould overome this issue by ombining expliit inferene alulations and historialinformation analog to the pseudoost branhing with strong branhing initializationor even the reliability branhing rule. However, we do not take this approah inSCIP. For general integer variables we de�ne an uninitialized inferene value to bezero. For (the usually more important) binary variables we use the information ofthe impliation graph and lique table, see Setion 3.3.5, to de�ne replaements foruninitialized inferene values. Let D = (V,A) be the urrent impliation graph asde�ned in De�nition 3.9 and let Q(xj = 1) be the set of liques the variable isontained in as positive literal. Now, if an inferene value of a binary variable is



5.9. Hybrid Reliability/Inferene Branhing 67uninitialized, i.e., ν+
j = 0, we de�ne

Φ+
j =

∣
∣δ−D(xj = 1)

∣
∣+ 2 ·

∣
∣Q(xj = 1)

∣
∣.Note that the fator 2 applied to the number of liques is an underestimate of theatual impliations represented by the liques sine all liques in the lique table areat least of ardinality 3.If probing is used as a presolver, see Setion 10.6, the impliation graph getspopulated by all impliations of binary variables. Therefore, one an see probing inthis regard as a strong branhing initialization of the inferene values at the rootnode for all binary variables. In this sense, our approah of dealing with uninitial-ized inferene values is very similar to pseudoost branhing with strong branhinginitialization.5.9 Hybrid Reliability/Inferene BranhingThe hybrid reliability/inferene branhing rule ombines the seletion riteria of re-liability branhing and inferene branhing . Additionally, in the presene of on�itanalysis, see Chapter 11, we inlude the sore values of a variable state independentdeaying sum (VSIDS) branhing strategy as it is used in SAT solvers, see Moskewizet al. [168℄. This rule prefers variables that have been used in the on�it graph anal-ysis to produe reent on�it onstraints. Finally, we inlude a sore value whih isbased on the number of infeasible or bound-exeeding subproblems (i.e., the numberof uto�s) that have been generated due to branhing on the respetive variable.Let srelij , sinferj , sonfj , and suto�j be the individual sore values for the reliabil-ity branhing , inferene branhing , on�it branhing, and uto� branhing rules,respetively. The problem with ombining these values into a single sore is thatthey operate on ompletely di�erent sales. In partiular, the sale of sreli is highlydependent on the problem instane, namely the objetive funtion. Therefore onehas to apply a normalization step to transform the individual sore values onto auni�ed sale, for whih we use the funtion

g : R≥0 → [0, 1), g(x) =
x

x+ 1
.As one an see in Figure 5.1 the funtion g(·) has its dynami range roughly in theregion between 0 and 4. It seems reasonable to �rst sale the di�erent sore valuessuh that they are mapped into the dynami range of g(·) and apply g(·) afterwards.Therefore, we ombine the four values with the formula

sj = ωrelig(srelij

sreli
∅

)

+ ωinferg(sinferj

sinfer
∅

)

+ ωonfg(sonfj

sonf
∅

)

+ ωuto�g(suto�j

suto�
∅

)in whih the s∅ values are the urrent average values over all variables in the probleminstane. The weights are set to ωreli = 1, ωinfer = ωuto� = 10−4, and ωonf = 10−2.Besides the di�erent alulation of the sore values, the hybrid reliability/infe-rene branhing rule is equal to reliability branhing as shown in Algorithm 5.2.Thus, one an view reliability branhing as a speial ase of hybrid reliability/infe-rene branhing with ωreli = 1 and ωinfer = ωonf = ωuto� = 0. Sine g(·) is stritlymonotone, the appliation of g(·) to sreli does not modify the branhing variableseletion.
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Figure 5.1. Funtion g : R≥0 → [0, 1) to map branhing sores into the unit interval.5.10 Branhing Rule ClassifiationSome of the proposed branhing rules an be adjusted with parameter settings. Allof the strategies using strong branhing inlude the simplex iteration limit γ and thelook ahead value λ. The hybrid strong/pseudoost branhing exhibits an additionaldepth parameter d, while the reliability branhing omes along with the reliabilityparameter ηrel.It is interesting to note that depending on the parameter settings, the branhingrules have interrelations as illustrated in Figure 5.2.PSfrag replaements Reliability Branhing
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Figure 5.2. Interrelations between branhing rules and their parameters.



5.11. Computational Results 69test set random most inf least inf pseudoost full strong strong hybr strong ps strinit reliability inferene
time miplib +139 +139 +266 +16 +92 +38 +20 +5 −1 +101oral +332 +314 +575 +40 +97 +59 +27 +2 +7 +177milp +81 +86 +109 +23 +107 +44 +43 +9 +6 +20enlight +115 −40 +149 −27 +45 +11 +9 +27 +5 −70alu +1271 +1991 +1891 +619 +180 +13 +11 +55 +36 −35ftp +288 +267 +379 +35 +36 +25 +4 +14 +2 +187a +52 +85 +138 −41 +174 +82 +153 +11 +84 −24f +912 +1152 +837 +98 +14 +18 +14 −5 −2 +188arset +1276 +1114 +1296 +106 +112 +72 +38 +18 −1 +317mik +10606 +10606 +9009 +102 +59 +8 +11 +35 +2 +5841total +226 +219 +341 +33 +95 +44 +30 +8 +6 +95
nodes miplib +475 +341 +1096 +87 −65 −62 −18 +13 −7 +269oral +694 +517 +1380 +79 −79 −68 −12 +18 +16 +329milp +194 +187 +306 +71 −72 −59 +41 +40 +7 +76enlight +163 −29 +219 +3 −83 −85 +1 +23 −8 −49alu +6987 +5127 +9084 +1659 −60 −78 −31 +120 +17 +6ftp +511 +443 +931 +103 −73 −68 +6 +39 0 +364a +393 +513 +1422 +88 −95 −52 +392 +31 +404 +33f +5542 +5060 +6039 +603 −81 −73 −28 +54 0 +1137arset +3219 +2434 +3573 +248 −60 −51 −6 +37 0 +742mik +8994 +7397 +9195 +123 −90 −86 +1 +32 −1 +4652total +543 +428 +976 +98 −75 −65 +3 +27 +9 +217Table 5.1. Performane e�et of di�erent branhing rules for solving MIP instanes. The valuesdenote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and numberof branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default hybrid reliability/inferene branhing rule.Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.Hybrid strong/pseudoost branhing with d = 0 as well as reliability branhingwith ηrel = 0 oinide with pure pseudoost branhing . With a stati value of
ηrel = 1, reliability branhing is equal to pseudoost branhing with strong branhinginitialization. If the depth d and the reliability ηrel are inreased, the number ofstrong branhing evaluations also inreases, and with d = ηrel =∞, both strategiesonverge to pure strong branhing . Additionally, if the look ahead parameter is setto λ = ∞ and the maximal number of simplex iterations and andidates are alsohosen as γ = κ =∞, strong branhing beomes full strong branhing .5.11 Computational ResultsTable 5.1 summarizes the performane impat of the di�erent branhing rules pre-sented in this Chapter. More detailed results an be found in Tables B.11 to B.20 inAppendix B. The test sets and the experimental setup is desribed in Appendix A.The least infeasible branhing rule gives the worst results, both for the time andthe number of nodes. It is even worse than random branhing . This suggests thatmost infeasible branhing should be muh better than random branhing , but thisis not the ase. Sine pseudoost branhing has almost the same omputationaloverhead but yields muh better results, there is no reason at all to employ mostinfeasible branhing for general mixed integer programming.Full strong branhing and strong branhing need by far the smallest number ofbranhing nodes over all strategies. One reason for this is that the solving of thestrong branhing sub-LPs is sometimes able to detet an infeasibility and an therebytighten the bound of the orresponding variable. This infeasibility detetion is not



70 Branhingounted as a searh node in the statistis. Nevertheless, the results show that the�loal greedy� proedure of full strong branhing is a good strategy to produe asmall searh tree.Unfortunately, the node redutions ahieved by the extensive use of strong branh-ing do not justify the runtime osts: on the diverse test sets miplib, oral, andmilp, full strong branhing is around 100% slower while strong branhing is still 50%slower than hybrid reliability/inferene branhing . Although not that prominent, thee�et is learly visible on the other test sets as well, whih onsist of instanes of asingle problem lass eah.Out of the strategies that ombine pseudoosts and strong branhing, namelyhybrid strong/pseudoost branhing (�hybr strong�), pseudoost branhing with strongbranhing initialization (�ps strinit�), and reliability branhing , the latter is themost suessful on our test sets. Hybrid strong/pseudoost branhing usually needsfewer nodes, but this annot ompensate the higher omputational osts of strongbranhing applied up to depth d = 10 of the searh tree. In ontrast, in reliabilitybranhing the node redution due to the more extensive use of strong branhingpays o�: ompared to pseudoost branhing with strong branhing initialization, italso leads to a redution in the runtime for most of the test sets.The inferene branhing rule is usually inferior to reliability branhing . However,it is the winner on the enlight, alu, and a instanes. The enlight test setonsists of instanes of a ombinatorial game, in whih the objetive funtion doesnot play a signi�ant role. The hip veri�ation instanes of the alu test set onlyontain a ompletely arti�ial objetive funtion. The instanes of the a testset model a basketball sheduling problem (see Nemhauser and Trik [173℄) whihbasially is a pure feasibility problem without objetive funtion. In all ases, itis not surprising that pseudoosts do not yield a good evaluation of the branhingandidates and that the number of inferenes is a better hoie. At least for thealu and a instanes, the inorporation of the inferene history into the reliabilitybranhing rule is able to transfer some of the bene�ts of inferene branhing to thedefault hybrid reliability/inferene branhing rule. On the other test sets, reliabilitybranhing performs equally well.Branhing Sore FuntionTable 5.2 summarizes the benhmarks to ompare various branhing sore funtionsof type (5.1) against the default SCIP produt sore funtion (5.2). Detailed resultsan be found in Tables B.21 to B.30 in Appendix B.Using the weighted sum sore funtionsore(q−, q+) = (1− µ) ·min{q−, q+}+ µ ·max{q−, q+},with a weight of µ = 0 as suggested by Bénihou et al. [39℄ and Beale [37℄ means tohoose a branhing variable for whih the minimum of the two individual sore values
q− and q+ is as large as possible. In the default hybrid reliability/inferene branhingrule, the largest ontribution to the total sore omes from the pseudoost estimates
∆̃− = f−j Ψ−j and ∆̃+ = f+

j Ψ+
j . Thus, using the weight µ = 0 basially meansto selet a branhing variable for whih the smaller estimated objetive inrease ismaximal. The idea behind this hoie is to balane the searh tree and to improvethe global dual bound as fast as possible.The other extreme ase is to use µ = 1. The rationale behind this setting is todrive one of the two hildren to infeasibility as fast as possible in order to restrit



5.11. Computational Results 71test set min (µ = 0) weighted (µ = 1
6
) weighted (µ = 1

3
) avg (µ = 1

2
) max (µ = 1)

time miplib +26 +12 +28 +30 +53oral +25 +20 +27 +49 +113milp +18 +10 +36 +35 +58enlight +34 −19 −1 −9 +115alu +88 +66 +85 +101 +187ftp +72 −2 +6 +26 +56a +43 +70 +29 +41 +50f +58 −7 −6 −4 −2arset +35 +11 +22 +32 +62mik +134 +13 +31 +52 +169total +29 +14 +29 +37 +75
nodes miplib +24 +21 +46 +73 +92oral +25 +48 +53 +102 +199milp +19 +26 +69 +68 +97enlight +12 −13 +15 +2 +116alu +85 +104 +96 +165 +357ftp +71 +8 +12 +34 +68a +100 +390 +222 +235 +391f +147 −12 −6 −35 −10arset +57 +20 +37 +60 +109mik +131 +16 +34 +63 +193total +31 +34 +54 +76 +130Table 5.2. Performane e�et of di�erent branhing sore funtions for solving MIP instanes.The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) andnumber of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default produt sore funtion (5.2). Positivevalues represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.the growth of the searh tree. In the best ase, one hild turns out to be infeasiblewhih means that we have avoided the node dupliation for this branhing step.The results for the two settings (olumns �min� and �max�) show that improvingthe global dual bound and balaning the tree with µ = 0 is muh more suessfulthan the infeasibility idea of µ = 1. The �min� approah is also superior to usingthe average value as shown in olumn �avg�, whih was proposed by Gauthier andRibière [93℄. However, the best setting for the weight µ is loated between 0 and 1

2 ,whih was also reported in earlier omputational studies, see Linderoth and Savels-bergh [146℄. They found the value of µ = 1
3 to be the most suessful. In ontrast,the value µ = 1

6 that Martin [159℄ used in SIP seems to be the best hoie for SCIPon the onsidered test sets.Although we tried several values for the weight µ, none of them an ompeteagainst the produt sore funtion (5.2), whih is the default strategy in SCIP. Theprodut is learly superior to all variants of the weighted sum sore funtion. Eventhe best of them is outperformed by more than 10%. As to the author's knowledge,using a produt based sore funtion is a new idea that has not been proposedpreviously in the literature.





Chapter 6Node SeletionAfter a subproblem has been proessed, the solving proess an ontinue with anysubproblem that is a leaf of the urrent searh tree. The seletion of the subproblemthat should be proessed next has two usually opposing goals within the MIP branh-and-bound searh:1. �nding good feasible MIP solutions to improve the primal (upper) bound,whih helps to prune the searh tree by bounding, and2. improving the global dual (lower) bound.Besides by employing primal heuristis, feasible MIP solutions an be found as so-lutions to LP relaxations of subproblems that happen to be integral. It an beobserved, see for example Linderoth and Savelsberg [146℄, that integral LP solutionsare typially found very deep in the searh tree. Therefore, to quikly identify feas-ible solutions of a MIP instane, strategies like depth �rst searh seem to be themost natural hoie. The seond goal, however, is ompletely disregarded by depth�rst searh, sine the nodes with the best (i.e., smallest) lower bound are usuallylose to the root node of the searh tree. To improve the global dual bound as fastas possible, one should use best �rst searh whih is to always selet a leaf with theurrently smallest dual objetive value. Trying to ahieve both goals at the sametime leads to a mixture of the two strategies, whih is alled best �rst searh withplunging.A variant of best �rst searh is the so-alled best estimate searh. This strat-egy does not selet the node with the best dual bound, but the one with the bestestimated objetive value of the feasible solutions ontained in the orrespondingsubtree. The estimate is alulated from the dual bound and the frationalities andpseudoost values of the variables (see Setion 5.3). The goal of best estimate searhis to �nd a good, preferably optimal feasible solution as soon as possible. Naturally,this strategy an also be ombined with depth �rst searh, whih leads to best es-timate searh with plunging. Finally, one an ombine all the three strategies intohybrid versions, for example by applying the seletion rules in an interleaving fashionor by using weighted ombinations of the individual node seletion sore values.In the following setions, we will take a loser look at the di�erent strategies andevaluate them by omputational experiments.6.1 Depth First SearhDepth �rst searh was proposed by Little et al. [149℄ for the traveling salesmanproblem and by Dakin [71℄ for mixed integer programming. This node seletion rulealways hooses a hild of the urrent node as the next subproblem to be proessed.If the urrent node is pruned and therefore has no hildren, the searh baktraksto the most reent anestor that has another unproessed hild left and selets one73



74 Node Seletionof its hildren. Thus, one selets always a node from the leaf queue with maximaldepth in the searh tree.Depth �rst searh is the preferred strategy for pure feasibility problems like SATor CSP. Sine these problems do not have an objetive funtion, the solving proessis solely foused on �nding a feasible solution, and there is no need to inrease alower objetive bound. But besides its ability to identify feasible solutions, depth�rst searh has a seond advantage: the next subproblem to be proessed is almostalways very similar to the urrent one. Therefore, the subproblem management isredued to a minimum. In partiular, only very small hanges have to be applied tothe LP relaxation. If the branhing is performed on variables by splitting a bound ofan integer variable into two parts, the only update in the LP is one bound hange ofa single variable. This an be done very e�iently in simplex solvers. Most notably,the urrent basis matrix fatorization remains valid for the hild problem, therebysaving the time for basis refatorization.A third advantage of depth �rst searh is its small memory onsumption. If theurrent node is in depth d, then the searh tree onsists of at most b · d + 1 nodesthat are not yet pruned, where b is the maximal number of hildren of a node.This means, the number of nodes we have to store for a 2-way branhing shemenever exeeds 2dmax + 1, with dmax being the maximal depth of the searh tree. Forbinary or mixed binary programs, the maximal depth is bounded by dmax ≤ |B| if webranh on variables, whih means the memory onsumption for node data struturesis linear in the number of binary variables.Using depth �rst searh as node seletion strategy leaves open only one additionalhoie, namely whih of the unsolved hildren of the urrent node should be proessed�rst. SAT solvers like BerkMin [100℄ try to use this freedom of hoie to balanetheir on�it lause databases (see Chapter 11) with respet to the appearane ofthe branhing variable and its negation in the on�it lauses. This is basiallyahieved by �rst seleting the �xing of the branhing variable that appears in thelarger number of on�it lauses, sine new on�it lauses derived in this subtreean only ontain the negation of the branhing variable.The idea of Martin [159℄ for mixed integer programming (using the usual branh-ing on integer variables with frational LP value) is to selet the branh that pushesthe LP value of the variable further away from its value in the root node's LP so-lution. Say, for example, that we branhed on variable xj with urrent LP solution
x̌j = 2.3, whih has an LP solution value of (x̌R)j = 2.6 in the root node's relaxation.Martin's idea is that on the path to the urrent node the value of the variable hasthe tendeny to be pushed towards 2, and that the branh xj ≤ 2 should thereforebe inspeted �rst. Although we did not verify this by thorough omputational stud-ies, we experiened that this hild seletion strategy yields very good results andtherefore adopted it in SCIP.6.2 Best First SearhBest �rst searh aims at improving the global dual bound as fast as possible byalways seleting a subproblem with the smallest dual bound of all remaining leavesin the tree. As a side-e�et, this strategy leads to a minimal number of nodesthat need to be proessed, given that the branhing rule is �xed. Note that best�rst searh is not uniquely de�ned as there may be multiple nodes with equal dualbound.



6.3. Best First Searh with Plunging 75Proposition 6.1. Given an instane of a onstraint integer program and a �xedbranhing strategy in the branh-and-bound Algorithm 2.1, there exists a node se-letion strategy of best �rst searh type whih solves the instane in a minimalnumber of nodes.Proof. Due to the �xed branhing strategy, the searh tree is uniquely de�ned, in-luding all nodes that ould be pruned by bounding if the optimal solution value c⋆was known. A node seletion strategy σ de�nes an order of the nodes in the treesuh that for all nodes Qi with parent p(Qi) we have σ(p(Qi)) < σ(Qi). Let čQi
bethe lower bound of node Qi before it is proessed. Certainly, čQi

≥ čp(Qi) with čQbeing the optimal value of a relaxation Qrelax of subproblem Q, for example, the LPrelaxation of Q.Let σ⋆ be an optimal node seletion strategy with respet to the number ofnodes that have to be proessed. Assume that σ⋆ is not of best �rst searh type.Then there are node indies i, j with σ(Qi) < σ(Qj) and čQi
> čQj

. Sine Qi isproessed in the optimal node seletion strategy, the optimal value for the CIP mustbe c⋆ ≥ čQi
> čQj

. Therefore, Qj annot be pruned by bounding and must also beproessed. Thus, we an exhange Qi and Qj in the node seletion order withoutinreasing the number of proessed nodes. By iteratively applying this exhangeproedure, σ⋆ an be onverted into a best �rst searh node seletion strategy thatis still optimal.Note. Although there always exists an optimal best �rst searh node seletion strat-egy, not every best �rst searh rule proesses a minimal number of nodes. As anexample, assume that L = {Q1, Q2} is the urrent list of open subproblems, andboth subproblems have a lower bound of čQ1
= čQ2

= č < ĉ with ĉ being the valueof the urrent inumbent solution. Furthermore, suppose that we apply a best �rstnode seletion strategy that piks Q1 as the next subproblem. If after the proessingof Q1 the relaxation value is čQ1
> čQ2

, but proessing of Q2 leads to čQ2
= čQ2and the detetion of a solution with value c⋆ = čQ2

, then we have proessed Q1unneessarily: if we had proessed Q2 �rst, we would have found the solution andpruned Q1 due to čQ1
≥ c⋆ without proessing it.The best �rst node seletion strategy an be e�iently implemented by storingthe leaves of the searh tree in a priority queue, see Setion 3.3.6. The questionremains whih node one should selet if there are multiple nodes that have dualbounds equal to the global dual bound. In order to �nd good feasible solutionsearly, we selet the node with better estimate, see Setion 6.4 below. If there arestill ties left, we try to stay lose to the previous subproblem and favor hild nodesof the urrent node over its siblings, and siblings over the remaining leaves of thetree.6.3 Best First Searh with PlungingAs said in the introdution of this hapter, best �rst searh leads to a small numberof proessed nodes, while depth �rst searh tends to produe feasible solutions earlierand speeds up the node solving proess due to the loser resemblane of suessivesubproblems. The idea of plunging is to mix both strategies in order to ombinetheir bene�ts. As long as the urrent node has unproessed hildren, one of themis seleted as the next node. Otherwise, plunging ontinues with one of the urrent



76 Node Seletionnode's siblings. If no more unproessed hildren or siblings are available, the urrentplunge is ompleted, and a leaf from the tree with best dual bound is seleted.The branhing tree data strutures of SCIP are spei�ally tailored to supportthis strategy, see Setion 3.3.6. The hildren and the siblings of the urrent nodeare stored separately from the remaining leaves and an therefore easily be aessedand identi�ed. The remaining leaves are stored in a priority queue whih enablese�ient aess to the best node orresponding to a ertain ordering. For best �rstsearh the ordering is de�ned by the dual bounds of the leaves.Again, the question remains whih hild or sibling should be proessed nextduring plunging. Usually, the hild nodes inherit the dual bound of their parentnode, whih means that they annot be di�erentiated with respet to their dualbounds. As plunging is mainly foused on �nding feasible solutions, we apply�asin depth �rst searh�the LP solution guided rule of Martin [159℄. We use Martin'srule even if strong branhing (see Setion 5.4) produed di�erent dual bounds forthe hild nodes, whih would enable a best �rst seletion.The largest disadvantage of depth �rst searh is its high risk of proessing su-per�uous nodes that would have been pruned if a good solution was known earlier.Plunging has the same property, although to a muh smaller extent, sine aftereah plunge the searh ontinues with a node of smallest lower bound. Neverthe-less, it might be pro�table to prematurely abort a plunge if the loal lower boundapproahes the primal bound. This would avoid the proessing of some of the su-per�uous nodes, but the disadvantage is that one may miss small improvements inthe primal bound.The strategy of SCIP is to mainly use plunging for its e�et of faster nodeproessing due to lose resemblane of subproblems. The identi�ation of primalsolutions is left to the primal heuristis, namely the diving heuristis whih basiallyontinue the plunging outside the branhing tree, but apply di�erent variable andvalue seletion rules that are partiularly tailored for �nding feasible solutions; seeChapter 9 for an overview of the primal heuristis inluded in SCIP. During eahplunge, we perform a ertain minimal number of plunging steps, but we abort theplunging after a ertain total number of steps or if the loal relative gap
γ(Q) =

čQ − č

ĉ− čof the urrent subproblemQ exeeds the threshold γmax = 0.25. Here, čQ is the lowerbound of the subproblem, č is global lower bound, and ĉ is the global upper bound,i.e., the value of the inumbent solution or in�nity. The minimal and maximalnumber of plunging steps are adjusted dynamially to be equal to 0.1 · dmax and
0.5 · dmax, respetively, with dmax being the maximum depth of all proessed nodes.This means that in the beginning of the searh almost no plunging is performed, butthe extent of plunging is inreased during the ourse of the algorithm.6.4 Best Estimate SearhThe nodes seleted by best �rst searh have good dual bounds, but their LP solutionsare usually far away from integrality. Depth �rst searh quikly leaves the region ofgood objetive values but might be able to �nd feasible solutions faster. Therefore,none of the two node seletion rules aims at �nding good solutions. This is addressedby best estimate searh. This rule alulates estimate values eQ for the feasible



6.5. Best Estimate Searh with Plunging 77solutions that might be ontained in the subtrees represented by the leaves Q ofthe tree, and it selets a node that minimizes this estimate. The estimate ombinesinformation about the dual bound and the integrality of the LP solution.The literature basially proposes two di�erent estimate shemes. The best pro-jetion riterion of Bénihou et al. [39℄ alulates an estimate
eprojQ = čQ +

(
ĉ− čR
φ(x̌R)

)

φ(x̌Q),in whih čQ is the dual bound of the urrent subproblem, čR the dual bound of theroot node, ĉ the inumbent solution value, x̌Q the urrent LP solution, and x̌R theLP solution at the root node. The frationality φ(x̌) of a vetor x̌ ∈ Rn is de�ned as
φ(x̌) =

∑n
j=1 φ(x̌j) with φ(x̌j) = min{x̌j − ⌊x̌j⌋, ⌈x̌j⌉ − x̌j}. The interpretation ofthe best projetion estimate is that one alulates the objetive value inrease perunit derease in the frationality of the LP solution for the root node and assumesthat the urrent LP solution an be driven to integrality with the same objetivevalue inrease per unit of frationality. Note that the best projetion method needsa globally valid upper bound.The best estimate rule of Forrest et al. [88℄ employs the pseudoost values ofthe variables (see Setion 5.3) to estimate the inrease in the objetive value. Thispseudoost-based estimate is de�ned as

eQ = čQ +
∑

j∈I

min
{
Ψ−j f

−
j ,Ψ

+
j f

+
j

}with f−j = x̌j − ⌊x̌j⌋ and f+
j = ⌈x̌j⌉− x̌j being the distanes to the nearest integersfor the urrent LP solution value x̌j for variable xj , and Ψ−j and Ψ+

j being thepseudoost values of variable xj for rounding downwards and upwards, respetively.Assuming that the pseudoosts are reliable indiators for the per unit objetivevalue inrease for shifting a variable downwards or upwards, the best estimate rulealulates the estimated minimum value of a rounded solution.Linderoth and Savelsbergh [146℄ give omputational indiation that the best es-timate rule is superior to the best projetion rule. Therefore, we only implementedthe best estimate rule.6.5 Best Estimate Searh with PlungingAs for the best �rst searh node seletion, we an ombine best estimate searh withdepth �rst searh by a plunging strategy. Again, hild or sibling nodes are seleteduntil either all of them have been pruned or the plunge is aborted due to the riteriapresented in Setion 6.3. As before, the goal is to transfer the node proessingspeedup of depth �rst searh regarding the losely resembled suessive subproblemsto the more sophistiated best estimate searh strategy.6.6 Interleaved Best Estimate/Best First SearhThe aim of best estimate searh is to quikly �nd good feasible solutions. Afteran optimal solution has been found, the node seletion strategy has (despite itsinteration with other solver omponents) no more impat on the number of nodes



78 Node Seletionthat have to be proessed, sine the remaining nodes of the tree, de�ned by thebranhing strategy, have to be proessed anyway and the order does not matter. Dueto time restritions, however, the user might not want to wait until the optimality ofthe solution has been proven, but is already satis�ed with a given quality guarantee.Therefore, the progression of the global dual bound plays a signi�ant role. In thisregard, best estimate searh an perform very poor. Suppose the node with the bestdual bound has a large frationality measure. That would lead to a rather largeestimate for the node, whih means that the node is not proessed for a very longtime. The global dual bound would stay at the same level as long as this node isnot touhed.The solution to this problem is to interleave best �rst and best estimate searhand ombine this with plunging. The resulting strategy proeeds as best estimatewith plunging, but every bestfreq plunge we hoose a node with the best dual boundinstead of one with a best estimate as the next subproblem. We use bestfreq = 10as default value in our implementation.6.7 Hybrid Best Estimate/Best First SearhA seond approah of inreasing the importane of the global dual bound in the bestestimate node seletion rule is to alulate the node seletion sore as a weightedsum of the best estimate and best �rst sores. In this rule we are seleting a node Qthat minimizes
ω eQ + (1− ω)čQ (6.1)with ω ∈ [0, 1]. Again, this node seletion strategy is ombined with plunging. Wehose ω = 0.1 as the default, whih means that a larger weight is put on the dualbound and the estimate eQ is only in�uening the deision among nodes with verysimilar dual bounds.6.8 Computational ResultsIn this setion we present omputational results to ompare the various node sele-tion strategies on several sets of mixed integer programming instanes. The test setsare desribed in Appendix A. Detailed results an be found in Tables B.31 to B.40in Appendix B.Table 6.1 summarizes the benhmark results. As expeted, pure best �rst searh(�bfs�) yields the smallest searh trees. Note, however, that Proposition 6.1 annotbe applied sine the branhing strategy is a�eted by the order in whih the nodesare proessed. In partiular, the pseudoosts at a ertain node will vary for di�erentnode seletion rules. Thus, it is not always the ase that best �rst searh needs thefewest branhing nodes.The seond expeted behavior an also be learly observed: depth �rst searh(�dfs�) produes muh larger searh trees than best �rst searh but an ompensatethis disadvantage by a faster node proessing time. Overall, the performanes ofbest �rst and depth �rst searh are roughly similar.The olumn labeled �bfs/plunge� shows that ombining best �rst searh and depth�rst searh into the best �rst searh with plunging strategy indeed yields the desiredresult: although not as small as for pure best �rst searh, the searh trees are muh



6.8. Computational Results 79test set dfs bfs bfs/plunge estimate estim/plunge hybrid
time miplib +22 +28 +3 +14 −3 +8oral +49 +38 +2 +19 −3 −5milp +12 +20 +1 +8 +5 +3enlight +53 +74 +53 0 −11 +25alu −40 +101 +25 +113 +25 +3ftp +59 +25 +9 +22 −2 +7a +102 −7 −7 −7 +8 +7f −4 +14 +2 +6 +1 +5arset +152 +53 +11 +42 +5 +13mik −7 +44 +3 +39 −2 +6total +28 +30 +4 +16 0 +3
nodes miplib +64 −18 +3 −15 −3 +7oral +143 −28 0 −9 +3 −9milp +41 −12 +2 −9 +9 +8enlight +109 +16 +36 +2 +7 +13alu −43 +50 +29 +87 +17 +6ftp +74 −6 +2 −5 −3 +2a +425 −30 −7 −29 +25 +27f −9 −31 +9 −32 +9 +12arset +249 +6 0 +19 +7 +3mik +19 +3 −4 +6 +2 0total +78 −17 +3 −9 +4 +2Table 6.1. Performane e�et of di�erent node seletion strategies for solving MIP instanes.The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) andnumber of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default interleaved best estimate/best �rstsearh strategy. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.smaller than for depth �rst searh. Sine most of the speedup of depth �rst searhfor proessing the nodes arries over to plunging, the ombined node seletion ruleis superior to the individual strategies.The best estimate searh rule (�estimate�) turns out to be slightly faster than purebest �rst searh. A possible explanation is that best estimate searh impliitly followsthe idea of plunging: usually, nodes Q that are loated deeper in the tree have asmaller frationality φ(x̌Q) and, related to that, a smaller �estimate penalty� eQ−čQ.Therefore, it is more likely than for best �rst searh that a hild or sibling of theprevious node is seleted as next subproblem. Nevertheless, performing the plungingexpliitly as in best �rst searh with plunging is superior to the impliit plunging ofbest estimate searh. This an also be seen in the olumn �estim/plunge�: bestestimate searh with plunging is muh faster than pure best estimate searh. Evenmore, it slightly outperforms best �rst searh with plunging.As indiated by the mostly positive values in the table, the default interleavedbest estimate/best �rst searh is the best overall strategy. It needs fewer nodesthan best estimate searh with plunging and ahieves very similar runtimes. On thealu testset, however, it performs muh better. The reason might be that the aluinstanes are infeasible MIPs, and estimate based node seletion rules, whih aretailored to �nd feasible solutions earlier, are therefore not suited for these instanes.Like the default interleaved node seletion rule, hybrid best estimate/best �rstsearh (�hybrid�) ombines all three ideas, depth �rst, best �rst, and best estimatesearh. It is, however, slower than the interleaved approah and an only ahievea performane similar to best �rst searh with plunging. As in best estimate searhand its plunging variant, proessing of a node with a dual bound equal to the globaldual bound might be delayed very long with the hybrid rule. This an slow downthe derease of the optimality gap, and the user has to wait longer until a spei-�ed solution quality is proven. Therefore, interleaved best estimate/best �rst searh



80 Node Seletionseems to be the better hoie even though it might be possible to improve the per-formane of hybrid best estimate/best �rst searh by altering the weight ω ∈ [0, 1] inEquation (6.1).Note. In the version of SCIP used in this thesis, there is a signi�ant performanebottlenek assoiated with long leaf queues and node seletion rules that are notbased on best �rst searh. Thus, the performane of best estimate, best estimatewith plunging, hybrid best estimate/best �rst searh, and the default interleaved bestestimate/best �rst searh su�ers from that issue on instanes that take many nodesand produe large leaf queues during the run. In partiular, many of the instanesin enlight, alu, and mik are of this type. Therefore, the �true� performane ofthe estimate based node seletion rules on these test sets would be better than thevalues in Table 6.1 indiate.Child SeletionAs the default node seletion strategy involves plunging, we have to de�ne a hildseletion rule in order to deide whih of the two hildren of the urrent node shouldbe proessed next. The main goal of the hild seletion is to pik a diretion whihleads to the �nding of a feasible solution, preferably of small objetive value. Weompare the following strategies:
⊲ Downwards seletion always hooses the downwards branh xj ≤ ⌊x̌j⌋.
⊲ Upwards seletion always hooses the upwards branh xj ≥ ⌈x̌j⌉.
⊲ Pseudoost seletion prefers the diretion that yields a smaller pseudoost esti-mate f−j Ψ−j or f+

j Ψ+
j for the LP objetive value deterioration, see Setion 5.3.The idea is to guide the searh into the area of better objetive values.

⊲ LP value seletion means to round the branhing variable xj to the integer thatis loser to its urrent LP solution value x̌j . Thus, it selets the downwardsbranh if f−j = x̌j − ⌊x̌j⌋ ≤
1
2 and the upwards branh otherwise.

⊲ Root LP value seletion denotes the idea of Martin [159℄ whih we alreadymentioned in Setion 6.1. It ompares the urrent LP value x̌j of the branhingvariable to its LP value (x̌R)j in the root node and supports the movementof the value in its urrent diretion: if x̌j ≤ (x̌R)j , the variable is branheddownwards. Otherwise, the upwards branh is inspeted �rst.
⊲ Inferene seletion hooses the diretion in whih the branhing variable hasa larger inferene history value Φ−j or Φ+

j . These values denote the averagenumber of dedutions derived from branhing the variable into the respetivediretion (see Setion 5.8). The hope is that the branh with larger inferenehistory value produes more domain propagations and thus a smaller sub-problem for whih it is easier to either �nd a feasible solution or prove theinfeasibility.
⊲ Hybrid inferene/root LP value seletion is a ombination of the inferene androot LP value seletion rules. It hooses the downwards branh if

(Φ−j + ǫ) · ((x̌R)j − x̌j + 1) ≥ (Φ+
j + ǫ) · (x̌j − (x̌R)j + 1) (6.2)



6.8. Computational Results 81test set down up pseudoost LP value root LP value inferene
time miplib +23 0 +12 +7 0 +4oral +10 −11 +6 −2 −5 −4milp +14 −5 +10 +12 −8 −5enlight −1 +3 −2 −11 −8 +3alu −12 −3 +11 +5 +41 −12ftp +4 −7 +4 +6 −6 −2a −19 −1 +20 −15 +13 −7f +1 −3 −5 −3 −4 −1arset −2 +3 +6 +1 +6 +4mik −8 +8 +19 +17 +2 −1total +11 −5 +9 +4 −3 −2
nodes miplib +18 −1 −8 +1 −2 −4oral +14 −19 −1 −9 −14 +1milp +8 −9 +10 +15 −9 −12enlight −4 +20 −3 −9 −3 +7alu −6 −20 +27 +3 +29 +6ftp +2 −11 −2 −1 −9 −2a −13 +35 +64 −18 +21 +27f +4 −1 −9 +1 −7 +3arset +5 −2 +5 0 +7 +3mik +13 −5 +12 +20 +12 −5total +10 −9 +2 +1 −6 −3Table 6.2. Performane e�et of di�erent hild seletion strategies for solving MIP instanes. Thevalues denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and numberof branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default hybrid inferene/root LP value seletion.Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.and the upwards branh otherwise. Here, Φ−j ,Φ

+
j ∈ R≥0 are the inferenehistory values for the downwards and upwards diretion, respetively, and

ǫ = 10−9 is the zero tolerane. The seletion Inequality (6.2) means that avariable that has moved at least by one unit downwards or upwards from theroot node to the urrent subproblem will be pushed further into that diretion,independent from the inferene values. On the other hand, the inferene valuesdominate the seletion for variables with urrent LP values x̌j that are loseto their root LP values (x̌R)j .Table 6.2 depits a summary of the experiments. Appendix B provides detailedresults in Tables B.41 to B.50. The omparison of the pure downwards (�down�) andupwards (�up�) preferenes shows that onsequentially branhing upwards is learlysuperior, both in the solving time and the number of branhing nodes. A possibleexplanation is that most MIP instanes ontain binary variables that represent de-isions for whih the �yes� ase (i.e., setting xj = 1) has a muh larger impat onthe model as the �no� ase (i.e., xj = 0). It seems natural that taking the ruialdeisions early by �xing a variable to xj = 1 gives better hanes to end up witha feasible solution. In ontrast, postponing the ruial deisions by �rst ruling outsome options with xj = 0 most probably leads to a situation in whih we annotsatisfy all onstraints with the remaining alternatives.The bad performane of the pseudoost seletion rule (�pseudoost�) is somewhatsurprising as it seems to be the natural hoie in the spirit of best �rst and bestestimate searh. On the other hand, many MIP models have osts assoiated tosetting a binary variable to xj = 1. Thus, upwards pseudoosts tend to be largerthan downwards pseudoosts, suh that the pseudoost seletion rule is more similarto downwards seletion than to upwards seletion. Therefore, the above explanationfor the inferior performane of downwards seletion also applies to the pseudoost



82 Node Seletionbased rule.The LP value seletion, although better than pseudoost and downwards sele-tion, is also inferior to the upwards seletion rule. In ontrast, the root LP valueseletion strategy of Martin [159℄ is omparable to upwards seletion but has theadvantage that it is insensitive against omplementation: if we omplement all inte-ger variables of a model by setting x′j := lj + uj − xj for j ∈ I (assuming that thebounds are �nite), the upwards seletion rule would turn into the inferior downwardsseletion while the root LP value seletion strategy would produe the same resultsas before�at least if all other omponents of the solver would behave equivalentlyin the omplemented variable spae.The inferene seletion rule is another alternative to upwards seletion of similarperformane. As the root LP value seletion, it is invariant under variable om-plementation. However, it is more tailored to pure feasibility problems withoutmeaningful objetive funtion sine the inferene values are based on feasibility ar-guments. In ontrast, the LP solution values inlude both feasibility and optimalityonsiderations. The e�et an be seen on the alu and a instanes. The alu testset onsists of infeasible MIPs with an arti�ial objetive funtion, while a is aolletion of basially pure feasibility problems without objetive funtion. Here,inferene seletion performs muh better than root LP value seletion. For the othertest sets, however, inferene seletion is slightly inferior to root LP value seletion.The default strategy, hybrid inferene/root LP value seletion, also ahieves simi-lar performane as upwards seletion, root LP value seletion, and inferene seletion.As one an see from the negative values in the olumns of the other three rules, how-ever, it is slightly inferior. The attempt to ombine the positive e�ets of root LPvalue seletion and inferene seletion did not sueed. It might be that a di�erentway to ombine the two ideas results in an improved performane. In partiular, itseems that Inequality (6.2) is biased too muh towards the inferene history values
Φ−j and Φ+

j . Therefore, one should inrease the summand ǫ in the inequality to amuh larger value in order to put more weight on the root LP value di�erene.



Chapter 7Domain PropagationDomain propagation denotes the task of tightening the domains of variables byinspeting the onstraints and the urrent domains of other variables at a loalsubproblem in the searh tree. In the MIP ommunity, this proess is usually allednode preproessing. In fat, one an see domain propagation as a restrited versionof presolving, see Chapter 10. The main restrition for the operations applied toloal nodes is that they must not modify the onstraints. In partiular, the deletionof variables is not allowed. Instead, one only tightens the domains of the variables,sine this an be done without a large bookkeeping and LP management overhead.Sine the LP relaxation is not able to handle holes inside a domain, MIP solversare only using bound propagation, i.e., one tries to dedue tighter lower and upperbounds for the variables.Besides the integrality restritions, there is only one type of onstraints in a mixedinteger program, namely the linear onstraints. Therefore, the domain propagationmethods implemented in the linear onstraint handler are a superset of the methodsfor the more speialized onstraint lasses like the knapsak or the set overingonstraints. The struture of these spei� onstraints an, however, be exploited inorder to implement more e�ient domain propagation algorithms.In addition to the onstraint based (primal) domain propagation tehniques,SCIP features two dual domain redution methods that are driven by the objetivefuntion, namely the objetive propagation and the root redued ost strengthening.7.1 Linear ConstraintsIn SCIP we treat linear onstraints in the form
β ≤ aTx ≤ βwith the left and right hand sides β, β ∈ R∪{±∞} and a ∈ Rn being the oe�ientsof the onstraint. Obviously, equations an be modeled by β = β. For inequalitiesone has typially either β = −∞ or β = +∞, but so-alled ranged rows with bothsides being �nite and β < β are also possible.Bound propagation for linear onstraints in SCIP is performed as explained inthe �basi preproessing tehniques� of Savelsbergh [199℄. The main idea is very sim-ple, but the implementation gets a little more involved if in�nite bounds, numerialissues, and runtime performane have to be onsidered.The most important notion in this regard is the onept of ativity bounds :De�nition 7.1 (ativity bounds). Given a linear onstraint β ≤ aTx ≤ β, let

α := min{aTx | l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ} and α := max{aTx | l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ}be the minimal and maximal ativity aTx of the linear onstraint with respet tothe loal bounds l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ of the urrent subproblem Q. The values α and α are83



84 Domain Propagationalled ativity bounds. Furthermore, let
αj := min{aTx− ajxj | l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ} and αj := max{aTx− ajxj | l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ}be the ativity bound residuals for the salar produt aTx over all variables but xj .The ativity bounds and the residuals an be easily alulated by inserting thelower or upper bounds of the variables into the produt aTx, depending on the signof the oe�ients aj. Note that they an be in�nite if the loal bounds l̃, ũ of thevariables are in�nite.The propagations are based on the following observations:1. If β ≤ α, the left hand side is redundant and an be replaed by −∞ withouthanging the set of feasible solutions in the subproblem or worsening the dualbound of the LP relaxation.2. If α ≤ β, the right hand side is redundant and an be replaed by +∞.3. If β ≤ α and α ≤ β, the onstraint is redundant and an be removed.4. If β > α or α > β, the onstraint annot be satis�ed within the loal boundsand the urrent subproblem is infeasible.5. For all j = 1, . . . , n we have

β − αj

aj

≤ xj ≤
β − αj

aj

if aj > 0 and
β − αj

aj

≤ xj ≤
β − αj

aj

if aj < 0,and we an tighten the bounds of xj aordingly. If xj is an integer variable,
j ∈ I, the lower bounds an be rounded up and the upper bounds an berounded down.Inside domain propagation, we only apply Redutions 3 to 5. Despite removingsome degeneraies in the LP there is no bene�t in relaxing the onstraint sides,but the additional management overhead would be onsiderable. The redundanydetetion of Redution 3, however, is useful sine we an ompletely ignore suhonstraints in future propagations within the whole subtree de�ned by the urrentsubproblem.It is easy to see that the repeated appliation of Redutions 4 and 5 su�es toobtain bound onsisteny, see De�nition 2.7 on page 22. Although it is very likelythat the following propositions are old results, we did not �nd them in the literature.Therefore, we provide proofs.Proposition 7.2. A linear onstraint β ≤ aTx ≤ β on variables x ∈ Rn, xj ∈ Z for

j ∈ I, with bounds l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ, l̃j, ũj ∈ R, l̃j, ũj ∈ Z for j ∈ I, is bound onsistent ifand only if Redutions 4 and 5 annot be applied to detet infeasibility or to tightena variable's domain.Proof. Sine all domains of the variables are non-empty, bound onsisteny impliesthat there is a vetor x̂ ∈ [l̃, ũ] with β ≤ aT x̂ ≤ β. Therefore, β ≤ aT x̂ ≤ α and
α ≤ aT x̂ ≤ β, whih means that Redution 4 annot be applied. Assume that bound



7.1. Linear Constraints 85onsisteny holds, but Redution 5 an be applied on variable xj . Consider the ase
aj > 0 and (β − αj)/aj > l̃j . Bound onsisteny yields a feasible solution x̂ with
x̂j = l̃j. Then we have

aj l̃j < β − αj ≤ β − (aT x̂− aj x̂j) = β − aT x̂+ aj l̃j ≤ aj l̃j ,whih is a ontradition. The other three ases an be shown analogously.Now suppose that neither Redution 4 nor Redution 5 an be applied. In orderto prove bound onsisteny, we have to show that for eah bound l̃j, ũj, j ∈ N , thereexists a (potentially frational) support vetor x̂ ∈ [l̃, ũ] with x̂j = l̃j or x̂j = ũj,respetively, that satis�es the onstraint. Consider variable xj with aj > 0 and itslower bound l̃j . Let
xmin

k :=







l̃j if k = j

l̃k if ak ≥ 0

ũk if ak < 0

and xmax
k :=







l̃j if k = j

ũk if ak ≥ 0

l̃k if ak < 0

.Sine Redution 4 is not appliable, we have
aTxmin = aj l̃j + αj = α ≤ β,and beause Redution 5 is not appliable, it follows
aTxmax = aj l̃j + αj ≥ β.If one of xmin or xmax is ontained in [β, β], it is a valid support vetor for l̃j , andwe are done. Otherwise, the only remaining possibility is
aTxmin < β ≤ β < aTxmax.In this ase, onsider the a�ne linear funtion

α(t) = aT (xmin + t(xmax − xmin)).This is a ontinuous funtion α : [0, 1] → R with α(0) < β ≤ β < α(1). Therefore,there exists t⋆ ∈ (0, 1) with β ≤ α(t⋆) ≤ β, and the vetor
x⋆ = xmin + t⋆(xmax − xmin)is a valid support vetor for l̃j. The other ases for upper bounds ũj and negativeoe�ients aj follow with analogous reasoning.In the ase that one of the onstraint sides β or β is in�nite, we an even ahievethe stronger notion of interval onsisteny by applying Redutions 4 and 5:Corollary 7.3. A linear onstraint β ≤ aTx or aTx ≤ β on variables x ∈ Rn,

xj ∈ Z for j ∈ I, with bounds l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ, l̃j , ũj ∈ R, l̃j , ũj ∈ Z for j ∈ I, is intervalonsistent if and only if Redutions 4 and 5 annot be applied to detet infeasibilityor to tighten a variable's domain.Proof. In the proof of Proposition 7.2 the ase
aTxmin < β ≤ β < aTxmaxannot appear. If β = −∞, the vetor xmin is integral for j ∈ I and supports l̃j. If

β = +∞, the vetor xmax is integral for j ∈ I and supports l̃j .



86 Domain PropagationUnfortunately, there is little hope for an e�ient algorithm to ahieve intervalonsisteny in the general ase of linear onstraints:Proposition 7.4. Deiding interval onsisteny for linear onstraints of the form
β ≤ aTx ≤ β on variables xj ∈ [lj , uj] and xj ∈ Z for j ∈ I is NP-omplete.Proof. We provide a redution from the subset sum problem whih is NP-omplete(see Garey and Johnson [92℄). Given a set of integers aj ∈ Z>0, j = 1, . . . , n, andan integer b ∈ Z, the task of the subset sum problem is to deide whether there is asubset S ⊆ N = {1, . . . , n} with ∑j∈S aj = b. For b = 0 or b = aT1, the instanehas the trivial solutions S = ∅ or S = N , respetively, and for b < 0 or b > aT1, theinstane is obviously infeasible. Thus, we assume 0 < b < aT1.Given suh an instane (a, b) of the subset sum problem, onsider the linearonstraint

0 ≤ −by − (aT1)z + aTx ≤ 0 (7.1)with domains y, z, xj ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ N . The vetors (y = 0, z = 0, x = 0) and (y =
0, z = 1, x = 1) are feasible integral solutions that support the lower bounds ly =
lz = lxj

= 0, j ∈ N , and the upper bounds uz = uxj
= 1, j ∈ N , respetively. Thus,Constraint (7.1) is interval onsistent if and only if there exists a feasible integralsolution (y⋆, z⋆, x⋆) with y⋆ = 1. Suh a solution must have z⋆ = 0, beause b > 0.Therefore, interval onsisteny of Constraint (7.1) is equivalent to the existene of

x⋆ ∈ {0, 1}n with aTx⋆ = b, whih in turn is equivalent to the existene of S ⊆ Nwith ∑j∈S aj = b.Propositions 7.2 and 7.4 provide the basi theoretial bakground for domainpropagation of linear onstraints. In the remaining part of the setion, we will fouson the implementational issues.With respet to performane, the most ruial parts are to update the ativitybounds α and α instead of realulating them from srath at every node and toonly proess those onstraints where the ativity bounds have been hanged sinethe last propagation round. In order to aomplish these goals, the linear onstrainthandler interats with an event handler (see Setion 3.1.10) to update α and α andto mark eah onstraint that is a�eted by a bound hange of a variable.The ontributions of in�nite bounds l̃j and ũj to α and α are aumulated inseparate ounters. These ounters are updated whenever a bound of a variableswithes between a �nite and an in�nite value. If the ounter is positive, the atualvalue stored in α or α is ignored and instead treated as in�nity.Tightened bounds dedued by one onstraint are used in the domain propagationof other onstraints to dedue further bound tightenings. Due to this iterative na-ture, numerial rounding errors an easily aumulate and produe wrong results, inpartiular if oe�ients of very di�erent magnitude are involved in the alulations.To avoid numerial errors, we slightly relax the newly alulated bounds l̃j and ũjby using
l̃j ← 10−5⌊105l̃j + δ̂⌋ and ũj ← 10−5⌈105ũj − δ̂⌉ (7.2)with δ̂ = 10−6 being the feasibility tolerane parameter. This operation rounds(within the feasibility tolerane) the values to the �ve most signi�ant digits afterthe deimal point.A risk of wasting time on iterated domain propagation originates from generalinteger variables with large domains. Consider the arti�ial example

0.2 ≤ x− y ≤ 0.8
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5Figure 7.1. Feasible region of the linear onstraint 0.2 ≤ x− y ≤ 0.8 and bounds 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 5.with two variables x, y ∈ {0, . . . , 1000}, and pretend that presolving did not �nd theobvious redution. The feasible region of the onstraint (disregarding the integralityonditions) is a larger version of to the one that is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Using theleft hand side of the onstraint, domain propagation would tighten the upper boundof y to y ≤ 999. Afterwards, the right hand side an be used to dedue x ≤ 999,whih in turn leads to y ≤ 998 due to the left hand side. This an be ontinued untilthe infeasibility of the problem is deteted after 1000 iterations.To avoid suh long hains of small domain hanges, we enfore a minimum sizefor the interval that is ut o� from the domain: bound hanges l̃j → l̃′j and ũj → ũ′jare only aepted if they hange the bound from an in�nite to a �nite value or ifthey satisfy
l̃′j > l̃j + 0.05 ·max{min{ũj − l̃j, |l̃j |

}
, 1
} or

ũ′j < ũj − 0.05 ·max{min{ũj − l̃j , |ũj |
}
, 1
}

,
(7.3)respetively. Note that this restrition still allows for bound hanges on variableswith only one �nite bound like the ommonly used non-negative variables 0 ≤ xj ≤

+∞. The bound hange is aepted as long as it is large enough relative to thewidth of the domain or the magnitude of the bound.The whole domain propagation proedure is summarized in Algorithm 7.1. Eahlinear onstraint possesses a �propagated� �ag whih is initially set to 0. It marksonstraints that have not been a�eted by bound hanges sine the last propagationround. Consequently, if the �ag is set to 1, we an skip the domain propagation forthis onstraint in Step 1. Step 2 marks the onstraint as propagated by setting the�propagated� �ag to 1. The �ag will be automatially reset to 0 by the assoiatedevent handler (see Algorithm 7.2) whenever a bound of a variable with a non-zerooe�ient aj 6= 0 is modi�ed, in partiular if the linear onstraint propagation itselfmodi�es the bounds of the involved variables. Sine the �ag is set to 1 in Step 2prior to the atual propagation of the onstraint, it is possible that the propagationsof the onstraint trigger another propagation round on the same onstraint.Step 3 performs the possible bound strengthenings for variables with positiveoe�ient aj > 0 as desribed previously. Step 4 treats the variables with negativeoe�ients. Finally, Steps 5 and 6 hek for the infeasibility and redundany of theonstraint.As already said, the domain propagation of linear onstraints losely interats



88 Domain PropagationAlgorithm 7.1 Domain Propagation for Linear ConstraintsInput : Linear onstraint β ≤ aTx ≤ β, urrent loal bounds l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ, andurrent ativity bounds α and α.Output : Tightened loal bounds for x.1. If the onstraint is already marked as propagated, abort.2. Mark the onstraint as propagated.3. For all variables xj with aj > 0:(a) Calulate residual ativities αj := α− aj l̃j and αj := α− aj ũj .(b) If αj > −∞ and β < +∞:i. Set ũ′j := (β − αj)/aj.ii. Set ũ′j := 10−5⌈105ũ′j − δ̂⌉.iii. If j ∈ I, set ũ′j := ⌊ũ′j + δ̂⌋.iv. If ũ′j < ũj − 0.05 ·max{min{ũj − l̃j , |ũj|
}
, 1
}, tighten ũj := ũ′j .() If αj < +∞ and β > −∞:i. Set l̃′j := (β − αj)/aj .ii. Set l̃′j := 10−5⌊105l̃′j + δ̂⌋.iii. If j ∈ I, set l̃′j := ⌈l̃′j − δ̂⌉.iv. If l̃′j > l̃j + 0.05 ·max{min{ũj − l̃j, |l̃j |

}
, 1
}, tighten l̃j := l̃′j .4. For all variables xj with aj < 0:(a) Calulate residual ativities αj := α− ajũj and αj := α− aj l̃j .(b) If αj > −∞ and β < +∞:i. Set l̃′j := (β − αj)/aj .ii. Set l̃′j := 10−5⌊105l̃′j + δ̂⌋.iii. If j ∈ I, set l̃′j := ⌈l̃′j − δ̂⌉.iv. If l̃′j > l̃j + 0.05 ·max{min{ũj − l̃j, |l̃j |

}
, 1
}, tighten l̃j := l̃′j .() If αj < +∞ and β > −∞:i. Set ũ′j := (β − αj)/aj.ii. Set ũ′j := 10−5⌈105ũ′j − δ̂⌉.iii. If j ∈ I, set ũ′j := ⌊ũ′j + δ̂⌋.iv. If ũ′j < ũj − 0.05 ·max{min{ũj − l̃j , |ũj|
}
, 1
}, tighten ũj := ũ′j .5. If β > α or α > β, the urrent subproblem is infeasible.6. If β ≤ α and α ≤ β, delete the onstraint from the urrent subproblem.

with an event handler, whih is shown in Algorithm 7.2. This event handler athesall bound hanges that are applied on variables that appear with non-zero oe�ient
aj 6= 0 in the onstraint. Whenever suh a bound hange was performed, the eventhandler updates the ativity bounds and marks the onstraint suh that it will bepropagated again in the next propagation round.



7.2. Knapsak Constraints 89Algorithm 7.2 Event Handler for Linear ConstraintsInput : Linear onstraint β ≤ aTx ≤ β, a variable xj for whih the bounds havebeen hanged from [l̃j , ũj] to [l̃′j , ũ
′
j], and urrent ativity bounds α and α.Output : Updated ativity bounds α and α.1. If aj > 0:(a) Update α := α+ aj(l̃

′
j − l̃j).(b) Update α := α+ aj(ũ
′
j − ũj).2. If aj < 0:(a) Update α := α+ aj(ũ
′
j − ũj).(b) Update α := α+ aj(l̃
′
j − l̃j).3. Mark the onstraint as not propagated.7.2 Knapsak ConstraintsBinary knapsak onstraints are of the form

aTx ≤ β (7.4)with a ∈ ZB
≥0, xj ∈ {0, 1} for j ∈ B, and β ∈ Z≥0. In ommon terminology, theoe�ients aj are alled weights, and the right hand side β is the apaity of theknapsak. The onstraint requires to selet a subset of the items xj suh that theirtotal weight aTx does not exeed the apaity β.As all other onstraint types used in mixed integer programming, knapsak on-straints are a speial ase of the linear onstraints and ould be treated by thesame algorithms. Sine only binary variables are involved and the oe�ients andright hand side are integers, speialized data strutures and algorithms an improvethe memory and runtime performane. In partiular, the weights and apaity arestored as integers instead of �oating point values, and the alulations are exeutedin integer arithmeti.Note that knapsak onstraints over more general onstraints than those of theform given in Equation (7.4): every linear onstraint with only one �nite side thatonsists of only binary variables and rational oe�ients an be transformed into aknapsak onstraint by

⊲ multiplying the onstraint with −1 if β > −∞ and β = +∞,
⊲ saling it with the smallest ommon multiple of the oe�ients' denominators,
⊲ omplementing variables with negative oe�ients by x̄j := 1− xj , and
⊲ rounding down the right hand side.SCIP automatially performs these transformations in the presolving of linear on-straints, see Setion 10.1, suh that all knapsak onstraints are represented in theirstandard form (7.4).The following observations help to improve the domain propagation for knapsakonstraints:



90 Domain PropagationAlgorithm 7.3 Domain Propagation for Knapsak ConstraintsInput : Knapsak onstraint aTx ≤ β, urrent loal bounds l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ, and urrentminimal ativity α.Output : Tightened loal bounds for x.1. If the onstraint is already marked as propagated, abort.2. Mark the onstraint as propagated.3. If α > β, the urrent subproblem is infeasible.4. Make sure that the oe�ients are sorted suh that aj1 ≥ aj2 ≥ . . ..5. Set w0 := 0.6. For k = 1, . . . , |B|:(a) If ajk
≤ β − α, break the loop.(b) If l̃jk
= 0, set ũjk

:= 0 and w0 := w0 + ajk
.7. If ∑j∈B aj − w0 ≤ β, delete the onstraint from the urrent subproblem.1. The only propagation that an be applied is

l̃j = 0 ∧ α+ aj > β → ũj = 0.2. If we annot �x a variable xj with l̃j = 0 to zero, it is not possible to applypropagations on variables xk with ak ≤ aj .Due to Observation 1, we do not need to trak the maximal ativity α for knap-sak onstraints. The maximal ativity an be used to detet redundany of theonstraint, but this does not justify the additional overhead for traking its value.Observation 2 indiates that we should sort the variables by non-inreasing weight
aj and stop the propagation proess if we reah an index j where α+ aj ≤ β. Notethat the propagation only �xes variables to zero and thus the minimal ativity αdoes not hange during the propagation. Therefore, the propagation an be imple-mented as a simple san through the weights whih �xes all variables to zero forwhih l̃j = 0 and aj > β − α. It is shown in Algorithm 7.3.Steps 1 and 2 hek and set the �propagate� �ag as in the linear onstraintpropagation. Step 3 heks for infeasibility due to the exeedane of the apaityby the variables urrently �xed to one. Step 4 sorts the variables by non-inreasingweight. Usually, this has only to be performed one during the whole solving proess.It might, however, happen in presolving that some oe�ients are modi�ed, seeSetion 10.2. Sine domain propagation is alled as a subroutine of the presolvingalgorithm, the sorting may therefore be performed multiple times.The loal variable w0 sums up the weights of variables that are �xed to zero. Itis initialized in Step 5 and updated during the propagation loop in Step 6. Note,however, that it is not alulated exatly if the loop is aborted prematurely. There-fore, the redundany detetion in Step 7 an miss ertain ases. The advantage ofthis approah is that we usually an abort the propagation loop at the �rst iterationand the work spent in the domain propagation algorithm is very low.As the linear onstraint handler, the knapsak onstraint handler interats withan event handler that traks the bound hanges of the involved variables, see Al-gorithm 7.4. In ontrast to the event handler for linear onstraints, it only needs



7.3. Set Partitioning and Set Paking Constraints 91Algorithm 7.4 Event Handler for Knapsak ConstraintsInput : Knapsak onstraint aTx ≤ β, a variable xj for whih the lower bound hasbeen hanged from l̃j to l̃′j , and urrent minimal ativity α.Output : Updated minimal ativity α.1. Update α := α+ aj(l̃
′
j − l̃j).2. Mark the onstraint as not propagated.to ath hanges on the lower bounds, beause all weights are non-negative andthe maximal ativity does not need to be updated. The event handler updates theminimal ativity as usual and marks the onstraint as not being propagated.7.3 Set Partitioning and Set Paking ConstraintsSet partitioning and set paking onstraints are used to model restritions in whihfrom a ertain set of items exatly one or at most one, respetively, has to beseleted. Suh onstraints are very ommon in several appliations, for example tomodel the graph oloring problem (see Mehrotra and Trik [163℄, or Hansen, Labbé,and Shindl [113℄). They an be stated as
∑

j∈S

xj = 1 (set partitioning)and ∑

j∈S

xj ≤ 1 (set paking),with binary variables xj ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ S, and S ⊆ B. As for knapsak onstraints,saling of the equation or inequality and omplementing some of the binary variablesmay help to onvert a general linear onstraint into the form of a set partitioning orset paking onstraint.As they are speializations of linear onstraints, set partitioning and set pakingonstraints ould be dealt with by the linear onstraint handler. However, sine alloe�ients of inluded variables are 1 and the left and right hand sides are also �xed,the onstraint data only onsists of the set of inluded variables and an therefore bestored muh more ompatly than in the linear onstraint handler. More important,domain propagation an be implemented more e�iently.In the set paking ase, there is only one possibility of domain propagation,namely
xk = 1 → ∀j ∈ S \ {k} : xj = 0.For set partitioning, the additional propagation rule
∀j ∈ S \ {k} : xj = 0 → xk = 1has to be onsidered. In order to apply these rules, we only have to ount the numberof variables urrently �xed to zero and one, respetively. This is done with the helpof an event handler. Having these numbers at hand, the propagation is very easy,as an be seen in Algorithm 7.5.



92 Domain PropagationAlgorithm 7.5 Domain Propagation for Set Partitioning/Paking ConstraintsInput : Set partitioning onstraint ∑j∈S xj = 1 or set paking onstraint
∑

j∈S xj ≤ 1, urrent loal bounds l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ, urrent number of vari-ables xj , j ∈ S, �xed to zero (F0) and one (F1).Output : Tightened loal bounds for x.1. If F1 ≥ 2, the urrent subproblem is infeasible.2. If F1 = 1, �x all variables j ∈ S with l̃j = 0 to zero by assigning ũj := 0.3. If the onstraint is of set partitioning type:(a) If F0 = |S|, the urrent subproblem is infeasible.(b) If F0 = |S| − 1, �x the variable j ∈ S with ũj = 1 to one by assigning
l̃j := 1.4. If F1 = 1, delete the onstraint from the urrent subproblem.

A safeguard against useless propagations as in the linear and knapsak onstrainthanders is unneessary, sine the heks for propagation potential in Steps 1 to 4 arenot time onsuming anyway. For both, set partitioning and set paking onstraints,two variables �xed to one render the onstraint infeasible and the subproblem anbe pruned. If exatly one of the involved variables is �xed to one, all others mustbe zero. The orresponding propagations are applied in Step 2. As said before,set partitioning onstraints yield an additional propagation rule, whih is applied inStep 3: if all variables are �xed to zero, the onstraint is infeasible; if all but one ofthe variables are �xed to zero, the remaining one an be �xed to one. Finally, if nowexatly one variable is �xed to one, the onstraint is redundant and an be deletedfrom the urrent subproblem in Step 4.Algorithm 7.6 illustrates the assoiated event handler. It just updates the F0and F1 ounters depending on the hanging of the loal bounds.Algorithm 7.6 Event Handler for Set Partitioning/Paking ConstraintsInput : Set partitioning onstraint ∑j∈S xj = 1 or set paking onstraint
∑

j∈S xj ≤ 1, a variable xj , j ∈ S, for whih the loal bounds have beenhanged from [l̃j , ũj] to [l̃′j , ũ
′
j], and urrent number of variables �xed tozero (F0) and one (F1).Output : Updated minimal ativity α.1. If l̃′j > l̃j, inrease F1 := F1 + 1.2. If l̃′j < l̃j, derease F1 := F1 − 1.3. If ũ′j < ũj , inrease F0 := F0 + 1.4. If ũ′j > ũj , derease F0 := F0 − 1.



7.4. Set Covering Constraints 937.4 Set Covering ConstraintsSet overing onstraints are the third type of subset seletion onstraints, namelythe one that demands that from a set of items at least one has to be seleted. It anbe represented as
∑

j∈S

xj ≥ 1with binary variables xj ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ S, and S ⊆ I. Again, saling and omplemen-tation may be applied to reah this standard form.The only propagation rule that an be used for set overing onstraints is
∀j ∈ S \ {k} : xj = 0 → xk = 1.This rule already appeared in Setion 7.3 for set partitioning onstraints. We treatset overing onstraints in a separate setion, sine their propagation mehanismsubstantially di�ers from the one used for set partitioning and set paking on-straints. It is spei�ally tailored to e�iently handle large numbers of onstraints.These an, for example, result from the use of on�it analysis, see Chapter 11.Set overing onstraints are equivalent to lauses ℓ1∨ . . .∨ℓ|S| of the satis�abilityproblem, see De�nition 1.3 on page 10. Moskewiz et al. [168℄ invented a simple ande�ient sheme to propagate SAT lauses, whih they alled two wathed literalssheme. The main observation is that an impliation an be derived from a lauseonly if all but one of the literals are �xed to 0. Thus, a lause only needs to beonsidered for domain propagation after the number of literals �xed to 0 inreasedfrom |S| − 2 to |S| − 1. If this is the ase, the remaining un�xed literal is impliedand an be �xed to 1.Instead of using a ounter F0 for the number of variables �xed to zero as we didfor the set partitioning and set paking onstraints, it su�es for SAT lauses (andthus for set overing onstraints) to only wath the state of two arbitrarily hosenliterals of the onstraint. As long as both literals remain un�xed, we do not need toproess the onstraint sine no propagation an be applied. If one of the wathedliterals is �xed to 0, we inspet the other literals of the lause. If at least one of theother literals is �xed to 1, the onstraint is redundant and an be removed from thesubproblem. If at least one of them is un�xed, we stop wathing the �xed literaland instead use the un�xed literal as new wathed literal. After this swith we haveagain two wathed literals, whih are un�xed. Finally, if all literals exept the otherwathed literal are �xed to 0, the other wathed literal is implied and an be �xedto 1.Moskewiz et al. report a signi�ant speedup for their SAT solver Chaff om-pared to the then state-of-the-art solvers Grasp [157℄ and Sato [223℄. Besidesa di�erent branhing rule, the two wathed literals sheme is the key element forthe performane improvements of Chaff. The main advantage of this propagationsheme is that�partiularly for long lauses�one an simply ignore most of the�xings applied to the involved variables. Despite the inspetion of the literals aftera wathed literal was �xed to 0, the runtime of the domain propagation proedureis independent from the length of the lause. Another advantage is that we do nothave to perform any bookmarking when the searh baktraks to an anestor of theurrent node, i.e., a more global subproblem. If the two wathed literals are un-�xed in the loal subproblem, they remain un�xed in the more global subproblem.If one or both wathed literals are �xed in the loal subproblem, they will be the�rst literals for whih the �xings will be undone on the baktraking path to the



94 Domain Propagationmore global subproblem. Therefore, there is no need to swith the wathed variablesduring baktraking.We implemented the two wathed literals sheme for set overing onstraints inSCIP using an event handler. The di�erene to the event handler for set partitioningand set paking onstraints is that we do not ath the bound hange events for allvariables ontained in the onstraint, but only for two wathed variables xw1
, xw2

,
w1, w2 ∈ S. As explained above, the seletion of the wathed variables hangesduring the ourse of the searh.If a wathed variable is �xed to zero, we have to searh for a replaement, i.e.,a variable of the onstraint that is un�xed. Here, we an selet any of the un�xedvariables as new wathed variable. An obvious hoie would be to just selet the�rst un�xed variable that is found, sine then we an immediately abort the searhloop over the variables. We performed omputational experiments whih, however,indiate that a di�erent strategy yields a better overall performane. The rationaleof this strategy is to selet a variable suh that we do not have to searh for anotherwathed variable replaement as long as possible. Inside a searh tree traversed ina breadth �rst fashion like with the best �rst or best estimate node seletion rule(see Chapter 6) we have a good indiation of whih bound hanges will be appliedin the future, namely the branhings that have been performed on the proessedsubproblems and whih of these branhings already generated o�spring. It makessense to avoid variables for whih the down branh (i.e., the �xing to zero) hasalready been evaluated frequently, sine in any subtree de�ned by this branhingthe variable is �xed to zero and we will have to searh for a replaement for thewathed variable whenever we enter suh a subtree.Algorithm 7.7 summarizes the domain propagation for set overing onstraints.The initial Step 1 disables the further propagation of the onstraint. It will bereenabled by the assoiated event handler, see Algorithm 7.8 below. Steps 2 and 3examine the loal bounds of the wathed variables. If one of the variables is �xedto one, the onstraint is redundant. If both variables are un�xed, nothing has tobe done. Step 4 initializes the indies w′1 and w′2 of the new wathed variables. Ifone of the wathed variables is still un�xed, we keep it as wathed variable in orderto redue the event swapping overhead, and by setting the number of branhings
βi := −1, we make sure that it is not overwritten in the following searh loop. If
xw2

is un�xed but xw1
is �xed, we swap the indies suh that we start the loop with

β1 ≤ β2.In the searh loop of Step 5, we hek the remaining variables for potential useas wathed variable. The ases of �xed variables are treated in Steps 5a and 5b. Ifwe enounter an un�xed variable, we make sure that our urrent wathed variableandidates w′1 and w′2 are the un�xed variables with the least number of proesseddownwards branhings β.After the searh loop the result is evaluated. Step 6 detets infeasibility of theurrent subproblem if all variables of the onstraint are �xed to zero. If all but oneof the variables are �xed to zero, the aording propagation is applied at Step 7. Ifwe found at least two un�xed variables, we apply the event swapping in Step 8 suhthat the assoiated event handler presented in Algorithm 7.8 now reats to boundhange events for xw′
1
and xw′

2
.The event handler for set overing onstraints as shown in Algorithm 7.8 is verysimple: it just reativates the propagation for the onstraint if one of the wathedvariables is �xed to zero.



7.5. Variable Bound Constraints 95Algorithm 7.7 Domain Propagation for Set Covering ConstraintsInput : Set overing onstraint ∑j∈S xj ≥ 1, urrent loal bounds l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ,urrent wathed variable indies w1, w2 ∈ S, w1 6= w2.Output : Tightened loal bounds for x, new wathed variables w1, w2.1. Disable the propagation of the onstraint.2. If l̃w1
= 1 or l̃w2

= 1, the onstraint is redundant and an be removed fromthe urrent subproblem.3. If ũw1
= 1 and ũw2

= 1, stop.4. If ũw1
= 1, set w′1 := w1 and β1 := −1. Else, set w′1 := −1 and β1 :=∞.If ũw2
= 1, set w′2 := w1 and β2 := −1. Else, set w′2 := −1 and β2 :=∞.If β2 < β1, swap w′1 and w′2, and swap β1 and β2.5. For all j ∈ S \ {w′1, w′2}:(a) If l̃j = 1, the onstraint is redundant and an be removed from the urrentsubproblem. Stop.(b) If ũj = 0, ontinue Loop 5 with the next j.() Let β be the urrent number of evaluated downwards branhings on xj .(d) If β1 ≤ β < β2, set w′2 := j and β2 := β.(e) If β < β1, set w′2 := w′1, β2 := β1, w′1 := j, and β1 := β.6. If w′1 = −1, the urrent subproblem is infeasible.7. If w′2 = −1, �x xw1

to one by assigning l̃w1
:= 1.8. If w′1, w′2 ≥ 0, swith the wathed variables to be w1 := w′1 and w2 := w′2.7.5 Variable Bound ConstraintsVariable bound onstraints in SCIP are de�ned as

β ≤ xi + ajxj ≤ βwith xj ∈ Z, aj ∈ R \ {0}, and β, β ∈ R ∪ {±∞}. This is a generalization ofthe ommon variable upper bounds xi ≤ u′ixj and variable lower bounds xi ≥ l′ixjwith xj ∈ {0, 1}. Variable upper bounds are a well-known tool to model �xedharge problems like the �xed harge network �ow problem, see, e.g., Padberg, Roy,and Wolsey [181℄. For general mixed integer programs they are omputationallyimportant as they an be used to derive omplemented mixed integer rounding uts(see Marhand and Wolsey [155℄) and �ow over inequalities (see Gu, Nemhauser,and Savelsbergh [110℄). See Wolter [218℄ for the details on the implementation ofthese utting plane separators in SCIP.The domain propagation method applied to variable bound onstraints is ba-Algorithm 7.8 Event Handler for Set Covering ConstraintsInput : Set overing onstraint ∑j∈S xj ≥ 1, a wathed variable xj , j ∈ S, forwhih the loal upper bound has been hanged from ũj = 1 to ũ′j = 0.1. Enable the propagation of the onstraint.



96 Domain Propagationsially the same as for the general linear onstraints of Setion 7.1. As for thepreviously desribed speializations of linear onstraints, the advantage of an indi-vidual onstraint handler for variable bound onstraints is the possibility of a moreompat data representation and an easier and faster propagation method.The following propagations are applied:
xi ≥ β − ajũj for aj > 0 and xi ≥ β − aj l̃j for aj < 0, (7.5)
xi ≤ β − aj l̃j for aj > 0 and xi ≤ β − aj ũj for aj < 0, (7.6)
xj ≥

⌈β − ũi

aj

⌉ for aj > 0 and xj ≤
⌊β − ũi

aj

⌋ for aj < 0, (7.7)
xj ≤

⌊β − l̃i
aj

⌋ for aj > 0 and xj ≥
⌈β − l̃i

aj

⌉ for aj < 0. (7.8)Sine these alulations are not as involved as the ones for general linear onstraints,we do not need to apply a onservative rounding as in Equation (7.2) on page 86 forthe propagation of linear onstraints. However, the risk of numerous iterated smalltightenings of domains of general integer or ontinuous variables is also presentfor variable bound onstraints. Therefore, we use the same limits on the minimalfration to ut o� from domains as for linear onstraints, see Inequalities (7.3).Algorithm 7.9 reapitulates the propagation proedure for variable bound on-straints. As for linear onstraints, a propagation mark ontrols whether the on-straint has to be onsidered again for propagation. This mark is reset by the asso-iated event handler as an be seen in Algorithm 7.10.7.6 Objetive PropagationThe propagations desribed in the previous setions are based on primal feasibilityreasoning: a bound is tightened beause setting a variable to a value outside thetightened bounds leads to an infeasible subproblem. The objetive propagation ofthis setion and the root redued ost strengthening of the following setion take thedual point of view. They infer bounds that are valid due to optimality onsiderations:if the variable takes a value outside the tightened bounds, the solution annot bebetter than the urrent inumbent.Let ĉ = cT x̂ be the objetive value of the urrent inumbent solution x̂ ∈ Rn,i.e., the smallest objetive value of all feasible solutions found so far. Then, theobjetive funtion an be used to rule out inferior solutions by propagating
∑

j∈N

cjxj ≤ ĉ− δ̌ (7.9)with δ̌ ∈ R>0 being the dual feasibility tolerane or optimality tolerane. Thisobjetive onstraint is a regular linear onstraint, and we an use Algorithm 7.1 topropagate it.The objetive uto�, i.e., the right hand side ĉ of Inequality (7.9), an be tightenedif the objetive funtion value is always integral. A su�ient ondition for objetiveintegrality is that
⊲ all objetive oe�ients are integral: cj ∈ Z for all j ∈ N , and
⊲ all objetive oe�ients for ontinuous variables are zero: cj = 0 for all j ∈ C.



7.6. Objetive Propagation 97Algorithm 7.9 Domain Propagation for Variable Bound ConstraintsInput : Variable bound onstraint β ≤ xi + ajxj ≤ β and urrent loal bounds
xi ∈ [l̃i, ũi] and xj ∈ [l̃j, ũj ].Output : Tightened loal bounds for xi and xj .1. If the onstraint is already marked as propagated, abort.2. Mark the onstraint as propagated.3. Set l̃′i := l̃′j := −∞ and ũ′i := ũ′j := +∞.4. If β > −∞:(a) If aj > 0, set l̃′i := β − aj ũj and l̃′j := (β − ũi)/aj .(b) If aj < 0, set l̃′i := β − aj l̃j and ũ′j := (β − ũi)/aj .5. If β < +∞:(a) If aj > 0, set ũ′i := β − aj l̃j and ũ′j := (β − l̃i)/aj .(b) If aj < 0, set ũ′i := β − aj ũj and l̃′j := (β − l̃i)/aj .6. If i ∈ I, round l̃′i :=

⌈
l̃′i
⌉ and ũ′i := ⌊ũ′i⌋.Round l̃′j :=

⌈
l̃′j
⌉ and ũ′j := ⌊ũ′j⌋.7. If l̃′i > l̃i + 0.05 ·max{min{ũi − l̃i, |l̃i|

}
, 1
}, tighten l̃i := l̃′i.If ũ′i < ũi − 0.05 ·max{min{ũi − l̃i, |ũi|
}
, 1
}, tighten ũi := ũ′i.If l̃′j > l̃j + 0.05 ·max{min{ũj − l̃j, |l̃j |

}
, 1
}, tighten l̃j := l̃′j .If ũ′j < ũj − 0.05 ·max{min{ũj − l̃j , |ũj|
}
, 1
}, tighten ũj := ũ′j .8. If both onstraint sides are redundant, i.e.,(a) β = −∞, or aj > 0 and l̃i + aj l̃j ≥ β, or aj < 0 and l̃i + aj ũj ≥ β, and(b) β = +∞, or aj > 0 and ũi + ajũj ≤ β, or aj < 0 and ũi + aj l̃j ≤ β,then the onstraint an be deleted from the urrent subproblem.Besides this automati detetion, SCIP provides a method to set the integrality sta-tus of the objetive funtion. This is useful for models where the objetive integralityis impliit and annot be determined diretly from the objetive oe�ients.If we know that the objetive value is always integral, we an apply integral uto�tightening and propagate

∑

j∈N

cjxj ≤ ĉ− (1− δ̌).Furthermore, if the objetive oe�ients for ontinuous variables are zero and theones for integer variables are rational numbers with reasonably small denominators,Algorithm 7.10 Event Handler for Variable Bound ConstraintsInput : Variable bound onstraint β ≤ xi + ajxj ≤ β, a variable xk, k ∈ {i, j}, forwhih a bound has been hanged.1. Mark the onstraint as not propagated.



98 Domain PropagationAlgorithm 7.11 Root Redued Cost StrengtheningInput : Current inumbent value ĉ, root node LP objetive čR, solution x̌R, andredued osts řR, and global bounds l ≤ x ≤ u.Output : Tightened global bounds for x.1. If ĉ has not hanged sine the last all, stop.2. For all variables xj with (řR)j > 0:(a) Set u′j := (x̌R)j + (ĉ− čR)/(řR)j .(b) If j ∈ I, set u′j := ⌊u′j + δ̂⌋.() If u′j < uj, tighten uj := u′j .3. For all variables xj with (řR)j < 0:(a) Set l′j := (x̌R)j + (ĉ− čR)/(řR)j .(b) If j ∈ I, set l′j := ⌈l′j − δ̂⌉.() If l′j > lj , tighten lj := l′j.one an multiply Inequality (7.9) with the smallest ommon multiple of the denom-inators, divide the resulting integral values by their greatest ommon divisor, andsubtrat 1 − δ̌ from the resulting right hand side. Note that this rational uto�tightening is new in SCIP 0.90i and not inluded in version 0.90f whih we used forthe MIP benhmarks.7.7 Root Redued Cost StrengtheningIn the design of SCIP, the well-known redued ost strengthening proedure (seeNemhauser and Wolsey [174℄) is implemented as a utting plane separator, ompareSetion 8.8. It tightens the loal bounds l̃ ≤ x ≤ ũ of the variables by omparingtheir redued ost values ř in the urrent LP solution with the objetive value ĉ ofthe inumbent solution and the objetive value č of the LP relaxation:
xj ≥ l̃j +

ĉ− č

řj
if řj > 0,

xj ≤ ũj +
ĉ− č

řj
if řj < 0.The root redued ost strengthening propagator introdued in this setion pro-vides the same reasoning for global bounds whih are tightened using root node LPinformation. If the root node LP has been solved, we store the �nal objetive value

čR, the LP solution vetor x̌R, and the redued ost vetor řR. Then, eah timewhen a new inumbent solution has been found we reapply root node redued oststrengthening in order to tighten the global bounds.The proedure is illustrated in Algorithm 7.11. Step 1 heks whether the inum-bent solution has been improved sine the last appliation of the propagator. If thisis the ase, Steps 2 and 3 reapply the redued ost strengthening at the root node.Note that the alulations of the new bounds in Steps 2a and 3a do not depend on



7.8. Computational Results 99test set none aggr linear no obj prop no root redost
time miplib +6 +3 −3 −2oral +15 −8 −4 −7milp +13 −3 +5 +1enlight +104 −42 0 −1alu +222 −36 0 +1ftp −7 0 0 0a +31 −18 −1 −1f +42 +3 +40 +3arset +13 +1 +1 0mik +19 −15 +21 +1total +17 −6 +1 −2
nodes miplib +1 0 −4 −3oral +12 −10 −5 −8milp +20 −9 +15 0enlight +183 −59 +2 0alu +283 −24 0 0ftp −5 −2 0 0a +25 −5 0 0f +75 0 +63 +4arset +10 +2 +1 −4mik +66 −34 +38 −1total +20 −9 +4 −3Table 7.1. Performane e�et of domain propagation tehniques for solving MIP instanes. Thevalues denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and numberof branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings in whih all domain propagators arealled at every node exept the linear propagation, whih is only applied at every �fth depth level.Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.the urrent global bounds.1 Therefore, there is no risk of iterated small redutionsas in the linear onstraint propagation (ompare Figure 7.1 on page 87), and we ansafely aept even small domain redutions.7.8 Computational ResultsWe ran benhmarks to asses the impat of applying domain propagation tehniquesto the loal subproblems of a MIP searh tree. Table 7.1 gives a summary of theresults. Further details an be found in Tables B.51 to B.60 in Appendix B. Thetest instanes and the omputational environment are desribed in Appendix A.The olumn �none� shows the performane hange for deativating all loal do-main propagation algorithms. One an see that domain propagation is able to reduethe runtime on all test sets exept ftp. The most notable e�et an be observed forthe enlight and alu instanes, for whih the runtime doubles and triples, respe-tively, if domain propagation is turned o�. As already mentioned in Setions 5.11and 6.8, these two problem lasses are of a ombinatorial type and their objetivefuntions are not very important or, in the ase of alu, ompletely arti�ial. Thissuggests that for suh instanes, LP based tehniques are not that strong and CPalgorithms are more important. The omputational results support this hypothesis.During the development of the domain propagation algorithms, our impressionwas that the propagation of linear onstraints as given in Algorithm 7.1 is too expen-sive to be applied at every node in the searh tree. Therefore, the default settings1Atually, for a variable with non-zero redued osts, the root LP solution (x̌R)j is equal to theglobal lower or upper bound as they have been set at the time the root LP was solved.



100 Domain Propagationare to invoke the algorithm only at every �fth depth level. The olumn �aggr linear�shows the e�et of applying the linear domain propagation at every node. It turnsout that our onerns are unjusti�ed: applying linear domain propagation at everynode improves the performane on almost all test sets. Again, the largest speedupan be observed on the enlight and alu instanes.The olumns �no obj prop� and �no root redost� demonstrate the impat ofthe two dual propagation methods inluded in SCIP. Both tehniques have onlya very small e�et. However, the objetive propagation onsiderably improves theperformane on the f and mik test sets. As an be seen in Table B.58, the runtimeinreases by at least 10% for 13 out of the 20 f instanes if objetive propagationis disabled. In ontrast, not a single instane in this test set an be solved fasterwithout objetive propagation.



Chapter 8Cut SeparationCutting planes for integer and mixed integer programming have been studied sinethe late 1950's. One of the most fundamental work in this area has been ondutedby Gomory [102, 103, 104℄ who proved that integer programs with rational data anbe solved in a �nite number of steps by a pure utting plane approah without anybranhing. Unfortunately, numerial issues in Gomory's approah prevented pureutting plane methods from being e�etive in pratie.With the work of Balas et al. [31℄ in 1996 and �nally with the release of Cplex 6.5in 1999, it beame lear that utting planes, in partiular Gomory mixed integeruts, are very e�ient if ombined with branh-and-bound. The resulting algorithmis alled ut-and-branh or branh-and-ut, depending on whether utting planes areonly generated at the root node or also at loal subproblems in the searh tree, seeSetion 2.2. Bixby et al. [46℄ report a speed-up of a fator of 22.3 from Cplex 6.0to Cplex 6.5, with utting planes providing a major ontribution to this suess.Sine the theory of utting planes is very well overed in the literature (see, e.g.,a reent survey by Klar [132℄), this hapter fouses on the utting plane separationmethods that are available in SCIP. We will, however, only brie�y sketh the al-gorithms and the underlying theory. A detailed desription, inluding the theoryand omputational experiments that ompare various SCIP parameter settings anddi�erent implementations, an be found in the diploma thesis of Wolter [218℄. Addi-tional information about omputationally important utting planes an, for example,be found in Marhand et al. [154℄ and in Fügenshuh and Martin [90℄.Some of the results presented here, namely the setions about knapsak overuts, mixed integer rounding uts, strong Chvátal-Gomory uts, implied bound uts,and lique uts are joint work with Kati Wolter. The implementation of Gomorymixed integer uts, knapsak over uts, and redued ost strengthening is basedon Alexander Martin's implementation of SIP [159℄. The SCIP algorithms for �owover uts have been implemented by Kati Wolter.8.1 Knapsak Cover CutsThe knapsak polytope is one of the most thoroughly studied polyhedrons in mathe-matial programming, see for instane Balas [28℄, Hammer, Johnson, and Peled [112℄,Padberg [179, 180℄, Wolsey [216℄, Balas and Zemel [35, 36℄, Weismantel [212℄, or Mar-tin and Weismantel [160℄. Knapsak over uts, whih are a partiular family of validinequalities for the knapsak polytope, are probably one of the �rst utting planesthat have been inorporated into ommerial MIP solvers. For example, they areavailable in Cplex sine version 3.0. Crowder, Johnson, and Padberg [70℄ were the�rst to suessfully apply lifted knapsak over inequalities to solve several binaryprograms that were, at the time, onsidered to be intratable.In its most basi version, the knapsak over ut an be derived as follows.101



102 Cut SeparationDe�nition 8.1 (knapsak over). Consider a knapsak inequality aTx ≤ β with
a ∈ ZB

≥0, β ∈ Z≥0, and binary variables x ∈ {0, 1}B. Then, V ⊆ B is alled over if
∑

j∈V aj > β. A over V is alled minimal over if ∑j∈V \{k} aj ≤ β for all k ∈ V .Knapsak overs diretly lead to valid inequalities for the binary knapsak poly-tope PK := conv(XK) with XK :=
{
x ∈ {0, 1}B | aTx ≤ β

}, see [28, 112, 179, 216℄:Proposition 8.2. Given a over V , the orresponding over inequality
∑

j∈V

xj ≤ |V | − 1 (8.1)is valid for the knapsak polytope PK . Furthermore, if V is a minimal over, In-equality (8.1) is faet de�ning for P ′K := conv
(
XK ∩{x | xj = 0 for all j ∈ B \V }).In order to onvert the faet de�ning over inequality (8.1) of the lower dimen-sional P ′K into an inequality whih de�nes a faet or a high dimensional fae of PK ,we have to lift the variables in B \ V , see Padberg [179℄. Lifting is a tehnique thatmay introdue non-zero oe�ients dj for j ∈ B \ V to Inequality (8.1), suh thatthe resulting ut

∑

j∈V

xj +
∑

j∈B\V

djxj ≤ |V | − 1is still valid for PK .In addition to this up-lifting step, Wolsey [216℄ observed that one an also applya down-lifting proedure. He proposed to partition the binary variables into threesets B = V ∪ L0 ∪ L1, suh that V is a minimal over for
∑

j∈V

ajxj ≤ β −
∑

j∈L1

aj .The resulting over inequality (8.1) is faet de�ning for
P ′′K := conv

(
XK ∩ {x | xj = 0 for all j ∈ L0} ∩ {x | xj = 1 for all j ∈ L1}

)
,but in general invalid for the original knapsak polytope PK . Down-lifting an beapplied to the variables j ∈ L1 to onvert it into a valid inequality for PK , andup-lifting for j ∈ L0 an be used to strengthen the utting plane. Note that everylifting sequene results in a valid ut, but the oe�ients dj of the ut depend on theorder in whih the variables are lifted. Thus, this type of lifting is alled sequenedependent lifting. Using so-alled superadditive funtions, one an also performsequene independent lifting, see Gu, Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh [111℄.SCIP generates lifted knapsak over uts within the knapsak onstraint han-dler. The proedure is skethed in Algorithm 8.1. The variables xj that have avalue of x̌j = 1 in the urrent LP solution are seleted for down-lifting and put to

L1 in Step 1. Then, in Step 2 we alulate a minimal over on the redued knap-sak inequality. Using dynami programming tehniques (see, for example, Kelleret al. [129℄), we an �nd a most violated minimal over in pseudo-polynomial time,with the runtime depending on the apaity β −∑j∈L1
aj of the redued knapsak.If this apaity is too large, we revert to the greedy heuristi of Dantzig [74℄. It mayhappen that we do not �nd a violated over inequality, in whih ase we have toabort the separation.



8.1. Knapsak Cover Cuts 103Algorithm 8.1 Separation of Lifted Knapsak Cover CutsInput : Knapsak onstraint aTx ≤ β and urrent LP solution x̌.Output : Cutting planes dTx ≤ γ.1. Set L1 := {j ∈ B | x̌j = 1}.2. Calulate a minimal over V ⊆ B \ L1 for the knapsak onstraint
∑

j∈B\L1

ajxj ≤ β −
∑

j∈L1

aj .If β −∑j∈L1
aj ≤ 10000, �nd a most violated minimal over inequality bydynami programming. Otherwise, use a greedy heuristi. If no violated overinequality an be found, stop.3. Set L0 := (B \ L1) \ V . Sort V and L0 by non-inreasing solution value x̌j ,breaking ties by non-inreasing weight aj .4. While V 6= ∅:(a) Let xk, k ∈ V , be a variable with smallest LP solution value x̌k. Set

V := V \ {k} and L0 := L0 ∪ {k}.(b) Generate the trivial ardinality inequality
∑

j∈V

xj ≤ |V |. (8.2)() Strengthen Inequality (8.2) by up-lifting the variables j ∈ L0 with x̌j > 0.(d) Make Inequality (8.2) valid for PK by down-lifting the variables j ∈ L1.(e) Strengthen Inequality (8.2) by up-lifting the variables j ∈ L0 with x̌j = 0.(f) If the resulting inequality is violated by x̌, add it to the separation storage.The initial up-lifting andidates L0 onsist of the remaining variables, whih areneither in the down-lifting set L1 nor in the over V . Starting with this initialpartition, Loop 4 performs the atual lifting and utting plane generation. In fat,we do not only generate lifted minimal over inequalities but also lifted extendedweight inequalities as introdued by Weismantel [212℄.The �rst Step 4a removes an item with smallest LP value from the over andmoves it to the up-lifting andidates. Then, we start with the trivial ardinalityinequality (8.2) and lift in the variables of L0 and L1 as indiated in Steps 4 to 4e.The variables are lifted ordered by non-inreasing LP value x̌j with ties broken bynon-inreasing weight aj . In the �rst round of Loop 4, this means that the removedover variable xk immediately gets a lifting oe�ient of dk = 1 sine the initialset V was a over. Thereby, we restore the over inequality and obtain a lifted overinequality after the subsequent lifting of the remaining variables. In the suessiverounds of the loops, we generate lifted extended weight inequalities.Cutting plane separation for the knapsak polytope an also be applied on generallinear onstraints Ci : β ≤ aTx ≤ β with a ∈ Rn and x ∈ ZI ×RC by relaxing theonstraint into a binary knapsak onstraint. This relaxation is performed in theseparation method of the linear onstraint handler, and Algorithm 8.1 is alled as asubroutine. For the relaxation, we have various options. In the default settings, we



104 Cut Separationproeed as follows.If the dual solution of Ci is y̌i < 0, we generate uts for the right hand sideinequality aTx ≤ β. If y̌i > 0, we generate uts for the left hand side inequality
−aTx ≤ −β. If y̌i = 0, we ignore the onstraint for ut separation. This re�ets thefat that the left and right hand sides of the onstraint restrain the LP objetivevalue if the dual solution is y̌i > 0 or y̌i < 0, respetively.Afterwards, we replae all ontinuous and general integer variables xj , j ∈ N \B,with binary variables or onstants: if possible, we substitute them for variable lowerbounds xj ≥ sxk + d or variable upper bounds xj ≤ sxk + d involving binaryvariables xk, depending on the sign of their oe�ients aj, see Setion 3.3.5. If nosuitable variable bound is available, we substitute the non-binary variables for theirglobal bounds lj or uj.Finally, we produe a rational representation of the resulting oe�ients andmultiply the relaxed onstraint with the smallest ommon multiple of the denomi-nators to obtain integral oe�ients. In the onversion of the �oating point valuesto rational numbers, we allow to relax the oe�ients by 10 % in order to get smallerdenominators.8.2 Mixed Integer Rounding CutsMixed integer rounding uts (MIR uts) as introdued by Nemhauser andWolsey [175℄an be formulated as follows:Proposition 8.3 (MIR inequality). Given a linear onstraint aTx ≤ β on vari-ables x ∈ ZI

≥0 ×RC
≥0, the mixed integer rounding inequality

∑

j∈I

(

⌊aj⌋+
max{fj − f0, 0}

1− f0

)

xj +
∑

j∈C

min{aj, 0}

1− f0
xj ≤ ⌊β⌋ (8.3)with fj := aj − ⌊aj⌋ and f0 := β − ⌊β⌋ is valid for the mixed knapsak polyhedron

PMK := conv(XMK) with XMK :=
{
x ∈ ZI

≥0 ×RC
≥0 | a

Tx ≤ β
}.Marhand [153℄ and Marhand and Wolsey [155℄ applied the MIR proedure toseparate omplemented mixed integer rounding uts for mixed integer programs. Theimplementation of this separator in SCIP, whih is depited in Algorithm 8.2, is verysimilar to the approah of Marhand and Wolsey.The aggregation heuristi of Step 1 alulates a sore value for eah row in theLP, whih depends on the dual solution, the density, and the slak of the row. Onlyrows with a maximal density of 5% and a maximal slak of 0.1 are onsidered. Then,the rows are sorted by non-inreasing sore value, and they are suessively used asstarting row for the aggregation until ertain work limits have been reahed.Given a starting row, the aggregation proedure adds other rows to the startingrow in order to eliminate ontinuous variables. In partiular, we try to removeontinuous variables with an LP solution x̌j that is far away from the bounds ljand uj. Under those variables that have approximately the same distane to theirbounds, we prefer variable eliminations that an be ahieved by adding a row withlarge sore value. In every iteration of the aggregation loop, the urrent aggregationis passed to Steps 2 to 5 in order to generate a utting plane. The aggregation loopfor the urrent starting row is aborted if a violated ut has been found or six rowshave been aggregated, inluding the starting row.



8.3. Gomory Mixed Integer Cuts 105Algorithm 8.2 Separation of Complemented MIR CutsInput : LP relaxation Ax ≤ b of MIP, global bounds l ≤ x ≤ u, and urrent LPsolution x̌.Output : Cutting planes dTx ≤ γ.1. Aggregate linear onstraints to obtain a single linear inequality aTx ≤ β.2. Transform the variables to the anonial form x′ ≥ 0 by either
⊲ shifting to their lower bound xj ≥ lj: x′j := xj − lj ,
⊲ omplementing to their upper bound xj ≤ uj: x′j := uj − xj ,
⊲ substituting with a variable lower bound xj ≥ sxk + d, k ∈ I:
x′j := xj − (sxk + d), or

⊲ substituting with a variable upper bound xj ≤ sxk + d, k ∈ I:
x′j := (sxk + d)− xj .3. Divide the resulting inequality a′Tx′ ≤ β′ by δ = ±1, δ = ±max{|a′j | | j ∈ I},and δ ∈ {±a′j | j ∈ I and 0 < x̌′j < u′j}, and generate the orresponding MIRinequalities (8.3). Choose δ⋆ to be the δ for whih the most violated MIRinequality has been produed.4. In addition to δ⋆, hek whether the MIR inequalities derived from dividing

a′Tx′ ≤ β′ by 1
2δ

⋆, 1
4δ

⋆, and 1
8δ

⋆ yield even larger violations.5. Finally, selet the most violated of the MIR inequalities, transform it bak intothe spae of problem variables x, substitute slak variables, and add it to theseparation storage.The bound substitution in Step 2 always selets the bound that is losest to theurrent LP solution x̌j . If the LP value of a variable bound is at least as lose asthe global bound, we prefer variable bounds over global bounds.Marhand and Wolsey [155℄ propose to augment the utting plane separationproedure with a �nal step of additional variable omplementation in order to �ndan even more violated ut. This omplementation would be performed after Step 4.We do not follow this approah, sine it turned out to be inferior in early benhmarktests. Instead, we slightly extend the bound substitution heuristi of Step 2: if theresulting right hand side β′ is integral, we omplement one additional variable orunomplement one of the omplemented variables to obtain a frational right handside.8.3 Gomory Mixed Integer CutsBesides lift-and-projet uts (see Balas, Ceria, and Cornuéjols [29, 30℄), Gomorymixed integer uts (GMI uts) have been the �rst general purpose utting planes thatwere suessfully employed within a branh-and-ut framework to solve mixed integerprograms, see Balas et al. [31℄. They have been disovered by Gomory [103, 104℄ in1960, but despite their theoretial value, namely providing a method to solve integerprograms with rational data, they have been regarded as omputationally useless.This reputation hanged with the work of Balas et al., and nowadays GMI uts seem



106 Cut Separationto be one of the most important utting planes employed in mixed integer solvers,see Bixby et al. [46℄.Gomory mixed integer uts an be stated as follows [103, 31℄:Proposition 8.4 (Gomory mixed integer uts). Let B ⊆ N be an optimalsimplex basis for the LP relaxation of a MIP in equality form
c⋆ = min{cTx | Ax = b, x ≥ 0, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I ⊆ N},and let N := N \ B denote the index set of non-basi variables. Furthermore, let

ā = (A−1
B A)i · be row i of the simplex tableau, ā0 = (A−1

B b)i be the right hand sideof this tableau row, and fj = āj − ⌊āj⌋ be the frational parts of the tableau rowentries, j ∈ N ∪{0}. Then, if xi, i ∈ B∩ I, is a basi integer variable with frationalLP solution x̌i = ā0 /∈ Z, the Gomory mixed integer ut
∑

j∈N∩I

min
{fj

f0
,
1− fj

1− f0

}

xj +
∑

j∈N∩C

max
{ āj

f0
,
−āj

1− f0

}

xj ≥ 1 (8.4)is valid for the MIP and uts o� the frational LP solution x̌.The following proposition shows that GMI uts are a sublass of MIR uts andan be derived by employing the MIR proedure of Proposition 8.3 to the simplextableau equation.Proposition 8.5. The Gomory mixed integer ut (8.4) is equivalent to the mixedinteger rounding ut (8.3) applied to the simplex tableau row
xi +

∑

j∈N

ājxj = ā0 (8.5)for a non-basi integer variable xi, i ∈ N ∩ I, with frational ā0 /∈ Z.Proof. Multiplying the GMI ut (8.4) by −f0 yields the equivalent onstraint
∑

j∈N∩I

max
{

−fj,−f0
1− fj

1− f0

}

xj +
∑

j∈N∩C

min
{

−āj,
ājf0

1− f0

}

xj ≤ −f0. (8.6)Adding Inequality (8.6) to the feasible Equation (8.5) yields
xi +

∑

j∈N∩I

max
{

āj−fj , āj−f0
1− fj

1− f0

}

xj +
∑

j∈N∩C

min
{

0, āj +
ājf0

1− f0

}

xj ≤ ā0−f0,whih is equivalent to
xi +

∑

j∈N∩I

(

⌊āj⌋+ max
{

0,
fj − f0
1− f0

})

xj +
∑

j∈N∩C

min
{

0,
āj

1− f0

}

xj ≤ ⌊ā0⌋.This �nal inequality is exatly same as the MIR ut for the tableau row (8.5) in thediretion xi +
∑

j∈N ājxj ≤ ā0.Following Proposition 8.5, the Gomory mixed integer ut separator of SCIPjust applies Steps 1, 2, and 5 of the -MIR ut separation Algorithm 8.2. For eahfrational integer basi variable xi, the aggregation of Step 1 is performed using theweights given by the orresponding row (A−1
B )i · in the basis inverse, suh that theaggregation produes Equation 8.5, whih may inlude slak variables. The boundsubstitution of Step 2 only omplements those variables that are at their upperbounds.



8.4. Strong Chvátal-Gomory Cuts 1078.4 Strong Chvátal-Gomory CutsLethford and Lodi [142℄ proposed a method to strengthen Chvátal-Gomory uts [60℄,whih are losely related to Gomory frational uts [102℄. Given a linear inequality
aTx ≤ β on non-negative integer variables xj ∈ Z≥0, j ∈ I = N , the Chvátal-Gomory ut (CG ut) an be derived by rounding down the oe�ient vetor andthe right hand side:

∑

j∈I

⌊aj⌋x ≤ ⌊β⌋. (8.7)It is easy to see that this inequality is valid, sine after rounding down the oe�ientsof the inequality the ativity is always integral, whih also allows for rounding downthe right hand side. One way to obtain a stronger ut is to instead apply the mixedinteger rounding proedure given in Inequality (8.3). The MIR ut always dominatesthe CG ut, sine their right hand sides are equal and the oe�ients of the MIRut are greater or equal to the oe�ients of the CG ut. Additionally, the MIRproedure an be applied to onstraints that inlude ontinuous variables.Lethford and Lodi suggest a di�erent strengthening of the CG ut for inequalitiesontaining only integer variables, whih is given by the following theorem [142℄:Theorem 8.6 (strong Chvátal-Gomory ut). Consider the inequality aTx ≤ βon non-negative integer variables xj ∈ Z≥0, j ∈ I = N . Suppose that f0 = β−⌊β⌋ >
0 and let k ≥ 1 be the unique integer suh that 1

k+1 ≤ f0 <
1
k
. Partition N intolasses N0, . . . , Nk as follows. Let N0 = {j ∈ N | fj ≤ f0} and, for p = 1, . . . , k, let

Np = {j ∈ N | f0 + 1
k
(p− 1)(1− f0) < fj ≤ f0 + 1

k
p(1− f0)}. The inequality

k∑

p=0

∑

j∈Np

(

⌊aj⌋+
p

k + 1

)

xj ≤ ⌊β⌋ (8.8)is valid for PMK := conv(XMK) with XMK :=
{
x ∈ ZN

≥0 | a
Tx ≤ β

} and dominatesthe CG ut (8.7).Note. There is no dominane relation between strong CG uts and MIR uts.In the same way as Gomory mixed integer uts are MIR uts for a row of thesimplex tableau, Gomory frational uts are CG uts for a tableau row. Followingthis similarity, our implementation of the strong CG ut separator generates uts oftype (8.8) for simplex tableau rows that belong to frational integer variables. Thus,our strong CG uts are atually �strong Gomory frational uts�.As for the MIR uts, we have to perform a bound substitution and omplemen-tation step in order to ahieve the standard form x ≥ 0 for the bounds. Sine strongCG uts annot handle ontinuous variables, we have to hoose the omplementationof ontinuous variables in suh a way that their resulting oe�ient in the base in-equality is non-negative. If this is possible, we an relax the inequality by removingthe ontinuous variables. If this is not possible, no strong CG ut an be generated.Note. Both the MIR proedure of Proposition 8.3 and the strong CG proedure ofTheorem 8.6 an be expressed as the appliation of a superadditive funtion to alinear inequality. They only di�er in the shape of this funtion.As Gomory mixed integer uts are speial types of MIR uts, the �strong Gomoryfrational uts� produed by our strong CG ut separator are speial types of the



108 Cut Separationmore general strong CG uts. Thus, it might make sense to also generate strongCG uts in the fashion of the -MIR separator in Algorithm 8.2 by applying anaggregation heuristi that tries to eliminate ontinuous variables. Overall, insteadof having three di�erent separators, one probably should ombine the strong CGut separator with the MIR and GMI ut separators. The ombined strong CG andMIR ut separator would generate both the MIR and strong CG inequality in Steps 3and 4 of Algorithm 8.2 and keep the one with larger violation. In the same fashion,the ombined strong Gomory frational and GMI ut separator would generate bothtype of uts for eah simplex tableau row belonging to a frational integer variablesand keep the more violated one.8.5 Flow Cover CutsFlow over uts are based on the polyhedral study of the 0-1 single node �ow problem.They have been introdued by Padberg, van Roy, and Wolsey [181℄ and generalizedby van Roy and Wolsey [208℄. Later, Gu, Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh [110℄ applieda lifting proedure to strengthen �ow over uts. Marhand [153℄ showed that byapplying omplemented mixed integer rounding on a partiular mixed knapsakrelaxation of the 0-1 single node �ow set, one an obtain uts that are equivalent tothe lifted �ow over uts.The 0-1 single node �ow set is de�ned as
XSNF :=

{
(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}n×Rn

≥0 |
∑

j∈N+

yj−
∑

j∈N−

yj ≤ β, yj ≤ sjxj for all j ∈ N}.This struture an be typially found in �xed harge network �ow problems, whihwas the atual origin for the �ow over uts [181℄. In this appliation, the ontinuousvariables yj orrespond to the �ow over ars j of maximal apaity sj , and a non-zero�ow over an ar entails a �xed harge ost that is triggered by the binary variable
xj . The sets N+ and N− onsist of the inoming and outgoing ars of a node,respetively. Then, the single node �ow set imposes a onstraint on the �ow balanein the node.Despite their very spei� origin, �ow over inequalities are a lass of uttingplanes that an be applied to general mixed integer programs, beause one anonvert any onstraint of a mixed binary program into the required form. Generalinteger variables of a MIP have to be relaxed to ontinuous variables.Given a single node �ow set XSNF , a �ow over is de�ned as a pair (V +, V −)with V + ⊆ N+, V − ⊆ N−, and

∑

j∈V +

sj −
∑

j∈V −

sj = β + λwith λ > 0. Thus, a �ow over is the ontinuous analogon to a knapsak over,ompare De�nition 8.1. It re�ets a on�guration in whih not all of the ontinuousvariables an take their maximum value, i.e., not all ars of the �ow over an beused with full apaity. The �ow over uts that an be derived basially state thatone has to either use fewer in-�ow or more out-�ow. For further details, we refer tothe literature mentioned above and to the diploma thesis of Kati Wolter [218℄.The SCIP version of the �ow over ut separator is an implementation of Mar-hand's -MIR approah [153℄. We onvert eah individual row of the LP relaxation



8.6. Implied Bound Cuts 109into a single node �ow set and try to �nd a �ow over that will lead to a violated�ow over inequality. Then, following Marhand's suggestions, we try di�erent sub-set seletions and saling fators, apply the -MIR proedure for eah of the hoies,and add the most violated ut to the separation storage. The details of the imple-mentation are desribed by Wolter [218℄.8.6 Implied Bound CutsImplied bound uts have been �rst used by Savelsbergh [199℄ and inorporatedin Minto [172, 171℄. The ut separator inspets the impliation graph (see Se-tion 3.3.5) and produes utting planes to enfore impliations that are violated bythe urrent LP relaxation. Sine the impliations are onsequenes of the linearonstraints and the integrality onditions, they an only be violated by the urrentLP solution if they ontain an integer variable with frational value. Therefore, weonly have to san a small part of the impliation graph, whih makes the impliedbound ut separator very fast.The most prominent appliation of the implied bound ut separator is the �on-demand� disaggregation of aggregated preedene relations, as it is shown in thefollowing example.Example 8.7. Consider the linear onstraint
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 − 5y ≤ 0 (8.9)with binary variables xj , y ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, . . . , 5. This enodes the impliations

y = 0 → xj = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , 5. However, the diret representation of theseimpliations as a system of linear inequalities
xj − y ≤ 0 for all j = 1, . . . , 5 (8.10)yields a stritly stronger LP relaxation. For example, the frational basi solution

x1 = . . . = x4 = 1, x5 = 0, y = 0.8 is feasible for the aggregated Inequality (8.9)but violates System (8.10). The main disadvantage of System (8.10) is that it on-tains �ve instead of only one inequality, whih usually slows down the LP solving.Therefore, the ommon approah is to initially use the aggregated Inequality (8.9)and let violated inequalities of System (8.10) be separated as implied bound uts.8.7 Clique CutsIn the same paper where he introdued the implied bound uts, Savelsbergh [199℄proposed to derive lique inequalities to strengthen the LP relaxation of a MIP.The theoretial foundation of lique inequalities are desribed in Johnson and Pad-berg [125℄.A lique inequality has the form
∑

j∈Q

xj ≤ 1with Q ⊆ B∪ B̄ being a subset of the binary variables B ⊆ I ⊆ N and their omple-ments B̄. It expresses the logial onstraint that at most one of the (omplemented)variables in Q must be set to 1.



110 Cut SeparationIn order to separate lique inequalities one onsiders a stable set relaxation ofthe MIP. This onsists of a graph G = (V,E) with V = B ∪ B̄ and edges euv forall pairs of (omplemented) binary variables for whih we know that they annot beboth set to 1 at the same time. This graph is ommonly alled on�it graph in theMIP ommunity, see for instane Atamtürk, Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh [24℄. It isonstruted during presolving, in partiular by probing, see Setion 10.6. Eah liquein the on�it graph gives rise to a lique inequality, whih is valid for the assoiatedstable set polytope and thus also valid for the MIP. Other valid inequalities forthe stable set polytope like, for example, odd-hole inequalities an also be used tostrengthen the LP relaxation of the MIP, but it turned out that in pratie, onlythe lique inequalities are generally useful for general mixed integer programming.For the separation of violated lique inequalities one uses the LP values of thebinary variables as weights for the nodes V in the on�it graph and searhes forliques with total weight larger than 1. Sine the maximum weighted lique problemis NP-hard [92℄, one has to resort to heuristis in order to e�iently separate liqueuts.SCIP stores the knowledge about the inompatibility of pairs of (omplemented)binary variables in the impliation graph and in the lique table, see Setion 3.3.5.Violated lique uts are separated using the TClique algorithm of Borndörfer andKormos [52℄. This is a branh-and-bound based method that uses a list oloringrelaxation for the bounding step. TClique is an exat algorithm and therefore ableto �nd the most violated lique ut. However, we use it only in a heuristi fashionand do not enumerate the full branh-and-bound searh tree to derease the runningtime of the lique separator.8.8 Redued Cost StrengtheningA simplex based LP solver provides redued ost values for eah olumn, whih yielda lower bound on the hange in the objetive value for a unit hange in the olumn'ssolution value. This information an be used for non-basi olumns to tighten theopposite bound, a proedure that is alled redued ost strengthening (see Nemhauserand Wolsey [174℄).Sine it does not ut o� the urrent frational LP solution, redued ost streng-thening is not a utting plane separation method in its lassial sense. However,as the point in time when the strengthening is applied is exatly the same as forutting plane separators, namely after the solving of an LP relaxation, it is treatedas a separator plugin in SCIP.The proedure is very simple. Let x̌ ∈ Rn be an optimal solution to the urrentLP relaxation with value č = cT x̌, and let ř be the assoiated redued ost vetor.Furthermore, suppose an inumbent solution x̂ ∈ ZI × RC with value ĉ = cT x̂ isavailable. Then we an tighten the bounds for non-basi variables xj , j ∈ N , asfollows:
⊲ If rj > 0 we have xj = l̃j and we an dedue xj ≤ l̃j + 1

rj
(ĉ− č).

⊲ If rj < 0 we have xj = ũj and we an dedue xj ≥ ũj + 1
rj

(ĉ− č).
⊲ If j ∈ I, we an round down the upper bound and round up the lower bound.Note that the tightened bounds are only valid for the urrent subproblem Q and theunderlying subtree. Global redued ost �xing an only be applied at the root node.



8.9. Cut Seletion 111Sine improved inumbent solutions found during the searh an yield tighter globalbounds due to additional root node redued ost strengthening, the proedure isrepeated for the root node eah time a new inumbent has been found. This is thetask of the root redued ost strengthening propagator of Setion 7.7.An issue with the loally valid domain redutions produed by the redued oststrengthening separator is the additional bookkeeping overhead. Sine it does notut o� the urrent LP solution, redued ost strengthening has no diret e�et on thedual bound and often restrits only an �uninteresting� part of the problem. Usefulonsequenes an only follow from subsequent domain propagations that exploit theintegrality information. Therefore, we install the new bound only if the variable is ofinteger type or if at least 20% of the loal domain of a ontinuous variable is ut o�.Additionally, we demand for ontinuous variables that the new bound uts o� partsof the �ative region� of the variable, whih is the smallest interval that ontains allLP solution values x̌j that have ever been produed during the branh-and-boundsearh.8.9 Cut SeletionAlmost as important as the �nding of utting planes is the seletion of the uts thatatually should enter the LP relaxation. In early years of utting plane algorithms,one passed the uts one by one to the LP and immediately resolved the LP afterthe addition of eah ut. This was inspired by Gomory's algorithm [102℄ for solvinginteger programs by a pure utting plane approah. Nowadays, we know that it ismuh better to add utting planes in rounds, see for instane Balas et al. [31℄. Thismeans, after the solving of one LP we generate many di�erent uts whih all ut o�the urrent frational LP solution. However, as the omputational experiments ofSetion 8.10 show, adding all of these uts to the LP does not yield the best overallperformane. Therefore, a seletion riterion is needed in order to identify a �good�subset of the generated uts.Balas, Ceria, and Cornuéjols [30℄ and Andreello, Caprara, and Fishetti [13℄proposed to base the ut seletion on e�ay and orthogonality. The e�ay isthe Eulidean distane of the ut hyperplane to the urrent LP solution, and anorthogonality bound makes sure that the uts added to the LP form an almostpairwise orthogonal set of hyperplanes. SCIP follows these suggestions. The detailedproedure to selet the uts is desribed in Setion 3.3.8 on page 48.8.10 Computational ResultsIn the previous setions we outlined the SCIP implementation of various uttingplane separation algorithms. In this setion we evaluate their performane impat byomputational experiments. Following the analysis of Bixby et al. [46℄, we investigatethree di�erent situations: �rst, we ompare the default ut-and-branh algorithm topure branh-and-bound without utting plane separation in order to measure theoverall impat of utting planes. Seond, we disable only one of the separators at atime and ompare eah of these settings to the defaults in whih all utting planeseparators are enabled. This shows the ontribution of the individual uts to theperformane of ut-and-branh. Third, we enable only one of the separators andmeasure the di�erene to pure branh-and-bound in order to assess the power of the



112 Cut Separationtest set none no knap no -MIR no Gom no SCG no �ow no impl no liq no rdost ons Gom
time miplib +443 +5 +35 −15 −5 −9 +1 −6 +21 −6oral +51 +4 +3 +12 −3 −1 −12 +2 +1 −15milp +6 +4 +18 −4 −7 −4 −9 −7 +5 −5enlight −47 +51 −33 −40 −13 −30 −49 −3 −1 −4alu −21 +4 −16 −17 +16 −6 −34 −15 +11 −16ftp +152 +12 +9 −5 −1 +14 0 +3 0 −8a +26 −1 −2 −28 +13 −2 +38 +150 −6 +8f +2433 +11 +99 −17 +5 +22 +5 0 +1 −9arset +104 −2 +50 +17 +1 −5 +12 0 +11 +9mik +10606 0 +131 +46 +6 +32 +24 −2 +404 +17total +117 +5 +18 −4 −4 −3 −7 −1 +11 −8
nodes miplib +2958 +13 +157 −1 −2 +3 +10 +7 +20 +2oral +290 +6 +15 +54 +1 +6 −19 +12 +3 0milp +81 +9 +48 +3 −5 −3 −4 +5 +12 −4enlight +34 +108 −21 −18 +13 −15 −31 0 +6 +19alu +7 −13 −14 −25 +4 +18 −50 −14 +14 −27ftp +898 +28 +25 +21 −2 +26 0 0 +3 +10a +164 0 0 −22 +31 0 +98 +304 +9 +45f +81239 +39 +855 −7 +16 +169 +17 0 +1 −11arset +717 0 +141 +96 +4 −9 +28 0 +27 +57mik +8575 0 +211 +64 +5 +39 +32 0 +237 +23total +526 +10 +63 +16 0 +5 −4 +10 +14 +2Table 8.1. Performane e�et of disabling individual utting plane separators for solving MIPinstanes. The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime(top) and number of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings in whih all utseparators are enabled. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.ut separators in an isolated environment.Table 8.1 shows the summary for the �rst two experiments. Detailed resultsan be found in Tables B.61 to B.70 in Appendix B. Column �none� gives theperformane ratios for disabling all separators. One an see that utting planesyield an overall performane improvement of more than a fator of 2. The largestdeterioration an be observed for the mik instanes. Here, the solving time inreasesby more than a fator of 100 if utting plane separation is disabled. In fat, noneof the 41 instanes in the mik test set an be solved by pure branh-and-boundwithin the time limit of one hour, while the total time to solve all 41 instanes withut-and-branh is only 44 minutes with a geometri mean of 30 seonds per instane.The only test sets for whih utting planes inrease the solving time are theenlight and alu instanes. As noted earlier, they are basially pure feasibilityproblems with unimportant or arti�ial objetive funtions. Cutting planes fous onthe region in the LP polyhedron where the LP solver has loated an optimal solution.If they an only ut o� a relatively small part of the polyhedron, they are usuallynot of muh use for instanes with arti�ial objetive funtion sine there wouldbe almost no gain in driving the LP solution to a di�erent region. An exeptionwould be the ase that the new LP solution is integral, but sine there are only veryfew feasible solutions in the enlight instanes and no solutions at all in the aluinstanes, this is unlikely or impossible, respetively. Hene, it is no surprise thatutting planes deteriorate the performane, beause they inrease the size of the LPrelaxations that are solved in the subproblems.The remaining olumns, exept �ons Gom�, show the outomes of the seondexperiment whih is to disable individual ut separators while leaving the other sep-arators ative. The �rst observation is that the sum of the hanges in the runtime ismuh smaller than the deterioration arising from disabling all separators. The sameholds for the number of branhing nodes. This means, the strengths of the individual



8.10. Computational Results 113uts overlap: the deativation of one lass of utting planes an be ompensated by adi�erent ut separator. This behavior is supported by theoretial observations. Forexample, Nemhauser and Wolsey [175℄ showed that the elementary losures of mixedinteger rounding uts and Gomory mixed integer uts are idential. Cornuéjols andLi [69℄ provide a detailed overview of this and other relations between elementarylosures. Another example for the overlap of utting plane lasses are the �ow overuts of SCIP, whih are generated as a speial ase of omplemented mixed integerrounding. Nevertheless, suh a �speial ase� ut separation algorithm is not nees-sarily super�uous sine most of the uts, in partiular -MIR uts, are separated ina heuristi fashion.The seond observation is that disabling any of the separators exept the im-plied bound and strong CG ut separators leads to an overall inrease in the numberof branhing nodes. This does not, however, ome along with an inrease in theruntime in every ase. By looking at the individual olumns in Table 8.1 one anobserve that the performane degrades only for disabling knapsak uts (�no knap�),-MIR uts (�no -MIR�), and redued ost strengthening (�no rdost�). Althoughfor disabling eah of the other uts there is a test set with moderate or large deteri-oration, the totals show a small improvement ompared to the default settings withall ut separators enabled. The most surprising result is the one for the Gomorymixed integer uts (�no Gom�). Bixby et al. [46℄ deteted these uts to be the moste�etive in Cplex 6.5 with a sizable winning margin to knapsak over uts. At thistime, however, Cplex did not ontain omplemented mixed integer rounding uts.Wolter [218℄ observed that the implementation of Gomory uts in an earlierversion of SCIP was inferior to the one of Cplex and CBC with respet to theobjetive gap losed at the root node. Therefore, we adjusted the parameter settingsof the Gomory ut separator to be more aggressive and to produe more uts, whihresolved the issue of the inferior root node objetive gap. However, the results ofTable 8.1 show that we overshot the mark: replaing the aggressive Gomory utseparator of the default settings by a more onservative version (�ons Gom�), whihadds only those uts that appear to be numerially stable, yields a performaneimprovement that goes beyond the one of just deativating the aggressive Gomoryut separation (�no Gom�).Table 8.2 omprises the summary of the third benhmark, whih is to omparepure branh-and-bound with ativating a single utting plane separator. Detailedresults an be found in Tables B.71 to B.80 in Appendix B. It is notieable thatall utting plane lasses help to redue the number of branhing nodes and also�with the exeption of the lique uts�to improve the runtime performane. As inthe previous experiment, the omplemented mixed integer rounding uts are thelear winner. The Gomory and �ow over uts, however, ome in seond and thirdplae in Table 8.2 although their ativation slightly deteriorates the overall perfor-mane if they are ombined with all other separation algorithms, see Table 8.1. Wetake this as another evidene for their funtionality being su�iently overed by the-MIR uts. The onservative Gomory ut separator (�ons Gom�) yields, if usedin an isolated fashion, a similar performane improvement as its more aggressivevariant (�Gomory�). Nevertheless, we already saw in Table 8.1 that this situationhanges onsiderably if all ut separators are used simultaneously. Here, the onser-vative version improves the overall performane, while the aggressive variant leadsto a deterioration.



114 Cut Separationtest set knapsak -MIR Gomory strong CG �ow over impl bds lique redost ons Gom
time miplib −35 −72 −50 −28 −40 −16 0 −20 −48oral +15 −18 −25 +13 +7 −5 −1 −5 −27milp +5 −12 +4 +2 −4 −2 +11 −2 +8enlight 0 −65 +52 −35 −50 +2 0 +30 +9alu −3 −10 +16 −25 −7 0 −14 +8 −32ftp −52 −22 +15 +2 −57 +1 +2 +1 −3a −1 +2 +54 −15 0 −43 −39 −3 +9f −90 −95 −7 +2 −55 +1 +2 −2 −7arset −2 −38 −36 −28 +7 0 −2 +17 −45mik 0 0 −69 0 −65 0 0 −44 −67total −11 −40 −22 −6 −18 −7 +1 −7 −24
nodes miplib −51 −89 −70 −44 −57 −23 −7 −24 −61oral +15 −39 −49 +19 −10 −15 −11 −15 −36milp +2 −29 −5 −4 +2 −8 −4 −8 −1enlight 0 −53 −7 −61 −41 0 0 +14 −30alu −14 −39 −21 −57 −2 −17 −30 +4 −54ftp −75 −45 −10 0 −82 0 0 0 −15a 0 0 +22 −50 0 −58 −50 −8 +2f −95 −99 −38 0 −75 −1 −1 −5 −25arset +1 −56 −66 −51 −6 0 +1 −11 −64mik −1 +2 −69 −3 −62 +1 +2 −19 −66total −21 −62 −44 −16 −29 −15 −9 −14 −36Table 8.2. Performane e�et of enabling individual utting plane separators for solving MIPinstanes. The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime(top) and number of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to a pure branh-and-bound approahfor whih all ut separators are disabled. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative valuesan improvement.Generating Cuts at Loal NodesThe default settings turn SCIP into a ut-and-branh algorithm, whih means thatuts are only generated at the root node. The advantage of this approah is thesmaller subproblem LP management overhead: in swithing from one subproblem tothe next, we only have to update the bounds of the olumns in the LP while the rowsstay untouhed. There is, however, one exeption: the redued ost strengthening.Sine this separator is a very speial ase that only produes bound hanges, it doesnot introdue signi�ant overhead to the LP management and is therefore alled atevery node in the tree.In the following we evaluate a branh-and-ut approah for whih the loal LPrelaxations are extended by additional utting planes. Apart from the bound hangesdue to redued ost strengthening, all separated uts are globally valid. We onsidersix di�erent settings and provide a summary of the benhmarks in Table 8.3. Thedetails an be found in Tables B.81 to B.90.The olumn labeled �all (1)� gives the results for alling all ut separators atevery loal node. Indeed, this gives a large redution of 70% in the average numberof branhing nodes needed to solve the instanes. However, the runtime overheadis signi�ant: overall, the average time to solve the instanes is more than twie aslarge as for the default ut-and-branh.In order to redue the overhead in the runtime, we experimented with alternativeparameter settings for whih uts are only separated at a loal node if the node'sdual bound is equal to the global dual bound. The idea is that for these nodes itis most important to improve the dual bound sine they are de�ning the urrentglobal dual bound. Note that with the best �rst searh node seletion, this approahwould also generate utting planes at every loal node. However, sine the default



8.10. Computational Results 115test set all (1) all (1⋆) all (10⋆) impl bds (1⋆) knapsak (1⋆) impl/knap (1⋆)
time miplib +162 +45 +7 −4 −3 −3oral +171 +28 +2 −1 −3 −7milp +95 +37 +17 −1 0 +1enlight +136 +66 +11 −18 −13 −6alu +196 +29 +2 −13 −25 +14ftp +123 +21 +8 +1 −5 −5a +9 +9 −1 +28 −2 +25f +62 +6 +1 0 +1 +6arset +631 +69 +6 +1 +7 +8mik +56 −29 −12 +2 −23 −18total +137 +33 +7 −2 −3 −2
nodes miplib −63 −29 −7 −7 −5 −10oral −73 −45 −13 −5 −5 −12milp −70 −38 −10 0 −4 −5enlight −95 −53 +5 −33 −11 −30alu −47 +1 +3 −17 −16 +21ftp −72 −22 −1 0 −9 −8a −45 −41 −23 +43 0 +43f −78 −36 −2 −4 −7 −9arset −45 −11 −6 −1 −3 −4mik −91 −69 −30 0 −42 −43total −70 −38 −10 −4 −6 −9Table 8.3. Performane e�et of separating uts at loal nodes. The values denote the perentalhanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and number of branhing nodes (bottom)ompared to the default ut-and-branh approah in whih uts are only separated at the root node.Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.node seletion rule performs plunging (see Chapter 6), uts are separated to a lesserextent. The results are shown in olumn �all (1⋆)�. As one an see, some of thenode redution ould be preserved, but the runtime overhead is muh smaller thanfor �all (1)�. Unfortunately, branh-and-ut with this more onservative loal utgeneration is still inferior to ut-and-branh.Column �all (10⋆)� denotes the setting in whih we produe uts at a loal nodeif its dual bound is equal to the global dual bound and its depth in the searh treeis divisible by 10. This yields an even smaller degree of loal ut generation, but asbefore, the results remain unsatisfatory.Finally, we investigate the generation of only one type of uts at loal nodesinstead of alling all separation algorithms simultaneously. In partiular, we appliedthe relatively heap implied bound ut (� impl bds (1⋆)�) and knapsak over utseparation (�knapsak (1⋆)�) at the loal nodes de�ning the global dual bound. Here,the results are muh more promising: for both separators applied individually, thenumber of nodes and the runtime is slightly smaller than with pure ut-and-branh.Unfortunately, separating both types of utting planes simultaneously at loal nodes,as shown in olumn � impl/knap (1⋆)�, does not ombine their bene�ts: although thenumber of nodes dereases, the average solving time is not smaller than for allingonly one of the two ut separators alone.Cut SeletionAfter having investigated the impat of the individual utting plane separators, wenow fous on the ut seletion.Cutting planes are generated in rounds, see Setion 3.2.8, and all uts of a singleround ut o� the urrent LP solution. Then, some of these uts are added to the



116 Cut Separationtest set one per round take all no obj paral no ortho
time miplib +97 +105 +4 +28oral +98 +38 −8 +19milp +27 +45 −7 +11enlight +85 −17 −3 +8alu −3 +1 +18 −16ftp +7 +69 +6 +17a +1853 +351 −22 +313f +80 +694 +7 +102arset +35 +49 +6 +1mik +247 +676 +7 +8total +79 +71 −3 +22
nodes miplib +3 −8 +2 −7oral +3 −7 −9 −3milp −4 −1 −8 −21enlight +95 −29 −2 +10alu −13 −24 +18 −25ftp −10 −7 +10 +2a +258 +128 −32 +85f +140 −24 +6 +11arset +50 −42 +12 0mik +312 +27 +4 −6total +11 −5 −5 −8Table 8.4. Performane e�et of di�erent utting plane seletion strategies for solving MIP in-stanes. The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top)and number of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default proedure given in Setion 3.3.8.Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.LP, and the modi�ed LP is solved afterwards, followed by the next round of uttingplane separation.The task of the utting plane seletion is to deide whih of the uts of a singleseparation round should enter the LP and whih should be disarded. Algorithm 3.2on page 49 shows the proedure that is employed by SCIP. The omputationalresults for some variants of utting plane seletion an be found in the summaryTable 8.4 and in the detailed Tables B.91 to B.100.The olumns �one per round� and �take all� denote the trivial strategies of addingonly the most violated (in the Eulidean norm) or all of the generated uts, re-spetively. As the results show, both rules are learly inferior to the more involvedseletion that is applied in the default settings. The olumns �no obj paral� and�no ortho� evaluate the two supplementary riteria objetive parallelism and orthog-onality of the ut seletion Algorithm 3.2. In the former settings, we disabled theparallelism measurement by setting wp = 0. For the latter, we set wo = 0 andminortho = 0. One an see that the parallelism to the objetive funtion does notplay a signi�ant role; disabling this riterion even yields a slight performane im-provement. In ontrast, the orthogonality within the set of seleted uts seems tobe ruial: seleting the uts in this way improves the overall performane by 22%.The largest impat an be seen on the a and f instanes, for whih the runtimesquadruple and double, respetively, if the orthogonality alulation is disabled.



Chapter 9Primal HeuristisThe branh-and-bound algorithm to solve mixed integer programs is a so-alledomplete proedure. This means, apart from numerial issues, it is guaranteed to�nd the optimal solution for every problem instane in a �nite amount of time.However, it is a very expensive method and has a worst ase runtime whih isexponential in the size of the problem instane.In ontrast, primal heuristis are inomplete methods. They try to �nd feasiblesolutions of good quality in a reasonably short period of time, but there is no guar-antee that they will sueed in �nding a solution, least of all an optimal solution.Nevertheless, primal heuristis have a signi�ant relevane as supplementary proe-dures inside a omplete MIP solver: they help to �nd good feasible solutions earlyin the searh proess. An early disovering of a feasible solution has the followingadvantages:
⊲ It proves that the model is feasible, whih is an indiation that there is noerror in the model.
⊲ A user may already be satis�ed with the quality of the heuristi solution, suhthat he an abort the solving proess at an early stage.
⊲ Feasible solutions help to prune the searh tree by bounding, thereby reduingthe work of the branh-and-bound algorithm.
⊲ The better the urrent inumbent is, the more redued ost �xing and otherdual redutions an be applied to tighten the problem formulation, see Se-tions 7.6 and 7.7.There exists a large variety of mixed integer programming heuristis proposed inthe literature, inluding Hillier [116℄, Balas and Martin [33℄, Saltzman and Hillier [197℄,Glover and Laguna [95, 96, 97℄, Løkketangen and Glover [150℄, Glover et al. [98℄,Nediak and Ekstein [170℄, Balas et al. [32, 34℄, Fishetti and Lodi [85℄, Fishetti,Glover, and Lodi [84℄, Bertao, Fishetti, and Lodi [40℄, Danna, Rothberg, andLe Pape [72℄, and Ahterberg and Berthold [2℄. Some of the heuristis available inSCIP are diret implementations of ideas found in the literature, some are variationsof the proposals, and some of them are newly developed tehniques.The primal heuristis of SCIP an be grouped into four ategories:
⊲ Rounding heuristis try to round the frational values of an LP solution suhthat the rounded integral vetor stays feasible for the onstraints.
⊲ Diving heuristis start from the urrent LP solution and iteratively �x aninteger variable to an integral value and resolve the LP.
⊲ Objetive diving heuristis are similar to diving heuristis, but instead of �xingthe variables by modifying the bounds, they drive the variables into a desireddiretion by modifying their objetive oe�ients.117



118 Primal Heuristis
⊲ Improvement heuristis onsider one or more primal feasible solutions thathave been previously found and try to onstrut an improved solution withbetter objetive value.We desribe the individual heuristis ontained in these lasses only very brie�yin Setions 9.1 to 9.4 and present omputational results in Setion 9.5. Detaileddesriptions of the algorithms and an in-depth analysis of their omputational impatan by found in the diploma thesis of Timo Berthold [41℄.RENS, Otane, and all of the improvement heuristis in Setion 9.4 have beenimplemented by Timo Berthold. The implementation of the feasibility pump is jointwork with Timo Berthold. The remaining heuristis have been implemented by theauthor of this thesis.9.1 Rounding HeuristisRounding heuristis start with a frational vetor x̌ ∈ Rn that satis�es the linearonstraints ATx ≤ b and bounds l ≤ x ≤ u of the MIP but violates some of theintegrality restritions. Usually, we take the optimal solution of the LP relaxation

QLP of the urrent subproblem Q as starting point. Now, the task of a lassialrounding heuristi is to round the frational values x̌j , j ∈ F := {j ∈ I | x̌j /∈ Z} ⊆ I,of the integer variables down or up suh that the �nal integral vetor x̃ ∈ ZI ×RCstill satis�es all linear onstraints. More involved heuristis of this type also modifyontinuous variables or integer variables that already have integral values in orderto restore linear feasibility whih has been lost due to the rounding of frationalvariables.9.1.1 RENSLet x̌ ∈ Rn be an optimal solution of the urrent subproblem's LP relaxation, andlet F ⊆ I be the set of integer variables with frational value. Then, there are
2|F | possible roundings of x̌. The relaxation enfored neighborhood searh (RENS)heuristi, whih was invented by Berthold [41℄, onstruts a sub-MIP

(MIP′) c⋆ = min {cTx | Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Rn, xj ∈ {⌊x̌j⌋, ⌈x̌j⌉} for all j ∈ I}and solves it with SCIP in order to �nd the best possible feasible rounding if oneexists. Note that in this sub-MIP all integer variables with integral values are �xed,and the ones with frational values are restrited to be rounded down or up. Thismeans, we an onvert all integer variables into binary variables during presolving,see Setion 10.5, to obtain a mixed binary program.The issue with RENS is that the sub-MIP might still be very expensive to solve.Therefore, we only apply RENS at the root node of the searh tree and abort thesub-MIP solving proess after either a total of 5000 nodes has been proessed or noimprovement of the sub-MIP inumbent has been found for 500 onseutive nodes.Additionally, we skip the heuristi if |F | > 1
2 |I| sine this suggests that the sub-MIP is not su�iently easier than the original MIP. Apart from the number ofintegral variables, whih is an indiator for the �IP omplexity� of the model, thetotal number of variables is also relevant for the solving speed of the sub-MIP sineit gives a hint of the �LP omplexity� of the instane. Therefore, we ompare thetotal number of variables of the sub-MIP after presolving to the total number of



9.1. Rounding Heuristis 119variables in the presolved version of the original instane. We only proeed withthe sub-MIP solving proess if the number of variables has been redued by at least25%.9.1.2 Simple RoundingAs the name suggests, simple rounding is a very simple and fast heuristi to rounda frational solution to a feasible integral vetor. The idea is based on the variablelok numbers, see De�nition 3.3 on page 38. Consider a variable xj , j ∈ F ⊆ I, withfrational LP solution x̌j . If ζ−j = 0, we an safely set x̃j := ⌊x̌j⌋ without violatingany linear onstraint. On the other hand, if ζ+
j = 0, we an set x̃j := ⌈x̌j⌉. Theheuristi will sueed if all frational variables j ∈ F have either ζ−j = 0 or ζ+

j = 0.Sine the simple rounding heuristi is very fast, it is applied after the solvingof every LP. This inludes the intermediate LPs in the utting plane separationloop and the LPs that are solved by other heuristis suh as the diving heuristis ofSetion 9.2.9.1.3 RoundingThe rounding heuristi is more involved than the simple rounding heuristi, but thesolutions found by rounding are a superset of the ones that an be found by simplerounding. The rounding is applied to all frational variables j ∈ F , even if this leadsto an infeasibility in the linear onstraints. After having generated an infeasibility ittries to selet the rounding of the next variable suh that the infeasibility is reduedor eliminated.In a �rst step, the heuristi sets x̃ := x̌ and alulates the ativities αi(x̃) =
(ai)T x̃ of the linear onstraints. Then, it iterates over the set F of frational vari-ables. If the urrent ativity vetor is feasible, i.e., β ≤ α(x̃) ≤ β, we selet afrational variable with the largest number of variable loks max{ζ−j , ζ+

j } and roundit into the �more feasible� diretion, i.e., downwards if ζ−j ≤ ζ+
j and upwards other-wise. The rationale behind this hoie is to avoid the roundings that an break thefeasibility of many onstraints.If the urrent ativity vetor violates one or more onstraints, we selet one of theonstraints and try to �nd a frational variable that an be rounded in a diretionsuh that the violation of the onstraint is dereased. If there is a hoie, we seleta variable with a minimum number of variable loks in the orresponding diretionin order to derease the feasibility of as few other onstraints as possible. If norounding an derease the violation of the infeasible onstraint, we abort.In the default settings, rounding is also alled after the solving of every LP inthe searh tree, but not on the LPs that are solved inside other heuristis.9.1.4 ShiftingThe shifting heuristi is equal to the rounding heuristi, but it tries to ontinue in thease that no rounding an derease the violation of an infeasible onstraint. In thisase, we shift the value of a ontinuous variable or an integer variable with integralvalue in order to derease the violation of the onstraint. In the proess, we haveto make sure to not run into a yle. Therefore, we penalize the repeated shiftingin opposite diretions of a variable, we randomize the seletion of the infeasible row



120 Primal Heuristisfor whih the violation should be redued, and we abort after 50 suessive shiftingshave been performed without dereasing the number of violated rows or the numberof frational variables.As shifting is already quite time onsuming, we only all it in every 10'th depthlevel of the searh tree.9.1.5 Integer ShiftingInteger shifting is losely related to shifting, but it deals di�erently with ontinuousvariables. The �rst step is to relax all onstraints in order to remove the ontinuousvariables. For eah individual onstraint aTx ≤ β this is performed by moving theminimal ontribution ajxj of the ontinuous variables xj , j ∈ C, to the right handside. This is performed by substituting the variable with its lower bound lj if aj ≥ 0and with its upper bound uj if aj < 0.Then, we apply the shifting heuristi in order to �nd an integer solution for therelaxed inequality system. If this was suessful, we go bak to the original MIP,�x all integer variables to their values in the solution for the relaxed system, andsolve the resulting LP to get optimal values for the ontinuous variables. If the LPis feasible, we have found a feasible solution for the original MIP.9.1.6 OtaneOtane is a heuristi for pure binary programs whih is due to Balas et al. [32℄. Thename is an aronym for �otahedral neighborhood searh�. The idea is to assoiateevery vertex of the hyperube [0, 1]n with the orresponding faet of the hyperube'sdual polytope, the n-dimensional otahedron. Then, starting from the point in theotahedron that orresponds to the LP solution, rays are shot in various diretions,and it is tested whether one of the faet de�ning hyperplanes that are hit by someray orresponds to a feasible point x̃ ∈ {0, 1}n, Ax̃ ≤ b. It an be exploited thatsuessive faet hyperplanes hit by a ray orrespond to 0/1 vetors that only di�erin one entry, whih makes the updating proedure in the ray traing algorithm verye�ient.As Balas et al. proposed, we apply Otane only on the frational subspae RF ,i.e., all variables xj , j ∈ I \ F , with integral value are �xed to their urrent val-ues. This approah signi�antly speeds up the omputations without dereasing theheuristi's ability to �nd good solutions too muh. Applying Otane only on thefrational variables means to searh for a rounded solution x̃ of x̌. Therefore, thisversion of Otane is indeed a rounding heuristi in the lassial sense.9.2 Diving HeuristisThe general priniple of diving heuristis is illustrated in Algorithm 9.1. Startingwith an optimal solution of the urrent subproblem's LP relaxation, we round afrational variable, propagate the bound hange, and resolve the LP. Sine the LPbasis stays dual feasible after hanging the bounds of the variables, the resolve an bee�iently onduted using the dual simplex algorithm. The rounding and resolvingproedure is iterated until either the LP beomes infeasible or an integral solutionis found. One level of baktraking may optionally be applied in Step 8.Of ourse, we use additional onditions to ontrol the termination of the diving



9.2. Diving Heuristis 121Algorithm 9.1 Generi Diving HeuristiInput : Optimal LP solution x̌ of urrent subproblem.Output : If available, one or more feasible integral solutions.1. Set x̃ := x̌.2. If F := {j ∈ I | x̃j /∈ Z} = ∅, stop and return the feasible integral solution x̃.3. Apply the simple rounding heuristi of Setion 9.1.2 on x̃ to potentially produean intermediate feasible integral solution.4. Choose a frational variable xj , j ∈ F , and a rounding diretion.5. If down rounding is seleted, tighten ũj := ⌊x̃j⌋. Otherwise, tighten l̃j := ⌈x̃j⌉.6. Call domain propagation to propagate the tightened bound.7. Resolve the LP relaxation with the new bounds.8. (optional) If the LP is infeasible, undo the previous propagations, apply theopposite rounding, propagate, and resolve the LP again.9. If the LP is still infeasible, stop with a failure. Otherwise, let x̃ be the newoptimal solution and goto Step 2.loop in order to avoid too expensive dives. In SCIP, the main abort riterion isbased on the total number of simplex iterations used for the LP resolves in Steps 7and 8. For most heuristis we demand that this number must stay below 5% of theurrent total number of simplex iterations used for solving the regular LP relaxationsof the branh-and-bound nodes.The only di�erene in the following implementations of the generi diving heuris-ti is how the seletion in Step 4 is onduted. A ommon feature that is sharedby all diving heuristis is that variables xj are avoided in the seletion that have
ζ−j = 0 or ζ+

j = 0, sine they an be rounded to integral values anyway by the simplerounding heuristi in Step 3. Additionally, we usually prefer binary variables overgeneral integer variables, sine in most MIP models the binary variables representthe most ruial deisions.9.2.1 Coeffiient DivingCoe�ient Diving selets a variable xj in Step 4 of Algorithm 9.1 that minimizesmin{ζ−j , ζ+
j } but, as noted above, has min{ζ−j , ζ+

j } ≥ 1. The variable is roundedin the diretion of the smaller variable lok number. As a tie breaker, we hose avariable that has the smallest distane from its frational value to the rounded value.The rationale behind this seletion is that this rounding redues the feasibility ofonly a small number of onstraints and thereby hopefully leads to a small numberof violated onstraints that have to be �xed by the LP resolve.9.2.2 Frationality DivingIn frationality diving we selet a variable with minimal frationality φ(x̃j) = min{x̃j−
⌊x̃j⌋, ⌈x̃j⌉ − x̃j}, whih is rounded to the nearest integer. This seletion rule seemsto be a very natural hoie as it tries to produe a rounding that stays lose to theLP solution.



122 Primal Heuristis9.2.3 Guided DivingGuided diving was invented by Danna, Rothberg, and Le Pape [72℄. As it needs afeasible integral solution as input, it an also be viewed as an improvement heuristi.However, it perfetly �ts into the generi diving sheme of Algorithm 9.1 and istherefore presented here.Danna et al. propose to use guided diving inside the branh-and-bound searhtree as a hild seletion rule during a plunge, ompare Chapter 6: the variable tobranh on is seleted by the regular branhing rule, but the hild to proess next ishosen suh that the value of the branhing variable is driven into the diretion ofthe variable's value x̂j in the urrent inumbent solution. The hope is that there aremore feasible solutions in the viinity of the urrent inumbent, and therefore, thesearh should be guided to that area.In ontrast, guided diving as implemented in SCIP works outside the tree justlike all other diving heuristis. Therefore, we have the additional hoie of seletingthe variable to round. Similar to frationality diving, we selet the variable that islosest to its value in the inumbent solution.9.2.4 Line Searh DivingThe line searh diving heuristi onverts the hild seletion idea of Martin [159℄, seeSetion 6.1, into a diving heuristi: if a variable xj with value (x̌R)j in the root nodeof the searh tree has now a value x̃j < (x̌R)j , the value of the variable seems to bepushed downwards on the path from the root node to the urrent node. Therefore,the idea is to further reinfore this pushing by rounding the variable down.The geometri interpretation is as follows. We onnet the root node LP solution
x̌R with the urrent solution x̃ by a line and extend this line until we hit an integervalue for one of the frational integer variables. The �rst variable for whih thishappens is rounded into the orresponding diretion. Algebraially spoken, we roundthe variable whih has the smallest distane ratio x̃j−⌊x̃j⌋

(x̌R)j−x̃j
for x̃j < (x̌R)j and

⌈x̃j⌉−x̃j

x̃j−(x̌R)j
for x̃j > (x̌R)j .9.2.5 Pseudoost DivingIn Step 4 of Algorithm 9.1, pseudoost diving selets the variable with respet to thepseudoost values Ψ−j and Ψ+

j that have been olleted during the searh proess.The pseudoosts give an estimate for eah integer variable xj on how muh the LPobjetive value inreases per unit hange of the variable, see Setion 5.3.For eah frational variable xj , j ∈ F , we deide whether we want to round itdown or up. The primary riterion is similar as in the line searh diving heuristi:if the di�erene of the urrent value x̃j to the root LP value (x̌R)j gives a strongindiation that the variable is pushed to a ertain diretion, we selet this diretionfor the rounding. To be more spei�, if x̃j < (x̌R)j − 0.4, we hoose downwardsrounding, if x̃j > (x̌R)j + 0.4, we selet upwards rounding. If the di�erene to theroot solution does not yield a deision, we look at the frational part of the variable.If x̃j − ⌊x̃j⌋ < 0.3 we round down, if x̃j − ⌊x̃j⌋ > 0.7, we round up. If this still doesnot lead to a onlusion, we round down if Ψ−j < Ψ+
j and round up otherwise.After having deided for eah variable in whih diretion it should be rounded,



9.3. Objetive Diving Heuristis 123we selet a variable for the atual rounding that maximizes
√

⌈x̃j⌉ − x̃j ·
1 + Ψ+

j

1 + Ψ−j
(downwards) or √

x̃j − ⌊x̃j⌋ ·
1 + Ψ−j

1 + Ψ+
j

(upwards),respetively. This measure ombines the frationality of the variable with a pseudo-ost ratio. It prefers variables that are lose to their rounded value and for whihthe estimated objetive hange per unit is muh smaller in the seleted diretionthan in the opposite diretion.9.2.6 Vetor Length DivingThe vetor length diving heuristi is spei�ally tailored towards set overing and setpartitioning models, although it an also be applied to general MIPs. The idea is tohoose a rounding that overs the largest number of onstraints with the smallestpossible objetive value deterioration. The rounding diretion for eah variable isseleted to be opposite to the objetive funtion diretion, i.e., we round up if cj ≥ 0and down otherwise. Sine set overing or partitioning models usually have c ≥ 0we will always �x the binary variables in these models to 1.In order to deide whih frational variable we want to round, we look at theratio
f−j cj

|A·j |+ 1
(downwards) or f+

j cj

|A·j |+ 1
(upwards)of the diret objetive inrease and the number of onstraints the variable is on-tained in. Sine we always round up for set overing or partitioning models, theobjetive inrease would be f+

j cj , and the length of the sparse olumn vetor |A·j |indiates how many onstraints would be overed by the �xing of the variable to 1.Therefore, we selet a variable with smallest ratio in order to minimize the osts perovered onstraint.9.3 Objetive Diving HeuristisIn ontrast to the �hard rounding� of diving heuristis that is onduted by tight-ening a bound of a variable, objetive diving heuristis apply �soft rounding� byinreasing or dereasing the objetive oe�ient of the variable in order to push itinto the desired diretion without atually foring it to the rounded value. Suh asoft rounding does not entail the risk of obtaining an infeasible LP. The downsideis that we an no longer apply domain propagation, and that the size of the LP isnot impliitly redued as it is in regular diving due to the �xings of variables totheir lower or upper bounds. Furthermore, we have to deativate the objetive limitimposed by the urrent inumbent, beause the objetive funtion does no longeroinide with the objetive of the MIP. Additionally, we have to �nd means to avoidyling.The general approah to objetive diving is similar to Algorithm 9.1 for regulardiving. In Step 5, the tightening of the loal bounds is replaed by a orrespondinghange in the objetive funtion, the domain propagation of Step 6 and the bak-traking of Step 8 are skipped, and the infeasibility of the LP is no longer an abortriterion. Note that the LPs an be resolved e�iently with the primal simplex al-gorithm, sine a hange in the objetive funtion does not destroy primal feasibilityof a previously optimal simplex basis.



124 Primal Heuristis9.3.1 Objetive Pseudoost DivingObjetive pseudoost diving shares the ideas of pseudoost diving but primarilyuses soft rounding via the objetive funtion instead of hard rounding with boundhanges. The variable and diretion are seleted aording to the same riterionas in pseudoost diving. If the variable xj should be rounded down, we hange itsobjetive oe�ient to cj := 1000(d+ 1) · |cj | with d being the urrent diving depth,i.e., the number of LP resolves that have been performed during the dive. If thevariable should be rounded up, we use the negative of this value.For eah variable, we remember whether it was already soft-rounded downwardsor upwards. If a variable should be rounded a seond time, we apply a hard roundinginto the other diretion by hanging its lower or upper bound. The rationale behindthis approah is the following: if a variable ould not be driven, for example, to itslower bound by dramatially inreasing its objetive oe�ient, we take this as anindiation that �xing it to its lower bound would probably generate an infeasibleLP. Therefore, we apply a hard rounding into the opposite diretion and round thevariable upwards.After imposing a bound hange, we resolve the LP with the dual simplex algo-rithm. In this ase, it may happen that the modi�ed LP turns out to be infeasible,whih leads to the termination of the heuristi.9.3.2 Root Solution DivingThe root solution diving is the objetive diving analogon to the line searh divingheuristi. As in objetive pseudoost diving we augment the soft roundings with hardroundings in order to avoid yling. However, the approah to ombine the objetiveand bound hanges is slightly di�erent.In eah iteration, we sale the urrent objetive funtion with a fator of 0.9,thereby slowly fading out the original objetive oe�ients. A soft rounding is ap-plied by inreasing or dereasing the objetive oe�ient of the rounding variable by
0.1·max{|č|, 1}, with č being the objetive value of the LP solution at the subproblemwhere the dive was started. We ount the number of downwards and upwards softroundings for eah variable, and if the di�erene of these ounters beomes larger orequal to 10, we permanently apply a hard rounding into the preferred diretion bymodifying the lower or upper bound of the variable. If at any time a variable thathas already been soft-rounded beomes integral, we �x the variable to this value byhanging both of its bounds.9.3.3 Feasibility PumpThe feasibility pump is a sophistiated objetive diving heuristi that was inventedby Fishetti, Glover, and Lodi [84℄ for pure integer programs and generalized byBertao, Fishetti, and Lodi [40℄ to mixed integer programs. Ahterberg andBerthold [2℄ proposed a slight modi�ation of the heuristi whih they all objetivefeasibility pump and that yields feasible solutions of better objetive value.Starting as usual from the optimal solution x̌ of the urrent subproblem's LPrelaxation, the solution is rounded to a vetor x̃ = [x̌], with [ · ] de�ned by

[x]j :=

{
⌊xj + 0.5⌋ if j ∈ I
xj if j ∈ C = N \ I.

(9.1)



9.4. Improvement Heuristis 125If x̃ is not feasible, an additional LP is solved in order to �nd a new point in the LPpolyhedron
P := {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b, l ≤ x ≤ u}whih is, w.r.t. the integer variables I, losest to x̃, i.e., that minimizes

∆(x, x̃) :=
∑

j∈I

|xj − x̃j |.The proedure is iterated by using this point as new solution x̌ ∈ P . Thereby,the algorithm reates two sequenes of points: one with points x̌ that ful�ll theinequalities, and one with points x̃ that ful�ll the integrality requirements. Thealgorithm terminates if the two sequenes onverge or if a prede�ned iteration limitis reahed.In order to determine a point
x̌ := argmin{∆(x, x̃) | x ∈ P} (9.2)in P , whih is nearest to x̃, the following LP is solved:min ∑

j∈I:x̃j=lj

(xj − lj) +
∑

j∈I:x̃j=uj

(uj − xj) +
∑

j∈I:lj<x̃j<uj

djs.t. Ax ≤ b

d ≥ x− x̃

d ≥ x̃− x

l ≤ x ≤ u.

(9.3)The auxiliary variables dj are introdued to model the nonlinear funtion dj =
|xj − x̃j | for integer variables xj , j ∈ I, that are not equal to one of their bounds inthe rounded solution x̃.The implementation of the feasibility pump in SCIP is slightly di�erent from theone proposed by Bertao, Fishetti, and Lodi [40℄. First, it involves the modi�a-tions proposed in [2℄ to better guide the searh into the area of solutions with goodobjetive value. Seond, it does not add auxiliary variables dj as in System (9.3)for general integer variables, beause adding and deleting olumns produes over-head for the LP solving. Instead, we set the objetive oe�ient to +1, −1, or 0,depending on whether we want to round the variable down or up, or leave it on itsintegral value. Of ourse, suh an objetive modi�ation may lead to overshootingthe rounded value, and an objetive of 0 does not neessarily mean that the vari-able will stay at its urrent value. As a third modi�ation, we skip the expensiveenumeration phase whih is performed in stage 3 of the original feasibility pumpalgorithm.9.4 Improvement HeuristisStarting from one or more feasible solutions, the goal of improvement heuristis is to�nd feasible solutions with a better objetive value. Besides the one opt heuristi,all improvement heuristis implemented in SCIP are solving a sub-MIP.The �rst to use sub-MIP solves inside a MIP heuristi have been Fishetti andLodi [85℄ with their loal branhing, although they did not think of it as a heuris-ti but as a di�erent way of branhing whih is in�uened by the urrent inum-bent. Danna, Rothberg, and Le Pape [72℄ adopted the idea of solving sub-MIPs for



126 Primal Heuristisheuristi purposes and invented the relaxation indued neighborhood searh (RINS)method, whih they integrated into Cplex. Rothberg [194℄ ontinued to pursue thisapproah and developed mutation and rossover, whih form the basis of Cplex'very suessful �solution polishing�. Crossover was independently developed by TimoBerthold who implemented this heuristi in SCIP.From the improvement heuristis, only one opt and rossover are ative by de-fault. Berthold [41℄ observed that loal branhing deteriorates, but any of RINS,rossover, and mutation improves the performane of SCIP. However, ombina-tions of these heuristis produe worse results on his test set. In total, rossoverturned out to be the most e�etive of the four individual sub-MIP improvementheuristis.9.4.1 One OptThe idea of one opt is very simple: given a feasible solution x̂, the value of a variable
xj an be dereased for cj > 0 or inreased for cj < 0 if the resulting solution x̃ isstill feasible, i.e., Ax̃ ≤ b and l ≤ x̃ ≤ u. The modi�ed solution would then have animproved objetive value.The version of one opt as implemented in SCIP �rst alulates a value δj ∈Z≥0 for eah variable xj with j ∈ I and cj 6= 0. This value denotes how far thevariable an be shifted into the desired diretion. If more than one variable an beshifted, they are sorted by non-dereasing objetive improvement apability |cjδj |and onseutively shifted until no more improvements an be obtained. Finally, theinteger variables are �xed to their resulting values, and an LP is solved to obtainbest possible values for the ontinuous variables.9.4.2 Loal BranhingLoal branhing was proposed by Fishetti and Lodi [85℄. It is based on the observa-tion that often primal feasible solutions have additional solutions in their viin-ity. Therefore, Fishetti and Lodi implemented a branhing sheme on top ofa MIP solver that would produe the ase distintion ∑j∈I |xj − x̂j | ≤ k and
∑

j∈I |xj − x̂j | ≥ k + 1, k ∈ Z>0, with the former ase being enumerated �rst.By dropping the requirement that the branh ∑j∈I |xj − x̂j | ≤ k has to beenumerated exhaustively, the loal branhing sheme an be easily onverted intoa primal improvement heuristi. However, some ontrol of the neighborhood size
k is neessary. The SCIP implementation of loal branhing starts with k = 18.This value is inreased by 50% if a sub-MIP has been enumerated ompletely anddoes not ontain a better solution than the urrent inumbent. The neighborhoodis dereased by 50% if the sub-MIP solve was aborted due to the node limit thatwas applied.9.4.3 RINSThe relaxation indued neighborhood searh (RINS) solves sub-MIPs that are de-�ned by the urrent inumbent solution x̂ and the LP optimum x̌ of the urrentsubproblem. RINS was invented by Danna, Rothberg, and Le Pape [72℄.



9.5. Computational Results 127The sub-MIP that is solved in RINS is de�ned asmin{cTx | Ax ≤ b, l ≤ x ≤ u, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I,
xj = x̂j for all j ∈ I with x̂j = x̌j},whih means that an integer variable is �xed if both the inumbent and the urrentLP solution agree on a ommon value. As in the loal branhing heuristi, thedi�ult part is to ontrol the alling frequeny and the sub-MIP node limit thatis applied to avoid spending too muh time on the heuristi. Similar to the divingheuristis, the general approah in SCIP is to avoid spending more than a ertainfration (10% in the ase of RINS) of the total number of branhing nodes for solvingthe sub-MIPs.9.4.4 MutationMutation and rossover are the two building bloks of a geneti algorithm. Roth-berg [194℄ applied this idea to mixed integer programming to develop an improve-ment heuristi. The mutation part as proposed by Rothberg is to start from afeasible solution and �x a ertain fration of the general integer variables to theirvalues. The atual variables to �x are seleted randomly. Then, a sub-MIP is solvedto identify the optimal values for the remaining variables. Rothberg proposes toadjust the �xing rate dynamially. However, the urrent implementation in SCIPhooses a stati �xing rate of 80%.9.4.5 CrossoverA rossover of two or more feasible solutions is performed by �xing all integer vari-ables on whih the solutions agree to their spei� values and leaving the othervariables free in their global bounds. Thus, the more solutions partiipate in therossover, the fewer variables beome �xed and the larger is the subspae that willbe enumerated in the sub-MIP. Like mutation, rossover was developed by Roth-berg [194℄. Independently, it was invented by Berthold [41℄ and implemented inSCIP.The rossover implementation of SCIP uses three solutions to de�ne the sub-MIPs. By default, SCIP keeps the best 100 feasible solutions in a solution poolsorted by non-dereasing objetive value. After a solution has been found that takesone of the �rst three slots in the pool, the rossover is performed on the best threesolutions. In the subsequent alls, a random seletion of three solutions is used whihis biased towards the solutions of better objetive value.9.5 Computational ResultsThe following omputational results assess the impat of the various primal heuristispresented in the previous setions. We disuss the benhmarks only brie�y, sine avery detailed omputational study of the MIP heuristis of SCIP an be found inBerthold [41℄.In the default parameter settings, all primal heuristis exept Otane, loalbranhing, RINS, and mutation are enabled. Table 9.1 yields the results for disablingall heuristis of a ertain ategory: for the values in olumn �no round�, we disabled



128 Primal Heurististest set none no round no diving no objdiving no improvement
time miplib +39 +10 +5 +17 0oral −9 −4 −3 −6 −3milp +7 +5 +2 +3 +2enlight −8 −2 −13 +14 +1alu −13 −1 −2 +3 0ftp +3 +1 +4 −2 +4a +35 −3 −9 +62 −2f +82 +21 +3 −1 0arset +2 +1 −1 +1 +1mik +481 +23 +2 +4 +2total +14 +3 0 +4 0
nodes miplib +111 +26 −3 +30 −1oral +18 −3 −1 −3 −6milp +42 +9 +5 +9 +3enlight −13 0 −17 +19 0alu −12 0 −3 −4 0ftp +84 +35 0 −2 +4a +151 0 −5 +158 0f +774 +139 −2 −2 −10arset +53 +10 +5 +4 +1mik +379 +24 +10 0 +1total +59 +11 0 +11 −1Table 9.1. Performane e�et of di�erent lasses of primal heuristis for solving MIP instanes.The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) andnumber of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings in whih all heuristis exeptOtane are enabled. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.all rounding heuristis, for olumn �no diving� we disabled all diving heuristis, ol-umn �no objdiving� shows the results for disabling the objetive diving heuristis,and for olumn �no improvement�, we disabled the improvement heuristis. Moredetailed results an be found in Tables B.101 to B.110 in Appendix B.As one an see, the performane impat of the heuristis is rather small. Even ifall heuristis are turned o� (olumn �none�), the average solving time only inreasesby 14%. The numbers for disabling individual heuristi lasses reveal a similarbehavior as the one that we already observed for utting plane separation, see Se-tion 8.10: the sum of the degradations is signi�antly smaller than the performanedegradation for turning o� all heuristis. A possible explanation is that the samesolution an be found by di�erent heuristis, and thus, the absene of one lass ofheuristis an be ompensated by the remaining heuristis.Tables 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4 show the results for disabling individual heuristis. Addi-tionally, olumn �otane� of Table 9.2 indiates the results for enabling Otane, andolumn �no baktrak� of Table 9.3 shows the impat of disabling the baktrakingStep 8 in the diving Algorithm 9.1.The totals show that the most important heuristis are the feasibility pump,RENS, and line searh diving with performane impats of 7%, 6%, and 4%, re-spetively. The other heuristis have almost no impat on the overall solving time,although they an in�uene the performane on individual test sets. Paradoxially,large di�erenes for the diving (Table 9.3) and objetive diving (Table 9.4) heuris-tis an be observed on the enlight, alu, and a test sets, although none of theheuristis �nds a solution to any of these instanes. Still, the heuristis impliitlymodify the path of the searh sine their appliation an, for example, lead to a dif-ferent alternative optimal LP solution at the urrent node, thereby in�uening thebranhing deision. Additionally, diving heuristis gather pseudoost and inferenestatistis, see Setion 5.3, whih further a�ets the branhing variable seletion.



9.5. Computational Results 129test set no RENS no simple rnd no rounding no shifting no int shifting otane
time miplib +2 −2 −2 −1 +2 +2oral +6 0 −1 −2 −2 0milp +10 0 −2 −5 +1 0enlight −2 −1 −2 −2 −1 −2alu +1 −1 0 −1 +1 +2ftp +4 +12 +2 0 +3 0a 0 −1 −1 −2 0 −2f +21 +3 0 −3 0 +1arset +3 +2 +1 +4 +2 0mik +9 +9 0 0 +2 0total +6 0 −1 −2 0 +1
nodes miplib +19 −1 −1 +1 +3 −1oral +11 0 +2 −4 −6 0milp +17 +1 0 −9 +3 0enlight 0 0 0 0 0 0alu 0 0 0 0 0 0ftp +34 +13 0 0 +1 0a 0 0 0 0 0 0f +149 +8 +3 −6 −11 0arset +18 −1 +2 0 −1 0mik +13 +1 0 0 −1 0total +17 0 +1 −4 −1 0Table 9.2. Performane e�et of individual rounding heuristis for solving MIP instanes. Thevalues denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and numberof branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings in whih all heuristis exept Otaneare enabled. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.
test set no oef no fra no guided no linesearh no psost no velen no baktrak
time miplib 0 −6 −2 −1 −4 −3 −4oral −8 0 −6 +4 −3 −7 −3milp −2 +1 +10 +6 0 +2 +3enlight +4 −4 +2 +13 +18 +9 +19alu +36 −1 0 +8 −2 +5 −5ftp −3 +4 −3 +2 +1 0 −2a +19 +13 −2 +15 +42 +16 +12f −1 0 0 0 +1 +1 0arset +5 −3 +1 +1 +10 −5 +6mik +2 +1 0 +4 +2 0 +2total −2 −1 0 +4 0 −2 0
nodes miplib +1 −3 0 0 −3 −3 −6oral −13 0 −4 +4 −5 −7 +2milp −7 +4 +16 +10 0 +2 +5enlight +3 +6 +2 +13 +19 +12 +11alu +52 +3 0 +22 +6 +11 −2ftp −3 +1 −4 0 +1 −2 −3a +72 +48 0 +48 +73 +50 +26f −2 −1 0 0 +1 +1 −1arset +6 −6 0 +2 +8 −8 +11mik 0 0 0 0 −1 −2 +4total −4 +1 +3 +6 0 −1 +2Table 9.3. Performane e�et of individual diving heuristis for solving MIP instanes. The valuesdenote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and number ofbranhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings in whih all heuristis exept Otaneare enabled. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.



130 Primal Heurististest set no obj psost diving no rootsol diving no feaspump
time miplib −3 +1 +19oral −4 −3 0milp +6 +2 −1enlight +15 +4 +3alu +15 +13 +10ftp −1 0 +2a +9 +15 +107f −1 0 0arset +6 +8 +8mik −1 +2 +1total +1 +1 +7
nodes miplib −1 +3 +37oral −1 −3 −3milp +12 +7 −2enlight +10 +1 +5alu +18 +19 +17ftp −2 +1 0a +24 +28 +239f 0 0 0arset +6 +7 +9mik 0 −1 0total +4 +3 +10Table 9.4. Performane e�et of individual objetive diving heuristis for solving MIP instanes.The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) andnumber of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings in whih all heuristis exeptOtane are enabled. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.Table 9.5 ompares the improvement heuristis. The olumns �no oneopt� and�no rossover� orrespond to disabling the respetive heuristis. The other threeolumns show the results for replaing rossover by loal branhing, RINS, or muta-tion, respetively. This means, we disabled rossover in these settings and enabledthe respetive non-default improvement heuristi. It turns out that none of theheuristis has a signi�ant impat on the average performane on our test sets, withthe exeption that applying loal branhing slows down the solving of the milp,ftp, and f instanes, while RINS seems to help a little on the oral test set.Finding Solutions EarlyAlthough we have seen that primal heuristis do not help muh to redue the time tosolve MIP instanes to optimality, their appliation may have a signi�ant bene�t:heuristis an help to �nd good feasible solutions early in the searh proess.In order to study the ontribution of primal heuristis in this regard, we on-duted another omputational experiment. Instead of measuring the time until anoptimal solution has been found and its optimality has been proven, we terminatea run if a ertain solution quality has been ahieved. We quantify the quality of asolution by the primal-dual gap

γ =







0 if |ĉ− č| ≤ ǫ,
(ĉ− č) / |č| if ĉ · č > 0,

∞ otherwise,with ĉ being the objetive value of the urrent inumbent and č being the urrentglobal dual bound. All of our previous benhmark runs have been exeuted until
γ = 0. In ontrast, Table 9.6 shows the average time and number of nodes needed



9.5. Computational Results 131test set no oneopt no rossover loal branhing RINS mutation
time miplib −1 −4 0 −1 −1oral +1 −2 +1 −5 −3milp 0 +1 +5 +2 +1enlight −3 −1 +1 +1 −2alu −1 0 −1 0 0ftp +3 +2 +6 −1 0a −2 −1 −1 −2 −1f 0 +1 +12 +2 +2arset +3 −4 −1 +4 +1mik +3 −4 +2 −1 +3total 0 −1 +2 −1 −1
nodes miplib −4 −2 −4 −1 −2oral −1 −4 −4 −9 −4milp +2 +2 +1 0 +1enlight 0 0 0 0 0alu 0 0 0 0 0ftp 0 +3 +3 −5 +3a 0 0 0 0 0f −10 +1 +1 +1 +1arset −1 −1 −1 −3 −1mik 0 −1 −1 −1 −1total −1 −1 −2 −3 −1Table 9.5. Performane e�et of individual improvement heuristis for solving MIP instanes.The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) andnumber of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings in whih all heuristis exeptOtane are enabled. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.to reah γ = 0.05 and γ = 0.20, respetively. We ompare both enabling anddisabling the default primal heuristis with solving the instanes to optimality usingthe default settings.The �rst observation is that a user who only wants to get a solution with avalue that is guaranteed to be at most 5% or 20%, respetively, worse than theoptimal solution value reeives his answer muh faster: to reah 5% gap, the averageruntime with enabled heuristis (�all (5 %)�) redues by 57%, and to reah 20% gap(�all (20 %)�), the redution is even 74%. This means, the average time to �nd asolution and to prove that its value is within 20% of the optimal value is only onefourth of the time needed to solve the instanes to optimality.In this experiment, the primal heuristis show their potential. If they are disabled(olumns �none�), the runtime redution drops from 57% to 41% for 5% gap, andfrom 74% to 56% gap for reahing 20% gap. Thus, the average time to reah thedesired solution quality inreases by 37% and 69%, respetively. The e�et gets evenmore prominent by looking at the average number of nodes: many of the values inthe �all (20 %)� olumn are lose or equal to −100, whih indiates that for manyor all of the instanes of these test sets, the required gap is already ahieved at theroot node. In ontrast, this is not the ase if the heuristis are disabled.



132 Primal Heurististest set all (5%) none (5%) all (20%) none (20%)
time miplib −62 −34 −72 −48oral −59 −57 −73 −65milp −48 −36 −75 −62enlight 0 −10 −2 −11alu +1 −14 −1 −14ftp −65 −56 −95 −70a +1 +34 −3 +37f −29 +51 −52 +43arset −77 −57 −89 −62mik −96 −41 −98 −67total −57 −41 −74 −56
nodes miplib −89 −39 −95 −64oral −83 −64 −93 −78milp −51 −27 −88 −75enlight 0 −13 −3 −18alu 0 −12 0 −12ftp −82 −25 −100 −54a 0 +151 0 +151f −69 +571 −100 +531arset −97 −73 −100 −82mik −100 −57 −100 −80total −80 −41 −94 −68Table 9.6. Impat of primal heuristis for reahing a gap of 5% or 20%, respetively. The valuesdenote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and number ofbranhing nodes (bottom) ompared to solving the instanes to optimality with the default settings.Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.



Chapter 10PresolvingPresolving is a way to transform the given problem instane into an equivalent in-stane that is (hopefully) easier to solve. Sine many MIP instanes appearing inpratie1 ontain lot of irrelevant data that only slow down the solving proess,all existing ompetitive MIP solvers feature some form of presolving. The mostfundamental presolving onepts for mixed integer programming are desribed inSavelsbergh [199℄. Additional information an be found in Fügenshuh and Mar-tin [90℄.The task of presolving is threefold: �rst, it redues the size of the model byremoving irrelevant information suh as redundant onstraints or �xed variables.Seond, it strengthens the LP relaxation of the model by exploiting integrality in-formation, e.g., to tighten the bounds of the variables or to improve oe�ientsin the onstraints. Third, it extrats information suh as impliations or liquesfrom the model whih an later be used, for example for branhing or utting planeseparation.Applying the domain propagation of Chapter 7 to the global problem instane Ralready yields a simple form of presolving, namely the tightening of the variables'global bounds l ≤ x ≤ u. In addition to this, presolving employs more sophistiatedrules, whih may alter the struture of the problem.We distinguish between primal and dual presolving redutions. Primal redu-tions are solely based on feasibility reasoning, while dual redutions onsider theobjetive funtion. The latter may exlude feasible solutions from the problem in-stane, as long as at least one optimal solution remains.Setions 10.1 to 10.4 desribe the presolving algorithms that are speialized to aertain type of onstraints. These are implemented in the onstraint handlers. Af-terwards in Setions 10.5 to 10.8, we deal with general purpose presolving algorithmsthat an be applied to any onstraint integer program independently from the typeof the involved onstraints. Setion 10.9 presents restarts, a tehnique applied inSAT solvers that is new for the MIP ommunity. The omputational experiments ofSetion 10.10 evaluate the impat of presolving on the overall solving proess.10.1 Linear ConstraintsReall that linear onstraints in SCIP are de�ned as
β ≤ aTx ≤ βwith the left and right hand sides β, β ∈ R ∪ {±∞} and oe�ients a ∈ Rn.The presolving of linear onstraints is depited in Algorithm 10.1. It ommenesin Step 1 by looking at the individual onstraints one at a time. For eah onstraint,1in partiular those that have been automatially generated, for example using a modelinglanguage suh as Ampl [89℄ or Zimpl [133, 134℄133



134 PresolvingAlgorithm 10.1 Presolving for Linear Constraints1. For all linear onstraints β ≤ aTx ≤ β:(a) Normalize the onstraint using Algorithm 10.2.(b) If aj ∈ Z for all j ∈ N and aj = 0 for all j ∈ C, set β := ⌈β⌉ and
β := ⌊β⌋.() Tighten the bounds of the variables by alling domain propagation Algo-rithm 7.1.(d) If α > β or α < β, the problem instane is infeasible.If α ≥ β, set β := −∞.If α ≤ β, set β := +∞.If β = −∞ and β = +∞, delete the onstraint.(e) If the onstraint is a set partitioning onstraint ∑j∈S xj = 1 or a setpaking onstraint ∑j∈S xj ≤ 1, xj ∈ {0, 1} for all j ∈ S, add lique Sto the lique table.(f) For all j ∈ I with aj > 0, α+ aj ≥ β, and α− aj ≤ β:i. Set a′j := max{β − α, α − β}.ii. Set β := β − (aj − a′j)lj and β := β − (aj − a′j)uj .iii. Set aj := a′j.For all j ∈ I with aj < 0, α− aj ≥ β, and α+ aj ≤ β:i. Set a′j := min{α− β, β − α}.ii. Set β := β − (aj − a

′
j)uj and β := β − (aj − a

′
j)lj .iii. Set aj := a′j.(g) If the onstraint or the bounds of the variables have been modi�ed inSteps 1a to 1f, and if this loop has not already been exeuted 10 times,goto Step 1a.(h) If the onstraint is an equation, i.e., β = β, all Algorithm 10.3.(i) Call the dual aggregation Algorithm 10.4.2. If no redutions have been found yet in the urrent presolving round, all theonstraint pair presolving Algorithm 10.5.3. If no redutions have been found yet in the urrent presolving round, all thedual bound redution Algorithm 10.6.4. If no redutions have been found yet in the urrent presolving round, allAlgorithm 10.7 for eah linear onstraint to upgrade it into a onstraint of amore spei� onstraint type.the �rst operation is the onstraint normalization of Step 1a as illustrated in Al-gorithm 10.2. In the normalization, we remove �xed variables by subtrating theirontribution to the ativity aTx of the onstraint from the left and right hand sides.Aggregated and multi-aggregated variables xk

⋆=
∑

j∈N sjxj + d are substituted fortheir de�ning a�ne linear expression, again subtrating the onstant akd from theleft and right hand sides. Afterwards, we multiply the onstraint by +1 or −1 inorder to reah a standard form, whih simpli�es the upgrading of the onstraint intoa more speialized onstraint type, see below.In the next step of the normalization, we try to sale the onstraint to obtainintegral oe�ients. Sine we are dealing with �oating point arithmeti, this saling



10.1. Linear Constraints 135Algorithm 10.2 Normalization of Linear ConstraintsInput : Linear onstraint β ≤ aTx ≤ β and global bounds l ≤ x ≤ u.Output : Normalized onstraint.1. Remove �xed variables: if lj = uj , set β := β−ajlj , β := β−aj lj, and aj := 0.2. Replae aggregated and multi-aggregated variables by their representing a�nelinear sum of ative problem variables.3. Multiply the onstraint with +1 or −1 using the following rules in the givenorder until the sign is uniquely determined (i.e., if neither or both signs wouldsatisfy the rule, proeed with the next rule):(a) non-negative right hand side: β ≥ 0,(b) �nite right hand side: β <∞,() larger absolute value of right hand side: |β| > |β|,(d) more positive oe�ients: |{j | aj > 0}| > |{j | aj < 0}|,(e) use the sign +1.4. Identify a rational representation of the oe�ients. If the smallest ommonmultiple of the denominators is not too large, sale the onstraint to obtainintegral oe�ients.5. If all oe�ients are integral, divide them by their greatest ommon divisor.involves numerial issues. First, the identi�ation of the rational representation ofeah oe�ient is performed using the Eulidean algorithm, but in order to avoid toolarge fators we restrit it to only sueed if a rational number pj

qj
, pj ∈ Z, qj ∈ Z>0,an been found with |pj

qj
− aj| ≤ ǫ := 10−9, |pj | ≤ pmax = 106, and qj ≤ qmax :=

δ̂
ǫ

= 1000. Seond, the onstraint is multiplied with the smallest ommon multipleof the denominators qj , but this is only performed if s := sm(q1, . . . , qn) ≤ qmaxand max{|s · aj |} ≤ pmax. Finally, if the oe�ients have already been integral orif the multipliation with the smallest ommon multiple of the denominators wassuessful, we divide the integral oe�ients by their greatest ommon divisor.After the normalization has been performed, we proeed with Step 1b of thepresolving Algorithm 10.1, whih is to tighten the left and right hand sides: if alloe�ients aj are integral and all variables xj with aj 6= 0 are of integer type, wean round up a frational left hand side and round down a frational right handside. This may already lead to the detetion of infeasibility if β > β after rounding.Step 1 applies the domain propagation algorithm of Setion 7.1 in order totighten the global bounds of the variables. Afterwards, we an sometimes detetinfeasibility or redundany in Step 1d by inspeting the �nal onstraint ativitybounds α = min{aTx | l ≤ x ≤ u} and α = max{aTx | l ≤ x ≤ u}: if the onstraintannot be satis�ed within the ativity bounds, the whole instane is infeasible. Ifone of the sides an never be violated, it an be removed by setting it to in�nity. Ifboth sides have been removed, the onstraint is redundant and an be deleted fromthe problem instane.Step 1e heks whether the onstraint has the speial form of a set partitioningor set paking onstraint. Note that this form an sometimes be ahieved by om-plementing binary variables. If the onstraint is a set partitioning or set pakingonstraint, we add the orresponding lique ∑j∈S xj ≤ 1 to the lique table, see



136 PresolvingSetion 3.3.5. It may be possible to extrat liques from other onstraints as well,but this has not yet been implemented in SCIP.The oe�ient tightening of Step 1f aims to modify the onstraint suh that theset of feasible integral solutions to the onstraint stays unhanged, but the set offrational solutions is redued. The redution onsiders integer variables for whihthe sides of the onstraint beome redundant if the variable is not on its lower orupper bound, respetively. If this is the ase, we an redue the oe�ient aj of thevariable and the sides β and β in order to obtain the same redundany e�et if thevariable is not on its bounds and the same restrition on the other variables if thevariable is set to one of its bounds.Steps 1a to 1f are repeated as long as they modify the onstraint or 10 roundsof the loop have been exeuted. One ould refrain from exeuting the above stepsin a loop and rely on the fat that all presolving methods are alled ylial by theouter presolving loop anyway, see Setion 3.2.5. However, we perform this internalloop for performane reasons: sine the data for the onstraint and its variablesare urrently stored in the �rst or seond level ahe of the CPU, it makes senseto ontinue working on them immediately. The limit of 10 iterations is imposed toensure that we do not get stuk in a series of very small hanges, while a di�erentpresolving method ould �nd a large redution in one step.10.1.1 Presolving of EquationsFor linear equations, we an apply further presolving tehniques, whih are givenin Algorithm 10.3. We onsider two ases: equations with two oe�ients andequations with more than two oe�ients. In the ase of two oe�ients, Step 1tries to represent one variable xk as an a�ne linear term of the other variable xj ,i.e., as
xk :

⋆
= −

aj

ak

xj +
β

ak

. (10.1)If xk is a ontinuous variable this is performed in Step 1a. Note that aggregating avariable xk with xk : ⋆= sxj + d means to delete the variable xk from the set of ativeproblem variables and to update the bounds of xj :
⊲ If s > 0, update lj := max{lj, lk−d

s
} and uj := min{uj,

uk−d
s
}.

⊲ If s < 0, update lj := max{lj, uk−d
s
} and uj := min{uj,

lk−d
s
}.

⊲ If j ∈ I, set lj := ⌈lj⌉ and uj := ⌊uj⌋.The tightened bounds of xj an then be used to further tighten the bounds of xk.If xk is of integer type, the proess an be iterated as long as the rounding providesfurther strengthening.We an also perform Aggregation (10.1) if both variables are integers and aj

ak
∈ Z,see Step 1b; in this ase, the integrality of xk is implied by the integrality of xj .The bound strengthening loop of the aggregation proedure that is provided asinfrastruture method of SCIP will automatially detet infeasibility if β

ak
/∈ Z.Steps 1 to 1g deal with the ase that both variables are integers but aj

ak
/∈ Z.This means the simple aggregation of Steps 1a and 1b does not work sine theintegrality of xk would not be a onsequene of the integrality of xj and still hasto be enfored. Therefore, xk annot be removed from the set of ative problemvariables whih is the purpose of aggregating variables. Instead we try to �nd values



10.1. Linear Constraints 137Algorithm 10.3 Presolving of Linear EquationsInput : Linear equation aTx = β and global bounds l ≤ x ≤ u.1. If there are exatly two non-zero oe�ients aj , ak 6= 0, j, k ∈ N , j 6= k, try toaggregate one of the variables in the equation ajxj + akxk = β (roles of j and
k an be reversed):(a) If k ∈ C, aggregate xk : ⋆= −

aj

ak
xj + β

ak
and stop. Otherwise, j, k ∈ I.(b) If aj

ak
∈ Z, aggregate xk : ⋆= − aj

ak
xj + β

ak
and stop.() If aj /∈ Z or ak /∈ Z, stop.(d) If β /∈ Z, the onstraint is infeasible. Stop.(e) Find a solution (x0

j , x
0
k) ∈ Z2 to the equation ajxj + akxk = β, whihdoes not neessarily have to respet the bounds of xj and xk.(f) Generate a new integer variable y ∈ Z, initially with in�nite bounds.(g) Aggregate xj : ⋆= −aky + x0

j and xk : ⋆= ajy + x0
k.2. If the onstraint has more than two non-zero oe�ients, if there exists avariable xk with ak 6= 0 that does not appear in any other onstraint, and if

⊲ k ∈ C, or
⊲

aj

ak
∈ Z for all j ∈ N , and aj = 0 for all j ∈ C,then multi-aggregate xk : ⋆= β

ak
−
∑

j∈N\{k}
aj

ak
xj and replae the linear on-straint by

⊲ β − akuk ≤
∑

j∈N\{k} ajxj ≤ β − aklk, if ak > 0, or
⊲ β − aklk ≤

∑

j∈N\{k} ajxj ≤ β − akuk, if ak < 0.If β
ak

/∈ Z, the onstraint is infeasible.
a′j, a

′
k, x

0
j , x

0
k ∈ Z and reate a new integer variable y ∈ Z, suh that xj : ⋆= −a′ky+x0

jand xk : ⋆= a′jy + x0
k are valid aggregations, whih also yields a net redution of onevariable.Note that usually the onstraint normalization Algorithm 10.2 has already saledthe onstraint to obtain integer oe�ients aj , ak ∈ Z. If this is not the ase (beausenormalization failed due to numerial reasons), we have to stop. If both oe�ientsare integral but the right hand side is frational, the onstraint proves the infeasibilityof the problem instane and we an abort in Step 1d.Otherwise, all involved values are integers and we are searhing in Step 1e foran integral solution (x0

j , x
0
k) to the integral equation ajxj + akxk = β, i.e., we haveto solve a linear Diophantine equation. Note that x0

j and x0
k do not need to satisfythe bounds of xj and xk. Sine aj and ak are relatively prime due to Step 5 of thenormalization Algorithm 10.2, suh a solution always exists and an easily be foundusing the extended Eulidean algorithm.Finally, we generate the new integer variable in Step 1f and perform the aggre-gation in Step 1g. Beause aj and ak are relatively prime, the set of all integralsolutions to the homogeneous equation ajxj + akxk = 0 is given by

(xj , xk) ∈
{
y · (−ak, aj)

∣
∣ y ∈ Z}.



138 PresolvingHene, the aggregated variables xj : ⋆= −aky+x0
j and xk : ⋆= ajy+x0

k over all integralsolutions of the inhomogeneous equation ajxj + akxk = β for y ∈ Z. Note that thebounds of xj and xk are automatially transformed into bounds of the new variable
y during the aggregation.The following example illustrates the redution of Steps 1 to 1g:Example 10.1 (aggregation of equations with two integer variables). Con-sider the equation 3x1 + 8x2 = 37 with integer variables x1, x2 ∈ {0, . . . , 5}. Nei-ther Step 1a nor 1b of Algorithm 10.3 an be applied. We �nd the initial solution
(x0

1, x
0
2) = (7, 2) and aggregate x1 : ⋆= −8y + 7 and x2 : ⋆= 3y + 2. During the �rstaggregation we alulate bounds [ 78 −

1
8 · 5,

7
8 −

1
8 · 0] = [14 ,

7
8 ] for the integer variable

y whih an be rounded to the infeasible bounds 1 ≤ y ≤ 0. Thus, we have detetedthe infeasibility of the onstraint within the domains x1, x2 ∈ {0, . . . , 5}.Step 2 handles the ase that the linear equation has more than two non-zero o-e�ients. Of ourse, we ould also represent one of the variables as an a�ne linearombination of the others and remove it from the problem instane�at least if thevariable is ontinuous or the a�ne linear ombination is always integral. However,aggregating a variable means that we have to substitute it with its de�ning a�ne lin-ear ombination in all other onstraints. This would add non-zero oe�ients to theother onstraints and make the oe�ient matrix of the LP relaxation more dense,whih is usually not bene�ial in terms of LP solving performane and numerialstability.Therefore, we perform suh a multi-aggregation (an aggregation with more thanone variable in the de�ning a�ne linear ombination) only if the aggregated variabledoes not appear in other onstraints. The typial ase for suh a substitution areslak variables that have been expliitly added to the model, as an been seen in thefollowing example.Example 10.2 (slak elimination). Consider the equation 4x1+7x2+3x3+s = 20with s ≥ 0, and assume that s does not appear in other onstraints. Then, Step 2of Algorithm 10.3 would multi-aggregate s : ⋆= 20− 4x1 − 7x2 − 3x3 and replae theequation with the inequality 4x1 + 7x2 + 3x3 ≤ 20.10.1.2 Dual AggregationStep 1i of the presolving Algorithm 10.1 for the urrent linear onstraint performs adual redution that is shown in Algorithm 10.4. The basi idea of this dual redutionis the following: if a variable xk has an objetive oe�ient ck ≥ 0, and if one sideof the linear onstraint is the only onstraint whih may blok the setting of thevariable to its lower bound, this side of the onstraint will always be satis�ed withequality. Therefore, we an multi-aggregate the variable if its bounds will always besatis�ed by the aggregation and if it is either a ontinuous variable or the integralityondition will also always be satis�ed. Analogously, the same an be applied forvariables with ck ≤ 0 and a single onstraint that bloks the setting of the variableto its upper bound.Step 1 of Algorithm 10.4 treats the ase in whih we want to satisfy the left handside with equality. The preonditions for this redution are that



10.1. Linear Constraints 139Algorithm 10.4 Dual Aggregation for Linear ConstraintsInput : Linear onstraint β ≤ aTx ≤ β.1. If β > −∞ and there is a variable xk with(a) β − αk ≥ min{aklk, akuk},(b) β − αk ≤ max{aklk, akuk},() with
⊲ k ∈ C or
⊲

aj

ak
∈ Z for all j ∈ N and aj = 0 for all j ∈ C,(d) and with

⊲ ak > 0, ck ≥ 0, and ζ−k = 1, or
⊲ ak < 0, ck ≤ 0, and ζ+

k = 1,aggregate xk : ⋆= β

ak
−
∑

j 6=k
aj

ak
xj and delete the onstraint. If k ∈ I and

β

ak
/∈ Z, the onstraint is infeasible.2. If β < +∞ and there is a variable xk with(a) β − αk ≥ min{aklk, akuk},(b) β − αk ≤ max{aklk, akuk},() with

⊲ k ∈ C or
⊲

aj

ak
∈ Z for all j ∈ N and aj = 0 for all j ∈ C,(d) and with

⊲ ak > 0, ck ≤ 0, and ζ+
k = 1, or

⊲ ak < 0, ck ≥ 0, and ζ−k = 1,aggregate xk : ⋆= β
ak
−
∑

j 6=k
aj

ak
xj and delete the onstraint. If k ∈ I and

β
ak

/∈ Z, the onstraint is infeasible.1. the resulting aggregation
xk :

⋆
=

β

ak

−
∑

j 6=k

aj

ak

xjsatis�es the bounds of xk for all values of xj , j 6= k (Conditions 1a and 1b),2. either the variable is ontinuous or the aggregation is always integral (Condi-tion 1), and3. the onstraint at hand is the only onstraint that bloks the setting of thevariable to its best bound w.r.t. the objetive funtion (Condition 1d).Reall that the variable lok numbers ζ−k and ζ+
k queried in Condition 1d denotethe number of onstraints that blok the shifting of the variable in the respetivediretion, ompare De�nition 3.3 on page 38. For β > −∞, the onditions ak > 0and ak < 0 state that this onstraint loks the variable in the orresponding diretionand is therefore the reason for ζ−k = 1 or ζ+

k = 1, respetively.Step 2 treats the ase where we want to satisfy the right hand side of the on-straint with equality. It applies the same reasoning as Step 1.



140 Presolving10.1.3 Presolving of Constraint PairsAfter the individual onstraint presolving in Step 1 of Algorithm 10.1 has been ap-plied, the presolving ontinues with proessing pairs of linear onstraints as depitedin Algorithm 10.5. Sine this pairwise omparison of onstraints is quite expensivewith its worst ase runtime of O(nm2) for dense oe�ient matries, we only applyit if no presolving method in the urrent presolving round found a redution. The�rst step of the pairwise presolving algorithm is to alulate positive and negativesignatures for all onstraints. These are de�ned as follows:De�nition 10.3 (onstraint signatures). Let Ci : β ≤ aTx ≤ β be a linearonstraint. Then, the bit vetors sig+
i , sig−i ∈ {0, 1}64 with

(sig+
i )k =

{

1 if ∃j ∈ N : max{aj lj, ajuj} > 0 ∧ (j mod 64) = k,

0 otherwise
(sig−i )k =

{

1 if ∃j ∈ N : min{aj lj, ajuj} < 0 ∧ (j mod 64) = k,

0 otherwisefor k = 0, . . . , 63 are alled positive and negative signatures of onstraint Ci.The signatures are used in the remaining algorithm to quikly rule out unin-teresting pairs of onstraints where no presolving redution an be applied. Notethat they an be stored in 64 bit registers, and fast bit instrutions an be used toompare the signature vetors of two onstraints. Our experiene is (although notsupported with detailed omputational results) that�with deativated onstraintaggregation, see below�this signature �lter su�es to disard almost all onstraintpairs on whih no presolving an be applied, whih signi�antly redues the runningtime of the algorithm.After alulating the signatures, we proeed with the pairwise omparison loopin Step 2. We perform a bookkeeping on the onstraint modi�ations whih allowsus to skip pairs for whih none of the two onstraints has been altered sine the lastall to the omparison algorithm.Step 2a ompares the signatures and the sides of the onstraints to hek whetherredutions are possible. This is the ase if the onstraint oe�ients are equal(potentially after multiplying one of the onstraints with−1), if one of the onstraintsdominates one of the sides, or if at least one of the onstraints is an equation, whihmay yield the possibility to aggregate the onstraints. If the positive and negativesignatures of the onstraints di�er, the oe�ients annot be equal. If the positivesignature of one onstraint di�ers from the negative signature of the other onstraint,the oe�ients annot be negated versions of eah other. The domination of the leftand right hand sides is de�ned as follows:De�nition 10.4 (domination of onstraint sides). Let Cp : βp ≤ (ap)Tx ≤ βpand Cq : βq ≤ (aq)Tx ≤ βq be a pair of linear onstraints de�ned on variables
x ∈ [l, u], l, u ∈ R∪{±∞}. Then we say that the left hand side of Cp dominates thethe left hand side of Cq, if

βp ≥ βq and ∀j ∈ N ∀xj ∈ [lj , uj] : ap
jxj ≤ a

q
jxj .The right hand side of Cp dominates the right hand side of Cq, if

βp ≤ βq and ∀j ∈ N ∀xj ∈ [lj , uj] : ap
jxj ≥ a

q
jxj .



10.1. Linear Constraints 141Algorithm 10.5 Pairwise Presolving of Linear Constraints1. For all linear onstraints Ci alulate the signature vetors sig+
i , sig−i ∈ {0, 1}64.2. For all pairs (Cp, Cq), p < q, of linear onstraints where at least one of the twohas been modi�ed sine the last all to Algorithm 10.5:(a) Compare the signatures to hek whether redutions are possible:oefseq := (sig+

p = sig+
q )∧ (sig−p = sig−q )oefsneg := (sig+

p = sig−q )∧ (sig−p = sig+
q )lhsdomp := (βp ≥ βq) ∧ (sig+

p ≤ sig+
q )∧ (sig−p ≥ sig+

q )lhsdomq := (βp ≤ βq) ∧ (sig+
p ≥ sig+

q )∧ (sig−p ≤ sig+
q )rhsdomp := (βp ≤ βq) ∧ (sig+

p ≥ sig+
q )∧ (sig−p ≤ sig+

q )rhsdomq := (βp ≥ βq) ∧ (sig+
p ≤ sig+

q )∧ (sig−p ≥ sig+
q )aggr := (βp = βp) ∨ (βq = βq)If all of these Boolean values are 0, ontinue Loop 2 with the next pair.(b) For all j ∈ N , as long as one of the Boolean values of Step 2a is 1:i. If ap

j 6= aq
j , set oefseq := 0.ii. If ap

j 6= −a
q
j , set oefsneg := 0.iii. If ap

j > aq
j and lj < 0 set rhsdomp := 0 and lhsdomq := 0.iv. If ap

j > aq
j and uj > 0 set lhsdomp := 0 and rhsdomq := 0.v. If ap

j < aq
j and lj < 0 set lhsdomp := 0 and rhsdomq := 0.vi. If ap

j < aq
j and uj > 0 set rhsdomp := 0 and lhsdomq := 0.() If lhsdomp = 1, set βq := −∞. Else, if lhsdomq = 1, set βp := −∞.If rhsdomp = 1, set βq := +∞. Else, if rhsdomq = 1, set βp := +∞.(d) If βp = −∞ and βp = +∞, delete Cp and ontinue Loop 2.If βq = −∞ and βq = +∞, delete Cq and ontinue Loop 2.(e) If oefseq = 1, set βp := max{βp, βq}, βp := min{βp, βq}, delete Cq, andontinue Loop 2.If oefsneg = 1, set βp := max{βp,−βq}, βp := min{βp,−βq}, delete Cq,and ontinue Loop 2.(f) If βp = βp, selet k ∈ N to minimize

ω⋆ := min{ω(aq −
aq

k

ap
k

ap
)

| k ∈ N : ap
k, a

q
k ∈ Z \ {0}}.If ω⋆ < ω(aq) and ∥∥aq

j −
a

q

k

a
p

k

ap
∥
∥
∞
≤
∥
∥aq

j

∥
∥
∞
, replae Cq with Cq − a

q

k

a
p

k

Cp,i.e., with
βq −

aq
k

ap
k

βp ≤
(

aq −
aq

k

ap
k

ap
)T

x ≤ βq −
aq

k

ap
k

βp.(g) If βp 6= βp and βq = βq, perform an analogous alulation as in Step 2fto replae Cp with Cp − a
p

k

a
q

k

Cq.



142 PresolvingThe following is a simple reformulation of the domination de�nition:Observation 10.5. For onstraints de�ned as in De�nition 10.4 the following holds:1. βp dominates βq if and only if βp ≥ βq and
∀j ∈ N :

(
(lj < 0→ ap

j ≥ a
q
j) ∧ (uj > 0→ ap

j ≤ a
q
j)
)
.2. βp dominates βq if and only if βp ≤ βq and

∀j ∈ N :
(
(lj < 0→ ap

j ≤ a
q
j) ∧ (uj > 0→ ap

j ≥ a
q
j)
)
.The purpose of identifying onstraint side dominations is to remove a redundantside by applying the following proposition:Proposition 10.6. Let Cp and Cq be de�ned as in De�nition 10.4. Let C−∞q :

−∞ ≤ (aq)Tx ≤ βq and C+∞
q : βq ≤ (aq)Tx ≤ +∞ be relaxations of Cq, and de�ne

C := {Cp, Cq}, C−∞ := {Cp, C−∞q }, and C+∞ := {Cp, C+∞
q }. Then the followingholds:1. If βp dominates βq, then C(x) = C

−∞(x) for all x ∈ [l, u].2. If βp dominates βq, then C(x) = C+∞(x) for all x ∈ [l, u].Proof. Reall that the funtion C(x) : Rn → {0, 1}maps to 1 if and only if x satis�esall onstraints C ∈ C. Thus, in order to prove Statement 1 we have to show that theset of vetors whih satisfy both onstraints does not hange if the left hand side of
Cq is replaed by −∞. Sine C−∞ is a relaxation of C, C(x) = 1 implies C−∞(x) = 1for all x ∈ [l, u]. To show the other diretion, onsider an arbitrary vetor x ∈ [l, u]with C−∞(x) = 1. Then,

∑

j∈N

aq
jxj ≥

∑

j∈N

ap
jxj ≥ βp ≥ βqholds as a diret onsequene of De�nition 10.4. Therefore, Cq is satis�ed and wehave C(x) = 1. Statement 2 an be shown analogously.The onstraint signatures may give a simple proof for the non-dominane of thesides: if there is a potentially positive summand ajxj in Cp for whih the orres-ponding summand in Cq is always non-positive, or if there is a potentially negativesummand in Cq for whih the orresponding summand in Cp is always non-negative,onstraint Cp annot dominate the left hand side. Analogous reasoning applies tothe other domination relations.If the signatures allow for a redution, we proeed with Step 2b, whih omparesthe individual oe�ients in the onstraint to hek exatly whether one of thepossible redutions an be applied. If appliable, the removal of redundant sides isperformed in Step 2. If this resulted in a onstraint with both sides being in�nite,the onstraint is deleted in Step 2d. If the oe�ients of the onstraints are eitherpairwise equal or pairwise negated, we an replae the two onstraints by a singleonstraint. This means in partiular that equations and ranged rows that have beendisaggregated by the modeler are aggregated again into a single onstraint.



10.1. Linear Constraints 143Algorithm 10.6 Dual Bound Redution for Linear Constraints1. Calulate redundany bounds redlj and reduj for all j ∈ N .2. For all variables j ∈ N :(a) If cj ≥ 0 and xj is only down-loked by linear onstraints, update uj :=min{uj, redlj}.(b) If cj ≤ 0 and xj is only up-loked by linear onstraints, update lj :=max{lj, reduj}.Steps 2f and 2g add an equation to the other onstraint in order to redue theweighted support of the onstraint. We de�ne the weighted support of a linearonstraint to be
ω(a) =

∣
∣{j ∈ B | aj 6= 0}

∣
∣

+ 4
∣
∣{j ∈ I \B | aj 6= 0}

∣
∣

+ 8
∣
∣{j ∈ C | aj 6= 0}

∣
∣,i.e., eah binary variable in the onstraint ounts as 1, eah general integer variableas 4, and eah ontinuous variable ounts as 8. The goal is to redue the numberof non-zero entries, in partiular the ones that belong to non-binary variables. Thisan be useful to upgrade the onstraint to a more spei� type in Step 4 of Algo-rithm 10.1. The additional hope is that it also helps the aggregation heuristi ofthe omplemented mixed integer rounding ut separator to �nd more uts, and toenable the generation of �ow over uts, see Setions 8.2 and 8.5.For numerial reasons, we restrit the aggregation to apply the oe�ient elimi-nation only on those variables where both oe�ients ap
k and aq

k have integral values.Additionally, we do not want the maximum norm of the oe�ient vetor to inrease,sine this may also lead to numerial issues, in partiular after many aggregationsapplied to the same onstraint. Note, however, that this aggregation of onstraintsis disabled in the default settings of SCIP. Without aggregation, Algorithm 10.5an usually be exeuted muh faster, sine then we an ignore the aggr variable inStep 2a, whih makes it more likely to skip the onstraint pair.10.1.4 Dual Bound RedutionIn Step 3 of the presolving Algorithm 10.1 for linear onstraints, we perform an-other dual redution that an be applied to all variables that only appear in linearonstraints. Algorithm 10.6 illustrates the proedure.Step 1 alulates so-alled redundany bounds for eah variable j ∈ N , whih arede�ned as follows:De�nition 10.7 (redundany bounds). Given a set C = {C1, . . . , Cm} of linearonstraints Ci : βi ≤ (ai)Tx ≤ βi, the values redlj , reduj ∈ R ∪ {±∞} de�ned asredlj := min{xj ∈ R | αi
j + ai

jxj ≥ βi for all Ci with ai
j > 0 and

αi
j + ai

jxj ≤ βi for all Ci with ai
j < 0}reduj := max{xj ∈ R | αi

j + ai
jxj ≥ βi for all Ci with ai

j < 0 and
αi

j + ai
jxj ≤ βi for all Ci with ai

j > 0}



144 Presolvingare alled redundany bounds of variable j w.r.t. the linear onstraints C. Here, αi
jand αi

j are the ativity bound residuals of (ai)Tx w.r.t. xj , see De�nition 7.1 onpage 83.The purpose of alulating these values beomes lear with the following simpleproposition:Proposition 10.8. Let C be a set of linear onstraints that only have one �nite side
β or β eah, and let j ∈ N . Then the following holds:1. All onstraints Ci ∈ C that down-lok variable xj are redundant if xj ≥ redlj .2. All onstraints Ci ∈ C that up-lok variable xj are redundant if xj ≤ reduj .Proof. Consider the inequality β ≤ aTx and assume aj > 0. Then, this onstraintdown-loks variable xj , ompare De�nition 3.3 on page 38. For xj ≥ redlj we have
αj + ajxj ≥ β by De�nition 10.7. This is equivalent to

∀{x ∈ [l, u] | xj ≥ redlj} : aTx ≥ β,whih means that the onstraint is redundant if xj ≥ redlj . The remaining asesan be shown analogously.Proposition 10.8 is applied in Step 2 of Algorithm 10.6. If the objetive oe�-ient cj is non-negative and all onstraints that beome �less feasible� by dereasing
xj are already redundant for xj ≥ redlj , then there is no reason to set xj to a largervalue than redlj . In other words, if the problem instane is feasible and bounded,there is always an optimal solution x⋆ with x⋆

j ≤ redlj . Therefore, we an tightenthe upper bound in Step 2a and still preserve at least one optimal solution. Step 2bis analogous.10.1.5 Upgrading of Linear ConstraintsThe �nal Step 4 of the main presolving Algorithm 10.1 is to upgrade linear on-straints into onstraints of a more spei� type. For this, the linear onstrainthandler provides a allbak mehanism whih other onstraint handlers an use totake over linear onstraints and onvert them into equivalent onstraints of their owntype. The linear onstraint handler alulates ertain statistis for eah onstraintin order to simplify the upgrading proess for the other onstraint handlers. This isshown in Algorithm 10.7.First, we all the normalization Algorithm 10.2 another time, sine the onstraintmight have been modi�ed sine the last normalization in Step 1a of Algorithm 10.1.Then, we alulate a number of statistial values for the onstraint, namely the num-ber of positive and negative oe�ients for binary, general integer, and ontinuousvariables, the number of ±1 oe�ients, and the number of positive and negativeintegral and frational oe�ients. Finally, the upgrade methods of the onstrainthandlers that are hooked to the linear onstraint upgrading mehanism are alled ina spei�ed order, see below. The �rst onstraint handler that alls for the onstrainttransforms it into one of its own type, and the linear representation of the onstraintis deleted.The upgrade methods of other onstraint handlers an use the alulated statis-tis, but an also onsider the oe�ient vetor and left and right hand sides diretly.



10.1. Linear Constraints 145Algorithm 10.7 Upgrading of Linear ConstraintsInput : Linear onstraint β ≤ aTx ≤ β.1. Call Algorithm 10.2 to normalize the onstraint.2. Calulate the following statistis:nvars := |{j ∈ N | aj 6= 0}|nposbin := |{j ∈ B | aj > 0}|nnegbin := |{j ∈ B | aj < 0}|nposgenint := |{j ∈ I \B | aj > 0}|nneggenint := |{j ∈ I \B | aj < 0}|nposont := |{j ∈ C | aj > 0}|nnegont := |{j ∈ C | aj < 0}|nposoefone := |{j ∈ N | aj = 1}|nnegoefone := |{j ∈ N | aj = −1}|nposoe�nt := |{j ∈ N | aj ∈ Z>0 \ {1}}|nnegoe�nt := |{j ∈ N | aj ∈ Z<0 \ {−1}}|nposoe�ra := |{j ∈ N | aj ∈ R>0 \ Z}|nnegoe�ra := |{j ∈ N | aj ∈ R<0 \ Z}|3. Call all registered onstraint handlers in the given priority order until one ofthem took over the onstraint. If suessful, delete the linear onstraint.However, all onstraint handlers for speial types of linear onstraints available inSCIP an deide the membership of the onstraint to their lass by inspeting thestatistis only. They are alled in the following order and verify the given statis-tis. Note that the tests hek whether it is possible to reah the standard formof the onstraint by omplementing some of the binary variables and optionally bymultiplying the onstraint with −1.1. set overing onstraints: ∑j∈S xj ≥ 1 with S ⊆ B
⊲ nposbin+ nnegbin = nvars,
⊲ nposoefone+ nnegoefone = nvars,
⊲ β = 1− nnegoefone or β = nposoefone− 1, and
⊲ β = −∞ or β = +∞.2. set paking onstraints: ∑j∈S xj ≤ 1 with S ⊆ B
⊲ nposbin+ nnegbin = nvars,
⊲ nposoefone+ nnegoefone = nvars,
⊲ β = nposoefone− 1 or β = 1− nnegoefone, and
⊲ β = −∞ or β = +∞.3. set partitioning onstraints: ∑j∈S xj = 1 with S ⊆ B



146 Presolving
⊲ nposbin+ nnegbin = nvars,
⊲ nposoefone+ nnegoefone = nvars, and
⊲ β = β = nposoefone− 1 or β = β = 1− nnegoefone.4. knapsak onstraints: aTx ≤ β with aj ∈ Z≥0 for j ∈ B, aj = 0 for j ∈ N \B,and β ∈ Z≥0

⊲ nposbin+ nnegbin = nvars,
⊲ nposoefone+ nnegoefone+ nposoe�nt+ nnegoe�nt = nvars, and
⊲ β = −∞ or β = +∞.5. variable bound onstraints: β ≤ xi + ajxj ≤ β with i ∈ N \B and j ∈ I
⊲ nvars = 2,
⊲ nposbin+ nnegbin ≤ 1, and
⊲ nposont+ nnegont ≤ 1.Note that the knapsak onstraint handler does not need to hek whether theresulting right hand side after transforming the oe�ients into a ∈ Z≥0 is integraland non-negative. This is already ensured by the presolving of linear onstraints,ompare Steps 1b and 1d of Algorithm 10.1.10.2 Knapsak ConstraintsA binary knapsak onstraint is a linear onstraint

aTx ≤ βwith a ∈ ZB
≥0, xj ∈ {0, 1} for j ∈ B, and β ∈ Z≥0. The oe�ients aj are alledweights, the right hand side β is alled apaity of the knapsak.To transform a linear inequality on binary variables with integral oe�ientsinto a knapsak onstraint, it is sometimes neessary to omplement some of thebinary variables using x̄j = 1 − xj . If we want to aess or modify the weight ofa negated variable x̄j , we write aj̄. In terms of the ative problem variables, suha �omplemented� oe�ient means to have a negative oe�ient aj = −aj̄ andan updated right hand side β − aj̄ . However, it is easier to think of xj and x̄j asbeing two di�erent variables with both having non-negative oe�ients. For ease ofnotation, we assume that there are no omplemented variables in the initial form ofthe knapsak onstraint.Presolving for knapsak onstraints is muh easier than for linear onstraints. Onthe one hand, we an usually rely on the fat that all presolving methods of the linearonstraint handler have already been applied and the onstraint was upgraded into aknapsak onstraint afterwards. On the other hand, knapsak onstraints are muhsimpler, sine they are pure inequalities that onsist of only binary variables and non-negative integral oe�ients. There is one ingredient implemented in the knapsakpresolving algorithm, however, that is not available for general linear onstraints, atleast not in the SCIP implementation: oe�ient tightening and lifting using liqueinformation.Algorithm 10.8 desribes the proeeding of the presolving for a single knapsakonstraint, whih is suessively applied to all knapsak onstraints of the problem



10.2. Knapsak Constraints 147Algorithm 10.8 Presolving for Knapsak ConstraintsInput : Knapsak onstraint aTx ≤ β with item set S := {j ∈ N | aj > 0}.1. Remove �xed variables: if lj = uj , set β := β − aj lj, and aj := 0.2. Calulate d := gcd(a), and set aj := aj/d and β := ⌊β/d⌋.3. Tighten the bounds of the variables by alling the domain propagation Algo-rithm 7.3. Remove variables from S that have been �xed to zero.4. Sort the item set S = {j1, . . . , jp} by non-inreasing weight aj1 ≥ . . . ≥ ajp
.5. Let k be the largest position in S = {j1, . . . , jp} with ajk

+ ajk+1
> β. If kexists, then do for all l = k + 1, . . . , p:(a) If ajk

+ajl
> β add the lique xj1 + . . .+xjk

+xjl
≤ 1 to the lique table.6. Let α := aT1. For all k = 1, . . . , p:(a) If αjk

:= α− ajk
≥ β, break the loop.(b) Set ∆ := β − αjk
, ajk

:= ajk
−∆, β := β −∆, and α := α−∆.7. Partition S into pairwise disjoint liques S = Q1 ∪ . . . ∪ Qq using a greedyalgorithm. For eah lique Ql let aQl

:= max{aj | j ∈ Ql} be the maximumweight in the lique, and let αQ :=
∑q

l=1 aQl
be the sum of the maximumlique weights. Sort the liques by non-inreasing aQl

. For all l = 1, . . . , q:(a) If αQ
Ql

:= αQ − aQl
≥ β, break the loop.(b) Set ∆ := β − αQ

Ql
, aj := max{aj −∆, 0} for all j ∈ Ql, β := β −∆, and

αQ := αQ −∆.() If min{aj + ak | j, k ∈ Ql, j 6= k} ≤ β, add set paking onstraint
∑

j∈Ql
xj ≤ 1 to the problem instane.Update S to aount for the oe�ients whih have been set to zero.8. For all binary variables xk, k ∈ B, and values v ∈ {0, 1}:(a) Calulate the lique residuals Cxk=v

l := Cl \ {j ∈ Cl | xk = v → xj = 0}for all liques Cl, l = 1, . . . , q, in the lique partition of S.(b) Let aQ
xk=v

l
:= max{aj | j ∈ Q

xk=v
l } be the maximum weight in the liqueresidual, and let αQxk=v

:=
∑q

l=1 aQ
xk=v

l
be the sum of the maximumlique residual weights.() If αQxk=v

< β, set q := q + 1, ∆ := β − αQxk=v andi. if v = 1, set ak := ak + ∆, Qq := {k}, and update S := S ∪ {k},ii. if v = 0, set ak̄ := ak̄ + ∆, Qq := {k̄}, and update S := S ∪ {k̄} with
ak̄ being the oe�ient for the omplemented variable x̄k of xk.9. For all pairs of omplemented variables k, k̄ ∈ S:(a) If ak > ak̄, set β := β − ak̄, ak := ak − ak̄, ak̄ := 0, and S := S \ {k̄}.(b) If ak < ak̄, set β := β − ak, ak̄ := ak̄ − ak, ak := 0, and S := S \ {k}.() If ak = ak̄, set β := β − ak, ak := 0, ak̄ := 0, and S := S \ {k, k̄}.10. Sort item set S by non-inreasing weight aj : S = {j1, . . . , jq}.For all k = 1, . . . , q − 1:(a) If ajk

+ ajq
≤ β, break the loop.(b) Set ajk

:= β. If k = q − 1, set ajq
:= β.



148 Presolvinginstane. Step 1 leans up the onstraint data by removing all �xed variables fromthe onstraint. If a variable is �xed to 1, its weight has to be subtrated from theapaity. Note that additionally, all variables are replaed by their unique represen-tative, whih is either an ative problem variable xj , or the negation x̄j of an ativeproblem variable. In Step 2, the weights are divided by their greatest ommon di-visor. Of ourse, the apaity has to be divided by the same value, and it an berounded down afterwards.In Step 3, we tighten the bounds of the variables by alling the domain propaga-tion Algorithm 7.3 on page 90 and lean up the item set by removing the variablesthat have been �xed to zero in the propagation.10.2.1 Clique ExtrationAs all onstraints in SCIP, a knapsak onstraint is internally represented in a sparsefashion, i.e., only the non-zero oe�ients and their orresponding indies are stored.The set S denotes this index set, and we make sure in Step 4 that it is stored in anorder of non-inreasing weights aj . Then in Step 5, it is easy to extrat all maximalliques indued by the knapsak onstraint in order to add them to the lique tableof SCIP: they always onsist of the variables with the k largest oe�ients and oneadditional variable.De�nition 10.9 (maximal indued lique). Let C : Rn → {0, 1} be a onstrainton variables xj , j ∈ N , and let B ⊆ N be the subset of binary variables. Then,
Q ⊆ B is alled indued lique of C if

C(x) = 1 ⇒
∑

j∈Q

xj ≤ 1.An indued lique Q of C is alled maximal indued lique of C if
C(x) = 1 6⇒

∑

j∈Q∪{q}

xj ≤ 1for all q ∈ B \Q.Proposition 10.10 (maximal indued liques of knapsaks). Let aTx ≤ β bea knapsak onstraint on binary variables xj , j ∈ S := {1, . . . , p} ⊆ B, with positiveintegral oe�ients a1 ≥ . . . ≥ ap and a1 ≤ β. Then, Q ⊆ S with |Q| ≥ 2 is amaximal indued lique of the knapsak onstraint if and only if1. Q = {1, . . . , k} ∪ {l} with 1 ≤ k < l ≤ p,2. ak + al > β, and3. k = p− 1 or ak+1 + ak+2 ≤ β.Proof. Let Q = {1, . . . , k} ∪ {l}, 1 ≤ k < l ≤ p, with ak + al > β. Then, for all
i, j ∈ Q, i 6= j, we have

ai + aj ≥ ak + al > β,whih means that all variables in Q are pairwise ontraditory and Q is a lique. If
k = p− 1 then Q = S, and the lique is maximal beause due to a1 ≤ β no variable
j ∈ B \ S (i.e., aj = 0) an be a member of an indued lique. Otherwise, assume
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ak+1 + ak+2 ≤ β, and suppose that Q is not a maximal indued lique. Then, thereexists l′ ∈ S \ Q with aj + al′ > β for all j ∈ Q. In partiular, al + al′ > β. From
l′ ∈ S \Q and Q = {1, . . . , k} ∪ {l} it follows that either l = k + 1 and l′ ≥ k + 2 or
l ≥ k + 2 and l′ ≥ k + 1. In both ases we have

β < al + al′ ≤ ak+1 + ak+2 ≤ β,whih is a ontradition. This ompletes the proof of the maximality of lique Q.To prove the other diretion of the proposition, assume that Q is a maximalindued lique of the knapsak onstraint and there are more than two variablesafter the �rst �hole� in the index set Q, i.e., there exist k ∈ S \Q and l, l′ ∈ Q with
k < l < l′. Sine Q is an indued lique, we have aj + al′ > β for all j ∈ Q \ {l′}. Itfollows that

aj + ak ≥ aj + al′ > βfor all j ∈ Q \ {l′} and
ak + al′ ≥ al + al′ > β.Therefore, Q ∪ {k} is an indued lique, whih ontradits the maximality of Q.Thus, Condition 1 holds. Condition 2 holds beause Q is a lique, and Condition 3follows from the maximality of Q.10.2.2 Coeffiient TighteningSteps 6 and 7 of Algorithm 10.8 tighten the weights of the knapsak onstraint,whih means to modify the weights and the apaity suh that the set of feasibleintegral solutions to the knapsak onstraint stays una�eted, but the LP relaxationis improved.Step 6 performs the easy modi�ations that are already justi�ed only by theweights and apaity. If the sum of all weights exept ak is at most the apaity

β, the onstraint is redundant for xk = 0. If this sum αk is smaller than β, wean derease the weight and the apaity by the di�erene ∆ = β − αk, sine then,the onstraint is also redundant for xk = 0, and it has the same remaining apaity
β−ak for xk = 1. However, the LP relaxation beomes stronger: if all other variables
j 6= k are set to xj = 1, the LP value of xk is fored to be 0 instead of having thepossibility to be anywhere in [0, β−αk

ak

].Example 10.11 (oe�ient tightening for knapsaks). Consider the knapsakonstraint
12x1 + 10x2 + 7x3 + 7x4 + 5x5 + 4x6 + 3x7 + x8 ≤ 42.The sum of all weights is α = 49. The maximal residual ativity bound for x1 is

α1 = 49−12 = 37 < 42. Therefore, we an redue a1 and β by 42−37 = 5 to obtain
7x1 + 10x2 + 7x3 + 7x4 + 5x5 + 4x6 + 3x7 + x8 ≤ 37and an updated weight sum of α = 44. For the next item x2, the maximal residualativity bound is α2 = 44− 10 = 34 < 37. We an redue a2 and β by 37− 34 = 3to obtain
7x1 + 7x2 + 7x3 + 7x4 + 5x5 + 4x6 + 3x7 + x8 ≤ 34.For x3 we have α3 = 41− 7 = 34 = β and the algorithm aborts.



150 PresolvingStep 7 applies the same reasoning as Step 6, but takes more information intoaount, namely the lique table provided by SCIP. Thus, the redutions of Step 7are a superset of the ones of Step 6. However, if the knapsak onsists of more than
|S| > 1000 items, we skip Step 7 sine it gets too expensive: the greedy algorithmwhih is used to partition S into liques has a worst ase runtime of O(|S|2 · |Q|)with Q being the set of liques stored in the lique table.The reasoning for oe�ient tightening using a lique partition S = Q1∪ . . .∪Qqis the following. First, it is lear that from eah lique Ql only one variable an be setto one. This means the maximum ativity of the knapsak onstraint is αQ, whih isthe sum of the liques' maximum weights. If there is a liqueQl with residual ativitybound αQ

Ql
:= αQ − aQl

≤ β, the knapsak onstraint beomes redundant if we donot set any of the variables in Ql to one. As in Step 6, if αQ
Ql
< β, we an dereasethe weights of the lique elements and the apaity by the exess ∆ := β − αQ

Ql
inorder to tighten the LP relaxation. Note that this may redue the weights of somevariables to negative values. These weights an be replaed by zero, whih furthertightens the LP relaxation of the knapsak onstraint.Note that all redutions of Step 7 are only valid if the feasibility of the involvedliques is enfored. For a tehnial reason, the membership of the lique in the liquetable does not su�e to ensure that it will not be violated by a solution. Therefore,we have to manually add orresponding set paking onstraints in Step 7 to en-fore liques that are not implied anymore by the knapsak onstraint itself. As thefollowing example shows, this may lead to the omplete disaggregation of an aggre-gated preedene onstraint, whih is usually not desirable in presolving: althoughthe disaggregation tightens the LP relaxation, it an produe lots of additional on-straints, whih slow down the LP solving proess. Therefore, Step 7 an be disabledvia a parameter setting.Example 10.12 (disaggregation of preedene onstraints). Consider theonstraint qy + x1 + . . . + xq ≤ q with y, x1, . . . , xq ∈ {0, 1}. The liques ex-trated from this onstraint are {y, xl}, l = 1, . . . , q. In the �rst round of themain presolving loop, Step 7 of Algorithm 10.8 partitions the indies into the liques

Q1 = {y, x1}, Q2 = {x2}, . . . , Qq = {xq}. Note that the last q − 1 liques are notmaximal. The algorithm determines that αQ
Q1

= q − 1 < q whih leads to thereplaement of the knapsak onstraint with
(q − 1)y + x2 + . . .+ xq ≤ q − 1 and y + x1 ≤ 1.This is repeated in the subsequent presolving rounds with the other liques {y, xl}suh that, �nally, the single knapsak onstraint has been disaggregated into the qset paking onstraints y + xl ≤ 1, l = 1, . . . , q.10.2.3 Clique LiftingStep 8 of Algorithm 10.8 inreases the weights of the knapsak items and lifts ad-ditional variables into the knapsak, i.e., assigns positive weights to variables xj ,

j ∈ B \S. This is performed by exploiting the impliation graph and lique table ofSCIP, see Setion 3.3.5, and using the lique partition S = Q1 ∪ . . .∪Qq alulatedin Step 7. As already said, alulating the lique partition an be expensive if thereare many items in the knapsak. Therefore, we skip this step if |S| > 1000.For eah binary variable xk, k ∈ B, and for their omplements x̄k we propagatethe impliations and liques after tentatively �xing the (omplemented) variable



10.3. Set Partitioning, Set Paking, and Set Covering Constraints 151to 1. This means, we remove all items of the liques Ql in the lique partition thatare implied to be 0 by xk = 1 or xk = 0, whih yields the lique residuals Qxk=1
land Qxk=0

l , respetively. Thus, if xk = v ∈ {0, 1}, the maximum ativity αQxk=vof the knapsak onstraint is equal to the sum of the maximum weights aQ
xk=v

l
inthe lique residuals. If this sum is smaller than the apaity β, we an inrease theweight of the (omplemented) variable xk (x̄k) by ∆ := β − αQxk=v in order to �llup the slak of the redundant inequality.Note that the modi�ation of the weight a�ets the lique partition and themaximum weights therein. For simpliity, we treat eah modi�ation as an additionof a new item with weight ∆ to the knapsak and extend the lique partition by a newlique Qq+1 = {k} or Qq+1 = {k̄}. Thus, a previously modi�ed weight a�ets thealulation of the subsequent weight liftings. Therefore, the proedure is sequenedependent. Currently, we just use the ordering of the binary variables as it is givenin the data strutures of SCIP.Sine the lique lifting of Step 8 might add omplemented versions of variablesthat are already ontained in the knapsak, we should lean up the onstraint inthe follow-up Step 9. A pair (xk, x̄k) of omplemented variables will always on-tribute with at least the minimum min{ak, ak̄} of their weights to the ativity of theknapsak. Therefore, we an subtrat this minimum from the apaity and the twoweights, leaving at most one of the two items with positive weight in the knapsak.Finally, Step 10 is a less expensive version of the lique lifting of Step 8, whihonly onsiders the liques implied by the knapsak onstraint itself. If the seletionof one item fores all other variables in the knapsak to be zero, the weight of thisitem an be inreased to be equal to the apaity. This property is very easy toverify, sine we only have to hek for eah weight ajk

, k < q, whether ajk
+ajq

> β.Due to the proessing of the items in a non-inreasing order of their weights, we animmediately stop if the ondition is no longer satis�ed.10.3 Set Partitioning, Set Paking, and Set CoveringConstraintsSet partitioning, paking, and overing onstraints (�spp onstraints�) model re-stritions whih demand that exatly one, at most one, or at least one item of a setof items is seleted. They are of the form
∑

j∈S

xj = 1 (set partitioning)
∑

j∈S

xj ≤ 1 (set paking)
∑

j∈S

xj ≥ 1 (set overing)with S ⊆ B. As for knapsak onstraints, some of the binary variables may beomplemented in order to ahieve these standard representations.The presolving possibilities for spp onstraints are rather limited, sine thestruture of a single onstraint is not very rih: the equation or inequality itselfde�nes the only non-trivial faet of the assoiated polyhedron. This is beauseoe�ient matries A ∈ {0, 1}m×n with m ≤ 2 are always totally unimodular. It is,



152 PresolvingAlgorithm 10.9 Presolving for Set Partitioning, Paking, and Covering Constraints1. For all spp onstraints Ci :
∑

j∈Si
xj ⋄i 1, ⋄i ∈ {=,≤,≥}:(a) Tighten the bounds of the variables by alling domain propagation Algo-rithms 7.5 and 7.7.(b) Remove the variables from S that have been �xed to zero.2. For all spp onstraints Ci alulate the positive signature sig+

i ∈ {0, 1}
64.3. For all pairs (Cp, Cq), p < q, of spp onstraints where at least one of the twohas been modi�ed sine the last exeution of this loop:(a) If sig+

p 6≤ sig+
q and sig+

p 6≥ sig+
q , ontinue with the next pair.(b) If Sp = Sq:i. If ⋄p = ⋄q, delete onstraint Cq,ii. else if ⋄p = �= �, delete onstraint Cq,iii. else if ⋄q = �= �, delete onstraint Cp,iv. else set ⋄p := �= � and delete onstraint Cq.() If Sp ⊂ Sq:i. If ⋄p ∈ {=,≥} and ⋄q ∈ {=,≤}, set xj := 0 for all j ∈ Sq \ Sp.Set ⋄p := �= � and delete onstraint Cq.ii. If ⋄p ∈ {=,≥} and ⋄q = �≥ �, delete onstraint Cq.iii. If ⋄p = �≤ � and ⋄q ∈ {=,≤}, delete onstraint Cp.(d) If Sp ⊃ Sq:i. If ⋄p ∈ {=,≤} and ⋄q ∈ {=,≥}, set xj := 0 for all j ∈ Sp \ Sq.Set ⋄q := �= � and delete onstraint Cp.ii. If ⋄p = �≥ � and ⋄q ∈ {=,≥}, delete onstraint Cp.iii. If ⋄p ∈ {=,≤} and ⋄q = �≤ �, delete onstraint Cq.however, still possible to ombine several onstraints in order to strengthen them orto remove redundant onstraints.The presolving proedure is presented in Algorithm 10.9. The �rst step is toall the domain propagation proedures of Algorithms 7.5 and 7.7 for eah spponstraint, see pages 92 and 95. This will already identify and delete redundantonstraints from the problem instane. Afterwards, we remove variables from set Sthat are �xed to zero.For eah spp onstraint Ci, Step 2 alulates a signature vetor sig+

i ∈ {0, 1}
64,see De�nition 10.3 on page 140. These signature vetors help to speed up the pairwisepresolving loop of Step 3. Namely, if neither sig+

p ≤ sig+
q nor sig+

p ≥ sig+
q , none ofthe two index sets Sp and Sq is inluded in the other, and we an skip the pair inStep 3a. Otherwise, we perform a omplete omparison of the index sets in order todeide whether they are equal, one of them is a proper subset of the other, or theyare not subsets of eah other.If the index sets are idential, we look at the type of the onstraints in Step 3b.If the onstraints have the same type, they are ompletely idential, and one of theman be disarded. If one of the onstraints is a set partitioning onstraint, it alwaysdominates the other, and the other onstraint an be deleted. In the remaining ase,one is a set paking and the other is a set overing onstraint, whih means thatthey an be ombined to a set partitioning onstraint.If Sp ⊂ Sq, we hek for the onstraint types in Step 3. If Cp is a set partitioning



10.4. Variable Bound Constraints 153Algorithm 10.10 Presolving for Variable Bound ConstraintsInput : Variable bound onstraint β ≤ xi + ajxj ≤ β.1. Tighten the bounds of the variables by alling domain propagation Algo-rithm 7.9.2. If j ∈ B, β > −∞, and β = +∞:(a) If aj > 0 and li > β − aj , set aj := β − li.(b) If aj < 0 and li > β, set aj := aj + li − β and β := li.3. If j ∈ B, β = −∞, and β < +∞:(a) If aj < 0 and ui < β − aj, set aj := β − ui.(b) If aj > 0 and ui < β, set aj := aj + ui − β and β := ui.4. Add the variable bounds xi ≥ −ajxj + β and xi ≤ −ajxj + β to the variablebounds data struture of SCIP.or set overing onstraint, then at least one of the variables in Sp must be set to 1.This means we an �x the remaining variables in Sq to 0 if Cq is a set partitioningor set paking onstraint. On the other hand, if Cq is a set overing onstraint, it isredundant and an be deleted. In the ase that Cp is a set paking onstraint and
Cq is of partitioning or paking type, onstraint Cp is dominated by Cq and an beremoved from the problem instane. Finally, Step 3d performs the same redutionsas Step 3 with reversed roles of Cp and Cq.10.4 Variable Bound ConstraintsLinear onstraints of the form

β ≤ xi + ajxj ≤ βwith xj ∈ Z, aj ∈ R\{0}, and β, β ∈ R∪{±∞} are alled variable bound onstraints.The most ommon inarnation is the variable upper bound xi ≤ u′i xj with ontinuousor integral xi and binary xj . A brief overview of the uses of suh onstraints an befound in Setion 7.5.As for the set partitioning, paking, and overing onstraints, there are not manypresolving opportunities for variable bound onstraints. SCIP only applies the verybasi domain propagation and oe�ient tightening proedures as shown in Algo-rithm 10.10. Although it might be useful, we even refrain from omparing pairs ofvariable bound onstraints, sine suh a pairwise omparison has usually alreadybeen performed by the linear onstraint handler.Step 1 alls the domain propagation Algorithm 7.9 to tighten the bounds of theinvolved variables. If the bounding variable xj is binary and only one of the sidesis �nite, we an tighten the bounding oe�ient aj and the onstraint side β or βin Steps 2 and 3, respetively. Namely, if the onstraint is dominated by the globalbounds of xi in the non-restriting ase of xj , we an modify the oe�ient and sideto yield exatly the bound of xi in the non-restriting ase, but to behave unhangedin the restriting ase.Finally, Step 4 adds the variable bound information to the data strutures of



154 PresolvingAlgorithm 10.11 Integer to Binary Conversion1. For all general integer variables xj , j ∈ I \B, with uj = lj + 1:(a) Create a new binary variable y ∈ {0, 1}.(b) Aggregate xj : ⋆= y + lj.SCIP, see Setion 3.3.5. This information an be useful for other omponents, forexample the omplemented mixed integer rounding or the �ow over ut separator,see Chapter 8.10.5 Integer to Binary ConversionBinary variables are more favorable than general integer variables for ertain om-ponents of a MIP solver. For example, the probing of the following Setion 10.6 isonly applied to binary variables, and most of the speializations of linear onstraintslike the knapsak onstraint deal with binary variables only and an therefore arryout their speialized algorithms only if all variables of the onstraint are of binarytype. Other examples of modules that work exlusively or at least better for binaryvariables are the �ow over ut separator of Setion 8.5 and the on�it analysisexplained in Chapter 11. Thus, it seems to make sense to onvert general integervariables xj with bounds [lj , lj + 1] into binary variables by shifting them to theinterval [0, 1]. This is arried out in Algorithm 10.11.Despite the positive e�ets disussed above, there is also a reason for not on-verting general integer variables into binary variables: usually, the binary variablesof the model desribe qualitative �yes/no� deisions like, for example, whether anew fatory should be built or not. On the other hand, general integers desribeintegral quantities like how many mahines should be alloated to a fatory. Hene,there is a strutural di�erene between binary and general integer variables, whihis aptured by their type, even if a quantitative deision has only two options. Infat, many omponents like primal heuristis or branhing rules onsider the typeof the variables to guide their deisions. Usually, binary variables are treated asmore important and a deision on them is taken earlier. Thus, onverting generalinteger variables into binary variables might �onfuse� these omponents and therebydeteriorate the overall solving proess.The omputational studies of Setion 10.10 investigate whether the integer tobinary onversion is useful. Unfortunately, it turns out that only very few instanesare a�eted by this presolving operation, suh that a de�nite onlusion annot bedrawn.10.6 ProbingProbing denotes a very time-onsuming but powerful preproessing tehnique whihevolved from the IP ommunity, see Savelsbergh [199℄. It onsists of suessively�xing eah binary variable to zero and one and evaluating the orresponding sub-problems by domain propagation tehniques, see Chapter 7.Let xk ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ B, be a binary variable, and let xj ∈ [lj , uj ], j ∈ N ,



10.6. Probing 155denote some other (binary or non-binary) variable. Let l0j and u0
j be the lower andupper bounds of xj that have been dedued from xk = 0. Let l1j and u1

j be theorresponding bounds of xj dedued from xk = 1. The following observations anbe made:
⊲ If one of the �xings of xk leads to an infeasible subproblem, xk an be perma-nently �xed to the opposite value and removed from the problem instane.
⊲ If l0j = u0

j and l1j = u1
j , xj an be aggregated as xj : ⋆= l0j + (l1j − l

0
j )xk.

⊲ l′j := min{l0j , l
1
j} and u′j := max{u0

j , u
1
j} are valid global bounds of xj .

⊲ xk = 0 → l0j ≤ xj ≤ u0
j and xk = 1 → l1j ≤ xj ≤ u1

j are valid impliationsthat an be stored in the impliation graph of SCIP, see Setion 3.3.5, andexploited during the solving proess, e.g., in other preproessing algorithms orin the branhing variable seletion.The problemati issue with probing is its runtime omplexity. In its full version,we have to exeute the omplete domain propagation loop twie for eah binaryvariable. In order to avoid spending too muh time on probing, one usually employsonly a limited version of probing. One possible limitation is to restrit the number ofrounds in eah domain propagation loop. This an be done in SCIP via a parametersetting, but the default value of this parameter is to exeute the domain propagationloop with an unlimited number of rounds, i.e., until no more dedutions have beenfound.Another possibility to speed up the algorithm is to not apply probing to all binaryvariables, but only to a subset of promising andidates. This approah is used inSCIP. The binary variables are sorted suh that the most promising andidatesare evaluated �rst. If the probing does not produe any useful information forsome number of onseutive evaluated andidates, the probing algorithm is aborted.Additionally, we interrupt the probing loop after �xings or aggregations have beenfound in order to apply the other, less expensive presolving methods. The hope isthat they are able to further redue the size of the problem instane and to inreasethe hanes for probing to �nd additional redutions. Afterwards, probing ontinueswith the next andidate in its sorted list of binary variables.Algorithm 10.12 depits the details of the probing proedure. Note with defaultsettings, probing is alled in a �delayed� fashion, whih means that it is skipped aslong as other presolving omponents found redutions that trigger another round ofpresolving.Step 1 of the algorithm heks whether the probing loop was aborted due toexessive useless probings, ompare Step 4f. If this is the ase, and no relevanthanges have been applied to the instane by other presolving methods sine thelast probing all, we exit again. Otherwise, we redue the �useless� ounters by 10 %in Step 2 to allow for some more probings, even if the probing loop was abortedduring the last all due to too many suessive useless probings.If the binary variables have not already been sorted, this is performed in Step 3.The sore sj of a variable xj estimates the impat of �xing xj to 0 or 1. It onsidersthe following statistis:
⊲ the number of onstraints ζ−j and ζ+

j that get �less feasible� by setting xj to 0and 1, respetively (in a MIP, the sum ζ−j + ζ+
j is equal to the total number ofonstraints the variable is ontained in, ounting equations and ranged rowstwie), see De�nition 3.3 on page 38,



156 PresolvingAlgorithm 10.12 ProbingInput : Current values of ounters startidx, nuseless, and ntotaluseless.1. If probing was aborted in the last all, no variables have been �xed or aggre-gated, and no domains have been tightened sine the last all, abort.2. Set nuseless := 0.9 · nuseless and ntotaluseless := 0.9 · ntotaluseless.3. If not already performed, generate a sorted list S = {k1, . . . , kq} of the binaryvariables xki
, ki ∈ B: sort variables by non-inreasing sore

sj = ζ−j + ζ+
j +

∣
∣δ−D(xj = 0)

∣
∣+
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∣δ−D(xj = 1)
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∣+ 5

∣
∣Q(xj = 0)

∣
∣+ 5

∣
∣Q(xj = 1)

∣
∣.with D = (V,A) being the impliation graph and Q being the lique table.4. For i = startidx, . . . , q:(a) If xki

has been �xed or aggregated, ontinue Loop 4 with the next an-didate.(b) For v = 0, 1:i. Tentatively �x xki
:= v.ii. Propagate impliations δ−D(xki

= v) and liques Q(xki
= v) to obtainimplied bounds [l̂v, ûv] ⊆ [l, u].iii. Call domain propagation to obtain implied bounds [l̃v, ũv] ⊆ [l̂v, ûv].iv. Reset lki

:= 0, uki
:= 1, and undo all implied bound hanges.() If propagation of xki

= 0 dedued a on�it, �x xki
:= 1.If propagation of xki

= 1 dedued a on�it, �x xki
:= 0.(d) For all j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= ki:i. Set lj := min{l̃0j , l̃1j} and uj := max{ũ0

j , ũ
1
j}.ii. If l̃0j = ũ0

j and l̃1j = ũ1
j , aggregate xj : ⋆= l̃0j + (l̃1j − l̃

0
j )xki

.iii. If l̃0j > l̂j , add xki
= 0→ xj ≥ l̃

0
j to the impliation graph.If ũ0

j < ûj , add xki
= 0→ xj ≤ ũ0

j to the impliation graph.If l̃1j > l̂j , add xki
= 1→ xj ≥ l̃1j to the impliation graph.If ũ1

j < ûj , add xki
= 1→ xj ≤ ũ1

j to the impliation graph.(e) Inrease nuseless and ntotaluseless. If a variable has been �xed or aggre-gated in Loop 4d, reset nuseless := 0 and ntotaluseless := 0. If a boundhas been tightened in Loop 4d, reset ntotaluseless := 0.(f) If nuseless ≥ 2000 or ntotaluseless ≥ 100, abort Loop 4.(g) If at least 50 variables have been �xed or aggregated in this probing all,interrupt Loop 4.5. Set startidx := i+ 1.
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⊲ the number of impliations that are triggered by xj = 0 and xj = 1, and
⊲ the number of liques |Q(xj = v)| the variable is ontained in as negative(v = 0) or positive (v = 1) literal, see Setion 3.3.5.We ount eah lique as 5 impliations, whih means we estimate the average liquesize to be 6.Step 4 represents the main probing loop in whih the probing is applied to theindividual andidates xki

of the sorted andidate list S. At �rst, we hek in Step 4awhether the andidate is still an ative variable. If it has been �xed or aggregatedsine the andidate list was generated, we skip the andidate. Step 4b performsthe atual work of propagating the settings xki
= 0 and xki

= 1. Note that we�rst propagate the known impliations in the impliation graph and lique table inorder to be able to identify unknown impliations in the evaluation of Step 4(d)iii.Otherwise, we would generate the same impliations over and over again and wastea onsiderable amount of time in the impliation graph management. After havingperformed the impliation and lique propagation we propagate the onstraints.Steps 4 and 4d evaluate the results of the probing. If one of the tentative�xings lead to an infeasibility, the probing variable an be �xed to the other valuein Step 4. If both probing diretions produed a on�it, we onlude that theinstane is infeasible and an abort the solving proess. Note that if xki
has been�xed to xki

:= v, we an immediately tighten the bounds of the other variablesto l := l̃v and u := ũv. Otherwise, we inspet the bound dedutions in Loop 4d.First, we an tighten the bounds of eah variable xj as indiated in Step 4(d)i. Ifthis leads to a �xed variable lj = uj , we an skip the remaining steps and ontinueLoop 4d with the next variable. If the variable xj is fored to one of its bounds inboth probing diretions, we an aggregate it in Step 4(d)ii. Otherwise, we omparethe dedued bounds [l̃vj , ũ
v
j ] with the known implied bounds [l̂vj , û

v
j ] in Step 4(d)iiiand add previously unknown impliations to the impliation graph of SCIP.Step 4e updates the nuseless and ntotaluseless ounters. We all a probing uselessif it did not produe any �xings or aggregations of variables. If it even did not help totighten a bound of a variable, we all it totally useless. We abort the probing loop inStep 4f if 2000 suessive useless probings or 100 suessive totally useless probingshave been onduted. As mentioned above, we interrupt the probing proess inStep 4g if it seems bene�ial to further redue the problem instane by applyingother, less expensive presolving tehniques. In the default settings of SCIP, probingis interrupted after a total number of 50 �xings or aggregations have been found inLoop 4. Finally, in Step 5 we reord the index of the andidate with whih we wantto ontinue the probing loop in the next exeution of the algorithm.10.7 Impliation Graph AnalysisAs mentioned in the previous setion, probing is a very time-onsuming presolvingtehnique and is therefore delayed until all other presolving omponents failed to �ndmore redutions. Additionally, probing may be aborted prematurely. However, onepart of probing an be implemented muh more e�iently, namely the extration of�xings and aggregations out of the impliation graph. Therefore, this part of probingis repliated in an additional presolving plugin: the impliation graph analysis.The idea is to ompare for eah binary variable xk, k ∈ B, the list of impliations

δ−D(xk = 0) and δ−D(xk = 1). Sine these lists are sorted by the index of the implied



158 PresolvingAlgorithm 10.13 Impliation Graph Analysis1. For all binary variables xk, k ∈ B, and all variables xj , j ∈ N , that are impliedvariables in both impliation lists, δ−D(xk = 0) and δ−D(xk = 1):(a) If xk = 0→ xj ≥ l0j and xk = 1→ xj ≥ l1j , tighten lj := min{l0j , l1j}.(b) If xk = 0→ xj ≤ u
0
j and xk = 1→ xj ≤ u

1
j , tighten uj := max{u0

j , u
1
j}.() If xk = 0→ xj ≤ lj and xk = 1→ xj ≥ uj , aggr. xj : ⋆= lj + (uj − lj)xk.(d) If xk = 0→ xj ≥ uj and xk = 1→ xj ≤ lj , aggr. xj : ⋆= uj − (uj − lj)xk.variable, they an be sanned in linear time w.r.t. the sum of their lengths in orderto identify variables xj that appear in both lists. The following onlusions an bemade, whih are similar to Steps 4(d)i and 4(d)ii of the probing Algorithm 10.12:

xk = 0→ xj ≥ l
0
j ∧ xk = 1→ xj ≥ l

1
j ⇒ xj ≥ min{l0j , l1j}

xk = 0→ xj ≤ u
0
j ∧ xk = 1→ xj ≤ u

1
j ⇒ xj ≤ max{u0

j , u
1
j}

xk = 0→ xj = lj ∧ xk = 1→ xj = uj ⇒ xj
⋆
= lj + (uj − lj)xk

xk = 0→ xj = uj ∧ xk = 1→ xj = lj ⇒ xj
⋆
= uj − (uj − lj)xkThe proedure is summarized in Algorithm 10.13. Note that the impliationgraph stores only non-redundant impliations. This means the implied bounds arealways tighter than the global bounds, and we do not have to hek whether theminimum or maximum of the implied bounds used in Steps 1a and 1b is indeedbetter than the urrent global bound lj or uj , respetively.10.8 Dual FixingDespite a few steps in the linear onstraint presolving, all presolving tehniquespresented so far are so-alled primal presolving algorithms. They are purely based onfeasibility arguments and are therefore valid independently of the objetive funtion.In ontrast, the reasoning of dual presolving tehniques is based on optimalityonsiderations. For example, if we an prove that for every optimal solution x⋆ thereexists a solution x̂ with the same objetive value c⋆ = cTx⋆ = cT x̂ in whih a ertainvariable xj has a spei� value x̂j = v, we an �x xj := v. Thereby, we may rule outa number of feasible solutions, but we are still sure that the feasibility status of theinstane does not hange and that an optimal solution for the presolved instane isalso optimal in the original instane.Dual presolving an be interpreted as primal presolving in the dual spae. Forexample, like for primal variables, bound tightening an also be applied in the dualspae for the dual variables and the redued osts. If we �nd out that a dualvariable yi of a linear onstraint Ci : aTx ≤ β is always negative, we an onlude bythe omplementary slakness that the orresponding primal slak variable is alwayszero and the inequality is always satis�ed with equality, i.e., aTx = β. As anadditional example, if we an prove that a redued ost rj is always positive, wean again by the omplementary slakness onlude that the primal variable xj willalways be at its lower bound, and we an �x xj := lj . Other dual redutions exploitolumn domination (whih is the dual analogon of onstraint domination, ompare



10.8. Dual Fixing 159Algorithm 10.14 Dual Fixing1. For all variables xj , j ∈ N :(a) If cj ≥ 0 and ζ−j = 0, �x xj := lj .(b) If cj ≤ 0 and ζ+
j = 0, �x xj := uj .() If the variable xj has been �xed to an in�nite value and cj 6= 0, onludethat the instane is either unbounded or infeasible.

Step 2d of the pairwise linear onstraint presolving Algorithm 10.5 on page 141) andsymmetri sets of variables.The ommon property of dual presolving algorithms is that they look at theolumns A·j of the oe�ient matrix of the MIP. Unfortunately, the onstraintbased approah of SCIP does not support suh a dual view of the problem instane,sine the onstraint data are stored in private data strutures of the onstraint han-dlers. This means, the neessary problem information is not aessible via frameworkmethods, and even eah onstraint handler has only partial information about theproblem.A small step to remedy this situation is that SCIP expliitly ollets a limitedamount of dual information, whih has to be provided by the onstraint handlers, seeSetion 3.3.3. This information exists in the form of variable loks, see De�nition 3.3on page 38. For a MIP with inequality system Ax ≤ b, the down-loks ζ−j ountthe number of negative entries in the olumn A·j , while the up-loks ζ+
j are thenumber of positive entries in A·j . More generally, for a onstraint integer programthe variable loks ζ−j and ζ+

j ount the number of onstraints that get �less feasible�by dereasing or inreasing the value of xj , respetively.Having this information at hand, we an perform the so-alled dual �xing, whihmeans to �x a variable to its lower or upper bound whenever this is neither harm-ful to the objetive funtion value nor to the feasibility of the onstraints. Thisstraightforward proedure is depited in Algorithm 10.14.For eah variable xj , Step 1a heks whether we an safely �x the variable toits lower bound without inreasing the objetive funtion value or inreasing theviolation of a onstraint. Step 1b applies the same reasoning for the upper bound.It may happen that the variable gets �xed to an �in�nite� value, sine the boundsdo not need to be �nite. From a pratial point of view, this is not a big issue: wejust �x the variable to a very large value whih is onsidered as in�nity. Then, allonstraints will be deleted as redundant that ontain this variable. If the objetiveoe�ient cj of suh a variable is non-zero, however, we end up with an in�niteobjetive funtion value. This means, the instane is either unbounded or infeasible,depending on whether there is a feasible solution for the remaining onstraints andvariables. As other MIP solvers like Cplex [118℄ or Xpress [76℄, SCIP terminatesin this situation with the undeided status �infeasible or unbounded�. In order todeide the feasibility status of the instane, one an solve the model without objetivefuntion by setting c := 0.



160 Presolving10.9 RestartsRestarts are a well-known and very important ingredient of modern SAT solvers likeBerkMin [100℄, MiniSat [82℄, or zChaff [168℄. Nevertheless, they have not beenused so far for solving MIPs. Restarts di�er from the lassial presolving methods inthat they are not applied before the branh-and-bound searh ommenes. Instead,restarting means to abort a running searh proess in order to reapply presolving andto onstrut a new searh tree from srath. In the next solving pass, one exploitsthe information gathered during the previous pass. In this sene, one an view theprevious searh pass as a data olleting presolving step for the subsequent pass.The most ommon implementation of restarts in SAT solvers is to interrupt eahsearh pass after a ertain number of on�its, i.e., infeasible subproblems, have beendeteted. This number is inreased after every restart, usually in an exponentialfashion.Note that SAT solvers based on on�it analysis (see Chapter 11) and restartsgenerate at least one on�it lause for eah infeasible subproblem they enounter.The on�it lauses apture the reason for the infeasibility and prevent the searhproess from produing the same or a more general on�it again. Sine SAT solversproeed in a depth �rst fashion, the on�it lause database ontains all informationthat are ommonly represented as a searh tree in branh-and-bound algorithms.Hene, disarding the urrent searh tree does not lead to a loss of information: theknowledge about the searh spae that has already been inspeted is still availablein the form of on�it lauses. Therefore, restarts are an e�etive way to undodisadvantageous branhing deisions and to inrease the possibility to detet so-alled bakdoor variables (see Williams, Gomes, and Selman [213, 214℄). These arevariables whih, if set to a �xed value, onsiderably redue the di�ulty of theresulting subproblems.MIP solvers, however, di�er from SAT solvers in two important properties: �rst,they proess the nodes in a best �rst or similar order, thereby produing muhlonger lists of open subproblems during the searh than depth �rst searh basedSAT solvers. Seond, apart from the branhing deisions and domain propagations,they store the LP warm start information in the tree. These data are very expensiveto obtain sine it requires the solving of the subproblems' LP relaxations. Thus,by disarding the searh tree, MIP solvers waste muh more information than SATsolvers, namely all the warm start LP bases that have been stored for the open leavesof the tree.Therefore, we doubt that an extensive use of restarts improves the average run-time of a MIP solver. We performed preliminary omputations whih seond thishypothesis. On the other hand, it is often the ase that utting planes and strongbranhing in the root node identify �xings of variables that have not been detetedduring presolving. These �xings an trigger additional presolve redutions after arestart, thereby simplifying the problem instane and improving its LP relaxation.The downside is that we have to solve the root LP relaxation again, whih ansometimes be very expensive.Nevertheless, the above observation leads to the idea of applying a restart diretlyafter the root node has been solved and if a ertain fration of the integer variableshave been �xed during the proessing of the root node. In our implementation, arestart is performed if at least 5% of the integer variables of the presolved modelhave been �xed.



10.10. Computational Results 161test set none no linear pairs aggreg linear pairs no knap disaggreg
time miplib +65 −2 +2 −1oral +93 −3 −5 +10milp +82 +4 +10 +8enlight −7 −1 −2 −2alu +248 −6 −10 −1ftp +130 +3 +2 0a +112 +7 +16 +19f +372 +1 +1 0arset +72 +24 −1 +2mik +458 +9 +2 −1total +91 +1 +2 +5
nodes miplib +163 +2 −2 +3oral +126 −4 −6 +11milp +128 +10 +14 +1enlight +50 0 0 0alu +398 −23 −43 0ftp +402 0 0 0a +233 +35 +33 +62f +2589 −8 −4 0arset +114 +60 +8 0mik +204 −1 0 0total +162 +3 +1 +6Table 10.1. Performane e�et of various presolving methods for solving MIP instanes. Thevalues denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and num-ber of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings. Positive values represent adeterioration, negative values an improvement.10.10 Computational ResultsIn this setion we present benhmarks that evaluate various aspets of MIP presolv-ing. Table 10.1 and 10.2 show the e�et of disabling partiular presolving methods.Detailed results an be found in Tables B.161 to B.180.Column �none� of Table 10.1 yields the results for disabling presolving ompletely.Apart from the enlight instanes, presolving signi�antly improves the performaneon all test sets. Overall, disabling presolving almost leads to a doubling of theruntime and to an even larger inrease in the number of branhing nodes that haveto be proessed.The remaining olumns of Table 10.1 deal with ertain subroutines in the linearand knapsak presolving. Disabling the presolving of pairs of linear onstraints asdepited in Algorithm 10.5 yields the average performane ratios shown in olumn�no linear pairs�. Besides the arset, mik, and a test sets, the impat of thismethod is rather weak.The onstraint aggregation Steps 2f and 2g of Algorithm 10.5 are disabled inthe default settings. This dereases the runtime overhead of the pairwise presolvingalgorithm, sine we an also rule out onstraint pairs by the signature hek inStep 2a that inlude equations. Ativating this rather expensive step yields theresults shown in olumn �aggreg linear pairs�. The onstraint aggregation an onlyimprove the performane on the oral and alu instanes by a signi�ant amount,even if we onsider the number of nodes instead of the runtime. Overall, it leads toa slight deterioration.The olumn labeled �no knap disaggreg� shows the benhmarks for disabling theknapsak lique disaggregation. This means, the oe�ient tightening Step 7 of theknapsak presolving Algorithm 10.8 is skipped. Although it has been argued byother researhers, for example Bixby et al. [46℄ and Fügenshuh and Martin [90℄,



162 Presolvingtest set no int to binary no probing full probing no impl graph no dual �xing
time miplib −3 +9 +16 −2 −1oral −1 +20 +4 +5 +7milp +1 +12 +5 0 +3enlight +35 +3 0 −2 −2alu −2 −2 −1 −22 −1ftp 0 −4 0 +2 0a +1 +100 +36 +1 0f 0 +9 0 0 +4arset +7 −3 +2 +1 +7mik −3 +28 +3 0 +2total 0 +14 +8 0 +3
nodes miplib −1 +16 −9 −2 +2oral −1 +14 −17 +2 −6milp +4 +52 +5 0 −5enlight +27 +44 0 0 0alu −2 −8 0 −37 0ftp 0 −6 −1 0 0a 0 +286 +32 0 0f 0 +15 0 0 +10arset +5 +13 +7 0 +11mik −2 +44 0 0 0total +1 +28 −5 −1 −2Table 10.2. Performane e�et of generi presolving plugins for solving MIP instanes. Thevalues denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and num-ber of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings. Positive values represent adeterioration, negative values an improvement.that one should not disaggregate aggregated implied bound onstraints and insteadseparate them on demand, our results show that�at least for SCIP and on ourtest sets�disaggregation of these onstraints in the presolving improves the overallperformane by 5%. A possible explanation is that SCIP in its default settings onlyapplies utting plane separation at the root node and an therefore not generatemissing implied bound uts at loal nodes. Additionally, the stronger LP relaxationdue to immediate disaggregation leads to a more e�etive strong branhing, sineutting planes are not separated for the strong branhing LPs.Table 10.3 shows the summary of our experiments on restarts. More detailedresults an be found in Tables B.181 to B.190. As already said in Setion 10.9, werestart the solving proess after the root node has been proessed and if at least5% of the integer variables of the presolved model have been �xed due to root nodeuts or strong branhing and the subsequent domain propagation. Note that forthe nodes statistis, we ount the total of the branhing nodes in all passes. In thedefault settings, however, this results in only one additional node per restart sinethe restart is applied diretly after the proessing of the root node.The results in olumn �no restart� for disabling the restarts show that they yieldan average performane improvement of 8%. An outstanding e�et an be observedon the mik instanes for whih disabling restarts multiplies the average runtime by6. For most of these instanes, the optimal solution an already be found at theroot node of the �rst solving pass. This yields a signi�ant amount of redued oststrengthening and strong branhing redutions, suh that the subsequent presolvingredues the size of the problem instane by a large amount. For example, theinstane mik.500-5-75.1 has 500 integer variables in its original formulation, andthe initial presolving an delete only one of them. After the primal heuristi RENSfound the optimal solution at the root node, 349 additional integer variables ouldbe �xed suh that only 150 integer variables remained in the problem instane after



10.10. Computational Results 163test set no restart sub restart aggr sub restart
time miplib +3 +2 +4oral −1 0 +2milp +10 +12 +14enlight −1 −1 −1alu 0 +1 0ftp +3 +2 +1a +3 −1 +1f +1 +1 +2arset +9 −1 +1mik +500 0 +1total +8 +4 +6
nodes miplib −4 +3 +2oral −4 +3 +2milp +19 +15 +21enlight 0 0 0alu 0 0 −13ftp 0 0 0a 0 0 0f +8 −2 −8arset +4 −6 −3mik +310 0 0total +7 +6 +6Table 10.3. Performane e�et of using restarts for solving MIP instanes. The values denotethe perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and number of branhingnodes (bottom) ompared to the default settings. Positive values represent a deterioration, negativevalues an improvement.the restart. Additionally, the seond presolving redued the number of rows in theLP from 324 to 249, although the dual bound at the root node improved.We also experimented with applying a restart during the branh-and-boundsearh after a ertain fration of the integer variables has been globally �xed. Suhglobal �xings an be identi�ed, for example, by the root redued ost strengthening,see Setion 7.7, or if one of the two subtrees of the root node has been proessedompletely and has therefore been ut o� from the tree.Unfortunately, the results are inferior to the default settings. Column �sub restart�gives the results for applying an additional restart eah time when the number ofglobally �xed integer variables exeeded 10% of the total number of integer vari-ables in the presolved model. The settings used to produe the results of olumn�aggr sub restart� are even more aggressive: here, the solving proess is alreadyrestarted if 5% of the integer variables have been globally �xed. A ursory inspe-tion of the log �les indiates that global variable �xings happen very infrequentlyduring the proessing of the subproblems, and if a signi�ant amount of additionalvariables has been globally �xed, the searh is usually almost �nished suh that arestart at this point is very disadvantegeous. Therefore, in order to make good useof delayed restarts, one has to invent di�erent riteria for their appliation.





Chapter 11Conflit AnalysisThe branh-and-bound algorithm to solve mixed integer programs divides the givenproblem instane into smaller subproblems and iterates this proess reursively untilan optimal solution of the respetive subproblem an be identi�ed or the subproblemis deteted to be infeasible or to exeed the primal bound. It seems that urrentstate-of-the-art MIP solvers like Cplex [118℄, Lingo [148℄, SIP [159℄, orXpress [76℄simply disard infeasible and bound-exeeding subproblems without paying furtherattention to them.The satis�ability problem an also be solved by a branh-and-bound deompo-sition sheme, whih was originally proposed in this ontext by Davis, Putnam,Logemann, and Loveland [77, 78℄, hene the name DPLL algorithm. In ontrast toMIP solvers, modern SAT solvers try to learn from infeasible subproblems, whihis an idea due to Marques-Silva and Sakallah [157℄. The infeasibilities are ana-lyzed in order to generate so-alled on�it lauses. These are implied lauses thathelp to prune the searh tree. They also enable the solver to apply so-alled non-hronologial baktraking.The idea of on�it analysis is to identify a reason for the infeasibility of theurrent subproblem and to exploit this knowledge later in the searh. In SAT solving,suh a reason is a subset of the urrent variable �xings that already su�es to triggera hain of logial dedutions that ends in a ontradition. This means, the �xing ofthe variables of this on�it set renders the problem instane infeasible. The on�itlause that an be learned from this on�it states that at least one of the variablesin the on�it set has to take the opposite truth value. This lause is added tothe lause database and an then be used at other subproblems to �nd additionalimpliations in domain propagation, thereby pruning the searh tree.A similar idea of on�it analysis are the so-alled no-goods, whih emergedfrom the onstraint programming ommunity, see, e.g., Stallman and Sussman [201℄,Ginsberg [94℄, and Jiang, Rihards, and Rihards [124℄. They an be seen as ageneralization of on�it lauses to the domain of onstraint programming.In this hapter, we desribe a generalization of on�it analysis to branh-and-bound based mixed integer programming and onstraint integer programming. Thesame generalization was independently developed by Sandholm and Shields [198℄.Parts of this hapter have been published in Ahterberg [1℄.Suppose a subproblem in the branh-and-bound searh tree is deteted to beinfeasible or to exeed the primal bound. We will show that this situation an beanalyzed with similar tehniques as in SAT solving: a on�it graph is onstrutedfrom whih on�it onstraints an be extrated. These onstraints an be usedas utting planes and in domain propagation to strengthen the relaxations of othersubproblems in the tree.Note that the term �on�it graph� is used di�erently in the SAT and MIPommunities. In MIP solving, the on�it graph onsists of impliations betweentwo binary variables eah, see e.g., Atamtürk, Nemhauser, and Savelsbergh [24℄. Itrepresents a vertex-paking relaxation of the MIP instane and an, for instane,165



166 Conflit Analysisbe used to derive utting planes like lique uts, see Setion 8.7. In SAT solving,and also in this hapter, the on�it graph represents the dedutions that have beenperformed in order to prove the infeasibility of the urrent subproblem.There are two main di�erenes of MIP and SAT solving in the ontext of on�itanalysis. First, the variables of an MIP need not to be of binary type; we also haveto deal with general integer and ontinuous variables. Furthermore, the infeasibilityof a subproblem in the MIP searh tree usually has its soures in the linear pro-gramming (LP) relaxation of the subproblem. In this ase, we �rst have to �nd a(preferably simple) reason for the LP's infeasibility before we an apply the SATon�it analysis tehniques for generating on�it onstraints.This hapter is organized as follows. Setion 11.1 reviews on�it graph analysisof SAT solvers. For an infeasible subproblem, it is shown how to generate the on�itgraph and how to extrat valid on�it lauses out of this graph. Setion 11.2deals with the generalization of these tehniques to mixed integer programming.We explain how infeasible and bound-exeeding linear programs an be analyzed inorder to detet a on�it in the loal bounds of the variables. This on�it is usedas starting point to onstrut the on�it graph from whih on�it onstraints anbe extrated with the tehniques explained in Setion 11.1. Additionally, we disusshow we generalize the notion of the on�it graph in the presene of non-binaryvariables. Experimental results in Setion 11.3 demonstrate that on�it analysisleads to savings in the average number of branhing nodes and the average timeneeded to solve MIPs. As the results of Chapter 17 show, on�it analysis is a keyingredient for solving the hip design veri�ation problem with our onstraint integerprogramming approah.11.1 Conflit Analysis in SAT SolvingIn this setion we review the on�it analysis tehniques used in SAT solving, seee.g., Marques-Silva and Sakallah [157℄ or Zhang et al. [224℄. We reapitulate thede�nition of the satis�ability problem (SAT), see Setion 1.2.De�nition (satis�ability problem). Let C = C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm be a logi formulain onjuntive normal form (CNF) on Boolean variables x1, . . . , xn. Eah lause
Ci = ℓi1∨. . .∨ℓ

i
ki
is a disjuntion of literals. A literal ℓ ∈ L = {x1, . . . , xn, x̄1, . . . , x̄n}is either a variable xj or the negation of a variable x̄j . The task of the satis�abilityproblem (SAT) is to either �nd an assignment x⋆ ∈ {0, 1}n, suh that the formula Cis satis�ed, i.e., eah lause Ci evaluates to 1, or to onlude that C is unsatis�able,i.e., for all x ∈ {0, 1}n at least one Ci evaluates to 0.The DPLL-algorithm to solve SAT problems �xes one of the binary variables to

0 or 1 at eah node in the searh tree. Then, Boolean onstraint propagation (BCP)dedues further �xings by applying the domain propagation rule
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ki} \ {p} : ℓij = 0 → ℓip = 1on the lauses Ci = ℓi1 ∨ . . . ∨ ℓ

i
ki
, i = 1, . . . ,m, ompare the domain propagation ofset overing onstraints in Setion 7.4. This rule is triggered if the deletion of falseliterals redues a still unsatis�ed lause to a single literal, a so-alled unit lause. Inthis ase, the remaining literal an be �xed to 1. BCP is applied iteratively until no



11.1. Conflit Analysis in SAT Solving 167more dedutions an be found or a lause gets empty, i.e., all its literals are �xedto 0. The latter ase is alled a on�it, and on�it analysis an be performedto produe a on�it lause, whih is explained in the following. Afterwards, theinfeasible subproblem is disarded and the searh ontinues by baktraking to aprevious node and proessing a di�erent leaf of the branhing tree.11.1.1 Conflit Graph AnalysisThe dedutions performed in BCP an be visualized in a on�it graph G = (V,A).The verties V = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓk, λ} ⊂ L ∪ {λ} of this direted graph represent theurrent value assignments of the variables, with the speial vertex λ representingthe on�it. The ars an be partitioned into A = A1 ∪ . . . ∪AD ∪Aλ. Eah subset
Ad, d = 1, . . . , D, represents one dedution: whenever a lause Ci = ℓi1∨ . . .∨ ℓ

i
ki
∨ ℓirbeame a unit lause in BCP with remaining un�xed literal ℓir, a set of ars Ad =

{(ℓ̄i1, ℓ
i
r), . . . , (ℓ̄

i
ki
, ℓir)} is reated in order to represent the dedution ℓ̄i1 ∧ . . .∧ ℓ̄iki

→

ℓir that is implied by Ci. The additional set of ars Aλ = {(ℓ̄λ1 , λ), . . . , (ℓ̄
λ
kλ
, λ)}represents lause Cλ that deteted the on�it (i.e., the lause that beame emptyin BCP).Example 11.1. Consider the CNF C = C1 ∧ . . . ∧ C18 with the following lauses:

C1 : x1 ∨ x2 C7 : x̄10 ∨ x11 C13 : x16 ∨ x18

C2 : x̄2 ∨ x̄3 C8 : x̄8 ∨ x12 ∨ x13 C14 : x̄17 ∨ x̄18

C3 : x̄2 ∨ x̄4 ∨ x̄5 C9 : x12 ∨ x14 C15 : x̄12 ∨ x19

C4 : x6 ∨ x̄7 C10 : x̄8 ∨ x̄13 ∨ x̄14 ∨ x15 C16 : x7 ∨ x̄19 ∨ x20

C5 : x3 ∨ x5 ∨ x7 ∨ x8 C11 : x̄8 ∨ x̄9 ∨ x̄15 ∨ x̄16 C17 : x15 ∨ x̄20 ∨ x21

C6 : x3 ∨ x̄8 ∨ x9 C12 : x̄15 ∨ x17 C18 : x̄8 ∨ x̄20 ∨ x̄21Suppose the �xings x1 = 0, x4 = 1, x6 = 0, x10 = 1, and x12 = 0 were applied inthe branhing steps of the DPLL proedure. This leads to a on�it generated byonstraint C14. The orresponding on�it graph is shown in Figure 11.1.In the on�it graph, we distinguish between branhing verties VB and deduedverties V \ VB . Branhing verties are those without inoming ars. Eah utseparating the branhing verties VB from the on�it vertex λ gives rise to onedistint on�it lause (see Figure 11.1), whih is obtained as follows.Let V = Vr ∪ Vc, Vr ∩ Vc = ∅, be a partition of the verties arising from a utwith VB ⊆ Vr and λ ∈ Vc. Vr is alled reason side, and Vc is alled on�it side.The reason side's frontier Vf := {ℓp ∈ Vr | ∃(ℓp, ℓq) ∈ A, ℓq ∈ Vc} is alled on�itset. Fixing the literals in Vf to 1 su�es to produe the on�it. Therefore, theon�it lause Cf =
∨

ℓj∈Vf
ℓ̄j is valid for all feasible solutions of the SAT instaneat hand.Figure 11.1 shows di�erent types of uts (labeled 'A' to 'D'), leading to di�erenton�it lauses. The ut labeled 'A' produes lause CA = x1 ∨ x̄4 ∨ x6 ∨ x̄10 ∨ x12onsisting of all branhing variables. This lause does not help to prune the searhtree, beause the urrent subproblem is the only one where all branhing variablesare �xed to these spei� values. The lause will never be violated again. Cut 'D'is not useful either, beause lause CD = x̄17 ∨ x̄18 is equal to the on�it-detetinglause Cλ = C14 and already present in the lause database. Therefore, useful utsmust be loated somewhere �in between�.
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A B C D
depth 1 depth 2 depth 3 depth 4 depth 5Figure 11.1. Con�it graph of Example 11.1. The verties in the top row are branhing deisions,the ones below are dedutions. Eah ut separating the branhing verties and the on�it vertex(λ) yields a on�it lause.There are several methods for generating useful uts. Two of them are the so-alled All-FUIP and 1-FUIP shemes whih proved to be suessful for SAT solving.These are explained in the following. We refer to Zhang et al. [224℄ for a moredetailed disussion.Eah vertex in the on�it graph represents a �xing of a variable that was appliedin one of the nodes on the path from the root node to the urrent node in the searhtree. The depth level of a vertex is the depth of the node in the searh tree atwhih the variable was �xed. In eah depth level, the �rst �xing orresponds to abranhing vertex while all subsequent �xings are dedutions. In the example shownin Figure 11.1, there are 5 depth levels (exluding the root node) whih are de�nedby the suessive branhing verties x̄1, x4, x̄6, x10, and x̄12.De�nition 11.2 (unique impliation point). A unique impliation point (UIP)of depth level d is a vertex ℓdu ∈ V representing a �xing in depth level d, suh thatevery path from the branhing vertex of depth level d to the on�it vertex λ goesthrough ℓdu or through a UIP ℓd

′

u′ of higher depth level d′ > d. The �rst uniqueimpliation point (FUIP) of a depth level d is the UIP ℓdu 6= λ that was �xed last,i.e., that is losest to the on�it vertex λ.Note that the UIPs of the di�erent depth levels are de�ned reursively, startingat the last depth level, i.e., the level of the on�it. UIPs an be identi�ed in lineartime by a single san through the on�it graph. In the example, the FUIPs of theindividual depth levels are x15, x11, x8, x̄5, and x̄3, respetively.The 1-FUIP sheme �nds the �rst UIP in the last depth level. All literals thatwere �xed after this FUIP are put to the on�it side. The remaining literals andthe FUIP are put to the reason side. In the example shown in Figure 11.1, the FUIPof the last depth level is x15. The 1-FUIP ut is the one labeled 'C'. It orrespondsto the on�it lause CC = x̄8 ∨ x̄9 ∨ x̄15.The All-FUIP sheme �nds the �rst UIP of every single depth level. From eahdepth level, the literals �xed after their orresponding FUIP are put to the on�itside. The remaining literals and the FUIPs are put to the reason side. In the
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Figure 11.2. The ut separating the branhing verties (top row) and a dedued vertex (x15)yields the reonvergene lause x̄8 ∨ x12 ∨ x15.example, this results in ut 'B' and the on�it lause CB = x3 ∨ x̄8 ∨ x̄15.11.1.2 Reonvergene CutsIn the previous setion it was shown that eah ut separating the branhing vertiesfrom the on�it vertex gives rise to a on�it lause, whih ontains the literals ofthe reason side's frontier. By dropping the requirement that the ut must separatethe on�it vertex from the branhing verties, we get a di�erent lass of uts whihare alled uts not involving on�its (see Zhang et al. [224℄). These uts an alsobe used to derive valid lauses from the on�it graph. In order to apply non-hronologial baktraking, whih is explained in Setion 11.1.3, one has to generatesome of these uts, in partiular the UIP reonvergene uts of the last depth level(see below).Figure 11.2 gives an example of a ut not involving on�its. In on�it graphanalysis, the on�it vertex λ is substituted by an arbitrary vertex ℓu representinga literal. In the example, ℓu = x15 was hosen, whih is the �rst unique impliationpoint of the last depth level.Eah ut separating the branhing verties VB from the vertex ℓu by partitioningthe verties V into Vr ⊇ VB and Vc ∋ ℓu gives rise to a lause Cu = (
∨

ℓi∈Vf
ℓ̄i) ∨ ℓu.Again, Vf onsists of the verties at the reason side's frontier of the ut. However,suh a lause is only useful if Vc ∪ Vf ontains an ℓu-reonvergene, i.e., a vertex

ℓi ∈ Vc ∪Vf with two di�erent paths from ℓi to ℓu. Otherwise, it an be proven thatall possible dedutions of Cu an already be found by iterated BCP on the urrentlause database.The ut shown in Figure 11.2 is a UIP reonvergene ut, whih onnets the twosuessive UIPs x̄12 and x15 of depth level 5: by applying all �xings of lower depthlevels, Cu = x̄8 ∨ x12 ∨ x15 redues to the impliation x̄12 → x15. Note that BCPan now also dedue x̄15 → x12, whih is not possible without using Cu.
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Figure 11.3. Reevaluation of the node in depth 3 after inserting on�it and reonvergene lausesagain leads to a on�it.11.1.3 Non-hronologial BaktrakingSuppose the on�it analysis proedure produed a lause with only one literal ℓdu�xed at depth level d in whih the on�it was deteted. All other literals were�xed at depth levels smaller or equal to d′ < d. If this lause would have beenknown earlier, the literal ℓdu ould already have been �xed to the opposite value indepth d′. Suppose the on�it analysis proedure also produed all reonvergenelauses neessary to onnet ℓdu to the branhing vertex ℓdb of depth d. Then, alsothe branhing variable of depth d ould have been �xed to the opposite value indepth d′.Therefore, after having found suh a on�it lause, the searh tree's node indepth level d′ an be reevaluated to apply the dedutions leading to the oppo-site �xing of ℓdb . Further dedutions may lead to another on�it, thus renderingthe whole subtree rooted in depth d′ infeasible without evaluating its remainingleaves. Marques-Silva and Sakallah [157℄ empirially show that this so-alled non-hronologial baktraking an lead to large redutions in the number of evaluatednodes to solve SAT instanes.In our Example 11.1, the on�it analysis engine employed in SCIP produesthe on�it lauses CB = x3 ∨ x̄8 ∨ x̄15 and CC = x̄8 ∨ x̄9 ∨ x̄15. Additionally, thereonvergene lause CR = x̄8∨x12∨x15 is added to the lause database. Evaluatingthe node in depth 3 again, x15 = 0 (using CC) and x12 = 1 (using CR) an be dedued,leading together with C15, . . . , C18 to another on�it (see Figure 11.3). Therefore,the subtree with x1 = 0, x4 = 1, and x6 = 0 an be pruned without evaluating theintermediate branhing deisions (in this ase x10 = 0 and x10 = 1).11.2 Conflit Analysis in MIPIn this setion we desribe the generalization of the on�it analysis of Setion 11.1to mixed integer programming. Note that in this hapter we onsider a mixed integerprogram in the maximization version:(MIP) max{cTx | Ax ≤ b, l ≤ x ≤ u, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I}



11.2. Conflit Analysis in MIP 171with A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm, c, l, u ∈ Rn, and I ⊆ N = {1, . . . , n}. A branh-and-boundbased MIP solver deomposes the problem instane into subproblems typially bymodifying the bounds l and u of the variables. These branhing deisions may entailfurther dedutions on the bounds of other variables, whih are generated by domainpropagation, see Chapter 7.Suppose we deteted a subproblem in the branh-and-bound searh tree to beinfeasible, either beause a dedution leads to a variable with empty domain orbeause the LP relaxation is infeasible. To analyze this on�it, we proeed in thesame fashion as in SAT solving: we onstrut a on�it graph, hoose a ut in thisgraph, and produe a on�it onstraint whih onsists of the variables in the on�itset, i.e., in the ut's frontier. Beause an MIP may ontain non-binary variables, wehave to extend the onept of the on�it graph: it has to represent bound hangesinstead of �xings of variables. This generalization is desribed in Setion 11.2.1.A on�it in SAT solving is always deteted due to a single lause that beameempty during the Boolean onstraint propagation proess (see Setion 11.1). Thison�it-deteting lause provides the links from the verties in the on�it graphthat represent �xings of variables to the on�it vertex λ. In ontrast, in an LPbased branh-and-bound algorithm to solve mixed integer programs, infeasibility ofa subproblem is almost always deteted due to the infeasibility of its LP relaxationor due to the LP exeeding the primal bound. In this ase the LP relaxation asa whole is responsible for the infeasibility. There is no single on�it-detetingonstraint that de�nes the predeessors of the on�it vertex in the on�it graph.To ope with this situation, we have to analyze the LP in order to identify a subset ofthe bound hanges that su�es to render the LP infeasible or bound-exeeding. Theon�it vertex an then be onneted to the verties of this subset. Setion 11.2.2explains how to analyze infeasible LPs and how to identify an appropriate subset ofthe bound hanges. The ase of LPs having exeeded the objetive bound is treatedin Setion 11.2.3.Note that the LP analysis is related to the separation ofDantzig uts, see Bowmanand Nemhauser [53℄ or Rubin and Graves [195℄, whih are known to be omputa-tionally ine�etive. However, the latter inlude all non-basi variables of a frationalLP solution, while the LP analysis selets only a (hopefully very small) subset ofthe variables in an infeasible or bound-exeeding solution as starting point for theon�it graph analysis.After the on�it graph has been onstruted, we have to hoose a ut in thegraph in order to de�ne the on�it set and the resulting on�it onstraint. In thease of a binary program, i.e., B = I = N , l = 0, u = 1, the on�it graph an beanalyzed by the same algorithms as desribed in Setion 11.1 to produe a on�itlause Cf =
∨

ℓj∈Vf
ℓ̄j . This lause an be linearized by the set overing onstraint

∑

j:xj∈Vf

(1− xj) +
∑

j:x̄j∈Vf

xj ≥ 1, (11.1)and added to the MIP's onstraint set. However, in the presene of non-binaryvariables, the analysis of the on�it graph may produe a on�it set that ontainsbound hanges on non-binary variables. In this ase the on�it onstraint annot belinearized by the set overing onstraint (11.1). Setion 11.2.4 shows how non-binaryvariables an be inorporated into the on�it onstraints.



172 Conflit Analysis11.2.1 Generalized Conflit GraphIf general integer or ontinuous variables are present in the problem, a bound ona spei� variable ould have been hanged more than one on the path from theroot node to the urrent subproblem in the searh tree. A loal bound hange ona non-binary variable an be both reason and onsequene of a dedution, similarto a �xing of a binary variable. Therefore, we generalize the onept of the on�itgraph: the verties now represent bound hanges instead of �xings. Note that therean now exist multiple verties orresponding to the same non-binary variable in theon�it graph, eah vertex representing one hange of the variable's bounds.Example 11.3. Consider the following onstraints of an integer program with vari-ables x1, . . . , x7 ∈ {0, 1} and z1, . . . , z5 ∈ Z≥0.
2x1 + 3z1 + 2z2 ≤ 9 (11.2)

+9x2 − z1 − 2z2 ≤ 0 (11.3)
− 3x2 +5x3 − 3x4 ≤ 4 (11.4)
− 3x2 +9x4 − 2z3 ≤ 6 (11.5)

+ 9x5 − z2 + 2z3 ≤ 8 (11.6)
− 4x6 − 7x7 + 2z3 ≤ 3 (11.7)

+ 5x7 − 2z2 ≤ 2 (11.8)
− x5 + 5x7 + 4z2 − 5z3 ≤ 2 (11.9)

x1 − x2 + x3 − 2x5 + x6 − z1 − 2z2 + z3 − 2z4 + 4z5 ≤ 1 (11.10)
+2x2 − x4 + 3x5 − 2x6 − z1 + 5z2 + z3 + 2z4 − 6z5 ≤ 2 (11.11)

−2x1 − 2x3 + x4 + x5 + z1 + 2z2 − 2z3 + 2z4 − 2z5 ≤ 1 (11.12)By the basi bound-strengthening tehniques of Savelsbergh [199℄, see also Chapter 7,we an dedue upper bounds z1 ≤ 3, z2 ≤ 4, z3 ≤ 6, z4 ≤ 23, and z5 ≤ 15on the general integer variables. Assume we branhed on x1 = 1. By applyingbound-strengthening on onstraint (11.2) we an dedue z1 ≤ 2 and z2 ≤ 3 (seeFigure 11.4). Using onstraint (11.3) and the new bounds on z1 and z2 it follows
x2 = 0. By inserting the bound on z2 into onstraint (11.6) we an also infer z3 ≤ 5.After branhing on x3 = 1 and x6 = 0 and applying the dedutions that follow fromthese branhing deisions we arrive at the situation depited in Figure 11.4 with theLP relaxation being infeasible. Note that the non-binary variables zi appear morethan one in the on�it graph. For example, the upper bound of z3 was hangedone and the lower bound was hanged twie. The impliations on variables z4 and
z5 are not inluded in the �gure. The bounds of these variables an be tightened to
7 ≤ z4 ≤ 11 and 4 ≤ z5 ≤ 6.We use the following notation in the rest of the hapter. Let BL = {B1, . . . , BK}with hyperplanes

Bk = Lµk

jk
:= {x ∈ Rn | xjk

≥ µk} or
Bk = Uµk

jk
:= {x ∈ Rn | xjk

≤ µk},with 1 ≤ jk ≤ n and ljk
≤ µk ≤ ujk

for k = 1, . . . ,K. The set BL orresponds tothe additional bounds imposed on the variables in the loal subproblem. Thus, thesubproblem is de�ned as(MIP′) max
{

cTx | Ax ≤ b, l ≤ x ≤ u, xj ∈ Z for all j ∈ I, x ∈ ⋂

B∈BL

B
}
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Figure 11.4. Con�it graph of Example 11.3. After applying the branhing deisions x1 = 1,
x3 = 1, x6 = 0, and all inferred bound hanges, the LP relaxation beomes infeasible. Theimpliations on variables z4 and z5 are not inluded in the �gure.The verties of the on�it graph orrespond to the loal bound hanges BL. Asbefore, the ars of the graph represent the impliations.11.2.2 Analyzing Infeasible LPsIn order to analyze the on�it expressed by an infeasible LP, we have to �nd asubset BC ⊆ BL of the loal bound hanges that su�e to render the LP (togetherwith the global bounds and rows1) infeasible. If all these remaining bound hangesare �xings of binary variables, this already leads to a valid inequality of type (11.1).Furthermore, even if bound hanges on non-binary variables are present, suh asubset an be used like the on�it-deteting lause in SAT to represent the on�it inthe on�it graph. Analysis of this on�it graph may also lead to a valid inequality.A reasonable heuristi to selet BC ⊆ BL is to try to make |BC | as small aspossible. This would produe a on�it graph with the least possible number ofpredeessors of the on�it vertex and thus (hopefully) a small on�it onstraint.Unfortunately, the problem of �nding the smallest subset of BL with the LP stillbeing infeasible is NP-hard:De�nition 11.4 (minimal ardinality bound-IIS). Let A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm,and F = {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b}. Let BL = {B1, . . . , BK} be additional bounds with
Bk = {x ∈ Rn | xjk

≥ µk} or Bk = {x ∈ Rn | xjk
≤ µk}, 1 ≤ jk ≤ n, forall k = 1, . . . ,K, suh that F ∩ (

⋂

B∈BL
B) = ∅. Then, the minimal ardinalitybound-IIS 2 problem is to �nd a subset BC ⊆ BL with

F ∩
( ⋂

B∈BC

B
)

= ∅ and |BC | = min
B⊆BL

{

|B|
∣
∣
∣ F ∩ (

⋂

B∈B

B) = ∅
}

.1In a branh-and-ut framework, we have to either remove loal uts from the LP or mark theresulting on�it onstraint being only loally valid at the depth level of the last loal ut remainingin the LP. Removing loal rows an of ourse render the LP feasible again, thus making on�itanalysis impossible.2IIS: irreduible inonsistent subsystem (an infeasible subsystem all of whose proper subsystemsare feasible)



174 Conflit AnalysisProposition 11.5. The minimal ardinality bound-IIS problem is NP-hard.Proof. We provide a redution from the minimal ardinality IIS problem, whih is
NP-hard (see Amaldi, Pfetsh, and Trotter [11℄). Given an instane F ′ = (A, b) ofthe minimal ardinality IIS problem with {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b} = ∅, the task is to �nda minimal ardinality subset of the rows of Ax ≤ b that still de�nes an infeasiblesubsystem. Consider now the minimal ardinality bound-IIS problem instane

F = {(x, s) ∈ Rn+m | Ax+ s = b}and BL = {B1, . . . , Bm} with Bi = {(x, s) | si ≥ 0} for i = 1, . . . ,m. Then, foreah subset B ⊆ BL, the row index set IB = {i | Bi ∈ B} de�nes an infeasiblesubsystem of F ′ if and only if F ∩ (
⋂

B∈B B) = ∅. Hene, there exists a one-to-oneorrespondene between the set of solutions of (F,BL) and the one of F ′. Beause
|IB| = |B|, the optimal solution of (F,BL) de�nes an optimal solution of F ′.There are various heuristis forminimal ardinality IIS (see Pfetsh [186℄). Thesean easily be speialized to the minimal ardinality bound-IIS problem. We imple-mented a preliminary version of a heuristi based on one of these methods whihapplies the Farkas lemma and works on the so-alled alternative polyhedron, butthe overhead in running time was very large. Therefore, we employ very simpleheuristis using the LP information at hand, whih are desribed in the following.First, we will only onsider the ase with the global lower bounds l and loallower bounds l̃ being equal to l = l̃ = 0. We further assume that eah omponentof the global upper bounds u was tightened at most one to obtain the loal upperbounds ũ ≤ u. Thus, the set of loal bound hanges BL onsists of at most onebound hange for eah variable.Suppose the loal LP relaxation(P) max{cTx | Ax ≤ b, 0 ≤ x ≤ ũ}is infeasible. Then its dual(D) min{bTy + ũTr | ATy + r ≥ c, (y, r) ≥ 0}has an unbounded ray, i.e., (y̌, ř) ≥ 0 with AT y̌ + ř ≥ 0 and bT y̌ + ũT ř < 0. Notethat the dual LP does not need to be feasible.We an aggregate the rows and bounds of the primal LP with the non-negativeweights (y̌, ř) to get the following proof of infeasibility:

0 ≤ (y̌TA+ řT )x ≤ y̌Tb+ řT ũ < 0. (11.13)Now we try to relax the bounds as muh as possible without loosing infeasibility.Note that the left hand side of Inequality (11.13) does not depend on ũ. Relaxing
ũ to some û with ũ ≤ û ≤ u inreases the right hand side of (11.13), but as long as
y̌Tb+ řT û < 0, the relaxed LP

(P̂ ) min{cTx | Ax ≤ b, 0 ≤ x ≤ û}is still infeasible with the same infeasibility proof (y̌, ř). This leads to the heuristiAlgorithm 11.1 to produe a relaxed upper bound vetor û with the orrespondingLP still being infeasible.In the general ase of multiple bound hanges on a single variable, we have toproess these bound hanges step by step, always relaxing to the previously ative



11.2. Conflit Analysis in MIP 175Algorithm 11.1 Infeasible LP AnalysisInput : An infeasible LP max{cTx | Ax ≤ b, 0 ≤ x ≤ ũ ≤ u} with dual ray (y̌, ř).Output : Relaxed upper bounds û ≥ ũ suh that the LP is still infeasible.1. Set û := ũ, and alulate the infeasibility measure d := y̌Tb+ řT û < 0.2. Selet a variable j with ûj < uj and dj := d + řj(uj − ũj) < 0. If no suhvariable exists, stop.3. Set ûj := uj , update d := dj , and go to Step 2.bound. In the presene of non-zero lower bounds the redued osts r may also benegative. In this ase, we an split up the redued ost values into r = ru − rlwith ru, rl ≥ 0. It follows from the Farkas lemma that ru · rl = 0. The infeasibilitymeasure d of the dual ray has to be de�ned in Step 1 as d := y̌T b+ (řu)T û+ (řl)T l̂.A loal lower bound l̃ an be relaxed in the same way as an upper bound ũ, where
u has to be replaed by l in the formulas of Steps 2 and 3.Example 11.6 (ontinued from Example 11.3). After applying the dedutionson the bounds of the variables in Example 11.3, the LP relaxation is infeasible. Let
y(i) denote the dual variable of onstraint (i) and rj the redued ost value of variable
j. Then the dual ray y̌(11.10) = 2, y̌(11.11) = 1, y̌(11.12) = 1, řz1

= 2, řz2
= −3,

řz3
= −1, and the remaining oe�ients set to zero proves the infeasibility of theLP. In Step 1 of Algorithm 11.1 the infeasibility measure is alulated as
d = y̌(11.10)b(11.10) + y̌(11.11)b(11.11) + y̌(11.12)b(11.12) + řu

z1
ũz1
− řl

z2
l̃z2
− řl

z3
l̃z3

= 2 · 1 + 1 · 2 + 1 · 1 + 2 · 1 − 3 · 2 − 1 · 3

= −2.In Step 2, all loal bounds exept the upper bound of z1 and the lower bounds of
z2 and z3 an be relaxed to the orresponding global bounds, beause their reduedost values in the dual ray are zero. Additionally, the lower bound of z3 an berelaxed from 3 to 2, whih was the lower bound before z3 ≥ 3 was dedued. Thisrelaxation inreases d by 1 to d = −1. No further relaxations are possible withoutinreasing d to d ≥ 0. Thus, the loal bounds z1 ≤ 1, z2 ≥ 2, and z3 ≥ 2 areidenti�ed as initial reason for the on�it, and the �global� ar from the LP to theon�it vertex in Figure 11.4 an be replaed by three ars as shown in Figure 11.5.The 1-FUIP sheme applied to the resulting on�it graph yields the ut labeled'A' and the on�it onstraint

(z2 ≤ 1) ∨ (z3 ≤ 1).Note that the involved variables z2 and z3 are non-binary. Setion 11.2.4 shows howto proeed in this situation.11.2.3 Analyzing LPs Exeeding the Primal BoundIn priniple, the ase of an LP exeeding the primal bound an be handled as inthe previous setion by adding an appropriate objetive bound inequality to theonstraint system. In the implementation, however, we use the dual solution diretly
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Figure 11.5. Con�it graph of Example 11.3 after the infeasible LP was analyzed. Cut 'A' is the1-FUIP ut. Cut 'B' was onstruted by moving the non-binary variables of the on�it set of ut'A' to the on�it side.as a proof of objetive bound exess. Then, we relax the bounds of the variablesas long as the dual solution's objetive value stays below the primal bound. Again,we desribe the ase with l = l̃ = 0 and with at most one upper bound hange pervariable on the path from the root node to the loal subproblem.Suppose, the loal LP relaxation
(P ) max{cTx | Ax ≤ b, 0 ≤ x ≤ ũ}exeeds (i.e., falls below) the primal objetive bound ĉ. Then the dual

(D) min{bTy + ũTr | ATy + r ≥ c, (y, r) ≥ 0}has an optimal solution (y̌, ř) with bT y̌ + ũT ř ≤ ĉ. Note that the variables' upperbounds ũ do not a�et dual feasibility. Thus, after relaxing the upper bounds ũ toa vetor û with ũ ≤ û ≤ u that also satis�es bT y̌+ ûT ř ≤ ĉ, the LP's objetive valuestays below the primal objetive bound.After relaxing the bounds, the vetor (y̌, ř) is still feasible, but not neessarilyoptimal for the dual LP. We may resolve the dual LP in order to get a stronger dualbound whih an be used to relax further loal upper bounds.Algorithm 11.2 summarizes this proedure. As for the analysis of infeasible LPs,it is easy to generalize Algorithm 11.2 to be able to handle multiple bound hangeson a single variable and non-zero lower bounds. Again, multiple bound hangeshave to be proessed step by step, and non-zero lower bounds may lead to negativeredued ost values.11.2.4 Conflit Constraints with Non-binary VariablesDespite the tehnial issue of dealing with bound hanges instead of �xings in theon�it graph, there is also a priniple obstale in the presene of non-binary vari-ables, whih is the onstrution of the on�it onstraint if non-binary variablesappear in the on�it set.The on�it graph analysis yields a on�it set, whih is a subset Bf ⊆ BL thattogether with the global bounds l and u su�es to render the urrent subproblem



11.2. Conflit Analysis in MIP 177Algorithm 11.2 Bound Exeeding LP AnalysisInput : A bound exeeding LP max{cTx | Ax ≤ b, 0 ≤ x ≤ ũ ≤ u}, a primalobjetive bound ĉ, and a dual feasible solution (y̌, ř) with bT y̌ + ũT ř ≤ ĉ.Output : Relaxed upper bounds û ≥ ũ suh that the LP still exeeds the primalobjetive bound.1. Set û := ũ.2. Calulate the bound exess measure d := bT y̌ + ûT ř − ĉ ≤ 0.3. Selet a variable j with ûj < uj and dj := d + řj(uj − ũj) ≤ 0. If no suhvariable exists, go to Step 5.4. Set ûj := uj , update d := dj , and go to Step 3.5. (optional) If at least one upper bound was relaxed in the last iteration, resolvethe dual LP to get the new dual solution (y̌, ř), and go to Step 2.infeasible. This on�it set leads to the on�it onstraint
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(xj > µ).Bounds on ontinuous variables xj , j ∈ C = N \ I, would remain strit inequalitieswhih annot be handled using �oating point arithmetis and feasibility toleranes.Therefore, we have to relax the bounds on ontinuous variables by allowing equalityin the on�it onstraint. This leads to the on�it onstraint
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(xj ≥ µ). (11.14)As shown in the introdution of Setion 11.2, this onstraint an be linearizedby the set overing onstraint (11.1) if all on�it variables are binary. However,if a non-binary variable is involved in the on�it, we annot use suh a simplelinearization. In this ase, (11.14) an be modeled with the help of auxiliary variables
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(11.15)
The question arises, whether the potential gain in the dual bound justi�es the ex-penses in adding system (11.15) to the LP. Many frational points violating on�itonstraint (11.14) annot even be separated by (11.15) if the integrality restritionson the auxiliary variables are not enfored through other utting planes or branh-ing. This suggests that system (11.15) is probably very weak, although we did notverify this hypotheses by omputational studies.



178 Conflit AnalysisWe have the following two possibilities to avoid adding system (11.15) to the LP:either we use on�it onstraints involving non-binary variables only for domainpropagation but not for utting plane separation, or we prevent the generation ofon�it onstraints with non-binary variables. The former demands the possibility ofinluding non-linear onstraints into the underlying MIP framework. This is possiblesine SCIP provides support for arbitrary onstraints. For the latter option we haveto modify the ut seletion rules in the on�it graph analysis suh that the non-binary variables are not involved in the resulting on�it set. This an be ahievedby moving the bound hanges on non-binary variables from the reason side's frontierto the on�it side of the ut. The following example illustrates this idea.Example 11.7 (ontinued from Examples 11.3 and 11.6). Figure 11.5 showsthe on�it graph of Example 11.3 after branhing on x1 = 1, x3 = 1, and x6 = 0.The analysis of the LP relaxation identi�ed z1 ≤ 1, z2 ≥ 2, and z3 ≥ 2 as su�ient toause an infeasibility in the LP (see Example 11.6). The 1-FUIP ut seletion shemeleads to the ut labeled 'A' in the �gure. The orresponding on�it onstraint is
(z2 ≤ 1) ∨ (z3 ≤ 1).Beause there are non-binary variables involved in the on�it onstraint, it annotbe linearized by the set overing onstraint (11.1). To avoid the introdution of theauxiliary variables of System (11.15), the bound hanges z2 ≥ 2 and z3 ≥ 2 are putto the on�it side, resulting in ut 'B'. Thus, the on�it onstraint that is addedto the onstraint database is

(x2 = 1) ∨ (x4 = 0) ∨ (x7 = 0),whih an be written as
x2 + (1 − x4) + (1− x7) ≥ 1in terms of a set overing onstraint.Sine branhing verties must be loated on the reason side, the bound hangesrepresenting branhing deisions on non-binary variables annot be moved to theon�it side. In this ase, we an just remove the bound hange from the on�it setin order to obtain a set overing on�it onstraint. However, we thereby destroythe global validity of the resulting on�it lause. The lause an therefore only beadded to the loal subtree whih is rooted at the node where the bound hange onthe non-binary variable was applied.11.3 Computational ResultsIn the following, we present the omputational experiments that we onduted inorder to assess the performane impat of on�it analysis on solving mixed integerprograms. With the parameter settings we used for the experiments, we produe oneFUIP on�it onstraint for every depth level in the on�it graph, see Setion 11.1.1.This inludes the 1-FUIP and All-FUIP shemes as extreme ases. In addition, wegenerate all reonvergene onstraints, see Setion 11.1.2, that are needed to link theFUIPs of the individual depth levels to the respetive branhing vertex. However, we



11.3. Computational Results 179test set prop prop/in�p prop/in�p/age prop/lp all full
time miplib 0 +6 0 +12 +14 +24oral −10 −1 −7 +2 +2 +8milp −13 −26 −28 −31 −24 −18enlight −11 −21 −49 −21 −26 −26alu −28 −35 −11 −39 −39 −38ftp +1 +2 +1 +23 +20 +41a +19 +21 +17 −2 −19 +5f +1 +1 −1 +9 +9 +18arset +1 −6 −6 −4 −1 +1mik +7 +4 +7 −11 −15 −17total −7 −8 −12 −8 −6 +1
nodes miplib −6 −1 −9 −14 −10 −15oral −20 −13 −29 −22 −27 −36milp −16 −29 −36 −48 −45 −47enlight −29 −48 −79 −49 −49 −49alu −61 −74 −80 −75 −78 −77ftp +1 0 0 +2 −3 −8a +51 +57 +52 +20 −21 +17f −1 −3 −3 +1 −15 −24arset −5 −16 −17 −29 −29 −34mik +1 −5 −12 −53 −55 −60total −14 −17 −28 −31 −32 −36Table 11.1. Performane e�et of di�erent variants of on�it analysis for solving MIP instanes.The values denote the perental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) andnumber of branhing nodes (bottom) ompared to the default hybrid reliability/inferene branhingrule. Positive values represent a deterioration, negative values an improvement.restrit the number of on�it onstraints produed for a single infeasible subproblemto be no larger than 10.Con�it sets involving non-binary variables, see Setion 11.2.4, are treated bythe non-linear bound disjuntion onstraints (11.14). We do not separate on�itonstraints as utting planes, neither by linearizing bound disjuntion onstraintsinto System (11.15), nor by adding set overing inequalities (11.1) for pure binaryon�it onstraints to the LP relaxation. Instead, on�it onstraints are solely usedfor domain propagation.If a on�it onstraint implies a dedution at a searh node that is an anestorof the infeasible subproblem, a non-hronologial baktraking is triggered: the an-estor and all of its o�spring are marked to be repropagated, whih means that theyare again subjet to domain propagation when they beome a member of the ativepath.3 It may happen that suh a repropagation renders the node infeasible andthereby uts o� the whole underlying subtree.In order to avoid a large inrease in the total number of onstraints during thesolving proess, we use an aging mehanism to delete on�it onstraints that seemto be useless: every time a on�it onstraint is onsidered for domain propagationand does not yield a dedution, its age ounter is inreased. If its age reahes aertain limit, the onstraint is disarded.We arried out benhmarks with various settings that di�er in the e�ort that isspent on analyzing the infeasible subproblems. Table 11.1 shows a summary of theresults. More details an be found in Tables B.191 to B.200 in Appendix B.For olumn �prop�, we only analyzed on�its that have been generated by do-main propagation, i.e., where the propagation of a onstraint produed an empty3The ative path is the path in the searh tree from the root node to the urrently proessednode, see Setion 3.3.6.



180 Conflit Analysisdomain for a variable. This already ahieves a signi�ant performane improvementfor most of the test sets. Most notably, the average number of branh-and-boundnodes needed to prove the infeasibility of the alu instanes redues by more than60%, whih translates into a runtime redution of almost 30%.Column �prop/in�p� shows the results for applying Algorithm 11.1 to analyzesubproblems for whih the LP relaxation was infeasible in addition to the propaga-tion on�it analysis of olumn �prop�. The results are quite similar to using onlypropagation on�it analysis: for some test sets, namely milp, enlight, alu, andarset, the performane improves, but one an observe a onsiderable deteriorationon the miplib and oral instanes. The di�erenes in the average number of nodesfor the �prop� and �prop/in�p� settings are strongly orrelated to the di�erenes inthe solving time. This indiates that the omputational osts for the additionalanalysis of infeasible LP relaxations are negligible.The �prop/in�p/age� settings di�er from the ones used in olumn �prop/in�p� inthe aging rule that is used to disard seemingly useless on�it onstraints. Here,on�it onstraints are kept longer, whih leads to a larger overhead in the on-straint management but also to more dedutions in domain propagation. It turnsout that this less aggressive onstraint removal poliy does not only redue the av-erage number of nodes but also the average solving time for almost all test sets.The only ounter-examples are the alu and mik instanes. In partiular for thealu test set, the additional redution in the number of nodes does not ompensatethe higher osts for onstraint management and propagation: the average numberof nodes is 25% smaller than for the default aging poliy, but the average runtimeis 37% larger.In addition to on�iting propagations and infeasible LP relaxations, the �prop/lp�settings employ Algorithm 11.2 to analyze LPs that exeed the primal bound. Foreah on�it, the optional LP resolving in Step 5 is exeuted at most twie, eahtime performing at most 10 dual simplex iterations. Compared to the �prop/in�p�settings, analyzing bound-exeeding LPs yields an even larger redution in the aver-age number of nodes to solve the instanes. Unfortunately, it does not improve theoverall runtime performane.The results on the alu instanes deserve an explanation. As noted earlier, theseMIP instanes are infeasible. Therefore, there will never be any inumbent solutionduring the solving proess, and it seems strange that the results di�er if boundexeeding LPs are analyzed. However, even though there is no feasible solution athand, SCIP sets a uto� bound for the LP solver, namely the trivial bound
c⋆ ≤ max{cTx | l ≤ x ≤ u} =

∑

cj<0

cj lj +
∑

cj>0

cjuj.Therefore, it may happen that the dual simplex algorithm hits the uto� boundbefore it detets the infeasibility of the LP relaxation.The settings used in olumn �all� extend the on�it analysis of �prop/lp� to in-feasible or bound-exeeding LP relaxations enountered during the strong branhingevaluation of branhing andidates, see Setion 5.4. Compared to �prop/lp�, a no-table di�erene in the number of branhing nodes an only be observed for the aand f instanes. The average runtime performane gets slightly worse by usingstrong branhing LP on�it analysis, whih is mostly due to the inferior result onthe milp test set.Analyzing infeasible or bound-exeeding strong branhing LPs involves a teh-nial issue that is related to the API of Cplex. Strong branhing is performed



11.3. Computational Results 181by alling the speial purpose method CPXstrongbranh(). Unfortunately, thismethod does not return the neessary dual information that is needed to analyzean infeasible or bound-exeeding strong branhing LP. Therefore, we have to solvethese LPs again with the regular CPXdualopt() method before we an analyze theon�it. This imposes a small arti�ial runtime overhead, but it is unlikely that thisoverhead in�uenes the benhmark results in a signi�ant way.Finally, the �full� on�it analysis settings ahieve the largest redution in theaverage number of branhing nodes. In these settings, we produe on�it onstraintsfor on�iting domain propagations, infeasible and bound-exeeding LP relaxations,and strong branhing LPs. In Algorithm 11.2, whih analyzes bound-exeeding LPs,we apply the LP resolving Step 5 as often as possible and do not impose any limiton the number of simplex iterations. Additionally, there is no limit on the numberof onstraints produed for eah on�it.Compared to the �all� settings, this very aggressive use of on�it analysis in-reases the average runtime on almost all test sets, with the most notable perfor-mane deterioration on the miplib, ftp, a, and f instanes. With the exeptionof alu and a, however, the average number of nodes needed to solve the instanesis redued. This indiates that suh an extensive use of on�it analysis is too timeonsuming and leads to an unreasonable overhead in the onstraint management.We onlude from our experiments that on�it analysis is indeed a useful toolto improve the performane of MIP solvers. The largest speedup an be ahievedfor infeasible MIPs like the alu instanes and models of ombinatorial nature as theones in the enlight test set. The details of the implementation, however, have to beonsidered arefully in order to avoid a large runtime overhead for the analysis andthe on�it onstraint management. In partiular, the poliy to disard seeminglyuseless on�it onstraints seems to be an important fator.





Part IIIChip Design Veri�ation
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Chapter 12IntrodutionThis part of the thesis addresses the property heking problem arising in the formalveri�ation of integrated iruit designs. This problem was treated in work pak-age 1 of the BMBF1 projet Valse-XT2 in ooperation with Infineon3, OneSpinSolutions4, and TU Kaiserslautern5. The introdution is joint work with RaikBrinkmann and Markus Wedler.A reent trend in the semiondutor industry is to produe so-alled Systems-on-Chips (SoCs). These are iruits whih integrate large parts of the funtionalityof omplete eletroni systems. They are employed in ell phones, ar ontrols,digital televisions, network proessors, video games, and many other devies (see,e.g., Jerraya and Wolf [123℄).Due to the omplexity of SoCs, it is a very hallenging task to ensure the or-retness of the hip design. The following quotation is taken from ITRS 2005 [120℄,the International Tehnology Roadmap for Semiondutors:Design veri�ation is the task of establishing that a given design au-rately implements the intended behavior. Today, the veri�ation of mod-ern omputing systems has grown to dominate the ost of eletroni sys-tem design, often with limited suess, as designs ontinue to be releasedwith latent bugs. In fat, in many appliation domains, the veri�ationportion has beome the predominant omponent of a projet development,in terms of time, ost and human resoures dediated to it. In urrentprojets veri�ation engineers outnumber designers, with this ratio reah-ing two or three to one for the most omplex designs. Design oneptionand implementation are beoming mere preludes to the main ativity ofveri�ation.Aording to Infineon [207℄, 60% to 80% of the expenses in SoC hip design arespent on veri�ation. The goal of the Valse-XT projet was to improve the urrentstate-of-the-art in hip design veri�ation in order to ope with the ever inreasingomplexity of integrated iruits.SoCs are omposed of several smaller iruit modules. It is a natural idea toverify the orretness of the hip design in a hierarhial fashion. This imposesvery strong quality restritions on the individual modules. For example, if the SoContains 100 modules with eah of them behaving orretly on 99.9% of the inputpatterns, the behavior of the SoC as a whole is only orret in about 90% of theases (at least if the modules fail on di�erent inputs). Therefore, it is neessary toprove the orretness of the individual modules, thereby showing 100 % orretnessof their input-output behavior.1Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forshung, http://www.bmbf.de2BMBF-Ekompass Projet No. 01M3069A, http://www.edaentrum.de/ekompass/3http://www.infineon.om4http://www.onespin-solutions.om5http://www-eda.eit.uni-kl.de 185
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186 IntrodutionPSfrag replaements
Chip Design Software SimulationSimulation FormalVeri�ation Prototype Hardware Final ProdutFigure 12.1. Chip manufaturing work�ow.Figure 12.1 skethes a typial work �ow in the hip manufaturing proess.The hip design is usually developed in a hardware design language like Verilog,VHDL, System-C, or System Verilog, whih are very similar to ordinary im-perative omputer programming languages like C or Fortran. The design is testedby software simulation, whih onsists of applying many di�erent input patterns tothe input onnetors of a virtual representation of the hip. If the omputed outputdoes not math the expeted output, the design is �awed and has to be orreted.Sine there are 2nT possible input patterns for a hip design with n input on-netors running for T lok yles, it is pratially impossible to test all patterns bysimulation in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, an additional tool is neededthat an atually prove the orretness of the hip. This task an be aomplishedby formal veri�ation, whih is explained below. Again, if an erroneous situationis deteted, the design has to be revised. Otherwise, a hardware prototype of thedesign is produed on whih an additional round of input pattern simulation is ap-plied. If the prototype passes this �nal test, the mass prodution of the iruit isinitiated, and the hips are delivered to the ustomers.In order to produe a hardware prototype, the initial iruit design has to undergoa hain of transformations via di�erent representation levels. Figure 12.2 shows theselevels, starting with the high-level hip design and ending with a detailed transistorlevel desription, whih an be used to produe a hardware prototype.PSfrag replaements Chip DesignRegister TransferLevel Gate Level Transistor Level PrototypeFigure 12.2. Chip design levels.The hip design is implemented in a hardware programming language on theregister transfer level (RT level). Here, the internal and external variables are rep-resented as multi-bit registers. Their interrelations are expressed by arithmeti andlogi operations. This representation is onverted onto the gate level in whih theregisters are disaggregated into single bits, and the multi-bit operations are repre-sented by networks of logial gates, e.g., and, or, xor, and not gates. The tran-sistor level implements the gate level by replaing the logial gates with appropriatetransistors.The idea of formal veri�ation is that the veri�ation engineer ompletely de-sribes the expeted behavior of the hip by a set of properties, whih are formalrelations between the inputs, outputs, and internal states of the iruit. Given theseproperties, the following two problems have to be solved:

⊲ The property heking problem is to prove that the hip design satis�es a givenproperty. This problem has to be solved for eah individual property in theproperty set.
⊲ The equivalene heking problem is to prove that the individual representa-tions of the iruit are equivalent with respet to their input-output behavior.



Introdution 187The equivalene ensures that no errors are introdued during the transforma-tion hain from hip design to transistor level.If the hip design satis�es all of the given properties and all representations areequivalent, the hip design and the transistor model of the hardware iruit areprovably orret. In the remainder of the thesis we fous on the property hekingproblem.Constraint Integer Programming ApproahProperties an be de�ned in a language similar to the ones used to design the hip.Like the hip design, a property an be transformed to the di�erent representationlevels shown in Figure 12.2. Given that the equivalene heking has already beensuessfully aomplished, one an deal with the property heking problem at anysuitable representation level.Current state-of-the-art property heking algorithms operate on the gate leveldesription. At this level, the design and the property an be onverted into aninstane of the satis�ability problem (see Setion 1.2), whih is then solved by ablak-box SAT solver. In order to obtain a �nite set of variables, one has to applybounded model heking (Biere et al. [42℄), whih means to de�ne a su�iently largebut �nite time horizon T . Biere et al. �x the initial state at t = 0 to be the resetstate of the iruit. In ontrast, we leave the initial state of the iruit unde�ned,suh that we an also identify errors that an only be reahed after more than Ttime steps from the reset stage. The disadvantage is that we may report errors thatresult from an initial state t = 0, whih is not reahable from the reset state andthat an therefore never appear.The redution of the property heking problem to a SAT instane failitatesformal veri�ation of industrial iruit designs far beyond the sope of lassialmodel heking tehniques like BDD6 based approahes (see Biere et al. [43℄ orBjesse et al. [47℄). However, it is well known that SAT solvers have problems whendealing with instanes derived from the veri�ation of arithmeti iruits (as opposedto logi oriented iruits). Hene, although SAT based property heking an oftenbe applied suessfully to the ontrol part of a design, it typially fails on data pathswith large arithmeti bloks.This motivated the development of word level solvers using integer program-ming (IP) [55, 83, 222℄ or onstraint programming (CP) [221℄ that an be appliedat the register transfer level where the struture of the arithmeti operations is stillvisible. Current IP and CP solvers, however, do not learn on�it lauses during thesearh like SAT solvers (see Chapter 11). Therefore, they usually perform poorly onthe ontrol part of a design. Moreover, in order to obtain highly optimized iruitsdesigners often implement arithmeti funtions at the bit level suh that word levelsolvers are not adequate. Thus, a ombination of word level and Boolean solvers hasto be developed. Two promising ways of integrating IP and SAT have been proposedby Chai and Kuehlmann [59℄ and Audemard et al. [27℄. Chai and Kuehlmann usepseudo-Boolean onstraints (PBCs) as lauses in a branh-and-bound based solver,and Audemard et al. use linear equations as propositions. The reasoning of PBCsolvers, however, is still limited to the bit level and the bene�t of the stronger searhspae pruning due to learned PBCs usually does not justify the overhead for han-dling these more omplex onstraints. On the other hand, using IP tehniques at6binary deision diagram, see Akers [8℄, Bryant [57℄, or Madre and Billon [152℄



188 Introdutionthe leaves of a deision tree without learning from infeasibilities sari�es pruningpotential in the logi part of the iruit.Reently two alternative approahes alled DPLL(T) [91℄ and HDPLL [184, 183℄for integrating di�erent theories into a uni�ed DPLL7-style deision proedure havebeen proposed. DPLL(T) ombines the theory of Boolean logi with the theory ofuninterpreted funtions with equality. In fat, there is no mehanism for learningaross theories in DPLL(T). It an handle only omparisons with equality, whihmakes it urrently unsuitable for RT level property heking. On the other hand,HDPLL ombines the DPLL algorithm with tehniques from CP and IP, namelydomain propagation and Fourier-Motzkin elimination.Like the mentioned word level solvers, we address the property heking problemat the register transfer level and try to exploit the strutural information therein.Our approah di�ers from previous work in the tehniques that are employed. Weformulate the problem as a onstraint integer program (CIP) and utilize a highlyintegrated ombination of methods from CP, IP, and SAT solving, namely domainpropagation (see Setion 2.3), linear programming (LP) based branh-and-ut (seeSetions 2.1 and 2.2), and generalized LP based on�it analysis (see Chapter 11).For eah RT operation, a spei� domain propagation algorithm is applied, us-ing both bit and word level representations. We also provide reverse propagationalgorithms to support on�it analysis at the RT level. In addition, we presentlinearizations for most of the RT operators in order to onstrut the LP relaxation.In HDPLL, Fourier-Motzkin elimination is only used as a last resort to hek thefeasibility on the data path after all binary variables have been �xed. In ontrast,we solve an LP relaxation at every subproblem in the searh tree. Using the dualsimplex algorithm the LPs an be resolved e�iently after applying hanges to thevariables' bounds. Due to the �global� view of the LP, infeasibilities of a subprobleman be deteted muh higher in the searh tree than with CP or SAT tehniquesalone. In addition, a feasible LP solution an either yield a ounter-example for theproperty, or an be used to ontrol the next branhing deision, thereby guiding thesearh (see Chapter 5).The remaining part of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 13 gives a for-mal de�nition of the property heking problem as a CIP. Chapter 14 disusses theimplementation of the di�erent RT operators in detail. In partiular, this inludesdesriptions of the operator spei� LP relaxations, domain propagation proedures,and presolving algorithms. Chapter 15 explains additional global preproessing teh-niques, while Chapter 16 desribes the branhing and node seletion strategy that weemploy. Finally, in Chapter 17 we give omputational results on industrial benh-marks provided by OneSpin Solutions and Infineon, whih demonstrate thee�etiveness of our approah ompared to state-of-the-art SAT based methods.
7Davis, Putnam, Logemann, and Loveland [77, 78℄: branhing algorithm for SAT, see Setion 1.2.



Chapter 13Formal Problem DefinitionThe property heking problem at register transfer level an be de�ned as follows:De�nition 13.1 (property heking problem). The property heking problemPCP is a triple PCP = (C, P,D) with D = D1 × . . . × Dn representing the do-mains Dj = {0, . . . , 2βj−1} of register variables ̺j ∈ Dj with bit width βj ∈ N,
j = 1, . . . , n, C = {C1, . . . , Cm} being a �nite set of onstraints Ci : D → {0, 1},
i = 1, . . . ,m, desribing the behavior of the iruit, and P : D → {0, 1} being aonstraint desribing the property to be veri�ed. The task is to deide whether

∀̺ ∈ D : C(̺)→ P (̺) (13.1)holds, i.e., to either �nd a ounter-example ̺ satisfying C(̺) but violating P (̺) orto prove that no suh ounter-example exists.In order to verify Condition (13.1) we searh for a ounter-example using theequivalene
∀̺ ∈ D : C(̺)→ P (̺) ⇔ ¬ (∃̺ ∈ D : C(̺) ∧ ¬P (̺)) . (13.2)The right hand side of (13.2) is a �nite domain onstraint satisfation problemCSP = (C∪{¬P},D), see De�nition 1.1. Every feasible solution ̺⋆ ∈ D of the CSPorresponds to a ounter-example of the property. Therefore, the property is validif and only if the CSP is infeasible.13.1 Constraint Integer Programming ModelAs shown in Proposition 1.7, any �nite domain onstraint satisfation problem anbe modeled as a onstraint integer program (CIP). In the property heking CSP,the onstraints Ci(ri, xi, yi, zi) resemble iruit operations ri = opi(xi, yi, zi) with upto three input registers xi, yi, zi, and an output register ri. We onsider the iruitoperations shown in Table 13.1 (see Brinkmann [54℄). Their semantis is explainedin detail in Chapter 14. Additionally, for eah register variable ̺j , we introduesingle bit variables ̺jb ∈ {0, 1}, b = 0, . . . , βj − 1, for whih linking onstraints

̺j =

βj−1
∑

b=0

2b̺jb (13.3)189



190 Formal Problem DefinitionOperation Syntax Signature SemantisArithmeti Operations:Unary Minus r = minus(x) [β]← [β] r = 2β − xAddition r = add(x, y) [β]← [β]× [β] r = (x + y) mod 2βSubtration r = sub(x, y) [β]← [β]× [β] r = (x− y) mod 2βMultipliation r = mult(x, y) [β]← [β]× [β] r = (x · y) mod 2βBit Operations:Negation r = not(x) [β]← [β] rb = 1− xb for all bBitwise And r = and(x, y) [β]← [β]× [β] rb = xb ∧ yb for all bBitwise Or r = or(x, y) [β]← [β]× [β] rb = xb ∨ yb for all bBitwise Xor r = xor(x, y) [β]← [β]× [β] rb = xb⊕ yb for all bData → Control Interfae:Unary And r = uand(x) [1]← [β] r = x0 ∧ . . . ∧ xβ−1Unary Or r = uor(x) [1]← [β] r = x0 ∨ . . . ∨ xβ−1Unary Xor r = uxor(x) [1]← [β] r = x0 ⊕ . . .⊕ xβ−1Equality r = eq(x, y) [1]← [β]× [β] r = 1⇔ x = yLess-than r = lt(x, y) [1]← [β]× [β] r = 1⇔ x < yControl → Data Interfae:If-then-else r = ite(x, y, z) [β]← [1]× [β]× [β] r =

(

y if x = 1,

z if x = 0Word Extension:Zero Extension r = zeroext(x) [β]← [µ] rb =

(

xb if b < µ,

0 if b ≥ µSign Extension r = signext(x) [β]← [µ] rb =

(

xb if b < µ,

xµ−1 if b ≥ µConatenation r = onat(x, y) [β + µ]← [β]× [µ] rb =

(

yb if b < µ,

xb−µ if b ≥ µSubword Aess:Shift Left r = shl(x, y) [β]← [β]× [µ] rb =

(

xb−y if b ≥ y,

0 if b < yShift Right r = shr(x, y) [β]← [β]× [µ] rb =

(

xb+y if b + y < β,

0 if b + y ≥ βSliing r = slie(x, y) [β]← [µ]× [ν] rb =

(

xb+y if b + y < µ,

0 if b + y ≥ µMultiplex Read r = read(x, y) [β]← [µ]× [ν] rb =

(

xb+y·β if b + y · β < µ,

0 if b + y · β ≥ µMultiplex Write r = write(x, y, z) [β]← [β]× [µ]× [ν] rb =

(

zb−y·ν if 0 ≤ b− y · ν < ν,

xb otherwiseTable 13.1. Ciruit operations. The domains in the signature are de�ned as [β] = {0, . . . , β−1}.de�ne their orrelation to the register variable. Altogether, this yields the followingonstraint integer program:min cT̺s.t. Ci(̺) for i = 1, . . . ,m

¬P (̺)

̺j =

βj−1
∑

b=0

2b̺jb for j = 1, . . . , n

0 ≤ ̺j ≤ 2βj−1 for j = 1, . . . , n

̺j ∈ Z for j = 1, . . . , n

̺jb ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . , n and b = 0, . . . , βj − 1

(13.4)
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c = 0, cjb = 1 for all register bits ̺jb, and cjb = −1 for all register bits. It turned outthat this hoie does not have a large impat on the solving performane. Therefore,we omit these benhmarks in the omputational results of Chapter 17.Example 13.2. Figure 13.1 shows a iruit A whih adds up values that are givenin the input register xt at onseutive time steps t. The sum is aumulated inthe internal register variable yt, whih is simultaneously used as the output of theiruit. If the single bit input initt is set to 1, the aumulator yt is initialized withthe value of xt. Otherwise, xt is added to the previous sum yt−1.We want to verify whether the addition performed by the iruit satis�es theommutative law. To formulate this property, we reate a opy A′ of the iruitwith register variables init′t, x′t, and y′t. In a �rst attempt we verify the propertyonstraint init0 = init′0 = 1 ∧ x0 = x′1 ∧ x1 = x′0 → y1 = y′1. (13.5)To verify the property, we have to onsider two time steps t ∈ {0, 1}. This gives thefollowing onstraint integer program, assuming that the widths of the registers areall equal to β:min 0s.t. s0 = add(x0, y−1) s′0 = add(x′0, y
′
−1) init0 = 1

y0 = ite(init0, x0, s0) y′0 = ite(init′0, x′0, s′0) init′0 = 1

s1 = add(x1, y0) s′1 = add(x′1, y
′
0) x0 = x′1

y1 = ite(init1, x1, s1) y′1 = ite(init′1, x′1, s′1) x1 = x′0

y1 6= y′1

x0, x1, y−1, y0, y1, s0, s1 ∈ {0, . . . , 2
β − 1}init0, init1 ∈ {0, 1}

x′0, x
′
1, y
′
−1, y

′
0, y
′
1, s
′
0, s
′
1 ∈ {0, . . . , 2

β − 1}init′0, init′1 ∈ {0, 1}
(13.6)

The left blok of equations orresponds to the iruit operations, the middle blokmodels the opy of the iruit, and the right blok represents the negation of theproperty using ¬(a → b) ⇔ a ∧ ¬b. Variables y−1 and y′−1 denote the value of theregister in the time step prior to t = 0.



192 Formal Problem DefinitionCIP (13.6) is feasible, for example with the input init0 = init′0 = init1 = init′1 = 1,
x0 = x′1 = 0, and x1 = x′0 = 1, and the initial internal state y−1 = y′−1 = 0, whihyields the values s0 = y0 = 0, s1 = y1 = 1, s′0 = y′0 = s′1 = 1, and y′1 = 0 for theonstrained variables. This proves that the iruit violates Property (13.5). However,this does not neessarily mean that the iruit is �awed. In our ase, the soure ofthe error is the inorret model of the property. To verify the ommutativity law,we do not only have to �x init0 = init′0 = 1, but we also have to ensure that the initregister is 0 in the following time step. This yields the revised propertyinit0 = init′0 = 1 ∧ init1 = init′1 = 0 ∧ x0 = x′1 ∧ x1 = x′0 → y1 = y′1, (13.7)whih introdues the two additional �xings init1 = 0 and init′1 = 0 to System (13.6).The modi�ed CIP is infeasible, whih proves the validity of Property (13.7).13.2 Funtion GraphThe iruit operations link up to three input registers x, y, and z to an outputregister r. The output is uniquely de�ned by the input, sine the iruit operatorsare well-de�ned mappings. In every iruit, eah register an be the output of atmost one operation. Registers that are not output of any operation are the inputregisters of the iruit, while the ones that are onstrained by a iruit operationare internal or output registers. Therefore, the iruit as a whole is a well-de�nedmapping of input registers to internal and output registers.This mapping an be represented as a funtion graph, whih is a direted bipartitegraph G = (V̺ ∪ VC, A) with two di�erent types of nodes, namely register nodes
V̺ = {̺1, . . . , ̺n} and onstraint nodes VC = {C1, . . . , Cm}. The ar set is de�ned as

A = {(̺j , Ci) | register ̺j is input of iruit operation Ci}
∪ {(Ci, ̺j) | register ̺j is output of iruit operation Ci}.As the graph represents a hip design and therefore a well-de�ned mapping of inputsto outputs, it does not ontain direted yles.If the input registers are �xed to ertain values, the values of the internal and out-put registers an easily be alulated by forward propagation of the registers throughthe onstraints, just like the hip would do in hardware. The property, however, mayrestrit the domains of internal and output registers, add other onstraints, and anleave input registers unspei�ed. Therefore, an assignment of values to the unspei-�ed input registers may result in on�iting assignments for the internal and outputvariables.Example 13.3. Figure 13.2 shows the funtion graph for the adder of Example 13.2inluding the invalid negated Property (13.5), whih orresponds to the CIP (13.6).The left hand side part represents the time-expanded original iruit A, while theright hand side part represents the opy A′. The property is inluded by �xingthe input init0 in both iruits to init0 = init′0 = 1 and adding the onstraints

1 = eq(x0, x
′
1), 1 = eq(x1, x

′
0), and 0 = eq(y1, y

′
1).The funtion graph ontains the omplete struture of the iruit and the prop-erty. We use this onept in the irrelevane detetion desribed in Setion 15.2 to
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Chapter 14Operators in DetailWe solve the property heking CIP (13.4) with our branh-and-bound based on-straint integer programming framework SCIP. The problem instane is suessivelydivided into subproblems by splitting the domains of the register variables ̺ into twodisjuntive parts: either by �xing a ertain bit of a register to ̺jb = 0 and ̺jb = 1,respetively, or by introduing loal upper bounds ̺j ≤ v and loal lower bounds
̺j ≥ v + 1 on the individual registers.At eah node in the resulting searh tree, we apply methods of onstraint pro-gramming (Setion 1.1), SAT solving (Setion 1.2), and integer programming (Se-tion 1.3) to tighten the loal subproblem and to prune the searh tree. This inludesdomain propagation (Setion 2.3), solving an LP relaxation with the optional possi-bility to add utting planes (Setion 2.2), and applying on�it analysis (Chapter 11)on infeasible subproblems.The most important task in reating a SCIP appliation to solve a spei� on-straint integer programming model is to implement the onstraint handlers (seeSetion 3.1.1) for the individual onstraint lasses that an appear in the model. Inour ase of property heking, these are the iruit operator onstraints of Table 13.1and the bit linking onstraints (13.3). Eah onstraint handler de�nes the seman-tis, onstruts the LP relaxation, and provides domain propagation and reversepropagation algorithms for the onstraint lass for whih it is responsible. Addi-tionally, presolving algorithms speialized to the individual onstraint lasses reduethe omplexity of the problem instane and detet inherent relations, whih an beexploited during the solving proess.In the following, we will take a detailed look at the di�erent iruit operatorsand desribe the algorithms dealing with the orresponding onstraints. For eahoperator, we present the linear equations and inequalities that are used to modelthe operator within the linear programming relaxation, and we desribe the do-main propagation and presolving algorithms. The presentation is rather detailedand tehnial. It tries to onvey the main algorithmi ideas to developers of hipdesign veri�ation tools. For those who are not interested in the very details of thealgorithms, it su�es to read the introdution paragraphs of the individual iruitoperator setions in whih we explain the main issues and di�ulties assoiated withthe respetive onstraint lass.Table 14.1 gives a summary of the linear relaxations used for the iruit oper-ators. Very large oe�ients like 2βr in the add linearization or in the bit linkingonstraints (13.3) an lead to numerial di�ulties in the LP relaxation. Therefore,we split the register variables into words of W = 16 bits and apply the linearizationto the individual words. The linkage between the words is established in a properfashion. For example, the over�ow bit of a word in an addition is added to the righthand side of the next word's linearization (see Setion 14.3.1). The partitioning ofregisters into words and bits is explained in detail in Setion 14.1. The relaxationof the mult onstraint involves additional variables y〈l〉 and r〈l〉 whih are �nibbles�195
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2 bits. An elaborate presentation of the mult linearizationan be found in Setion 14.5.14.1 Bit and Word PartitioningIn order to support onstraints that operate on bit level, we partition the registers ̺jinto bits ̺jb, b = 0, . . . , βj − 1, with βj ∈ N being the width of the register. In ourproperty heking algorithm we employ �double modeling�: both the integer valuedregister variables ̺j and the binary bit variables ̺jb are inluded in the model, suhthat the di�erent omponents of the solver an aess the registers on bit or wordlevel as needed.A register variable and its assoiated bit variables are linked by onstraint (13.3).However, as already disussed above, large bit widths βj would lead to huge oef-�ients in these onstraints and also in the linearizations of some iruit operators.Therefore, the registers ̺j are split into ωj = ⌈βj/W ⌉ words ̺w

j , w = 0, . . . , ωj − 1,of W := 16 bits, and the bit linking onstraints are de�ned on word level:
̺w

j =

γw
j −1
∑

b=0

2b̺w
jb. (14.1)Here, γw

j = min{W,βj − wW} is the width of word w of register ̺j , and ̺w
jb is the

b'th bit in word w of register ̺j, i.e.,
̺w

jb = ̺j,wW+b.For ease of notation, we de�ne ̺jb = 0 for b ≥ βj , ̺w
j = 0 for w ≥ ωj , and ̺w

jb = 0for w ≥ ωj or b ≥ γw
j . Figure 14.1 illustrates the partitioning of a register x = ̺jinto bits xb and words xw, and the partitioning of the individual words into bits xw

b .In the following, we also need to aess subwords of a given register or othernon-negative integer values or variables:De�nition 14.1 (subword). Given a non-negative integer x ∈ Z≥0 with binaryrepresentation x =
∑∞

b=0 2bxb, xb ∈ {0, 1} for all b, de�ne
x[q, p] :=

q
∑

b=p

2b−pxb
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Operation LinearizationArithmeti Operations:
r = minus(x) replaed by 0 = add(x, r)

r = add(x, y) r + 2βro = x+ y, o ∈ {0, 1}

r = sub(x, y) replaed by x = add(y, r)

r = mult(x, y) p
〈l〉
b ≤ uy〈l〉xb, p〈l〉b ≤ y〈l〉, p

〈l〉
b ∈ Z≥0,

p
〈l〉
b ≥ y〈l〉 − uy〈l〉(1 − xb),
o〈l〉 +

P

i+j=l

PL−1

b=0
2bp

〈j〉
iL+b = 2Lo〈l+1〉 + r〈l〉, o〈l〉 ∈ Z≥0Bit Operations:

r = not(x) removed in preproessing
r = and(x, y) rb ≤ xb, rb ≤ yb, rb ≥ xb + yb − 1

r = or(x, y) rb ≥ xb, rb ≥ yb, rb ≤ xb + yb

r = xor(x, y) xb − yb − rb ≤ 0, −xb + yb − rb ≤ 0, −xb − yb + rb ≤ 0, xb + yb + rb ≤ 2Data → Control Interfae:
r = uand(x) r ≤ xb, r ≥ Pβx−1

b=0
xb − βx + 1

r = uor(x) r ≥ xb, r ≤ Pβx−1

b=0
xb

r = uxor(x) r +
Pβx−1

b=0
xb = 2s, s ∈ Z≥0

r = eq(x, y) x− y = s− t, s, t ∈ Z≥0,
p ≤ s, s ≤ p(ux − ly), p ∈ {0, 1},
q ≤ t, t ≤ q(uy − lx), q ∈ {0, 1},
p+ q + r = 1

r = lt(x, y) x− y = s− t, s, t ∈ Z≥0,
p ≤ s, s ≤ p(ux − ly), p ∈ {0, 1},
r ≤ t, t ≤ r(uy − lx),
p+ r ≤ 1Control → Data Interfae:

r = ite(x, y, z) r − y ≤ (uz − ly)(1 − x), r − y ≥ (lz − uy)(1 − x),
r − z ≤ (uy − lz) x, r − z ≥ (ly − uz) xWord Extension:

r = zeroext(x)

r = signext(x)
r = onat(x, y) 9

>

=

>

;

removed in preproessingSubword Aess:
r = shl(x, y)
r = shr(x, y)

r = slie(x, y) 9

>

=

>

;

no linearization
r = read(x, y)

Puy

p=ly
p · ψp = y, Puy

p=ly
ψp = 1, ψp ∈ {0, 1},

rb − xb+p·βr ≤ 1 − ψp, −rb + xb+p·βr ≤ 1 − ψp

r = write(x, y, z) Puy

p=ly
p · ψp = y, Puy

p=ly
ψp = 1, ψp ∈ {0, 1},

rb+p·βz − zb ≤ 1 − ψp, −rb+p·βz + zb ≤ 1 − ψp,
rb+p·βz − xb+p·βz ≤ ψp, −rb+p·βz + xb+p·βz ≤ ψpTable 14.1. LP relaxation of the iruit operations. l̺ and u̺ denote the lower and upper boundsof a register variable ̺.



198 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.1 Bit and Word Partitioning Domain PropagationInput : Word x = ̺w
j of width γ = γw

j with urrent loal bounds [l̃x, ũx], andontained bits xb = ̺w
jb with urrent loal bounds [l̃xb

, ũxb
], b = 0, . . . , γ−1.Output : Tightened loal bounds [l̃x, ũx] and [l̃xb

, ũxb
].1. Let l̃bits =

∑γ−1
b=0 2b l̃xb

and ũbits =
∑γ−1

b=0 2bũxb
be the word's loal boundsalulated from the bit �xings.2. For b = γ − 1, . . . , 0:(a) If l̃bits[b, 0] > l̃x[b, 0], update l̃x[b, 0] := l̃bits[b, 0].(b) If ũbits[b, 0] < l̃x[b, 0], update l̃x[b, 0] := l̃bits[b, 0] and l̃x := l̃x + 2b+1.() If ũbits[b, 0] < ũx[b, 0], update ũx[b, 0] := ũbits[b, 0].(d) If l̃bits[b, 0] > ũx[b, 0], update ũx[b, 0] := ũbits[b, 0] and ũx := ũx − 2b+1.3. For b = γ − 1, . . . , 0:(a) If ũxb

= 1 and ũbits − 2b < l̃x, �x l̃xb
:= 1.(b) If l̃xb

= 0 and l̃bits + 2b > ũx, �x ũxb
:= 0.() If still l̃xb

= 0 and ũxb
= 1, stop.to be the subword of x ranging from bits p to q, p ≤ q. The subword assignment ofa value y ∈ Z≥0, y < 2p−q+1, to a subword x[q, p] is de�ned as

x
〈
[q, p] � y

〉
:= 2q+1x[∞, q + 1] + 2py + x[p− 1, 0].If a subword is replaed by a di�erent value in a proedural environment, we write

x[p, q] := yas a short ut, whih means that the new value of x is equal to x〈[q, p] � y
〉. Toaess single bits we de�ne x[p] := x[p, p] and x〈[p] � y

〉
:= x

〈
[p, p] � y

〉.14.1.1 LP RelaxationThe LP relaxation of the bit/word partitioning onstraints is diretly given by equa-tion (14.1). These equations are inluded in the initial LP relaxation of the propertyheking CIP for all un�xed words ̺w
j , i.e., for all words with a global lower bound

l̺w
j
smaller than the global upper bound u̺w

j
.14.1.2 Domain PropagationDomain propagation is applied individually on eah bit/word linking onstraint (14.1).For eah word x = ̺w

j , the urrent loal bounds [l̃x, ũx] an lead to loal �xings ofthe bits xb = ̺w
jb, b = 0, . . . , γw

j − 1, and vie versa.Algorithm 14.1 shows the domain propagation proedure for a single word x =
̺w

j . Step 2 uses the loal �xings of the bit variables to tighten the word's loalbounds. The following lemma proves the validity of updates 2a and 2:Lemma 14.2. Let x ∈ Z≥0 be a non-negative integer with bit deomposition x =
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∑∞

b=0 2bxb. If l̃x ≤ x ≤ ũx and l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

for all b, then
x ≥ l̃x

〈
[b, 0] � l̃bits[b, 0]

〉 and x ≤ ũx

〈
[b, 0] � ũbits[b, 0]

〉 for all b ∈ Z≥0with l̃bits =
∑∞

b=0 2b l̃xb
and ũbits =

∑∞
b=0 2bũxb

being the integer values omposedof the bounds for the bits of x.Proof. We prove the ase for the lower bound. Due to x ≥ l̃x it follows x[∞, b+1] ≥
l̃x[∞, b+ 1]. This leads to

x = 2bx[∞, b+ 1] + x[b, 0]

≥ 2b l̃x[∞, b+ 1] + l̃bits[b, 0]

= l̃x
〈
[b, 0] � l̃bits[b, 0]

〉
.The proof for the upper bound is analogous.The reasoning in updates 2b and 2d is slightly di�erent sine they also inludethe opposite bound:Lemma 14.3. Let x ∈ Z≥0 be a non-negative integer with bit deomposition x =

∑∞
b=0 2bxb. If l̃x ≤ x ≤ ũx and l̃xb

≤ xb ≤ ũxb
for all b, then

ũbits[b, 0] < l̃x[b, 0] ⇒ x ≥ l̃x
〈
[b, 0] � l̃bits[b, 0]

〉
+ 2b+1and

l̃bits[b, 0] > ũx[b, 0] ⇒ x ≤ ũx

〈
[b, 0] � ũbits[b, 0]

〉
− 2b+1for all b ∈ Z≥0.Proof. We prove the �rst impliation. Let ũbits[b, 0] < l̃x[b, 0] and assume x[∞, b +

1] = l̃x[∞, b + 1]. From the bounds of the individual bits we know that x[b, 0] ≤
ũbits[b, 0]. Hene, x[b, 0] < l̃x[b, 0] whih means x < l̃x, a ontradition. Therefore,
x[∞, b+ 1] > l̃x[∞, b+ 1], whih means

x ≥ 2b+1
(
l̃x[∞, b+ 1] + 1

)
= l̃x

〈
[b, 0] � 0

〉
+ 2b+1.Lemma 14.2 yields

x ≥
(
l̃x
〈
[b, 0] � 0

〉
+ 2b+1

)〈
[b, 0] � l̃bits[b, 0]

〉whih is equivalent to
x ≥ l̃x

〈
[b, 0] � l̃bits[b, 0]

〉
+ 2b+1sine the addition of 2b+1 does not in�uene the lower signi�ant bits 0 to b. Theproof of the seond impliation is analogous.The following lemma shows that hanges made in iteration b = b′ of Step 2 donot enable further updates on the same or more signi�ant bits b ≥ b′. Therefore,the loop of Step 2 only needs to be exeuted one.Lemma 14.4. After Step 2 of Algorithm 14.1 was performed for all bits b > b′,subsequent bound hanges dedued in Step 2 for bit b′ annot enable additionaldedutions of the types of Step 2 for bits b ≥ b′.



200 Operators in DetailProof. Let b′ be the �rst (most signi�ant) bit for whih a dedution in Step 2 isperformed, and let l̃x ≤ x ≤ ũx and l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, b = 0, . . . , γ − 1, be the boundsbefore iteration b = b′ of Step 2 is exeuted. Then, we have l̃bits[b, 0] ≤ l̃x[b, 0] ≤
ũbits[b, 0] and l̃bits[b, 0] ≤ ũx[b, 0] ≤ ũbits[b, 0] for all b > b′, beause no dedutionswere applied for b > b′. It follows that also for the subwords up to bit b′+1 we have

l̃bits[b, b′ + 1] ≤ l̃x[b, b′ + 1] ≤ ũbits[b, b′ + 1] for all b > b′ (14.2)and
l̃bits[b, b′ + 1] ≤ ũx[b, b′ + 1] ≤ ũbits[b, b′ + 1] for all b > b′.A dedution for b = b′ in Step 2a �xes l̃x[b′, 0] := l̃bits[b′, 0]. This update has noin�uene on dedutions of type 2 and 2d, and due to (14.2), it also does not enableany further dedutions of type 2a for bits b ≥ b′. If no infeasibility is deteted, afterthe update we have l̃x[b, 0] = l̃bits[b, 0] ≤ ũbits[b, 0] for all b ≤ b′, and again due to(14.2) no further dedutions of type 2b are possible for b ≥ b′.Now suppose that a dedution for b = b′ was applied in Step 2b. Again, theupdates on l̃x do not in�uene Steps 2 and 2d. If Step 2b an be applied at themost signi�ant bit b′ = γ − 1, the onstraint is proven to be infeasible. Therefore,it su�es to look at the ase b′ < γ − 1.At �rst, assume ũbits[b′ + 1] ≤ l̃x[b′ + 1]. This implies that ũbits[b′ + 1, 0] <

l̃x[b′ + 1, 0] would already have been satis�ed in the previous iteration and Step 2bwould have been applied for bit b = b′+1. This ontradits the de�nition of b′ beingthe �rst iteration for whih a dedution is performed. Therefore, the assumption iswrong and instead ũbits[b′ + 1] > l̃x[b′ + 1] must hold whih gives ũbits[b′ + 1] = 1and l̃x[b′ + 1] = 0.It follows that even after adding 2b′+1 to l̃x, inequality (14.2) stays valid. Likebefore, this shows that also the update of Step 2b annot enable subsequent dedu-tions for b ≥ b′. With analogous reasoning it an be shown that also the updates ofSteps 2 and 2d do not trigger additional dedutions for b ≥ b′. The ase that b′ isnot the �rst iteration for whih an update was applied follows by indution.Corollary 14.5. After Step 2 of Algorithm 14.1 was performed ompletely, a seondrun of Step 2 would not produe any additional dedutions. In partiular, the boundssatisfy l̃bits[b, 0] ≤ l̃x[b, 0] ≤ ũbits[b, 0] and l̃bits[b, 0] ≤ ũx[b, 0] ≤ ũbits[b, 0] for all
b = 0, . . . , γ − 1.In Step 3 of Algorithm 14.1 we hek whether a �xing of a bit to a ertain valuewould violate the word's bounds, and in this ase �x the bit to the opposite value.If a bit remains un�xed, no more less signi�ant bits an be �xed with the reasoningof Steps 3a and 3b:Lemma 14.6. If an un�xed bit xb was not �xed in Steps 3a or 3b of Algorithm 14.1,the onditions ũbits − 2b′ < l̃x and l̃bits + 2b′ > ũx do not hold for all less signi�antbits xb′ , b′ < b.Proof. First, suppose b′ is the most signi�ant un�xed bit smaller than b. Sine xbwas not �xed in Loop 3, we have l̃x ≤ ũbits− 2b and ũx ≥ l̃bits + 2b. Beause no new�xings have been found sine bit xb was proessed, l̃x, ũx, l̃bits, and ũbits were nothanged at the time xb′ is onsidered. It follows

ũbits − 2b′ > ũbits − 2b ≥ l̃x and l̃bits + 2b′ < l̃bits + 2b ≤ ũx.The ase of an arbitrary position b′ < b follows by indution.



14.1. Bit and Word Partitioning 201Therefore, Loop 3 is exeuted from most signi�ant to least signi�ant bit andaborted in Step 3 if a variable remained un�xed. We now show that Step 2 doesnot need to be exeuted again, even if �xings were applied in Step 3:Lemma 14.7. After Step 2 of Algorithm 14.1 was performed, subsequent boundhanges dedued in Step 3 annot enable additional dedutions of the types of Step 2.Proof. Let l̃x ≤ x ≤ ũx, and l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, b = 0, . . . , γ − 1, be the bounds afterStep 2 was exeuted. Let b′ be the �rst (most signi�ant) bit for whih a boundhange was applied in Step 3. Due to Lemma 14.6 we know that all higher orderbits b > b′ were already �xed, i.e., l̃xb
= ũxb

for all b > b′, whih is equivalent to
l̃bits[γ−1, b′+1] = ũbits[γ−1, b′+1]. This implies l̃x[γ−1, b′+1] = ũx[γ−1, b′+1] =
ũbits[γ − 1, b′ + 1] due to Steps 2a and 2.Suppose we performed Step 3a to inrease l̃xb′

= 0 to 1. Further assume that
l̃x[b′] = 0. From the preonditions of Step 3a we know that ũxb′

= 1 and ũbits−2b′ <

l̃x. Sine ũbits[γ−1, b′+1] = l̃x[γ−1, b′+1] and (ũbits−2b′)[b′] = l̃x[b′] = 0 it followsthat ũbits[b′ − 1, 0] < l̃x[b′ − 1, 0], whih is a ontradition to Step 2b. Therefore,we have l̃x[b′] = 1. If no infeasibility was deteted, this means that also ũx[b′] = 1,and the subwords upto bit b′ of the bounds are idential after applying the �xing
l̃xb′

:= 1. It follows that after the �xing, dedutions in Step 2 an be applied at bits
b ≥ b′ if and only if they an be applied at bit b = b′ − 1. Beause all dedutionson lesser signi�ant bits were already performed in Step 2, the dedution of Step 3adid not enable an additional dedution in Step 2. The proof for the dedution ofStep 3b is analogous.Corollary 14.8. If Algorithm 14.1 did not detet infeasibility by produing anempty domain, the �nal bounds after applying the algorithm satisfy

l̃bits[b, 0] ≤ l̃x[b, 0] ≤ ũbits[b, 0] and l̃bits[b, 0] ≤ ũx[b, 0] ≤ ũbits[b, 0]for all b = 0, . . . , γ − 1. In partiular, this yields
l̃xb

= l̃bits[b] ≤ l̃x[b] ≤ ũbits[b] = ũxb
and l̃xb

= l̃bits[b] ≤ ũx[b] ≤ ũbits[b] = ũxbfor all individual bits b = 0, . . . , γ − 1.Proof. This result follows from Corollary 14.5 and Lemma 14.7.The following proposition shows that Algorithm 14.1 already ahieves intervalonsisteny (see De�nition 2.6):Proposition 14.9. After applying Algorithm 14.1 on onstraint (14.1), the on-straint beomes interval onsistent or at least one domain beomes empty.Proof. Let x = ̺w
j be word w of register ̺j and let γ be the width of x. SupposeAlgorithm 14.1 did not detet infeasibility by reduing a domain to the empty set,and let l̃x ≤ ũx and l̃xb

≤ ũxb
, b = 0, . . . , γ − 1, be the �nal lower and upperbounds of the word and bit variables after applying the algorithm. In order toshow interval onsisteny we have to onstrut for eah of the bounds a solution

x⋆ =
∑γ−1

b=0 2bx⋆
b with l̃x ≤ x⋆ ≤ ũx and l̃xb

≤ x⋆
b ≤ ũxb

, b = 0, . . . , γ − 1, whihsatis�es onstraint (14.1) and with the orresponding variable being equal to theonsidered bound.



202 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.2 Bit and Word Partitioning Presolving1. For all ative bit/word linking onstraints x =
∑γ−1

b=0 xb:(a) Replae aggregated bit and word variables by their representative oun-terparts.(b) If γ = 1, aggregate x : ⋆= x0 and delete the onstraint.() Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.1 on the global bounds.(d) Add impliations xb = 0 → x ≤ 2γ − 1 − 2b and xb = 1 → x ≥ 2b for all
b = 0, . . . , γ − 1 to the impliation graph of SCIP.2. For all pairs of di�erent ative bit/word linking onstraints x =

∑γx−1
b=0 xb,

y =
∑γy−1

b=0 yb, with γx ≥ γy:(a) If xb
⋆= yb for all b = 0, . . . , γy − 1 and xb = 0 for all b = γy, . . . , γx − 1,aggregate x : ⋆= y and delete the onstraint on y.(b) If x ⋆= y, aggregate xb : ⋆= yb for all b = 0, . . . , γy − 1, �x xb := 0 for

b = γy, . . . , γx − 1, and delete the onstraint on y.First, we onsider the lower bound l̃x of the word variable x. The value x⋆ = l̃xwith bit deomposition x⋆ =
∑γ−1

b=0 x
⋆
b satis�es onstraint (14.1) by de�nition of thebit deomposition. Inequality l̃xb
≤ x⋆

b = l̃x[b] ≤ ũxb
follows from Corollary 14.8.The same reasoning an be applied to x⋆ = ũx.Now onsider a partiular bit b′ with bounds l̃xb′
≤ xb′ ≤ ũxb′

. We onstruta solution x⋆ with x⋆
b′ = l̃xb′

. If l̃xb′
= l̃x[b′], the word's lower bound x⋆ = l̃xalready has the desired properties, as shown above. From Corollary 14.8 we knowthat l̃xb′

≤ l̃x[b′], suh that only the ase l̃xb′
= 0 and l̃x[b′] = 1 remains. Beause

l̃x[b′] ≤ ũxb′
we also know that ũxb′

= 1, whih means that xb′ is un�xed.Let b̄ be the most signi�ant un�xed bit, i.e., l̃bits[γ−1, b̄+1] = ũbits[γ−1, b̄+1],
l̃xb̄

= 0, and ũxb̄
= 1. Again from Corollary 14.8, it follows that also the bits ofthe word's bounds are �xed to the same value l̃x[γ − 1, b̄ + 1] = ũx[γ − 1, b̄ + 1] =

l̃bits[γ − 1, b̄+ 1] = ũbits[γ − 1, b̄ + 1]. Additionally, l̃x[b̄] = 0 and ũx[b̄] = 1 beauseotherwise l̃xb̄
ould have been inreased to 1 in Step 3a. This implies b̄ > b′ due to

l̃x[b′] = 1.Now we hoose x⋆
b = ũxb

for b ≥ b̄ and x⋆
b = l̃xb

for b < b̄. In partiular, thisyields x⋆
b′ = l̃xb′

, and the bounds on the bits l̃xb
≤ x⋆

b ≤ ũxb
, b = 0, . . . , γ − 1, aresatis�ed. Beause l̃x[γ − 1, b̄ + 1] = ũbits[γ − 1, b̄ + 1] = x⋆[γ − 1, b̄ + 1], l̃x[b̄] = 0,and x⋆[b̄] = x⋆

b = ũxb
= 1, the lower bound l̃x ≤ x⋆ is also valid. Finally, we have

x⋆[γ−1, b̄] = ũbits[γ−1, b̄] = ũx[γ−1, b̄] and x⋆[b̄−1, 0] = l̃bits[b̄−1, 0] ≤ ũx[b̄−1, 0]from Corollary 14.8, whih proves x⋆ ≤ ũx.A solution x⋆ with x⋆
b′ = ũxb′

for a given bit b′ an be onstruted in the samefashion.14.1.3 PresolvingIn eah round of the presolving step of SCIP (see Chapter 3.2.5), Algorithm 14.2 isapplied as presolving method of the bit and word partitioning onstraint handler.In Step 1a the word variable and eah bit variable is replaed by its equivalentrepresentative variable, i.e., a seleted representative of the variable's equivalene



14.1. Bit and Word Partitioning 203lass, see Setion 3.3.4. Thereby, the onstraint is normalized and two equivalentonstraints would ontain exatly the same variables. This property is needed for afast equivalene detetion in Step 2.If the word onsists of only one bit, the word variable x is equivalent to the bitvariable x0 and they are aggregated in Step 1b. Thereby, the equivalene lasses of
x and x0 are impliitly united, see again Setion 3.3.4. Sine after the aggregation,the onstraint x = x0 is always valid, we an delete the onstraint from the problemformulation.Step 1 alls Algorithm 14.1 as a subroutine to perform domain propagationon the global bounds. Afterwards, we enrih the impliation graph of SCIP (seeSetion 3.3.5) with the dedutions on the word variable if a single bit is �xed to aertain value.In Step 2 all pairs of bit/word linking onstraints are proessed. If all bit vari-ables (ounting non-existing ones as being �xed to zero) of the two onstraints areequivalent, the word variables an be aggregated sine they are also equivalent. Ifon the other hand the word variables are equivalent, the individual pairs of bit vari-ables an be aggregated, and the exessive bit variables of the wider word an be�xed to zero. In both ases, one of the onstraints an be deleted from the problemformulation.14.1.4 Equivalene of RegistersWithin the framework of onstraint integer programming, the bit/word linking on-straints (14.1) are just ordinary onstraints without any speial meaning. In thehip veri�ation appliation, these onstraints are tightly onneted to the abstratobjets of registers. Although being onstraints in the CIP ontext, the registersappear as variables in the de�nitions of the iruit operations.Like ordinary CIP variables, registers an be equivalent to eah other, therebyforming equivalene lasses with eah of them being represented by a unique repre-sentative, see Setion 3.3.4.De�nition 14.10 (equivalene of registers). We all two registers ̺i and ̺jequivalent if the binary variables in their respetive bit deomposition are pairwiseequivalent:

̺i
⋆
= ̺j ⇔ ∀b ∈ Z≥0 : ̺ib

⋆
= ̺jb (14.3)with ̺ib = 0 if b ≥ βi and ̺jb = 0 if b ≥ βj . In an algorithmi environment, wedenote by

̺i :
⋆
= ̺j ⇔ ∀b ∈ Z≥0 : ̺ib :

⋆
= ̺jbthe aggregation of register ̺i to ̺j , whih means to aggregate the individual pairsof binary variables in the bit deompositions of the registers.For example, if we already know that y = 0, the addition onstraint r = add(x, y)would detet that r and x are equivalent, whih means that the individual word andbit variables of r = ̺i are equivalent to their respetive ounterparts of x = ̺j .Besides aggregating x : ⋆= r, we ould in priniple also identify the two register nodes

x and r in the funtion graph, see Setion 13.2, and replae all ourrenes of x by
r in the iruit onstraints of the problem instane. Nevertheless, the identi�ationof register nodes in the funtion graph an destroy the struture of the graph. Forexample, if two output registers are identi�ed, the two operations produing these



204 Operators in Detailoutputs reeive an arti�ial onnetion through the uni�ed output register that didnot exist in the original funtion graph. Consequently, loose ends of the graph,whih are identi�ed by the irrelevane detetion of Setion 15.2, may get lost, andthe performane of the presolving deteriorates. For this reason, we do not replaeregisters with the representative of their equivalene lass in the iruit onstraintsand in the funtion graph. Instead, equivalene of registers is always tested byheking the individual bits for pairwise equivalene.Just like deteting equivalenes between registers it might happen that the globalinequality of two registers x and y is disovered. For example, if the onstraint
r = eq(x, y) is inluded in the problem and we know already that r = 0, we anonlude that x and y an never take the same value. We denote this fat by writing
x Y

⋆
= y:De�nition 14.11 (inequality of registers). We all two registers ̺i and ̺j un-equal if for eah feasible solution of the property heking CIP (13.4) there is at leastone pair of binary variables in the bit deomposition of the registers with oppositevalues:

̺i Y
⋆
= ̺j ⇔ ∀̺⋆ : C(̺⋆) ∧ ¬P (̺⋆) ∃b ∈ Z≥0 : ̺⋆

ib 6= ̺⋆
jb (14.4)with ̺⋆

ib = 0 if b ≥ βi and ̺⋆
jb = 0 if b ≥ βj .For eah register x we store the set of registers y with x Y

⋆
= y as a sorted liston whih a binary searh an be performed. Note that for two registers x and y itmay neither x ⋆= y nor x Y

⋆
= y, sine Y

⋆
= is not the negated relation of ⋆=. However,

x ⋆= y ∧ x Y
⋆
= y proves the infeasibility of the problem instane.14.2 Unary MinusThe unary minus operatorminus : [β]→ [β], x 7→ r = minus(x)alulates the two's omplement of input register x, whih is de�ned as

r = minus(x) ⇔ r = 2β − x.This is equivalent to r+x = 2β, and due to the trunation of the over�ow in the addoperand, the onstraint an be represented as 0 = add(x, r). This transformationis applied in the presolving stage of SCIP, suh that we do not need to implementany spei� algorithms for the minus operator.14.3 AdditionThe two's omplement addition of two numbers x, y ∈ {0, . . . , 2β − 1} is de�ned asadd : [β]× [β]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = add(x, y)with
r = add(x, y) ⇔ r = (x+ y) mod 2β.



14.3. Addition 205To overome the numerial di�ulties aused by very large oe�ients, the LP relax-ation of addition onstraints is de�ned on word level. Eah word addition produesan over�ow that is passed to the next word's alulations. The �nal over�ow isignored, whih models the modulus operation in the above de�nition of the addoperator.The domain propagation is applied on bit level and exploits knowledge about�xings and equivalenes of the involved register bits. The word level and bit levelrepresentations interat by means of the bit/word linking onstraints (14.1). Pre-solving operates on both representations simultaneously. In addition to the domainpropagation, it exploits global knowledge of equality or inequality of registers totighten the bounds of the bit and word variables. It also ompares pairs of addonstraints to detet further problem simpli�ations.14.3.1 LP RelaxationSine for the input registers we have x, y ≤ 2β − 1, we know that the sum x + y isbounded by x + y ≤ 2β. Therefore, the sum an be ompletely desribed by β + 1bits, and the addition operand add just means to strip the most signi�ant bit,alled over�ow bit, from the result. The LP relaxation of the onstraint ould bestated as
x+ y = r + 2βo with o ∈ {0, 1}, (14.5)but for large bit widths β this would lead to numerial di�ulties in the �oating pointalulations. The default parameter value for the feasibility tolerane for �oatingpoint operations in SCIP is δ̂ = 10−6. This value is also used for solving the LPrelaxations. Equality of �oating point numbers in this sense is de�ned as
x
.
= y ⇔

|x− y|

max{|x|, |y|, 1}
≤ δ̂. (14.6)This means, for example, that for β = 20, x = y = 219, r = 1, and o = 1 we have

x+ y = 220 6= 220 + 1 = r + 220o, but x+ y
.
= r + 220o beause

|220 − (220 + 1)|

max{|220|, |220 + 1|, 1}
=

1

220 + 1
≈ 9.5 · 10−7 < δ̂ = 10−6.Therefore, the invalid solution 1 = add(219, 219) would be aepted as feasible bythe LP solver.In order to avoid these numerial di�ulties, we restrit the oe�ients in thelinear relaxation (14.5) to be not larger than 216, whih an be ahieved by splittingthe registers into words of W = 16 bits, as desribed in Setion 14.1. For eah word

w = 0, . . . , ω− 1, ω = ⌈β/W ⌉, of width γw = min{W,β−wW} we add the equation
xw + yw + ow = rw + 2γw

ow+1 with ow, ow+1 ∈ {0, 1} (14.7)to the LP relaxation. Here, the over�ow for a word is passed to the left hand sideof the next word's equation. Note that the least signi�ant over�ow is �xed to
ow = 0. The system of equations (14.7) for all words w together with the bit/wordlinking onstraints (14.1) is equivalent to equation (14.5) but rules out invalid integersolutions even if the �oating point equality (14.6) with feasibility tolerane δ̂ = 10−6is applied.
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�rst inputseond inputover�owresultantFigure 14.2. Bit level addition sheme.14.3.2 Domain PropagationDomain propagation for the addition operand is applied on bit level using the usualbit level addition sheme depited in Figure 14.2. For eah bit b = 0, . . . , β − 1 wepropagate the equation
xb + yb + ob = rb + 2ob+1. (14.8)Note that o0 = 0, sine there is no over�ow passed to the least signi�ant olumn.Observe also that the over�ow ow of a word w in the LP relaxation (14.7) is alwaysequal to the bit over�ow owW at the word boundary beause wordwise addition andbitwise addition are equivalent, whih an be seen by adding up equations (14.8) fora word w ∈ {0, . . . , ω − 1} of width γw:

xwW+0 + ywW+0 + 20owW+0 = rwW+0 + 2owW+1

∣
∣ · 20. . .

xwW+γw−1 + ywW+γw−1 + owW+γw−1 = rwW+γw−1 + 2owW+γw

∣
∣ · 2γw−1

xw + yw +

γw−1
∑

b=0

2bowW+b = rw +

γw

∑

b=1

2bowW+bwhih is equivalent to
xw + yw + owW = rw + 2γw

owW+γw .Subtrating equation (14.7) yields
owW − o

w = 2γw

(owW+γw − ow+1),and sine the variables are binary and γw ≥ 1, it follows ow = owW and ow+1 =
owW+γw . Thus, we an aggregate

ow :
⋆
= owW for all words w = 0, . . . , ω − 1, (14.9)and

oω :
⋆
= oβ (14.10)for the most signi�ant over�ow.Algorithm 14.3 illustrates the domain propagation method applied to add on-straints. In fat, the dedutions performed in Step 1 are just the usual boundtightening operations for the linear onstraint (14.8), and the dedutions of Step 2are equal to the ones for the linear onstraint (14.7), see Setion 7.1.



14.3. Addition 207Algorithm 14.3 Addition Domain PropagationInput : Addition onstraint r = add(x, y) on registers r, x, and y of width βwith urrent loal word bounds l̃rw ≤ rw ≤ ũrw , l̃xw ≤ xw ≤ ũxw , and
l̃yw ≤ yw ≤ ũyw , and bit bounds l̃rb

≤ rb ≤ ũrb
, l̃xb

≤ xb ≤ ũxb
, and

l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

.Output : Tightened loal bounds for words rw, xw, yw, and bits rb, xb, yb.1. For b = 0, . . . , β − 1:(a) If three out of the four variables xb, yb, ob, and rb in the addition olumn
b are �xed, the fourth variable and the over�ow ob+1 an be dedued byinspeting equation (14.8).(b) If ũxb

+ ũyb
+ ũob

− l̃rb
≤ 1, dedue ob+1 = 0.() If l̃xb

+ l̃yb
+ l̃ob

− ũrb
≥ 1, dedue ob+1 = 1.(d) If ũob+1

= 0 and ũrb
= 0, dedue xb = yb = ob = 0.(e) If l̃ob+1

= 1 and l̃rb
= 1, dedue xb = yb = ob = 1.(f) If ũob+1

= 0 and one out of the three variables xb, yb, ob is �xed to one,we an �x rb = 1 and the other two variables an be dedued to zero.(g) If l̃ob+1
= 1 and one out of the three variables xb, yb, ob is �xed to zero,we an �x rb = 0 and the other two variables an be dedued to one.2. For w = 0, . . . , ω − 1: If ow+1 is �xed, dedue

l̃rw − ũyw − ũow + 2γw

ow+1 ≤ xw ≤ ũrw − l̃yw − l̃ow + 2γw

ow+1

l̃rw − ũxw − ũow + 2γw

ow+1 ≤ yw ≤ ũrw − l̃xw − l̃ow + 2γw

ow+1

l̃xw + l̃yw + l̃ow − 2γw

ow+1 ≤ rw ≤ ũxw + ũyw + ũow − 2γw

ow+1Beause the word over�ow variables ow are aggregated with the bit over�ow vari-ables at the word boundaries, see (14.9) and (14.10), the propagations on the twoequations (14.8) and (14.7) an interat with eah other. Additionally, the propa-gations on the over�ow bits of Step 1 an in�uene the previous and next olumnin the addition sheme of Figure 14.2. Furthermore, �xings of the bits and tight-enings of the words' bounds an lead to even more impliations in the propagationAlgorithm 14.1 for the bit/word linking onstraints (14.1). SCIP exploits theseinterdependenies automatially by iteratively alling the individual domain prop-agation algorithms as long as additional dedutions were found, see Setion 3.1.4.Therefore, we an refrain from iterating Steps 1 and 2 inside Algorithm 14.3.14.3.3 PresolvingIn the presolving stage of SCIP, Algorithm 14.4 is exeuted to proess the ativeaddition onstraints. Step 1a heks whether one of the two operands x and y is �xedto zero, whih means that the resultant an be aggregated with the other operand. Ifon the other hand, one of the operands is proven to be non-zero, the resultant annotbe equal to the other operand and the sets of unequal registers for the resultant andthe other operand an be extended in Step 1b. Consequently, we an �x an operandto zero in Step 1 whenever the resultant is deteted to be always equal to the other



208 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.4 Addition Presolving1. For all ative addition onstraints r = add(x, y):(a) If x = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= y and delete the onstraint.If y = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= x and delete the onstraint.(b) If lxw ≥ 1 for any word w, dedue r Y
⋆
= y.If lyw ≥ 1 for any word w, dedue r Y
⋆
= x.() If r ⋆= x, �x y := 0 and delete the onstraint.If r ⋆= y, �x x := 0 and delete the onstraint.(d) If r Y

⋆
= x and ωy = 1, dedue y0 ≥ 1.If r Y
⋆
= y and ωx = 1, dedue x0 ≥ 1.(e) If x ⋆= y, replae the onstraint by r = shl(x, 1).(f) If β = 1, replae the onstraint by r = xor(x, y).(g) Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.3 on the global bounds.(h) If two of the binary variables in equation (14.8) are equivalent or negatedequivalent, the others an be aggregated as shown in Algorithm 14.5.(i) Add impliations on binary variables using Algorithm 14.6.2. For all pairs of ative addition onstraints r = add(x, y) and r′ = add(x′, y′)with βr ≥ βr′ :(a) For all b = 0, . . . , βr′ :If (χb, ψb, φb) and (χ′b, ψ

′
b, φ
′
b) are permutations of (xb, yb, ob) and

(x′b, y
′
b, o
′
b) suh that χb

⋆= χ′b and ψb
⋆= ψ′b, andi. if φb

⋆= φ′b, aggregate rb : ⋆= r′b and ob+1 : ⋆= o′b+1,ii. if rb ⋆= r′b, aggregate φb : ⋆= φ′b and ob+1 : ⋆= o′b+1,iii. if rb Y
⋆
= r′b or ob+1 Y

⋆
= o′b+1, aggregate φb : ⋆= 1− φ′b,iv. if φb Y

⋆
= φ′b or ob+1 Y

⋆
= o′b+1, aggregate rb : ⋆= 1− r′b.(b) If Steps 2(a)i or 2(a)ii were suessfully applied to all bits b = 0, . . . , βr′ ,delete onstraint r′ = add(x′, y′).() If βr = βr′ , x ⋆= x′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= y′.If βr = βr′ , y ⋆= y′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= x′.(d) If βr = βr′ , x ⋆= y′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= x′.If βr = βr′ , y ⋆= x′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= y′.operand. Step 1d deals with the bakward impliation of Step 1a. If we know thatthe resultant is always unequal to one of the operands, we an onlude that theother operand annot be zero. However, it is impossible to express an inequality like

y ≥ 1 for a register y in terms of bounds of CIP variables, sine registers representa olletion of bit and word variables. We an only onlude that at least one of thewords and one of the bits must be non-zero. Therefore, we are only able to deduea bound hange, if the register onsists of a single word, i.e., ω = 1.In the ase that the two operands are always equal, we an replae the addonstraint in Step 1e by an shl onstraint, beause add(x, x) = mult(x, 2) =shl(x, 1) for all x ∈ Z≥0. Of ourse, the presolving algorithm for the shl onstraintwith the seond operand �xed to one aggregates the bits to r0 := 0 and rb : ⋆= xb−1for b = 1, . . . , βr − 1, see Step 1e of Algorithm 14.28.



14.3. Addition 209Algorithm 14.5 Addition Presolving � Bit AggregationConsidering equation (14.8), we an apply the following aggregations:1. If xb
⋆= yb aggregate ob : ⋆= rb and ob+1 : ⋆= xb.2. If xb Y
⋆
= yb aggregate ob : ⋆= 1− rb and ob+1 : ⋆= ob.3. If xb
⋆= ob aggregate yb : ⋆= rb and ob+1 : ⋆= xb.4. If xb Y
⋆
= ob aggregate yb : ⋆= 1− rb and ob+1 : ⋆= yb.5. If xb
⋆= rb aggregate ob : ⋆= yb and ob+1 : ⋆= yb.6. If xb Y
⋆
= rb aggregate ob : ⋆= 1− yb and ob+1 : ⋆= xb.7. If yb
⋆= ob aggregate xb : ⋆= rb and ob+1 : ⋆= yb.8. If yb Y
⋆
= ob aggregate xb : ⋆= 1− rb and ob+1 : ⋆= xb.9. If yb
⋆= rb aggregate ob : ⋆= xb and ob+1 : ⋆= xb.10. If yb Y
⋆
= rb aggregate ob : ⋆= 1− xb and ob+1 : ⋆= yb.11. If ob
⋆= rb aggregate xb : ⋆= yb and ob+1 : ⋆= yb.12. If ob Y
⋆
= rb aggregate xb : ⋆= 1− yb and ob+1 : ⋆= ob.13. If xb Y
⋆
= ob+1 aggregate yb : ⋆= ob+1, ob : ⋆= ob+1, and rb : ⋆= xb.14. If yb Y
⋆
= ob+1 aggregate xb : ⋆= ob+1, ob : ⋆= ob+1, and rb : ⋆= yb.15. If ob Y
⋆
= ob+1 aggregate xb : ⋆= ob+1, yb : ⋆= ob+1, and rb : ⋆= ob.16. If rb ⋆= ob+1 aggregate xb : ⋆= rb, yb : ⋆= rb, and ob : ⋆= rb.In the very speial ase that the registers are single bits, i.e., β = 1, trunatedaddition is equivalent to exlusive or, suh that the onstraint r = add(x, y) an bereplaed by r = xor(x, y) in Step 1f. The bitwise exlusive or onstraint desribedin Setion 14.9 omes with a stronger LP relaxation than equation (14.5) beausethe introdution of the auxiliary binary over�ow variable o an be avoided.It may happen that two of the bit variables in equation (14.8) are equivalentor negated equivalent. The latter means that the two bits always take oppositevalues. For eah bit b, there are (52) = 10 di�erent pairs out of the �ve variablesinvolved in equation (14.8), whih gives 20 ombinations of potential equivalent ornegated equivalent binary variables. We an draw useful onlusions from 16 ofthese relationships, as shown in Algorithm 14.5. For the remaining four, namely

xb
⋆= ob+1, yb

⋆= ob+1, ob
⋆= ob+1, and rb Y

⋆
= ob+1, we annot dedue any furtherequivalene or negated equivalene relations between two variables. For example, if

xb
⋆= ob+1, there are still the six solutions

(xb, yb, ob, rb, ob+1) ∈
{
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1, 0),

(1, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
}possible, and none of yb

⋆= ob, yb
⋆= rb, ob

⋆= rb, yb Y
⋆
= ob, yb Y

⋆
= rb, and ob Y

⋆
= rb holds.Note that Algorithm 14.5 would also �nd the �xings and aggregations of Steps 1aand 1 of Algorithm 14.4. Thus, the only additional value of those steps is thedeletion of the onstraint.The �nal task for eah bit b in Loop 1 of Algorithm 14.4 is to add impliationsto the impliation graph of SCIP, see Setion 3.3.5. Algorithm 14.6 subsumes the



210 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.6 Addition Presolving � ImpliationsConsidering equation (14.8), we an add the following impliations to the impliationgraph of SCIP:1. If xb = 0, add yb = 0→ ob+1 = 0 and ob = 0→ ob+1 = 0.2. If xb = 1, add yb = 1→ ob+1 = 1 and ob = 1→ ob+1 = 1.3. If yb = 0, add xb = 0→ ob+1 = 0 and ob = 0→ ob+1 = 0.4. If yb = 1, add xb = 1→ ob+1 = 1 and ob = 1→ ob+1 = 1.5. If ob = 0, add xb = 0→ ob+1 = 0 and yb = 0→ ob+1 = 0.6. If ob = 1, add xb = 1→ ob+1 = 1 and yb = 1→ ob+1 = 1.7. If ob+1 = 0, add xb = 1→ yb = 0, xb = 1→ ob = 0, and yb = 1→ ob = 0.8. If ob+1 = 1, add xb = 0→ yb = 1 and xb = 0→ ob = 1, and yb = 0→ ob = 1.impliations that we an generate for eah addition olumn, given that a ertain bitin the olumn is already �xed.Step 2 of Algorithm 14.4 ompares all pairs of ative addition onstraints r =add(x, y) and r′ = add(x′, y′). Suppose two of the variables in {xb, yb, ob} arepairwise equivalent to two of {x′b, y′b, o′b}. We all the remaining variables φb and φ′b,respetively. Then, subtrating the bit equations (14.8) from eah other yields
φb − φ

′
b = rb − r

′
b + 2(ob+1 − o

′
b+1).Sine all involved variables are binary, we an dedue the aggregations of Steps 2(a)ito 2(a)iv. Note that 2(a)iii and 2(a)iv are just the inverse impliations of 2(a)iand 2(a)ii. If the equivalene of the bit equations (14.8) is deteted for all bits

b = 0, . . . , βr′ by suessful appliations of Rules 2(a)i or 2(a)ii, the onstraint onthe smaller or equally wide registers an be deleted in Step 2b, sine its semantisis already aptured by the other onstraint.The trivial impliations
βr ≥ βr′ ∧ (x

⋆
= x′) ∧ (y

⋆
= y′) → r[βr′ − 1, 0]

⋆
= r′ and

βr ≥ βr′ ∧ (x
⋆
= y′) ∧ (y

⋆
= x′) → r[βr′ − 1, 0]

⋆
= r′are already overed by Step 2a. Steps 2 and 2d apply these impliations in theopposite diretion to dedue inequalities of operands. Note that we an only onludethat the operands are unequal if the resultants are of equal width. Otherwise, theinequality of the resultants may result from the di�erent trunation of the sum. Analternative approah would be to hek whether r[βr′ − 1, 0] Y

⋆
= r′, but we do notstore inequalities between subwords of registers in our data strutures.14.4 SubtrationThe subtration operatorsub : [β]× [β]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = sub(x, y)yields the di�erene of the two input registers x and y in the two's omplementrepresentation. It is de�ned as

r = sub(x, y) ⇔ r = (x− y) mod 2β .



14.5. Multipliation 211Beause the integers modulo 2β together with the trunated addition and multipli-ation form a ring, we have x = (r + y) mod 2β. Therefore, we an replae eahsubtration onstraint by an equivalent addition onstraint, whih is performed inthe presolving stage of SCIP.14.5 MultipliationThe multipliation operatormult : [β]× [β]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = mult(x, y)with
r = mult(x, y) ⇔ r = (x · y) mod 2βis the most omplex operator in terms of the algorithms involved to proess the on-straints. Our implementation ontains more than 7000 lines of C soure ode, whilethe implementation of the algorithms for addition, whih is the seond largest ode,onsists of only around 3500 lines. This orresponds to the observation, that SATand BDD based tehniques often fail on iruits that involve lots of multipliations,whih an also be seen in the omputational results of Chapter 17.The LP relaxation of multipliation onstraints is quite involved. Like in writtenmultipliation learned in shool, we multiply eah digit of one operand by the digits ofthe other operand and align the results with respet to the signi�ane of the involveddigits. Afterwards, these partial produts are added up to yield the resultant of themultipliation onstraint. Sine a multipliation of two variables is a non-linearoperation, we annot use it diretly inside a linear relaxation. However, a produtof a binary variable with another variable an be linearized by three inequalities.Therefore, the �digits� of one of the operands are given by its bit deomposition,while for the �digits� of the other operand we use half-words, so alled nibbles.This asymmetri treatment of the two operands in a ommutative operation raisesthe question whih operand should be split into bits and whih should be splitinto nibbles. This question is addressed in the presolving algorithm explained inSetion 14.5.3.We employ three di�erent types of domain propagation algorithms for multonstraints. The �rst operates on the multipliation table of the LP relaxation andthe involved auxiliary variables, namely the partial produts and over�ows. Theseond is applied on the bit level, again on a table similar to written multipliation.It involves a seond set of auxiliary variables and propagates �xings of registerbits and auxiliary variables. The third domain propagation algorithm onstrutsthe symboli terms for the intermediate bits of the binary multipliation table andsimpli�es them, exploiting �xings and equivalenes of the register bits. This mayyield additional dedutions that annot be found by the standard bit level domainpropagation alone.The presolving on mult onstraints also uses both representations, the bit/nibbleand the bit/bit multipliation table. In addition to the domain propagation, itperforms aggregations and detets impliations. In partiular, the terms onstrutedin the symboli propagation are ompared with eah other, and the orrespondingvariables are aggregated if the terms are equal.



212 Operators in Detail14.5.1 LP RelaxationIn order to express the multipliation r = mult(x, y) of two registers x and y withlinear onstraints, we deompose x into the bits xb, b = 0, . . . , β − 1, and y and rinto half-words, or nibbles, of L = W/2 bits:De�nition 14.12 (nibble). A register ̺j =
∑βj−1

b=0 2b̺jb is subdivided into ηj =
⌈βj/L⌉ nibbles

̺
〈l〉
j = ̺j

[
δ
〈l〉
j − 1, lL

]
=

δ
〈l〉
j −1
∑

b=0

2b̺j,lL+b, l = 0, . . . , ηj − 1, (14.11)of L bits with δ〈l〉j = min{L, βj − lL} being the width of nibble l.We do not inlude the nibbles as additional problem variables into the CIP model.Instead, we use ̺〈l〉j only as a shortut for the subword expressed as a sum of bitvariables as in equation (14.11). Therefore, the bounds of the nibble ̺〈l〉j are alsoonly shortuts for
l
̺
〈l〉
j

=

δ
〈l〉
j −1
∑

b=0

2bl̺j,lL+b
and u

̺
〈l〉
j

=

δ
〈l〉
j −1
∑

b=0

2bu̺j,lL+b
. (14.12)We model the relevant partial produts p〈l〉b = xb · y〈l〉 of bits xb and nibbles y〈l〉with the following system of linear inequalities:

p
〈l〉
b ≤ uy〈l〉 · xb (14.13)
p
〈l〉
b ≤ y

〈l〉 (14.14)
p
〈l〉
b ≥ y

〈l〉 − uy〈l〉 · (1− xb) (14.15)Equation (14.13) enfores the impliation xb = 0→ p
〈l〉
b = 0, while Equations (14.14)and (14.15) are redundant for xb = 0, but ensure p〈l〉b = y〈l〉 for xb = 1. For everyintegral solution (x, y) the above system of equations ensures p〈l〉b ∈ Z≥0 for all band l. Therefore, we do not need to inlude p〈l〉b ∈ Z≥0 as an additional integralityrestrition. Instead, we mark the partial produt variables to be impliitly integral.Suh variables are not used as branhing variables, but their integrality an beexploited in presolving, domain propagation, and utting plane separation.In order to alulate the resultant r of the multipliation, we have to add up thepartial produts as shown in Figure 14.3. A nibble r〈l〉 of the resultant is equal tothe sum of all partial produts p〈j〉b with ⌊b/L⌋+ j = l and the over�ow nibble o〈l〉 ofthe previous addition olumn. In the example of Figure 14.3, we have to add up thedark shaded partial produts in their respetive signi�ane and the over�ow o〈2〉 toalulate r〈2〉 and the orresponding over�ow o〈3〉. The summations are desribed bythe equation

o〈l〉 +
∑

i+j=l

δ〈i〉
x −1
∑

b=0

2bp
〈j〉
iL+b = 2Lo〈l+1〉 + r〈l〉 (14.16)for l = 0, . . . , ηr − 1. The upper bound of the over�ow variables an be alulatedreursively as follows:
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over�owresultantFigure 14.3. Multipliation table used in LP relaxation of r = mult(x, y). The �rst input register

x is split into bits xb, and the seond input register y and the output register r are split into nibbles
y〈l〉 and r〈l〉.Proposition 14.13. For the over�ow variable o〈l+1〉 in equation (14.16) the reur-sively de�ned value

uo〈l+1〉 =

⌊
uo〈l〉 + (l + 1)(2L − 1)2

2L

⌋ with uo〈0〉 = 0is a valid upper bound.Proof. From equation (14.16) it follows that
2Lo〈l+1〉 = o〈l〉 +

∑

i+j=l

δi
x−1
∑

b=0

2bp
〈j〉
iL+b − r

〈l〉 ≤ o〈l〉 +
∑

i+j=l

L−1∑

b=0

2b(2L − 1)

= o〈l〉 +
∑

i+j=l

(2L − 1)2 = o〈l〉 + (l + 1)(2L − 1)2,



214 Operators in Detailwhih, together with the integrality of o〈l+1〉, proves the laim.Note. The upper bounds on the �rst seven over�ow variables are u〈0〉 = 0, u〈1〉 = 254,
u〈2〉 = 509, u〈3〉 = 764, u〈4〉 = 1019, u〈5〉 = 1274, and u〈6〉 = 1529.As a summary, the LP relaxation of a multipliation onstraint r = mult(x, y)is given by equations (14.13), (14.14), and (14.15) for all b and l with ⌊b/L⌋+ l < ηr,and equation (14.16) for l = 0, . . . , ηr − 1. We have to introdue auxiliary variables
p
〈l〉
b ∈ R≥0 for ⌊b/L⌋ + l < ηr with bounds 0 ≤ p

〈l〉
b ≤ uy〈l〉 , and o〈l〉 ∈ Z≥0 for

l = 0, . . . , ηr with bounds 0 ≤ o〈l〉 ≤ uo〈l〉 as de�ned in Proposition 14.13.14.5.2 Domain PropagationThe propagation of multipliation onstraints r = mult(x, y) is performed in threestages. The �rst stage applies domain propagation on the LP formulation stated inSetion 14.5.1 and its auxiliary variables p〈l〉b and o〈l〉. In the seond stage, we performdomain propagation on a multipliation table onsisting of binary partial produts
pij = xi · yj, i.e., on a formulation that an be expressed with binary variables only.The third stage applies a symboli propagation on this binary multipliation tableby using a term rewriting system.Propagation on the LP RelaxationIn this stage of the propagation, we try to dedue tighter bounds for the bits xb, thenibbles y〈l〉 and r〈l〉, and the auxiliary variables p〈l〉b and o〈l〉, whih are used in theLP relaxation presented in Setion 14.5.1. Sine it an yield tighter bounds for thepropagation, we also look at the urrent bounds of the partial bit produt variables
pij = xi · yj ∈ {0, 1} that are used in the next stage of the domain propagation.As already noted in Setion 14.5.1, the bounds of the nibbles y〈l〉 and r〈l〉 are onlyshortuts for the sums of the orresponding bit bounds, see equation (14.12). Thesebounds get strengthened in presolving and domain propagation whenever one of theinvolved bits is �xed. Conversely, a strengthening of a nibble bound orresponds to�xings of the involved bits. However, for given dedued nibble bounds l ≤ y〈l〉 ≤ u,we an only �x the most signi�ant bits ylL+b, namely ylL+b = 1 for bits b with
∑δ−1

i=0 2iuylL+i
−2buylL+b

< l, and ylL+b = 0 for bits b with∑δ−1
i=0 2ilylL+i

−2blylL+b
+

2b > u. If we dedue l ≤ y〈l〉 ≤ u in an algorithm, we mean to �x as many bitvariables as possible in this fashion. The same holds for dedued nibble bounds on
r〈l〉. Note that variables o〈l〉 are atual problem variables for whih the bounds anbe dedued normally.Algorithm 14.7 shows how the dedutions on the registers x, y, and r, and theauxiliary variables of the LP relaxation are performed. Step 1 proesses the partialprodut equation p〈l〉b = xb · y〈l〉. If xb = 0 we an onlude p〈l〉b = 0 in Step 1a. If onthe other hand xb = 1, we an tighten the bounds of p〈l〉b and y〈l〉 using p〈l〉b = y〈l〉 inStep 1b. Independent from the value of xb, the partial produt p〈l〉b annot be largerthan y〈l〉, and the upper bound of p〈l〉b and the lower bound of y〈l〉 an be tightenedorrespondingly in Step 1.Step 1d provides the link to the auxiliary partial bit produt variables pij = xi ·yjwhih are used in the seond stage of the domain propagation, see Algorithm 14.8.



14.5. Multipliation 215Algorithm 14.7 Multipliation Domain Propagation � LP PropagationInput : Multipliation onstraint r = mult(x, y) on registers r, x, and y of width
β with urrent loal word bounds l̃rw ≤ rw ≤ ũrw , l̃xw ≤ xw ≤ ũxw , and
l̃yw ≤ yw ≤ ũyw , and bit bounds l̃rb

≤ rb ≤ ũrb
, l̃xb

≤ xb ≤ ũxb
, and l̃yb

≤

yb ≤ ũyb
; urrent loal bounds on auxiliary variables l̃

p
〈l〉
b

≤ p
〈l〉
b ≤ ũ

p
〈l〉
b

,
l̃pij
≤ pij ≤ ũpij

, and l̃o〈l〉 ≤ o〈l〉 ≤ ũo〈l〉 .Output : Tightened loal bounds for words rw, xw, yw, bits rb, xb, yb, and auxiliaryvariables p〈l〉b and o〈l〉.1. For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1 and all l = 0, . . . , η − 1:(a) If ũxb
= 0, dedue p〈l〉b = 0.(b) If l̃xb
= 1, dedue p〈l〉b ≥ l̃y〈l〉 and y〈l〉 ≤ ũ

p
〈l〉
b

.() Dedue p〈l〉b ≤ ũy〈l〉 and y〈l〉 ≥ l̃
p
〈l〉
b

.(d) Dedue p〈l〉b ≤∑L−1
i=0 2iũpb,lL+i

.(e) If l̃
p
〈l〉
b

≥ 1, dedue xb = 1.(f) If ũ
p
〈l〉
b

< l̃y〈l〉 , dedue xb = 0.2. For l = 0, . . . , η − 1, tighten the bounds using equation (14.16):
l̃r〈l〉 −

∑

i+j=l

δi
x−1
∑

b=0

2bũ
p
〈j〉
iL+b

+ 2Ll̃o〈l+1〉 ≤ o〈l〉 ≤ ũr〈l〉 −
∑

i+j=l

δi
x−1
∑

b=0

2b l̃
p
〈j〉
iL+b

+ 2Lũo〈l+1〉

l̃o〈l〉 +
∑

i+j=l

δi
x−1
∑

b=0

2b l̃
p
〈j〉
iL+b

− 2Lũo〈l+1〉 ≤ r〈l〉 ≤ ũo〈l〉 +
∑

i+j=l

δi
x−1
∑

b=0

2bũ
p
〈j〉
iL+b

− 2Ll̃o〈l+1〉

⌈ l̃o〈l〉 +
∑

i+j=l

δi
x−1∑

b=0

2b l̃
p
〈j〉
iL+b

− ũr〈l〉

2L

⌉

≤ o〈l+1〉 ≤

⌊ ũo〈l〉 +
∑

i+j=l

δi
x−1∑

b=0

2bũ
p
〈j〉
iL+b

− l̃r〈l〉

2L

⌋

By the de�nition of the partial produts, we know that p〈l〉b =
∑L−1

i=0 2ipb,lL+i. There-fore, we an dedue a orresponding upper bound for p〈l〉b in Step 1d. The lower boundof p〈l〉b does not need to be tightened, beause if ∑L−1
i=0 2il̃pb,lL+i

> 0 we an dedue
xb = 1 in Algorithm 14.8, and the lower bound of p〈l〉b is already tightened in a subse-quent Step 1b of Algorithm 14.7. Note that after Algorithm 14.8 was performed, wehave ∑L−1

i=0 2iũpb,lL+i
≤ ũy〈l〉 , whih means that Step 1 is redundant in subsequentiterations.Steps 1e and 1f are the inverse impliations of Steps 1a and 1b, respetively. If

p
〈l〉
b > 0, the bit xb must be one, and if p〈l〉b < y〈l〉, we know that xb = 0. Additionalonlusions like p〈l〉b = 0 if p〈l〉b < y〈l〉 are automatially drawn in Steps 1a and 1b ofthe subsequent iteration.



216 Operators in DetailPropagation on Binary Multipliation TableThe seond stage in the domain propagation of the multipliation onstraint r =mult(x, y) of width β onsists of the alulation and propagation of a binary mul-tipliation table. We introdue new auxiliary variables
pij = xi · yj ∈ {0, 1} for i+ j < β, (14.17)whih are the partial produts of individual bits in x and y. These partial produtsare added up olumnwise to alulate the resultant bits rb. Of ourse, the sum ofa olumn an produe an over�ow that has to be passed to the more signi�antolumns.Figure 14.4 illustrates the multipliation table for an 8 bit multipliation. Thepartial produts pij are assigned as addends to a olumn that orresponds to itssigni�ane, i.e., pij is assigned to olumn i + j. We sum up the addends of theolumns in bloks of three. For eah blok and for eah olumn we ompute anintermediate sum out of the at most three addends. This sum is in the range of 0to 3 and an therefore be represented as a 2 bit value. We all the low signi�antbit of blok k and olumn j the subtotal sk

j ∈ {0, 1}, and the high signi�ant bit theover�ow ok
j ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, for addends ak0

j , ak1
j , ak2

j ∈ {0, 1} of blok k andolumn j the equation
ak0

j + ak1
j + ak2

j = 2ok
j + sk

j (14.18)de�nes the values of the subtotal and over�ow. The subtotal variable sk
j is used asthe �rst addend ak+1,0

j in the next blok of the same olumn. The over�ow variable
ok

j is passed as additional addend to the next olumn j+1. The dark shaded variablesin Figure 14.4 are the variables that are involved in the subtotal alulation (14.18)of blok 1 and olumn 4. The last subtotals of eah olumn de�ne the resultant bits:
rb = sb−1

b , b = 0, . . . , β − 1, with s−1
0 = p00.Note that one an add up the partial produts, the subtotals, and the over�owsin any order. This order may a�et the propagation, sine for a di�erent order thesubtotals and over�ows are de�ned di�erently. We hoose the stati order that isindiated in Figure 14.4: the subtotals sk

j are always the �rst addend of the nextblok k + 1, and the over�ows are the last addends in their respetive olumn withover�ows of smaller blok numbers preeeding the ones of larger blok numbers. Thepartial produts pij �ll the empty slots in the order of inreasing index i. This yieldsthe following assignment to the addends q ∈ {0, 1, 2} of eah blok k and olumn j:blok 0 : a0q
j =

{

pq,j−q if j ≥ q
0 if j < qblok k ≥ 1 : akq

j =







sk+1
j if q = 0

p2k+q,j−(2k+q) if q ≥ 1 and 2k + 1 ≤ j

o2k+q−1−j
j−1 if q ≥ 1 and 2k + 1 > j

(14.19)We use the over�ows as late as possible beause we also employ the same mul-tipliation table with the same variables in the symboli propagation with termrewriting, see below. The symboli terms for the over�ow variables are more om-plex than the ones for the partial produts and the subtotals. This omplexity isintrodued to the subtotal terms of a olumn as soon as an over�ow variable is
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Figure 14.4. Binary multipliation table used in domain propagation of r = mult(x, y).



218 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.8 Multipliation Domain Propagation � Binary PropagationInput : Multipliation onstraint r = mult(x, y) on registers r, x, and y of width
β with urrent loal bit bounds l̃rb

≤ rb ≤ ũrb
, l̃xb

≤ xb ≤ ũxb
, and

l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

; urrent loal bounds on auxiliary variables l̃pij
≤ pij ≤ ũpij

,
l̃sk

j
≤ sk

j ≤ ũsk
j
, and l̃ok

j
≤ ok

j ≤ ũok
j
.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits rb, xb, yb, and auxiliary variables pij , sk

j ,and ok
j .1. For all i + j < β, propagate partial produt (14.17) as pij = and(xi, yj)with the orresponding domain propagation Algorithm 14.13 for bitwise andonstraints.2. For all olumns j = 1, . . . , β−1 and all of its bloks k = 0, . . . , j−1, propagateequation (14.18) as in Step 1 of the domain propagation Algorithm 14.3 of theaddition onstraint. Use the substitutions xb → ak0

j , yb → ak1
j , ob → ak2

j ,
rb → sk

j , and ob+1 → ok
j , with akq

j being de�ned by equation (14.19).used as addend. Sine it is more likely to identify equal terms on terms with lowomplexity, we try to postpone the addition of over�ow terms as long as possible.Wedler, Sto�el, and Kunz [209℄ use a dynami approah for ordering the addendsof a olumn. They add up those variables �rst that are �xed in the loal subproblem.The goal is to produe as many �xings as possible in the over�ow variables addedto the next olumn. They proved that this tehnique leads to the maximal numberof forward propagations of the �external� variables xb and yb to the subtotals andover�ows. The disadvantage of this approah within our framework is that withoutstati de�nitions of the internal variables, they annot be used in on�it analysisand utting plane separation. Additionally, the statially de�ned internal variablesan be used as �memory� for already disovered dedutions. If dynami addends areused, we would have to propagate the full multipliation table from srath at everyiteration.Algorithm 14.8 desribes the domain propagation that is applied on the binarymultipliation table. There are only two types of onstraints involved, namely thepartial produt onstraints (14.17) and the addition onstraints (14.18). A multi-pliation of two bits pij = xi · yj is equivalent to the and onatenation of the bits.Therefore, we an just all the domain propagation algorithm of the bitwise additionas a subroutine in Step 1. The bit addition onstraint (14.18) has the same stru-ture as equation (14.8) whih appears in the propagation of the addition onstraint.Hene, we just all the appropriate part of Algorithm 14.3 in Step 2 to propagatethese equations.Symboli Propagation with Term RewritingIn the previous setion about propagation on the binary multipliation table, weinvestigated how �xings of binary variables an dedue further �xings of other binaryvariables. In this setion, we also try to keep trak of the un�xed variables, sineit may happen that their ontribution to a later subtotal or over�ow is aneledout, regardless of their atual values. In order to do this, we perform symbolialulations on terms in whih the un�xed variables appear as symbols.The variables in the binary multipliation table are alulated with equations (14.17)



14.5. Multipliation 219and (14.18), i.e.,
pij = xi · yj and 2ok

j + sk
j = ak0

j + ak1
j + ak2

j ,with akq
j being either a partial produt p, a subtotal s, or an over�ow o. Now weexpress the equations to alulate p, s, and o as logial terms over xi and yj :

pij = xi ∧ yj (14.20)
sk

j = ak0
j ⊕ a

k1
j ⊕ a

k2
j (14.21)

ok
j = (ak0

j ∧ a
k1
j ) ∨ (ak0

j ∧ a
k2
j ) ∨ (ak1

j ∧ a
k2
j )

= (ak0
j ∧ a

k1
j )⊕(ak0

j ∧ a
k2
j )⊕(ak1

j ∧ a
k2
j ). (14.22)We an replae the disjuntion ∨ by the exlusive or ⊕ in the equation of ok

j , beauseit annot happen that exatly two of the three subterms are true, and in the otherthree ases (0, 1, or 3 terms are true), both operators yield the same result:Observation 14.14. For all x, y, z ∈ {0, 1}, the equivalene
(x ∨ y ∨ z 6= x⊕ y⊕ z) ⇔ (x+ y + z = 2)holds.Proof. We only have to evaluate the four ases x + y + z ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, sine bothoperators ∨ and ⊕ are assoiative and ommutative.Due to Observation 14.14, we an express all emerging expressions for internalvariables in the binary multipliation table as terms over ∧ and ⊕. We all theresulting algebra the binary multipliation term algebra:De�nition 14.15 (binary multipliation signature). The algebrai signature

Σ = (B,O) with the sort B and operations O = O0 ∪ O2 with 0-ary symbols
O0 = {0, 1, x0, . . . , xβ−1, y0, . . . , yβ−1} and binary operators O2 = {∧,⊕},

0 :→ B, 1 :→ B, xb :→ B, yb :→ B, ∧ : B ×B → B, ⊕ : B ×B → Bwith b = 0, . . . , β − 1 is alled binary multipliation signature. We all TΣ the termalgebra of Σ, whih onsists of all terms that an be generated from the symbols in
Σ and whih �t to the arity of the operators.By applying the distributivity law

(s⊕ t) ∧ u = (s ∧ u)⊕(t ∧ u), s ∧ (t⊕ u) = (s ∧ t)⊕(s ∧ u)for terms s, t, u ∈ TΣ we an rewrite any term t ∈ TΣ as an equivalent term indisjuntive normal form
t ≡ πn⊕ . . .⊕ π1, πi = zimi

∧ . . . ∧ zi1, zij ∈ O0for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . ,mi. Due to ommutativity and assoiativity of ∧, theindividual onjuntions an be reordered in a seond step suh that
πi = zimi

∧ . . . ∧ zi1 with zimi
� . . . � zi1



220 Operators in Detailholds for the preedene relation ≻ on the symbols O of Σ, whih is de�ned as thetransitive losure of
∧ ≻ ⊕ ≻ yβ−1 ≻ . . . ≻ y0 ≻ xβ−1 ≻ . . . ≻ x0 ≻ 1 ≻ 0. (14.23)Afterwards, we apply the equations

z ∧ 0 = 0, z ∧ 1 = z, z ∧ z = zon the onjuntions whih yields equivalent onjuntions in normal form. The ad-dends πi of a term t ∈ TΣ in disjuntive normal form with normalized onjuntionsare then reordered using ommutativity and assoiativity of ⊕ suh that
t ≡ πn⊕ . . .⊕ π1, πi = zimi

∧ . . . ∧ zi1, zij ∈ O0and (zimi
, . . . , zi1) �lex (zjmj

, . . . , zj1) for i > j. The relation ≻lex is the lexio-graphi (right-left) ordering with respet to ≻:De�nition 14.16 (lexiographi ordering). Given an ordering ≻⊆ O ×O on aset O, the relation ≻lex⊆ O⋆ ×O⋆ on the strings O⋆ with
(tn, . . . , t1) ≻lex (sm, . . . , s1)

⇔ (i) n > m, or(ii) n = m and t1 ≻ s1, or(iii) n = m and t1 = s1 and (tn, . . . , t2) ≻lex (sm, . . . , s2)is alled lexiographi (right-left) ordering with respet to ≻ on strings O⋆.Note. The literature distinguishes between two versions of the lexiographi order-ing: the left-right ordering ≻lexlr and the right-left ordering ≻lexrl. Sine we onlyneed the right-left variant, we abbreviate ≻lexrl by ≻lex and all this version thelexiographi ordering as a shortut.After having reordered the addends of the disjuntion, we simplify the term byapplying the equations
π⊕ 0 = π and π⊕π = 0.We all the resulting term t′ the normal form of t if t ≡ t′.Algorithm 14.9 subsumes this proedure in a more formal fashion. In Step 1we apply the distributivity law to ahieve disjuntive normal form. Step 2 reordersthe symbols in the onjuntions πi, and Step 3 applies the simpli�ations for the ∧operator. Note that these simpli�ations do not destroy the ordering property ofthe onjuntions. In Step 4 we reorder the resulting addends of the xor expression,and �nally, in Step 5 the simpli�ations on the ⊕ operator are applied. The replae-ment 5b replaes the innermost two addends of the term by the symbol �0�, whihhas to be moved to the right by applying Step 4 again to restore the lexiographiordering.In the de�nition of the ommutativity rewriting Rules 4b and 4 we used theonept of the lexiographi reursive path ordering (see Kamin and Levy [128℄ andDershowitz [79℄):



14.5. Multipliation 221Algorithm 14.9 Multipliation Domain Propagation � Term NormalizationInput : Term t ∈ TΣOutput : Term t′ ≡ t in normal form1. Until no more replaements are possible:(a) Replae subterms (t3⊕ t2) ∧ t1 → (t3 ∧ t1)⊕(t2 ∧ t1).(b) Replae subterms t3 ∧ (t2⊕ t1)→ (t3 ∧ t2)⊕(t3 ∧ t1).2. Until no more replaements are possible:(a) Replae subterms π3 ∧ (π2 ∧ π1)→ (π3 ∧ π2) ∧ π1.(b) Replae subterms z1 ∧ z2 → z2 ∧ z1 if z1, z2 ∈ O0 and z2 ≻ z1.() Replae subterms (π ∧ z1)∧ z2 → (π ∧ z2)∧ z1 if z1, z2 ∈ O0 and z2 ≻ z1.3. Until no more replaements are possible:(a) Replae subterms π ∧ 0→ 0.(b) Replae subterms π ∧ 1→ π.() Replae subterms z ∧ z → z with z ∈ O0.(d) Replae subterms (π ∧ z) ∧ z → π ∧ z with z ∈ O0.4. Until no more replaements are possible:(a) Replae subterms π3⊕(π2⊕π1)→ (π3⊕π2)⊕π1.(b) Replae subterms π1⊕ π2 → π2⊕π1 if π2 ≻lrpo π1.() Replae subterms (π3⊕π1)⊕π2 → (π3⊕π2)⊕π1 if π2 ≻lrpo π1.5. Until no more replaements are possible:(a) Replae subterms π⊕ 0→ π.(b) Replae subterms π⊕ π → 0; if applied, goto Step 4.() Replae subterms (π2⊕π1)⊕π1 → π2.De�nition 14.17 (lexiographi reursive path ordering). Let Σ = (S,O) bean algebrai signature and ≻⊆ O×O be a partial ordering on the operator symbolsof Σ. Then ≻lrpo⊆ TΣ × TΣ with
g(tn, . . . , t1) ≻lrpo f(sm, . . . , s1)

⇔ (i) tj �lrpo f(sm, . . . , s1) for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, or(ii) g ≻ f and g(tn, . . . , t1) ≻lrpo si for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, or(iii) g = f, g(tn, . . . , t1) ≻lrpo si for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},and (tn, . . . , t1) (≻lrpo)lex (sm, . . . , s1)is alled the lexiographi reursive path ordering of Σ with respet to ≻.Note again, that we employ the right-left variant of the lexiographi ordering inour de�nition of ≻lrpo.The lexiographi reursive path ordering is a very useful tool for proving thetermination of term rewriting systems. In the following, we employ this onept toprove the termination of Algorithm 14.9.



222 Operators in DetailLemma 14.18. Let Σ = (S,O) be an algebrai signature and ≻⊆ O ×O a partialordering on the operator symbols. If s ∈ TΣ is a proper subterm of t ∈ TΣ then
t ≻lrpo s.Proof. We prove the laim by indution on the depth d ∈ Z>0 of s in the treerepresentation of t = g(tn, . . . , t1). If s = tj for any j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i.e., d = 1, wehave t ≻lrpo s by Condition (i) of De�nition 14.17. Otherwise, let tj be the subtermof t that ontains s. Then, s is in depth d − 1 of the tree representation of tj , andwe have tj ≻lrpo s by indution. Again by Condition (i), it follows t ≻lrpo s.De�nition 14.19 (well-founded ordering). A partial ordering ≻⊆ S × S ona set S is alled well-founded if there does not exist an in�nite desending hain
s1 ≻ s2 ≻ . . . of elements si ∈ S.De�nition 14.20 (monotoni ordering). Given an algebrai signatureΣ = (S,O)with term algebra TΣ, a partial ordering ≻⊆ TΣ × TΣ on the terms is alled mono-toni, if

s ≻ s′ ⇒ g(tn, . . . , s, . . . , t1) ≻ g(tn, . . . , s
′, . . . , t1)for all n ∈ Z≥0, n-ary symbols g ∈ O, and terms s, s′, t1, . . . , tn ∈ TΣ.Theorem 14.21 (Dershowitz [79℄). If≻⊆ O×O is a well-founded partial orderingon the operations of a �nite algebrai signature Σ = (S,O), then the lexiographireursive path ordering ≻lrpo⊆ TΣ×TΣ is a well-founded monotoni partial orderingon the terms TΣ.For our preedene relation ≻ de�ned by (14.23), the lexiographi reursive pathordering ≻lrpo⊆ TΣ × TΣ of Σ with respet to ≻ is given by

z2 ≻lrpo z1 if z2 ≻ z1 (a)
t2⊕ t1 ≻lrpo z (b)
t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo z ()
t2⊕ t1 ≻lrpo s2⊕ s1 if t1 �lrpo s2⊕ s1 or t2 �lrpo s2⊕ s1 (d)
t2⊕ t1 ≻lrpo s2 ∧ s1 if t1 �lrpo s2 ∧ s1 or t2 �lrpo s2 ∧ s1 (e)
t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo s2⊕ s1 if t1 �lrpo s2⊕ s1 or t2 �lrpo s2⊕ s1 (f)
t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo s2 ∧ s1 if t1 �lrpo s2 ∧ s1 or t2 �lrpo s2 ∧ s1 (g)
t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo s2⊕ s1 if t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo si for i = 1, 2 (h)
t2⊕ t1 ≻lrpo s2⊕ s1 if t2⊕ t1 ≻lrpo si for i = 1, 2, and t1 ≻lrpo s1 (i)
t2⊕ t1 ≻lrpo s2⊕ s1 if t2⊕ t1 ≻lrpo si for i = 1, 2, and t1 = s1, t2 ≻lrpo s2 (j)
t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo s2 ∧ s1 if t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo si for i = 1, 2, and t1 ≻lrpo s1 (k)
t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo s2 ∧ s1 if t2 ∧ t1 ≻lrpo si for i = 1, 2, and t1 = s1, t2 ≻lrpo s2 (l)for all z, z1, z2 ∈ O0, s1, s2, t1, t2 ∈ TΣ.Proposition 14.22. Algorithm 14.9 terminates.Proof. The relation ≻ is obviously a well-founded partial ordering (in fat, even atotal ordering) on O. By Theorem 14.21 ≻lrpo is a well-founded monotoni partial



14.5. Multipliation 223ordering on TΣ. Therefore, to show the termination of Algorithm 14.9 it su�esto prove that eah replaement rule redues the order of the term t, i.e., if t isreplaed by t′, then t ≻lrpo t′. Due to the monotoniity, it even su�es to show thisimpliation for the subterms on whih the replaements are applied.Step 1a redues the order due to ondition (h) sine (t3⊕ t2) ∧ t1 ≻lrpo t3 ∧ t1and (t3⊕ t2) ∧ t1 ≻lrpo t2 ∧ t1 by ondition (l) and Lemma 14.18. The same is truefor Step 1b by ondition (h), ondition (k), and Lemma 14.18. Step 2a redues theorder due to (k) and Lemma 14.18. Step 2b is due to (k), (a), and Lemma 14.18,and the order redution of Step 2 follows from (k), (a), (l), and Lemma 14.18.The replaements in Step 3 redue the order of the term due to Lemma 14.18.The proof for the replaements in Step 4 is analogous to the one for Step 2. Theorder redution of Step 5a and 5 is again due to Lemma 14.18 and follows forStep 5b by ondition (b).Corollary 14.23. Algorithm 14.9 would also terminate if the term rewriting ruleswere applied in an arbitrary order.Proof. Sine eah individual rewriting rule redues the order of the term, terminationis not dependent on the order in whih they are applied.After having de�ned our term rewriting system in Algorithm 14.9 to normalizearbitrary terms t ∈ TΣ, we are ready to present the term algebra domain propaga-tion algorithm for mult onstraints, whih is illustrated in Algorithm 14.10. Thealgorithm onsists of a loop over the olumns and addition bloks of the binarymultipliation table of Figure 14.4, i.e., over the individual equations (14.18). Theterms are alulated and proessed in Steps 2 to 6. If dedutions or substitutions inthe terms have been found, the loop ounters are reset in Step 8 to reevaluate thea�eted additions.In Step 2 we identify the addends that are used in the sum alulated in theurrent part of the addition table. If an addend is a partial produt, we onstrutthe orresponding term, normalize it, and propagate the variable-term equation inStep 3. If an addend is a subtotal or an over�ow, we already onstruted andproessed the term in a previous iteration of the loop. Steps 4, 5, and 6 performthis term onstrution, normalization, and proessing for the urrent subtotal andover�ow.If in the loal subproblem only a few variables are �xed suh that only a fewpropagations and substitutions an be performed, the terms for the subtotals andover�ows an grow very quikly. This results in a large onsumption of memory andproessing time. In order to avoid suh a large resoure onsumption, we abort thealgorithm if the number of addends in a normalized subtotal term exeeds a ertainvalue. In our implementation, we use the limit maxaddends = 20.The propagation of a variable-term equation ξ = t(z1, . . . , zm), t ∈ TΣ, whih isperformed in Steps 3 and 6 of Algorithm 14.10 is depited in Algorithm 14.11. Ifthe term is equal to t = 0 or t = 1, the variable ξ an be �xed to the orrespondingvalue in Step 1. If the term onsists of only one variable symbol z1 and the variable
ξ is �xed, we an also �x z1 to the same value in Step 2a. If ξ = 1, we an even�x all term variables to zi = 1 in Step 2b if the term has only one addend. If theterm only onsists of one addend π1 but no �xings ould be dedued, we an at leastreplae all ourrenes of π1 in the other terms produed by Algorithm 14.10 with
ξ. This substitution is performed in Step 2. Sine 1⊕π = ¬π, we an also apply



224 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.10 Multipliation Domain Propagation � Symboli PropagationInput : Multipliation onstraint r = mult(x, y) on registers r, x, and y of width
β with urrent loal bit bounds l̃rb

≤ rb ≤ ũrb
, l̃xb

≤ xb ≤ ũxb
, and

l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

; urrent loal bounds on auxiliary variables l̃pij
≤ pij ≤ ũpij

,
l̃sk

j
≤ sk

j ≤ ũsk
j
, and l̃ok

j
≤ ok

j ≤ ũok
j
; Parameter maxaddends ∈ N.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits rb, xb, yb, and auxiliary variables pij , sk

j ,and ok
j .1. Set j := 0 and k := 0.2. Identify the addends ak0

j , ak1
j , ak2

j of olumn j, blok k by equation (14.19).3. For all q with akq
j = pbb′ for bits b and b′:(a) Assign the term t[pbb′ ] := xb ∧ yb′ as in (14.20).(b) Normalize t[pbb′ ] by alling Algorithm 14.9.() Propagate pbb′ = t[pbb′ ] with Algorithm 14.11.4. Assign the terms

t[sk
j ] := t[ak0

j ]⊕ t[ak1
j ]⊕ t[ak2

j ]and t[ok
j ] := (t[ak0

j ] ∧ t[ak1
j ])⊕(t[ak0

j ] ∧ t[ak2
j ])⊕(t[ak1

j ] ∧ t[ak2
j ])as in (14.21) and (14.22).5. Normalize t[sk

j ] and o[sk
j ] by alling Algorithm 14.9.6. Propagate sk

j = t[sk
j ] and ok

j = t[ok
j ] with Algorithm 14.11.7. If t[sk

j ] = π1⊕ . . .⊕ πn and n > maxaddends, stop.8. If at least one of the alls of Algorithm 14.11 produed a �xing of a variableor a substitution in a term, set j to be the minimal olumn and set k to bethe minimal blok number in this olumn for whih a partiipating term wasa�eted.Otherwise, set k := k + 1. If k ≥ j, set j := j + 1 and k := 0.9. If j < β, goto Step 2.the reasoning of Step 2 to t = 1⊕π2, whih is done in Step 3. However, we have toonsider ξ in its negated version sine
ξ = 1⊕π2(z1, . . . , zm) ⇔ ¬ ξ = π2(z1, . . . , zm).If t = π1⊕π2 onsists of exatly two addends and ξ is �xed, we an draw thefollowing onlusions in Step 4. If ξ = 0, it follows π1 = π2 whih allows propagationin Step 4a or substitution in Step 4, depending on whether π1 is a single variablesymbol or not. If ξ = 1, analogous reasoning an be applied in Steps 4b and 4d.Again, a term t = 1⊕π2⊕ π3 an be proessed in the same fashion by negating thevalue of ξ, whih is performed in the �nal Step 5.



14.5. Multipliation 225Algorithm 14.11 Multipliation Domain Propagation � Variable-Term EquationInput : Equation ξ = t(z1, . . . , zm) with ξ being a binary CIP variable and t ∈ TΣbeing a normalized term t = π1⊕ . . .⊕ πn with 0-ary symbols z1, . . . , zm ∈
O0; urrent loal bit bounds l̃ξ ≤ ξ ≤ ũξ and l̃zj

≤ zj ≤ ũzj
for the CIPvariables orresponding to the involved 0-ary symbols.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits ξ, z1, . . . , zm; Modi�ations of the terms

s ∈ T produed by Algorithm 14.10.1. If t = 0, dedue ξ = 0.If t = 1, dedue ξ = 1.2. If t = π1:(a) If π1 = z1 and ũξ = 0, dedue z1 = 0.(b) If π1 = z1 ∧ . . . ∧ zm and l̃ξ = 1, dedue zj = 1 for all j = 1, . . . ,m.() If neither 2a nor 2b was applied and ξ ∈ O0, substitute t→ ξ in all terms
s ∈ T .3. If t = 1⊕π2:(a) If π2 = z1 and l̃ξ = 1, dedue z1 = 0.(b) If π2 = z1 ∧ . . . ∧ zm and ũξ = 0, dedue zj = 1 for all j = 1, . . . ,m.() If neither 3a nor 3b was applied and ξ ∈ O0, substitute t→ ξ in all terms
s ∈ T .4. If t = π1⊕ π2:(a) If π1 = zj and ũξ = 0, propagate zj = π2 as in Step 2.(b) If π1 = zj and l̃ξ = 1, propagate zj = 1⊕π2 as in Step 3.() If π1 /∈ O0 and ũξ = 0, substitute π2 → π1 in all terms s ∈ T .(d) If π1 /∈ O0 and l̃ξ = 1, substitute π2 → 1⊕π1 in all terms s ∈ T .5. If t = 1⊕π2⊕π3:(a) If π2 = zj and l̃ξ = 1, propagate zj = π3 as in Step 2.(b) If π2 = zj and ũξ = 0, propagate zj = 1⊕π3 as in Step 3.() If π2 /∈ O0 and l̃ξ = 1, substitute π3 → π2 in all terms s ∈ T .(d) If π2 /∈ O0 and ũξ = 0, substitute π3 → 1⊕π2 in all terms s ∈ T .14.5.3 PresolvingThe presolving of multipliation onstraints is performed as illustrated in Algo-rithm 14.12. Similar to the presolving of addition onstraints, we �rst hek forvery easy situations. If one of the operands is �xed to zero, the resultant an alsobe �xed to zero in Step 1a, and the multipliation onstraint an be deleted. If anoperand is �xed to one, the resultant must always be equal to the other operand.They are aggregated in Step 1b, whih also leads to the deletion of the onstraint.If the resultant is zero, we ould onlude that one of the operands must be zero ifthe onstraint would be an ordinary multipliation r = x · y. However, this is notneessarily true in the trunated multipliation. We an only �x an operand to zeroin Step 1 if the least signi�ant bit of the other operand is one:



226 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.12 Multipliation Presolving1. For all ative multipliation onstraints r = mult(x, y):(a) If x = 0, �x r := 0 and delete the onstraint.If y = 0, �x r := 0 and delete the onstraint.(b) If x = 1, aggregate r : ⋆= y and delete the onstraint.If y = 1, aggregate r : ⋆= x and delete the onstraint.() If r = 0 and x0 = 1, �x y := 0 and delete the onstraint.If r = 0 and y0 = 1, �x x := 0 and delete the onstraint.(d) If r ⋆= x and x0 = 1, �x y := 1 and delete the onstraint.If r ⋆= y and y0 = 1, �x x := 1 and delete the onstraint.(e) If β = 1, replae the onstraint by r = and(x, y).(f) If maximal non-zero bit of y is less signi�ant than the one of x, i.e.,
max{b | uyb

= 1} < max{b | uxb
= 1}, replae the onstraint by r =mult(y, x).(g) Apply LP domain propagation Algorithm 14.7 on the global bounds.(h) Apply binary domain propagation Algorithm 14.8 on the global bounds,but additionally:i. For all partial produts pij = xi · yj, i + j < β, apply presolvingAlgorithm 14.14 for and onstraints.ii. For all olumns j and bloks k in the binary multipliation table ofFigure 14.4, apply bit aggregation Algorithm 14.5 of add onstraints.(i) Apply symboli domain propagation Algorithm 14.10 on the globalbounds. Whenever a substitution t→ u in Algorithm 14.11 is applied:i. If t = ξ1 and u = ξ2, or t = 1⊕ ξ1 and u = 1⊕ ξ2 with CIP variables

ξ1, ξ2, aggregate ξ1 : ⋆= ξ2.ii. If t = ξ1 and u = 1⊕ ξ2, or t = 1⊕ ξ1 and u = ξ2 with CIP variables
ξ1, ξ2, aggregate ξ1 : ⋆= 1− ξ2.2. For all pairs of ative multipliation onstraints r = mult(x, y) and r′ =mult(x′, y′) with βr ≥ βr′ :(a) For all b = 0, . . . , βr′ − 1:i. If x[b, 0] ⋆= x′[b, 0] and y[b, 0] ⋆= y′[b, 0], aggregate r[b, 0] : ⋆= r′[b, 0].ii. If x[b, 0] ⋆= y′[b, 0] and y[b, 0] ⋆= x′[b, 0], aggregate r[b, 0] : ⋆= r′[b, 0].(b) If Step 2(a)i or 2(a)ii was suessfully applied for b = βr′ − 1, delete theonstraint r′ = mult(x′, y′).() If βr = βr′ , x ⋆= x′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= y′.If βr = βr′ , y ⋆= y′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= x′.(d) If βr = βr′ , x ⋆= y′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= x′.If βr = βr′ , y ⋆= x′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= y′.



14.5. Multipliation 227Proposition 14.24. Let β ∈ Z>0 and p, q ∈ Z≥0 be two integers with p being odd,
q < 2β , and 0 = (p · q) mod 2β. Then, it follows q = 0.Proof. By de�nition of the modulus operator we have

0 = (p · q) mod 2β ⇔ ∃k ∈ Z : 2βk = p · q.Sine p is odd and 2βk is even for any k ∈ Z, q must be even. For β = 1 this means
q = 0. For larger β we divide both sides of the equation by 2, whih yields

∃k ∈ Z : 2β−1k = p ·
q

2
⇔ 0 = (p ·

q

2
) mod 2β−1.Sine q

2 ∈ Z≥0 and q
2 < 2β−1, it follows q

2 = 0 by indution and therefore q = 0.If r = 0 and b ≥ 1 is the least signi�ant bit for whih xb = 1, we an onlyonlude that y[β−1− b, 0] = 1, sine the more signi�ant bits in y do not a�et theresultant if xb′ = 0 for all b′ < b. Suh dedutions are already deteted in Step 1h.Therefore, we only onsider the ases x0 = 1 and y0 = 1 in Step 1 whih in additionto the �xings allow the deletion of the multipliation onstraint.The equivalenes r ⋆= x and r ⋆= y are treated in Step 1d. For r ⋆= x we anonlude
x = mult(x, y) ⇔ x = (x · y) mod 2β ⇔ 0 =

(
x · (y − 1)

) mod 2β,and by Proposition 14.24 it follows y = 1 if the least signi�ant bit of x is x0 = 1.Again, the dedutions for xb = 1 with b ≥ 1 are performed in Step 1h.The speial situation of a single-bit multipliation is addressed in Step 1e. For
β = 1 we have mult(x, y) = and(x, y). Sine the and onstraint omes with an LPrelaxation without auxiliary variables (see Setion 14.7.1) and features a muh lessumbersome propagation algorithm, we replae single-bit mult onstraints by andonstraints.In the LP relaxation of the multipliation onstraint r = mult(x, y), the seondoperand y is split into nibbles while the �rst operand x is used in its bit represen-tation. Thus, the interhange of the operands leads to a di�erent LP relaxation.Di�erent behavior an also appear in the domain propagation algorithms, sine for
r = mult(y, x) the multipliation tables of Figures 14.3 and 14.4 would hangeas well as the de�nition of the auxiliary variables. We experimented with di�erentheuristi strategies for swithing operands. The results indiated that the best strat-egy is to selet the �rst operand x to be the one that has more high-signi�ant bits�xed to zero. Therefore, the onstraint r = mult(x, y) is replaed by r = mult(y, x)in Step 1f if the position of the highest bit not �xed to zero is smaller in y than in
x. Step 1g applies domain propagation on the multipliation table of the LP re-laxation. We do not perform additional aggregations on the auxiliary variables ofthe LP relaxation for the following reason. The nibbles are not represented as CIPvariables. Instead, they are only shortuts for a subword of the register's bit string.Therefore, most of the possible aggregations would be multi-aggregations whih areaggregations with more than one variable on the right hand side. In the urrentversion of SCIP it is not possible to apply loal bound hanges to multi-aggregatedvariables, sine this an only be realized by hanging the left and right hand sidesof the orresponding inequality, whih is not supported by the data strutures ofSCIP. Take the aggregation p

〈l〉
b

⋆= y〈l〉 as an example, whih ould be applied if
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xb = 1. In fat, this means to multi-aggregate p〈l〉b ⋆=

∑δ−1
i=0 2iylL+i, whih produesthe additional onstraint

l
p
〈l〉
b

≤
δ−1∑

i=0

2iylL+i ≤ up
〈l〉
b

(14.24)to re�et the bounds of p〈l〉b . Changing the loal bounds of p〈l〉b means to modify theleft and right hand side of inequality (14.24).In Step 1h of Algorithm 14.12 we perform the domain propagation on the binarymultipliation table. Additionally, aggregations are possible for the partial prod-ut equations (14.17) and the subtotal equations (14.18). In the symboli domainpropagation of Step 1i, we an also perform aggregations whenever a substitutionwas found that identi�es two terms ontaining only a single register bit or auxiliarybinary variable eah.Pairs of mult onstraints are ompared in Step 2. We an aggregate the sub-words of the resultants r[b, 0] : ⋆= r′[b, 0] in Step 2a if the orresponding subwordsof the operands in the two onstraints are pairwise equivalent in any order. If thisaggregation was suessfully performed on the full width of r′, we an delete theseond onstraint in Step 2b. Steps 2 and 2d dedue the inequality of the operandsby applying the impliations of 2(a)i and 2(a)ii in the opposite diretion. This isonly possible if the resultants are of equal width. Otherwise, the inequality of theresultants may result from the di�erent trunation of the produt.14.6 Bitwise NegationThe bitwise negation operationnot : [β]→ [β], x 7→ r = not(x)negates eah individual bit suh that
r = not(x) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb = 1− xb.In order to implement suh a onstraint, we just have to aggregate the variables

rb : ⋆= 1 − xb, b = 0, . . . , β − 1, in the presolving stage of SCIP. Afterwards, theonstraint an be deleted from the problem formulation.14.7 Bitwise AndThe bitwise and ombination of two bit vetors x, y ∈ {0, . . . , 2β−1} with x =
∑β−1

b=0 2bxb and y =
∑β−1

b=0 2byb, xb, yb ∈ {0, 1} for all b, is de�ned asand : [β]× [β]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = and(x, y)with
r = and(x, y) ⇔ ∀ ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb = xb ∧ yb.Note that the individual bits of an and onstraint are ompletely independent.This is re�eted in the LP relaxation and the domain propagation and presolvingalgorithms presented in this setion. In fat, in our implementation bitwise andonstraints are atually disaggregated into separate single-bit and onstraints onbinary variables, whih are supported by SCIP. Nevertheless, we will treat themhere in their aggregated form in favor of a uni�ed presentation of the operators.
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xb
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Figure 14.5. LP relaxation of rb = xb ∧ yb.14.7.1 LP RelaxationWe use the following well-known LP relaxation of bitwise and onstraints r =and(x, y), see, e.g., Brinkmann and Drehsler [55℄:
rb − xb ≤ 0 for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1

rb − yb ≤ 0 for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1

−rb + xb + yb ≤ 1 for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1.

(14.25)The �rst inequality models the impliation xb = 0→ rb = 0, the seond one models
yb = 0→ rb = 0, and the third inequality models xb = 1 ∧ yb = 1→ rb = 1.Figure 14.5 shows the onvex hull of the integer feasible point for a single bitequation rb = xb ∧ yb. One an see that the faets of the polyhedron are given byinequalities (14.25) and the lower bound rb ≥ 0 of the resultant bit. In this sense,the LP relaxation (14.25) is �optimal�, sine it ompletely desribes the non-trivialfaets of the substruture represented by the onstraint.14.7.2 Domain PropagationThe domain propagation of bitwise and onstraints is straightforward. For eah bit
b we propagate the equation

rb = xb ∧ yb. (14.26)This is illustrated in Algorithm 14.13. If one of the operand bits is zero, the resultantbit an be also �xed to zero in Step 1a. If both operands are one, the resultant mustalso be one, see Step 1b. Conversely, if the resultant bit is �xed to one, both operandbits an be �xed to one in Step 1. Finally, if the resultant bit is zero and one ofthe operands is one, then the other operand must be zero, see Step 1d.14.7.3 PresolvingLike the domain propagation and the LP relaxation, the presolving algorithm isapplied independently on eah bit of the registers involved in the bitwise and on-straints. Algorithm 14.14 illustrates the proedure. As usual in the presolving stage,



230 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.13 Bitwise And Domain PropagationInput : Bitwise and onstraint r = and(x, y) on registers r, x, and y of width
β with urrent loal bit bounds l̃rb

≤ rb ≤ ũrb
, l̃xb

≤ xb ≤ ũxb
, and

l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits rb, xb, yb.1. For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1:(a) If ũxb
= 0 or ũyb

= 0, dedue rb = 0.(b) If l̃xb
= 1 and l̃yb

= 1, dedue rb = 1.() If l̃rb
= 1, dedue xb = 1 and yb = 1.(d) If ũrb
= 0 and l̃xb

= 1, dedue yb = 0.If ũrb
= 0 and l̃yb

= 1, dedue xb = 0.we apply domain propagation for the global bounds, whih is performed in Step 1.If one of the operand bits is �xed to one, the resultant is always equal to the otheroperand and an be aggregated in Step 2a. If the operand bits are equivalent, the re-sultant must also take the same value, and the onstraint an be deleted in Step 2b.Conversely, if the operand bits are negated equivalent, the resultant is always zeroand an be �xed in Step 2. Steps 2d and 2e add the derivable impliations to theimpliation graph of SCIP, see Setion 3.3.5.Step 3 ompares all pairs of existing single-bit equations (14.26). If the operandbits turn out to be pairwise equivalent in any order, the resultant bits an be aggre-gated. Note that there seem to be additional presolving possibilities in omparingtwo single-bit equations that have equal or negated resultants. For example, fromAlgorithm 14.14 Bitwise And Presolving1. Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.13 on the global bounds.2. For all ative bitwise and onstraints r = and(x, y) and all involved bits
b = 0, . . . , βr − 1:(a) If xb = 1, aggregate rb : ⋆= yb.If yb = 1, aggregate rb : ⋆= xb.(b) If xb

⋆= yb, aggregate rb : ⋆= xb and delete the onstraint.() If xb Y
⋆
= yb, �x rb := 0 and delete the onstraint.(d) If rb = 0, add impliation xb = 1 → yb = 0 to the impliation graph ofSCIP.(e) Add impliations rb = 1→ xb = 1 and rb = 1→ yb = 1 to the impliationgraph of SCIP.3. For all pairs of ative bitwise and onstraints r = and(x, y) and r′ =and(x′, y′), inluding pairs with equal onstraints, and all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1and b′ = 0, . . . , βr′ − 1:(a) If xb
⋆= x′b′ and yb

⋆= y′b′ , aggregate rb : ⋆= r′b′ .If xb
⋆= y′b′ and yb

⋆= x′b′ , aggregate rb : ⋆= r′b′ .



14.8. Bitwise Or 231the equations
rb = xb ∧ yb and ¬ rb = xb ∧ y

′
bwe an onlude xb = 1. However, suh dedutions are automatially deteted bythe impliation graph analysis of SCIP after the impliations rb = 1 → xb = 1and rb = 0 → xb = 1 have been added to the impliation graph in Step 2e, seeSetion 10.7. The same holds in situations where an operator bit is negated in oneof the two onstraints whih are equal in all other respets, e.g.,

rb = xb ∧ yb and rb = xb ∧ ¬ yb.In this ase, we an onlude rb = 0 and xb = 0. Again, the impliation graphanalysis automatially detets rb = 0 due to the impliations rb = 1 → yb = 1 and
rb = 1→ yb = 0. Then, the new impliations xb = 1→ yb = 0 and xb = 1→ yb = 1are added in Step 2d of Algorithm 14.14, suh that the impliation graph analysisan onlude xb = 0.14.8 Bitwise OrThe bitwise or ombination of two bit vetors x, y ∈ {0, . . . , 2β−1} with x =
∑β−1

b=0 2bxb and y =
∑β−1

b=0 2byb, xb, yb ∈ {0, 1} for all b, is de�ned asor : [β]× [β]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = or(x, y)with
r = or(x, y) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb = xb ∨ yb.For eah individual bit we an transform the onstraint to

rb = xb ∨ yb ⇔ ¬ rb = ¬xb ∧ ¬ yb. (14.27)In terms of iruit operators, we an rewrite
r = or(x, y) ⇔ not(r) = and(not(x),not(y)).This symmetry is also re�eted in the onvex hull of the feasible points of the single-bit equations (14.27). Comparing Figures 14.5 and 14.6, one an see that they arepoint-symmetri to eah other with (1

2 ,
1
2 ,

1
2 ) being the re�etion enter.Like bitwise and onstraints, bitwise or onstraints are disaggregated into sep-arate single-bit or onstraints on binary variables whih are supported by SCIP.Afterwards, SCIP automatially rewrites them as bitwise and onstraints on thenegated variables. This has the advantage, that both and and or onstraints takepart in the pairwise presolving Step 3 of the and presolving Algorithm 14.14.14.9 Bitwise XorAnalogous to the and and or operators, the bitwise xor ombination of two bitvetors x, y ∈ {0, . . . , 2β−1} with x =

∑β−1
b=0 2bxb and y =

∑β−1
b=0 2byb, xb, yb ∈ {0, 1}for all b, is de�ned asxor : [β]× [β]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = xor(x, y)
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Figure 14.6. LP relaxation of rb = xb ∨ yb.with
r = xor(x, y) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb = xb⊕ yb.We will see, however, that these onstraints behave quite di�erent ompared tothe previously desribed bitwise ombination operands and and or. In partiular,there is no situation where a single �xing of one of the three variables an be usedin domain propagation to dedue �xings on the other variables. This an be seenin Figure 14.7: eah faet of the ube [0, 1]3 ontains exatly two feasible solutionsof the xor onstraint, and these are at diagonally opposite verties. Thus, if onevariable is �xed to any value, there are still the two possibilities (0, 1) and (1, 0), or

(0, 0) and (1, 1) left for the other variables.14.9.1 LP RelaxationFigure 14.7 shows the onvex hull of the feasible solutions for a single-bit xor on-straint
rb = xb⊕ yb. (14.28)
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Figure 14.7. LP relaxation of rb = xb⊕ yb.



14.9. Bitwise Xor 233Algorithm 14.15 Bitwise Xor Domain PropagationInput : Bitwise xor onstraint r = xor(x, y) on registers r, x, and y of width
β with urrent loal bit bounds l̃rb

≤ rb ≤ ũrb
, l̃xb

≤ xb ≤ ũxb
, and

l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits rb, xb, yb.1. For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1:(a) If two of the three bits in equation (14.28) are �xed, dedue the orres-ponding value for the remaining variable.All of the four faets are non-trivial, i.e., they are not orthogonal to a unit vetor.Therefore, we need four �real� inequalities (as opposed to the bounds of the variables)to desribe the LP relaxation of the onstraint:
rb − xb − yb ≤ 0

−rb + xb − yb ≤ 0

−rb − xb + yb ≤ 0

rb + xb + yb ≤ 2.

(14.29)Eah inequality uts o� one infeasible vertex of the unit ube. The �rst inequalityuts o� (1, 0, 0), the seond (0, 1, 0), the third (0, 0, 1), and the fourth inequalityuts o� (1, 1, 1). Again, the LP relaxation (14.29) is �optimal� in the sense that itdesribes all faets of the onvex hull of feasible solutions for the xor onstraint.14.9.2 Domain PropagationAs already mentioned, the domain propagation of the xor onstraint is ratherweak. The value of a variable annot be deided until all other variables are �xed.Therefore, the domain propagation onsists of only one step, as depited in Algo-rithm 14.15.14.9.3 PresolvingThe presolving of bitwise xor onstraints is illustrated in Algorithm 14.16. Sine
rb = xb⊕ yb ⇔ 0 = rb⊕ xb⊕ yb, the resultant bit rb does not play a speial role asin the and onstraint. If any pair of variables is equivalent, the third variable anbe �xed to zero in Step 1a. On the other hand, if any pair of variables is negatedequivalent, the third variable an be �xed to one in Step 1b. If any of the bits is�xed to zero, the other two have to be equal and an be aggregated in Step 1.Conversely, if any of the bits is �xed to one, the other two must be opposite andan be aggregated aordingly in Step 1d. The domain propagation Algorithm 14.15does not need to be alled sine the dedutions applied therein are already overedby Steps 1 and 1d.The presolving in Step 2 for pairs of onstraints is slightly more involved thanthe one for bitwise and onstraints. As before, we treat the onstraints for eah bit
b in the form 0 = rb⊕xb⊕ yb and ompare all pairs of those equations. If there aretwo pairs of equivalent or negated equivalent binary variables, the remaining pair ofvariables an be aggregated.



234 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.16 Bitwise Xor Presolving1. For all ative bitwise xor onstraints r = xor(x, y):(a) If rb ⋆= xb, �x yb := 0.If rb ⋆= yb, �x xb := 0.If xb
⋆= yb, �x rb := 0.(b) If rb Y
⋆
= xb, �x yb := 1.If rb Y
⋆
= yb, �x xb := 1.If xb Y
⋆
= yb, �x rb := 1.() If rb = 0, aggregate xb : ⋆= yb.If xb = 0, aggregate rb : ⋆= yb.If yb = 0, aggregate rb : ⋆= xb.(d) If rb = 1, aggregate xb : ⋆= 1− yb.If xb = 1, aggregate rb : ⋆= 1− yb.If yb = 1, aggregate rb : ⋆= 1− xb.2. For all pairs of ative bitwise xor onstraints r = xor(x, y) and r′ =xor(x′, y′), inluding pairs with equal onstraints, and all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1and b′ = 0, . . . , βr′ − 1:If (ξ, ψ, ϕ) is any permutation of (rb, xb, yb), (ξ′, ψ′, ϕ′) is any permutation of

(r′b, x
′
b, y
′
b), and(a) if ξ ⋆= ξ′ and ψ ⋆= ψ′, aggregate ϕ : ⋆= ϕ′,(b) if ξ ⋆= ξ′ and ψ Y

⋆
= ψ′, aggregate ϕ : ⋆= 1− ϕ′,() if ξ Y

⋆
= ξ′ and ψ Y

⋆
= ψ′, aggregate ϕ : ⋆= ϕ′.14.10 Unary AndThe unary logi operators uand, uor, and uxor ombine all bits of one register ̺to alulate a single resultant bit. Thus, they are the �rst operators desribed herethat provide a link from multi-bit registers of the data path to single-bit registers ofthe ontrol logi of a iruit. The uand onstraintuand : [β]→ [1], x 7→ r = uand(x)is de�ned by

r = uand(x) ⇔ r = x0 ∧ . . . ∧ xβ−1.As mentioned in Setion 14.7, the binary bitwise and onstraints are disaggregatedinto β single-bit onstraints rb = xb ∧ yb. In this regard, the unary uand onstraintis just a generalization of this single-bit equation to arbitrary many variables in theonjuntion. In fat, in SCIP we only treat the general ase
r = x0 ∧ . . . ∧ xk−1of onjuntions of binary variables. The equations for the individual bits in a binarybitwise and onstraint are just onjuntions with k = 2, while uand onstraints areonjuntions with k = β. Therefore, the LP relaxation and the domain propagationand presolving algorithms of Setion 14.7 are just speial inarnations of the LPrelaxation and algorithms desribed below.



14.10. Unary And 235Algorithm 14.17 Unary And Domain PropagationInput : Unary and onstraint r = uand(x) on single-bit register r and multi-bit register x of width β with urrent loal bit bounds l̃r ≤ r ≤ ũr and
l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, b = 0, . . . , β − 1.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits r and xb.1. If ũxb
= 0 for any b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, dedue r = 0.2. If l̃xb
= 1 for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1, dedue r = 1.3. If l̃r = 1, dedue xb = 1 for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1.4. If ũr = 0 and l̃xb

= 1 for all b 6= k, k ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, dedue xk = 0.14.10.1 LP RelaxationThe LP relaxation of a uand onstraint r = uand(x) an be stated as
r − xb ≤ 0 for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1 (14.30)

−r +

β−1
∑

b=0

xb ≤ β − 1. (14.31)The �rst inequality enfores the impliation xb = 0→ r = 0 for all bits b, while theseond inequality represents the impliation (∀b : xb = 1)→ r = 1.Lemma 14.25. The onvex hull Puand = conv{(r, x) | r ∈ {0, 1}, x ∈ {0, 1}β, r =uand(x)} of the feasible solutions for the uand onstraint is full-dimensional if
β ≥ 2.Proof. The feasible solutions (r = 0, x = 0), (r = 0, xb = 1, xi = 0 for i 6= b),
b = 0, . . . , β − 1, and (r = 1, x = 1) de�ne β + 2 a�nely independent vetors inRβ+1. Thus, the dimension of Puand is dim(Puand) = β + 1.Proposition 14.26. Inequalities (14.30) and (14.31) and the lower bound r ≥ 0de�ne faets of Puand if β ≥ 2.Proof. Puand is full-dimensional as shown in Lemma 14.25. Thus, it su�es foreah inequality to provide β + 1 a�nely independent feasible solution vetors thatful�ll the inequality with equality. The solutions (r = 0, x = 0), (r = 0, xi =
1, xj = 0 for j 6= i), i ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} \ {b}, and (r = 1, x = 1) are a�nelyindependent and ful�ll inequality (14.30) for bit b with equality. The solutions
(r = 0, xb = 0, xi = 1 for i 6= b), b = 0, . . . , β − 1, and (r = 1, x = 1) are also a�nelyindependent and ful�ll inequality (14.31) with equality. The solutions (r = 0, x = 0)and (r = 0, xb = 1, xi = 0 for i 6= b), b = 0, . . . , β − 1, are a�nely independent andful�ll r ≥ 0 with equality.14.10.2 Domain PropagationThe domain propagation Algorithm 14.17 is the anonial generalization of Algo-rithm 14.13. If a bit in the operand is zero, the resultant an be �xed to zero inStep 1. If all bits of the operand are one, the resultant must also be one, see Step 2.Conversely, if the resultant is �xed to one, all bits of the operand an be �xed to



236 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.18 Unary And Presolving1. For all ative unary and onstraints r = uand(x) represented as r = x0∧ . . .∧
xβ−1:(a) Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.17 on the global bounds. If anydedution was applied, delete the onstraint.(b) Simplify the onstraint as muh as possible (i, j ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}):i. If xi = 1, remove the variable from the onstraint.ii. If xi

⋆= xj for i 6= j, remove one of the variables from the onstraint.iii. If xi Y
⋆
= xj for i 6= j, �x r := 0 and delete the onstraint.Note that this step may redue the number of involved operand bits β.() If β = 1, aggregate r : ⋆= x0 and delete the onstraint.(d) If β = 2 and rb = 0, add impliation x0 = 1→ x1 = 0 to the impliationgraph of SCIP.(e) Add impliations r = 1→ xb = 1 for all b = 0, . . . , β−1 to the impliationgraph of SCIP.2. For all pairs of ative unary and onstraints r = uand(x) and r′ = uand(x′),let X ⊆ {x0, . . . , xβx−1} and X ′ ⊆ {x′0, . . . , x′βx′−1} be the sets of remainingoperand bits after applying the simpli�ations of Step 1b.(a) If for eah xb ∈ X there exists an x′b′ ∈ X ′ with xb

⋆= x′b′ , add impliation
r′ = 1→ r = 1 to the impliation graph of SCIP.(b) If for eah x′b′ ∈ X ′ there exists an xb ∈ X with x′b′ ⋆= xb, add impliation
r = 1→ r′ = 1 to the impliation graph of SCIP.() If both impliations r = 1 → r′ = 1 and r′ = 1 → r = 1 were added inSteps 2a and 2b, aggregate r : ⋆= r′ and delete r′ = uand(x′).one in Step 3. Finally, if the resultant bit is zero and all but one of the operand bitsare one, the remaining bit of the operand must be zero, see Step 4.14.10.3 PresolvingAs the domain propagation algorithm, the presolving Algorithm 14.18 is a straight-forward generalization of the presolving Algorithm 14.14 for bitwise and onstraints.It only di�ers slightly in the pairwise omparison of onstraints. We apply domainpropagation for the global bounds in Step 1a. Afterwards, the onstraint is simpli�edby exploiting the properties

a ∧ 1 = a, a ∧ a = a, and a ∧ ¬ a = 0of the ∧ operator, whih redues the number of involved bits β. Note that at leastone operand bit remains in the onstraint, sine otherwise, the domain propagationin Step 1a would already have �xed r := 1 and deleted the onstraint. If onlyone un�xed operand bit remained in the simpli�ed onstraint, the resultant an beaggregated to this remaining bit in Step 1. Steps 1d and 1e add the derivableimpliations to the impliation graph of SCIP, see Setion 3.3.5.In the pairwise omparison of Step 2, we look at the sets of operand bits whihremained after the simpli�ations of Step 1b. If�up to equivalene�one is a subsetof the other, the larger set de�nes a stronger restrition on the resultant. Thus, if



14.11. Unary Or 237the resultant for the larger set is one, then the other resultant must also be one. Ifboth sets are equal up to equivalene, the resultants an be aggregated and one ofthe onstraints an be deleted.14.11 Unary OrThe unary or onstraint is de�ned similar to the unary and onstraint asuor : [β]→ [1], x 7→ r = uor(x)with
r = uor(x) ⇔ r = x0 ∨ . . . ∨ xβ−1.By using the equivalene

r = x0 ∨ . . . ∨ xβ−1 ⇔ ¬ r = ¬x0 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬xβ−1we an transform any uor onstraint into an equivalent uand onstraint. Thistransformation is applied in the presolving stage of SCIP. As already mentioned inSetion 14.8, it is advantageous for the pairwise onstraint omparison in the pre-solving algorithm to represent all and, or, uand, and uor onstraints as onstraintsof the same type.14.12 Unary XorThe unary exlusive or operatoruxor : [β]→ [1], x 7→ r = uxor(x)with
r = uxor(x) ⇔ r = x0⊕ . . .⊕xβ−1is the generalization of equation (14.28) for the individual bits in a bitwise xoronstraint as disussed in Setion 14.9. It inherits the poor domain propagationpotential of equation (14.28): a variable involved in a uxor onstraint an onlybe �xed to a ertain value after all other variables have been �xed. In ontrastto the unary and and unary or onstraints, the anonial LP relaxation of uxoronstraints onsists of exponentially many inequalities. To avoid a blow-up of the LPrelaxation, we add an integer auxiliary variable, suh that a single equation su�esto model the uxor onstraint. Unfortunately, this relaxation is almost useless if theintegrality of the auxiliary variable is not exploited by utting planes, branhing, oron�it analysis.14.12.1 LP RelaxationThe number of inequalities in the LP relaxation of uand and uor onstraints islinear in the number of operand bits β. Unfortunately, this is not true for uxoronstraints. Using the equivalene

r = x0⊕ . . .⊕ xβ−1 ⇔ 0 = x0⊕ . . .⊕xβ−1⊕ r



238 Operators in Detailand identifying xβ : ⋆= r, the LP relaxation of a uxor onstraint an be stated as
∑

b∈S

xb −
∑

b∈X\S

xb ≤ 2k for all k = 0, . . . ,
⌊β

2

⌋
, S ⊆ X with |S| = 2k + 1 (14.32)with X = {0, . . . , β}. Here, eah inequality uts o� only one of the infeasible {0, 1}-vetors, suh that we need exponentially many inequalities. We annot do betterwith inequalities de�ned in the spae RX of problem variables, sine all inequalitiesof type (14.32) represent faets of the onvex hull

Puxor = conv
{
(r, x) ∈ {0, 1}X | r = uxor(x)

}of integer points that satisfy the onstraint:Lemma 14.27. The onvex hull Puxor of the feasible solutions for the uxor on-straint is full-dimensional if β ≥ 2.Proof. The feasible solutions (r = 0, x = 0), (r = 1, xb = 1, xi = 0 for i 6= b),
b = 0, . . . , β − 1, and (r = 0, x0 = 1, x1 = 1, xb = 0 for b = 2, . . . , β − 1) de�ne β + 2a�nely independent vetors in Rβ+1. Thus, the dimension of Puxor is dim(Puxor) =
β + 1.Proposition 14.28. Eah inequality (14.32) de�nes a faet of Puxor if β ≥ 2. Thebounds xb ≥ 0 and xb ≤ 1 de�ne faets of Puxor for all b ∈ X if β ≥ 3.Proof. Puxor is full-dimensional as shown in Lemma 14.27. Thus, it su�es foreah inequality to provide β+ 1 a�nely independent solution vetors that ful�ll theinequality with equality.Let k ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊β

2 ⌋
} and S ⊆ X with |S| = 2k + 1. For β ≥ 2, the vetors

xb = (xb
i )i=0,...,β with xb

i =

{

1 if i ∈ S \ {b}
0 otherwise,

b = 0, . . . , β, are β + 1 a�nely independent solutions of 0 = x0⊕ . . .⊕ xβ thatful�ll inequality (14.32) for the given k and S with equality. For β ≥ 3, the vetor
(0, . . . , 0), the vetors

xb = (xb
i )i=0,...,β with xb

i =

{

1 if i ∈ {1, b}
0 otherwise,

b = 2, . . . , β, and the vetor (0, . . . , 0, 1, 1) are β + 1 a�nely independent solutionsof 0 = x0⊕ . . .⊕xβ that ful�ll the lower bound x0 ≥ 0 with equality. For β ≥ 3,the upper bound x0 ≤ 1 is ful�lled with equality by the β + 1 a�ne independentsolution vetors
xb = (xb

i )i=0,...,β with xb
i =

{

1 if i ∈ {0, b}
0 otherwise,

b = 1, . . . , β and (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0). If β ≥ 3, the other bounds are faets foranalogous reasons.Corollary 14.29. The number of faets of the onvex hull Puxor of feasible solutionsof the uxor onstraint is exponential in the number of variables.



14.12. Unary Xor 239Algorithm 14.19 Unary Xor Domain PropagationInput : Unary xor onstraint r = uxor(x) on single-bit register r and multi-bit register x of width β with urrent loal bit bounds l̃r ≤ r ≤ ũr and
l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, b = 0, . . . , β − 1.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits r and xb.1. If all variables exept one are �xed, dedue the orresponding value for theremaining variable.In order to avoid the exponential blow-up of the LP relaxation, we use sys-tem (14.32) only if β = 2. Otherwise, we introdue an auxiliary integer variable
q ∈

{
0, . . . , ⌈β

2 ⌉
} and state by the single equation

r + x0 + . . .+ xβ−1 = 2q (14.33)that the number of variables set to one in an uxor onstraint must be even. Thedisadvantage of equation (14.33) and the introdution of the auxiliary variable q isthat this LP relaxation is muh weaker than the exponentially large system (14.32).For example, in the ase β = 2, the polyhedron de�ned by equation (14.33) and thebounds of the variables has the verties
(r, x0, x1, q) ∈

{
(0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1),

(0, 0, 1, 0.5), (0, 1, 0, 0.5), (1, 0, 0, 0.5)
}with the last three being invalid solutions of the onstraint. Without enforing theintegrality of q, the LP relaxation 14.33 is almost useless. However, it may beomeuseful during the ourse of the solution proess, if q starts to appear in utting planesor on�it onstraints or if it is seleted as branhing variable.14.12.2 Domain PropagationAs already mentioned above, we only apply a single type of propagation to uxoronstraints: if all but one of the variables are �xed, we an dedue the orrespondingvalue for the remaining variable. This proedure is depited in Algorithm 14.19,whih is a generalization of the propagation Step 1a of Algorithm 14.15.14.12.3 PresolvingThe presolving of unary xor onstraints is illustrated in Algorithm 14.20. It isa generalization of Algorithm 14.16 to exlusive disjuntions with arbitrary manyaddends. In Step 1a we simplify the onstraint by removing variables �xed to zeroand pairs of equivalent or negated equivalent variables, exploiting the properties

a⊕ 0 = a, a⊕ a = 0, and a⊕¬ a = 1of the ⊕ operator. The �⊕ 1� addends appended by rule 1(a)iii are treated likevariables whih are �xed to one. Thus, if there exists another variable �xed toone in the onstraint or if rule 1(a)iii is applied multiple times, the �⊕ 1� addendsanel eah other by rule 1(a)ii. Thus, at most one �xed variable remains in the



240 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.20 Unary Xor Presolving1. For all ative unary xor onstraints r = uxor(x) represented as 0 =
x0⊕ . . .⊕xβ with xβ

⋆= r:(a) Simplify the onstraint as muh as possible (i, j ∈ {0, . . . , β}):i. If xi = 0, remove the variable from the onstraint.ii. If xi
⋆= xj for i 6= j, remove both variables from the onstraint.iii. If xi Y
⋆
= xj for i 6= j, remove both variables from the onstraint andappend the addend �⊕ 1�.Note that this step may redue the number of involved bits β + 1.(b) If the simpli�ed onstraint has the form 0 = x0⊕ x1, aggregate x0 : ⋆= x1.() If the simpli�ed onstraint has the form 0 = x0⊕x1⊕ 1, aggregate x0 : ⋆=

1− x1.2. For all pairs of ative unary xor onstraints r = uxor(x) and r′ = uxor(x′)with βx ≥ βx′ :Consider the sum of both onstraints
0 = x0⊕ . . .⊕xβx

⊕ x′0⊕ . . .⊕ x
′
βx′

= ξ0⊕ . . .⊕ ξβx+βx′+1 (14.34)and perform the simpli�ations of Step 1a. Let 0 = ψ0⊕ . . .⊕ψk−1⊕ c with
c ∈ {0, 1} be the simpli�ed equation. Apply the following presolving opera-tions:(a) If k = 0 and c = 0, delete one of the onstraints.(b) If k = 0 and c = 1, report the infeasibility of the problem.() If k = 1, �x ψ0 := c.(d) If k = 2 and c = 0, aggregate ψ0 : ⋆= ψ1.(e) If k = 2 and c = 1, aggregate ψ0 : ⋆= 1− ψ1.(f) If k ≤ βx, replae the longer uxor onstraint 0 = x0⊕ . . .⊕xβx

with
0 = ψ0⊕ . . .⊕ψk−1⊕ c.onstraint. Steps 1b and 1 hek whether there are only two un�xed variables leftin the onstraint and aggregate them aordingly.Step 2 ompares all pairs of uxor onstraints. We add up the two equations

0 = x0⊕ . . .⊕ xβx−1⊕ r and 0 = x′0⊕ . . .⊕ x
′
βx′−1⊕ r

′ and simplify the result as inStep 1a. If at most two variables and a onstant addend are left in the simpli�edequation, we an perform the presolving operations depited in Steps 2a to 2e. If thesimpli�ed sum of the onstraints has fewer variables than one of the two onstraints,the sum an replae the longer onstraint in Step 2f. This may trigger additionalpresolving redutions in subsequent presolving rounds. The replaement of Step 2fis valid due to the following observation:Observation 14.30. Given two xor terms s(x) = xs1
⊕ . . .⊕xsm

and t(x) =
xt1 ⊕ . . .⊕xtm

, it follows
s(x) = 0 ∧ t(x) = 0 ⇔ s(x)⊕ t(x) = 0 ∧ t(x) = 0.Proof. If s(x) = 0 and t(x) = 0 it follows s(x)⊕ t(x) = 0⊕ 0 = 0. On the otherhand, if s(x)⊕ t(x) = 0 and t(x) = 0 if follows s(x) = s(x)⊕ 0 = s(x)⊕ t(x) = 0.



14.13. Equality 24114.13 EqualityThe equality operatoreq : [β]× [β]→ [1], (x, y) 7→ r = eq(x, y)with
r = eq(x, y) ⇔ r ↔ (x = y)provides a very important link from the data path to the ontrol logi of the iruit.Often, x and y are results of some arithmeti omputations, and the behavior of theontrol logi depends on whether the two results are equal or not.Many property heking problems are modeled like Example 13.2, where theoutput of a opy of the iruit with di�erent input assignments is ompared to theoutput of the original iruit by an equality onstraint. Other ommon propertiesompare the iruit with a referene implementation and hek whether the twooutputs are always equal. In both ases, the property states that equality of theoutputs must hold. This means, that in the orresponding CIP model whih inludesthe negated property, the resultant of the equality onstraint is �xed to zero, andwe searh for a ounter-example where the outputs are unequal. Unfortunately, thedomain propagation behavior of eq onstraints is muh worse for r = 0 than for r =

1, see Setion 14.13.2. The same holds for presolving as disussed in Setion 14.13.3.If the resultant is �xed to r = 1, we an apply pairwise aggregation of the bits inthe two operands and delete the onstraint from the model. For r = 0, we an onlyonlude that x Y
⋆
= y, whih is a very weak information.The LP relaxation is de�ned on word level and ontains a number of auxiliaryvariables. Additionally, two �big-M� oe�ients are inluded with values up to 2W ,with W = 16 being the width of the words.14.13.1 LP RelaxationWe use an LP relaxation of the onstraint r = eq(x, y) on the word level whih usesfour auxiliary variables sw, tw ∈ Z≥0, and pw, qw ∈ {0, 1} per word:
xw − yw = sw − tw for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.35)

sw ≤ (uxw − lyw) · pw for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.36)
tw ≤ (uyw − lxw) · qw for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.37)

pw − sw ≤ 0 for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.38)
qw − tw ≤ 0 for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.39)

r + pw + qw ≤ 1 for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.40)
r +

ω−1∑

w=0

(pw + qw) ≥ 1 (14.41)If ω = 1, we an replae (14.40) and (14.41) by the equation r + p0 + q0 = 1.Equation (14.35) splits the di�erene xw − yw into the positive part sw andthe negative part tw. The binary variable pw should be one if and only if sw > 0whih means xw > yw. The binary variable qw should be one if and only if tw >
0 whih means xw < yw. Thus, the variables pw and qw re�et the sign of thedi�erene xw − yw. These relations are ensured by inequalities (14.36) to (14.39).Inequality (14.36) models the impliation pw = 0 → sw = 0. Inequality (14.37)



242 Operators in Detailensures qw = 0 → tw = 0. Both inequalities are redundant for pw = 1 or qw = 1,respetively. Inequalities (14.38) and (14.39) model pw = 1→ sw ≥ 1 and qw = 1→
tw ≥ 1. The last inequality (14.40) introdued for all words w ensures that at mostone of sw and tw an be positive, and if r = 1 both have to be zero, whih meansthat xw = yw. Finally, the single inequality (14.41) re�ets the opposite impliation
(∀w : xw = yw)→ r = 1.14.13.2 Domain PropagationAs already noted in the introdution of this setion, the domain propagation of theequality onstraint is very unbalaned omparing the ases that r is �xed to zeroor one. In the ase r = 1, we an immediately onlude that eah pair of bits xband yb in the operators must have the same value, i.e., xb = yb. If one of the bits is�xed, we an dedue the orresponding value for the other bit. In the ase r = 0,however, we an onlude almost nothing. Only if for all pairs exept one the bitshave the same value and one variable of the remaining pair is already �xed, we anonlude that the other variable must take the opposite value in order to enfore theinequality of the two registers.In the other diretion, we an onlude r = 0 immediately after a bit pair withopposite values is deteted. The dedution of r = 1 an only be arried out if alloperand bits are �xed to pairwise equal values.Algorithm 14.21 illustrates this proedure. Step 1a implements the impliation
r = 1 → ∀b : xb = yb, while Step 1b propagates the impliation in the oppositediretion (∃b : xb 6= yb)→ r = 0. Steps 2 and 3 apply the very weak dedution rules
(∀b : xb = yb)→ r = 1 and r = 0→ ∃b : xb 6= yb, respetively.The auxiliary variables are propagated in Steps 4 to 6. If the resultant is �xedto r = 1, we an �x all sign variables pw and qw to zero in Step 4a. If one ofthe sign variables is �xed for an individual word w, we an apply the orrespondingdedutions in Step 4b. Propagating the bounds on tw = yw−xw means to iterativelytighten the bounds of the variables by

l̃yw − ũxw ≤ tw ≤ ũyw − l̃xw

l̃yw − ũtw ≤ xw ≤ ũyw − l̃tw

l̃tw + l̃xw ≤ yw ≤ ũtw + ũxwas long as no more bounds an be tightened or an infeasibility is deteted. If weknow that one of the variables sw or tw is either zero or non-zero, we an drawthe appropriate onlusions on the sign variables in Step 4. Note that afterwardsadditional dedutions are performed in the next iteration in Step 4b. From the lowerand upper bounds of the word variables xw and yw, we an also dedue �xings of
pw and qw as shown in Step 4d. We ould already tighten the lower bounds of swand tw, but this will automatially happen in Step 4b of the next iteration of thedomain propagation loop. The upper bounds of sw and tw, however, are tightenedin Step 4e.If the sign variables pw and qw are zero for all words, we an dedue r = 1.Note that this dedution does not automatially follow from rules 4b and 2, beausealthough we already know that sw = tw = 0 in Step 4b, we usually annot �x thebounds of xw and yw to a spei� value whih is neessary to dedue �xings of thebit variables in the domain propagation Algorithm 14.1 of the bit/word partitioningonstraints. Finally in Step 6, if the sign variables pw and qw are zero for all words



14.13. Equality 243Algorithm 14.21 Equality Domain PropagationInput : Equality onstraint r = eq(x, y) on single-bit register r and multi-bit reg-isters x and y of width β with urrent loal bit bounds l̃r ≤ r ≤ ũr,
l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, and l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

, b = 0, . . . , β − 1; urrent loal boundson auxiliary variables l̃sw ≤ sw ≤ ũsw , l̃tw ≤ tw ≤ ũtw , l̃pw ≤ pw ≤ ũpw ,and l̃qw ≤ qw ≤ ũqw , w = 0, . . . , ω − 1.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits r, xb, yb, and auxiliary variables sw, tw,
pw, and qw.1. For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1:(a) If l̃r = 1 and ũxb

= 0, dedue y = 0.If l̃r = 1 and l̃xb
= 1, dedue y = 1.If l̃r = 1 and ũyb
= 0, dedue x = 0.If l̃r = 1 and l̃yb
= 1, dedue x = 1.(b) If ũxb

= 0 and l̃yb
= 1, dedue r = 0.If l̃xb

= 1 and ũyb
= 0, dedue r = 0.2. If for all bits b ∈ {0, . . . , β− 1} we have ũxb

= ũyb
= 0 or l̃xb

= l̃yb
= 1, dedue

r = 1.3. If for all bits b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} \ {k} we have ũxb
= ũyb

= 0 or l̃xb
= l̃yb

= 1,and if ũr = 0, and(a) if l̃xk
= 1, dedue yk = 0,(b) if ũxk
= 0, dedue yk = 1,() if l̃yk
= 1, dedue xk = 0,(d) if ũyk
= 0, dedue xk = 1.4. For all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1:(a) If l̃r = 1, dedue pw = 0 and qw = 0.(b) If l̃pw = 1, dedue r = 0, qw = 0, and sw ≥ 1.If l̃qw = 1, dedue r = 0, pw = 0, and tw ≥ 1.If ũpw = 0, dedue sw = 0 and propagate bounds on tw = yw − xw.If ũqw = 0, dedue tw = 0 and propagate bounds on sw = xw − yw.() If l̃sw ≥ 1, dedue pw = 1.If l̃tw ≥ 1, dedue qw = 1.If ũsw = 0, dedue pw = 0.If ũtw = 0, dedue qw = 0.(d) If l̃xw > ũyw , dedue pw = 1.If l̃xw ≥ ũyw , dedue qw = 0.If ũxw < l̃yw , dedue qw = 1.If ũxw ≤ l̃yw , dedue pw = 0.(e) Tighten bounds sw ≤ ũxw − l̃yw and tw ≤ ũyw − l̃xw .5. If ũpw = ũqw = 0 for all w ∈ {0, . . . , ω − 1}, dedue r = 1.6. If ũpw = ũqw = 0 for all w ∈ {0, . . . , ω − 1} \ {k} and ũr = 0, and(a) if ũpk = 0, dedue qk = 1,(b) if ũqk = 0, dedue pk = 1.



244 Operators in Detailexept word k, but the resultant is �xed to r = 0, we an propagate the equation
pk + qk = 1, sine one of the two variables must be non-zero.14.13.3 PresolvingThe presolving of equality onstraints su�ers from the same limitations as the domainpropagation. If the resultant r is �xed to one, we an aggregate all pairs of bits, butif the resultant is �xed to zero, we usually annot apply any problem redutions.Algorithm 14.22 shows the presolving steps that are performed on equality on-straints. If the resultant bit is one, we an aggregate the bits of the operandsaordingly in Step 1b. Conversely, if the operands are equivalent, the resultant is�xed to one in Step 1. In both ases the equality onstraint beomes redundantand an be deleted.In the opposite situation of r = 0, we an onlude that the operands annot beequal. Therefore, we add in Step 1d eah operand to the list of unequal registersof the other operand, see Setion 14.1.4. On the other hand, if we know that theoperand registers annot be equal beause they appear in eah other's list of unequalregisters, we an �x r = 0 in Step 1e. Note that in both ases the onstraintannot be deleted, sine the inequality x Y

⋆
= y of registers is only an informationstored in the register data strutures. The inequality is not enfored automatiallyduring the solving proess. In partiular, the onstraint itself may have deteted theinequality and has to be kept ative in order to enfore the inequality. In ontrast, theequivalene of registers means that the bits are pairwise aggregated in the variableaggregation graph of SCIP, see Setion 3.3.4. Thus, they are represented in allother onstraints by a unique representative, and the deletion of the onstraint inSteps 1b and 1 is valid, sine the whole information of the onstraint is apturedby the aggregations.Step 1f is a speial ase of Step 1e where the inequality of the operands is provenby a pair of bits that are negated equivalent, i.e., for whih the equivalene xb

⋆= 1−ybis stored in the variable aggregation tree. In this ase, we an delete the onstraintin addition to �x r := 0.Step 1g is similar to Step 3 of the domain propagation Algorithm 14.21. If thereis only one bit pair k for whih equivalene was not deteted, and if one of theremaining three variables r, xk, and yk is �xed, we an aggregate the other twovariables aordingly. Of ourse, we do not need to treat the �xing r = 1, beausethis is already aptured by Step 1b.Step 1h orresponds to Step 6 of the domain propagation Algorithm 14.21. Ifthere is only one word k for whih the sign variables pw and qw are not �xed tozero, two of the three variables r, pk, and qk an be aggregated, if the third variableis �xed to zero. Note that we annot delete the onstraint, sine the link of theauxiliary variables pk and qk to the external variables xw and yw has still to beenfored.For eah �xed operand bit, we an add an impliation to the impliation graphof SCIP in Step 1i whih states that if the other operand's bit takes the oppositevalue, the resultant must be zero.Pairs of equality onstraints are proessed in Step 2. If eah pair of bits {x′b′ , y′b′}of onstraint r′ = eq(x′, y′) appears also as bit pair or as negated bit pair in on-straint r = eq(x, y), the equality of x and y implies the equality of x′ and y′.Therefore, we an in this ase derive the impliation r = 1 → r′ = 1 in Step 2a.If this is deteted with interhanged roles of the onstraints, the orresponding im-



14.13. Equality 245Algorithm 14.22 Equality Presolving1. For all ative equality onstraints r = eq(x, y):(a) Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.21 on the global bounds.(b) If r = 1, aggregate x : ⋆= y and delete the onstraint.() If x ⋆= y, �x r := 1 and delete the onstraint.(d) If r = 0, dedue x Y
⋆
= y.(e) If x Y

⋆
= y, �x r := 0.(f) If for any bit b ∈ {0, . . . , β− 1} we have xb Y

⋆
= yb, �x r := 0 and delete theonstraint.(g) If for all bits b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} \ {k} we have xb

⋆= yb, andi. if r = 0, aggregate xk : ⋆= 1− yk and delete the onstraint,ii. if xk = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= 1− yk and delete the onstraint,iii. if xk = 1, aggregate r : ⋆= yk and delete the onstraint,iv. if yk = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= 1− xk and delete the onstraint,v. if yk = 1, aggregate r : ⋆= xk and delete the onstraint.(h) If for all words w ∈ {0, . . . , ω − 1} \ {k} we have pw = qw = 0, andi. if r = 0, aggregate pk : ⋆= 1− qk,ii. if pk = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= 1− qk,iii. if qk = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= 1− pk.(i) For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1:i. If xb = 0, add impliation yb = 1→ r = 0 to the impliation graph.ii. If xb = 1, add impliation yb = 0→ r = 0 to the impliation graph.iii. If yb = 0, add impliation xb = 1→ r = 0 to the impliation graph.iv. If yb = 1, add impliation xb = 0→ r = 0 to the impliation graph.2. For all pairs of ative equality onstraints r = eq(x, y) and r′ = eq(x′, y′)with βx ≥ βx′ :(a) If for all b′ ∈ {0, . . . , βx′ − 1} there exists b ∈ {0, . . . , βx − 1} suh thati. xb
⋆= x′b′ and yb

⋆= y′b′ , orii. xb
⋆= y′b′ and yb

⋆= x′b′ , oriii. xb Y
⋆
= x′b′ and yb Y

⋆
= y′b′ , oriv. xb Y

⋆
= y′b′ and yb Y

⋆
= x′b′ ,add the impliation r = 1→ r′ = 1 to the impliation graph of SCIP.(b) If for all b ∈ {0, . . . , βx− 1} there exists b′ ∈ {0, . . . , βx′ − 1} suh that atleast one of 2(a)i to 2(a)iv holds, add the impliation r′ = 1 → r = 1 tothe impliation graph of SCIP.() If both Steps 2a and 2b were suessfully applied, aggregate r : ⋆= r′ anddelete the onstraint r = eq(x, y).(d) If x ⋆= x′ and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= y′.If x ⋆= y′ and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= x′.If y ⋆= x′ and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= y′.If y ⋆= y′ and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= x′.(e) If x ⋆= x′ and y Y

⋆
= y′, add r = 1→ r′ = 0 to the impliation graph.If x ⋆= y′ and x Y
⋆
= y′, add r = 1→ r′ = 0 to the impliation graph.If x Y

⋆
= x′ and y ⋆= y′, add r = 1→ r′ = 0 to the impliation graph.If x Y
⋆
= y′ and y ⋆= x′, add r = 1→ r′ = 0 to the impliation graph.



246 Operators in Detailpliation is added to the impliation graph of SCIP in Step 2b. Having detetedboth impliations for a pair of onstraints means that the resultants are equivalent.Consequently, one of the onstraints an be deleted in Step 2.Steps 2d and 2e exploit our knowledge about the inequality of registers. If oneof the operand in the �rst onstraint is equivalent to an operand of the seondonstraint, but the resultants are negated equivalent, the remaining operand pairmust be unequal, whih is deteted in Step 2d. Conversely, if one pair of operandsis equivalent but the other pair of operands is unequal, we an onlude in Step 2ethat at least one of the resultants must be zero.14.14 Less-ThanLike the equality onstraint, the less-than operatorlt : [β]× [β]→ [1], (x, y) 7→ r = lt(x, y)de�ned by
r = lt(x, y) ⇔ r ↔ (x < y)provides a link from the data path to the ontrol logi of the iruit. By negating theresultant and exhanging the operands, one an also model the other three inequalityoperands: not(r) = lt(y, x) ⇔ r ↔ (x ≤ y)

r = lt(y, x) ⇔ r ↔ (x > y)not(r) = lt(x, y) ⇔ r ↔ (x ≥ y)Although the LP relaxation of lt onstraints is very similar to the relaxation ofeq onstraints, the domain propagation behavior of the less-than operator is evenworse than the one of the equality operator. The propagation performane of a�xed resultant value is symmetri in lt onstraints: in both ases, we usually annot dedue anything. The same holds for presolving. Due to the transitivity of the
< operator, however, we have additional possibilities to disover inequality relationsbetween registers in the pairwise omparison of lt onstraints.14.14.1 LP RelaxationThe LP relaxation for less-than onstraints r = lt(x, y) di�ers only slightly fromthe relaxation of eq onstraints. It is also de�ned on the word level and uses four



14.14. Less-Than 247auxiliary variables sw, tw ∈ Z≥0, and pw, qw ∈ {0, 1} per word:
xw − yw = sw − tw for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.42)

sw ≤ (uxw − lyw) · pw for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.43)
tw ≤ (uyw − lxw) · qw for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.44)

pw − sw ≤ 0 for all w = 1, . . . , ω − 1 (14.45)
qw − tw ≤ 0 for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.46)
pw + qw ≤ 1 for all w = 1, . . . , ω − 1 (14.47)
p0 + q0 = 1 (14.48)

r + pw −
ω−1∑

k=w+1

qk ≤ 1 for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.49)
−r + qw −

ω−1∑

k=w+1

pk ≤ 0 for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.50)As before, onstraints (14.42) to (14.47) split the di�erene xw−yw into the positivepart sw and the negative part tw with pw = 1 if and only if xw > yw and qw = 1 ifand only if xw < yw (with a slight deviation for the least signi�ant word w = 0, seebelow). As opposed to the equality onstraint, the position of the operand wordsplay an important role: a less signi�ant word an only in�uene the resultant, ifall more signi�ant words of x and y are pairwise equal. Therefore, the resultant ris not neessarily a�eted by all words and does not appear in inequality (14.47).Instead, the signi�ane of the words and their relation to the resultant is apturedby inequalities (14.49) and (14.50). For the most signi�ant word w = ω − 1, thesums are empty and the inequalities are redued to
r + pω−1 ≤ 1 and − r + qω−1 ≤ 0,whih model the valid impliations pω−1 = 1 → r = 0 and qω−1 = 1 → r = 1,respetively. Only if pω−1 = qω−1 = 0, i.e., xω−1 = yω−1, the value of the resultantis determined by the lower signi�ant words. Thus, we had to inlude the sums intoinequalities (14.49) and (14.50) to render them redundant whenever the resultantis already determined on higher signi�ant words. Altogether, inequality (14.49)represents the impliation
(∀k > w : qk = 0) ∧ pw = 1→ r = 0,and inequality (14.50) models
(∀k > w : pk = 0) ∧ qw = 1→ r = 1for words w = 0, . . . , ω − 1.The least signi�ant word w = 0 plays a slightly di�erent role than the otherwords. The equality x0 = y0 is, with respet to the value of the resultant, equivalentto x0 > y0: in both ases the resultant is zero if all more signi�ant words arepairwise equal. Therefore, we de�ne p0 to be one if and only if x0 ≥ y0, in ontrast to

xw > yw for the other words. This turns inequality (14.47) into the equation (14.48)and makes inequality (14.45) invalid for word w = 0. Of ourse, we an immediatelyaggregate p0 : ⋆= 1− q0 and replae the ourrenes of p0 aordingly.



248 Operators in Detail14.14.2 Domain PropagationThe domain propagation for less-than onstraints is depited in Algorithm 14.23.Steps 1 and 2 apply domain propagation on the bits of the operand registers x and
y. We iterate over the bits from most signi�ant to least signi�ant bit, sine lesssigni�ant bits might be irrelevant if the value of the resultant is already determinedby the more signi�ant bits.If we know that in the urrent loal bounds xb < yb holds for a bit b and if
xj ≤ yj for all higher signi�ant bits j > b, the �xings at bit b prove that x < y,and we an dedue r = 1 in Step 1a. Conversely, if for a bit b we have xb > yb and
xj ≥ yj for all j > b, it learly follows x > y and thus r = 0, whih is dedued inStep 1b.Steps 1 and 1d apply this reasoning in the other way. If we already know that
r = 1 but there is a bit b with xb > yb and we have xj ≥ yj for all more signi�antbits j > b exept for a single bit k, we an onlude in Step 1 that the inequality
x < y must hold due to bit k. Thus, it follows xk < yk whih means xk = 0 and
yk = 1. On the other hand, if we know that r = 0 but xb < yb for a bit b with
xj ≤ yj for all j > b exept for bit k, we an dedue xk > yk, i.e., xk = 1 and yk = 0in Step 1d.If r = 1 but for the highest signi�ant bits j ≥ b we have xj ≥ yj , it must be
xj = yj for all j ≥ b. This dedution is iteratively applied at Step 1e while the bitsare sanned from b = β− 1 down to b = 0, suh that we only need to �x the urrentbits xb and yb. Conversely, if r = 0 but xj ≤ yj for all j ≥ b, we an onlude
xj = yj for all j ≥ b in Step 1f.If we deteted during the loop of Step 1 that xb ≥ yb for all bits, we have x ≥ yand an onlude r = 0 in Step 2.Steps 3 and 4 propagate the auxiliary variables for the operand words. Again,we iterate from most signi�ant to least signi�ant word. Steps 3a to 3f are verysimilar to the bit level propagations of Step 1. If for a word w we have qw = 1 and
pj = 0 for all j > w, we know that xw < yw and xj ≤ yj for all j > w. It follows
x < y and thus r = 1, whih is dedued in Step 3a. Conversely, if pw = 1 and qj = 0for all j > w, we have x > y (or x ≥ y if w = 0) and we an onlude r = 0 inStep 3b. If we know that r = 1 but pw = 1 and qj = 0 for all words j > w exeptword k, it must be qk = 1, whih is dedued in Step 3. On the other hand, if r = 0but qw = 1 and pj = 0 for all words j > w exept word k, we an onlude pk = 1in Step 3d. If r = 1 and qj = 0 for all j ≥ w, it must also be pj = 0 for all j ≥ w.This dedution is performed suessively in Step 3e. Step 3f applies the oppositepropagation: if r = 0 and pj = 0 for all j ≥ w, it follows qj = 0 for all j ≥ w.Steps 3g to 3j apply the same reasoning as Steps 4b to 4e of the domain prop-agation Algorithm 14.21 for equality onstraints, exept that the di�erent meaningof p0 must be regarded. Finally, if in the loop of Step 3 we deteted qw = 0 for allwords w, we an onlude r = 0 in Step 4.14.14.3 PresolvingThe presolving Algorithm 14.24 for less-than onstraints does not onsist of muhmore than to all the domain propagation on the global bounds in Step 1a. However,if a propagation on the external variables was applied that ompletely determinedthe status of the onstraint, we an delete the onstraint from the model. If theoperands are equivalent, we an learly dedue r = 0 in Step 1b and delete theonstraint. If on the other hand, the resultant is �xed to r = 1 in Step 1, the



14.14. Less-Than 249Algorithm 14.23 Less-Than Domain PropagationInput : Less-than onstraint r = lt(x, y) on single-bit register r and multi-bitregisters x and y of width β with urrent loal bit bounds l̃r ≤ r ≤ ũr,
l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, and l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

, b = 0, . . . , β − 1; urrent loal boundson auxiliary variables l̃sw ≤ sw ≤ ũsw , l̃tw ≤ tw ≤ ũtw , l̃pw ≤ pw ≤ ũpw ,and l̃qw ≤ qw ≤ ũqw , w = 0, . . . , ω − 1.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits r, xb, yb, and auxiliary variables sw, tw,
pw, and qw.1. For all b = β − 1, . . . , 0:(a) If ũxb

= 0, l̃yb
= 1, and ũxj

≤ l̃yj
for all j > b, dedue r = 1.(b) If l̃xb

= 1, ũyb
= 0, and l̃xj

≥ ũyj
for all j > b, dedue r = 0.() If l̃r = 1, l̃xb

= 1, ũyb
= 0, and l̃xj

≥ ũyj
for all j ∈ {b+1, . . . , β−1}\{k},dedue xk = 0 and yk = 1.(d) If ũr = 0, ũxb

= 0, l̃yb
= 1, and ũxj

≤ l̃yj
for all j ∈ {b+1, . . . , β−1}\{k},dedue xk = 1 and yk = 0.(e) If l̃r = 1, and l̃xj

≥ ũyj
for all j ≥ b, dedue xb ≤ ũyb

and yb ≥ l̃xb
.(f) If ũr = 0, and ũxj

≤ l̃yj
for all j ≥ b, dedue xb ≥ l̃yb

and yb ≤ ũxb
.2. If l̃xb

≥ ũyb
for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1, dedue r = 0.3. For all w = ω − 1, . . . , 0:(a) If l̃qw = 1 and ũpj = 0 for all j > w, dedue r = 1.(b) If l̃pw = 1 and ũqj = 0 for all j > w, dedue r = 0.() If l̃r = 1, l̃pw = 1, and ũqj = 0 for all j ∈ {w+ 1, . . . , ω− 1} \ {k}, dedue

qk = 1.(d) If l̃r = 0, l̃qw = 1, and ũpj = 0 for all j ∈ {w+ 1, . . . , ω− 1} \ {k}, dedue
pk = 1.(e) If l̃r = 1, and ũqj = 0 for all j ≥ w, dedue pw = 0.(f) If l̃r = 0, and ũpj = 0 for all j ≥ w, dedue qw = 0.(g) If l̃pw = 1, dedue qw = 0, and if additionally w ≥ 1, dedue sw ≥ 1.If l̃qw = 1, dedue pw = 0 and tw ≥ 1.If ũpw = 0, dedue sw = 0 and propagate bounds on tw = yw − xw.If ũqw = 0, dedue tw = 0 and propagate bounds on sw = xw − yw.(h) If l̃sw ≥ 1, dedue pw = 1.If l̃tw ≥ 1, dedue qw = 1.If ũsw = 0 and w ≥ 1, dedue pw = 0.If ũtw = 0, dedue qw = 0.(i) If l̃xw > ũyw , dedue pw = 1.If l̃xw ≥ ũyw , dedue qw = 0.If ũxw < l̃yw , dedue qw = 1.If ũxw ≤ l̃yw and w ≥ 1, dedue pw = 0.(j) Tighten bounds sw ≤ ũxw − l̃yw and tw ≤ ũyw − l̃xw .4. If ũqw = 0 for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1, dedue r = 0.



250 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.24 Less-Than Presolving1. For all ative less-than onstraints r = lt(x, y):(a) Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.23 on the global bounds. If anyof rules 1a to 1d or rule 2 was applied, delete the onstraint.(b) If x ⋆= y, �x r := 0 and delete the onstraint.() If r = 1, dedue x Y
⋆
= y.(d) For all b = β − 1, . . . , 0:If xj

⋆= yj for all j ∈ {b+ 1, . . . , β − 1} \ {k}, andi. if xb = 0, yb = 1, and xk = 1, aggregate r : ⋆= yk,ii. if xb = 0, yb = 1, and yk = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= 1− xk.iii. if xb = 1, yb = 0, and xk = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= yk,iv. if xb = 1, yb = 0, and yk = 1, aggregate r : ⋆= 1− xk.If any of the aggregations was performed, delete the onstraint.2. For all pairs of ative less-than onstraints r = lt(x, y) and r′ = lt(x′, y′):(a) If x ⋆= x′ and y ⋆= y′, aggregate r : ⋆= r′ and delete onstraint r = lt(x, y).(b) If x ⋆= y′ and y ⋆= x′, add r = 1 → r′ = 0 to the impliation graph ofSCIP.() If x ⋆= x′ and r Y
⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= y′.If y ⋆= y′ and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= x′.(d) If r = 1, r′ = 1, and y ⋆= x′, dedue x Y

⋆
= y′.If r = 1, r′ = 1, and x ⋆= y′, dedue y Y
⋆
= x′.If r = 1, r′ = 0, and y ⋆= y′, dedue x Y
⋆
= x′.If r = 1, r′ = 0, and x ⋆= x′, dedue y Y
⋆
= y′.If r = 0, r′ = 1, and x ⋆= x′, dedue y Y
⋆
= y′.If r = 0, r′ = 1, and y ⋆= y′, dedue x Y
⋆
= x′.

operands annot be equal and we an remember the inequality x Y
⋆
= y in our registerdata strutures, see Setion 14.1.4. Note that in this ase the onstraint must notbe deleted, sine the inequality of the operands has still to be enfored. Finally, ifin the most signi�ant part of the operands there are only two bit pairs k > b ofnon-equivalent bits, and if the lesser signi�ant bits xb and yb are �xed to oppositevalues, the value of the resultant would be determined if the more signi�ant bits

xk and yk were equal. Thus, if one of the bits xk or yk is �xed, the resultant an beaggregated to the other operand's bit variable in Step 1d. Afterwards, the onstraintan be deleted.The presolving proedure for pairs of less-than onstraints in Step 2 is also ratherweak. We an aggregate the two resultants in Step 2a if the operands are pairwiseequivalent in the same order. If they are pairwise equivalent but in opposite order,i.e., x ⋆= y′ and y ⋆= x′, we an only onlude that at most one of the resultants anbe one. Thus, in Step 2b we add the orresponding impliation to the impliationgraph of SCIP. If only one of the operand pairs is equivalent but the resultant isnegated equivalent, the other pair of operands is deteted to be unequal in Step 2.



14.15. If-Then-Else 251Step 2d applies the transitivity law of the < and ≤ operators:
x < y

⋆
= x′ < y′ ⇒ x < y′ ⇒ x Y

⋆
= y′

x′ < y′
⋆
= x < y ⇒ x′ < y ⇒ y Y

⋆
= x′

x < y
⋆
= y′ ≤ x′ ⇒ x < x′ ⇒ x Y

⋆
= x′

y′ ≤ x′
⋆
= x < y ⇒ y′ < y ⇒ y Y

⋆
= y′

y ≤ x
⋆
= x′ < y′ ⇒ y < y′ ⇒ y Y

⋆
= y′

x′ < y′
⋆
= y ≤ x ⇒ x′ < x ⇒ x Y

⋆
= x′Note that we annot dedue any inequality relations if r = 0 and r′ = 0, sine inthis ase it is possible that all operands are equal.14.15 If-Then-ElseThe unary logi operators uand, uor, and uxor, and the omparison operatorseq and lt provide links from the data path to the ontrol logi of the iruit. Theif-then-else operatorite : [1]× [β]× [β]→ [β], (x, y, z) 7→ r = ite(x, y, z)with

r = ite(x, y, z) ⇔ r =

{

y if x = 1

z if x = 0addresses the reverse diretion: the ontrol logi bit x in�uenes whih part ofthe data path (y or z) should be passed to the resultant r. One example for theappliation of the ite operator is the �opode� seletion in an arithmetial logi unit(ALU). For eah supported operation, an internal variable stores the result of theorresponding ombination of the input registers. Afterwards, a ase split onsistingof equality and if-then-else onstraints selets the variable that should be passedto the output register of the iruit. Thus, a very simple ALU whih supports theoperations �+�, �−�, and �×� an look as illustrated in Figure 14.8.If-then-else onstraints have interesting domain propagation and presolving pos-sibilities. They share an aspet with the equality onstraints, namely that we anexploit the impliations x = 1 → ∀b : rb = yb and x = 0 → ∀b : rb = zb. On theother hand, if we know yb = zb we an already onlude rb = yb without knowingthe value of x. As explained in Chapter 15.2, if-then-else onstraints are the mainreason for the detetion of irrelevant parts of the iruit.14.15.1 LP RelaxationThe LP relaxation of if-then-else onstraints is de�ned on word level. It onsists offour inequalities per word:
rw − yw ≤ (uzw − lyw) · (1− x) for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.51)
rw − yw ≥ (lzw − uyw) · (1− x) for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.52)
rw − zw ≤ (uyw − lzw) · x for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.53)
rw − zw ≥ (lyw − uzw) · x for all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1 (14.54)
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14.15. If-Then-Else 253In the ase x = 1, inequalities (14.51) and (14.52) imply rw = yw, and inequal-ities (14.53) and (14.54) are redundant. Conversely, in the ase x = 0, inequal-ities (14.53) and (14.54) fore rw = zw and inequalities (14.51) and (14.52) areredundant.Lemma 14.31. The onvex hull Pite = conv{(r, x, y, z) | x ∈ {0, 1}, r, y, z ∈ Z, ly ≤
y ≤ uy, lz ≤ z ≤ uz, r = ite(x, y, z)} of the feasible solutions for an ite onstraintis full-dimensional if ly < uy, lz < uz, ly < uz, and lz < uy.Proof. The feasible solutions

(r, x, y, z) ∈
{
(lz, 0, ly, lz), (lz , 0, uy, lz), (uz, 0, ly, uz), (ly, 1, ly, lz), (uy, 1, uy, lz)

}de�ne �ve a�nely independent vetors in R4. Thus, the dimension of Pite is
dim(Pite) = 4.Proposition 14.32. Inequalities (14.51) to (14.54) de�ne faets of Pite if ly < uy,
lz < uz, ly < uz, and lz < uy.Proof. Pite is full-dimensional as shown in Lemma 14.31. Thus, it su�es for eahinequality to provide four a�nely independent solution vetors that ful�ll the in-equality with equality. For inequality (14.51), the solutions

(r, x, y, z) ∈
{
(ly, 1, ly, lz), (ly, 1, ly, uz), (uy, 1, uy, lz), (uz , 0, ly, uz)

}meet this riterion. The a�nely independent solution vetors
(r, x, y, z) ∈

{
(ly, 1, ly, lz), (ly , 1, ly, uz), (uy, 1, uy, lz), (lz, 0, uy, lz)

}ful�ll inequality (14.52) with equality. Corresponding solution vetors for inequali-ties (14.53) and (14.54) an be onstruted analogously.14.15.2 Domain PropagationThe domain propagation for if-then-else onstraint is depited in Algorithm 14.25.Step 1 ompares the bits of the resultant and the operands y and z. If yb = zb, wean dedue rb = yb independently from the value of x in Step 1a. If the seletorbit is �xed to x = 1, Step 1b propagates rb = yb. In the other ase of x = 0, wean propagate the equation rb = zb in Step 1. Steps 1d and 1e apply the inversereasoning of Steps 1b and 1: if for a bit b we �nd rb 6= yb, we an onlude x = 0,and if rb 6= zb, we an dedue x = 1.Step 2 applies exatly the same rules as Step 1 on word level. Independent from
x, the bounds of rw an be tightened in Step 2a. If x is �xed, we an propagate
rw = yw or rw = zw in Steps 1b and 1, respetively. If the bounds of the wordsmake a ertain seletor value impossible, the seletor bit x is �xed to the oppositevalue in Steps 2d and 2e.14.15.3 PresolvingPresolving for if-then-else onstraints applies the same rules as domain propagation,but an also �nd aggregations of variables. Additionally, we exploit our knowledgeabout equality or inequality of registers. Like for other onstraints, we omparepairs of ite onstraints to detet further simpli�ations.



254 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.25 If-Then-Else Domain PropagationInput : If-then-else onstraint r = ite(x, y, z) on registers single-bit register xand multi-bit registers r, y, and z of width β with urrent loal bounds
l̃x ≤ x ≤ ũx and loal bit bounds l̃rb

≤ rb ≤ ũrb
, l̃yb

≤ yb ≤ ũyb
, and

l̃zb
≤ zb ≤ ũzb

.Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits x, rb, yb, zb.1. For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1:(a) If l̃yb
= 1 and l̃zb

= 1, dedue rb = 1.If ũyb
= 0 and ũzb

= 0, dedue rb = 0.(b) If l̃x = 1 and ũyb
= 0, dedue rb = 0.If l̃x = 1 and l̃yb
= 1, dedue rb = 1.If l̃x = 1 and ũrb
= 0, dedue yb = 0.If l̃x = 1 and l̃rb
= 1, dedue yb = 1.() If ũx = 0 and ũzb
= 0, dedue rb = 0.If ũx = 0 and l̃zb
= 1, dedue rb = 1.If ũx = 0 and ũrb
= 0, dedue zb = 0.If ũx = 0 and l̃rb
= 1, dedue zb = 1.(d) If l̃rb

= 1 and ũyb
= 0, or if ũrb

= 0 and l̃yb
= 1, dedue x = 0.(e) If l̃rb

= 1 and ũzb
= 0, or if ũrb

= 0 and l̃zb
= 1, dedue x = 1.2. For all w = 0, . . . , ω − 1:(a) Tighten bounds of rw : min{l̃yw , l̃zw} ≤ rw ≤ max{ũyw , ũzw}.(b) If l̃x = 1, dedue l̃yw ≤ rw ≤ ũyw and l̃rw ≤ yw ≤ ũrw .() If ũx = 0, dedue l̃zw ≤ rw ≤ ũzw and l̃rw ≤ zw ≤ ũrw .(d) If l̃rw > ũyw , or if ũrw < l̃yw , dedue x = 0.(e) If l̃rw > ũzw , or if ũrw < l̃zw , dedue x = 1.Algorithm 14.26 shows the presolving rules applied to if-then-else onstraints. Ifthe if-ase y and the else-ase z are equivalent, the seletor bit x does not play a roleand we an aggregate r : ⋆= y in Step 1a. Afterwards, the onstraint is redundantand an be deleted. If we know that the resultant is unequal to one of the operands,we an �x the seletion bit aordingly in Step 1b. After the domain propagationon the global bounds was applied in Step 1, we ompare pairs of bits (i, j) in theresultant and the operands. If yi and yj are (negated) equivalent and zi and zj are(negated) equivalent, the resultant bits at these positions must also be (negated)equivalent, whih is disovered in Step 1(d)i. If on the other hand the equivalenesof the operand bits and the resultant bits do not math, the seletor variable an be�xed to the opposite deision value in Steps 1(d)ii and 1(d)iii.If the seletor variable x is �xed after applying the previous presolving rules, wean aggregate the resultant with the respetive operand and delete the ite onstraintin Steps 1e and 1f. Step 1g introdues the derivable impliations to the impliationgraph of SCIP, see Setion 3.3.5. If a bit in the resultant r is �xed, we an addthe orresponding impliations for the values of x in Step 1(g)i. Note that thevalid impliations yb = 1 → zb = 0 for rb = 0 and yb = 0 → zb = 1 for rb = 1are automatially added through the transitive losure of the impliation graph. If



14.15. If-Then-Else 255Algorithm 14.26 If-Then-Else Presolving1. For all ative if-then-else onstraints r = ite(x, y, z):(a) If y ⋆= z, aggregate r : ⋆= y and delete the onstraint.(b) If r Y
⋆
= z, �x x := 1.If r Y
⋆
= y, �x x := 0.() Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.25 on the global bounds.(d) For all i, j ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} with i < j:i. If yi

⋆= yj and zi
⋆= zj, aggregate ri : ⋆= rj .If yi Y

⋆
= yj and zi Y

⋆
= zj, aggregate ri : ⋆= 1− rj .ii. If yi

⋆= yj and ri Y
⋆
= rj , �x x := 0.If yi Y

⋆
= yj and ri ⋆= rj , �x x := 0.iii. If zi
⋆= zj and ri Y

⋆
= rj , �x x := 1.If zi Y

⋆
= zj and ri ⋆= rj , �x x := 1.(e) If x = 1, aggregate r : ⋆= y and delete the onstraint.(f) If x = 0, aggregate r : ⋆= z and delete the onstraint.(g) For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1, add the following impliations to the impliationgraph of SCIP:i. If rb = 0, add impliations x = 1→ yb = 0 and x = 0→ zb = 0.If rb = 1, add impliations x = 1→ yb = 1 and x = 0→ zb = 1.ii. If yb = 0, add impliations x = 1→ rb = 0 and zb = 0→ rb = 0.If yb = 1, add impliations x = 1→ rb = 1 and zb = 1→ rb = 1.iii. If zb = 0, add impliations x = 0→ rb = 0 and yb = 0→ rb = 0.If zb = 1, add impliations x = 0→ rb = 1 and yb = 1→ rb = 1.2. For all pairs of ative if-then-else onstraints r = ite(x, y, z) and r′ =eq(x′, y′, z′) with βr ≥ βr′ :(a) For all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1:i. If x ⋆= x′, yb

⋆= y′b, and zb
⋆= z′b, aggregate rb : ⋆= r′b.If x ⋆= x′, yb Y

⋆
= y′b, and zb Y

⋆
= z′b, aggregate rb : ⋆= 1− r′b.ii. If x Y

⋆
= x′, yb

⋆= z′b, and zb
⋆= y′b, aggregate rb : ⋆= r′b.If x Y

⋆
= x′, yb Y

⋆
= z′b, and zb Y

⋆
= y′b, aggregate rb : ⋆= 1− r′b.If all of the resultant bits were aggregated, delete r′ = eq(x′, y′, z′).(b) If βr = βr′ and r Y

⋆
= r′, add the following impliations to the impliationgraph of SCIP:i. If y ⋆= y′, add x = 1→ x′ = 0.ii. If z ⋆= z′, add x = 0→ x′ = 1.iii. If y ⋆= z′, add x = 1→ x′ = 1.iv. If z ⋆= y′, add x = 0→ x′ = 0.() If y ⋆= r′ and x = 1→ x′ = 1 holds, replae y by y′.If y ⋆= r′ and x = 1→ x′ = 0 holds, replae y by z′.(d) If z ⋆= r′ and x = 0→ x′ = 1 holds, replae z by y′.If z ⋆= r′ and x = 0→ x′ = 0 holds, replae z by z′.(e) If y′ ⋆= r and x′ = 1→ x = 1 holds, replae y′ by y.If y′ ⋆= r and x′ = 1→ x = 0 holds, replae y′ by z.(f) If z′ ⋆= r and x′ = 0→ x = 1 holds, replae z′ by y.If z′ ⋆= r and x′ = 0→ x = 0 holds, replae z′ by z.



256 Operators in Detailone of the operand bits is �xed, similar impliations an be added in Steps 1(g)iiand 1(g)iii.In the pairwise presolving Step 2 we an also look at the individual bits ofthe two onstraints in Step 2a. As usual, we de�ne r′b = y′b = z′b = 0 if b ≥
βr′ . Now if the two seletor variables x and x′ are equivalent, the bits of the if-ases yb and y′b are equivalent, and the bits of the else-ases zb and z′b are alsoequivalent, the resultant bits rb and r′b must also be equivalent. If the operand bitsare pairwise negated equivalent, the resultant bits must also be negated equivalent.Conversely, if the seletor variables are negated equivalent and the operand bitsare (negated) equivalent with interhanged roles, the resultant bits must also be(negated) equivalent.If we know that the resultants have the same width but are unequal, the implia-tions of Step 2b an be dedued: if an operand from the �rst onstraint is equivalentto an operand of the seond onstraint, the seletor bits x and x′ annot both seletthis operand, sine otherwise, the resultants would also be equivalent. Note that theimpliations of Steps 2(b)i and 2(b)ii immediately �x the seletor bits if x ⋆= x′, andSteps 2(b)iii and 2(b)iv �x them if x Y

⋆
= x′. Due to Steps 1e and 1f, this would alsolead to the aggregation of the resultants and the deletion of the two onstraints.Steps 2 to 2f hek for hainings of ite onstraints. If the resultant r′ of one on-straint r′ = ite(x′, y′, z′) appears as operand in another onstraint r = ite(x, y, z),and if there is a mathing impliation between the seletion variables x and x′, wean substitute the resultant r′ by the orresponding operand y′ or z′ in the se-ond onstraint. Thereby, we avoid the unneessary detour via r′ and the �rst iteonstraint. For example, if there are two onstraints

r = ite(x, r′, z) and r′ = ite(x, y′, z′),we an replae r′ by y′ in the �rst onstraint whih gives
r = ite(x, y′, z) and r′ = ite(x, y′, z′).This substitution simpli�es the struture of the funtion graph, see Setion 13.2,and o�ers additional potential for the irrelevane detetion of Setion 15.2. Forexample, suppose r′ is not used in other onstraints. Then we an delete the seondonstraint from the problem beause it is not relevant for the validity of the property.If after the deletion of the onstraint z′ does only appear as the resultant of a singleonstraint, it an also be deleted from the problem instane for the same reason.This an trigger a hain of problem redutions with the possibility to delete a wholesubtree from the funtion graph.14.16 Zero ExtensionWith the zero extension operatorzeroext : [µ]→ [β], x 7→ r = zeroext(x)a register x is opied into a (usually wider) register r with the exessive bits of r�xed to zero. Although usually β > µ we de�ne the onstraint for general registerwidths:

r = zeroext(x) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb =

{

xb if b < µ,

0 if b ≥ µ.



14.17. Sign Extension 257Thereby it is possible with β < µ to extrat a low-signi�ant subword of a register.Nevertheless, the zero extension operator an easily be implemented by performingthe orresponding aggregations rb : ⋆= xb for b < µ and �xings rb := 0 for b ≥ µ inthe presolving stage of SCIP. Afterwards, the onstraint an be deleted from theproblem formulation.14.17 Sign ExtensionLike the zero extension, the sign extension operatorsignext : [µ]→ [β], x 7→ r = signext(x)opies a register x into a register r. But in this ase, the exessive bits of r are allequal to the most signi�ant bit of x, thereby preserving the signed value in the two'somplement representation. The onstraint is de�ned for general register widths µand β as
r = signext(x) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb =

{

xb if b < µ,

xµ−1 if b ≥ µ.Again, we an implement the operator by performing the orresponding aggregations
rb : ⋆= xb for b < µ and rb : ⋆= xµ−1 for b ≥ µ in the presolving stage of SCIP anddeleting the onstraint afterwards.14.18 ConatenationConatenation with the operatoronat : [β]× [µ]→ [β + µ], (x, y) 7→ r = onat(x, y)means to form a single register bit string out of the two input registers by haining uptheir individual bits. The bits of the �rst input register x form the high-signi�antpart of the result, while the bits of the seond input register y are used in thelow-signi�ant part:

r = onat(x, y) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β + µ− 1} : rb =

{

yb if b < µ,

xb−µ if b ≥ µ.Like the other word extension operators, onatenation an be implemented by per-forming the neessary presolving aggregations rb : ⋆= yb for b < µ and rb : ⋆= xb−µ for
b ≥ µ and deleting the onstraint afterwards.14.19 Shift LeftThe shift left operationshl : [β]× [µ]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = shl(x, y)



258 Operators in Detailparam B := 64 ;s e t B i t s := { 0 . . B−1 } ;s e t DomY := { 0 . . B } ;va r x [ B i t s ℄ b i n a r y ;va r y i n t e g e r >= 0 <= B;va r r [ B i t s ℄ b i n a r y ;min imize ob j : 0∗ x [ 0 ℄ ;subto s h l : f o r a l l <p , b> in DomY∗B i t s wi th b−p >= 0 :v i f y == p then r [ b ℄ == x [ b−p ℄ end ;subto s h l 0 : f o r a l l <p , b> in DomY∗B i t s wi th b−p < 0 :v i f y == p then r [ b ℄ == 0 end ;Figure 14.9. Zimpl model of the shl onstraint.performs a shifting of the bits of x by y positions to the left, whih orresponds tomultiplying x by 2y. The resultant is de�ned as
r = shl(x, y) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb =

{

xb−y if b ≥ y,
0 if b < y.As y appears in the subsript of the variable x in the de�nition of the shift leftonstraint, the shl operator is related to the element onstraint of onstraintprogramming (see, e.g., van Hentenryk [115℄, or Marriott and Stukey [158℄). How-ever, domain propagation an be applied in a muh more sophistiated way if theshl onstraint is treated as a whole instead of propagating eah element onstraint

rb = xb−y individually.The role of y in the onstraint is highly non-linear. Therefore, it is very hardto ome up with a reasonably small LP relaxation of the shift left onstraint. Theanonial way of ombining the relaxations for eah of the involved element on-straints yields around 1
2β

2 auxiliary variables and 3
2β

2 inequalities. Suh a largerelaxation would notieably inrease the time to solve the LP relaxations at thenodes of the branh-and-bound tree. Thus, we refrain from inluding a linear relax-ation of the shl onstraint at all.14.19.1 LP RelaxationIn a �rst attempt to provide an LP relaxation for the shift left operand we model theonstraint in Zimpl, see Koh [133, 134℄. Figure 14.9 shows a Zimpl implementationof the shl onstraint r = shl(x, y) with βr = B bits in the registers r and x. Tokeep things simple, we assume that y is bounded by uy = βr. For all y ≥ βr we have
r = 0 anyway.The two �subto� statements in the Zimpl model produe the linear inequalitieswhih de�ne the LP relaxation of the shl onstraint. Note that we use the �vif� om-mand to model a ase distintion on the variable y. Zimpl automatially translatesthe �vif� statement into a system of inequalities and auxiliary variables.Table 14.2 shows the number of variables, inequalities, and non-zero oe�ientsin the linear relaxation generated by Zimpl 2.04 with simple preproessing beingativated through the �-O� option. It is obvious that this automatially generated



14.19. Shift Left 259width β 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256variables 13 35 109 377 1 393 5 345 20 929 82 817 329 473inequalities 11 37 134 508 1 976 7 792 30 944 123 328 492 416non-zeros 24 84 312 1 200 4 704 18 624 74 112 295 680 1 181 184Table 14.2. Size of LP relaxation resulting from Zimpl model of Figure 14.9.relaxation is way too large for being useful in our ontext. It has approximately 5β2variables, 7β2 inequalities, and 18β2 non-zero oe�ients.Our seond approah tries to exploit the speial struture of the shl onstraintand uses a relaxation similar to the one of the element onstraint proposed inMilano et al. [164℄. Again, we assume uy = β for the sake of simpliity.
β
∑

p=0

p · ψp = y (14.55)
β
∑

p=0

ψp = 1 (14.56)
b∑

p=0

πp
b−p = rb for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1 (14.57)

πp
b − xb ≤ 0 for all b, p = 0, . . . , β − 1 with b+ p < β (14.58)

πp
b − ψ

p ≤ 0 for all b, p = 0, . . . , β − 1 with b+ p < β (14.59)
−πp

b + xb + ψp ≤ 1 for all b, p = 0, . . . , β − 1 with b+ p < β (14.60)Equations (14.55) and (14.56) splits the shift seletion variable y into binaryvariables ψp ∈ {0, 1} suh that ψy = 1 and ψp = 0 for p 6= y. Equation (14.57)states that the resultant bit rb is equal to
rb = xb · ψ

0 + . . .+ x0 · ψ
b, (14.61)with inequalities (14.58) to (14.60) providing the linear relaxation for the produts

πp
b = xb · ψp with πp

b ∈ {0, 1} as already shown in Setion 14.7.1. Beause ψp = 1if and only if y = p due to (14.55), at most one of the produts appearing inequation (14.61) an be non-zero. The equation redues to rb = xb−y if b ≥ y and
rb = 0 if b < y, whih orresponds to the de�nition of the shl onstraint.Although the above relaxation is more ompat than the automatially generatedrelaxation of Zimpl, it still inludes 1

2β
2 + O(β) auxiliary variables, 3

2β
2 + O(β)inequalities and equations, and 4β2 + O(β) non-zero oe�ients. These are onlyapproximately 10% of the number of variables and 20% of the number of onstraintsand non-zeros of the Zimpl relaxation, but the size of the relaxation remains quitelarge, as depited in Table 14.3. Note that this relaxation is onsiderably larger thanthe already large relaxation of the multipliation onstraint, see Setion 14.5.1. Formult onstraints, we an use nibbles of width L = 8 instead of single bits to de�nethe partial produts. This redues both the number of variables and the number ofonstraints in the LP relaxation by a fator of 8 ompared to the above relaxationof the shl onstraint.Although we did not support this by omputational studies, we suppose thatthe bene�t of adding system (14.55) to (14.60) does not justify the large inrease in



260 Operators in Detailwidth β 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256variables 3 6 15 45 153 561 2 145 8 385 33 153inequalities 6 13 36 118 426 1 618 6 306 24 898 98 946non-zeros 13 32 94 314 1 138 4 322 16 834 66 434 263 938Table 14.3. Size of LP relaxation given by onstraints (14.55) to (14.60).the size of the LP relaxation and the orresponding deterioration of the LP solvingproess. The relaxation of the shl onstraint beomes even more ompliated ifthe shift seletion variably y is not bounded by uy = β but may take larger values.Therefore, we refrain from inluding a relaxation of shift left onstraints into the LPand rely solely on onstraint programming tehniques, i.e., domain propagation.14.19.2 Domain PropagationThe domain propagation Algorithm 14.27 for shift left onstraints performs a patternmathing to hek whih values are potentially feasible for the shifting variable y.Step 1 heks whether x = 0. In this ase, we an also �x r = 0, independent fromthe value of y, and do not need to apply further propagation. Otherwise, we proeedwith Step 2 whih alulates the urrent loal bounds of the register y by summingup the bounds of the words yw, w = 0, . . . , ωy− 1. Note that in our implementationwe demand β < 231, whih means that we an store all meaningful bound values of
y in a 32-bit integer.The bounds of y an be tightened in Step 3 by inspeting the bits of x and r, seeFigure 14.10. If the resultant has a bit whih is �xed to one at position p, and inthe subword of x up to position p the most signi�ant bit whih is not �xed to zerois at position i, x must be shifted at least by p− i bits to the left to yield r. On theother hand, if rq = 1 and j is the least signi�ant position of x with a bit not �xedto zero, x must be shifted at most by q − j bits to the left.This simple bound tightening helps to shorten the loop of Step 5 where theatual pattern mathing takes plae. First, we initialize the sets D of potentialvalues for the involved variables in Step 4 to be empty. Then we hek for eahvalue p in the urrent domain of y whether it would lead to an inonsisteny withthe urrent bounds of the bit variables. Condition 5a veri�es whether the value isrepresentable with the urrent �xings of the bits yb. For example, if y0 = 0 in theurrent subproblem, only even values p are possible. Condition 5b heks whetherthe shifting would move a �xed bit xb−p = v to the slot of a resultant bit whih is�xed to the opposite value rb = 1 − v. Suh a situation rules out the shifting valuePSfrag replaements
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14.19. Shift Left 261Algorithm 14.27 Shift Left Domain PropagationInput : Shift left onstraint r = shl(x, y) on registers r and x of width βr = βx = βwith urrent loal bit bounds l̃rb
≤ rb ≤ ũrb

and l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, and yof width βy = µ with urrent loal bit bounds l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

and wordbounds l̃yw ≤ yw ≤ ũyw .Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits rb, xb, and yb, and words yw.1. If ũxb
= 0 for all b = 0, . . . , β−1, dedue rb = 0 for all b and abort propagation.2. Calulate bounds for the register y from the words' bounds:

l̃y :=

ωy−1
∑

w=0

2wW l̃yw and ũy :=

ωy−1
∑

w=0

2wW ũyw .3. Let br=1min := min{b | l̃rb
= 1} and br=1max := max{b | l̃rb

= 1}.Let bx 6=0min := min{b | ũxb
= 1} and bx 6=0max := max{b | ũxb

= 1 and b ≤ br=1max}.Tighten l̃y := max
{
l̃y, b

r=1max − bx 6=0max} and ũy := min
{
ũy, b

r=1min − bx 6=0min}.4. Initialize Dxb
:= ∅ and Drb

:= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1, Dyb
:= ∅ for all

b = 0, . . . , µ− 1, and Dy := ∅.5. For all p = l̃y, . . . , ũy:Let p =
∑µ−1

b=0 2bpb be the bit deomposition of p. If the following holds:(a) pb ∈ {l̃yb
, ũyb} for all b = 0, . . . , µ− 1,(b) Db := {l̃rb
, ũrb
} ∩ {l̃xb−p

, ũxb−p
} 6= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1, and() there is no bit b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} with rb Y

⋆
= xb−p,the shifting value y = p is valid. In this ase, update(a) Dy := Dy ∪ {p},(b) Dyb

:= Dyb
∪ {pb} for all b = 0, . . . , µ− 1,() Drb

:= Drb
∪ Db for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1,(d) Dxb

:= Dxb
∪ Db+p for all b = 0, . . . , β − 1− p, and(e) Dxb

:= {l̃xb
, ũxb
} for all b = β − p, . . . , β − 1.6. Tighten word bounds of yw, w = 0, . . . , ωy − 1, orresponding to the registerbounds min{Dy} ≤ y ≤ max{Dy}.7. For all b = 0, . . . , µ− 1: Tighten min{Dyb

} ≤ yb ≤ max{Dyb
}.For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1: Tighten min{Drb

} ≤ rb ≤ max{Drb
}.For all b = 0, . . . , β − 1: Tighten min{Dxb

} ≤ xb ≤ max{Dxb
}.

p, see Figure 14.11. Note that we de�ne xi = 0 for all i < 0, sine the shl operatormoves in zeros to the least signi�ant bits of r. The value y = p is also invalid byCondition 5 if there exists a pair rb Y
⋆
= xb−p of negated equivalent bits. If all threeonditions are satis�ed, the shifting value p is potentially feasible, and we extend thesets of potential values for the involved variables aordingly. Bits xβ−p, . . . , xβ−1do not need to be onsidered for the pattern mathing, beause they are �shiftedout� of the region overed by r. Therefore, if p is a valid math, these bits of x arenot a�eted by the bits of r, and their sets of potential values have to be set to theirurrent domains Dxb

:= {l̃xb
, ũxb
}.
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14.19. Shift Left 263Algorithm 14.28 Shift Left Presolving1. For all ative shift left onstraints r = shl(x, y):(a) If yw > 0 for any word w ∈ {0, . . . , ωy − 1}, and xw > 0 or rw > 0 forany w ∈ {0, . . . , ωx − 1}, dedue r Y
⋆
= x.(b) If r ⋆= x and xw > 0 for any w ∈ {0, . . . , ωx − 1}, �x y := 0.() If r Y

⋆
= x and ωy = 1, dedue y0 ≥ 1.(d) Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.27 on the global bounds.(e) If ly = uy, aggregate rb : ⋆= xb−ly for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1 using xi = 0 for

i < 0, and delete the onstraint.(f) For all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1:i. Let pbmin = min{p | ly ≤ p ≤ uy and uxb−p
= 1} be the minimal and

pbmax = max{p | ly ≤ p ≤ uy and uxb−p
= 1} be the maximal shiftingvalue y for rb = 1.ii. For all w = 0, . . . , ωy − 1: Add impliations

rb = 1→ yw ≥

⌈

pbmin −∑i6=w 2iWuyi

2wW

⌉ and
rb = 1→ yw ≤

⌊

pbmax −∑i6=w 2iW lyi

2wW

⌋to the impliation graph of SCIP.iii. If xi = 0 for all i < b, add impliation xb = 0 → rb+ly = 0 to theimpliation graph of SCIP.2. For all pairs of ative shift left onstraints r = shl(x, y) and r′ = shl(x′, y′)with βr ≥ βr′ :(a) If x ⋆= x′ and y ⋆= y′, aggregate r[βr′ − 1, 0] : ⋆= r′ and delete onstraint
r′ = shl(x′, y′).(b) If βr = βr′ , x ⋆= x′, and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= y′.If βr = βr′ , y ⋆= y′, and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= x′.() If r ⋆= r′ and x ⋆= x′, and if rw ≥ 1 for any word w ∈ {0, . . . , ωr − 1},aggregate y : ⋆= y′ and delete onstraint r′ = shl(x′, y′).dedue y ≥ 1 in Step 1. Sine y itself is not a CIP variable, we have to apply thededution on the words of y. This is only possible if y onsists of only a single word.Step 1d applies the domain propagation on the global bounds. If it turns outthat the shifting variable y is �xed, we an aggregate the resultant r and the �rstoperand x aordingly in Step 1e and delete the onstraint afterwards.Step 1f adds impliations to the impliation graph of SCIP whih an be deduedfrom the shl onstraint. We regard the bounds ly ≤ y ≤ uy of the shifting register yas alulated in Step 2 of Algorithm 14.27. If a resultant bit rb is set to one, the valueof the shifting variable y must be in the range pbmin ≤ y ≤ pbmax, whih is omputed inStep 1(f)i by similar reasoning as in Step 3 of Algorithm 14.27. Step 1(f)ii translatesthese bounds on y into bounds on the individual words yw. In order to do this, wehave to assume that all other words i 6= w are set to their upper or lower bounds,respetively, and divide the leftover value by the signi�ane of the word.



264 Operators in DetailThe domain propagation already �xed r0 = . . . = rly−1 = 0. The next bit rlyis either equal to x0 or zero, depending on whether y = ly or y > ly. Thus, theimpliation x0 = 0 → rly = 0 is valid. If all of the lower signi�ant bits up to bit bare zero in register x, we an extend this argument to the more signi�ant bits xband rb+ly .Step 2 ompares pairs of shl onstraints. Clearly, if the operands are equivalentas required for Step 2a, we an aggregate the resultants on their overlapping part anddelete the onstraint operating on the shorter registers. Applying this impliation inthe inverse diretion in Step 2b, we an onlude from the inequality of two equallywide resultant registers and the equivalene of one pair of operands, that the otheroperand pair must be unequal. If the resultants are equivalent, and if the �rstoperands are equivalent, we an aggregate y : ⋆= y′ in Step 2. However, we haveto exlude r = r′ = 0. In this ase, the shifting operands y and y′ ould take anyvalues that �shift out� all bits of x ⋆= x′ whih are set to one.14.20 Shift RightThe shift right operationshr : [β]× [µ]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = shr(x, y)performs a shifting of the bits of x by y positions to the right. The resultant isde�ned as
r = shr(x, y) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb =

{

xb+y if b + y < β,

0 if b + y ≥ β.The shift right operator is a speial ase of the more general slie operator, whih isovered in the next setion. Therefore, it su�es to replae a onstraint r = shr(x, y)by r = slie(x, y) in the presolving stage of SCIP.14.21 SliingThe slie operatorslie : [µ]× [ν]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = slie(x, y)allows to aess subwords of the operand x. The resultant is de�ned as
r = slie(x, y) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb =

{

xb+y if b+ y < µ,

0 if b+ y ≥ µ,whih means that r = x[y+ βr − 1, y]. For µ = β, the slie operator is equivalent tothe shift right operator, i.e., slie(x, y) = shr(x, y). Therefore, slie an be seenas generalization of shr.Consequently, slie onstraints are very similar to shift left onstraints. The LPrelaxation would be as involved as the one of the shift left operator. Therefore, wealso refrain from inluding a linear relaxation of slie in the LP. Like for the shlonstraint, the domain propagation of the slie onstraint applies a pattern mathingalgorithm to hek whih values for the slie start operand y are possible.



14.21. Sliing 265param Bx := 64 ;param Br := 16 ;s e t B i t sX := { 0 . . Bx−1 } ;s e t B i t sR := { 0 . . Br−1 } ;s e t DomY := { 0 . . Bx } ;va r x [ B i t sX ℄ b i n a r y ;va r y i n t e g e r >= 0 <= Bx ;va r r [ B i t sR ℄ b i n a r y ;min imize ob j : 0∗ x [ 0 ℄ ;subto s l i  e : f o r a l l <p , b> in DomY∗BitsR with b+p < Bx :v i f y == p then r [ b ℄ == x [ b+p ℄ end ;subto s l i  e 0 : f o r a l l <p , b> in DomY∗BitsR with b+p >= Bx :v i f y == p then r [ b ℄ == 0 end ;Figure 14.13. Zimpl model of the slie onstraint.14.21.1 LP RelaxationLike for the shl onstraint, we tried to generate an LP relaxation for the slieoperand by modeling the onstraint r = slie(x, y) in Zimpl as shown in Fig-ure 14.13 with βr = Br and βx = Bx. For βx = βr (i.e., for shr onstraints)this yields LP relaxations of the same size as the ones of the shl onstraint, seeTable 14.2. We ould also use a more ompat model similar to the one of shlonstraints given by equations (14.55) to (14.60). But again, this would still be avery large relaxation, suh that we deided to not inlude it in the LP relaxation ofthe property heking CIP.14.21.2 Domain PropagationAlgorithm 14.29 depits the domain propagation for slie onstraints. It performsa pattern mathing to hek whih values are potentially feasible for the slie startvariable y. Besides the potentially di�erent bit widths βr and βx, it only di�ers fromthe domain propagation Algorithm 14.27 in Steps 3 and 5. Figure 14.14 illustratesStep 3. If rp = 1 and the maximal position with a bit xb not �xed to zero is i, theslie start variable y an be at most i− p, i.e., y ≤ i− p. If rq = 1 and the minimalposition not smaller than q with a bit xb not �xed to zero is j, we an onlude
y ≥ j − p. In Step 5 we de�ne xb = 0 for b ≥ βx as usual. One update of thesets D of potential values for the involved variables is illustrated in Figure 14.15.PSfrag replaements
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266 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.29 Slie Domain PropagationInput : Slie onstraint r = slie(x, y) on registers r, x, and y with urrent loalbit bounds l̃rb
≤ rb ≤ ũrb

, l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, and l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

, and urrentloal word bounds l̃yw ≤ yw ≤ ũyw .Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits rb, xb, and yb, and words yw.1. If ũxb
= 0 for all b = 0, . . . , βx − 1, dedue rb = 0 for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1 andabort the propagation.2. Calulate bounds for the register y from the words' bounds:

l̃y :=

ωy−1
∑

w=0

2wW l̃yw and ũy :=

ωy−1
∑

w=0

2wW ũyw .3. Let br=1min := min{b | l̃rb
= 1} and br=1max := max{b | l̃rb

= 1}.Let bx 6=0min := min{b | ũxb
= 1 and b ≥ br=1min} and bx 6=0max := max{b | ũxb

= 1}.Tighten l̃y := max
{
l̃y, b

x 6=0min − br=1min} and ũy := min
{
ũy, b

x 6=0max − br=1max}.4. Initialize Dxb
:= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βx − 1, Drb

:= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1,
Dyb

:= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1, and Dy := ∅.5. For all p = l̃y, . . . , ũy:Let p =
∑βy−1

b=0 2bpb be the bit deomposition of p. If the following holds:(a) pb ∈ {l̃yb
, ũyb} for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1,(b) Db := {l̃rb
, ũrb
} ∩ {l̃xb+p

, ũxb+p
} 6= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1, and() there is no bit b ∈ {0, . . . , βr − 1} with rb Y

⋆
= xb+p,the slie start value y = p is valid. In this ase, update(a) Dy := Dy ∪ {p},(b) Dyb

:= Dyb
∪ {pb} for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1,() Drb

:= Drb
∪ Db for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1,(d) Dxb

:= Dxb
∪ Db−p for all b = p, . . . , np − 1, and(e) Dxb

:= {l̃xb
, ũxb
} for all b = 0, . . . , p− 1 and all b = np, . . . , βx − 1,with np = min{βr + p, βx}.6. Tighten word bounds of yw, w = 0, . . . , ωy − 1, orresponding to the registerbounds min{Dy} ≤ y ≤ max{Dy}.7. For all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1: Tighten min{Dyb

} ≤ yb ≤ max{Dyb
}.For all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1: Tighten min{Drb

} ≤ rb ≤ max{Drb
}.For all b = 0, . . . , βx − 1: Tighten min{Dxb

} ≤ xb ≤ max{Dxb
}.
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and the sets Dxb+p

for those operand bits xb+p whih overlapwith the resultant are extended by the orresponding intersetion Db of their urrentdomains. The remaining bits of x are not a�eted by the bits of r, and their sets ofpotential values have to be set to their urrent domains Dxb
:= {l̃xb

, ũxb
}.14.21.3 PresolvingAlgorithm 14.30 illustrates the presolving for slie onstraints. It di�ers marginallyfrom the presolving Algorithm 14.28 for shift left onstraints. In Step 1 we anonly dedue y ≥ 1 if βr ≥ βx. For example if (xb)b = (1, 1) and (rb)b = (1) it learlyfollows r Y

⋆
= x, but y = 0 is still a valid slie start value. In ontrast to shift leftonstraints, the impliations added in Step 1(f)iii operate on the most signi�antbits of r and x. If xβx−1 = . . . = xb = 0, then it must also be ri = 0 for all

i ≥ b − ly. Note that we de�ne ri = 0 for i ≥ βr, whih means that impliationswith onsequents xi = 0, i ≥ βr, are redundant and an be ignored.Steps 2a and 2b are equal to the orresponding steps in Algorithm 14.28. Inontrast to the shift left operator, we annot aggregate y : ⋆= y′ if r ⋆= r′ and x ⋆= x′in Step 2 for any register widths. For example, the onstraint r = slie(x, y)with bit strings (xb)b = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) and (rb)b = (0, 1, 0, 1) has three di�erentsolutions for y, namely y = 0, y = 2, and y = 4. The aggregation y : ⋆= y′ an only beperformed, if the widths of the operands do not exeed the widths of the resultants.14.22 Multiplex ReadA multiplexer is a module in a digital iruit that allows to selet an output from aset of input signals by a ontrol signal. One an think of the multiplex read operatorread : [µ]× [ν]→ [β], (x, y) 7→ r = read(x, y)with
r = read(x, y) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb =

{

xb+y·β if b+ y · β < µ,

0 if b+ y · β ≥ µ,as a read aess r = x[y] to an array x with elements of β bits, as illustrated inFigure 14.16. In a typial read onstraint, the array register x an be quite large.For example, x an represent internal memory like the level-1 ahe of a CPU.Another appliation of a multiplexer is the serialization of data into a stream of



268 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.30 Slie Presolving1. For all ative slie onstraints r = slie(x, y):(a) If yw > 0 for any word w ∈ {0, . . . , ωy − 1}, and xw > 0 or rw > 0 forany w ∈ {0, . . . , ωx − 1}, dedue r Y
⋆
= x.(b) If r ⋆= x and xw > 0 for any w ∈ {0, . . . , ωx − 1}, �x y := 0.() If r Y

⋆
= x, βr ≥ βx, and ωy = 1, dedue y0 ≥ 1.(d) Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.29 on the global bounds.(e) If ly = uy, aggregate rb : ⋆= xb+ly for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1 using xi = 0 for

i ≥ βx, and delete the onstraint.(f) For all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1:i. Let pbmin = min{p | ly ≤ p ≤ uy and uxb+p
= 1} be the minimal and

pbmax = max{p | ly ≤ p ≤ uy and uxb+p
= 1} be the maximal sliestart value y for rb = 1.ii. For all w = 0, . . . , ωy − 1: Add impliations

rb = 1→ yw ≥

⌈

pbmin −∑i6=w 2iWuyi

2wW

⌉ and
rb = 1→ yw ≤

⌊

pbmax −∑i6=w 2iW lyi

2wW

⌋to the impliation graph of SCIP.iii. If xi = 0 for all i > b, add impliation xb = 0 → rb−ly = 0 to theimpliation graph of SCIP.2. For all pairs of ative slie onstraints r = slie(x, y) and r′ = slie(x′, y′)with βr ≥ βr′ :(a) If x ⋆= x′ and y ⋆= y′, aggregate r[βr′ − 1, 0] : ⋆= r′ and delete onstraint
r′ = shl(x′, y′).(b) If βr = βr′ , x ⋆= x′, and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= y′.If βr = βr′ , y ⋆= y′, and r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= x′.() If βr ≥ βx, βr′ ≥ βx′ , r ⋆= r′, and x ⋆= x′, and if rw ≥ 1 for any word w ∈

{0, . . . , ωr − 1}, aggregate y : ⋆= y′ and delete onstraint r′ = shl(x′, y′).
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14.22. Multiplex Read 269param Bx := 1024 ;param Br := 8 ;param nBlk :=  e i l (Bx/Br ) ;s e t B i t sX := { 0 . . Bx−1 } ;s e t B i t sR := { 0 . . Br−1 } ;s e t DomY := { 0 . . nBlk } ;s e t Blk := { 0 . . nBlk−1 } ;va r x [ B i t sX ℄ b i n a r y ;va r y i n t e g e r >= 0 <= nBlk ;va r r [ B i t sR ℄ b i n a r y ;min imize ob j : 0∗ x [ 0 ℄ ;subto muxread : f o r a l l <p , b> in Blk∗BitsR with b + p∗Br < Bx :v i f y == p then r [ b ℄ == x [ b+p∗Br ℄ end ;subto muxread0 : f o r a l l <p , b> in Blk∗BitsR with b + p∗Br >= Bx :v i f y == p then r [ b ℄ == 0 end ;Figure 14.17. Zimpl model of the multiplex read onstraint.bits or words. In this ase, the blok seletion variable y would be inremented ateah time step suh that the data words are onseutively passed to the data busrepresented by the resultant register r.The multiplex read operator is very similar to the slie operator presented in theprevious setion. The only di�erene in the bitwise de�nition is the multipliation ofthe blok seletion variable y by the resultant's width β. Therefore, the algorithmsfor the two onstraint lasses share most of the ideas, in partiular the patternmathing in the domain propagation. In ontrast to the shift left and slie operators,the LP relaxation of the multiplex read onstraint is muh smaller with respet tothe size of the input registers. It only needs a number of inequalities and auxiliaryvariables whih grows linearly with the width of x.14.22.1 LP RelaxationThe di�erene of the multiplex read operator to the slie operator is that eah bit xbis only opied to the resultant for exatly one value of the blok seletion operand
y. Furthermore, if its blok is seleted, the bit xb is opied to a prede�ned loationin the resultant register r. This leads to a linear relaxation whih grows linearly in
βx, in ontrast to the quadratially growing relaxation of the slie onstraint.Figure 14.17 shows a Zimpl model of the onstraint r = read(x, y). Like before,we assume that y an only hit one �non-existing� blok in x, i.e., the upper boundof y is y ≤ ⌈βx

βr
⌉. Although the Zimpl model looks pretty similar to the one inFigure 14.13 for slie onstraints, one has to observe that the �forall� loop in theonstraints only ranges over ⌈βx

βr
⌉ · βr ≈ βx elements, while the loops in the sliemodel range over (βx + 1) · βr elements. This di�erene is also highlighted by therelaxation sizes depited in Table 14.4, whih were alulated using βr = 8. Notethat these numbers hange only marginally for di�erent values of βr.We improve the automatially Zimpl-generated relaxation by onstruting a us-



270 Operators in Detailwidth βx 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1 024 2 048variables 57 105 201 393 777 1 545 3 081 6 153 12 297inequalities 48 112 240 496 1 008 2 032 4 080 8 176 16 368non-zeros 112 272 592 1 232 2 512 5 072 10 192 20 432 40 912Table 14.4. Size of LP relaxation resulting from Zimpl model of Figure 14.17 for �xed βr = 8.tomized ompat LP relaxation as follows:
uy∑

p=ly

p · ψp = y (14.62)
uy∑

p=ly

ψp = 1 (14.63)
rb − xb+p·βr

≤ 1− ψp for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1 and p = ly, . . . , uy (14.64)
−rb + xb+p·βr

≤ 1− ψp for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1 and p = ly, . . . , uy (14.65)This relaxation is only appliable if the blok seletion operand onsists of only asingle word y = y0, whih is, however, a reasonable assumption. We do not linearizemultiplex read onstraints with ωy ≥ 2.The relaxation ontains uy − ly + 1 auxiliary binary variables ψp ∈ {0, 1} and
2βr(uy− ly +1)+2 onstraints. As in the proposed relaxation of the shl onstraint,equations (14.62) and (14.63) disaggregate the blok seletion operand y into a seriesof binary variables ψp, eah of whih orresponding to a single value p ∈ {ly, . . . , uy}in the domain of y. Inequalities (14.64) and (14.65) model the impliation

y = p→ rb = xb+p·βr
.Here we de�ne again xi = 0 for i ≥ βx suh that this impliation onforms to thede�nition of the read operator. Sine exatly one of ψp is equal to one, the resultantbits rb are uniquely and well-de�ned.14.22.2 Domain PropagationThe domain propagation Algorithm 14.31 is very similar to the previous Algo-rithms 14.27 and 14.29 for shl and slie onstraints, respetively. Sine the patternmathing Step 3 for read onstraints runs in linear time in βx, we do not need topre-alulate tighter bounds for y as in Step 3 of Algorithm 14.29. We an alsodispense with the hek whether x is equal to zero, sine this is automatially per-formed with equal e�ort in the pattern mathing of Step 3. The pattern mathingitself ompares�orresponding to the de�nition of the read operand�the resultantbits rb with the proper operand bits xb+p·βr

in blok p of x. If a potential math isidenti�ed, the sets of potential values are updated as usual. It does not make senseto keep trak of the potential values for xb, sine they will be unrestrited as soonas there are two di�erent valid bloks p. The speial ase of only a single valid blok
Dy = {p} is dealt with in Step 4, where we propagate the equation rb = xb+p·βr

forall b = 0, . . . , βr − 1. Finally, as for the shl and slie onstraints, the alulatedsets of potential values are evaluated in Steps 5 and 6 to tighten the bounds of thevariables yw, yb, and rb.



14.22. Multiplex Read 271Algorithm 14.31 Multiplex Read Domain PropagationInput : Multiplex read onstraint r = read(x, y) on registers r, x, and y withurrent loal bit bounds l̃rb
≤ rb ≤ ũrb

, l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, and l̃yb
≤ yb ≤ ũyb

,and urrent loal word bounds l̃yw ≤ yw ≤ ũyw .Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits rb, xb, and yb, and words yw.1. Calulate bounds for the register y from the words' bounds:
l̃y :=

ωy−1
∑

w=0

2wW l̃yw and ũy :=

ωy−1
∑

w=0

2wW ũyw .2. Initialize Drb
:= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1, Dyb

:= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1,and Dy := ∅.3. For all p = l̃y, . . . , ũy:Let p =
∑βy−1

b=0 2bpb be the bit deomposition of p. If the following holds:(a) pb ∈ {l̃yb
, ũyb} for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1,(b) Db := {l̃rb
, ũrb
} ∩ {l̃xb+p·βr

, ũxb+p·βr
} 6= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1, and() there is no bit b ∈ {0, . . . , βr − 1} with rb Y

⋆
= xb+p·βr

,the blok seletion value y = p is valid. In this ase, update(a) Dy := Dy ∪ {p},(b) Dyb
:= Dyb

∪ {pb} for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1, and() Drb
:= Drb

∪ Db for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1.4. If Dy = {p}, then for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1:(a) If l̃rb
= ũrb

, dedue xb+p·βr
= l̃rb

.(b) If l̃xb+p·βr
= ũxb+p·βr

, dedue rb = l̃xb+p·βr
.5. Tighten word bounds of yw, w = 0, . . . , ωy − 1, orresponding to the registerbounds min{Dy} ≤ y ≤ max{Dy}.6. For all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1: Tighten min{Dyb

} ≤ yb ≤ max{Dyb
}.For all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1: Tighten min{Drb

} ≤ rb ≤ max{Drb
}.14.22.3 PresolvingLike the domain propagation, the presolving for multiplex read onstraints does notdi�er muh from the presolving of slie onstraints. Algorithm 14.32 illustrates theproedure. We do not apply Step 1 of Algorithm 14.30. Although the reasoningis valid for read onstraints as well, the ondition βr ≥ βx will never be satis�ed,sine in every reasonable multiplexer the array x has more bits than the resultant r.Of ourse, the aggregations in Step 1d and the alulations in Step 1(e)i are adaptedto the de�nition of the read operator. Due to the blokwise seletion of the inputbits xb by the operand y we annot generate impliations like the ones of Step 1(f)iiiof Algorithm 14.30.Pairs of read onstraints are only ompared in Step 2 if their resultants havethe same width. Otherwise, the partitioning of x into bloks would be di�erent andthe values of the blok seletion operands y and y′ would have di�erent meaning.



272 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.32 Multiplex Read Presolving1. For all ative multiplex read onstraints r = read(x, y):(a) If yw > 0 for any word w ∈ {0, . . . , ωy − 1}, and xw > 0 or rw > 0 forany w ∈ {0, . . . , ωx − 1}, dedue r Y
⋆
= x.(b) If r ⋆= x and xw > 0 for any w ∈ {0, . . . , ωx − 1}, �x y := 0.() Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.31 on the global bounds.(d) If ly = uy, aggregate rb : ⋆= xb+ly·βr
for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1 using xi = 0for i ≥ βx, and delete the onstraint.(e) For all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1:i. Let pbmin = min{p | ly ≤ p ≤ uy and uxb+p·βx

= 1} be the minimaland pbmax = max{p | ly ≤ p ≤ uy and uxb+p·βx
= 1} be the maximalblok y that an be seleted for rb = 1.ii. For all w = 0, . . . , ωy − 1: Add impliations

rb = 1→ yw ≥

⌈

pbmin −∑i6=w 2iWuyi

2wW

⌉ and
rb = 1→ yw ≤

⌊

pbmax −∑i6=w 2iW lyi

2wW

⌋to the impliation graph of SCIP.2. For all pairs of ative multiplex read onstraints r = read(x, y) and r′ =read(x′, y′) with βr = βr′ :(a) If x ⋆= x′ and y ⋆= y′, aggregate r : ⋆= r′ and delete onstraint r′ =read(x′, y′).(b) If x ⋆= x′ but r Y
⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= y′.If y ⋆= y′ but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= x′.We an only dedue trivial aggregations for onstraint pairs. If the operands arepairwise equivalent, the resultants are deteted to be equivalent as well in Step 2a.Step 2b states the negated versions of this impliation. The aggregation of the blokseletion operands y and y′ as in Step 2 of Algorithm 14.30 is not possible, sineagain, the ondition βr ≥ βx will never be satis�ed.14.23 Multiplex WriteThe multiplex write operatorwrite : [β]× [µ]× [ν]→ [β], (x, y, z) 7→ r = write(x, y, z)with

r = write(x, y, z) ⇔ ∀b ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1} : rb =

{

zb−y·ν if 0 ≤ b− y · ν < ν,

xb otherwise,is the ounterpart to the multiplex read operator. As shown in Figure 14.18, it storesa given value z at position y in a data array x, thus implementing the assignment
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x[y] := z. The resultant register r denotes the state of the array after the assignmentwas exeuted.The write operator an also be used to demultiplex a serialized data streamas illustrated in Figure 14.19. At eah time step t, the blok seletor operand yt ofthe multiplexer zt = read(x, yt) and the demultiplexer rt = write(rt−1, yt, zt) isinremented, suh that the ontent of x is opied into the array r within a full yleof y through the arrays.The multiplex write operator resembles the previous operators shl, slie, andread. Like for the read operator, the LP relaxation is reasonably small beauseeah resultant bit rb an only reeive the value of exatly two variables: the bit xbof the �rst operand, or the bit zb−y·ν of the replaement operand z. As before, thedomain propagation is performed with a pattern mathing algorithm.
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274 Operators in Detail14.23.1 LP RelaxationAnalogously to the read operator relaxation, we de�ne the relaxation of writeonstraints as follows:
uy∑

p=ly

p · ψp = y (14.66)
uy∑

p=ly

ψp = 1 (14.67)
rb+p·βz

− zb ≤ 1− ψp for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1 and p = ly, . . . , uy (14.68)
−rb+p·βz + zb ≤ 1− ψp for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1 and p = ly, . . . , uy (14.69)

rb+p·βz
− xb+p·βz

≤ ψp for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1 and p = ly, . . . , uy (14.70)
−rb+p·βz

+ xb+p·βz
≤ ψp for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1 and p = ly, . . . , uy (14.71)As before, by equations (14.66) and (14.67) we split the blok seletion operand yinto a series of binary variables ψp ∈ {0, 1}, eah of whih represents one value inthe domain y ∈ {ly, . . . , uy}. For this being valid, we assume that y = y0 onsistsof only one word, i.e., ωy = 1. We do not linearize multiplex write onstraints with

ωy ≥ 2.Inequalities (14.68) to (14.71) model the onstraint rb+p·βz
= ite(ψp, zb, xb+p·βz

),ompare the LP relaxation of if-then-else onstraints in Setion 14.15.1. The �rsttwo inequalities ensure
ψp = 1→ rb+p·βz

= zb,while the latter two fore
ψp = 0→ rb+p·βz

= xb+p·βz
.Note that the bits in the bloks p < ly or p > uy that annot be seleted byvariable y are aggregated as rb+p·βz

: ⋆= xb+p·βz
for b = 0, . . . , βz − 1 in Step 1(b)iiiof the presolving Algorithm 14.34. Thus, we do not need additional inequalities oftypes (14.70) and (14.71) for p /∈ {ly, . . . , uy}.14.23.2 Domain PropagationThe domain propagation Algorithm 14.33 for multiplex write onstraints is some-what di�erent than the one for the read operator. After the bounds for the blokseletion operand y are alulated as usual in Step 1, we perform a �rst hek inStep 2 whether there is an inonsisteny of bits rb 6= xb in blok p =

⌊
b

βz

⌋. In thissituation rb must have been overwritten by z, and y an therefore be �xed to p.The pattern mathing of Step 4 runs as usual with the additional update 4d: ifthe overlapping bits zb and xi, i = b+ p · βz, for blok p are �xed to the same value,the orresponding resultant bit ri must also take this value. In the speial ase thatonly one possible mathing Dy = {p} was found, we an propagate rb+p·βz
= zb inStep 5 for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1. Step 6 proesses all bloks where z does not mathto the orresponding part of r. For the bits b in these bloks it must be rb = xb.Finally, Steps 7 and 8 apply our knowledge about the potential values of y, yb, and

zb to tighten the orresponding word and bit variables.



14.23. Multiplex Write 275Algorithm 14.33 Multiplex Write Domain PropagationInput : Multiplex write onstraint r = write(x, y, z) on registers r, x, y, and zwith urrent loal bit bounds l̃rb
≤ rb ≤ ũrb

, l̃xb
≤ xb ≤ ũxb

, and l̃yb
≤ yb ≤

ũyb
, and l̃zb

≤ zb ≤ ũzb
, and urrent loal word bounds l̃yw ≤ yw ≤ ũyw .Output : Tightened loal bounds for bits rb, xb, yb, and zb, and words yw.1. Calulate bounds for the register y from the words' bounds:

l̃y :=

ωy−1
∑

w=0

2wW l̃yw and ũy :=

ωy−1
∑

w=0

2wW ũyw .2. For all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1:If l̃rb
> ũxb

, ũrb
< l̃xb

, or rb Y
⋆
= xb, set l̃y := ũy := ⌊ b

βz
⌋ and abort the loop.3. Initialize Dzb

:= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1, Dyb
:= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1,and Dy := ∅.4. For all p = l̃y, . . . , ũy:Let p =

∑βy−1
b=0 2bpb be the bit deomposition of p. If the following holds:(a) pb ∈ {l̃yb
, ũyb} for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1,(b) Db := {l̃rb+p·βz

, ũrb+p·βz
} ∩ {l̃zb

, ũzb
} 6= ∅ for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1, and() there is no bit b ∈ {0, . . . , βz − 1} with rb+p·βz

Y
⋆
= zb,the blok seletion value y = p is valid. In this ase, update(a) Dy := Dy ∪ {p},(b) Dyb

:= Dyb
∪ {pb} for all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1,() Dzb

:= Dzb
∪Db for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1, and(d) if l̃zb

= ũzb
= l̃xb+p·βz

= ũxb+p·βz
, dedue rb+p·βz

= l̃zb
.5. If Dy = {p}, then for all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1:(a) If l̃zb

= ũzb
, dedue rb+p·βz

= l̃zb
.(b) If l̃rb+p·βz

= ũrb+p·βz
, dedue zb = l̃rb+p·βz

.6. For all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1 with ⌊ b
βz

⌋
/∈ Dy:(a) If l̃xb

= ũxb
, dedue rb = l̃xb

.(b) If l̃rb
= ũrb

, dedue xb = l̃rb
.7. Tighten word bounds of yw, w = 0, . . . , ωy − 1, orresponding to the registerbounds min{Dy} ≤ y ≤ max{Dy}.8. For all b = 0, . . . , βy − 1: Tighten min{Dyb

} ≤ yb ≤ max{Dyb
}.For all b = 0, . . . , βz − 1: Tighten min{Dzb

} ≤ zb ≤ max{Dzb
}.



276 Operators in DetailAlgorithm 14.34 Multiplex Write Presolving1. For all ative multiplex write onstraints r = write(x, y):(a) If r ⋆= z, zw > 0 for any w ∈ {0, . . . , ωz − 1}, and uy <
⌈

βr

βz

⌉, �x y := 0.(b) Apply domain propagation Algorithm 14.33 on the global bounds withthe following modi�ations:i. Instead of Update 4d, if xb+p·βz

⋆= zb, aggregate rb+p·βz
: ⋆= zb.ii. In Step 5, aggregate rb+p·βz

: ⋆= zb instead of only deduing bounds.iii. In Step 6, aggregate rb : ⋆= xb instead of only deduing bounds.() For all p = ly, . . . , uy and all b = 0, . . . , βz−1, de�ne j = b+p·βz to be theorresponding bit position in x and r, and add the following impliationsto the impliation graph of SCIP:i. If xj = 0, add impliations rj = 1→ zb = 1 and rj = 1→ y = p.If xj = 1, add impliations rj = 0→ zb = 0 and rj = 0→ y = p.ii. If rj = 0, add impliations xj = 1→ zb = 0 and xj = 1→ y = p.If rj = 1, add impliations xj = 0→ zb = 1 and xj = 0→ y = p.iii. If zb = 0, add impliation xj = 0→ rj = 0.If zb = 1, add impliation xj = 1→ rj = 1.iv. If rj = 0, p = ly, and ωy = 1, add impliation zb = 1→ y ≥ ly + 1.If rj = 1, p = ly, and ωy = 1, add impliation zb = 0→ y ≥ ly + 1.If rj = 0, p = uy, and ωy = 1, add impliation zb = 1→ y ≤ uy − 1.If rj = 1, p = uy, and ωy = 1, add impliation zb = 0→ y ≤ uy − 1.v. If zb = 0, p = ly, and ωy = 1, add impliation rj = 1→ y ≥ ly + 1.If zb = 1, p = ly, and ωy = 1, add impliation rj = 0→ y ≥ ly + 1.If zb = 0, p = uy, and ωy = 1, add impliation rj = 1→ y ≤ uy − 1.If zb = 1, p = uy, and ωy = 1, add impliation rj = 0→ y ≤ uy − 1.2. For all pairs of ative multiplex write onstraints r = write(x, y, z) and r′ =write(x′, y′, z′) with βz = βz′ and βr ≥ βr′ :(a) If x ⋆= x′, y ⋆= y′, and z ⋆= z′, aggregate r[βr′ − 1, 0] : ⋆= r′ and delete theonstraint r′ = write(x′, y′, z′).(b) If βr = βr′ , x ⋆= x′, y ⋆= y′, but r Y
⋆
= r′, dedue z Y

⋆
= z′.If βr = βr′ , x ⋆= x′, z ⋆= z′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue y Y

⋆
= y′.If βr = βr′ , y ⋆= y′, z ⋆= z′, but r Y

⋆
= r′, dedue x Y

⋆
= x′.() If r ⋆= r′, y ⋆= y′, and uy <

⌈
min{βr,β′

r}
βz

⌉, aggregate z : ⋆= z′.(d) If z Y
⋆
= z′, y ⋆= y′, and uy <

⌈
min{βr,β′

r}
βz

⌉, dedue r Y
⋆
= r′.14.23.3 PresolvingThe presolving of multiplex write onstraints as depited in Algorithm 14.34 startsby heking in Step 1a whether the resultant is equivalent to the write operand z.If the latter is non-zero, and if the upper bound of the blok seletion operand yensures that the omplete bit string of z is written into r, z must be written intoblok 0 of r, and we an �x y := 0. The main part of the algorithm onsists of allingthe domain propagation Algorithm 14.33 on the global bounds in Step 1b. However,we replae the steps that propagate the equality of two registers by a orrespondingaggregation. Step 1 onsiders all potential values of the blok seletion operand yand identi�es impliations that an be added to the impliation graph of SCIP. If
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xj , zb, and rj are the bits that belong together in the urrent blok p, Steps 1()ito 1()iii apply the impliation

xj 6= rj → rj = zb ∧ y = p (14.72)for all �xings of a single variable. In partiular, the impliation xj = zb → rj = xjused in Step 1()iii follows from (14.72), sine
(xj = zb) ∧ (xj 6= rj → rj = zb) ⇒ (xj 6= rj → rj = xj) ⇒ rj = xj .Steps 1()iv and 1()v apply the same impliation reorganized to the form

rj 6= zb → y 6= p.Suh an inequality y 6= p (whih is a disjuntion y < p ∨ y > p) in the onlusionof an impliation annot be stored in the impliation graph of SCIP. Therefore, wean only exploit this situation in the bloks p orresponding to the lower and upperbounds of the blok seletion variable y, where the inequality beomes y ≤ p− 1 or
y ≥ p+ 1, respetively. Additionally, we an only use these impliations if the blokseletion operand onsists of only a single word. Otherwise, the onlusion wouldbe a disjuntion on the di�erent word variables yw.The pairwise presolving of Step 2 an only be applied for write onstraintsof equal βz. Otherwise, the partitioning of x and r into array elements would bedi�erent. Step 2a applies the trivial aggregation whih states that two onstraintswith equivalent operands must have equivalent resultant bits. Step 2b exeutes thisrule in the inverse diretion. Step 2 is a bit more interesting: if the resultants andthe blok seletion operands are pairwise equivalent, we an dedue that the writtenvalue z must also be equivalent. This is, however, only true if z would be absorbedompletely by r, i.e., if the upper bound of the blok seletion operand y is smallenough. The inverse impliation of this rule is stated in Step 2d: if unequal valuesare written to the same position, and if all of these bits will a�et the resultants,the resultants must be unequal.





Chapter 15PresolvingIn the previous hapter, we presented the algorithms used in the onstraint handlersof our property heking tool to proess the di�erent iruit operators. One impor-tant ingredient of a onstraint handler is the presolving omponent. These onstraintbased presolving algorithms try to simplify the problem instane by onsidering theonstraints of a single onstraint lass independently from all other onstraints. Evenmore, most of the redutions are dedued from a single onstraint and the boundsof the involved variables. The only �global� information exploited is our knowledgeabout the equality or inequality of variables and�to a smaller extent�the disov-ered impliations between the variables whih are stored in the impliation graph,see Setion 3.3.5.In addition to the presolving of linear onstraints and its speializations, Chap-ter 10 introdued a few general purpose presolving tehniques that an be appliedindependent of an individual onstraint lass. They an be used not only for mixedinteger programs but for any onstraint integer program. These onepts, in partiu-lar probing and impliation graph analysis, are also employed here. In the following,we present two additional presolving tehniques that are spei�ally tailored to theproperty heking problem. The term algebra preproessing features a term replae-ment system to exploit the ommutativity, assoiativity, and distributivity of thearithmeti onstraints add and mult. The irrelevane detetion disards parts ofthe iruit that are not relevant for the property at hand. This does not help totighten the domains of the variables but redues the e�ort spent on the individ-ual subproblems during the solving proess. Furthermore, removing irrelevant on-straints and variables an help the branhing strategy to onentrate on the relevantpart on the iruit where the ruial deisions have to be taken, see Setion 16.1.As desribed in Setion 3.2.5, the preproessing algorithms of the onstraintsand the global presolving algorithms are applied periodially until no more problemredutions an be found. Whenever a new �xing, aggregation, domain redution, orimpliation was found by one of the preproessing algorithms, presolving is appliedagain to the a�eted onstraints. More expensive presolving operations like probingor term algebra preproessing are delayed until the other algorithms failed to produefurther redutions.15.1 Term Algebra PreproessingAnalog to the symboli propagation with term rewriting applied in the domain prop-agation of multipliation onstraints, see Setion 14.5.2, we employ a term rewritingsystem as a global presolving engine. Reall that the symboli propagation for mul-tipliation onstraints was de�ned on a simple signature onsisting of binary variablesymbols B and the operations ∧ : B×B → B and ⊕ : B×B → B. In ontrast, theterm algebra preproessing operates on a more omplex signature of low signi�antregister subwords, trunated addition, and trunated multipliation operators. The279



280 Presolvinggoal is to exploit the ommutativity, assoiativity, and distributivity of the two op-erators in order to identify equivalent subword-de�ning terms, thereby onludingthat the subwords themselves must be equivalent.We need the following preliminaries to justify the term rewriting rules that wewant to employ. A omprehensive introdution on group and ring theory an befound in Allenby [9℄.De�nition 15.1 (ring homomorphism). If (R,+R, ·R) and (S,+S , ·S) are rings,a ring homomorphism is a mapping f : R→ S suh that1. f(a+R b) = f(a) +S f(b) for all a, b ∈ R, and2. f(a ·R b) = f(a) ·S f(b) for all a, b ∈ R.A ring homomorphism f : R→ S on unitary rings (R,+R, ·R, 1R) and (S,+S , ·S , 1S)whih satis�es3. f(1R) = 1Sis alled unitary ring homomorphism.Proposition 15.2. For all n,m ∈ Z>0 with n
m
∈ Z, the modulus operationmod m : Zn → Zm, a 7→ a mod mis a unitary ring homomorphism from the unitary ring (Zn,+n, ·n, 1) to the unitaryring (Zm,+m, ·m, 1) with Zk = {0, . . . , k − 1}, a+k b = (a+ b) mod k, and a ·k b =

(a · b) mod k.Proof. To show Conditions 1 and 2 of De�nition 15.1, let ◦ ∈ {+, ·} be either multi-pliation or addition. Let a, b ∈ Zn and c = (a ◦n b) = (a ◦ b) mod n. De�ne k ∈ Zto be the unique value with a ◦ b = c + kn. Let a′ = a mod m, b′ = b mod m, and
c′ = c mod m. We have to show c′ = a′ ◦m b′. Let p, q, r ∈ Z be the unique valuessuh that a = a′ + pm, b = b′ + qm, and c = c′ + rm. Then, for ◦ = + we have

c′ = c− rm = a+ b− kn− rm = a′ + b′ +
(
p+ q − k

n

m
− r
)
m = a′ +m b′,and for ◦ = · it follows

c′ = c− rm = a · b− kn− rm = a′ · b′ +
(
pq + aq + bp− k

n

m
− r
)
m = a′ ·m b′,sine n

m
∈ Z by assumption and c′ ∈ Zm. The validity of Condition 3 is obvious.Corollary 15.3. Trunated addition and trunated multipliation respet the sub-word property, i.e.,

r = add(x, y) ⇒ r[b, 0] = add(x[b, 0], y[b, 0])

r = mult(x, y) ⇒ r[b, 0] = mult(x[b, 0], y[b, 0])for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1.Our term rewriting system operates on terms omposed of the onstants 0 and
1, the register bits ̺jb and their negations ¯̺jb, the onatenations of these onstant



15.1. Term Algebra Preproessing 281symbols into bit strings, the trunation of bit strings to shorter strings, and the addand mult operators. In order to obtain a �nite signature, we impose a maximum
βmax ∈ Z>0 on the width of the bit strings on whih the operators are de�ned. Onean think of βmax as the maximal width of the registers ontained in the propertyheking instane at hand.De�nition 15.4 (bit string arithmetis signature). Let βmax ∈ Z>0 and B =
{1, . . . , βmax}. The algebrai signature Σ = (S,O) with the sorts S = {[β] |β ∈ B}and the following operators O = O0 ∪O1 ∪O2:

O0: 0 : → [1]

1 : → [1]

̺jb : → [1] with j = 1, . . . , n and b = 0, . . . , β̺j
− 1

¯̺jb : → [1] with j = 1, . . . , n and b = 0, . . . , β̺j
− 1

O1: −β : [β]→ [β]

|βµ
: [µ]→ [β] with β, µ ∈ B and µ ≥ β

O2: ⊗βµ : [β − µ]× [µ]→ [β] with β, µ ∈ B and β > µ

· β : [β]× [β]→ [β] with β ∈ B
+β : [β]× [β]→ [β] with β ∈ Bis alled bit string arithmetis signature. We all TΣ the term algebra of Σ, whihonsists of all terms that an be generated from the symbols in Σ and whih �t tothe arity of the operators. The terms of sort [β] are denoted by T[β]. Thus, T[β]ontains all terms t ∈ TΣ whose outermost operator has odomain [β].Whenever it is non-ambiguous, we will omit the domain subsripts of the oper-ators. We want to interpret the bit string arithmetis signature to be in line withthe de�nition of the iruit operators. In partiular, the signature operators −, |β ,

⊗, · , and + should re�et the properties of the minus, slie( · , 0), onat, mult,and add operators, respetively. Formally, we have to introdue equations E to thesignature Σ in order to desribe the relevant properties of the iruit operators. Westart with the assoiative law, whih is valid for the three binary operators:
tν ⊗ (tµ ⊗ tβ) = (tν ⊗ tµ)⊗ tβ

tβ3 · (t
β
2 · t

β
1 ) = (tβ3 · t

β
2 ) · tβ1

tβ3 + (tβ2 + tβ1 ) = (tβ3 + tβ2 ) + tβ1

(15.1)
Here we have tβ, tβi ∈ T[β], tµ ∈ T[µ], and tν ∈ T[ν]. These equations allow to simplifythe notation by removing the brakets with the impliit meaning that the operatorsfrom left to right represent innermost to outermost operations. Now we extend



282 Presolvingsystem (15.1) by the following equations to yield the �nal set of equations E:
−(−tβ) = tβ

(cµ−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ c0)|β = cβ−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ c0

tβ · (0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0) = 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0

tβ · (0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0⊗ 1) = tβ

tβ1 · (t
β−1
2 ⊗ 0) = (tβ1 |β−1 · t

β−1
2 )⊗ 0

tβ1 · t
β
2 = tβ2 · t

β
1

(tβ3 · t
β
1 ) · tβ2 = (tβ3 · t

β
2 ) · tβ1

(tµ2 · t
µ
1 )|β = (tµ2 |β) · (tµ1 |β)

tβ2 · (−t
β
1 ) = −(tβ2 · t

β
1 )

(−tβ2 ) · tβ1 = −(tβ2 · t
β
1 )

− (0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0) = 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0

(−tβ)⊗ 0 = − (tβ ⊗ 0)

tβ + (0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0) = tβ

(tβ1 + tβ2 )⊗ 0 = (tβ1 ⊗ 0) + (tβ2 ⊗ 0)

tβ1 + tβ2 = tβ2 + tβ1

(tβ3 + tβ1 ) + tβ2 = (tβ3 + tβ2 ) + tβ1
(tµ2 + tµ1 )|β = (tµ2 |β) + (tµ1 |β)

tβ + (−tβ) = 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0

tβ3 · (t
β
2 + tβ1 ) = (tβ3 · t

β
2 ) + (tβ3 · t

β
1 )

(tβ3 + tβ2 ) · tβ1 = (tβ3 · t
β
1 ) + (tβ2 · t

β
1 )with ci ∈ O0 being onstant symbols. These equations de�ne an equivalene relation

≡E ⊆ TΣ × TΣ whih identi�es terms s ≡E t, s, t ∈ TΣ, that would always yield thesame results when evaluated with iruit operators. We an apply these equationsto terms t ∈ TΣ in order to transform them into normal form.De�nition 15.5 (normal form). We all a term t ∈ T[β] to be in normal form ifit has the form
t = (am + . . .+ a1)with ai = [−]

(
(fimi

· . . . · fi1)⊗ 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

si times ) for i = 1, . . . ,m,and fij = cij,β−si−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cij,0 for i = 1, . . . ,m, and j = 1, . . . ,miwith si ∈ {0, . . . , β − 1}, cij,k ∈ O0, cij,0 6= 0, i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,mi, k =
0, . . . , β − si − 1. The minus symbol enlosed in brakets [−] is optional.Note. Observe that the number si of appended �⊗ 0�s may be zero, whih meansthat no �⊗� operator is ontained in ai.Note. We annot transform all terms t ∈ TΣ into normal form using equations E.For example, no equation an be applied on the term t = (1 + 1) ⊗ 1, although itis not in normal form. In our presolving algorithm, however, we will only produeterms that an be transformed into normal form.The normalization of a term t ∈ TΣ is aomplished by exeuting term rewritingrules R = {le → re | e ∈ E} in an arbitrary order until no more rules are appliable,see Algorithm 15.1. In this de�nition, le and re are the left and right hand sides ofthe equations e ∈ E. In order to ensure the termination of this rewriting proess,we have to restrit the use of the ommutativity Rules 2e, 2f, 3d, and 3e. Let ≻ be



15.1. Term Algebra Preproessing 283Algorithm 15.1 Term Algebra Presolving � Term NormalizationInput : Term t ∈ TΣOutput : Term t′ ≡E t in normal formApply the following subterm rewriting rules in any order until no more rules areappliable, with tk, tki ∈ T[β], and ci ∈ O0 being subterms of t:1. Minus, Trunation, and Conatenation:(a) −(− tβ) → tβ(b) − (0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0) → 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0() (− tβ)⊗ 0 → −
(
tβ ⊗ 0

)(d) (cµ−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ c0
)
|β → cβ−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ c0(e) tν ⊗ (tµ ⊗ tβ) → (
tν ⊗ tµ

)
⊗ tβ2. Multipliation:(a) tβ3 · (tβ2 · tβ1 ) → (

tβ3 · t
β
2

)
· tβ1(b) tβ · (0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0

)
→ 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0() tβ · (0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0⊗ 1
)
→ tβ(d) tβ1 · (tβ−1

2 ⊗ 0
)
→
(
tβ1 |β−1 · t

β−1
2

)
⊗ 0(e) tβ1 · tβ2 → tβ2 · t

β
1

(if tβ2 ≻lrpo tβ1 )(f) (tβ3 · tβ1 ) · tβ2 → (
tβ3 · t

β
2

)
· tβ1

(if tβ2 ≻lrpo tβ1 )(g) (tµ2 · tµ1 )|β → tµ2 |β · t
µ
1 |β(h) tβ2 · (− tβ1 ) → −

(
tβ2 · t

β
1

)(i) (− tβ2 ) · tβ1 → −
(
tβ2 · t

β
1

)3. Addition:(a) tβ3 +
(
tβ2 + tβ1

)
→
(
tβ3 + tβ2

)
+ tβ1(b) tβ +

(
0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0

)
→ tβ() (tβ1 + tβ2

)
⊗ 0 →

(
tβ1 ⊗ 0

)
+
(
tβ2 ⊗ 0

)(d) tβ1 + tβ2 → tβ2 + tβ1
(if tβ2 ≻lrpo tβ1 )(e) (tβ3 + tβ1

)
+ tβ2 →

(
tβ3 + tβ2

)
+ tβ1

(if tβ2 ≻lrpo tβ1 )(f) (tµ2 + tµ1
)
|β → tµ2 |β + tµ1 |β(g) tβ +

(
− tβ

)
→ 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 04. Distributivity:(a) tβ3 · (tβ2 + tβ1
)
→ tβ3 · t

β
2 + tβ3 · t

β
1(b) (tβ3 + tβ2

)
· tβ1 → tβ3 · t

β
1 + tβ2 · t

β
1



284 Presolvingthe preedene relation de�ned as the transitive losure of
µ > β ⇒ ◦µ ≻ •β for all ◦, • ∈ {|·, · ,⊗,−,+},
|β ≻ · β ≻ ⊗β ≻ −β ≻ +β for all β ∈ B \ {1},
|1 ≻ · 1 ≻ −1 ≻ +1 ≻ ¯̺jb ≻ ̺j′b′ ≻ 1 ≻ 0,

|βµ
≻ |βν

⇔ µ > ν,

⊗βµ ≻ ⊗βν ⇔ µ > ν,

¯̺jb ≻ ¯̺j′b′

̺jb ≻ ̺j′b′

}

⇔ j > j′ ∨ (j = j′ ∧ b > b′)

(15.2)
As in the termination proof of the binary multipliation term normalization Algo-rithm 14.9, see Setion 14.5.2, we de�ne ≻lrpo to be the lexiographi reursive pathordering of Σ with respet to ≻. Reall that ≻lrpo is de�ned in De�nition 14.17 as

g(tn, . . . , t1) ≻lrpo f(sm, . . . , s1)

⇔ (i) tj �lrpo f(sm, . . . , s1) for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, or(ii) g ≻ f and g(tn, . . . , t1) ≻lrpo si for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, or(iii) g = f, g(tn, . . . , t1) ≻lrpo si for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},and (tn, . . . , t1) (≻lrpo)lex (sm, . . . , s1)Now, the ommutativity rules are only appliable if tβ2 ≻lrpo tβ1 . In order to treatRule 3g in the termination proof below, we need the following lemma:Lemma 15.6. For all β, µ ∈ B, µ ≥ β, and all t ∈ T[µ] the relation t �lrpo 0⊗· · ·⊗0 ∈
T[β] is valid.Proof. Let d(t) ∈ Z≥0 be the depth of the tree representation of term t. We provethe laim by indution on β and on d(t). For t = 0⊗ · · ·⊗ 0 ∈ T[β] nothing has to beshown. Thus, let T ′[µ] = T[µ] \ {0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0} and onsider t ∈ T ′[µ]. We have to showthat t ≻lrpo 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0 ∈ T[β].Assume β = 1 and let µ ≥ β be arbitrary. Beause t 6= 0 it follows t ≻lrpo 0 dueto Condition (ii) of De�nition 14.17 sine 0 is the smallest symbol with respet to
≻. Now let µ ≥ β ≥ 2. Assume that we have already shown the laim for all β′ < βon arbitrary terms t and for all β′ = β on all terms t′ with d(t′) < d(t).Suppose the outermost operation of t is �⊗�, i.e., t = t2 ⊗ t1 with t1 ∈ T[µ1],
t2 ∈ T[µ2], and µ1 + µ2 = µ. Then we have t2 ⊗ t1 ≻lrpo (0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 0) ⊗ 0 ∈ T[β]by Condition (iii) of De�nition 14.17 sine t2 ⊗ t1 ≻lrpo 0 ∈ T[1] and t2 ⊗ t1 ≻lrpo
0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0 ∈ T[β−1] by indution and (t2, t1) (≻lrpo)lex (0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0, 0) beause either
t1 6= 0 and therefore t1 ≻lrpo 0 or t2 ∈ T ′[µ−1] and therefore t2 ≻lrpo 0⊗· · ·⊗0 ∈ T[β−1]by indution.If �⊗� is not the outermost operation of t, we either have t = −t1, t = t1|µ, t =
t1 · t2, or t = t1 + t2 with t1, t2 ∈ T[ν] and ν ≥ µ. In all ases, t ≻lrpo 0⊗· · ·⊗0 ∈ T[β]follows from Condition (i) of De�nition 14.17 sine t1 �lrpo t by indution beause
d(t1) = d(t)− 1 < d(t).Proposition 15.7. Algorithm 15.1 terminates.Proof. Obviously, the relation ≻ is a well-founded partial ordering (in fat, evena total ordering) on O, ompare De�nition 14.19. Thus, by Theorem 14.21, the



15.1. Term Algebra Preproessing 285lexiographi reursive path ordering ≻lrpo is a well-founded monotoni ordering on
TΣ, and we only have to show that for eah rewriting rule t→ t′ the relation t ≻lrpo t′holds.Rule 1a redues the term order by Lemma 14.18 whih states that for subterms
t of s we always have s ≻lrpo t. The same holds for Rules 1b, 2b, 2, and 3b. ForRule 1 we an apply Conditions (ii) and (iii) of De�nition 14.17 and Lemma 14.18.The trunation Rule 1d redues the term order due to iterated appliation of Con-dition (ii) and Lemma 14.18. The redution properties of the assoiativity Rules 1e,2a, and 3a follow from a twofold appliation of Condition (iii) and Lemma 14.18.We have tβ1 · (tβ−1

2 ⊗ 0) ≻lrpo (tβ1 |β−1 · t
β−1
2 ) ⊗ 0 in Rule 2d due to Condition (ii),Lemma 14.18, and beause tβ1 · (t

β−1
2 ⊗ 0) ≻lrpo tβ1 |β−1 · t

β−1
2 , whih is due toCondition (iii), Condition (ii), and Lemma 14.18 sine · β ≻ |β−1. The ommu-tativity Rules 2e, 2f, 3d, and 3e redue the term order due to Condition (iii) andLemma 14.18. For the trunation distributivity Rules 2g and 3f we have to applyCondition (ii), Condition (iii), and Lemma 14.18. This is also the ase for Rules 2h,2i, and 3, and for the distributivity Rules 4a and 4b. Finally, Rule 3g redues theterm order due to Lemma 15.6.After having shown how one an normalize bit string arithmeti terms, we areready to present the term algebra presolving proedure. Eah onstraint of the prop-erty heking problem instane de�nes an equation between the resultant registerand a term whih inludes the operand registers. The registers are now treated asvariables. By substituting the operand registers with their de�ning terms and byapplying the term replaement rules of Algorithm 15.1, we an extrat equalitiesof terms or subterms and thereby equalities of the orresponding resultant registerstrings or substrings.The details of this proedure are depited in Algorithm 15.2. At �rst in Step 1,we ollet all add and mult onstraints from the problem instane. We an alsouse uxor and uand onstraints sine they are equivalent to βx-ary add and multonstraints on single bit variables, respetively. Note that this inludes bitwise xorand and onstraints sine eah of these onstraints is onverted into βr onstraintsusing the unary operators uxor and uand, respetively, see Setions 14.7 and 14.9.The bitwise or and unary uor operators are also onsidered sine they are auto-matially onverted to orresponding uand onstraints on negated bit variables, seeSetions 14.8 and 14.11. The assembled onstraints are stored as term equations

{r = t} in a set T .Note. Observe that the term equations are olleted only in the �rst all of the algo-rithm during the global presolving loop of SCIP, see Setion 3.2.5. In all subsequentpresolving rounds, we keep the term equation database T as it was at the end of theprevious all of the algorithm. Sine the term algebra presolving is delayed as longas other presolving methods �nd problem redutions, the term data base representsan already thoroughly preproessed onstraint set. Therefore, the disregarding ofonstraints generated after the �rst all to the term algebra presolving should be ofmarginal in�uene. Furthermore, variable �xings and aggregations found in futurepresolving rounds are exploited in term algebra presolving. We impliitly identifyonstant symbols c1, c2 ∈ O0 of the bit string arithmetis signature Σ if c1 ≡ c2, i.e.,if the orresponding variables or onstants are equivalent in the variable aggregationgraph of SCIP (see Setion 3.3.4). We replae eah onstant symbol c ∈ O0 by arepresentative of its equivalene lass during term normalization.



286 PresolvingAlgorithm 15.2 Term Algebra Presolving1. If this is the �rst all to the algorithm, set T := ∅ and extend T for allonstraints C ∈ C of the problem instane:(a) If C = {r = add(x, y)}, update
T := T ∪ {rβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ r0 = (xβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x0) + (yβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ y0).(b) If C = {r = mult(x, y)}, update
T := T ∪ {rβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ r0 = (xβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x0) · (yβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ y0)}.() If C = {r = uxor(x)}, update T := T ∪ {r0 = xβx−1 + . . .+ x0}.(d) If C = {r = uand(x)}, update T := T ∪ {r0 = xβx−1 · . . . · x0}.2. For all {r = t} ∈ T all Algorithm 15.1 to normalize t. Update T aordingly.3. For all {r = t} ∈ T all Algorithm 15.3 to proess self-referenes in the term.4. For all {r = t} ∈ T all Algorithm 15.4 to proess term equations with r|µ = 0.5. For all {r = t} ∈ T all Algorithm 15.5 to dedue �xings and aggregations forthe resultant bits rb.6. For all {r = t} ∈ T all Algorithm 15.6 to substitute an operand for a term.7. If �xings or aggregations were produed, if a term equation was modi�ed in

T , or if a new term equation was added to T , goto Step 3.8. For all pairs {r = t}, {r′ = t′} ∈ T with βr ≥ βr′ :(a) Let µ ∈ {1, . . . , βr′} be the maximal width for whih the normalizationof s := t|µ and s′ := t′|µ yields equal terms. Set µ := 0 if no suh widthexists.(b) Aggregate rb : ⋆= r′b for all b = 0, . . . , µ− 1.() If µ = βr′ , delete {r′ = t′} from T .Step 2 normalizes the terms by alling the term normalization Algorithm 15.1.In Step 3 the term equations are inspeted for self-referenes of the resultant, i.e.,whether on the least signi�ant bits up to bit µ ≤ βr the term equation has theform r|µ = t|µ(r|µ). However, we an only exploit situations where the resultant'ssubstring r|µ appears as addend r|µ ≡E ai|µ of the summation and not within amultipliation. The proedure is illustrated in Algorithm 15.3. Steps 1 and 2 hekAlgorithm 15.3 Term Algebra Presolving � Self-Referene Simpli�ationInput : Term equation set T and term equation {r = t} ∈ T with t in normal formas in De�nition 15.5.Output : Modi�ed term equation set T .1. Set i⋆ := 0 and q⋆ := 0.2. For i = 1, . . . ,m with mi = 1 and ai = fi1 ⊗ 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0:If q = max{µ ≤ βr | r|µ ≡E ai|µ} > q⋆, update i⋆ := i and q⋆ := q.3. If q⋆ > 0 and m ≥ 2, all Algorithm 15.1 to normalize the term equation
{0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0 = (am + . . .+ ai⋆+1 + ai⋆−1 + . . .+ a1)|q⋆} and add it to T .4. If q⋆ = βr and m = 1, remove term equation {r = t} from T .



15.1. Term Algebra Preproessing 287Algorithm 15.4 Term Algebra Presolving � Zero Resultant Simpli�ationInput : Term equation set T and term equation {r = t} ∈ T with t in normal formas in De�nition 15.5.Output : Modi�ed term equation set T .1. Set q := max
{
µ ≤ βr

∣
∣ r|µ ≡E 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0

}. If q = 0, stop.2. Selet i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} with mi = 1. If no addend ai with mi = 1 exists, stop.3. If m = 1, set r⋆ := (fi1 ⊗ 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0)|q and t⋆ := 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0 ∈ T[q].If m ≥ 2 and ai = fi1 ⊗ 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0, set
r⋆ := ai|q and t⋆ := ((−am) + . . .+ (−ai+1) + (−ai−1) + . . .+ (−a1))|q .If m ≥ 2 and ai = − fi1 ⊗ 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0, set

r⋆ := −ai|q and t⋆ := (am + . . .+ ai+1 + ai−1 + . . .+ a1)|q.4. Normalize r⋆ and t⋆ by alling Algorithm 15.1.5. If q = βr, replae {r = t} with {r⋆ = t⋆} in T .If q < βr, add term equation {r⋆ = t⋆} to T .whether there is an addend ai whih is, if trunated to µ bits, equivalent to thetrunated resultant. From all of those andidates, we selet the addend ai⋆ that isequivalent to the resultant on the largest number of bits. We subtrat the addend
ai⋆ from the trunated resultant and the trunated term, suh that the left handside of the trunated term equation is redued to zero. If there is at least one otheraddend, we insert the resulting term equation to the set T in Step 3. If ai⋆ was theonly addend, the resulting term equation reads {0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 0 = 0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 0} whihis redundant information. If additionally µ = βr the original term equation was
{r = r}, and it an be removed from T in Step 4.Due to �xings of the resultant's bits or due to the proessing of self-refereningterm equations in Step 3 of Algorithm 15.2 it may happen that some or all of theresultant's bits rb in a term equation r = t are �xed to zero. Step 4 tries to exploitthis situation by alling Algorithm 15.4. In Step 1 of this algorithm, we ount thenumber q of least signi�ant bits in the resultant that are �xed to zero. If q = 0, i.e.,
r0 6= 0, we annot proess this term equation. Otherwise, we an look at the lesssigni�ant part r|q = t|q of the equation, whih is valid due to Corollary 15.3. Sine
r|q ≡E 0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 0, one of the addends ai in the trunated equation an be movedto the left hand side and take the role of the new resultant. Note, however, that wean only deal with addends onsisting of only one fator, i.e., ai = fi1 ⊗ 0⊗ · · · ⊗ 0or ai = −fi1 ⊗ 0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 0, sine otherwise, the left hand side r⋆ of the resultingequation r⋆ = t⋆ would not be a simple bit string.We selet suh a �simple� addend in Step 2. If there is no addend with a singlefator, we have to abort. If the seletion was suessful, we remove the addendfrom the term in Step 3 to yield t⋆ and move it to the left hand side of the termequation as new resultant r⋆. If ai = a1 was the only addend, i.e., m = 1, westrip a potentially existing minus sign �−� from ai and mark the remaining term
t⋆ to be zero (impliitly applying rewriting Rules 1a and 1b of the normalizationAlgorithm 15.1). Otherwise, we have to hek whether the addend has a minus



288 PresolvingAlgorithm 15.5 Term Algebra Presolving � Dedutions on Resultant BitsInput : Term equation set T and term equation {r = t} ∈ T with t in normal formas in De�nition 15.5.Output : Modi�ed term equation set T and �xings and aggregations on resultantbits rb.1. While ai = a′i ⊗ 0 or ai = −(a′i ⊗ 0) for all i = 1, . . . ,m with a′i ∈ TΣ, �x
r0 := 0, replae {r = t} by {rβr−1 ⊗ . . .⊗ r1 = a′m + . . .+ a′1}, and normalizethe term again by alling Algorithm 15.1. Update T aordingly.2. If m = 1, m1 = 1, and a1 has no minus sign, i.e., t = cβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ c0 with
cb ∈ O0, then aggregate rb : ⋆= cb for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1 and delete the termequation from T .3. If m = 1, m1 = 1, and a1 has a minus sign, i.e., t = − cβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ c0 with
cb ∈ O0, then set o := 1 and for all b = 0, . . . , βr − 1:(a) If o = 1, aggregate rb : ⋆= cb. If cb = 1, set o := 0. If cb /∈ {0, 1} abort thisloop.(b) If o = 0, aggregate rb : ⋆= 1− cb.If the loop was not aborted prematurely in Step 3a, delete the term equationfrom T .sign as �rst operator. If not, we an use the trunated addend as new resultant

r⋆ = ai|q. The term, however, has to be used in its negative form whih meansthat all addends in t⋆ must be preeded by a �−�. On the other hand, if ai has aminus sign as �rst operator, we use it in its negative form a⋆ = −ai|q and leave theremaining term t⋆ as it is. Step 4 normalizes both sides of the equation r⋆ = t⋆. Notethat r⋆ was de�ned in suh a way that the normalization redues r⋆ to a simple bitonatenation. Finally, in Step 5 the new term equation r⋆ = t⋆ is inserted into T .If q = βr whih means rb = 0 for all resultant bits, the new term equation replaesthe old one. Otherwise, the new term equation is only de�ned on a subset of thebits suh that the old equation must remain in T .The term algebra presolving Algorithm 15.2 ontinues in Step 5 by inspetingthe terms of the term equation in order to dedue �xings and aggregations for theresultant bits. Algorithm 15.5 shows the details of this proedure. If all addends ofthe term t are proven to be zero on their least signi�ant bit, the resultant bit r0 analso be �xed to r0 := 0 in Step 1. Additionally, we an prune the least signi�ant bitfrom the resultant and from eah addend of the term whih orresponds to dividingthe equation by the ommon divisor 2. By the de�nition of the normal form of t,this an be applied iteratively s⋆ = min{si | i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}} times.If a term t has only one addend with a single fator, i.e., t = [−]cβr−1⊗· · ·⊗c0, wean diretly exploit the equation r = t and aggregate the bits of r aordingly. In thease that t has no minus sign, we an aggregate rb : ⋆= cb for all bits b = 0, . . . , βr− 1in Step 2. If t is preeded by a minus sign, we have to alulate the two's omplementof c = cβr−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ c0 manually in Step 3 in order to dedue aggregations on thebits rb. The two's omplement is de�ned as −c = not(c) + 1. Thus, we start withthe least signi�ant bit r0 and aggregate r0 : ⋆= c0 sine negation and addition of oneanel eah other on the least signi�ant bit. Afterwards, we alulate the over�ow
o of the �+1� addition whih is o = 1 ⇔ not(c0) = 1 ⇔ c0 = 0. As long as the



15.1. Term Algebra Preproessing 289Algorithm 15.6 Term Algebra Presolving � Operand SubstitutionInput : Term equation set T and term equation {r = t} ∈ T with t in normal formas in De�nition 15.5.Output : Modi�ed term equation set T .1. Set i⋆ := 0, j⋆ := 0, M⋆ :=∞, and q⋆ := 0.2. For all i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,mi, and {r′ = t′} ∈ T :(a) If q = max
{
µ ≤ min{βr′ , βr − si}

∣
∣ r′|µ ≡E fij |µ

}
> q⋆, or q = q⋆ ≥ 1and M ′ = ∑m′

i′=1m
′
i′ < M⋆, and(b) there is no subterm f ′ij of t′ with r′|q ≡E f ′ij |q,update i⋆ := i, j⋆ := j, M⋆ := M ′, q⋆ := q, r⋆ := r′, and t⋆ = t′.3. If q⋆ = 0, stop.4. Set r̃ := r|q⋆+si⋆ . Set t̃ := t|q⋆+si⋆ and substitute fi⋆j⋆ |q⋆ → t⋆|q⋆ therein.5. Normalize r̃ and t̃ by alling Algorithm 15.1.6. If q⋆ = βr− si⋆ , replae {r = t} in T by {r = t̃}. Otherwise, add {r̃ = t̃} to T .over�ow o is uniquely determined beause cb is a �xed value and no variable registerbit, we an ontinue the aggregation of more signi�ant bits. If the over�ow beomeszero, all remaining bits an be aggregated as rb : ⋆= 1−cb sine no additional over�owan appear.Step 6 of Algorithm 15.2 substitutes operands fij in term equations {r = t} ∈ Tfor terms t′ that are stored as de�ning terms {fij = t′} ∈ T . Due to Corollary 15.3,we an also substitute less signi�ant substrings of the operands by orrespondingterms, thereby generating a term equation that is valid on this less signi�ant part.The substitution is performed by Algorithm 15.6. Steps 1 and 2 selet an operand

fi⋆j⋆ with fi⋆j⋆ |µ ≡E r⋆|µ that should be substituted using {r⋆ = t⋆} ∈ T . Fora substitution andidate pair (fij , r
′) we alulate in Step 2a the number q of lesssigni�ant bits in r′ that math the bits of fij . Note that

r′|µ ≡E fij |µ ⇔ r′b = cij,b for all b = 0, . . . , µ− 1,whih is easy to hek. If r′0 6= cij,0, we de�ne q := 0. From the substitutionandidates we selet the one with the largest number q of mathing bits. If morethan one substitution leads to the same number of mathing bits, we hoose the onewith the least total number M of operands f ′ij in the term t′ in order to keep thesubstitution as simple as possible. Condition 2b ensures that we do not generatein�nite hains of substitutions by exluding self-referening term equations. If wewould allow to substitute fij for a term t′(fij) we risked the suessive generationof an in�nite term r = t(t′(. . . (t′(fij)))).After having seleted a andidate, we trunate the resultant r and the term tto the valid width of the substitution and apply the substitution fi⋆j⋆ |q⋆ → t⋆|q⋆in Step 4 whih yields the valid equation r̃ = t̃. Both sides of this equation arenormalized in Step 5 after whih r̃ beomes a simple bit onatenation. If the mathof operand bits to resultant bits was exhaustive, we have r = r̃, and Step 6 replaesthe original term in T by the substituted version. Otherwise, we extend the termequation set T by r̃ = t̃ whih is only valid on a lower signi�ant part.Steps 3 to 6 of the term algebra presolving Algorithm 15.2 are alled iteratively



290 Presolvinguntil no more problem redutions or term substitutions were applied. Afterwards weinspet the �nal term equation database T in Step 8 to �nd pairs of term equations
r = t and r′ = t′ for whih the terms t and t′ are equivalent at least on a subsetof the bits. Step 8a alulates the maximal width µ up to whih the two terms areequivalent. In Step 8b the orresponding resultant bits are aggregated. If all bits upto the full width βr′ of the shorter or equal resultant r′ were aggregated, the termequation r′ = t′ an be deleted from T in Step 8.Remark 15.8. Due to the �xings and aggregations of register bits ̺jb and dueto the onstraint rewritings performed in other presolving algorithms, our termrewriting system is not restrited to add, mult, and, or, xor, uand, uor, anduxor onstraints. Instead, we also impliitly onsider most of the other iruitoperators, namely minus, sub, not, zeroext, signext, and onat, as well asshl, shr, slie, read, and write if the o�set operand is �xed.In the urrent version of our ode, we do not exploit the distributivity law, andwe do not mix addition and multipliation onstraints in the substitution step. Weexpet that further preproessing improvements an be ahieved by inorporatingother onstraints like eq, lt, ite or the subword aess operators with variable o�setoperand into the term algebra and by exploiting rewriting rules like the distributivitylaw whih link di�erent operations.15.2 Irrelevane DetetionIn order to prove the validity of a given property, often only a part of the iruit hasto be onsidered. For example, if a property on an arithmeti logial unit (ALU)desribes a ertain aspet of the addition operation, the other operations of theALU are irrelevant. Suppose that ite onstraints selet the operation of the ALUby routing the output of the desired operation to the output register of the iruit,ompare Figure 14.8 of Setion 14.15 on page 252. The alulated values of the otheroperations are linked to the disarded inputs of the ite onstraints and thereby donot ontribute to the output of the iruit. These irrelevant onstraints and theinvolved intermediate registers have no in�uene on the validity of the property andan therefore be removed from the problem instane.The detetion of irrelevant parts of the iruit an also be applied to the loalsubproblems during the branh-and-bound searh. In partiular, irrelevant registervariables need not to be onsidered as branhing andidates. Disregarding loallyirrelevant variables in the branhing deision an be seen as replaement for the moreindiret method of seleting the next branhing variable under the literals involvedin the reent on�it lauses, whih is employed in state-of-the-art SAT solvers [100℄.The identi�ation and removal of irrelevant parts of the iruit is also known asloalization redution whih was developed by Kurshan [137℄ or one of in�ueneredution, whih is explained, for example, in Biere et al. [43℄ and Clarke et al. [61℄.Similar ideas an be found in the program sliing tehnique of Weiser [210, 211℄for deomposing software systems. However, these tehniques are employed for SATbased property heking only in presolving and not during the traversal of the searhtree. Current state-of-the-art SAT solvers rely on a very fast proessing of theindividual subproblems, spending most of the time for binary onstraint propagation.Inorporating loal one of in�uene redution would lead to a large inrease in thesubproblem proessing time. Thus, the performane of SAT solvers would most



15.2. Irrelevane Detetion 291likely deteriorate. In ontrast, our onstraint integer programming solver spendsmuh more time on eah individual subproblem with the hope that this will beompensated by a muh smaller searh tree. The additional overhead to furtherprune loally irrelevant parts of the iruit is negligible, in partiular ompared tothe time needed to solve the LP relaxations and to exeute the domain propagationalgorithms.We implemented the irrelevane detetion as part of the domain propagation andpresolving algorithms of the iruit onstraint handlers, see Chapter 14. The basireasoning is as follows: whenever a register ̺j is only used in a single onstraint
Ci, and for all values of the other registers involved in Ci there exists a value for
̺j suh that the onstraint is feasible, we an delete Ci from the problem. If aounter-example for the property is found, we an alulate a valid value for ̺j ina postproessing stage. Beause all iruit operations are totally de�ned, we anin partiular delete onstraints for whih the resultant r is not used in any otheronstraint. For ertain operators, however, irrelevane detetion an also be appliedto input registers.The irrelevane detetion proedure is illustrated in Algorithm 15.7. In Step 1the funtion graph G = (V,A) is reated. Reall that this is a direted bipartitegraph G = (V̺ ∪ VC, A) with two di�erent types of nodes, namely register nodes
V̺ = {̺1, . . . , ̺n} and onstraint nodes VC = {C1, . . . , Cm}. The ar set is de�ned as

A = {(̺j , Ci) | register ̺j is input of iruit operation Ci}
∪ {(Ci, ̺j) | register ̺j is output of iruit operation Ci}.Note that although and and xor onstraints are replaed in presolving by aorresponding number of unary uand and uxor onstraints, they are still repre-sented as binary and and xor onstraints in the funtion graph in order to preservethe struture of the graph. Additionally, whenever a onstraint is deleted from theproblem beause the register bits are �xed in a way suh that the onstraint willalways be feasible, its representative in the funtion graph is retained.Constant registers in the property heking problem annot be set to a mathingvalue while postproessing a partial solution. Therefore, we have to make sure thatthey are not used to detet the irrelevane of a onstraint. This is ahieved by addingan extra node λ to the vertex set of G and linking it to the onstant register verties

̺j in Step 2, thereby inreasing their degree d(̺j) := d+(̺j) + d−(̺j).Step 3 proesses speial situations in mult and ite onstraints. If one of theinput registers of a mult onstraint r = mult(x, y) is �xed to zero, the resultant rwill always be zero, independently from the value of the other operand. Therefore,we an unlink the other operand from the onstraint vertex. If the seletion operand
x of an ite onstraint r = ite(x, y, z) is �xed, the operand that is not seleted by xdoes not ontribute to the resultant. Again, it an be unlinked from the onstraintvertex. If the two input registers y and z are equivalent, the resultant r will alsobe equal to this single value, independently from the seletion operand x. Thus, wean unlink x from the ite onstraint.Finally, in Step 4 we hek for irrelevant onstraints. If the degree d(r) of theresultant vertex of a onstraint is equal to one, the resultant register is not usedin any other onstraint and is deteted by Condition 4a to be irrelevant for thevalidity of the property. We an delete the onstraint and its resultant registerfrom the problem and alulate the register's value in a postproessing step if aounter-example has been found.



292 PresolvingAlgorithm 15.7 Irrelevane Detetion1. Construt the funtion graph G = (V,A) of the property heking problem,see Setion 13.2.2. Set V := V ∪ {λ}. For all onstant registers ̺j add an ar (λ, ̺j) to A.3. For all onstraints Ci ∈ VC with the indiated onstraint type:(a) r = mult(x, y):i. If x = 0, remove (y, Ci) from A.ii. If y = 0, remove (x, Ci) from A.(b) r = ite(x, y, z):i. If x = 1, remove (z, Ci) from A.ii. If x = 0, remove (y, Ci) from A.iii. If y ⋆= z, remove (x, Ci) from A.4. For all onstraints Ci ∈ VC with Ci = {r = op(x, y, z)}:If one of the following holds for the indiated onstraint type:(a) any onstraint: d(r) = 1,(b) r = add(x, y): d(x) = 1 or d(y) = 1,() r = mult(x, y): x, y ∈ δ+(Ci) and d(x) = d(y) = 1,(d) r = not(x): d(x) = 1,(e) r = and(x, y): d(x) = d(y) = 1,(f) r = xor(x, y): d(x) = 1 or d(y) = 1,(g) r = uand(x): d(x) = 1,(h) r = uxor(x): d(x) = 1,(i) r = eq(x, y): d(x) = 1 or d(y) = 1,(j) r = ite(x, y, z):i. x, y ∈ δ+(Ci) and d(x) = d(y) = 1, orii. x, z ∈ δ+(Ci) and d(x) = d(z) = 1, oriii. y, z ∈ δ+(Ci) and d(y) = d(z) = 1,(k) r = onat(x, y): d(x) = d(y) = 1,the onstraint is irrelevant. Delete Ci from the (sub)problem and from the(loal) funtion graph G.Conditions 4b to 4k hek for additional situations in whih the onstraint andone or more of the involved registers are irrelevant. If one of the operand registers inan add, xor, or eq onstraint is not used anywhere else, we an hoose its value foran arbitrary partial solution in suh a way, that the respetive onstraint beomesfeasible. Consider the ase d(x) = 1. The onstraint r = add(x, y) an be madefeasible for any given r and y by setting x = sub(r, y). If r = xor(x, y) we have toalulate x = xor(r, y). In the ase r = eq(x, y) we have to set x = y if r = 1, andan hoose any x 6= y if r = 0. Therefore, onstraints of these types are deteted tobe irrelevant if d(x) = 1 or d(y) = 1 by Conditions 4b, 4f, and 4i.If all involved operands of a mult, not, and, uand, uxor, or onat onstrainthave a degree of one in the funtion graph G, we an �nd operand values for anygiven resultant r suh that the onstraint is feasible. In the ase of mult onstraints,however, we also have to hek whether the operands are still linked to the onstraintsine the orresponding ars ould already have been deleted in Step 3a. If both



15.2. Irrelevane Detetion 293links still exist, we an always hoose x = r and y = 1 to yield a valid onstraint
r = mult(x, y). Analogous postproessings for a given resultant value r an beperformed for the other onstraints:

⊲ x = not(r) for not onstraints,
⊲ x = y = r for and onstraints,
⊲ x = 0 if r = 0 and x = (1, . . . , 1) if r = 1 for uand onstraints,
⊲ x = 0 if r = 0 and x = (0, . . . , 0, 1) if r = 1 for uxor onstraints, and
⊲ x = (rβr−1, . . . , rβy

) and y = (rβy−1, . . . , r0) for onat onstraints.For an ite onstraint r = ite(x, y, z) we an detet irrelevane in the followingsituations. If the seletion operand x and one of the ase operands y or z haveboth a degree of one and are still linked to the onstraint, irrelevane is detetedby Conditions 4(j)i or 4(j)ii, respetively. Assume d(x) = d(y) = 1. For a givenresultant value r and operand value z, we an always set x = 1 and y = r to turn
r = ite(x, y, z) into a feasible onstraint. On the other hand, if d(x) = d(z) = 1we just have to set x = 0 and z = r and do not have to are about the given valueof y. If neither of y and z is appearing in the remaining problem instane, i.e.,
y, z ∈ δ+(Ci) and d(y) = d(z) = 1, we an postproess y = z = r independently ofthe given value of x.





Chapter 16SearhA branh-and-bound algorithm mainly onsists of three steps that are iterated untilthe given problem instane has been solved, see Setion 2.1:1. Selet a subproblem.2. Proess the subproblem.3. If not pruned, split the subproblem into smaller parts.The subproblem proessing Step 2 for the property heking problem is overed inChapter 14. The urrent hapter explains the branhing strategy for Step 3 and thenode seletion rule for Step 1 that we employ.16.1 BranhingThe branhing strategy in a branh-and-bound algorithm de�nes how the problemis reursively split into smaller subproblems, ompare Setion 2.1 and Chapter 5.Therefore, it is the most important omponent for determining the shape of thesearh tree. The ultimate goal of the branhing strategy is to partition the probleminstane in suh a way that it an be solved by proessing only a minimal numberof subproblems. This global objetive, however, is pratially impossible to ahieve.Instead, sine we have to make our branhing deision loally at eah subproblem,we an at best try to follow some loal riteria and hope that this yields a smallsearh tree for the global problem.As mentioned in Setion 2.1, the most popular branhing strategy is to branhon variables, i.e., split the domain of a single variable into two parts. Sine inbranh-and-bound solvers the domains of the variables are usually treated impli-itly, branhing on variables has the advantage that one does not have to expliitlyadd onstraints to the subproblems, thereby avoiding overhead in the subproblemmanagement. In partiular, this is true for mixed integer programming and for SATsolving. For the same reason, we also apply branhing on variables to the onstraintinteger programming model of the property heking problem.In mixed integer programming, the branhing seletion is mostly guided by theLP relaxation. Branhing takes plae on integer variables that have a frationalvalue in the urrent LP solution. The idea is that the LP relaxation is undeidedabout these variables and we have to help the LP by foring a deision. Indeed, onean very often either �nd an integral LP solution after only a very few (omparedto the number of integer variables) branhing steps or drive the LP relaxation toinfeasibility. Sine we also have an LP relaxation at hand for the property hekingCIP, we adopt this idea and branh on integer variables with frational LP solutionvalue. In ontrast to mixed integer programming, an integral LP solution is notneessarily a feasible CIP solution for the property heking problem, beause notall iruit operators are linearized. Therefore, if the LP solution is integral but still295



296 Searhnot feasible, we have to branh on an integer variable with integral LP solutionvalue.We saw in Chapter 5 that for mixed integer programming the hange in theobjetive value of the LP relaxation is a good indiator for seleting the branhingvariable. The full strong branhing strategy yields very good results in the num-ber of branhing nodes needed to solve the problem instanes. In this strategy, weevaluate the impat of a potential branhing deision by solving the two orrespond-ing branhing LPs. This is performed for every integer variable with frational LPvalue. Then, we hoose the variable for whih the objetive value of the branhingLPs inreased the most. Unfortunately, full strong branhing is very expensive suhthat the redution in the number of branhing nodes is usually outweighed by thetime needed to hoose the branhing variables. Therefore, one tries to approximatefull strong branhing by less expensive methods, for example by estimating the LPobjetive inrease instead of alulating it by solving the branhing LPs.In ontrast to most mixed integer programs, the property heking problem doesnot ontain an objetive funtion. As we model the problem as onstraint integerprogram, we have to speify objetive funtion oe�ients for the variables, butthese are just arti�ial values. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the inrease in theobjetive value of the LP relaxations gives meaningful hints about the quality of thebranhing andidates.The satis�ability problem does not ontain an objetive funtion either. Cur-rent SAT solvers usually selet the branhing variable by some variant of the vari-able state independent deaying sum (VSIDS) strategy, see Moskewiz et al. [168℄.This branhing rule basially prefers variables that appear in the reently generatedon�it lauses. Goldberg and Novikov [100℄ improved this sheme in their solverBerkMin by noting that not only the variables in the �nal on�it lauses shouldbe regarded as promising branhing andidates but also all other variables involvedin the on�its, i.e., all variables on the on�it side of the on�it graphs, seeChapter 11.In our property heking solver, we use a mixture of MIP and SAT branhingstrategies. Like in MIP, we selet the branhing variable under all integer variableswith frational LP values. If the LP solution is integral but still not feasible for theCIP, we onsider all un�xed integer variables (i.e., integer variables with at least twovalues in their urrent domain) as branhing andidates. From these andidates wehoose the branhing variable in a SAT-like manner by applying the VSIDS strategyof BerkMin. Additionally, we exploit our knowledge about the struture of theiruit by disregarding variables that belong to registers whih are irrelevant forthe urrent subproblem. Suh registers are identi�ed by the irrelevane detetiondesribed in Setion 15.2.16.2 Node SeletionThe node seletion strategy in a branh-and-bound solver determines in whih orderthe nodes of the searh tree, de�ned by the branhing rule, are traversed. In mixedinteger programming one usually employs a mixture of best �rst and depth �rstsearh, see Chapter 6. Best �rst searh aims to improve the global dual bound asfast as possible by always seleting the subproblem with the lowest dual bound asnext subproblem to be proessed. In fat, for a �xed branhing strategy, a purebest �rst searh traversal of the tree would solve the problem instane with the



16.2. Node Seletion 297minimal number of branhing nodes. The disadvantage of best �rst searh is thatit entails a large amount of swithing between subproblems that are very far awayfrom eah other in the searh tree. This involves signi�ant subproblem managementoverhead. Therefore, the best �rst searh strategy is supplemented with depth �rstsearh elements: after a best subproblem was seleted, the searh ontinues with afew iterations of depth �rst searh, after whih again a best subproblem is seleted.Sine SAT does not ontain an objetive funtion, best �rst searh does notmake sense for SAT. Indeed, state-of-the-art SAT solvers employ pure depth �rstsearh. This has several advantages in the ontext of SAT. First, the subproblemmanagement is redued to a minimum. In fat, SAT solvers ompletely avoid theexpliit generation of the searh tree. Instead, they only keep trak of the path tothe urrent subproblem and proess the tree impliitly by using baktraking andby generating on�it lauses, see Chapter 11. The seond advantage is that themanagement of on�it lauses is muh easier. Most on�it lauses are only usefulin a ertain part of the searh tree, namely in the lose viinity of the node forwhih they were generated. Sine depth �rst searh ompletely solves the nodes inthis part of the tree before moving on to other regions, one an e�etively identifyon�it lauses that are no longer useful and delete them from the lause database,see Goldberg and Novikov [100℄ for details. Nevertheless, depth �rst searh entailsthe risk of getting stuk in an infeasible region of the searh tree while there arelots of easy to �nd feasible solutions in other parts of the tree. To avoid suh asituation, SAT solvers perform frequent restarts, whih means to ompletely undoall branhing deisions and start the searh from srath. Sine on�it lauses areretained, the information gathered during the searh is preserved.Like the satis�ability problem, the property heking problem does not ontainan objetive funtion. Therefore, we mainly employ depth �rst searh. The problemof getting stuk in infeasible or fruitless parts of the tree, however, annot be resolvedby restarts as easily as in SAT solvers. Beause the e�ort in solving the LPs wouldbe lost, restarts were too ostly. Therefore, we enrih the depth �rst searh strategyby a small amount of best �rst searh: after every 100 nodes of depth �rst searh, weselet a best node from the tree and ontinue depth �rst searh from this node. Thesubproblem management overhead for this ombined strategy is marginal, the e�etis similar to the restarts of SAT solvers, but the LP relaxations of the proessednodes do not have to be solved again. A disadvantage ompared to atual restartsis that we annot undo our branhing deisions.





Chapter 17Computational ResultsIn this hapter we examine the omputational e�etiveness of the desribed on-straint integer programming tehniques on industrial benhmarks obtained from ver-i�ation projets onduted by OneSpin Solutions. The instanes are desribedin Appendix A.4.In a �rst series of benhmarks, we ompare the CIP approah with the urrentstate-of-the-art tehnology, whih is to apply a SAT solver to the gate level represen-tation of the iruit and property. Before the SAT solver is alled, a preproessingstep is exeuted to simplify the instane at the gate level, whih is based on binarydeision diagrams (BDDs). We use MiniSat 2.0 [82℄ to solve the resulting SAT in-stanes. We also tried MiniSat 1.14, Siege v4 [196℄, and zChaff 2004.11.15 [168℄,butMiniSat 2.0 turned out to perform best on most of the instanes of our test set.A seond set of benhmarks evaluates the impat of the problem spei� presolv-ing methods that we desribed in Chapter 15, of probing as explained in Setion 10.6,and of on�it analysis, whih is desribed in Chapter 11. We also performed addi-tional benhmark tests to assess the performane impat of other omponents likethe branhing and node seletion strategies, or the spei�ation of the objetivefuntion, but the alternative settings that we tried did not have a strong in�ueneon the performane.17.1 Comparison of CIP and SATTables 17.1 and 17.2 present the omparison of MiniSat and the CIP approah onan arithmetial logial unit (ALU). This iruit is able to perform add, sub, shl,shr, and signed and unsigned mult operations on two input registers. We onsidermultiple versions of the iruit whih di�er in the width of the input registers. Thewidth is depited in the seond olumn of the tables. Apart from the number ofbranhing nodes and the time in CPU seonds needed to solve eah instane, theother entries of the tables show the number of lauses and variables of the SATrepresentations in onjuntive normal form (CNF) and the number of onstraintsand variables of the CIP instanes. Note that the registers in the CIP formulationare represented as words and bits whih are linked via speial onstraints, see Se-tion 14.1. Thus, eah register in the register transfer level desription gives rise toone additional onstraint, and the number of variables shown in the tables equalsthe total number of bits in the registers plus the number of 16-bit words that overthe registers.Overall, we investigated 11 di�erent properties of the ALU iruit. Six of themturned out to be trivial for both, the SAT and the CIP solver, and they are notlisted in the tables. From the remaining �ve properties, two are invalid and threeare valid.The results on the invalid properties are shown in Table 17.1. Reall that forsuh instanes the task is to �nd a feasible solution, i.e., a ounter-example to the299



300 Computational ResultsSAT CIPProperty width Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Timeadd_fail 5 181 80 1 0.0 96 293 3 0.010 326 145 1 0.0 96 356 3 0.015 471 210 1 0.0 96 426 3 0.020 616 275 1 0.0 96 491 2 0.025 761 340 1 0.0 96 551 2 0.030 906 405 1 0.0 95 610 2 0.035 1 051 470 1 0.0 93 661 2 0.040 1 196 535 1 0.0 93 731 2 0.0sub_fail 5 223 94 1 0.0 103 356 3 0.010 428 179 1 0.0 103 459 3 0.015 633 264 1 0.0 103 577 3 0.020 838 349 1 0.0 103 682 3 0.025 1 043 434 1 0.0 103 782 3 0.130 1 248 519 1 0.0 102 886 3 0.135 1 453 604 1 0.0 100 980 4 0.140 1 658 689 1 0.0 100 1 090 4 0.1Table 17.1. Comparison of SAT and CIP on invalid ALU properties.property. As an be seen in the table, both solvers aomplish this task very quikly,even for the largest of the onsidered register widths.The most interesting numbers in this table are the sizes of the problem instanes.Obviously, the BDD preproessing applied prior to generating the CNF input forthe SAT solver did a great job to redue the size of the instane. The additionand subtration operations an be enoded quite easily on the gate level, suh thatthe number of lauses in the SAT representation is rather small. The number ofremaining variables for SAT is even smaller than for the CIP approah, even if oneaounts for the double modeling on word and bit level in the CIP representation. Ofourse, the presolving of the CIP solver is also able to redue the size of the instanesonsiderably. For example, the presolved add_fail instane on input registers ofwidth β = 5 onsists of only 61 onstraints and 34 variables, inluding the neessaryauxiliary variables for the LP relaxation.Table 17.2 presents the benhmark results on the valid ALU properties. Here,the solver has to prove the infeasibility of the instanes. The muls property involvesthe veri�ation of the signed multipliation operation. As one an see, for registerwidths of 10 bits or larger, the SAT approah annot prove the validity of theproperty within the time limit of 2 hours. Additionally, the CNF formula is alreadyquite large with almost 200000 lauses and more than 60000 variables for 40-bitregisters. This is due to the fat that the multipliation has to be represented asomplex addition network in the gate level desription. In ontrast, the sizes of theCIP models are similar to the ones for the invalid ALU properties. Beause thestrutural information of the iruit is still available at the RT level, the CIP solveris able to prove the property already in the presolving step, whih is denoted by thebranhing node ount of 0.The neg_flag property represents a validity hek on the sign �ag of the statusregister. In ontrast to the previously desribed properties, it does not selet aspei� arithmetial operation but deals with all operations simultaneously. Onthese instanes, the CIP approah is again superior to SAT, although it annot provethe property in presolving and has to revert to branhing. Still, it an solve eventhe largest instanes within a reasonable time, while the SAT approah is alreadyonsiderably slower for 10-bit registers and fails to solve the instanes with registersof width β = 15 or larger.



17.1. Comparison of CIP and SAT 301SAT CIPProperty width Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Timemuls 5 3 343 1 140 13 864 0.5 79 302 0 0.010 12 828 4 325 � >7200.0 99 470 0 0.015 28 463 9 560 � >7200.0 116 646 0 0.020 50 248 16 845 � >7200.0 136 947 0 0.125 78 183 26 180 � >7200.0 156 1 294 0 0.130 112 268 37 565 � >7200.0 176 1 684 0 0.135 152 503 51 000 � >7200.0 196 2 144 0 0.240 198 888 66 485 � >7200.0 216 2 651 0 0.3neg_�ag 5 3 436 1 166 3 081 0.1 318 1 103 45 0.810 12 826 4 306 941 867 100.0 340 1 439 50 3.615 28 366 9 496 � >7200.0 352 1 693 64 11.620 50 056 16 736 � >7200.0 374 2 220 42 36.325 77 896 26 026 � >7200.0 394 2 726 107 81.830 111 886 37 366 � >7200.0 413 3 274 53 136.635 152 026 50 756 � >7200.0 422 3 714 35 218.440 198 316 66 196 � >7200.0 442 4 385 55 383.5zero_�ag 5 3 119 1 109 79 0.0 323 1 127 54 2.310 9 974 3 454 137 0.0 345 1 485 28 0.615 20 729 7 099 176 0.1 357 1 763 37 1.620 35 384 12 044 73 0.1 379 2 322 26 4.025 53 939 18 289 202 0.2 399 2 851 78 6.230 76 394 25 834 221 0.4 418 3 424 73 10.735 102 749 34 679 185 0.5 427 3 895 63 15.640 133 004 44 824 103 0.6 447 4 589 185 379.7Table 17.2. Comparison of SAT and CIP on valid ALU properties.Similar to neg_flag, the zero_flag property is �global� in the sense that it doesnot fous on a single arithmetial or logial operation in theALU iruit. It desribesthe desired behavior of the zero �ag in the status register. The performane of theCIP solver on these instanes is better than the neg_flag performane. Note thatthe long runtime on the 40-bit instane is an exeption, whih is due to �bad luk�in probing, see Setion 10.6 (97% of the total time is spent in presolving, most ofit in probing). The 39-bit instane (not shown in the table) solves in 39.6 seonds.As shown in Setion 17.3, the 40-bit instane an be solved without probing in 9.3seonds.In ontrast to the neg_flag results, the SAT approah is surprisingly e�ient onthe zero_flag property. This result may be related to the di�erene of signed andunsigned multipliation: the property on unsigned multipliation is trivial for bothSAT and CIP and is therefore not listed in the tables, while the signed multipliationinstanes of larger register widths are intratable for SAT. Sine the zero status �agdoes not depend on the sign of the result, this property is easier to prove for SATsolvers than the neg_flag property.Tables 17.3 and 17.4 show the results for properties of a pipelined adder. Theunderlying hip design is very similar to the iruit of Example 13.2, whih is depitedin Figure 13.1 on page 191. It has one input register and an internal aumulatorregister, whih adds up the values assigned to the input during onseutive timesteps. Additionally, it has a reset signal that lears the aumulator. The propertiesverify ertain variants of the ommutative and assoiative law on inputs over fouronseutive time steps. Again, we distinguish between the invalid properties ofTable 17.3 and the valid properties of Table 17.4.As an be seen in Table 17.3, �nding ounter-examples for the invalidPipeAdderinstanes is very easy for both solvers. Sine the CIP data strutures are muhmore omplex and involve a larger overhead, the SAT solver is slightly faster. It is



302 Computational ResultsSAT CIPProperty width Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Time#1 5 3 126 1 204 136 0.0 281 706 6 0.110 5 691 2 189 233 0.0 281 1 071 6 0.115 8 272 3 174 592 0.0 281 1 436 6 0.120 10 821 4 159 436 0.0 281 1 874 6 0.225 13 394 5 144 1 209 0.1 281 2 239 6 0.230 15 967 6 129 984 0.1 281 2 604 6 0.235 18 524 7 114 1 552 0.1 281 3 042 6 0.340 21 081 8 099 1 283 0.1 281 3 407 6 0.4#2 5 2 271 898 1 0.0 228 620 4 0.110 4 276 1 683 62 0.0 228 965 17 0.115 6 281 2 468 148 0.0 228 1 310 60 0.220 8 286 3 253 1 0.0 228 1 724 76 0.325 10 291 4 038 239 0.0 228 2 069 50 0.330 12 296 4 823 423 0.0 228 2 414 109 0.435 14 301 5 608 1 0.1 228 2 828 125 0.640 16 306 6 393 1 0.1 228 3 173 138 0.7#3 5 2 475 966 91 0.0 236 648 5 0.110 4 675 1 816 389 0.0 236 1 009 5 0.115 6 875 2 666 388 0.0 236 1 373 4 0.220 9 075 3 516 914 0.0 236 1 802 34 0.225 11 275 4 366 1 745 0.0 236 2 162 4 0.230 13 475 5 216 1 823 0.1 236 2 522 104 0.535 15 675 6 066 2 218 0.1 236 2 955 5 0.440 17 875 6 916 3 729 0.1 236 3 315 31 0.7#4 5 2 478 967 1 0.0 248 663 3 0.010 4 678 1 817 1 0.0 248 1 024 4 0.115 6 878 2 667 1 0.0 248 1 388 3 0.120 9 078 3 517 1 0.0 248 1 817 4 0.125 11 278 4 367 1 0.0 248 2 177 4 0.130 13 478 5 217 1 0.0 248 2 537 4 0.135 15 678 6 067 1 0.0 248 2 970 5 0.140 17 878 6 917 1 0.0 248 3 330 96 0.3#5 5 2 778 1 067 1 0.0 264 725 3 0.010 5 278 2 017 1 0.0 264 1 126 3 0.115 7 778 2 967 1 0.0 264 1 536 3 0.120 10 278 3 917 1 0.0 264 2 007 4 0.125 12 778 4 867 1 0.0 264 2 407 4 0.130 15 278 5 817 1 0.0 264 2 807 4 0.135 17 778 6 767 1 0.0 264 3 288 4 0.140 20 278 7 717 1 0.0 264 3 688 4 0.1#8 5 2 781 1 068 107 0.0 264 725 5 0.010 5 281 2 018 247 0.0 264 1 126 5 0.115 7 781 2 968 863 0.0 264 1 536 64 0.120 10 281 3 918 1 253 0.0 264 2 007 20 0.125 12 781 4 868 1 618 0.0 264 2 407 60 0.230 15 281 5 818 1 626 0.0 264 2 807 108 0.235 17 781 6 768 2 549 0.1 264 3 288 40 0.240 20 281 7 718 3 152 0.1 264 3 688 56 0.2Table 17.3. Comparison of SAT and CIP on invalid PipeAdder properties.



17.1. Comparison of CIP and SAT 303SAT CIPProperty width Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Time#6 5 2 778 1 067 4 321 0.0 264 725 0 0.010 5 278 2 017 24 195 0.2 264 1 126 0 0.015 7 778 2 967 58 839 0.5 264 1 536 0 0.020 10 278 3 917 83 615 0.8 264 2 007 0 0.025 12 778 4 867 145 377 1.3 264 2 407 0 0.030 15 278 5 817 191 388 1.6 264 2 807 0 0.135 17 778 6 767 214 307 2.1 264 3 288 0 0.140 20 278 7 717 291 160 2.9 264 3 688 0 0.1#7 5 2 778 1 067 5 696 0.0 264 725 0 0.010 5 278 2 017 59 387 0.6 264 1 126 0 0.115 7 778 2 967 128 369 1.3 264 1 536 0 0.120 10 278 3 917 165 433 1.9 264 2 007 0 0.125 12 778 4 867 187 012 2.2 264 2 407 0 0.130 15 278 5 817 149 481 1.7 264 2 807 0 0.135 17 778 6 767 1 343 206 22.5 264 3 288 0 0.140 20 278 7 717 892 946 16.4 264 3 688 0 0.2#9 5 2 778 1 067 14 901 0.1 261 724 0 0.010 5 278 2 017 630 929 8.9 261 1 115 0 0.115 7 778 2 967 1 109 126 21.3 261 1 515 0 0.120 10 278 3 917 24 485 660 764.0 261 1 974 0 0.125 12 778 4 867 119 922 885 5554.4 261 2 364 0 0.130 15 278 5 817 2 696 270 81.6 261 2 760 0 0.135 17 778 6 767 4 562 830 177.1 261 3 223 0 0.240 20 278 7 717 64 749 573 4087.1 261 3 613 0 0.2#10 5 2 778 1 067 4 321 0.0 261 724 0 0.010 5 278 2 017 24 195 0.2 261 1 115 0 0.015 7 778 2 967 58 839 0.5 261 1 515 0 0.020 10 278 3 917 83 615 0.8 261 1 974 0 0.025 12 778 4 867 145 377 1.3 261 2 364 0 0.130 15 278 5 817 191 388 1.6 261 2 760 0 0.135 17 778 6 767 214 307 2.1 261 3 223 0 0.140 20 278 7 717 291 160 2.9 261 3 613 0 0.1Table 17.4. Comparison of SAT and CIP on valid PipeAdder properties.interesting to note that the number of CIP onstraints stays onstant for inreasingregister widths, while the number of lauses in the SAT representation grows ina linear fashion. This is beause the number of logial gates that are needed toimplement an addition grows linearly with the number of input bits.The results for the valid properties of the PipeAdder iruit are shown in Ta-ble 17.4. All of the instanes are solved by the CIP presolving tehniques almostimmediately. The properties #6, #7, and #10 are also quite easy to prove with SATtehniques. In ontrast, property #9 poses some di�ulties for MiniSat 2.0. Thisseems to be an issue whih is spei� to MiniSat 2.0, sine all other SAT solverswe tried show a muh more regular behavior. In partiular, their runtimes inreasemonotonously with the widths of the input registers. The fastest SAT solver onproperty #9 is Siege, whih solves the 40-bit version in 146.8 seonds. This is,however, onsiderably slower than the 0.2 seonds needed with our CIP approah.Tables 17.5 and 17.6 also deal with a iruit that implements a pipelined arith-metial operation. In ontrast to the pipelined adder of the previous tables, itperforms a multipliation of the onseutively provided inputs.The results of the pipelined multiplier are similar in quality as for the adder:ounter-examples for invalid properties an be found faster with SAT tehniques,while CIP is superior in proving the infeasibility of the instanes that model validproperties. The di�erenes in the runtime, however, are muh more pronouned: for



304 Computational ResultsSAT CIPProperty width Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Time#1 5 4 254 1 578 122 0.0 305 730 6 0.310 11 994 4 288 187 0.0 305 1 095 28 0.615 23 875 8 373 669 0.1 305 1 460 6 0.720 39 849 13 833 516 0.2 305 1 898 6 1.625 59 972 20 668 1 283 0.3 305 2 263 6 2.330 84 220 28 878 4 410 0.4 305 2 628 6 4.735 112 577 38 463 3 876 0.6 305 3 066 6 7.740 145 059 49 423 569 0.7 305 3 431 7 10.5#2 5 3 627 1 356 73 0.0 252 664 15 0.210 10 997 3 936 143 0.0 252 1 029 21 2.215 22 512 7 895 418 0.1 252 1 394 45 1.220 38 112 13 221 808 0.2 252 1 832 42 2.825 57 867 19 928 2 425 0.3 252 2 197 39 3.530 81 747 28 010 2 144 0.4 252 2 562 32 4.635 109 732 37 463 6 707 0.6 252 3 000 82 7.740 141 842 48 291 4 639 0.8 252 3 365 43 9.4#3 5 4 053 1 498 72 0.0 261 714 15 0.710 12 653 4 488 281 0.1 261 1 118 15 3.015 26 223 9 132 702 0.1 261 1 519 33 2.620 44 703 15 418 1 817 0.2 261 1 996 20 9.325 68 163 23 360 3 531 0.3 261 2 399 20 13.530 96 573 32 952 6 798 0.6 261 2 799 36 20.435 129 913 44 190 10 432 1.0 261 3 277 45 21.840 168 203 57 078 14 881 1.2 261 3 680 46 28.8#4 5 4 056 1 499 50 0.0 273 729 11 0.510 12 656 4 489 132 0.0 273 1 133 21 2.815 26 226 9 133 191 0.1 273 1 534 42 6.220 44 706 15 419 880 0.2 273 2 011 28 11.125 68 166 23 361 1 615 0.2 273 2 414 61 23.130 96 576 32 953 1 587 0.3 273 2 814 38 33.035 129 916 44 191 2 517 0.5 273 3 292 120 6.340 168 206 57 079 2 514 0.7 273 3 695 90 7.3#5 5 4 800 1 747 62 0.0 289 821 16 1.110 15 770 5 527 558 0.0 289 1 301 25 5.415 33 360 11 511 935 0.1 289 1 772 33 15.020 57 510 19 687 2 216 0.2 289 2 327 42 32.525 88 290 30 069 3 435 0.3 289 2 806 85 52.030 125 670 42 651 6 458 0.6 289 3 276 75 92.035 169 630 57 429 8 531 0.8 289 3 832 44 55.140 220 190 74 407 10 970 1.0 289 4 311 422 125.2#8 5 4 944 1 795 40 0.0 289 821 51 1.210 16 079 5 630 212 0.1 289 1 301 133 8.115 33 834 11 669 587 0.1 289 1 772 55 19.820 58 149 19 900 1 597 0.2 289 2 327 154 43.125 89 094 30 337 1 727 0.3 289 2 806 279 45.530 126 639 42 974 2 530 0.6 289 3 276 73 89.935 170 764 57 807 2 596 0.7 289 3 832 92 118.940 221 489 74 840 6 834 1.1 289 4 311 42 91.4Table 17.5. Comparison of SAT and CIP on invalid PipeMult properties.



17.1. Comparison of CIP and SAT 305SAT CIPProperty width Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Time#6 5 4 800 1 747 113 585 2.8 289 821 0 0.010 15 770 5 527 � >7200.0 289 1 301 0 0.115 33 360 11 511 � >7200.0 289 1 772 0 0.120 57 510 19 687 � >7200.0 289 2 327 0 0.225 88 290 30 069 � >7200.0 289 2 806 0 0.330 125 670 42 651 � >7200.0 289 3 276 0 0.435 169 630 57 429 � >7200.0 289 3 832 0 0.640 220 190 74 407 � >7200.0 289 4 311 0 0.7#7 5 4 800 1 747 241 341 8.3 289 821 0 0.110 15 770 5 527 � >7200.0 289 1 301 0 0.215 33 360 11 511 � >7200.0 289 1 772 0 0.520 57 510 19 687 � >7200.0 289 2 327 0 1.025 88 290 30 069 � >7200.0 289 2 806 0 1.830 125 670 42 651 � >7200.0 289 3 276 0 2.935 169 630 57 429 � >7200.0 289 3 832 0 4.840 220 190 74 407 � >7200.0 289 4 311 0 6.8#9 5 4 800 1 747 885 261 34.5 287 900 0 0.110 15 770 5 527 � >7200.0 287 1 442 0 0.515 33 360 11 511 � >7200.0 287 1 976 0 1.620 57 510 19 687 � >7200.0 287 2 594 0 3.525 88 290 30 069 � >7200.0 287 3 135 0 7.130 125 670 42 651 � >7200.0 287 3 672 0 11.635 169 630 57 429 � >7200.0 287 4 288 0 19.840 220 190 74 407 � >7200.0 287 4 832 0 27.9#10 5 4 800 1 747 91 909 2.2 287 900 0 0.110 15 770 5 527 � >7200.0 287 1 442 0 0.115 33 360 11 511 � >7200.0 287 1 976 0 0.220 57 510 19 687 � >7200.0 287 2 594 0 0.425 88 290 30 069 � >7200.0 287 3 135 0 0.630 125 670 42 651 � >7200.0 287 3 672 0 0.835 169 630 57 429 � >7200.0 287 4 288 0 1.140 220 190 74 407 � >7200.0 287 4 832 0 1.5Table 17.6. Comparison of SAT and CIP on valid PipeMult properties.the invalid properties, CIP needs up to two minutes to produe a ounter-example,whileMiniSat solves almost all of the instanes within one seond eah. The resultsfor the valid properties reveal a runtime di�erene of a ompletely di�erent magni-tude: while CIP an prove the infeasibility of the instanes in presolving within afew seonds, the SAT solver fails to verify the properties within the time limit forregister widths β ≥ 10.Tables 17.7 and 17.8 show the SAT/CIP omparison for a DSP/IIR �lter orewhih we have obtained from the openores.org website. In order to derive prop-erty heking instanes from the iruit, OneSpin Solutions onstruted a set ofreasonable properties, whih again inludes invalid and valid properties. Within thetwo years of the Valse-XT projet, the tool hain of OneSpin Solutions thatonverts the iruit and property spei�ations into CIP and SAT input has beenunder ontinuous development. At di�erent dates during the projet we obtaineddi�erent versions of the instanes, whih are marked as `A', `B', and `C' in the tables.As before, we distinguish between the invalid and valid properties. The formerare ontained in Table 17.7, whih shows the usual behavior: SAT solvers are fasterto �nd ounter-examples for invalid properties. The results on the valid Biquadproperties shown in Table 17.8 are also supporting the general trend that the CIPapproah is superior to SAT for proving the infeasibility of the instanes. The mostprominent advantage an be observed for the g2_hekg2 property: these instanes



306 Computational ResultsSAT CIPProperty Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Timeg3_hekreg1-A 3 595 1 270 89 0.0 154 1 070 6 1.2g3_hekreg1-B 3 595 1 270 89 0.0 122 797 25 0.9g3_hekreg1-C 3 643 1 286 192 0.0 121 795 25 0.9g3_xtoxmdelay-A 841 447 1 0.0 820 2 833 37 0.5g3_xtoxmdelay-B 838 445 1 0.0 136 898 31 0.1g3_xtoxmdelay-C 838 445 1 0.0 135 896 31 0.1g3_hekgfail-A 298 810 103 204 3 030 0.7 15 258 119 373 504 290.0g3_hekgfail-B 168 025 58 924 8 528 0.6 3 646 24 381 236 29.2g3_hekgfail-C 168 331 59 026 23 889 1.2 3 694 24 688 150 50.2Table 17.7. Comparison of SAT and CIP on invalid Biquad properties.an be solved with CIP in around 4 minutes while the SAT solver hits the time limitfor all of the three versions.Finally, we apply SAT and CIP tehniques on a multipliation iruit. Thereare various possible bit level implementations of a multipliation operation. Two ofthem are the so-alled boothed and non-boothed variants. Having both signed andunsigned multipliation, we end up with four di�erent iruits, for whih the resultsare shown in Table 17.9.The property that has to be heked is that the outome of the bit level imple-mentation of the multipliation is always equal to the register level multipliationonstraint. Thus, these instanes are rather equivalene heking problems thanproperty heking problems, sine the task is to show the equivalene of the registertransfer level representation and the hosen bit level implementation.Sine theMultiplier iruits are designed on bit level, all of the struture of themultipliation is already missing. This suggests that almost all of the bene�t of theCIP approah vanishes. The only strutured onstraint in the CIP instane that anbe exploited is the single multipliation that represents the property. The results onthe smaller sized instanes seem to support this onern: SAT is faster in provinginfeasibility than CIP for input registers of up to 9 bits. For the larger registerwidths, however, the situation reverses. With onstraint integer programming, onean solve all of the instanes within two hours, while the SAT solver fails on registerwidths β ≥ 11 for the signed variants and for β ≥ 12 for the unsigned iruits.We onlude from our experiments that applying onstraint integer programmingSAT CIPProperty Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Timeg_hekgpre-A 46 357 16 990 463 851 22.2 2 174 13 359 1 163 14.2g_hekgpre-B 46 916 17 171 1 109 042 57.6 1 616 10 745 2 086 12.3g_hekgpre-C 46 918 17 172 625 296 29.1 1 694 11 046 1 886 15.3g2_hekg2-A 52 305 18 978 � >7200.0 2 293 14 486 15 793 213.9g2_hekg2-B 52 864 19 159 � >7200.0 1 714 11 567 21 346 204.8g2_hekg2-C 52 866 19 160 � >7200.0 1 792 11 868 23 517 257.6g25_hekg25-A � � 0 0.0 4 569 32 604 699 29.7g25_hekg25-B 56 988 20 283 55 112 2.4 2 616 18 636 2 643 22.4g25_hekg25-C 56 994 20 286 54 643 2.5 2 731 19 345 2 632 24.2g3_negres-A 1 745 619 0 0.0 1 359 7 425 0 0.7g3_negres-B 1 744 617 0 0.0 79 656 0 0.0g3_negres-C 1 758 623 0 0.0 82 658 0 0.0gBIG_hekreg1-A 143 263 49 637 1 558 916 287.2 6 816 37 104 3 293 170.7gBIG_hekreg1-B 113 729 39 615 1 275 235 157.3 3 095 17 628 46 7.0gBIG_hekreg1-C 113 729 39 632 1 211 654 159.6 3 255 18 757 68 8.6Table 17.8. Comparison of SAT and CIP on valid Biquad properties.



17.1. Comparison of CIP and SAT 307SAT CIPLayout width Clauses Vars Nodes Time Constrs Vars Nodes Timebooth 2 175 66 18 0.0 107 143 8 0.0signed 3 644 227 142 0.0 269 345 71 0.14 1 116 389 549 0.0 350 464 527 0.95 1 924 663 3 023 0.1 568 742 1 771 3.96 2 687 922 12 689 0.4 675 900 7 586 21.37 3 936 1 343 71 154 3.3 1 002 1 312 17 035 70.18 5 002 1 703 340 372 21.0 1 139 1 514 61 116 318.79 6 654 2 259 1 328 631 135.4 1 556 2 045 56 794 384.210 8 023 2 720 5 877 637 935.1 1 723 2 292 116 383 904.111 10 080 3 411 � >7200.0 2 230 2 933 173 096 1756.212 11 752 3 973 � >7200.0 2 427 3 223 248 437 2883.713 14 216 4 799 � >7200.0 3 024 3 977 355 515 4995.914 16 191 5 462 � >7200.0 3 251 4 310 182 684 3377.9booth 2 137 54 19 0.0 126 162 0 0.0unsigned 3 401 146 102 0.0 209 277 35 0.14 894 315 596 0.0 412 547 239 0.55 1 363 476 2 593 0.1 525 698 1 743 3.56 2 117 732 17 854 0.5 816 1 092 5 218 15.77 2 787 960 66 761 2.5 963 1 279 14 939 51.78 3 808 1 305 341 113 17.9 1 342 1 799 51 710 269.19 4 679 1 600 1 433 711 102.9 1 523 2 024 151 270 911.310 5 965 2 034 6 969 778 879.0 1 988 2 675 133 336 1047.611 7 037 2 396 24 247 606 4360.4 2 203 2 925 231 890 2117.712 8 590 2 919 � >7200.0 2 752 3 706 206 625 2295.113 9 863 3 348 � >7200.0 3 001 3 980 343 227 4403.414 11 685 3 960 � >7200.0 3 636 4 897 421 494 7116.8nonbooth 2 157 58 12 0.0 100 138 0 0.0signed 3 430 155 70 0.0 186 274 12 0.14 980 343 582 0.0 321 485 274 0.55 1 701 588 2 396 0.1 496 763 1 311 2.86 2 605 894 11 785 0.4 711 1 111 4 283 12.87 3 698 1 263 71 370 3.4 966 1 532 8 493 31.28 4 992 1 699 308 925 21.8 1 261 2 030 21 770 100.69 6 481 2 200 1 317 390 134.1 1 596 2 612 44 695 265.910 8 162 2 765 7 186 499 1344.1 1 971 3 273 76 626 569.811 10 035 3 394 � >7200.0 2 386 4 019 75 973 690.812 12 091 4 084 � >7200.0 2 841 4 853 159 132 1873.013 14 336 4 837 � >7200.0 3 336 5 778 153 857 1976.314 16 773 5 654 � >7200.0 3 871 6 797 263 266 4308.9nonbooth 2 0 0 0 0.0 76 110 4 0.0unsigned 3 280 105 49 0.0 167 252 4 0.14 671 240 416 0.0 298 458 105 0.25 1 179 414 2 288 0.0 469 732 675 1.46 1 807 628 10 862 0.3 680 1 076 1 297 3.67 2 567 886 55 718 1.8 931 1 493 6 315 22.48 3 471 1 192 337 873 16.5 1 222 1 986 25 909 111.29 4 507 1 542 1 212 498 83.1 1 553 2 564 39 668 214.010 5 675 1 936 8 198 899 909.6 1 924 3 221 52 252 335.411 6 975 2 374 28 863 978 5621.5 2 335 3 963 128 326 1040.112 8 395 2 852 � >7200.0 2 786 4 793 147 940 1507.513 9 947 3 374 � >7200.0 3 277 5 714 188 797 2347.714 11 631 3 940 � >7200.0 3 808 6 729 294 927 4500.2Table 17.9. Comparison of SAT and CIP on Multiplier instanes (all properties are valid).



308 Computational Resultsdefault no term algebra no irrelevaneProperty width Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Timeneg_�ag 5 395 45 0.8 395 45 0.7 541 46 1.410 1 010 50 3.6 1 010 50 3.5 1 500 58 6.215 2 027 64 11.6 2 027 64 10.9 3 127 57 17.820 3 009 42 36.3 3 009 42 34.3 4 885 32 42.525 4 424 107 81.8 4 424 107 78.2 7 787 61 84.930 6 900 53 136.6 6 900 53 133.2 11 228 90 152.635 10 214 35 218.4 10 214 35 210.2 15 788 83 267.440 11 690 55 383.5 11 690 55 369.1 20 291 117 353.0zero_�ag 5 579 54 2.3 579 54 2.2 501 27 2.410 312 28 0.6 312 28 0.6 1 131 8 7.515 383 37 1.6 383 37 1.5 2 458 23 31.420 489 26 4.0 489 26 3.3 4 367 14 87.125 695 78 6.2 695 78 6.0 7 814 15 127.530 794 73 10.7 794 73 10.3 11 136 46 235.435 787 63 15.6 787 63 15.0 14 616 24 503.540 20 699 185 379.7 20 699 185 373.4 20 036 277 423.7Table 17.10. Evaluation of problem spei� presolving tehniques on valid ALU properties.on the gate level representation of the iruit an indeed yield signi�ant performaneimprovements for proving the validity of properties ompared to the urrent state-of-the-art SAT approah. For invalid properties, however, SAT solvers are usuallymuh faster in �nding a ounter-example. Therefore, we suggest to ombine the twotehniques, for example by �rst running a SAT solver for some limited time, andswithing to CIP if one gets the impression that the property is valid.17.2 Problem Speifi PresolvingIn this setion we evaluate the ontribution of the problem spei� presolving meth-ods to the overall suess of the CIP approah, namely the term algebra preproessingof Setion 15.1 and the irrelevane detetion of Setion 15.2. In order to assess theimpat of the two tehniques, we ompare the default parameter settings to settingsin whih the respetive presolving method is disabled. Interesting omparison valuesare the sizes of the instanes after presolving and the nodes and time needed to �nda ounter-example or to prove the validity of the property. In order to retain thestruture of the funtion graph, see Setion 13.2, satis�ed and irrelevant onstraintsare only disabled instead of being ompletely removed from the presolved probleminstanes. Therefore, the e�et of presolving an only be seen in the number ofremaining variables, and we omit the number of onstraints in the tables.The results on the invalid properties and the valid muls property for the ALUiruit do not di�er from the default settings if any of the problem spei� presolvingmethods is disabled. For the neg_flag and zero_flag properties, however, somedi�erenes an be observed as shown in Table 17.10. The term algebra preproessingdoes not �nd any redutions, suh that its deativation saves a few seonds. Inontrast, the irrelevane detetion an simplify the presolved model signi�antly,whih usually leads to a redution in the runtime. This is most prominent for thezero_flag property, for whih the irrelevane detetion an redue the number ofvariables to a few hundreds, while there remain thousands of variables in the largerinstanes if irrelevane detetion is disabled.The results on the 40-bit version of the zero_flag property shed some light onthe abnormal behavior in the default settings. We already explained in the previous



17.2. Problem Speifi Presolving 309default no term algebra no irrelevaneProperty width Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time#7 5 � 0 0.0 317 41 0.1 � 0 0.010 � 0 0.1 543 40 0.1 � 0 0.115 � 0 0.1 767 41 0.1 � 0 0.120 � 0 0.1 1 039 98 0.2 � 0 0.125 � 0 0.1 1 264 161 0.2 � 0 0.130 � 0 0.1 1 489 188 0.3 � 0 0.135 � 0 0.1 1 760 462 0.7 � 0 0.140 � 0 0.2 1 985 304 0.6 � 0 0.2#9 5 � 0 0.0 333 82 0.1 � 0 0.010 � 0 0.1 569 72 0.1 � 0 0.015 � 0 0.1 806 98 0.1 � 0 0.120 � 0 0.1 1 085 408 0.4 � 0 0.125 � 0 0.1 1 320 231 0.3 � 0 0.130 � 0 0.1 1 555 289 0.4 � 0 0.135 � 0 0.2 1 836 643 1.0 � 0 0.240 � 0 0.2 2 071 1 121 1.8 � 0 0.2Table 17.11. Evaluation of problem spei� presolving tehniques on valid PipeAdder properties.setion that this is due to very �bad luk� in probing: for some reason, probing doesnot �nd the neessary �xings that enable the irrelevane deetion to disard largeparts of the iruit. The behavior on all other zero_flag instanes, inluding theones for up to 39 bits whih are not shown in the table, is similar to the 5 to 35-bitvariants.For the invalid PipeAdder iruit, there are almost no di�erenes in the resultsif the presolving tehniques are disabled. The same holds for the valid properties#6 and #10. As an be seen in Table 17.11, the term algebra preproessing has,however, a notieable impat on properties #7 and #9, sine it is able to prove theirvalidity during presolving. Without term algebra preproessing, we have to revertto branhing. Nevertheless, all of the instanes an still be solved in less than 2seonds.The situation hanges for the PipeMult iruit. For the invalid properties shownin Table 17.12, irrelevane detetion is able to remove about 10% of the variablesfrom the problem instanes, whih improves the performane for property #4, whileit does not seem to have a lear impat on the other two properties. The termalgebra preproessing is not able to �nd redutions on the invalid properties.In ontrast, term algebra preproessing is able to prove the validity of the validPipeMult properties, but without this tehnique, properties #7 and #9 beomeintratable for register widths β ≥ 15, as an be seen in Table 17.13. Note, however,that CIP still performs better than SAT solvers: the latter annot even solve the10-bit instanes of these properties within the time limit.Table 17.14 shows the impat of the two presolving tehniques on the invalidproperties of the Biquad iruit. The term algebra preproessing is able to removea very small fration of the variables in the g3_hekgfail instanes, but this re-dution does not ompensate for the runtime osts of the presolving method. Inontrast, irrelevane detetion removes about half of the variables, whih leads to aonsiderable performane improvement. For the g3_hekreg1 and g3_xtoxmdelayproperties, there is almost no di�erene in the presolved model sizes and the run-times. Therefore, they are not inluded in the table.The valid g3_negres property of the Biquad iruit is again una�eted by thedisabling of the two presolving methods. The di�erenes for the remaining validproperties are shown in Table 17.15. As an be seen, term algebra preproessing



310 Computational Resultsdefault no term algebra no irrelevaneProperty width Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time#4 5 553 11 0.5 553 11 0.5 498 16 0.610 1 493 21 2.8 1 493 21 2.7 1 591 17 2.915 2 879 42 6.2 2 879 42 6.3 3 187 42 7.820 4 806 28 11.1 4 806 28 11.0 5 435 29 14.425 7 241 61 23.1 7 241 61 23.1 8 370 39 23.830 10 058 38 33.0 10 058 38 32.9 11 649 38 40.435 13 727 120 6.3 13 727 120 6.3 15 665 21 50.440 17 534 90 7.3 17 534 90 7.4 20 257 21 66.1#5 5 937 16 1.1 937 16 1.1 920 12 1.010 2 947 25 5.4 2 947 25 5.5 3 083 25 5.715 6 092 33 15.0 6 092 33 15.0 6 375 33 16.420 10 375 42 32.5 10 375 42 32.5 10 950 168 30.725 15 828 85 52.0 15 828 85 52.2 16 899 42 52.230 22 058 75 92.0 22 058 75 92.0 23 613 249 90.535 30 378 44 55.1 30 378 44 55.5 32 087 42 136.640 38 503 422 125.2 38 503 422 125.7 41 918 426 94.5#8 5 789 51 1.2 789 51 1.2 814 66 1.310 2 593 133 8.1 2 593 133 8.1 2 757 143 6.715 5 481 55 19.8 5 481 55 19.9 5 847 55 19.720 9 399 154 43.1 9 399 154 43.3 10 025 180 45.925 14 457 279 45.5 14 457 279 45.5 15 468 69 70.130 19 955 73 89.9 19 955 73 91.0 21 708 72 77.635 27 088 92 118.9 27 088 92 119.3 29 375 56 109.440 34 849 42 91.4 34 849 42 92.2 37 843 42 123.1Table 17.12. Evaluation of problem spei� presolving tehniques on invalid PipeMult properties.default no term algebra no irrelevaneProperty width Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time#7 5 � 0 0.1 833 2 630 8.2 � 0 0.110 � 0 0.2 2 713 337 950 2827.1 � 0 0.215 � 0 0.5 5 379 >272 513 >7200.0 � 0 0.620 � 0 1.0 9 513 >212 561 >7200.0 � 0 1.225 � 0 1.8 14 368 >93 410 >7200.0 � 0 2.230 � 0 2.9 20 351 >111 827 >7200.0 � 0 3.535 � 0 4.8 27 666 >66 407 >7200.0 � 0 5.840 � 0 6.8 35 436 >38 825 >7200.0 � 0 8.4#9 5 � 0 0.1 1 628 16 069 92.8 � 0 0.110 � 0 0.5 4 983 77 120 1258.9 � 0 0.615 � 0 1.6 10 740 >138 788 >7200.0 � 0 1.820 � 0 3.5 17 855 >101 771 >7200.0 � 0 3.925 � 0 7.1 27 755 >85 969 >7200.0 � 0 7.930 � 0 11.6 40 295 >75 138 >7200.0 � 0 12.935 � 0 19.8 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ � 0 21.740 � 0 27.9 69 912 >34 364 >7200.0 � 0 31.2Table 17.13. Evaluation of problem spei� presolving tehniques on valid PipeMult properties.Note that the run for property #9 with 35-bit registers in the �no bitarith term� setting failed dueto a bug in the solver whih aused a segmentation fault.default no term algebra no irrelevaneProperty Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Timeg3_hekgfail-A 33 775 504 290.0 35 753 55 268.0 71 640 4 495 1705.7g3_hekgfail-B 12 365 236 29.2 12 569 376 16.9 23 564 136 205.7g3_hekgfail-C 12 382 150 50.2 12 517 149 45.6 23 567 189 208.5Table 17.14. Evaluation of problem spei� presolving tehniques on invalid Biquad properties.



17.3. Probing 311default no term algebra no irrelevaneProperty Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Timeg_hekgpre-A 4 819 1 163 14.2 4 821 1 409 14.7 9 419 3 314 83.9g_hekgpre-B 3 400 2 086 12.3 3 410 1 718 11.2 7 660 2 409 57.4g_hekgpre-C 3 698 1 886 15.3 3 787 1 260 9.1 8 264 1 375 46.9g2_hekg2-A 7 285 15 793 213.9 7 296 15 109 216.5 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆g2_hekg2-B 4 722 21 346 204.8 4 753 11 207 116.4 8 351 28 713 495.6g2_hekg2-C 4 997 23 517 257.6 5 072 29 710 275.8 8 957 13 411 242.9g25_hekg25-A 9 410 699 29.7 9 502 835 29.3 20 974 2 715 159.1g25_hekg25-B 5 187 2 643 22.4 5 238 1 279 13.6 8 834 1 981 56.1g25_hekg25-C 5 313 2 632 24.2 5 376 850 11.8 8 908 2 422 63.8gBIG_hekreg1-A 13 264 3 293 170.7 13 393 4 728 181.9 31 683 446 289.6gBIG_hekreg1-B 5 837 46 7.0 5 929 44 6.4 14 511 821 122.1gBIG_hekreg1-C 6 271 68 8.6 6 418 47 7.5 15 113 1 045 135.6Table 17.15. Evaluation of problem spei� presolving tehniques on valid Biquad properties.Note that the run for property g2_hekg2-A in the �no irrelevane� setting failed due to a bug inthe solver whih aused a segmentation fault.exhibits the same behavior as for the invalid properties: it produes only a verysmall number of variable redutions and is therefore not worth its runtime osts. Onthe other hand, irrelevane detetion is again a very useful tehnique. It removesaround half of the variables and improves the overall performane signi�antly.As a �nal test to evaluate the impat of the two problem spei� presolvingtehniques, we performed benhmarks on the Multiplier test set. It turned outthat the di�erenes in the presolved model sizes and in the performane are verymarginal. Therefore, we omit the tables and the disussion of the results.17.3 ProbingProbing is a generally appliable presolving tehnique that tentatively �xes the bi-nary variables of the CIP problem instane to zero and one and evaluates the de-dutions that are produed by subsequent domain propagation. See Setion 10.6 fora more detailed explanation.Sine some of the domain propagation algorithms inluded in the hip veri�ationonstraint handlers are quite expensive, probing itself is a rather time-onsumingmethod. In this setion, we want to investigate whether the expenses to applyprobing pay o� with respet to the overall runtime. We ompare the default settingsin whih probing is ativated to an alternative parameter set that disables probing.For the invalid ALU properties, there are almost no di�erenes. With and with-out probing, the instanes an be solved in virtually no time. The same holds for thevalid muls property of the iruit. In ontrast, there are signi�ant di�erenes for theneg_flag and zero_flag properties, as an be seen in Table 17.16: although prob-ing, in ombination with irrelevane detetion, an signi�antly redue the sizes ofthe problem instanes, it is way too expensive to yield an improvement in the overallruntime performane. Without probing, the instanes, in partiular the neg_flaginstanes, are solved in a fration of the time that is needed for probing.Compared to SAT, the results on the neg_flag properties emphasize the bene�tsof the CIP approah even more than the numbers presented in Setion 17.1: our CIPsolver without probing solves the 40-bit instane in less than 4 seonds, while theSAT solver annot even solve the 15-bit instane within the time limit of 2 hours.The benhmark tests on the PipeAdder iruit do not show a signi�ant dif-ferene if probing is disabled. There are no di�erenes on the valid properties, and



312 Computational Resultsdefault no probingProperty width Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Timeneg_�ag 5 395 45 0.8 751 37 0.110 1 010 50 3.6 2 007 55 0.215 2 027 64 11.6 3 956 40 0.220 3 009 42 36.3 6 638 39 0.525 4 424 107 81.8 10 013 49 0.830 6 900 53 136.6 13 955 79 1.735 10 214 35 218.4 18 738 69 2.340 11 690 55 383.5 24 147 64 3.9zero_�ag 5 579 54 2.3 792 54 0.110 312 28 0.6 2 084 173 0.515 383 37 1.6 4 068 66 0.320 489 26 4.0 6 795 256 2.025 695 78 6.2 10 206 94 1.430 794 73 10.7 14 183 113 2.635 787 63 15.6 19 011 136 3.540 20 699 185 379.7 24 456 211 9.3Table 17.16. Impat of probing on valid ALU properties.also without probing, ounter-examples to the invalid properties an be found in lessthan a seond. The tables with the benhmark results are omitted.For the PipeMult test set, the situation is di�erent, as an be seen in Ta-bles 17.17 and 17.18. In both ases, one an observe the same behavior as for theALU instanes: probing turns out to be a waste of time, although the number ofvariables for the invalid properties an be slightly redued in most of the ases.Tables 17.19 and 17.20 show the results on the Biquad iruits. There are nodi�erenes assoiated to probing on the valid g3_negres property, whih is why itis missing in Table 17.20.Our previous poor impression of probing arries forward to the invalid Biquadproperties: Table 17.19 learly shows that probing deteriorates the performane. Onthe other hand, the results of Table 17.20 are muh more promising. In partiularfor the g_hekpre instanes, the redution in the problem size obtained by probingdereases the runtime approximately by 60 to 80%. Another large performaneimprovement an be observed for gBIG_hekreg1-A, but there are other instanes,for example g2_hekg2-B and g25_hekg25-B, that show a deterioration.Our �nal benhmarks on the Multiplier iruit onveys a better impression ofprobing. As an be seen in Table 17.21, disabling probing yields almost onsistentlyan inrease in the runtime. In partiular, three of the instanes annot be solvedanymore within the time limit. An explanation is that due to the large node ounts,the time spent on probing beomes a relatively small portion of the overall time.Additionally, these instanes ontain only one onstraint, namely the multipliationin the property part of the model, that features an expensive domain propagationalgorithm. Therefore, probing is, ompared to the size of the instane, relativelyheap.We onlude from the benhmark results of this setion that it may be better todisable probing in our CIP based hip design veri�ation algorithm. The results onthe valid Biquad andMultiplier instanes, however, are in favor of this presolvingtehnique. Overall, a better strategy is needed to ontrol the e�ort whih is spenton probing.



17.3. Probing 313default no probingProperty width Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time#1 5 849 6 0.3 959 34 0.110 2 050 28 0.6 2 174 37 0.115 3 745 6 0.7 3 854 56 0.320 6 085 6 1.6 6 218 56 0.425 8 905 6 2.3 9 058 54 0.630 12 088 6 4.7 12 288 43 0.735 16 050 6 7.7 16 276 76 1.640 20 495 7 10.5 20 741 53 1.3#2 5 869 15 0.2 922 23 0.110 2 050 21 2.2 2 137 34 0.115 3 746 45 1.2 3 817 29 0.220 6 104 42 2.8 6 181 59 0.525 8 946 39 3.5 9 021 61 0.730 12 178 32 4.6 12 251 52 0.735 16 167 82 7.7 16 239 52 0.940 20 629 43 9.4 20 704 52 1.1#3 5 1 029 15 0.7 1 123 18 0.010 2 708 15 3.0 2 801 35 0.115 5 135 33 2.6 5 225 22 0.220 8 481 20 9.3 8 561 59 0.625 12 622 20 13.5 12 703 53 0.730 17 298 36 20.4 17 392 53 0.935 23 123 45 21.8 23 217 64 1.640 29 570 46 28.8 29 665 25 1.0#4 5 553 11 0.5 579 20 0.010 1 493 21 2.8 1 566 12 0.115 2 879 42 6.2 3 019 33 0.220 4 806 28 11.1 4 984 54 0.525 7 241 61 23.1 7 460 73 0.930 10 058 38 33.0 10 249 38 0.735 13 727 120 6.3 13 727 34 0.840 17 534 90 7.3 17 534 33 1.0#5 5 937 16 1.1 1 044 26 0.110 2 947 25 5.4 3 134 31 0.215 6 092 33 15.0 6 346 40 0.420 10 375 42 32.5 10 646 34 0.625 15 828 85 52.0 16 228 33 0.830 22 058 75 92.0 22 515 72 2.235 30 378 44 55.1 30 382 33 1.440 38 503 422 125.2 38 982 33 1.8#8 5 789 51 1.2 975 21 0.110 2 593 133 8.1 2 888 132 0.615 5 481 55 19.8 5 829 21 0.320 9 399 154 43.1 9 736 61 1.025 14 457 279 45.5 14 816 66 1.530 19 955 73 89.9 20 523 49 1.735 27 088 92 118.9 27 671 25 1.340 34 849 42 91.4 35 444 25 1.7Table 17.17. Impat of probing on invalid PipeMult properties.



314 Computational Resultsdefault no probingProperty width Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Time#7 5 � 0 0.1 � 0 0.010 � 0 0.2 � 0 0.115 � 0 0.5 � 0 0.120 � 0 1.0 � 0 0.225 � 0 1.8 � 0 0.330 � 0 2.9 � 0 0.535 � 0 4.8 � 0 0.640 � 0 6.8 � 0 0.8#9 5 � 0 0.1 � 0 0.110 � 0 0.5 � 0 0.115 � 0 1.6 � 0 0.220 � 0 3.5 � 0 0.425 � 0 7.1 � 0 0.730 � 0 11.6 � 0 0.935 � 0 19.8 � 0 1.240 � 0 27.9 � 0 1.6Table 17.18. Impat of probing on valid PipeMult properties.
default no probingProperty Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Timeg3_hekreg1-A 1 164 6 1.2 1 185 8 0.1g3_hekreg1-B 661 25 0.9 679 19 0.0g3_hekreg1-C 661 25 0.9 679 22 0.0g3_xtoxmdelay-A 1 243 37 0.5 1 253 38 0.4g3_xtoxmdelay-B 248 31 0.1 253 17 0.0g3_xtoxmdelay-C 248 31 0.1 253 15 0.0g3_hekgfail-A 33 775 504 290.0 34 311 66 95.4g3_hekgfail-B 12 365 236 29.2 12 595 79 4.9g3_hekgfail-C 12 382 150 50.2 12 631 72 5.0Table 17.19. Impat of probing on invalid Biquad properties.
default no probingProperty Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Timeg_hekgpre-A 4 819 1 163 14.2 5 553 5 952 60.5g_hekgpre-B 3 400 2 086 12.3 4 115 7 383 57.9g_hekgpre-C 3 698 1 886 15.3 4 413 6 029 45.3g2_hekg2-A 7 285 15 793 213.9 7 724 17 004 216.5g2_hekg2-B 4 722 21 346 204.8 5 119 7 320 52.9g2_hekg2-C 4 997 23 517 257.6 5 397 29 385 285.7g25_hekg25-A 9 410 699 29.7 9 709 1 043 22.0g25_hekg25-B 5 187 2 643 22.4 5 361 894 7.8g25_hekg25-C 5 313 2 632 24.2 5 487 2 515 18.5gBIG_hekreg1-A 13 264 3 293 170.7 14 919 13 372 418.0gBIG_hekreg1-B 5 837 46 7.0 6 083 68 2.8gBIG_hekreg1-C 6 271 68 8.6 6 516 105 3.2Table 17.20. Impat of probing on valid Biquad properties.



17.3. Probing 315default no probingProperty width Vars Nodes Time Vars Nodes Timebooth 2 37 8 0.0 72 41 0.0signed 3 126 71 0.1 177 180 0.24 202 527 0.9 265 789 1.15 352 1 771 3.9 446 2 378 5.06 460 7 586 21.3 581 7 779 23.97 669 17 035 70.1 832 19 244 76.58 806 61 116 318.7 1 013 43 452 230.69 1 224 56 794 384.2 1 365 64 564 431.510 1 432 116 383 904.1 1 596 248 085 1898.211 1 799 173 096 1756.2 1 999 268 999 2932.812 2 045 248 437 2883.7 2 276 402 279 4444.013 2 502 355 515 4995.9 2 780 402 389 6191.614 2 790 182 684 3377.9 3 105 309 863 5270.3booth 2 � 0 0.0 67 31 0.0unsigned 3 101 35 0.1 129 149 0.14 224 239 0.5 260 749 0.95 336 1 743 3.5 356 1 519 2.66 516 5 218 15.7 552 8 864 26.47 651 14 939 51.7 683 14 904 52.08 886 51 710 269.1 942 56 758 275.39 1 075 151 270 911.3 1 125 171 556 995.510 1 376 133 336 1047.6 1 450 140 821 1113.811 1 582 231 890 2117.7 1 652 171 404 1550.812 1 941 206 625 2295.1 2 041 323 834 3630.913 2 179 343 227 4403.4 2 274 >532 643 >7200.014 2 601 421 494 7116.8 2 732 >426 186 >7200.0nonbooth 2 � 0 0.0 70 23 0.0signed 3 63 12 0.1 144 100 0.14 174 274 0.5 259 457 0.55 296 1 311 2.8 421 2 564 4.56 441 4 283 12.8 610 6 081 15.07 609 8 493 31.2 835 26 652 95.38 802 21 770 100.6 1 096 53 957 240.79 1 172 44 695 265.9 1 420 106 346 625.110 1 455 76 626 569.8 1 757 115 635 893.811 1 767 75 973 690.8 2 130 141 005 1222.812 2 107 159 132 1873.0 2 539 230 977 2585.313 2 503 153 857 1976.3 3 011 393 617 5236.114 2 903 263 266 4308.9 3 494 405 893 6706.1nonbooth 2 28 4 0.0 47 12 0.0unsigned 3 40 4 0.1 114 98 0.14 160 105 0.2 217 298 0.35 294 675 1.4 344 1 509 2.76 439 1 297 3.6 510 3 885 9.07 601 6 315 22.4 696 21 230 75.88 799 25 909 111.2 925 82 398 423.59 1 024 39 668 214.0 1 187 117 653 601.710 1 291 52 252 335.4 1 482 152 011 1004.911 1 557 128 326 1040.1 1 787 162 844 1333.712 1 871 147 940 1507.5 2 146 436 984 4105.913 2 183 188 797 2347.7 2 506 436 908 4834.414 2 558 294 927 4500.2 2 934 >517 781 >7200.0Table 17.21. Impat of probing on verifying the Multiplier iruit.



316 Computational Resultsdefault no on�it analysisProperty width Nodes Time Nodes Timeneg_�ag 5 45 0.8 309 0.910 50 3.6 619 4.115 64 11.6 597 11.720 42 36.3 939 36.925 107 81.8 573 80.930 53 136.6 885 139.035 35 218.4 1 665 225.540 55 383.5 1 991 387.3zero_�ag 5 54 2.3 141 2.310 28 0.6 45 0.715 37 1.6 83 1.620 26 4.0 57 3.325 78 6.2 185 6.230 73 10.7 197 10.635 63 15.6 129 15.140 185 379.7 2 715 421.4Table 17.22. Impat of on�it analysis on valid ALU properties.17.4 Conflit AnalysisCon�it analysis is a tehnique to analyze infeasible subproblems that are enoun-tered during the branh-and-bound searh. It an produe additional valid on-straints that an be used later in the solving proess to prune the searh tree.Con�it analysis has originated in the SAT ommunity and is partiularly suitedfor proving the infeasibility of a problem instane. Chapter 11 explains how on�itanalysis an be generalized to mixed integer programming, whih easily extends toonstraint integer programming.In order to use on�it analysis for arbitrary onstraints, eah onstraint handlerhas to implement a so-alled reverse propagation method. This method has to pro-vide the �reasons� for a dedution that the onstraint handler's domain propagationmethod has produed earlier during the searh, ompare Setion 11.1. Given therather omplex domain propagation algorithms of our hip veri�ation onstrainthandlers, this is not an easy task. Nevertheless, we equipped the onstraint handlerswith the neessary algorithms suh that almost all of the possible propagations anbe �reverse propagated�.In this setion, we evaluate the impat of on�it analysis on solving propertyheking problems. Sine ounter-examples to the invalid ALU properties an befound in at most 4 branh-and-bound nodes, on�it analysis does not have anyin�uene on these instanes. The same holds for all instanes that an already besolved in the presolving stage, whih inludes the muls property of the ALU iruit.The results for the remaining two valid ALU instanes are shown in Table 17.22.It turns out that the number of branhing nodes needed to prove the infeasibilityof the instanes gets signi�antly larger if on�it analysis is disabled. This doesnot, however, inrease the runtime by a signi�ant amount. In fat, almost all ofthe runtime is spent in presolving, suh that the time that an be saved by on�itanalysis is very limited.Similar to the invalid ALU instanes, �nding ounter-examples for the invalidPipeAdder and PipeMult properties is so easy that on�it analysis annot yieldsigni�ant performane improvements. The orretness of the valid properties ofthese iruits is already shown in presolving. Therefore, we skip the tables with thePipeAdder and PipeMult results.



17.4. Conflit Analysis 317default no on�it analysisProperty Nodes Time Nodes Timeg_hekgpre-A 1 163 14.2 >2023338 >7200.0g_hekgpre-B 2 086 12.3 >2864290 >7200.0g_hekgpre-C 1 886 15.3 1558967 4398.1g2_hekg2-A 15 793 213.9 >1097670 >7200.0g2_hekg2-B 21 346 204.8 >1842786 >7200.0g2_hekg2-C 23 517 257.6 >1808079 >7200.0g25_hekg25-A 699 29.7 109175 662.5g25_hekg25-B 2 643 22.4 34397 143.4g25_hekg25-C 2 632 24.2 39845 162.7gBIG_hekreg1-A 3 293 170.7 >486990 >7200.0gBIG_hekreg1-B 46 7.0 653 9.7gBIG_hekreg1-C 68 8.6 465 10.3Table 17.23. Impat of on�it analysis on valid Biquad properties.For the invalid Biquad properties, on�it analysis yields only minor improve-ments. The only noteworthy result is the one on the g3_hekgfail-A instane: inthe default settings, a ounter-example an be found in 504 nodes and 290.0 seonds.Disabling on�it analysis deteriorates the performane, suh that 2612 nodes and357.4 seonds are needed.The results for the valid Biquad properties are shown in Table 17.23. Here,the bene�t of inluding on�it analysis beomes learly evident: using the defaultsettings, all of the instanes an be solved in a few minutes while six of them beomeintratable if on�it analysis is disabled.A similar onlusion an be derived from the results on the Multiplier iruit,whih are given in Table 17.24. While in default settings all instanes an be solvedwithin two hours, without on�it analysis the solver hits the time limit if the widthof the input registers beomes larger or equal to β = 10. Note that for both, thevalid Biquad properties and the Multiplier iruit, there is not a single instanethat an be solved without on�it analysis in less time or with a fewer number ofbranhing nodes than in the default settings.We onlude from our experiments, that on�it analysis is a very importanttool to prove the validity of properties for more omplex iruits. Having alreadyprodued a notieable performane improvement for mixed integer programming,see the omputational results of Setion 11.3, on�it analysis is an indispensableingredient of our CIP based hip design veri�ation solver.



318 Computational Resultsdefault no on�it analysisProperty width Nodes Time Nodes Timebooth 2 8 0.0 9 0.0signed 3 71 0.1 83 0.14 527 0.9 1 603 1.45 1 771 3.9 5 581 6.16 7 586 21.3 23 717 34.17 17 035 70.1 101 119 181.38 61 116 318.7 499 117 1129.79 56 794 384.2 1 435 175 4322.210 116 383 904.1 >2 080 575 >7200.011 173 096 1756.2 >1 712 966 >7200.012 248 437 2883.7 >1 298 920 >7200.013 355 515 4995.9 >1 146 821 >7200.014 182 684 3377.9 > 729 553 >7200.0booth 2 0 0.0 0 0.0unsigned 3 35 0.1 55 0.14 239 0.5 477 0.65 1 743 3.5 5 821 6.26 5 218 15.7 21 389 31.17 14 939 51.7 96 173 151.28 51 710 269.1 384 581 858.59 151 270 911.3 1 811 671 4469.610 133 336 1047.6 >2 005 291 >7200.011 231 890 2117.7 >1 964 676 >7200.012 206 625 2295.1 >1 266 363 >7200.013 343 227 4403.4 >1 232 579 >7200.014 421 494 7116.8 > 834 663 >7200.0nonbooth 2 0 0.0 0 0.0signed 3 12 0.1 25 0.14 274 0.5 563 0.65 1 311 2.8 3 273 3.66 4 283 12.8 16 951 22.87 8 493 31.2 74 541 124.58 21 770 100.6 298 209 640.39 44 695 265.9 1 044 537 3014.910 76 626 569.8 >2 048 638 >7200.011 75 973 690.8 >1 491 337 >7200.012 159 132 1873.0 >1 075 690 >7200.013 153 857 1976.3 >1 026 471 >7200.014 263 266 4308.9 > 675 644 >7200.0nonbooth 2 4 0.0 5 0.0unsigned 3 4 0.1 5 0.14 105 0.2 237 0.35 675 1.4 2 535 2.56 1 297 3.6 12 341 15.77 6 315 22.4 67 581 96.68 25 909 111.2 247 323 459.29 39 668 214.0 1 082 421 2691.310 52 252 335.4 >2 421 634 >7200.011 128 326 1040.1 >1 776 217 >7200.012 147 940 1507.5 >1 348 860 >7200.013 188 797 2347.7 >1 074 452 >7200.014 294 927 4500.2 > 937 928 >7200.0Table 17.24. Impat of on�it analysis on verifying the Multiplier iruit.



Appendix AComputational EnvironmentIn the following we haraterize the omputational infrastruture and the environ-ment under whih our omputational experiments have been onduted. Afterwards,we desribe the various test sets on whih the omputations have been performed.A.1 Computational InfrastrutureAll benhmark runs have been exeuted on Dell Preision 370 desktop PCs with2 GB RAM and a 3.8 GHz Intel Pentium 4 CPU with 1 MB seond-level ahe.They have been distributed to eight equivalent mahines. We used Suse Linux 10.2as operating system and G 4.1.2 with the -O3 optimizer option to ompile thesoure ode.All timings are reported in CPU seonds. As time measurements, in partiularfor hyperthreading CPUs, are very dependent on the CPU load aused by otherproesses running in the bakground, the author did his best to run the tests onlyon unloaded mahines and to rerun suspiious benhmarks. Small variations in theruntime, however, annot be avoided. Our experiene for the reported mean valuesis that di�erenes of up to 2% in the average runtime an be attributed to variationsin the timing.For the MIP benhmarks, we used a time limit of one hour, while we allowed twohour runs on the hip veri�ation test sets. If the time limit was hit, we treat thetime limit and the urrent number of proessed nodes as the resulting benhmarkvalues. Thus, we pretend that the instane was solved at this moment. Note thatthis provides an advantage to the runs in whih the time limit was hit, sine theaounted values are smaller than the atual time and number of nodes neededto solve the respetive instanes. On the other hand, it has the bene�t that thein�uene on the overall statistis due to a failure on a single instane is limited.We imposed a memory limit of 1.5 GB in order to avoid swapping. If the memorylimit was hit, we treat the run as if it hit the time limit. The aounted number ofnodes is saled aordingly, as if the nodes per time ratio stayed onstant throughoutthe solving proess. An exess of the memory limit happened only very infrequentlyin our omputations. In total, only 180 out of the 28060 MIP runs have beenaborted due to the memory limit, most of them for the mik test set, in partiularwith random branhing , most infeasible branhing , least infeasible branhing , andinferene branhing . All of the hip veri�ation runs stayed within the memorylimit.We used two uno�ial versions of SCIP in the benhmark runs that the authorwill make available on request. For the MIP benhmarks, we employed SCIP 0.90f,while the hip veri�ation benhmarks have been onduted using SCIP 0.90i asCIP framework. SCIP 0.90i is the more reent version of the two. It is very similarto version 1.0, whih will be published shortly after this thesis. We linked SCIP toCplex 10.0.1 [118℄ in order to solve the underlying LP relaxations.319



320 Computational Environmenttest set type size problem lass ref originmiplib mixed 30 mixed [6℄ http://miplib.zib.deoral mixed 38 mixed [145℄ http://oral.ie.lehigh.edu/mip-instanes/milp mixed 37 mixed http://plato.asu.edu/ftp/milp/enlight IP 7 ombinatorial game http://miplib.zib.de/ontrib/AdrianZymolka/alu IP 25 infeasible hip veri�ation [1℄ http://miplib.zib.de/ontrib/ALU/ftp MBP 16 �xed harge transportation [106℄ http://plato.asu.edu/ftp/ftp/a BP 7 sports sheduling [173℄ http://www.ps.uni-sb.de/~walser/a/a.htmlf MBP 20 �xed harge netfork �ow [22℄ http://www.ieor.berkeley.edu/~atamturk/data/arset IP/MIP 23 apaitated network design [25℄ http://www.ieor.berkeley.edu/~atamturk/data/mik MIP 41 mixed integer knapsak [23℄ http://www.ieor.berkeley.edu/~atamturk/data/Table A.1. Mixed integer programming test sets.For reasons of omparison, we also solved the MIP instanes with Cplex 10.0.1as stand-alone MIP solver. We used default settings, exept that we set the gapdependent abort riteria to mipgap = 0 and absmipgap = 10−9, whih are theorresponding values in SCIP.A.2 Mixed Integer Programming Test SetIn order to evaluate the impat of the various algorithms related to MIP solvingby omputational experiments, we olleted several publily available MIP instanesfrom the web. Table A.1 gives an overview of these test sets.Overall, we olleted 575 instanes, from whih we seleted subsets of the sizesgiven in the table using the following proedure:1. First, we ran Cplex 10.0.1 and SCIP 0.82d with and without on�it analysison all of the instanes. If none of the two solvers ould solve the instanewithin one hour CPU time, we disarded the instane.2. As the oral and milp test set share some instanes, we removed the dupli-ates from oral.3. From the remaining oral test set, we removed instanes that an be solvedwithin 10 seonds by both, Cplex and SCIP 0.82d in default settings. Then,we sorted the instanes by non-dereasing Cplex time and removed everyseond instane.4. From the alu test set, we removed the _3, _4, _5, and _9 instanes sinethey are trivial. Furthermore, we only used the instanes that model iruitswith register widths of at most 8 bits, beause the instanes for larger registerwidths are too di�ult in terms of numeris.5. From the mik test set, we removed instanes that an be solved within 10seonds by both, Cplex and SCIP 0.82d in default settings.This proedure left a total of 244 instanes with the sizes of the individual test setsshown in Table A.1.

http://miplib.zib.de
http://coral.ie.lehigh.edu/mip-instances/
http://plato.asu.edu/ftp/milp/
http://miplib.zib.de/contrib/AdrianZymolka/
http://miplib.zib.de/contrib/ALU/
http://plato.asu.edu/ftp/fctp/
http://www.ps.uni-sb.de/~walser/acc/acc.html
http://www.ieor.berkeley.edu/~atamturk/data/
http://www.ieor.berkeley.edu/~atamturk/data/
http://www.ieor.berkeley.edu/~atamturk/data/


A.3. Computing Averages 321A.3 Computing AveragesSine we onsider a large number of MIP instanes in our benhmark tests, it isunpratial to show the results for all of the individual instanes. Additionally, inorder to ompare di�erent solvers or parameter settings, it is onvenient to subsumethe timings and node ounts for the instanes of a single test set by alulating anaverage value. One has to keep in mind, however, that it is important how theaverage values are de�ned.Let v1, . . . , vk ∈ R≥0 be non-negative values, for example the times or nodeounts for the individual instanes of a test set. We onsider three di�erent types ofaverages: the geometri mean
γ(v1, . . . , vk) =

( k∏

i=1

max{vi, 1}
) 1

k

,the shifted geometri mean
γs(v1, . . . , vk) =

( k∏

i=1

max{vi + s, 1}
) 1

k

− swith s ∈ R≥0, and the arithmeti mean
∅(v1, . . . , vk) =

1

k

k∑

i=1

vi.We set the shifting parameter s in the shifted geometri mean to s = 10 for the timeand s = 100 for the node ounts.For a set of benhmark results, the above mean values di�er onsiderably if thesales of the individual values vi are divers. This is illustrated in the followingexample:Example A.1 (mean value alulation). Consider two di�erent settings A and Bthat have been applied on the same test set onsisting of 10 instanes. The instanesin the test set are of varying di�ulty. Setting A usually needs 10% fewer nodesthan B, but there are two outliers.setting n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10A 100 10 50 100 500 1 000 5 000 10 000 50 000 500 000B 1 11 55 110 550 1 100 5 500 11 000 55 000 1 000 000ratio B/A 0.01 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.0Table A.2. Hypothetial node ounts for two settings applied on a test set with 10 instanes.Assume that we have observed the node ounts given in Table A.2. Then, themean values for these node ounts using s = 100 are approximately as follows:geometri mean: γ(A) = 1120.7, γ(B) = 817.9,
γ(B)

γ(A)
= 0.73,shifted geometri mean: γs(A) = 1783.6, γs(B) = 1890.2,

γs(B)

γs(A)
= 1.06,arithmeti mean: ∅(A) = 56676.0, ∅(B) = 107332.7,

∅(B)

∅(A)
= 1.89.



322 Computational EnvironmentThus, the geometri mean reports a 27% improvement in the node ount for settingB, while the shifted geometri mean and arithmeti mean show a 6% and 89%deterioration, respetively.Example A.1 shows that the performane ratios reported by the three di�erentmeans are in�uened by di�erent harateristis of the benhmark values. Usingthe geometri mean, one omputes a (geometri) average value of the per instaneratios. Small absolute variations in the benhmark values for an easy instane anlead to a large di�erene in the orresponding ratio. Therefore, ratios for easyinstanes usually have a muh larger range than the ratios for hard instanes, andthe geometri mean is sometimes dominated by these small absolute variations forthe easy instanes. In ontrast, the arithmeti mean ignores the easy instanesalmost ompletely if there are other instanes with performane values of a largersale.The shifted geometri mean is a ompromise between the two extreme ases. Itis a variant of the geometri mean that fouses on ratios instead of totals, whihprevents the hard instanes from dominating the reported result. On the otherhand, the shifting of the nominators and denominators of the ratios redues thestrong in�uene of the very small node ounts and time values. Therefore, we usethe shifted geometri mean for the summary tables in the main part of the thesis.The geometri means and the totals (whih are equivalent to arithmeti means fora test set of �xed size) an be found in the detailed tables in Appendix B.In the previous Setion A.2 we spei�ed the test sets used for our MIP benh-marks. Note that the miplib, oral, and milp test sets are olletions of MIPinstanes that model a variety of di�erent problem lasses. Therefore, these testsets are well suited to assess the general performane of MIP solvers. In ontrast,eah of the other test sets ontains di�erent instanes of only a single problem lass.Therefore, in order to alulate a reasonable total average performane value fromthe 244 instanes, we have to redue the in�uene of the problem lass spei� testsets in the average alulations. Otherwise, these problem lasses would be overre-presented in the totals, in partiular the ones of larger size.We deided to treat eah of the speial problem lass test sets as if they rep-resented three instanes in the overall test set. This is ahieved by alulating thetotal average performane value as
γs(total) =

(

γs(miplib)30 + γs(oral)38 + γs(milp)37+
γs(enlight)3 + γs(alu)3 + γs(ftp)3 + γs(a)3+

γs(f)3 + γs(arset)3 + γs(mik)3
) 1

126

.Hene, our total test set onsists of 105 individual instanes and 21 �pseudo in-stanes� that represent a partiular problem lass.A.4 Chip Design Verifiation Test SetTo ompare the SAT and CIP approahes for the hip design veri�ation prob-lem, and to evaluate the impat of the various CIP omponents, we onduted



A.4. Chip Design Verifiation Test Set 323experiments on the following sets of property heking instanes, whih have beengenerated by OneSpin Solutions:
⊲ ALU: an arithmetial logial unit whih is able to perform add, sub, shl,shr, and signed and unsigned mult operations.
⊲ PipeAdder: an adder with a 4-stage pipeline to add up four values.
⊲ PipeMult: a multiplier with a 4-stage pipeline to multiply four values.
⊲ Biquad: a DSP/IIR �lter ore obtained from [177℄ in di�erent representationswith some valid and invalid properties.
⊲ Multiplier: boothed and non-boothed gate level arhitetures of signed andunsigned multipliation networks, for whih the orretness has to be proven.These instanes are rather equivalene heking instanes than property hek-ing problems.All test sets exept the Multiplier set involve valid and invalid properties. Thewidth of the input registers in the ALU, PipeAdder and PipeMult sets rangefrom 5 to 40 bits. For the Multiplier instanes the width ranges from 2 to 14 bits.We onverted these instanes into a register transfer level desription and anequivalent gate level representation using proprietary tools of OneSpin Solutions.The former representation is used as input for our CIP solver, the latter for a SATsolver.Note that the tools of OneSpin Solutions perform an additional presolvingstep during the transformation to the gate level, whih an simplify or sometimeseven ompletely solve the instanes. Therefore, some instanes are not available asSAT input, whih is marked by reporting a node ount of 0 and a runtime of 0.0 inthe benhmark results. The time needed for the gate level transformation and thepresolving is not inluded in the timings reported in the result tables. However, thistime is usually negletable.





Appendix BTablesThis appendix hapter presents detailed result tables for our benhmark tests onmixed integer programming. Eah table ontains statistis for using various di�erentparameter settings on the instanes of a single test set. The olumn �setting� lists thesettings that we have tried. In olumn �T� one an �nd the number of instanes forwhih the solver hit the time or memory limit if alled with the respetive parametersettings. The olumns �fst� and �slw� indiate, how many instanes have been solvedat least 10% faster or slower, respetively, than with the referene settings of the�rst row (whih usually are the default settings).The ngm, nsgm, and ntot values represent the geometri means, shifted geometrimeans, and total numbers of branhing nodes, respetively, that have been spent onsolving the instanes of the test set. The numbers are given as perental relativedi�erenes to the referene settings: if S0 are the referene settings, the number inolumn ngm for setting i is equal to
nigm = 100 ·

(

γ(ni
1, . . . , n

i
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γ(n0
1, . . . , n

0
k)
− 1

)

, (B.1)with ni
j being the node ount on instane j for settings Si. Analogous formulas areused for the other entries of the table.The tgm, tsgm, and ttot values are the geometri means, shifted geometri means,and totals of the time needed to solve the instanes of the test set. Again, we listperental relative di�erenes to the referene settings that are alulated in a similarway as in Equation (B.1). Note that the numbers shown in the summary tables inthe main part of the thesis are the shifted geometri means, i.e., we have opiedolumns nsgm and tsgm of the �all instanes� blok into the summary tables.In order to evaluate the impat and the omputational osts of a ertain strategy,it is sometimes useful to distinguish between the models that are a�eted by thehange in the solving strategy and the ones for whih the solving proess proeedsin exatly the same way as for the referene settings. This distintion yields the�di�erent path� and �equal path� bloks of the tables. While the �all instanes� blokshows the average values for all instanes in the test set (with the number of instanesindiated in brakets), the average values in the �di�erent path� blok are alulatedon only those instanes for whih the solving path for the respetive settings isdi�erent to the one of the referene settings. Sine it is very hard to atually omparethe paths in the searh tree, we assume that the solving path of two runs is equal ifand only if both runs spent the same number of branhing nodes and the same totalnumber of simplex iterations to proess the instane. Of ourse, this may delaresome runs to have the same path although they were di�erent. However, this seemsto be very unlikely.The �#� olumns in these bloks show the number of instanes that fall intothe respetive ategory. Note that we only inlude instanes that were solved tooptimality within the time and memory limit by both, the referene settings and thesettings of the respetive row. Therefore, the sum of the �di�erent� and �equal path�325



326 Tablesinstanes is only equal to the total number of instanes in the test set if none of thetwo involved settings hit the time or memory limit. Note also that the omparisonof the di�erent settings does not make sense in the �di�erent path� and �equal path�bloks, sine the values are usually averages over a di�erent subset of the instanes.The full tables with all results of the individual instanes and the omplete log�les of the runs an be found in the web at http://sip.zib.de.Memory Managementall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no blok 2 0 9 −1 −1 −7 +9 +8 +16 0 � � � 28 +8 +7 +15no bu�er 1 1 5 0 0 −1 +6 +3 +1 0 � � � 29 +6 +3 +2none 2 0 7 −1 −1 −7 +7 +6 +15 0 � � � 28 +6 +5 +12Table B.1. Evaluation of memory management on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0no blok 3 0 13 0 0 −1 +10 +10 +10 0 � � � 35 +11 +11 +19no bu�er 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0none 3 0 13 0 0 −1 +12 +11 +12 0 � � � 35 +13 +12 +24Table B.2. Evaluation of memory management on test set oral.all instanes (36) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no blok 7 0 10 −1 −1 −7 +8 +7 +4 0 � � � 29 +10 +9 +10no bu�er 7 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 � � � 29 −1 −1 −1none 7 0 10 −1 −1 −7 +7 +7 +3 0 � � � 29 +9 +8 +9Table B.3. Evaluation of memory management on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no blok 0 0 0 0 0 0 +4 +3 +8 0 � � � 7 +4 +3 +8no bu�er 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 −1 −2 0 � � � 7 +1 −1 −2none 0 0 3 0 0 0 +11 +7 +19 0 � � � 7 +11 +7 +19Table B.4. Evaluation of memory management on test set enlight.

http://scip.zib.de


Tables 327all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0no blok 1 0 2 0 0 −7 +4 +4 +4 0 � � � 24 +4 +5 +10no bu�er 1 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 0 � � � 24 +1 +1 +2none 1 0 5 −1 −1 −10 +8 +6 +6 0 � � � 24 +8 +6 +14Table B.5. Evaluation of memory management on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no blok 0 0 2 0 0 0 +6 +5 +9 0 � � � 16 +6 +5 +9no bu�er 0 0 1 0 0 0 +6 +4 +6 0 � � � 16 +6 +4 +6none 0 0 0 0 0 0 +4 +3 +5 0 � � � 16 +4 +3 +5Table B.6. Evaluation of memory management on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no blok 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +1 0 � � � 7 +2 +2 +1no bu�er 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0none 0 0 0 0 0 0 +3 +2 +2 0 � � � 7 +3 +2 +2Table B.7. Evaluation of memory management on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0no blok 0 0 0 0 0 0 +4 +3 +4 0 � � � 20 +4 +3 +4no bu�er 0 0 0 0 0 0 +4 +3 +2 0 � � � 20 +4 +3 +2none 0 0 1 0 0 0 +6 +5 +5 0 � � � 20 +6 +5 +5Table B.8. Evaluation of memory management on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0no blok 0 0 15 0 0 0 +10 +9 +9 0 � � � 23 +10 +9 +9no bu�er 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +1 +1 0 � � � 23 +2 +1 +1none 0 0 7 0 0 0 +9 +8 +6 0 � � � 23 +9 +8 +6Table B.9. Evaluation of memory management on test set arset.all instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0no blok 0 0 24 0 0 0 +11 +11 +18 0 � � � 41 +11 +11 +18no bu�er 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 0 � � � 41 +1 +1 +1none 0 0 29 0 0 0 +12 +11 +19 0 � � � 41 +12 +11 +19Table B.10. Evaluation of memory management on test set mik.



328 TablesBranhing all instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0random 8 1 22 +808 +475 +42 +162 +139 +180 19 +134 +112 +227 3 −2 −1 −1most inf 7 2 20 +569 +341 +16 +153 +139 +169 20 +147 +139 +356 3 −2 −2 −2least inf 10 1 22 +1804 +1096 +100 +325 +266 +268 17 +322 +268 +790 3 0 0 0pseudoost 1 5 13 +183 +87 −11 +20 +16 +27 26 +23 +19 +40 3 0 0 0full strong 3 1 18 −71 −65 −82 +95 +92 +128 24 +107 +105 +165 3 −1 0 0strong 2 1 13 −64 −62 −78 +38 +38 +46 19 +52 +49 +36 9 +1 +1 0hybr strong 1 2 11 −24 −18 +3 +19 +20 +23 22 +27 +27 +34 7 −1 −1 −2ps strinit 1 8 6 +31 +13 −2 +5 +5 −3 25 +6 +6 −5 4 −2 −1 −2reliability 1 4 4 −10 −7 −9 −1 −1 −6 21 −1 −1 −8 8 −1 −1 −1inferene 7 1 20 +483 +269 +53 +108 +101 +171 20 +84 +79 +377 3 0 0 0Table B.11. Evaluation of branhing on test set miplib.all instanes (37) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0random 18 4 27 +758 +694 +148 +332 +332 +298 17 +114 +123 +222 2 0 0 0most inf 15 4 26 +529 +517 +125 +312 +314 +275 20 +132 +141 +232 2 +1 +1 +1least inf 21 2 29 +1586 +1380 +195 +598 +575 +369 14 +242 +238 +330 2 −2 −2 −1pseudoost 3 9 19 +84 +79 +68 +38 +40 +50 31 +37 +39 +70 2 0 0 +1full strong 4 3 28 −85 −79 −34 +98 +97 +86 30 +115 +114 +115 2 −2 −2 −1strong 3 2 23 −73 −68 −35 +59 +59 +65 31 +68 +69 +96 3 −1 −1 −1hybr strong 4 8 14 −19 −12 +32 +27 +27 +43 31 +16 +16 +28 2 +1 +1 +2ps strinit 1 14 9 +17 +18 −18 +2 +2 −7 33 +6 +6 +11 2 −2 −2 −1reliability 2 11 8 +14 +16 −14 +6 +7 +13 31 +7 +8 +23 4 +2 +2 +2inferene 12 4 25 +381 +329 +105 +179 +177 +192 23 +103 +103 +153 2 −1 0 0Table B.12. Evaluation of branhing on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0random 14 5 16 +304 +194 +19 +86 +81 +65 16 +48 +41 +47 5 +1 0 +1most inf 16 5 16 +269 +187 +22 +93 +86 +75 14 +14 +6 −6 5 0 0 0least inf 16 5 16 +488 +306 +32 +113 +109 +84 14 +47 +42 +53 5 0 0 0pseudoost 10 7 13 +105 +71 +18 +23 +23 +30 20 +17 +15 +35 5 −1 −1 −1full strong 12 4 19 −79 −72 −68 +115 +107 +72 15 +198 +177 +212 5 0 0 +1strong 7 4 18 −58 −59 −80 +46 +44 +22 17 +111 +105 +99 9 +2 +1 +1hybr strong 10 1 18 +45 +41 +24 +47 +43 +33 17 +73 +64 +66 8 0 0 −1ps strinit 8 7 8 +37 +40 +9 +8 +9 +14 18 −1 0 −1 9 0 0 0reliability 6 7 8 +11 +7 −4 +5 +6 +7 17 +4 +6 +6 10 +1 +1 +2inferene 8 8 11 +122 +76 +1 +20 +20 +25 21 +25 +26 +67 5 −2 −1 0Table B.13. Evaluation of branhing on test set milp.



Tables 329all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0random 2 0 5 +164 +163 +144 +147 +115 +202 4 +174 +203 +615 1 0 0 0most inf 0 4 0 −29 −29 −65 −35 −40 −71 6 −39 −43 −71 1 0 0 0least inf 2 0 5 +221 +219 +194 +191 +149 +212 4 +266 +325 +1235 1 0 0 0pseudoost 0 2 3 +3 +3 −70 −8 −27 −74 6 −9 −30 −74 1 0 0 0full strong 0 0 5 −84 −83 −91 +68 +45 +83 6 +83 +51 +83 1 0 0 0strong 0 1 4 −86 −85 −93 +20 +11 −2 6 +24 +13 −2 1 0 0 0hybr strong 0 1 4 0 +1 +21 +21 +9 +21 6 +25 +11 +21 1 0 0 0ps strinit 0 2 3 +22 +23 +68 +26 +27 +66 6 +31 +30 +66 1 0 0 0reliability 0 2 1 −9 −8 +13 0 +5 +11 6 0 +5 +11 1 0 0 0inferene 0 3 1 −48 −49 −91 −56 −70 −93 6 −62 −73 −93 1 0 0 0Table B.14. Evaluation of branhing on test set enlight.all instanes (24) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �random 6 1 22 +23951 +6987 +1249 +2655 +1271 +1061 18 +3070 +1559 +1149most inf 10 0 19 +9715 +5127 +1577 +2897 +1991 +1611 14 +1412 +1567 +4680least inf 8 0 23 +30929 +9084 +1487 +3504 +1891 +1482 16 +4071 +2655 +6360pseudoost 5 0 19 +3169 +1659 +804 +907 +619 +818 19 +676 +472 +500full strong 4 1 17 −65 −60 −51 +157 +180 +572 15 +116 +123 +179strong 0 5 10 −79 −78 −78 +7 +13 +93 17 +10 +16 +93hybr strong 1 6 8 −43 −31 +217 −2 +11 +198 18 −15 −4 +87ps strinit 0 3 12 +149 +120 +50 +67 +55 +64 19 +92 +66 +64reliability 0 5 11 +6 +17 +246 +23 +36 +182 19 +30 +43 +183inferene 0 9 7 +176 +6 −39 −29 −35 −45 24 −29 −35 −45Table B.15. Evaluation of branhing on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0random 3 0 10 +867 +511 +1352 +247 +288 +1121 10 +209 +256 +773 3 0 0 0most inf 3 0 11 +757 +443 +1139 +234 +267 +1095 10 +191 +223 +634 3 0 0 0least inf 3 0 11 +1684 +931 +1974 +355 +379 +1252 10 +378 +415 +1469 3 0 0 0pseudoost 0 2 9 +221 +103 +93 +33 +35 +65 13 +42 +40 +65 3 0 0 0full strong 0 1 10 −72 −73 −92 +33 +36 +81 13 +43 +40 +81 3 0 0 0strong 0 1 9 −65 −68 −90 +24 +25 +48 11 +36 +31 +49 5 +2 +3 +3hybr strong 0 1 6 +7 +6 +14 +3 +4 +10 11 +5 +5 +10 5 0 0 0ps strinit 0 0 7 +71 +39 +39 +13 +14 +29 12 +16 +17 +29 4 +3 +4 +4reliability 0 0 0 0 0 −1 +3 +2 +3 8 +4 +3 +3 8 +1 +2 +2inferene 1 0 10 +631 +364 +818 +170 +187 +683 12 +221 +225 +801 3 0 0 0Table B.16. Evaluation of branhing on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0random 1 1 3 +292 +393 +1639 +48 +52 +175 3 −3 −1 +70 3 −3 −3 −3most inf 3 1 3 +396 +513 +2057 +81 +85 +264 1 −82 −82 −82 3 −2 −2 −2least inf 3 0 3 +1110 +1422 +5881 +132 +138 +293 1 +8 +8 +8 3 −3 −3 −3pseudoost 0 3 1 +69 +88 +314 −40 −41 −34 4 −59 −58 −35 3 −2 −2 −2full strong 3 0 4 −90 −95 −98 +167 +174 +346 1 +390 +390 +390 3 −1 −1 −1strong 2 0 4 −43 −52 −62 +78 +82 +202 2 +80 +79 +63 3 −3 −3 −3hybr strong 3 0 4 +316 +392 +778 +147 +153 +309 1 +59 +59 +59 3 −1 −1 −1ps strinit 1 2 2 +6 +31 +459 +10 +11 +90 3 −31 −31 −13 3 −3 −3 −3reliability 1 1 3 +325 +404 +864 +81 +84 +163 3 +184 +183 +150 3 −2 −2 −2inferene 0 3 1 +29 +33 +110 −23 −24 −27 4 −36 −36 −28 3 −2 −2 −2Table B.17. Evaluation of branhing on test set a.



330 Tablesall instanes (19) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �random 2 1 14 +11564 +5542 +22505 +684 +912 +5925 17 +456 +634 +3346most inf 2 0 14 +9640 +5060 +20634 +840 +1152 +6688 17 +581 +842 +4359least inf 2 1 14 +12830 +6039 +28965 +618 +837 +6129 17 +404 +569 +3617pseudoost 0 0 13 +1230 +603 +490 +77 +98 +154 19 +77 +98 +154full strong 0 1 8 −74 −81 −92 +11 +14 +21 19 +11 +14 +21strong 0 0 10 −66 −73 −89 +14 +18 +24 14 +18 +21 +26hybr strong 0 0 9 −27 −28 −31 +13 +14 +17 15 +15 +16 +18ps strinit 0 3 1 +69 +54 +17 −4 −5 −7 14 −4 −5 −7reliability 0 1 0 0 0 −1 −2 −2 −2 9 −2 −2 −2inferene 0 4 13 +2204 +1137 +1964 +137 +188 +568 19 +137 +188 +568Table B.18. Evaluation of branhing on test set f.
all instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �random 11 0 22 +3802 +3219 +2518 +1348 +1276 +1080 12 +660 +662 +1431most inf 12 0 23 +2863 +2434 +2543 +1163 +1114 +1078 11 +397 +404 +876least inf 13 0 23 +4221 +3573 +2868 +1370 +1296 +1134 10 +380 +376 +577pseudoost 1 1 22 +301 +248 +180 +110 +106 +118 22 +106 +102 +79full strong 2 2 19 −62 −60 −37 +112 +112 +259 21 +105 +107 +316strong 2 1 17 −52 −51 −59 +74 +72 +172 20 +63 +62 +69hybr strong 0 2 18 −6 −6 +21 +39 +38 +48 23 +39 +38 +48ps strinit 0 6 12 +46 +37 +60 +18 +18 +31 23 +18 +18 +31reliability 0 5 7 +4 0 −14 0 −1 −8 19 −1 −2 −13inferene 1 2 21 +875 +742 +656 +331 +317 +355 22 +325 +314 +331Table B.19. Evaluation of branhing on test set arset.

all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �random 41 0 41 +9016 +8994 +3851 +11976 +10606 +5543 0 � � �most inf 41 0 41 +7415 +7397 +3189 +11976 +10606 +5543 0 � � �least inf 34 0 41 +9218 +9195 +4088 +10168 +9009 +5024 7 +10977 +10504 +11773pseudoost 0 0 40 +123 +123 +125 +113 +102 +143 41 +113 +102 +143full strong 0 2 36 −90 −90 −87 +59 +59 +140 41 +59 +59 +140strong 0 14 20 −86 −86 −83 +5 +8 +38 41 +5 +8 +38hybr strong 0 7 20 +1 +1 +18 +11 +11 +24 41 +11 +11 +24ps strinit 0 4 28 +32 +32 +62 +35 +35 +75 41 +35 +35 +75reliability 0 4 6 −1 −1 +8 +2 +2 +10 41 +2 +2 +10inferene 30 0 41 +4663 +4652 +2650 +6524 +5841 +4271 11 +2721 +2604 +3467Table B.20. Evaluation of branhing on test set mik.



Tables 331Branhing Sore Funtionall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0min (µ = 0) 2 1 12 +22 +24 −5 +26 +26 +40 24 +32 +32 +66 4 +1 +1 0weighted (µ = 1
6
) 2 4 9 +27 +21 +2 +12 +12 +23 24 +10 +10 +5 4 −1 −1 −1weighted (µ = 1

3
) 3 4 10 +58 +46 +24 +26 +28 +61 23 +21 +23 +35 4 −1 −1 −1avg (µ = 1

2
) 2 0 14 +88 +73 +9 +29 +30 +50 24 +29 +29 +42 4 −1 −1 −2max (µ = 1) 4 1 16 +109 +92 +41 +53 +53 +80 22 +57 +58 +92 4 −1 −1 −1Table B.21. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set miplib.all instanes (37) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0min (µ = 0) 3 7 19 +23 +25 +4 +26 +25 +30 31 +31 +31 +51 2 +1 +1 +1weighted (µ = 1

6
) 5 8 13 +49 +48 +7 +21 +20 +43 30 +11 +10 +8 2 −1 −1 −1weighted (µ = 1

3
) 4 12 12 +47 +53 +6 +26 +27 +42 30 +23 +25 +40 2 −3 −3 −2avg (µ = 1

2
) 5 7 20 +119 +102 +27 +50 +49 +66 30 +45 +44 +62 2 +1 +1 +1max (µ = 1) 7 5 23 +220 +199 +94 +113 +113 +135 28 +87 +88 +155 2 +1 +1 +1Table B.22. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0min (µ = 0) 8 4 11 +28 +19 −13 +18 +18 +15 18 +26 +27 +34 8 0 0 0weighted (µ = 1

6
) 7 5 10 +36 +26 −11 +10 +10 +6 19 +10 +8 −8 8 0 0 0weighted (µ = 1

3
) 8 3 12 +80 +69 +5 +37 +36 +25 19 +52 +50 +62 7 +2 +2 +3avg (µ = 1

2
) 10 4 13 +67 +68 +22 +36 +35 +33 20 +39 +37 +47 5 +1 +1 +1max (µ = 1) 11 2 16 +106 +97 +17 +59 +58 +48 19 +74 +73 +94 5 +2 +2 +3Table B.23. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0min (µ = 0) 0 1 4 +10 +12 +67 +26 +34 +73 6 +31 +38 +73 1 0 0 0weighted (µ = 1

6
) 0 3 2 −13 −13 −48 −10 −19 −52 6 −11 −21 −52 1 0 0 0weighted (µ = 1

3
) 0 2 3 +14 +15 −23 +18 −1 −30 6 +21 −1 −30 1 0 0 0avg (µ = 1

2
) 0 3 2 +2 +2 −9 0 −9 −22 6 0 −10 −22 1 0 0 0max (µ = 1) 0 1 4 +115 +116 +194 +113 +115 +172 6 +141 +135 +172 1 0 0 0Table B.24. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set enlight.all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0min (µ = 0) 3 3 13 +70 +85 +108 +78 +88 +161 17 +79 +86 +188 5 0 0 0weighted (µ = 1

6
) 1 3 12 +117 +104 +53 +76 +66 +48 19 +111 +90 +111 5 0 0 0weighted (µ = 1

3
) 2 2 13 +94 +96 +92 +79 +85 +116 18 +73 +71 +139 5 0 0 0avg (µ = 1

2
) 2 3 14 +195 +165 +86 +116 +101 +108 19 +116 +88 +121 4 0 0 0max (µ = 1) 3 1 16 +499 +357 +135 +239 +187 +185 19 +256 +183 +250 3 0 0 0Table B.25. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set alu.



332 Tablesall instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0min (µ = 0) 0 1 9 +70 +71 +277 +57 +72 +286 12 +83 +89 +287 4 0 0 0weighted (µ = 1
6
) 0 3 3 +13 +8 +10 +1 −2 +1 12 +1 −2 +1 4 0 0 0weighted (µ = 1

3
) 0 2 6 +14 +12 +45 +8 +6 +24 12 +10 +7 +24 4 +3 +4 +4avg (µ = 1

2
) 0 1 7 +32 +34 +125 +21 +26 +89 13 +26 +29 +89 3 0 0 0max (µ = 1) 0 0 10 +88 +68 +245 +48 +56 +176 13 +62 +64 +177 3 0 0 0Table B.26. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0min (µ = 0) 1 0 4 +77 +100 +455 +41 +43 +120 3 +22 +22 +25 3 −2 −2 −2weighted (µ = 1

6
) 2 1 3 +312 +390 +1151 +67 +70 +186 2 +40 +39 +20 3 −2 −2 −2weighted (µ = 1

3
) 1 1 3 +176 +222 +836 +27 +29 +136 3 +25 +26 +103 3 −2 −2 −2avg (µ = 1

2
) 1 0 3 +191 +235 +730 +39 +41 +107 3 +17 +17 +8 3 −2 −2 −2max (µ = 1) 0 0 4 +316 +391 +733 +48 +50 +81 4 +101 +101 +84 3 −2 −2 −2Table B.27. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �min (µ = 0) 0 1 12 +135 +147 +292 +43 +58 +111 19 +45 +60 +113weighted (µ = 1

6
) 0 3 1 −8 −12 −29 −6 −7 −11 20 −6 −7 −11weighted (µ = 1

3
) 0 4 1 −1 −6 −16 −4 −6 −9 20 −4 −6 −9avg (µ = 1

2
) 0 6 4 −31 −35 −30 −3 −4 −6 20 −3 −4 −6max (µ = 1) 0 6 4 +4 −10 +7 −2 −2 −2 20 −2 −2 −2Table B.28. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �min (µ = 0) 0 3 14 +66 +57 +87 +37 +35 +42 23 +37 +35 +42weighted (µ = 1

6
) 0 4 12 +23 +20 +13 +12 +11 +6 23 +12 +11 +6weighted (µ = 1

3
) 0 3 14 +44 +37 +43 +22 +22 +23 23 +22 +22 +23avg (µ = 1

2
) 1 3 12 +69 +60 +116 +32 +32 +90 22 +27 +26 +39max (µ = 1) 1 2 16 +117 +109 +232 +61 +62 +161 22 +56 +57 +138Table B.29. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set arset.all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �min (µ = 0) 0 1 36 +131 +131 +267 +132 +134 +274 41 +132 +134 +274weighted (µ = 1

6
) 0 4 20 +16 +16 +37 +12 +13 +36 41 +12 +13 +36weighted (µ = 1

3
) 0 1 34 +34 +34 +58 +31 +31 +64 41 +31 +31 +64avg (µ = 1

2
) 0 0 38 +63 +63 +84 +54 +52 +97 41 +54 +52 +97max (µ = 1) 3 0 41 +193 +193 +291 +180 +169 +459 38 +156 +149 +191Table B.30. Evaluation of branhing sore funtions on test set mik.



Tables 333Node Seletion all instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0dfs 2 5 8 +60 +64 +81 +22 +22 +36 18 +26 +22 +4 9 −2 −2 −2bfs 1 3 15 −24 −18 −15 +30 +28 +25 25 +37 +34 +37 4 −2 −2 −2bfs/plunge 1 2 6 +5 +3 +24 +4 +3 +4 20 +7 +5 +7 9 0 0 0estimate 1 3 13 −18 −15 +24 +15 +14 +12 23 +20 +18 +18 6 0 0 −1estim/plunge 1 6 3 −3 −3 +15 −3 −3 −10 18 −6 −5 −15 11 0 0 0hybrid 2 3 7 +7 +7 +26 +8 +8 +18 18 +5 +4 −10 10 −2 −1 −2Table B.31. Evaluation of node seletion on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0dfs 7 13 15 +145 +143 +38 +51 +49 +69 28 +11 +12 +31 3 +1 +1 +1bfs 5 6 20 −41 −28 −1 +37 +38 +46 30 +31 +33 +52 3 +3 +3 +4bfs/plunge 2 6 18 −1 0 −12 +2 +2 −10 30 +15 +15 +10 5 +2 +2 +2estimate 4 9 19 −23 −9 −5 +19 +19 +17 30 +24 +25 +29 3 0 0 0estim/plunge 2 8 10 +3 +3 −9 −3 −3 −11 30 +1 +1 +4 5 +2 +2 +2hybrid 2 7 10 −9 −9 0 −5 −5 −10 30 +4 +4 +10 5 +3 +2 +2Table B.32. Evaluation of node seletion on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0dfs 6 5 13 +57 +41 +8 +12 +12 +7 18 +13 +13 +10 9 +1 +1 +1bfs 6 5 12 −24 −12 −6 +20 +20 +13 20 +39 +38 +57 8 0 0 −1bfs/plunge 4 4 8 +3 +2 +9 +2 +1 −4 17 +8 +8 +8 11 +1 +1 +2estimate 5 6 12 −19 −9 +9 +9 +8 +3 20 +17 +15 +16 8 −1 0 −1estim/plunge 4 3 7 +9 +9 +18 +5 +5 +2 16 +11 +11 +14 13 +3 +2 +2hybrid 6 2 8 +9 +8 +28 +4 +3 0 18 +6 +5 −1 11 +2 +2 +3Table B.33. Evaluation of node seletion on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0dfs 0 1 4 +109 +109 +51 +73 +53 +9 6 +90 +61 +9 1 0 0 0bfs 0 1 4 +14 +16 +61 +78 +74 +136 6 +95 +86 +136 1 0 0 0bfs/plunge 1 1 4 +35 +36 +200 +42 +53 +173 5 +39 +57 +275 1 0 0 0estimate 0 2 3 +1 +2 −52 +24 0 −49 6 +28 0 −49 1 0 0 0estim/plunge 0 2 1 +7 +7 −11 −5 −11 −29 6 −5 −12 −29 1 0 0 0hybrid 0 2 3 +12 +13 +113 +20 +25 +108 6 +24 +28 +108 1 0 0 0Table B.34. Evaluation of node seletion on test set enlight.



334 Tablesall instanes (24) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0dfs 0 12 1 −43 −43 −52 −36 −40 −59 16 −49 −47 −59 8 0 0 0bfs 0 2 13 +55 +50 +121 +91 +101 +250 19 +127 +125 +250 5 0 0 0bfs/plunge 0 6 5 +27 +29 +56 +20 +25 +97 16 +32 +34 +97 8 0 0 0estimate 1 2 15 +97 +87 +189 +108 +113 +273 18 +131 +120 +171 5 0 0 0estim/plunge 1 6 6 +16 +17 +93 +18 +25 +127 14 −4 −3 −5 9 0 0 0hybrid 0 6 4 +6 +6 +2 +2 +3 +9 16 +3 +4 +9 8 0 0 0Table B.35. Evaluation of node seletion on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0dfs 0 1 8 +71 +74 +219 +46 +59 +145 11 +74 +78 +145 5 0 0 0bfs 0 1 8 −12 −6 +12 +20 +25 +63 12 +28 +29 +63 4 0 0 0bfs/plunge 0 1 6 −1 +2 +19 +7 +9 +27 12 +9 +10 +27 4 0 0 0estimate 0 2 7 −6 −5 +24 +17 +22 +66 12 +24 +26 +66 4 0 0 0estim/plunge 0 3 1 −2 −3 −5 −1 −2 −6 9 −3 −3 −6 7 +1 +2 +2hybrid 0 1 6 +1 +2 +21 +6 +7 +26 12 +8 +9 +26 4 0 0 0Table B.36. Evaluation of node seletion on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0dfs 2 0 4 +340 +425 +1069 +98 +102 +233 2 +249 +248 +289 3 −3 −3 −3bfs 0 2 2 −22 −30 −24 −7 −7 −23 4 −11 −11 −24 3 −2 −2 −2bfs/plunge 0 2 1 −16 −7 +229 −7 −7 +8 3 −15 −14 +9 4 −2 −2 −2estimate 0 2 2 −21 −29 −20 −7 −7 −23 4 −11 −11 −24 3 −2 −2 −2estim/plunge 1 2 1 +10 +25 +458 +7 +8 +68 2 −49 −49 −45 4 −2 −2 −2hybrid 0 2 1 +11 +27 +495 +7 +7 +62 3 +19 +19 +69 4 −1 −1 −1Table B.37. Evaluation of node seletion on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0dfs 0 3 1 −9 −9 −2 −3 −4 −4 15 −4 −4 −4 5 −2 −2 −2bfs 0 1 10 −29 −31 −36 +11 +14 +20 15 +16 +17 +21 5 −2 −2 −2bfs/plunge 0 0 2 +8 +9 +8 +2 +2 +3 15 +3 +3 +3 5 −2 −2 −2estimate 0 1 5 −29 −32 −35 +4 +6 +10 15 +6 +7 +11 5 −2 −2 −2estim/plunge 0 0 1 +8 +9 +6 0 +1 +1 13 +1 +1 +1 7 −1 −1 −1hybrid 0 0 2 +11 +12 +23 +3 +5 +9 15 +5 +6 +10 5 −1 −1 −1Table B.38. Evaluation of node seletion on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0dfs 3 5 15 +253 +249 +1007 +152 +152 +287 20 +95 +97 +116 0 � � �bfs 1 0 21 +7 +6 +44 +55 +53 +108 22 +50 +48 +64 0 � � �bfs/plunge 0 4 10 0 0 +7 +10 +11 +21 22 +10 +11 +21 1 +4 +4 +4estimate 0 2 17 +22 +19 +23 +43 +42 +42 23 +43 +42 +42 0 � � �estim/plunge 0 5 4 +7 +7 +8 +5 +5 −4 20 +6 +6 −4 3 +2 +2 +3hybrid 0 3 10 +4 +3 +18 +13 +13 +30 22 +13 +13 +30 1 +3 +3 +3Table B.39. Evaluation of node seletion on test set arset.



Tables 335all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �dfs 0 16 11 +19 +19 −1 −5 −7 −21 41 −5 −7 −21bfs 0 1 36 +3 +3 +19 +46 +44 +65 41 +46 +44 +65bfs/plunge 0 5 11 −4 −4 +6 +2 +3 +6 41 +2 +3 +6estimate 0 0 38 +6 +6 +12 +42 +39 +52 41 +42 +39 +52estim/plunge 0 9 3 +2 +2 +5 −3 −2 −2 41 −3 −2 −2hybrid 0 5 14 0 0 +5 +6 +6 +5 41 +6 +6 +5Table B.40. Evaluation of node seletion on test set mik.



336 TablesChild Seletion all instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0down 1 2 11 +20 +18 +5 +22 +23 +27 22 +31 +32 +40 7 −1 −1 −1up 1 5 4 +3 −1 −6 0 0 +2 23 0 0 +3 6 −1 −1 −2pseudoost 2 6 7 −11 −8 −15 +11 +12 +20 22 +13 +15 +24 6 −2 −2 −2LP value 1 9 9 +5 +1 −20 +7 +7 +3 22 +10 +10 +5 7 −1 0 −1root LP value 1 3 6 +2 −2 −6 +1 0 +1 25 +2 0 +1 4 0 0 0inferene 1 4 4 −5 −4 +6 +4 +4 +1 19 +6 +6 +2 10 +1 0 0Table B.41. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0down 3 10 13 +11 +14 +5 +11 +10 +12 30 +6 +4 +10 4 0 0 0up 3 14 4 −27 −19 +65 −12 −11 +3 31 −14 −13 +7 4 +1 +1 +1pseudoost 4 14 9 −7 −1 +20 +5 +6 +17 30 −4 −3 −2 3 −2 −2 −2LP value 2 11 10 −13 −9 +5 −2 −2 −5 32 +1 +1 +10 3 −1 −1 0root LP value 4 15 5 −19 −14 −11 −6 −5 +9 31 −10 −9 +1 3 0 0 0inferene 3 13 5 +3 +1 −7 −3 −4 −4 30 −4 −5 −8 5 −1 −1 −1Table B.42. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0down 5 4 10 +7 +8 −6 +15 +14 +11 20 +31 +30 +45 9 +1 +1 +1up 4 8 3 −11 −9 +5 −5 −5 0 19 −9 −9 +10 10 +3 +2 +2pseudoost 5 8 10 +7 +10 −9 +11 +10 +7 20 +24 +23 +50 8 +1 +1 +1LP value 5 5 12 +11 +15 −4 +13 +12 +14 21 +23 +22 +48 8 0 +1 +1root LP value 5 9 4 −10 −9 −1 −8 −8 −5 20 −13 −13 −12 9 0 +1 0inferene 3 5 6 −15 −12 +3 −4 −5 −8 17 −6 −7 −10 12 +1 +1 +2Table B.43. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0down 0 1 3 −5 −4 +16 +2 −1 +11 6 +3 −1 +11 1 0 0 0up 0 1 3 +20 +20 −12 +17 +3 −16 6 +20 +4 −16 1 0 0 0pseudoost 0 2 2 −3 −3 +34 +1 −2 +22 6 +1 −2 +22 1 0 0 0LP value 0 3 1 −9 −9 −17 −9 −11 −28 6 −10 −12 −28 1 0 0 0root LP value 0 2 1 −3 −3 −11 −5 −8 −16 6 −6 −8 −16 1 0 0 0inferene 0 2 3 +7 +7 +27 +10 +3 +22 6 +11 +4 +22 1 0 0 0Table B.44. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set enlight.



Tables 337all instanes (24) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0down 0 9 7 −1 −6 −19 −6 −12 −24 19 −7 −13 −24 5 0 0 0up 0 7 6 −26 −20 +67 −8 −3 +88 17 −11 −4 +88 7 0 0 0pseudoost 0 6 8 +33 +27 +14 +19 +11 +12 19 +25 +13 +12 5 0 0 0LP value 0 6 6 −1 +3 +10 +5 +5 +7 19 +7 +5 +7 5 0 0 0root LP value 0 5 8 +20 +29 +66 +30 +41 +94 18 +42 +51 +94 6 0 0 0inferene 0 8 7 +8 +6 −19 −7 −12 −30 16 −10 −15 −30 8 0 0 0Table B.45. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0down 0 1 4 +2 +2 +5 +3 +4 +11 9 +5 +5 +11 7 +1 +2 +2up 0 4 1 −14 −11 −6 −7 −7 −11 12 −9 −9 −11 4 0 0 0pseudoost 0 2 4 0 −2 +10 +6 +4 +24 11 +8 +5 +24 5 +2 +3 +3LP value 0 1 6 −5 −1 +8 +6 +6 +20 11 +7 +8 +20 5 +2 +3 +3root LP value 0 4 2 −11 −9 0 −4 −6 −2 12 −6 −7 −2 4 0 0 0inferene 0 1 0 −2 −2 +1 −1 −2 +3 8 −4 −3 +3 8 +1 +1 +1Table B.46. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0down 0 2 2 −10 −13 0 −18 −19 −39 4 −29 −29 −40 3 −2 −2 −2up 0 2 2 +24 +35 +326 −1 −1 +28 4 +1 +1 +29 3 −3 −3 −3pseudoost 0 1 3 +37 +64 +372 +19 +20 +100 4 +37 +37 +103 3 −2 −2 −2LP value 0 2 0 −22 −18 0 −15 −15 −24 4 −23 −23 −24 3 −3 −3 −3root LP value 0 1 2 −6 +21 +175 +12 +13 +56 4 +23 +24 +58 3 −1 −1 −1inferene 0 2 2 +19 +27 +159 −7 −7 −16 4 −11 −11 −17 3 −1 −1 −1Table B.47. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0down 0 0 2 +4 +4 +5 0 +1 +2 15 +1 +1 +2 5 −2 −2 −2up 0 3 2 −2 −1 −9 −2 −3 −5 15 −3 −4 −6 5 −1 −1 −1pseudoost 0 4 2 −6 −9 −25 −4 −5 −8 15 −4 −6 −9 5 −2 −2 −2LP value 0 1 1 +1 +1 −13 −2 −3 −5 15 −2 −3 −5 5 −1 −1 −1root LP value 0 2 2 −5 −7 −17 −3 −4 −8 15 −4 −5 −8 5 −1 −1 −1inferene 0 0 1 +4 +3 −3 0 −1 −2 14 0 −1 −2 6 −1 −1 −1Table B.48. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0down 0 7 6 +8 +5 −2 −1 −2 −9 23 −1 −2 −9 0 � � �up 0 7 9 −3 −2 +10 +3 +3 +20 23 +3 +3 +20 0 � � �pseudoost 0 4 7 +7 +5 +18 +6 +6 +28 23 +6 +6 +28 0 � � �LP value 0 4 5 +2 0 +1 +1 +1 +8 23 +1 +1 +8 0 � � �root LP value 0 4 10 +8 +7 +8 +6 +6 +6 23 +6 +6 +6 0 � � �inferene 0 3 9 +4 +3 +3 +4 +4 +2 22 +4 +4 +2 1 +3 +3 +3Table B.49. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set arset.



338 Tablesall instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �down 0 24 9 +13 +13 +4 −9 −8 −15 41 −9 −8 −15up 0 6 18 −5 −5 −4 +8 +8 +9 41 +8 +8 +9pseudoost 0 4 23 +12 +12 +18 +19 +19 +34 41 +19 +19 +34LP value 0 1 24 +20 +20 +19 +17 +17 +24 41 +17 +17 +24root LP value 0 11 14 +12 +12 +25 +1 +2 +15 41 +1 +2 +15inferene 0 9 3 −5 −5 −3 −1 −1 +2 41 −1 −1 +2Table B.50. Evaluation of hild seletion on test set mik.



Tables 339Domain Propagationall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0none 1 5 6 +12 +1 −16 +5 +6 +1 27 +6 +6 +2 2 −2 −1 −1aggr linear 1 2 5 0 0 +2 +3 +3 +9 17 +5 +5 +16 12 +1 +1 +1no obj prop 1 6 1 −4 −4 −11 −3 −3 −8 13 −6 −6 −16 16 −1 −1 −3no root redost 1 2 1 −1 −3 −7 −2 −2 −5 16 −3 −4 −8 13 −1 −1 −1Table B.51. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0none 5 11 12 +11 +12 +15 +15 +15 +33 31 +8 +8 +19 2 −2 −2 −1aggr linear 3 14 6 −12 −10 −29 −7 −8 −9 28 −10 −11 −19 7 +1 +1 +2no obj prop 3 7 2 −5 −5 −1 −4 −4 0 20 −7 −7 +1 15 0 0 −2no root redost 2 6 1 −9 −8 −8 −7 −7 −11 16 −9 −9 −2 19 0 0 −1Table B.52. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set oral.all instanes (36) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0none 6 6 10 +35 +20 −32 +18 +13 −3 23 +31 +22 −7 6 0 0 +1aggr linear 5 7 3 −11 −9 −4 −4 −3 −10 15 −1 +1 −4 14 +1 +1 +1no obj prop 6 3 3 +28 +15 −37 +7 +5 −5 8 +63 +53 +18 21 +1 +1 +1no root redost 8 1 6 +1 0 −1 +2 +1 +1 13 +1 0 −4 15 +2 +2 +1Table B.53. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0none 1 0 5 +185 +183 +118 +167 +104 +142 5 +238 +140 +184 1 0 0 0aggr linear 0 5 0 −61 −59 −54 −46 −42 −65 6 −51 −45 −65 1 0 0 0no obj prop 0 0 1 +2 +2 0 0 0 −4 4 +2 +2 −2 3 −2 −2 −5no root redost 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −1Table B.54. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set enlight.all instanes (24) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0none 2 0 16 +287 +283 +583 +209 +222 +508 18 +255 +254 +411 4 0 0 0aggr linear 0 13 3 −26 −24 −64 −30 −36 −66 19 −36 −40 −66 5 0 0 0no obj prop 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0no root redost 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +1 +2 0 � � � 24 +2 +1 +2Table B.55. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set alu.



340 Tablesall instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0none 0 4 1 −3 −5 −3 −3 −7 −9 13 −3 −7 −9 3 0 0 0aggr linear 0 0 0 −2 −2 −2 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 9 +1 +1 +1no obj prop 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no root redost 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0 7 +1 0 0 9 0 0 0Table B.56. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0none 1 1 2 +7 +25 +239 +29 +31 +142 3 −1 −1 +53 3 −2 −2 −2aggr linear 0 2 2 −2 −5 +37 −18 −18 −34 4 −28 −28 −35 3 −2 −2 −2no obj prop 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −2 −1 −1no root redost 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −1Table B.57. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0none 0 0 15 +94 +75 +184 +33 +42 +79 20 +33 +42 +79 0 � � �aggr linear 0 0 3 −1 0 −1 +3 +3 +4 14 +4 +4 +4 6 +3 +3 +3no obj prop 0 0 13 +73 +63 +209 +31 +40 +87 19 +33 +42 +89 1 +2 +2 +2no root redost 0 0 0 +3 +4 +1 +3 +3 +3 9 +3 +3 +3 11 +2 +2 +3Table B.58. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0none 0 3 11 +12 +10 +21 +13 +13 +18 23 +13 +13 +18 0 � � �aggr linear 0 5 6 +4 +2 −2 +1 +1 0 23 +1 +1 0 0 � � �no obj prop 0 4 4 +1 +1 −1 +1 +1 0 11 +1 +1 −1 12 +1 +1 +1no root redost 0 3 1 −3 −4 −5 0 0 +3 11 −5 −4 +1 12 +4 +3 +3Table B.59. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set arset.all instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0none 0 14 22 +66 +66 +94 +17 +19 +57 41 +17 +19 +57 0 � � �aggr linear 0 27 3 −34 −34 −42 −15 −15 −23 41 −15 −15 −23 0 � � �no obj prop 0 10 15 +38 +38 +94 +17 +21 +66 41 +17 +21 +66 0 � � �no root redost 0 1 0 −1 −1 −1 +1 +1 +1 7 −2 −2 −1 34 +1 +1 +1Table B.60. Evaluation of domain propagation on test set mik.



Tables 341Cutting Plane Separationall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0none 6 6 22 +6599 +2958 +159 +592 +443 +220 24 +335 +273 +195 0 � � �no knap 1 5 4 +19 +13 +1 +3 +5 +1 13 +11 +14 +3 16 −2 −2 −2no -MIR 1 8 6 +302 +157 0 +51 +35 +13 13 +167 +133 +89 16 −2 −1 −1no Gom 1 17 4 +11 −1 −15 −18 −15 −19 24 −22 −19 −31 5 −5 −3 −3no SCG 1 10 1 −10 −2 −4 −6 −5 −4 12 −13 −11 −14 17 −2 −1 −1no �ow 1 13 3 +32 +3 −16 −14 −9 −7 17 −19 −13 −31 12 −8 −6 −2no impl 1 2 4 +36 +10 0 +1 +1 +5 9 +7 +9 +29 20 −2 −2 −2no liq 1 4 2 +15 +7 +1 −6 −6 +3 7 −19 −17 +19 22 −2 −2 −1no rdost 3 2 13 +38 +20 +28 +22 +21 +38 25 +21 +20 +30 2 −2 −2 −2ons Gom 1 15 3 +14 +2 −15 −8 −6 −15 24 −11 −8 −25 5 +4 +3 +3Table B.61. Evaluation of ut separation on test set miplib.all instanes (37) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 34 0 0 0none 9 20 13 +342 +290 +164 +48 +51 +106 27 −4 −2 +45 1 −46 −46 −46no knap 3 4 2 +15 +6 +32 +4 +4 +15 7 +24 +27 +158 27 −1 −1 0no -MIR 2 9 7 +16 +15 +7 +4 +3 +18 19 +44 +41 +109 15 0 0 +2no Gom 4 14 11 +64 +54 +29 +10 +12 +31 31 +9 +11 +56 2 −2 −2 −1no SCG 3 9 3 −1 +1 −19 −2 −3 −4 12 −2 −6 −19 21 0 0 +1no �ow 3 14 4 +15 +6 +14 −3 −1 +16 17 −1 +1 +61 17 −5 −4 −2no impl 2 5 5 −19 −19 −20 −12 −12 −14 12 −3 −2 +13 22 +2 +2 +2no liq 3 3 4 +17 +12 +2 +1 +2 +3 9 +4 +7 +41 25 0 0 0no rdost 3 6 9 +2 +3 +29 +1 +1 +6 28 +1 +1 +15 6 +2 +2 +3ons Gom 2 17 8 +3 0 −14 −16 −15 −17 32 −14 −13 −7 2 −1 −1 0Table B.62. Evaluation of ut separation on test set oral.all instanes (34) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 28 0 0 0none 6 13 14 +191 +81 −2 +8 +6 −5 25 +15 +12 +4 1 −3 −3 −3no knap 6 0 3 +9 +9 +1 +4 +4 +2 3 +52 +52 +114 25 0 0 0no -MIR 6 7 7 +66 +48 +10 +20 +18 +8 12 +82 +75 +77 15 −7 −6 −5no Gom 6 10 8 +29 +3 +6 −3 −4 −7 21 −10 −12 −25 5 +1 +1 +1no SCG 5 7 3 +4 −5 −1 −7 −7 −9 11 −17 −19 −41 17 0 0 −1no �ow 4 7 1 −4 −3 −5 −4 −4 −8 8 −10 −9 −31 20 0 0 +1no impl 4 5 1 −3 −4 −12 −8 −9 −16 8 −7 −8 −22 20 −1 −1 −1no liq 5 5 5 +22 +5 +1 −3 −7 −8 12 −11 −20 −46 16 +3 +2 +2no rdost 5 5 6 +5 +12 −9 +5 +5 +2 20 +9 +9 +8 8 −1 0 +1ons Gom 4 11 8 0 −4 −9 −5 −5 −16 23 −1 0 −14 5 +3 +2 +2Table B.63. Evaluation of ut separation on test set milp.



342 Tablesall instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �none 0 3 1 +144 +34 −63 −35 −47 −82 7 −35 −47 −82no knap 1 0 5 +280 +108 +103 +61 +51 +111 6 +53 +47 +94no -MIR 0 2 0 −21 −21 −61 −27 −33 −68 3 −52 −53 −68no Gom 0 3 1 −18 −18 −64 −29 −40 −76 7 −29 −40 −76no SCG 0 3 2 +14 +13 −32 +2 −13 −41 6 +2 −14 −41no �ow 0 2 1 −15 −15 −61 −18 −30 −68 7 −18 −30 −68no impl 0 3 2 −32 −31 −78 −39 −49 −85 7 −39 −49 −85no liq 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −3 −5 0 � � �no rdost 0 1 0 +6 +6 +3 0 −1 −6 5 −1 −1 −6ons Gom 0 1 2 +19 +19 −24 +4 −4 −41 7 +4 −4 −41Table B.64. Evaluation of ut separation on test set enlight.all instanes (24) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0none 0 11 6 +17 +7 −27 −17 −21 −32 24 −17 −21 −32 0 � � �no knap 0 8 7 −28 −13 +61 −9 +4 +40 24 −9 +4 +40 0 � � �no -MIR 0 7 9 −14 −14 +3 −7 −16 −6 22 −8 −17 −6 2 0 0 0no Gom 0 10 5 −30 −25 −21 −16 −17 −27 24 −16 −17 −27 0 � � �no SCG 0 5 7 −6 +4 +17 +14 +16 +26 18 +19 +20 +32 6 0 +1 +2no �ow 0 8 6 +18 +18 −16 +3 −6 −24 22 +4 −6 −25 2 −2 −2 −2no impl 0 12 7 −55 −50 −10 −35 −34 −20 23 −36 −35 −20 1 0 0 0no liq 0 10 6 −10 −14 −21 −11 −15 −30 21 −13 −16 −30 3 0 0 0no rdost 0 4 6 +14 +14 +7 +10 +11 +6 15 +16 +15 +6 9 0 0 0ons Gom 0 8 5 −36 −27 −2 −23 −16 −10 23 −24 −16 −10 1 0 0 0Table B.65. Evaluation of ut separation on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0none 1 4 8 +3051 +898 +1259 +103 +152 +484 15 +88 +146 +383 0 � � �no knap 0 2 4 +25 +28 +71 +13 +12 +56 14 +15 +13 +56 2 0 0 0no -MIR 0 5 4 +30 +25 +94 −4 +9 +71 13 −4 +10 +72 3 −3 −4 −5no Gom 0 7 5 +46 +21 +26 −9 −5 +6 16 −9 −5 +6 0 � � �no SCG 0 1 0 −2 −2 −5 −1 −1 −3 1 −20 −20 −20 15 0 +1 +2no �ow 0 3 7 +53 +26 +119 +16 +14 +86 15 +17 +15 +86 1 0 0 0no impl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 15 0 0 0no liq 0 0 0 0 0 0 +4 +3 +4 0 � � � 16 +4 +3 +4no rdost 0 2 2 +4 +3 +16 +1 0 +9 13 +1 0 +9 3 0 0 0ons Gom 0 6 3 0 +10 −4 −9 −8 −15 15 −9 −8 −15 1 0 0 0Table B.66. Evaluation of ut separation on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �none 1 4 3 +285 +164 +593 −9 +26 +106 6 −35 −5 +7no knap 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � �no -MIR 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 −2 −2 0 � � �no Gom 0 6 1 +42 −22 −41 −30 −28 −43 7 −30 −28 −43no SCG 0 4 3 +117 +31 +61 +13 +13 −1 7 +13 +13 −1no �ow 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −1 0 � � �no impl 1 0 2 +82 +98 +418 +36 +38 +102 1 +30 +30 +30no liq 1 0 6 +903 +304 +383 +155 +150 +161 6 +150 +145 +140no rdost 0 2 1 +2 +9 +103 −7 −6 −5 3 −11 −11 −5ons Gom 0 4 3 +293 +45 +57 +10 +8 −13 7 +10 +8 −13Table B.67. Evaluation of ut separation on test set a.



Tables 343all instanes (19) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �none 6 0 19 +170321 +81239 +112359 +2382 +2433 +11127 13 +797 +826 +2767no knap 0 2 9 +46 +39 +51 +12 +11 +16 19 +12 +11 +16no -MIR 0 8 9 +1409 +855 +1442 +42 +99 +269 19 +42 +99 +269no Gom 0 13 2 +11 −7 −18 −18 −17 −21 19 −18 −17 −21no SCG 0 2 6 +15 +16 +24 +5 +5 +6 10 +10 +8 +9no �ow 0 9 8 +310 +169 +145 +8 +22 +32 19 +8 +22 +32no impl 0 1 4 +14 +17 +14 +4 +5 +6 10 +7 +8 +8no liq 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no rdost 0 2 2 0 +1 +10 +1 +1 +2 19 +1 +1 +2ons Gom 0 8 5 −9 −11 −26 −7 −9 −12 19 −7 −9 −12Table B.68. Evaluation of ut separation on test set f.
all instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �none 3 9 11 +860 +717 +1509 +104 +104 +241 20 +20 +17 −23no knap 0 2 0 0 0 0 −3 −2 −1 0 � � �no -MIR 0 7 11 +176 +141 +369 +46 +50 +97 23 +46 +50 +97no Gom 0 11 10 +110 +96 +78 +17 +17 −6 23 +17 +17 −6no SCG 0 4 5 +14 +4 −7 +1 +1 −8 12 0 0 −18no �ow 0 6 7 −6 −9 −9 −6 −5 −7 16 −9 −8 −10no impl 0 2 6 +43 +28 +12 +13 +12 −3 11 +25 +23 −9no liq 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 � � �no rdost 0 4 9 +30 +27 +27 +12 +11 −3 23 +12 +11 −3ons Gom 0 7 9 +74 +57 +51 +8 +9 +13 23 +8 +9 +13Table B.69. Evaluation of ut separation on test set arset.
all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �none 41 0 41 +8597 +8575 +3751 +11976 +10606 +5543 0 � � �no knap 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no -MIR 0 0 35 +211 +211 +226 +137 +131 +188 39 +148 +142 +198no Gom 0 4 33 +64 +64 +115 +46 +46 +104 41 +46 +46 +104no SCG 0 5 12 +5 +5 +2 +6 +6 +4 26 +7 +8 +9no �ow 0 14 21 +39 +39 +131 +21 +32 +114 41 +21 +32 +114no impl 0 2 19 +32 +32 +8 +29 +24 +11 26 +46 +42 +38no liq 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −3 0 � � �no rdost 3 0 41 +238 +237 +471 +431 +404 +767 38 +411 +399 +802ons Gom 0 7 23 +23 +23 +57 +15 +17 +49 41 +15 +17 +49Table B.70. Evaluation of ut separation on test set mik.



344 Tablesall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0knapsak 5 8 1 −53 −51 −17 −41 −35 −16 11 −73 −67 −60 13 0 0 0-MIR 3 12 0 −92 −89 −50 −79 −72 −45 10 −97 −95 −95 14 +2 +2 +2Gomory 5 9 9 −75 −70 −28 −53 −50 −32 19 −48 −49 −48 4 +4 +4 +4strong CG 5 7 6 −52 −44 −12 −30 −28 −18 12 −26 −30 −57 12 +3 +3 +3�ow over 4 10 2 −61 −57 −26 −45 −40 −22 13 −74 −69 −63 11 +2 +2 +1impl bds 5 5 1 −23 −23 −3 −17 −16 −11 8 −42 −41 −28 16 0 0 0lique 6 2 2 −12 −7 −1 0 0 0 6 −4 −4 −5 18 +1 +1 +1redost 4 13 3 −23 −24 −20 −23 −20 −17 21 −27 −22 −24 3 +2 +2 +3ons Gom 4 10 3 −67 −61 −23 −53 −48 −30 14 −62 −58 −45 10 +5 +3 +1Table B.71. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set miplib.all instanes (37) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 28 0 0 0knapsak 10 1 2 +16 +15 0 +16 +15 +9 4 +6 +6 +8 23 +2 +2 +2-MIR 6 7 6 −39 −39 −32 −17 −18 −26 13 −16 −16 −40 15 +6 +5 +4Gomory 6 13 12 −50 −49 −29 −24 −25 −31 27 −1 −3 −32 1 +2 +2 +2strong CG 9 2 8 +20 +19 +2 +14 +13 0 11 +51 +47 +2 17 +2 +2 +2�ow over 7 4 9 −10 −10 −34 +9 +7 −13 13 +59 +53 −12 15 +5 +5 +3impl bds 9 7 3 −15 −15 −11 −4 −5 −6 10 −29 −30 −58 17 +3 +2 +3lique 8 1 3 −11 −11 −2 −1 −1 −6 5 +127 +123 +84 23 +2 +2 +2redost 9 9 6 −14 −15 −22 −5 −5 −2 21 −8 −9 −16 6 +1 +1 +3ons Gom 5 11 9 −37 −36 −20 −26 −27 −37 19 −7 −8 −37 9 +2 +2 +2Table B.72. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set oral.all instanes (37) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0knapsak 8 1 2 +2 +2 −1 +4 +5 +3 5 +30 +35 +76 24 +1 +1 +1-MIR 8 5 6 −33 −29 −6 −12 −12 −5 12 −26 −27 −4 16 +1 +1 +1Gomory 7 8 13 −17 −5 −22 +5 +4 +4 21 +49 +47 +64 7 0 0 0strong CG 8 6 6 −9 −4 +1 +2 +2 +2 16 +3 +4 +13 13 0 0 0�ow over 8 3 2 +2 +2 −21 −4 −4 −3 4 −48 −51 −72 24 −1 −1 −1impl bds 8 3 4 −9 −8 +4 −1 −2 0 9 −4 −9 −3 19 −2 −1 −2lique 8 3 6 −17 −4 0 +7 +11 +8 12 +23 +40 +80 17 0 0 0redost 8 9 5 −8 −8 +45 −2 −2 +3 23 −7 −6 −4 5 0 0 0ons Gom 8 5 13 −15 −1 +1 +8 +8 +7 18 +27 +25 +33 10 +1 +2 +3Table B.73. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �knapsak 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 0 0 0 � � �-MIR 0 3 0 −53 −53 −83 −51 −65 −83 3 −82 −81 −85Gomory 0 3 2 −49 −7 +164 +27 +52 +238 7 +27 +52 +238strong CG 0 4 1 −89 −61 −60 −25 −35 −57 7 −25 −35 −57�ow over 0 3 1 −42 −41 −70 −37 −50 −71 7 −37 −50 −71impl bds 0 0 0 0 0 0 +3 +2 +2 0 � � �lique 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 −1 0 � � �redost 0 0 3 +14 +14 +42 +24 +30 +58 5 +35 +38 +59ons Gom 0 2 2 −62 −30 +3 +3 +9 +19 7 +3 +9 +19Table B.74. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set enlight.



Tables 345all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0knapsak 1 5 7 −24 −14 −7 −9 −3 −10 24 −9 −3 −31 0 � � �-MIR 1 8 7 −51 −39 +16 −25 −10 +11 24 −26 −12 +32 0 � � �Gomory 2 7 8 −33 −21 +48 −3 +16 +65 19 −18 −2 +7 4 −1 −1 −2strong CG 1 7 5 −68 −57 −4 −39 −25 −6 20 −47 −34 −23 4 0 0 0�ow over 1 6 8 −6 −2 +1 −6 −7 −7 22 −6 −8 −21 2 −3 −3 −4impl bds 1 7 9 −22 −17 +9 −7 0 +6 24 −7 0 +17 0 � � �lique 1 8 8 −38 −30 −6 −23 −14 −11 24 −23 −16 −33 0 � � �redost 1 4 4 +4 +4 0 +6 +8 +2 16 +9 +11 +7 8 0 0 0ons Gom 1 8 6 −60 −54 −4 −41 −32 −16 20 −48 −44 −64 4 −1 −2 −3Table B.75. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �knapsak 0 9 1 −84 −75 −59 −50 −52 −44 15 −52 −58 −75-MIR 1 7 2 −46 −45 −34 −18 −22 −12 11 −25 −29 −31Gomory 1 0 9 −20 −10 −11 +34 +15 +9 15 +37 +17 +23strong CG 1 0 0 −1 0 −1 +5 +2 +1 1 0 0 0�ow over 0 8 2 −92 −82 −74 −54 −57 −59 15 −54 −61 −80impl bds 1 0 0 −1 0 −1 +1 +1 0 1 0 0 0lique 1 0 0 0 0 −2 +5 +2 +1 0 � � �redost 1 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 0 0 � � �ons Gom 1 3 6 −24 −15 −10 +7 −3 +2 15 +8 −3 +6Table B.76. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 6 0 0 0knapsak 1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 6 −1 −1 −1-MIR 1 0 0 0 0 −2 +3 +2 +1 0 � � � 6 +3 +2 +3Gomory 1 1 5 +19 +22 +19 +110 +54 +31 6 +137 +67 +73 0 � � �strong CG 1 2 4 −52 −50 −28 +11 −15 −15 6 +13 −18 −36 0 � � ��ow over 1 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 � � � 6 0 0 −1impl bds 0 2 0 −53 −58 −78 −42 −43 −57 1 −93 −93 −93 5 −1 −1 −1lique 0 3 4 −70 −50 −68 −32 −39 −33 6 −24 −33 +10 0 � � �redost 0 1 0 −6 −8 −27 −3 −3 −10 0 � � � 6 0 0 0ons Gom 1 0 3 +5 +2 −1 +27 +9 +1 3 +73 +31 +22 3 +1 +1 +1Table B.77. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �knapsak 0 20 0 −95 −95 −96 −93 −90 −96 13 −89 −84 −92-MIR 0 20 0 −99 −99 −99 −96 −95 −98 13 −88 −86 −94Gomory 5 8 6 −38 −38 −35 −8 −7 −13 13 −3 −1 −19strong CG 7 0 0 0 0 −1 +2 +2 0 0 � � ��ow over 1 18 1 −75 −75 −74 −60 −55 −65 13 −51 −44 −60impl bds 7 1 1 −1 −1 −2 +2 +1 0 2 +4 +4 −4lique 7 0 0 −1 −1 −2 +3 +2 0 0 � � �redost 7 4 2 −5 −5 −1 −2 −2 −1 13 −3 −4 −8ons Gom 5 8 2 −25 −25 −18 −11 −7 −7 13 −14 −9 −25Table B.78. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set f.



346 Tablesall instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �knapsak 3 0 0 +1 +1 +4 −2 −2 −1 0 � � �-MIR 0 14 5 −56 −56 −87 −36 −38 −76 20 −9 −9 −10Gomory 1 12 6 −67 −66 −39 −39 −36 −29 20 −30 −26 +22strong CG 2 10 3 −52 −51 −19 −33 −28 −16 13 −46 −39 +24�ow over 3 5 7 −6 −6 +3 +6 +7 +3 17 +9 +9 +14impl bds 3 2 4 0 0 +7 0 0 0 8 +2 +2 +5lique 3 0 0 +1 +1 +4 −2 −2 0 0 � � �redost 3 5 10 −11 −11 −6 +17 +17 +19 19 +8 +8 +8ons Gom 2 13 4 −65 −64 −29 −49 −45 −29 20 −44 −40 −14Table B.79. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set arset.

all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotnone 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �knapsak 41 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 � � �-MIR 41 0 0 +2 +2 +2 0 0 0 0 � � �Gomory 12 29 0 −69 −69 −56 −69 −69 −52 0 � � �strong CG 41 0 0 −3 −3 −2 0 0 0 0 � � ��ow over 10 31 0 −62 −62 −47 −66 −65 −51 0 � � �impl bds 41 0 0 +1 +1 +2 0 0 0 0 � � �lique 41 0 0 +2 +2 +2 0 0 0 0 � � �redost 33 8 0 −19 −19 +10 −45 −44 −18 0 � � �ons Gom 10 30 0 −66 −66 −52 −67 −67 −51 0 � � �Table B.80. Evaluation of only using individual ut separators on test set mik.



Tables 347all instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0all (1) 7 0 24 −65 −63 −96 +182 +162 +178 19 +195 +173 +317 4 −2 −1 −1all (1⋆) 2 0 18 −31 −29 −73 +47 +45 +39 23 +57 +55 +50 5 +19 +24 +129all (10⋆) 1 1 6 −6 −7 −36 +8 +7 +9 16 +13 +13 +16 13 +2 +1 +1impl bds (1⋆) 1 2 0 −7 −7 −10 −4 −4 −7 9 −10 −10 −21 20 −1 −1 −1knapsak (1⋆) 1 3 1 −8 −5 −8 −2 −3 −6 7 −8 −9 −41 22 −1 −1 −1impl/knap (1⋆) 1 4 1 −12 −10 −14 −3 −3 −8 13 −7 −8 −26 16 0 0 0Table B.81. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0all (1) 8 3 29 −78 −73 −82 +156 +171 +122 28 +160 +185 +183 2 +3 +3 +3all (1⋆) 3 4 23 −54 −45 −68 +19 +28 +27 32 +24 +36 +62 2 −3 −3 −2all (10⋆) 3 6 6 −19 −13 −41 +2 +2 0 27 +2 +3 −1 8 0 0 +1impl bds (1⋆) 2 2 3 −6 −5 −7 −1 −1 −9 15 +3 +4 +11 20 +1 +1 +1knapsak (1⋆) 3 5 1 −6 −5 −15 −3 −3 0 10 −12 −11 −1 25 +1 0 0impl/knap (1⋆) 2 5 2 −13 −12 −23 −7 −7 −12 19 −9 −8 −1 16 +2 +1 0Table B.82. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set oral.all instanes (36) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0all (1) 14 1 17 −68 −70 −89 +103 +95 +55 14 +175 +151 +103 8 +1 +1 0all (1⋆) 9 2 15 −37 −38 −74 +41 +37 +24 18 +61 +53 +39 9 +4 +4 +10all (10⋆) 8 0 9 −8 −10 −44 +18 +17 +14 15 +34 +34 +40 13 +3 +2 +3impl bds (1⋆) 7 3 2 0 0 −2 0 −1 −3 8 +1 −3 −20 21 0 0 0knapsak (1⋆) 6 1 2 −4 −4 −25 0 0 −3 2 +21 +21 +19 27 0 0 0impl/knap (1⋆) 7 2 3 −5 −5 −28 +2 +1 −2 9 +2 −1 −16 20 +3 +3 +4Table B.83. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0all (1) 2 0 6 −96 −95 −99 +270 +136 +198 4 +457 +279 +385 1 0 0 0all (1⋆) 0 0 6 −54 −53 −73 +132 +66 +103 6 +167 +76 +104 1 0 0 0all (10⋆) 0 1 5 +5 +5 −20 +27 +11 0 6 +32 +12 0 1 0 0 0impl bds (1⋆) 0 2 0 −34 −33 −54 −14 −18 −40 6 −16 −20 −40 1 0 0 0knapsak (1⋆) 0 1 2 −11 −11 −40 −7 −13 −42 6 −8 −14 −42 1 0 0 0impl/knap (1⋆) 0 2 2 −30 −30 −12 −5 −6 +31 6 −6 −6 +31 1 0 0 0Table B.84. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set enlight.



348 Tablesall instanes (22) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 22 0 0 0all (1) 2 2 13 −51 −47 −47 +201 +196 +537 15 +290 +249 +510 5 0 0 0all (1⋆) 0 1 14 −4 +1 −3 +37 +29 +37 17 +50 +34 +37 5 0 0 0all (10⋆) 0 2 3 +3 +3 +3 +2 +2 +3 13 +4 +3 +3 9 0 0 0impl bds (1⋆) 0 4 8 −15 −17 +13 −10 −13 +7 17 −13 −14 +7 5 0 0 0knapsak (1⋆) 0 6 4 −10 −16 −18 −16 −25 −27 17 −20 −28 −27 5 0 0 0impl/knap (1⋆) 0 6 8 +26 +21 +17 +26 +14 +31 17 +35 +16 +31 5 0 0 0Table B.85. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0all (1) 0 0 12 −76 −72 −92 +115 +123 +310 12 +177 +158 +311 4 0 0 0all (1⋆) 0 2 9 −26 −22 −40 +25 +21 +35 12 +35 +25 +35 4 0 0 0all (10⋆) 0 0 3 −1 −1 −5 +7 +8 +8 9 +11 +10 +8 7 +1 +2 +2impl bds (1⋆) 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 3 +1 +1 +1 13 +1 +1 +2knapsak (1⋆) 0 2 0 −12 −9 −5 −4 −5 −3 11 −7 −7 −3 5 0 0 +1impl/knap (1⋆) 0 2 0 −12 −8 −5 −4 −5 −2 11 −6 −6 −2 5 0 0 +1Table B.86. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0all (1) 0 2 2 −46 −45 −2 +8 +9 +57 4 +16 +17 +58 3 −2 −2 −2all (1⋆) 1 2 2 −44 −41 +25 +8 +9 +66 3 −34 −34 −43 3 −3 −3 −3all (10⋆) 0 2 1 −21 −23 −20 −1 −1 −3 4 0 0 −3 3 −2 −2 −2impl bds (1⋆) 0 0 1 +21 +43 +288 +27 +28 +75 2 +124 +127 +307 5 +1 +1 +1knapsak (1⋆) 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 −2 −2 0 � � � 7 −3 −2 −2impl/knap (1⋆) 0 0 1 +21 +43 +288 +24 +25 +71 2 +120 +122 +301 5 −2 −2 −2Table B.87. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0all (1) 0 0 13 −72 −78 −91 +53 +62 +86 15 +77 +77 +93 5 0 0 0all (1⋆) 0 1 6 −37 −36 −51 +6 +6 +5 15 +8 +7 +6 5 −1 −1 −1all (10⋆) 0 0 0 −2 −2 −1 +1 +1 +2 10 +2 +2 +3 10 0 0 0impl bds (1⋆) 0 0 1 −4 −4 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 +1 9 0 0 0knapsak (1⋆) 0 0 1 −10 −7 0 0 +1 +1 8 +1 +2 +4 12 0 0 0impl/knap (1⋆) 0 0 4 −13 −9 −1 +6 +6 +7 14 +6 +6 +8 6 +3 +3 +4Table B.88. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0all (1) 4 0 23 −47 −45 −47 +681 +631 +600 19 +697 +671 +1223 0 � � �all (1⋆) 0 1 22 −10 −11 −16 +75 +69 +106 22 +75 +70 +106 1 +65 +65 +65all (10⋆) 0 0 4 −6 −6 −6 +6 +6 +14 13 +8 +8 +15 10 +2 +2 +3impl bds (1⋆) 0 2 1 0 −1 −10 +1 +1 −3 11 +1 0 −8 12 +1 +1 +1knapsak (1⋆) 0 1 2 −3 −3 −1 +7 +7 +7 1 −40 −40 −40 22 +10 +10 +7impl/knap (1⋆) 0 3 6 −3 −4 −11 +8 +8 +2 11 +13 +13 +3 12 +4 +3 +2Table B.89. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set arset.



Tables 349all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �all (1) 0 6 29 −91 −91 −93 +63 +56 +30 41 +63 +56 +30all (1⋆) 0 26 5 −69 −69 −74 −28 −29 −42 41 −28 −29 −42all (10⋆) 0 21 3 −30 −30 −25 −12 −12 −13 41 −12 −12 −13impl bds (1⋆) 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +2 12 +2 +2 +2knapsak (1⋆) 0 24 4 −43 −42 −38 −25 −23 −29 41 −25 −23 −29impl/knap (1⋆) 0 22 11 −43 −43 −38 −20 −18 −24 41 −20 −18 −24Table B.90. Evaluation of loal ut separation on test set mik.



350 TablesCutting Plane Seletionall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0one per round 4 2 24 +36 +3 −1 +116 +97 +116 23 +55 +40 +63 3 +45 +18 0take all 4 2 24 +9 −8 −6 +137 +105 +110 25 +105 +72 +45 1 −2 −2 −2no obj paral 1 3 5 +14 +2 −1 +5 +4 +10 19 +7 +7 +38 10 +1 +1 +1no ortho 1 1 18 +8 −7 +2 +39 +28 +15 26 +46 +35 +35 3 0 0 +1Table B.91. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set miplib.all instanes (37) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 34 0 0 0one per round 8 8 19 −11 +3 −17 +99 +98 +96 26 +41 +40 +27 2 +2 +2 +3take all 4 7 19 −24 −7 −22 +39 +38 +21 31 +36 +36 +19 1 0 0 0no obj paral 3 9 5 −4 −9 −20 −8 −8 −4 21 −9 −9 −2 12 +3 +2 +3no ortho 4 10 19 −12 −3 −12 +18 +19 +25 30 +8 +9 +19 2 −1 0 +2Table B.92. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 28 0 0 0one per round 9 5 15 −16 −4 −42 +32 +27 +18 22 +47 +39 +40 2 +1 +1 +2take all 12 7 17 +7 −1 −17 +51 +45 +34 21 +23 +15 −8 1 −3 −3 −3no obj paral 6 8 4 −4 −8 −3 −7 −7 −10 16 −14 −14 −25 12 +1 +1 +1no ortho 8 9 10 −25 −21 −42 +14 +11 +7 23 +14 +9 +2 3 +1 +1 +1Table B.93. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �one per round 1 0 5 +220 +95 +152 +97 +85 +187 6 +94 +94 +318take all 0 1 5 −29 −29 −44 +37 −17 −34 7 +37 −17 −34no obj paral 0 1 2 −2 −2 −14 +1 −3 −7 6 +2 −4 −7no ortho 0 1 5 +9 +10 −2 +28 +8 −4 7 +28 +8 −4Table B.94. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set enlight.all instanes (24) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �one per round 0 6 11 −20 −13 −16 −10 −3 −13 24 −10 −3 −13take all 0 7 8 −29 −24 +10 +6 +1 +18 24 +6 +1 +18no obj paral 0 8 9 +11 +18 +17 +14 +18 +22 23 +15 +19 +22no ortho 0 11 6 −33 −25 −14 −14 −16 −17 24 −14 −16 −17Table B.95. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set alu.



Tables 351all instanes (16) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �one per round 0 1 6 −2 −10 +11 +18 +7 +28 15 +20 +7 +28take all 0 0 14 −21 −7 −5 +170 +69 +58 16 +170 +69 +58no obj paral 0 1 7 +14 +10 +12 +8 +6 +16 13 +10 +6 +16no ortho 0 2 11 −7 +2 +2 +54 +17 +16 16 +54 +17 +16Table B.96. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �one per round 6 0 7 +828 +258 +637 +2032 +1853 +702 1 +1393 +1393 +1393take all 1 0 6 +231 +128 +453 +387 +351 +195 6 +363 +325 +116no obj paral 0 1 0 −32 −32 −21 −21 −22 −27 2 −55 −56 −77no ortho 2 0 6 +130 +85 +591 +345 +313 +218 5 +348 +312 +95Table B.97. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set a.all instanes (19) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �one per round 0 0 18 +362 +140 +87 +87 +80 +86 19 +87 +80 +86take all 0 0 19 −38 −24 −27 +822 +694 +756 19 +822 +694 +756no obj paral 0 4 6 −2 +6 +60 +5 +7 +20 19 +5 +7 +20no ortho 0 0 19 −3 +11 +18 +117 +102 +108 19 +117 +102 +108Table B.98. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �one per round 0 7 12 +70 +50 +26 +37 +35 +16 23 +37 +35 +16take all 0 5 16 −55 −42 −29 +40 +49 +53 23 +40 +49 +53no obj paral 0 4 7 +16 +12 0 +6 +6 −6 17 +8 +7 −6no ortho 0 6 9 +8 0 −8 +2 +1 −6 23 +2 +1 −6Table B.99. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set arset.all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �one per round 3 2 38 +312 +312 +680 +246 +247 +639 38 +222 +230 +546take all 0 0 41 +27 +27 +6 +745 +676 +570 41 +745 +676 +570no obj paral 0 5 15 +4 +4 +8 +7 +7 +13 39 +8 +8 +13no ortho 0 9 19 −6 −6 +26 +6 +8 +26 41 +6 +8 +26Table B.100. Evaluation of ut seletion on test set mik.



352 TablesPrimal Heuristis all instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0none 2 9 13 +291 +111 +23 +39 +39 +68 27 +26 +25 +56 1 −4 −4 −4no round 1 3 10 +79 +26 −2 +13 +10 0 22 +20 +16 +1 7 −3 −3 −4no diving 2 3 6 −5 −3 +10 +5 +5 +19 18 +2 +2 +1 10 +2 +2 +1no objdiving 1 5 6 +58 +30 −11 +14 +17 +32 19 +25 +27 +52 10 −2 −3 −13no improvement 1 2 3 0 −1 −5 +1 0 −3 12 +5 +2 −6 17 −2 −2 −1Table B.101. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0none 3 16 8 +37 +18 −31 −8 −9 −5 34 −9 −10 −10 1 +2 +2 +2no round 2 8 8 −3 −3 −39 −3 −4 −10 25 +6 +4 +11 10 −1 −1 0no diving 4 13 8 −6 −1 +29 −3 −3 +17 29 −7 −7 +19 5 +1 +1 +1no objdiving 2 11 5 +4 −3 −22 −6 −6 −15 28 +1 +1 −1 7 0 0 −1no improvement 2 4 2 −6 −6 −5 −3 −3 −5 10 −10 −10 −5 25 +2 +2 +2Table B.102. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set oral.all instanes (36) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0none 8 7 9 +103 +42 −11 +10 +7 +4 23 +12 +8 +2 4 +3 +2 +2no round 5 5 6 +26 +9 −23 +7 +5 −4 20 +13 +10 −11 9 +1 +1 +2no diving 7 3 11 +14 +5 +5 +3 +2 −1 19 +12 +11 +7 9 +2 +1 +1no objdiving 6 4 5 +25 +9 −1 +4 +3 0 19 +9 +7 +3 10 −2 −2 −3no improvement 7 0 2 +7 +3 −1 +2 +2 +2 6 +10 +10 +11 23 +1 +1 +2Table B.103. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0none 0 2 1 −14 −13 −2 −10 −8 +3 6 −12 −9 +3 1 0 0 0no round 0 0 0 0 0 0 −4 −2 −4 0 � � � 7 −4 −2 −4no diving 0 2 1 −17 −17 −19 −12 −13 −17 6 −14 −14 −17 1 0 0 0no objdiving 0 1 3 +19 +19 +7 +15 +14 0 6 +18 +16 0 1 0 0 0no improvement 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 0 0 � � � 7 +1 +1 0Table B.104. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set enlight.all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0none 1 12 3 −10 −12 0 −14 −13 −2 18 −19 −17 −5 6 0 0 0no round 1 0 0 0 0 +1 −1 −1 0 0 � � � 24 −1 −1 0no diving 1 10 5 −2 −3 0 −4 −2 +1 17 −5 −3 +3 7 0 0 0no objdiving 1 6 6 −4 −4 +22 0 +3 +26 16 0 +5 +60 8 −1 −2 −2no improvement 1 0 0 0 0 +1 +2 0 0 0 � � � 24 +2 0 0Table B.105. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set alu.



Tables 353all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0none 0 2 6 +208 +84 +19 +13 +3 −2 13 +16 +3 −2 3 0 0 0no round 0 4 4 +71 +35 −1 +9 +1 −2 12 +12 +1 −2 4 0 0 0no diving 0 1 6 0 0 +5 +6 +4 +3 9 +8 +6 +3 7 +3 +5 +5no objdiving 0 3 0 −2 −2 −2 0 −2 0 8 −3 −3 0 8 +3 +4 +4no improvement 0 1 3 +4 +4 0 +5 +4 +5 6 +8 +6 +5 10 +4 +3 +5Table B.106. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0none 0 2 5 +957 +151 +427 +42 +35 +48 7 +42 +35 +48 0 � � �no round 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 −3 −4 0 � � � 7 −3 −3 −4no diving 0 2 1 −15 −5 +330 −9 −9 +35 3 −18 −17 +38 4 −1 −1 −1no objdiving 0 2 5 +1094 +158 +262 +70 +62 +33 7 +70 +62 +33 0 � � �no improvement 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −2 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −2Table B.107. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0none 0 0 20 +1761 +774 +536 +83 +82 +107 20 +83 +82 +107 0 � � �no round 0 1 13 +274 +139 +60 +19 +21 +24 18 +22 +23 +26 2 −6 −6 −6no diving 0 0 0 −2 −2 −1 +3 +3 +3 10 +3 +3 +3 10 +3 +3 +3no objdiving 0 1 0 −2 −2 −6 0 −1 −3 8 −3 −3 −4 12 +2 +2 +2no improvement 0 2 1 −10 −10 −7 0 0 0 12 −1 −1 0 8 +2 +2 +2Table B.108. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0none 0 10 6 +72 +53 +42 +2 +2 −14 23 +2 +2 −14 0 � � �no round 0 5 5 +18 +10 −9 +1 +1 −9 23 +1 +1 −9 0 � � �no diving 0 4 7 +6 +5 −5 0 −1 −18 23 0 −1 −18 0 � � �no objdiving 0 6 5 +5 +4 +12 +1 +1 +6 19 +1 +1 +6 4 −1 −1 0no improvement 0 5 5 0 +1 +5 +1 +1 −1 13 +3 +3 −2 10 −1 −1 +1Table B.109. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set arset.all instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0none 2 0 41 +380 +379 +551 +524 +481 +832 39 +519 +487 +950 0 � � �no round 0 16 21 +24 +24 −8 +29 +23 −1 41 +29 +23 −1 0 � � �no diving 0 11 6 +10 +10 +22 0 +2 +16 41 0 +2 +16 0 � � �no objdiving 0 6 10 0 0 +7 +4 +4 +11 41 +4 +4 +11 0 � � �no improvement 0 1 3 +1 +1 +8 +1 +2 +10 23 +1 +2 +11 18 +1 +1 +1Table B.110. Evaluation of primal heuristis on test set mik.



354 Tablesall instanes (29) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 28 0 0 0no RENS 1 4 3 +74 +19 −1 +2 +2 0 11 +8 +9 +8 17 −1 −1 −1no simple rnd 1 2 1 −1 −1 +1 −2 −2 −3 5 −4 −5 −19 23 −2 −2 −3no rounding 1 2 0 +3 −1 0 −2 −2 −3 6 −4 −5 −23 22 −1 −1 −2no shifting 1 3 3 −2 +1 +2 0 −1 −8 10 +2 0 −19 18 −2 −2 −3no int shifting 1 1 1 +2 +3 +3 +1 +2 0 10 +8 +9 +9 18 −2 −2 −2otane 1 1 3 −1 −1 0 +3 +2 +2 1 +19 +19 +19 27 +3 +2 +2Table B.111. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0no RENS 3 1 3 +12 +11 −1 +8 +6 +2 8 +36 +26 +2 27 +2 +2 +3no simple rnd 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0no rounding 3 0 0 +2 +2 −1 −1 −1 0 6 0 +1 +3 29 −1 −1 0no shifting 3 5 2 −5 −4 −29 −3 −2 −2 11 −6 −6 −9 24 −1 −1 −1no int shifting 3 3 2 −7 −6 +1 −2 −2 +1 12 −7 −7 +2 23 +1 +1 +1otane 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 +1 33 0 0 0Table B.112. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no RENS 6 1 2 +31 +17 +1 +12 +10 +1 3 +229 +183 +14 26 +2 +2 +2no simple rnd 6 0 0 +1 +1 0 0 0 +1 2 +8 +8 +9 27 −1 −1 0no rounding 6 1 0 +4 0 −2 −2 −2 −2 3 −12 −12 −26 26 −1 −1 −1no shifting 6 2 1 −7 −9 −4 −4 −5 −4 6 −23 −24 −33 23 0 0 −1no int shifting 5 3 4 +2 +3 +1 +1 +1 −2 12 +5 +5 −2 17 −1 0 0otane 6 0 0 0 0 +3 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 −1Table B.113. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no RENS 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −2 −3 0 � � � 7 −1 −2 −3no simple rnd 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −4 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −4no rounding 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −5 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −5no shifting 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −5 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −5no int shifting 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −2 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −2otane 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −5 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −5Table B.114. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set enlight.



Tables 355all instanes (24) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0no RENS 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 0 � � � 24 +1 +1 +2no simple rnd 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −2 0 � � � 24 −1 −1 −2no rounding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 � � � 24 0 0 +1no shifting 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 � � � 24 −1 −1 0no int shifting 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 0 � � � 24 +1 +1 +2otane 0 0 0 0 0 0 +4 +2 +3 0 � � � 24 +4 +2 +3Table B.115. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no RENS 0 0 4 +74 +34 +4 +10 +4 +5 12 +13 +5 +5 4 0 0 0no simple rnd 0 0 6 +14 +13 +7 +12 +12 +12 9 +19 +16 +12 7 +4 +5 +5no rounding 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +3 0 � � � 16 +2 +2 +3no shifting 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 � � � 16 0 0 +1no int shifting 0 0 2 +1 +1 +1 +4 +3 +4 8 +5 +5 +4 8 +3 +4 +4otane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0Table B.116. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no RENS 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0 0 � � � 7 +1 0 0no simple rnd 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −2 −1 −1no rounding 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −1no shifting 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −1 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −1no int shifting 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 � � � 7 0 0 +1otane 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 −2 −2 0 � � � 7 −3 −2 −2Table B.117. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0no RENS 0 2 15 +370 +149 +65 +22 +21 +24 20 +22 +21 +24 0 � � �no simple rnd 0 0 1 +7 +8 +5 +2 +3 +4 5 +8 +8 +7 15 +1 +1 +1no rounding 0 0 0 +5 +3 0 +1 0 0 2 +6 +6 +6 18 0 0 0no shifting 0 2 1 −6 −6 −7 −2 −3 −4 7 −6 −6 −8 13 0 0 0no int shifting 0 2 2 −10 −11 −1 −1 0 +3 9 0 0 +3 11 −1 −1 −1otane 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +1 +1 0 � � � 20 +2 +1 +1Table B.118. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0no RENS 0 1 3 +30 +18 −2 +3 +3 −3 9 +9 +9 −10 14 0 0 +1no simple rnd 0 3 5 −1 −1 −2 +3 +2 +2 11 +2 +1 +2 12 +3 +3 +3no rounding 0 1 2 +3 +2 +2 +1 +1 +4 5 +4 +4 +12 18 0 0 0no shifting 0 1 2 0 0 +1 +4 +4 +6 6 +6 +7 +12 17 +3 +3 +3no int shifting 0 1 2 −1 −1 −3 +2 +2 −1 10 +1 0 −5 13 +3 +3 +3otane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0Table B.119. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set arset.



356 Tablesall instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0no RENS 0 3 16 +13 +13 +12 +9 +9 +16 37 +10 +10 +21 4 +2 +2 +2no simple rnd 0 0 23 +1 +1 +6 +10 +9 +14 38 +10 +9 +14 3 +11 +10 +13no rounding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 1 +2 +2 +2 40 0 0 +1no shifting 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0 +1 8 0 0 +2 33 0 0 0no int shifting 0 2 7 −1 −1 +5 +2 +2 +8 41 +2 +2 +8 0 � � �otane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0Table B.120. Evaluation of rounding heuristis on test set mik.



Tables 357all instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no oef 1 3 6 +1 +1 +3 +1 0 +3 19 +2 +1 +4 10 −1 −1 −2no fra 1 5 2 −3 −3 −14 −6 −6 −13 18 −9 −9 −20 11 −1 −1 −1no guided 1 3 1 0 0 −7 −2 −2 −9 14 −3 −3 −13 15 −2 −2 −7no linesearh 1 1 1 0 0 +1 −1 −1 +1 14 0 0 +3 15 −2 −2 −8no psost 1 5 2 −3 −3 −7 −4 −4 −9 19 −6 −6 −13 10 −2 −1 −1no velen 1 5 1 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3 16 −5 −4 −4 13 −2 −2 −8no baktrak 1 6 3 −6 −6 −6 −4 −4 −6 18 −5 −6 −9 11 −2 −1 −1Table B.121. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0no oef 3 15 4 −18 −13 −10 −8 −8 −1 30 −10 −10 −2 5 0 0 0no fra 3 7 4 −1 0 −12 0 0 0 28 −1 −1 −1 7 +3 +3 +3no guided 2 9 2 −4 −4 −14 −6 −6 −5 24 −9 −9 −9 11 −1 −1 −1no linesearh 2 5 6 +4 +4 −4 +4 +4 −1 26 +7 +6 +5 9 +3 +3 +3no psost 3 10 3 −9 −5 −12 −3 −3 −3 29 −4 −4 −7 6 −1 −1 −1no velen 2 10 4 −8 −7 −22 −7 −7 −15 27 +1 +2 +1 8 0 0 0no baktrak 3 11 4 +3 +2 −16 −1 −3 −4 29 −2 −3 −7 6 −1 −1 −1Table B.122. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no oef 6 5 4 −7 −7 +2 −2 −2 +1 18 −8 −8 −10 10 0 0 0no fra 5 4 4 +4 +4 +2 +1 +1 −1 16 +4 +4 +3 13 −1 0 0no guided 5 1 8 +16 +16 +2 +11 +10 +9 15 +25 +25 +33 14 +2 +2 +2no linesearh 6 0 8 +9 +10 0 +6 +6 +5 15 +15 +14 +17 14 0 0 0no psost 6 2 4 0 0 −1 +1 0 −1 16 +2 +1 −2 13 −1 −1 −1no velen 6 2 2 +2 +2 +6 +1 +2 +2 15 +3 +3 +7 14 0 0 0no baktrak 5 2 5 +5 +5 +4 +3 +3 0 17 +7 +6 +1 12 +1 +1 +2Table B.123. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no oef 0 2 3 +3 +3 +6 +4 +4 +1 6 +5 +4 +1 1 0 0 0no fra 0 1 2 +6 +6 −12 +3 −4 −17 6 +4 −5 −17 1 0 0 0no guided 0 0 0 +2 +2 +2 +2 +2 +2 4 +4 +4 +8 3 0 −1 −1no linesearh 0 1 2 +12 +13 +30 +10 +13 +28 6 +11 +14 +28 1 0 0 0no psost 0 0 3 +19 +19 +11 +19 +18 +11 6 +22 +20 +11 1 0 0 0no velen 0 0 3 +12 +12 +17 +10 +9 +14 6 +12 +10 +14 1 0 0 0no baktrak 0 2 3 +10 +11 +29 +16 +19 +30 6 +19 +21 +30 1 0 0 0Table B.124. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set enlight.



358 Tablesall instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0no oef 1 2 10 +54 +52 +24 +35 +36 +42 17 +56 +53 +97 7 0 0 0no fra 1 2 8 +3 +3 +3 0 −1 +3 16 0 −2 +6 8 0 0 0no guided 1 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 +1no linesearh 1 4 9 +25 +22 +3 +11 +8 +4 16 +17 +11 +9 8 0 0 0no psost 1 5 6 +8 +6 −1 0 −2 −6 16 +1 −3 −14 8 0 0 0no velen 1 4 7 +11 +11 +4 +6 +5 +8 16 +9 +7 +19 8 0 0 0no baktrak 1 8 5 −1 −2 0 −4 −5 +2 16 −6 −7 +4 8 0 0 0Table B.125. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no oef 0 2 1 −3 −3 −1 −2 −3 −3 9 −5 −5 −3 7 +1 +2 +2no fra 0 0 3 +1 +1 +4 +5 +4 +8 8 +5 +5 +8 8 +4 +5 +6no guided 0 2 0 −3 −4 −1 −2 −3 −1 8 −5 −5 −1 8 +1 +1 +1no linesearh 0 0 1 0 0 0 +2 +2 +2 8 +2 +2 +2 8 +2 +3 +3no psost 0 0 1 +1 +1 +3 +1 +1 +2 8 +2 +2 +2 8 +1 +1 +1no velen 0 2 1 −2 −2 −3 +1 0 +1 8 0 −1 +1 8 +3 +4 +4no baktrak 0 1 0 −3 −3 −7 0 −2 −4 8 −2 −3 −4 8 +3 +4 +4Table B.126. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no oef 0 1 2 +37 +72 +498 +18 +19 +95 3 +53 +54 +105 4 −3 −3 −3no fra 1 1 2 +28 +48 +458 +12 +13 +77 2 −39 −39 −31 4 −2 −2 −2no guided 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −2 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −2no linesearh 1 2 1 +29 +48 +582 +14 +15 +78 2 −34 −34 −30 4 −3 −3 −3no psost 1 1 2 +49 +73 +441 +40 +42 +142 2 +30 +30 +57 4 −2 −2 −2no velen 0 0 2 +35 +50 +135 +16 +16 +30 3 +40 +40 +33 4 +1 +1 0no baktrak 0 2 1 +14 +26 +314 +12 +12 +39 3 +27 +27 +43 4 +1 +1 +1Table B.127. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0no oef 0 1 0 −2 −2 −8 −1 −1 −2 10 −2 −2 −3 10 0 0 0no fra 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 0 0no guided 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 6 0 0 −1 14 0 0 0no linesearh 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 14 0 0 0no psost 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 0 +1 +1 10 +1 +1 +2 10 0 0 0no velen 0 0 1 +1 +1 +8 +1 +1 +2 8 +1 +1 +2 12 +1 +1 0no baktrak 0 1 0 −1 −1 −3 0 0 −1 8 0 −1 −1 12 +1 +1 +1Table B.128. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0no oef 0 6 6 +7 +6 +12 +6 +5 −7 23 +6 +5 −7 0 � � �no fra 0 5 2 −6 −6 −9 −3 −3 −8 20 −3 −3 −8 3 +1 +1 +1no guided 0 4 3 0 0 −4 +1 +1 −4 16 0 0 −4 7 +2 +2 +2no linesearh 0 4 4 +2 +2 0 +1 +1 0 16 0 +1 0 7 +1 +1 +1no psost 0 3 5 +8 +8 +18 +9 +10 +5 20 +10 +11 +5 3 +3 +3 +3no velen 0 6 3 −7 −8 −3 −5 −5 +4 20 −6 −6 +4 3 0 0 0no baktrak 0 5 6 +11 +11 +12 +6 +6 +4 22 +6 +6 +4 1 +2 +2 +2Table B.129. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set arset.



Tables 359all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no oef 0 5 9 0 0 +6 +2 +2 +7 41 +2 +2 +7no fra 0 6 9 0 0 +3 +2 +1 +6 41 +2 +1 +6no guided 0 2 1 0 0 +1 +1 0 +1 20 0 0 +2no linesearh 0 5 6 0 0 +11 +3 +4 +15 41 +3 +4 +15no psost 0 4 7 −1 −1 +8 +2 +2 +11 41 +2 +2 +11no velen 0 7 6 −2 −2 +1 0 0 +3 41 0 0 +3no baktrak 0 4 10 +4 +4 +7 +2 +2 +7 41 +2 +2 +7Table B.130. Evaluation of diving heuristis on test set mik.



360 Tablesall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no obj psost diving 1 3 0 −1 −1 −1 −2 −3 −5 15 −4 −4 −7 14 −1 −2 −7no rootsol diving 1 3 3 +3 +3 −4 +1 +1 −4 14 +5 +4 −6 15 −2 −2 −8no feaspump 2 3 5 +66 +37 +3 +17 +19 +47 10 +18 +19 +42 18 −3 −3 −6Table B.131. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0no obj psost diving 2 12 6 −1 −1 −22 −3 −4 −14 27 0 0 −3 8 +3 +3 +3no rootsol diving 2 12 6 −3 −3 −18 −3 −3 −10 26 −2 −2 −3 9 +3 +3 +3no feaspump 3 6 4 +3 −3 0 0 0 +1 17 +1 +1 +3 18 −1 −1 +1Table B.132. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set oral.all instanes (36) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no obj psost diving 7 1 6 +12 +12 −14 +6 +6 +5 14 +10 +10 +6 14 +1 +1 +1no rootsol diving 7 2 4 +7 +7 −1 +2 +2 +4 14 +2 +2 +5 14 −1 0 0no feaspump 7 5 2 +13 −2 0 0 −1 −1 11 +1 −2 −4 18 −1 −1 −1Table B.133. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no obj psost diving 0 1 2 +10 +10 +21 +11 +15 +19 6 +13 +16 +19 1 0 0 0no rootsol diving 0 2 2 +1 +1 −2 +3 +4 −4 6 +4 +5 −4 1 0 0 0no feaspump 0 0 1 +5 +5 +13 +3 +3 +7 5 +4 +4 +7 2 0 0 0Table B.134. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set enlight.all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0no obj psost diving 1 1 7 +17 +18 +3 +15 +15 +6 16 +24 +21 +14 8 0 0 0no rootsol diving 1 3 8 +18 +19 0 +13 +13 +1 16 +21 +18 +3 8 0 0 0no feaspump 1 1 5 +17 +17 +4 +10 +10 +10 16 +16 +15 +24 8 0 0 0Table B.135. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no obj psost diving 0 1 1 −2 −2 +4 0 −1 +5 8 −2 −2 +5 8 +2 +3 +3no rootsol diving 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 +1 0 +4 8 +1 +1 +4 8 +1 +1 +1no feaspump 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +2 0 � � � 16 +2 +2 +2Table B.136. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set ftp.



Tables 361all instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no obj psost diving 0 2 1 +14 +24 +217 +8 +9 +31 3 +20 +20 +34no rootsol diving 0 2 1 +16 +28 +262 +14 +15 +66 3 +38 +39 +73no feaspump 0 0 7 +1447 +239 +440 +117 +107 +126 7 +117 +107 +126Table B.137. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set a.
all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0no obj psost diving 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 7 −2 −2 −2 13 0 0 0no rootsol diving 0 0 0 0 0 −2 0 0 0 7 0 0 −1 13 +1 +1 0no feaspump 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0Table B.138. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set f.
all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0no obj psost diving 0 5 5 +6 +6 +6 +5 +6 −3 18 +6 +6 −3 5 +3 +3 +3no rootsol diving 0 3 7 +7 +7 +12 +8 +8 +11 18 +9 +10 +12 5 +4 +4 +4no feaspump 0 1 4 +9 +9 +10 +8 +8 +9 8 +22 +21 +20 15 +1 +1 +1Table B.139. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set arset.
all instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0no obj psost diving 0 9 5 0 0 +12 −2 −1 +10 41 −2 −1 +10 0 � � �no rootsol diving 0 6 7 −1 −1 +3 +2 +2 +7 41 +2 +2 +7 0 � � �no feaspump 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +1 +1 1 −9 −9 −9 40 +2 +2 +2Table B.140. Evaluation of objetive diving heuristis on test set mik.



362 Tablesall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no oneopt 1 2 2 −3 −4 −11 0 −1 −6 8 +4 −1 −22 21 −2 −2 −3no rossover 1 2 1 −2 −2 −6 −4 −4 −7 5 −15 −17 −18 24 −1 −1 −1loal branhing 1 2 5 −4 −4 −7 +1 0 −4 7 −8 −10 −16 22 +4 +4 +7RINS 1 1 2 −1 −1 −8 −1 −1 −7 8 −1 −3 −15 21 −1 −1 −2mutation 1 3 1 −2 −2 −9 0 −1 −7 9 −5 −7 −16 20 +2 +1 +3Table B.141. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set miplib.all instanes (37) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 34 0 0 0no oneopt 3 1 1 −1 −1 −2 +1 +1 +1 4 −6 −7 −13 30 +2 +2 +2no rossover 3 3 1 −4 −4 0 −2 −2 0 8 −12 −12 −3 26 +1 +1 +2loal branhing 3 2 3 −4 −4 0 +1 +1 +1 8 −6 −6 +2 26 +3 +3 +2RINS 2 4 0 −9 −9 −10 −5 −5 −13 10 −8 −7 −3 24 +2 +2 +3mutation 3 3 0 −4 −4 −1 −3 −3 −1 10 −10 −9 −5 24 0 0 +1Table B.142. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no oneopt 6 0 0 +5 +2 +1 −1 0 0 2 +2 +2 +1 27 −1 −1 −1no rossover 6 0 2 +2 +2 0 +1 +1 +2 5 +9 +9 +11 24 0 0 0loal branhing 6 0 8 +1 +1 −2 +6 +5 +4 6 +14 +14 +16 23 +5 +5 +4RINS 6 0 2 0 0 −2 +2 +2 +2 7 +5 +5 +9 22 +1 +1 +1mutation 6 0 1 +1 +1 +7 +2 +1 +1 5 +4 +4 +3 24 +1 +1 +2Table B.143. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no oneopt 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 −3 −6 0 � � � 7 −3 −3 −6no rossover 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 −1 −2 0 � � � 7 +1 −1 −2loal branhing 0 0 1 0 0 0 +6 +1 −1 0 � � � 7 +6 +1 −1RINS 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +1 +2 0 � � � 7 +2 +1 +2mutation 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −5 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −5Table B.144. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set enlight.all instanes (24) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0no oneopt 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 24 −1 −1 −1no rossover 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 +1 0 � � � 24 +1 0 +1loal branhing 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 24 −1 −1 −1RINS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0mutation 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 +1 0 � � � 24 +1 0 +1Table B.145. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set alu.



Tables 363all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no oneopt 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +4 +3 +6 1 +9 +9 +9 15 +4 +2 +3no rossover 0 1 2 +3 +3 −4 +3 +2 0 6 +5 +3 0 10 +3 +2 +3loal branhing 0 1 4 +3 +3 −4 +7 +6 +4 6 +13 +10 +4 10 +4 +5 +4RINS 0 2 2 −5 −5 −3 0 −1 +2 8 −2 −1 +2 8 +2 +3 +3mutation 0 1 1 +3 +3 −1 +1 0 0 6 +2 0 0 10 0 0 0Table B.146. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no oneopt 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −2 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −2no rossover 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −1loal branhing 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −2 −1 −1RINS 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −2 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −2mutation 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −1Table B.147. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0no oneopt 0 2 1 −10 −10 −7 0 0 +1 12 −1 −1 +1 8 0 +1 +1no rossover 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 +1 +1 +1 3 +2 +2 +2 17 0 0 0loal branhing 0 0 8 +1 +1 +2 +10 +12 +16 3 +26 +24 +22 17 +7 +9 +13RINS 0 0 0 +1 +1 0 +2 +2 +2 4 +2 +2 +2 16 +2 +2 +2mutation 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 +2 +2 +2 3 +4 +4 +4 17 +2 +1 +1Table B.148. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0no oneopt 0 2 3 −1 −1 −1 +4 +3 +1 7 +5 +4 0 16 +3 +3 +3no rossover 0 7 2 −1 −1 −4 −4 −4 −9 8 −6 −6 −14 15 −4 −3 −1loal branhing 0 6 4 −1 −1 −4 −1 −1 −6 8 −1 −2 −12 15 −2 −1 +1RINS 0 3 5 −3 −3 −7 +5 +4 0 8 +2 0 −5 15 +7 +7 +6mutation 0 3 2 −1 −1 −5 +1 +1 −2 8 0 0 −6 15 +2 +2 +2Table B.149. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set arset.all instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0no oneopt 0 0 4 0 0 +3 +3 +3 +7 11 +2 +3 +11 30 +3 +3 +4no rossover 0 3 0 −1 −1 +2 −4 −4 −1 16 −6 −5 0 25 −3 −3 −3loal branhing 0 2 8 −1 −1 +2 +2 +2 +3 16 +4 +4 +6 25 +1 +1 +1RINS 0 2 2 −1 −1 +1 −1 −1 +1 17 −1 −1 +2 24 −1 −1 −1mutation 0 2 4 −1 −1 +2 +4 +3 +7 16 +3 +3 +9 25 +4 +4 +4Table B.150. Evaluation of improvement heuristis on test set mik.



364 Tablesall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0all (5%) 0 23 0 −97 −89 −92 −72 −62 −79 27 −66 −55 −71 2 +1 +1 0none (5%) 1 21 4 −6 −39 −88 −35 −34 −43 27 −33 −33 −62 1 −4 −4 −4all (20%) 0 25 0 −99 −95 −98 −82 −72 −84 28 −78 −67 −78 1 −2 −2 −2none (20%) 1 19 4 −50 −64 −96 −53 −48 −47 27 −52 −48 −68 1 +4 +4 +4Table B.151. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test setmiplib. all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0all (5%) 1 19 0 −94 −83 −94 −66 −59 −56 25 −75 −66 −56 10 +2 +2 +3none (5%) 1 24 3 −63 −64 −93 −63 −57 −58 34 −61 −54 −56 1 −5 −5 −5all (20%) 1 28 0 −98 −93 −97 −81 −73 −62 31 −83 −74 −64 4 +4 +4 +5none (20%) 1 26 2 −79 −78 −95 −70 −65 −62 34 −68 −62 −63 1 −3 −3 −3Table B.152. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test setoral. all instanes (36) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0all (5%) 5 12 0 −74 −51 −25 −52 −48 −32 19 −61 −58 −53 10 +1 +1 +2none (5%) 5 15 7 −5 −27 −40 −35 −36 −32 25 −25 −27 −40 3 0 0 0all (20%) 2 20 0 −95 −88 −44 −79 −75 −63 22 −78 −75 −65 7 −1 0 0none (20%) 3 17 7 −72 −75 −50 −64 −62 −49 25 −50 −51 −52 3 −2 −1 0Table B.153. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test setmilp. all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0all (5%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 −1 1 −2 −2 −2 6 +1 0 −1none (5%) 0 2 1 −14 −13 −2 −12 −10 −2 6 −14 −11 −2 1 0 0 0all (20%) 0 0 0 −3 −3 −1 −2 −2 −2 4 −3 −2 −2 3 −1 −1 −2none (20%) 0 4 1 −18 −18 −2 −16 −11 −2 6 −19 −12 −2 1 0 0 0Table B.154. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test setenlight. all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0all (5%) 1 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 0 � � � 24 +1 +1 +2none (5%) 1 12 3 −10 −12 +1 −15 −14 −3 18 −21 −18 −6 6 0 0 0all (20%) 1 0 0 0 0 +2 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 24 −1 −1 −1none (20%) 1 12 3 −10 −12 0 −15 −14 −3 18 −21 −18 −6 6 0 0 0Table B.155. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test setalu.



Tables 365all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0all (5%) 0 12 0 −96 −82 −90 −62 −65 −83 14 −67 −67 −83 2 0 0 0none (5%) 0 9 4 +23 −25 −78 −40 −56 −80 13 −47 −59 −80 3 0 0 0all (20%) 0 12 0 −100 −100 −100 −89 −95 −98 16 −89 −95 −98 0 � � �none (20%) 0 9 4 −22 −54 −90 −54 −70 −89 13 −62 −73 −89 3 0 0 0Table B.156. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test setftp. all instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �all (5%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 0 � � �none (5%) 0 2 5 +957 +151 +427 +40 +34 +45 7 +40 +34 +45all (20%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 −3 −3 0 � � �none (20%) 0 2 5 +957 +151 +427 +44 +37 +49 7 +44 +37 +49Table B.157. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test seta. all instanes (20) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �all (5%) 0 17 0 −90 −69 −70 −29 −29 −33 20 −29 −29 −33none (5%) 0 1 19 +1316 +571 +372 +54 +51 +58 20 +54 +51 +58all (20%) 0 20 0 −99 −100 −100 −49 −52 −58 20 −49 −52 −58none (20%) 0 2 18 +1234 +531 +313 +48 +43 +44 20 +48 +43 +44Table B.158. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �all (5%) 0 23 0 −100 −97 −87 −86 −77 −68 23 −86 −77 −68none (5%) 0 20 0 −75 −73 −64 −62 −57 −67 23 −62 −57 −67all (20%) 0 23 0 −100 −100 −100 −95 −89 −88 23 −95 −89 −88none (20%) 0 20 0 −85 −82 −77 −66 −62 −76 23 −66 −62 −76Table B.159. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test setarset. all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �all (5%) 0 41 0 −100 −100 −100 −97 −96 −98 41 −97 −96 −98none (5%) 0 27 9 −57 −57 −73 −40 −41 −58 41 −40 −41 −58all (20%) 0 41 0 −100 −100 −100 −98 −98 −99 41 −98 −98 −99none (20%) 0 36 4 −80 −80 −85 −69 −67 −78 41 −69 −67 −78Table B.160. Evaluation of primal heuristis to reah a prede�ned solution quality on test setmik.



366 TablesPresolving all instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0none 2 7 18 +314 +163 +1 +80 +65 +47 27 +50 +39 +23 1 −30 −30 −30no linear pairs 1 4 1 +5 +2 0 −3 −2 +1 9 −1 −1 +8 20 −4 −2 −3aggreg linear pairs 1 4 4 −2 −2 0 +1 +2 +2 13 +2 +4 +7 16 +1 0 +1no knap disaggreg 1 1 1 +4 +3 +1 −1 −1 −1 6 +2 +3 −2 23 −2 −2 −2Table B.161. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set miplib.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 32 0 0 0none 7 7 21 +164 +126 +33 +96 +93 +96 27 +45 +42 +69 0 � � �no linear pairs 3 7 5 −7 −4 −2 −3 −3 −1 17 −6 −5 −4 15 −1 −1 −1aggreg linear pairs 3 6 9 −5 −6 +29 −5 −5 −3 17 0 0 −4 14 +1 +1 +2no knap disaggreg 2 2 3 +14 +11 +3 +9 +10 +3 4 +215 +239 +1111 28 −1 −1 −1Table B.162. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 28 0 0 0none 11 9 16 +288 +128 +7 +99 +82 +31 23 +44 +35 +11 0 � � �no linear pairs 7 7 7 +21 +10 0 +7 +4 −1 17 +16 +10 −5 11 −2 −2 −1aggreg linear pairs 6 4 8 +27 +14 −2 +12 +10 −4 15 +37 +30 +8 13 +3 +2 +3no knap disaggreg 7 1 6 +3 +1 −1 +10 +8 +1 6 +61 +48 +49 22 +3 +2 +1Table B.163. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0none 0 3 2 +51 +50 −26 +7 −7 −54 7 +7 −7 −54 0 � � �no linear pairs 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −3 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −3aggreg linear pairs 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −4 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −4no knap disaggreg 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −4 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −4Table B.164. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set enlight.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0none 2 4 17 +1058 +398 +373 +366 +248 +429 21 +297 +191 +206 0 � � �no linear pairs 0 7 10 −31 −23 +13 −8 −6 +11 22 −8 −6 +11 1 0 0 0aggreg linear pairs 0 13 4 −53 −43 +6 −27 −10 +33 22 −28 −10 +33 1 0 0 0no knap disaggreg 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −2 0 � � � 23 −1 −1 −2Table B.165. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set alu.



Tables 367all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0none 1 0 13 +1002 +402 +821 +139 +130 +421 15 +123 +121 +253 0 � � �no linear pairs 0 0 0 0 0 0 +3 +3 +4 0 � � � 16 +3 +3 +4aggreg linear pairs 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +2 0 � � � 16 +2 +2 +2no knap disaggreg 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 � � � 16 −1 0 0Table B.166. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0none 2 3 4 +373 +233 +525 +109 +112 +224 5 +7 +6 +16 0 � � �no linear pairs 0 1 1 +31 +35 +91 +6 +7 +15 2 +33 +34 +70 5 −3 −2 −2aggreg linear pairs 0 2 3 +99 +33 +116 +17 +16 +40 6 +20 +19 +41 1 0 0 0no knap disaggreg 0 0 2 +58 +62 +77 +18 +19 +17 2 +85 +85 +77 5 −1 −1 −2Table B.167. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0none 0 1 19 +5728 +2589 +2101 +341 +372 +601 20 +341 +372 +601 0 � � �no linear pairs 0 0 0 −8 −8 +1 +1 +1 +2 11 +1 +2 +4 9 0 0 0aggreg linear pairs 0 0 2 −3 −4 −1 +1 +1 +1 12 +1 +2 +3 8 0 0 0no knap disaggreg 0 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 18 0 0 0Table B.168. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0none 0 4 18 +135 +114 +331 +73 +72 +96 23 +73 +72 +96 0 � � �no linear pairs 0 6 15 +63 +60 +21 +26 +24 +14 23 +26 +24 +14 0 � � �aggreg linear pairs 0 4 5 +18 +8 −7 0 −1 −10 9 −6 −6 −24 14 +4 +3 0no knap disaggreg 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +2 0 � � � 23 +2 +2 +2Table B.169. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set arset.all instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0none 1 0 41 +204 +204 +215 +509 +458 +587 40 +506 +459 +571 0 � � �no linear pairs 0 1 18 −1 −1 0 +10 +9 +10 41 +10 +9 +10 0 � � �aggreg linear pairs 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +3 0 � � � 41 +2 +2 +3no knap disaggreg 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 41 −1 −1 −1Table B.170. Evaluation of onstraint spei� presolving methods on test set mik.



368 Tablesall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no int to binary 0 2 1 +2 −1 −10 −3 −3 −14 2 +11 +12 +14 27 −3 −2 −2no probing 2 9 10 +11 +16 −9 +8 +9 +25 24 +7 +8 +9 4 −7 −9 −11full probing 2 4 4 −12 −9 −9 +15 +16 +38 8 +5 +4 +20 20 −1 0 −2no impl graph 1 2 0 −4 −2 0 −2 −2 −1 2 −8 −7 −7 27 −2 −1 −2no dual �xing 1 4 5 +6 +2 −9 0 −1 −4 10 +5 0 −7 19 −2 −2 −4Table B.171. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set miplib.all instanes (36) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 34 0 0 0no int to binary 2 1 0 −1 −1 −11 −1 −1 −2 1 −18 −18 −18 33 0 0 0no probing 3 8 21 +26 +14 +3 +21 +20 +40 29 +16 +15 +49 3 +19 +19 +19full probing 2 5 12 −34 −17 0 +5 +4 +4 18 −5 −6 −13 16 +17 +17 +19no impl graph 3 0 1 +2 +2 +3 +5 +5 +16 0 � � � 33 0 0 0no dual �xing 2 3 4 −18 −6 −28 +5 +7 +8 16 +13 +16 +26 18 0 0 0Table B.172. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 28 0 0 0no int to binary 7 0 1 +4 +4 +2 +1 +1 0 1 +62 +62 +62 27 −1 −1 −1no probing 6 12 10 +108 +52 −6 +15 +12 −7 27 +24 +20 −3 1 −3 −3 −3full probing 8 3 5 +9 +5 +1 +5 +5 +5 10 +6 +7 −4 17 +2 +2 +1no impl graph 6 1 2 +2 0 0 0 0 −4 6 +10 +10 +12 22 0 0 0no dual �xing 8 4 9 −3 −5 +2 +5 +3 +5 14 +2 −3 −18 13 +2 +2 +1Table B.173. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no int to binary 1 0 3 +26 +27 +74 +41 +35 +81 6 +31 +26 +6 0 � � �no probing 0 1 3 +44 +44 +28 +12 +3 −2 7 +12 +3 −2 0 � � �full probing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 � � � 7 0 0 −1no impl graph 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −3 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −3no dual �xing 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 −5 0 � � � 7 −2 −2 −5Table B.174. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set enlight.all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0no int to binary 1 6 7 −3 −2 +3 +3 −2 +5 23 +3 −2 +12 1 0 0 0no probing 1 8 13 +58 −8 +12 +14 −2 +16 24 +15 −2 +37 0 � � �full probing 1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 � � � 24 −1 −1 0no impl graph 1 11 5 −45 −37 −8 −25 −22 −16 24 −26 −25 −36 0 � � �no dual �xing 1 0 0 0 0 +1 −1 −1 −1 0 � � � 24 −1 −1 −1Table B.175. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set alu.



Tables 369all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no int to binary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no probing 0 2 2 −3 −6 −3 −3 −4 −3 11 −4 −5 −3 5 0 0 0full probing 0 2 1 −1 −1 −1 +1 0 +3 8 +1 0 +3 8 +1 +2 +2no impl graph 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +3 0 � � � 16 +2 +2 +3no dual �xing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0Table B.176. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no int to binary 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 0 � � � 7 +1 +1 +1no probing 3 1 3 +212 +286 +940 +95 +100 +268 1 −67 −67 −67 3 −3 −3 −3full probing 0 0 2 +265 +32 +7 +41 +36 +4 3 +129 +139 +195 4 −2 −2 −2no impl graph 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 0 � � � 7 +1 +1 +2no dual �xing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0Table B.177. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no int to binary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no probing 0 3 7 +13 +15 +29 +7 +9 +10 20 +7 +9 +10full probing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no impl graph 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no dual �xing 0 5 8 +9 +10 0 +7 +4 +2 20 +7 +4 +2Table B.178. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �no int to binary 0 0 3 +6 +5 +2 +8 +7 +6 4 +26 +26 +30no probing 0 5 7 +27 +13 +3 −3 −3 −12 14 −5 −5 −24full probing 0 4 6 +19 +7 −14 +4 +2 −12 12 +5 +2 −30no impl graph 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 0 � � �no dual �xing 0 9 10 +23 +11 +6 +7 +7 −5 23 +7 +7 −5Table B.179. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set arset.all instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0no int to binary 0 11 5 −2 −2 +1 −4 −3 −1 26 −6 −4 −1 15 −2 −1 −1no probing 0 6 25 +44 +44 +15 +34 +28 +16 41 +34 +28 +16 0 � � �full probing 0 0 0 0 0 0 +3 +3 +2 0 � � � 41 +3 +3 +2no impl graph 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0no dual �xing 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +2 +3 1 +8 +8 +8 40 +2 +2 +3Table B.180. Evaluation of generi presolving methods on test set mik.



370 Tablesall instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no restart 1 3 4 +8 −4 −12 +5 +3 −6 12 +15 +10 −15 17 −1 −1 −2sub restart 1 1 5 +6 +3 +9 +2 +2 +11 10 +8 +7 +29 19 0 0 0aggr sub restart 1 1 7 +6 +2 +10 +4 +4 +15 10 +11 +10 +37 19 +1 +1 +1Table B.181. Evaluation of restarts on test set miplib.all instanes (38) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0no restart 3 3 1 −5 −4 −31 −1 −1 −2 6 −10 −11 −18 29 0 0 0sub restart 3 1 1 +3 +3 +13 0 0 0 3 +7 +6 +2 32 0 0 0aggr sub restart 3 2 2 +2 +2 +11 +2 +2 +1 4 +5 +4 −9 31 +2 +2 +2Table B.182. Evaluation of restarts on test set oral.all instanes (36) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0no restart 7 0 2 +25 +19 0 +12 +10 +2 5 +113 +98 +23 24 +1 +1 +1sub restart 8 1 6 +14 +15 +1 +11 +12 +10 6 +26 +27 +40 22 0 +1 0aggr sub restart 8 0 8 +20 +21 +1 +14 +14 +12 7 +41 +40 +77 21 0 0 0Table B.183. Evaluation of restarts on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no restart 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −3 0 � � � 7 −1 −1 −3sub restart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 0 −1 −1aggr sub restart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 0 −1 −1Table B.184. Evaluation of restarts on test set enlight.all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0no restart 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 +1sub restart 1 0 0 −1 0 −1 +2 +1 +1 1 +7 +7 +7 23 +2 +2 +3aggr sub restart 1 1 1 −16 −13 +8 −4 0 +6 4 −23 −2 +57 20 0 0 +1Table B.185. Evaluation of restarts on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0no restart 0 0 0 0 0 0 +3 +3 +4 0 � � � 16 +3 +3 +4sub restart 0 0 0 −1 0 0 +2 +2 +3 1 0 0 0 15 +2 +2 +3aggr sub restart 0 0 0 −1 0 0 +1 +1 +1 1 0 0 0 15 +1 +1 +1Table B.186. Evaluation of restarts on test set ftp.



Tables 371all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0no restart 0 0 1 0 0 0 +3 +3 +4 0 � � � 7 +3 +3 +4sub restart 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −1 −1 0 � � � 7 −2 −1 −1aggr sub restart 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 0 � � � 7 +1 +1 +1Table B.187. Evaluation of restarts on test set a.
all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0no restart 0 3 2 +28 +8 +6 −1 +1 +4 12 −2 +2 +10 8 0 0 0sub restart 0 0 1 −3 −2 0 +1 +1 +1 2 +11 +11 +12 18 0 0 0aggr sub restart 0 0 2 −10 −8 −14 +3 +2 +1 5 +7 +3 −1 15 +2 +2 +2Table B.188. Evaluation of restarts on test set f.
all instanes (23) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 23 0 0 0no restart 0 0 1 +4 +4 +5 +10 +9 +6 1 +238 +238 +238 22 +4 +4 +4sub restart 0 2 1 −8 −6 −7 −1 −1 +1 3 −27 −27 −40 20 +3 +3 +3aggr sub restart 0 1 1 −5 −3 +1 0 +1 +2 4 −4 +1 +10 19 +1 +1 +1Table B.189. Evaluation of restarts on test set arset.
all instanes (41) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0no restart 3 0 41 +311 +310 +403 +553 +500 +697 38 +533 +494 +604 0 � � �sub restart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 41 0 0 0aggr sub restart 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2 +1 +1 0 � � � 41 +2 +1 +1Table B.190. Evaluation of restarts on test set mik.



372 TablesConflit Analysis all instanes (30) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0prop 2 4 1 −7 −6 +7 −1 0 +15 13 −6 −5 −7 15 −2 −1 −1prop/in�p 2 1 7 −1 −1 +14 +7 +6 +19 14 +4 +3 +1 14 +5 +2 0prop/in�p/age 1 4 2 −9 −9 −33 0 0 +7 14 −2 −2 +1 14 −1 −1 −1prop/lp 3 2 9 −15 −14 −22 +13 +12 +33 18 +13 +11 +14 9 +2 +2 +3all 3 1 8 −11 −10 −19 +14 +14 +35 21 +14 +13 +20 6 −1 −1 −2full 2 1 17 −15 −15 −27 +26 +24 +29 22 +33 +31 +42 6 +2 +1 +1Table B.191. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set miplib.all instanes (37) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 35 0 0 0prop 1 10 3 −21 −20 −23 −10 −10 −8 21 −9 −8 +22 14 +3 +3 +2prop/in�p 2 12 5 −16 −13 −21 −1 −1 +7 26 −3 −4 +3 8 0 0 0prop/in�p/age 2 11 7 −31 −29 −48 −7 −7 0 26 −2 −3 +12 8 +3 +3 +2prop/lp 3 11 8 −25 −22 −42 +3 +2 +19 30 −1 −2 +10 4 +1 +1 +2all 2 9 16 −29 −27 −46 +3 +2 +8 32 +11 +10 +25 2 +2 +2 +2full 2 5 21 −38 −36 −48 +9 +8 +15 32 +18 +17 +38 2 +2 +2 +2Table B.192. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set oral.all instanes (35) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 29 0 0 0prop 4 2 2 −16 −16 −21 −13 −13 −11 11 −12 −12 −7 18 +1 +1 +2prop/in�p 3 4 1 −29 −29 −35 −26 −26 −23 12 −14 −15 −14 17 0 0 0prop/in�p/age 3 7 1 −35 −36 −40 −28 −28 −25 12 −19 −20 −18 17 +2 +2 +2prop/lp 4 8 5 −47 −48 −51 −31 −31 −32 16 −21 −21 −33 12 +3 +2 +3all 5 5 8 −44 −45 −46 −24 −24 −23 18 −6 −6 −18 10 +1 +1 +1full 3 7 12 −46 −47 −58 −19 −18 −23 18 +16 +15 +12 10 −1 0 0Table B.193. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0prop 0 2 1 −30 −29 −25 −12 −11 −7 6 −14 −12 −7 1 0 0 0prop/in�p 0 4 1 −49 −48 −53 −25 −21 −37 6 −29 −23 −37 1 0 0 0prop/in�p/age 0 5 0 −79 −79 −96 −46 −49 −79 6 −51 −52 −79 1 0 0 0prop/lp 0 4 1 −50 −49 −55 −24 −21 −38 6 −28 −23 −38 1 0 0 0all 0 5 0 −50 −49 −63 −26 −26 −52 6 −30 −28 −52 1 0 0 0full 0 5 0 −50 −49 −64 −26 −26 −53 6 −29 −28 −53 1 0 0 0Table B.194. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set enlight.



Tables 373all instanes (25) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 24 0 0 0prop 1 9 3 −63 −61 −39 −30 −28 −4 16 −42 −37 −8 8 0 0 0prop/in�p 0 13 2 −78 −74 −52 −42 −35 −5 16 −57 −45 0 8 0 0 0prop/in�p/age 2 10 6 −83 −80 −85 −26 −11 +89 15 −47 −28 +122 8 0 0 0prop/lp 1 13 2 −79 −75 −56 −44 −39 −10 16 −60 −50 −24 8 0 0 0all 1 13 1 −83 −78 −57 −45 −39 +2 19 −55 −46 +5 5 0 0 0full 1 13 1 −82 −77 −53 −45 −38 +4 19 −54 −46 +10 5 0 0 0Table B.195. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 16 0 0 0prop 0 0 1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 6 +2 +2 +1 10 +1 +1 +1prop/in�p 0 0 1 0 0 −2 +3 +2 +1 6 +3 +2 +1 10 +3 +3 +4prop/in�p/age 0 0 0 0 0 −2 +1 +1 0 6 0 0 0 10 +2 +2 +2prop/lp 0 0 7 +2 +2 −1 +18 +23 +41 9 +34 +33 +41 7 +1 +2 +2all 0 1 9 −3 −3 +1 +21 +20 +54 12 +28 +24 +54 4 0 0 0full 0 1 10 −8 −8 −5 +39 +41 +121 12 +54 +50 +121 4 +3 +4 +4Table B.196. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set ftp.all instanes (7) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 7 0 0 0prop 0 0 2 +35 +51 +179 +18 +19 +38 3 +49 +49 +42 4 −1 −1 −1prop/in�p 0 2 2 +48 +57 +225 +20 +21 +49 4 +39 +39 +50 3 −2 −2 −2prop/in�p/age 0 2 2 +46 +52 +188 +16 +17 +28 4 +31 +30 +29 3 −1 −1 −1prop/lp 0 2 2 +13 +20 +177 −2 −2 +17 4 −3 −3 +18 3 −1 −1 −1all 0 2 2 −14 −21 −29 −18 −19 −38 4 −29 −29 −39 3 −2 −2 −2full 0 2 2 +21 +17 +6 +5 +5 +15 4 +10 +10 +15 3 −2 −2 −2Table B.197. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set a.all instanes (20) di�erent path equal pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � � 20 0 0 0prop 0 0 0 −1 −1 −2 +1 +1 +1 4 +1 0 0 16 +1 +1 +1prop/in�p 0 0 0 −3 −3 −9 +1 +1 0 9 0 −1 −2 11 +2 +2 +2prop/in�p/age 0 1 0 −3 −3 −9 0 −1 −2 9 −1 −2 −3 11 +1 +1 +1prop/lp 0 0 6 +1 +1 0 +7 +9 +14 14 +10 +11 +15 6 +2 +2 +2all 0 1 6 −14 −15 −16 +8 +9 +13 15 +10 +11 +14 5 +1 +2 +2full 0 0 8 −22 −24 −35 +14 +18 +25 15 +19 +22 +27 5 −1 −1 −1Table B.198. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set f.all instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �prop 0 2 1 −5 −5 −14 +1 +1 −7 13 0 −1 −10prop/in�p 0 11 4 −16 −16 −21 −6 −6 −18 22 −6 −6 −18prop/in�p/age 0 9 4 −17 −17 −24 −5 −6 −16 22 −6 −6 −16prop/lp 0 7 7 −29 −29 −34 −3 −4 −11 23 −3 −4 −11all 0 6 7 −29 −29 −29 −1 −1 −6 23 −1 −1 −6full 0 6 7 −34 −34 −38 +1 +1 +21 23 +1 +1 +21Table B.199. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set arset.



374 Tablesall instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotdefault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �prop 0 0 12 +1 +1 +13 +7 +7 +22 34 +8 +8 +24prop/in�p 0 4 11 −6 −5 +3 +4 +4 +19 41 +4 +4 +19prop/in�p/age 0 5 14 −12 −12 −17 +6 +7 +15 41 +6 +7 +15prop/lp 0 19 13 −53 −53 −57 −10 −11 −17 41 −10 −11 −17all 0 22 10 −56 −55 −60 −15 −15 −23 41 −15 −15 −23full 0 20 13 −60 −60 −59 −16 −17 −13 41 −16 −17 −13Table B.200. Evaluation of on�it analysis on test set mik.



Tables 375Comparison to Cplex all instanes (30) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 1 5 25 −68 −38 −6 +131 +51 +1 28 +202 +94 +25SCIP 0.90i 1 5 24 −62 −41 −21 +108 +44 −2 28 +164 +81 +12Table B.201. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set miplib.all instanes (37) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 3 8 27 +30 −1 +58 +237 +117 −1 30 +289 +147 +27SCIP 0.90i 2 13 24 −35 −43 −66 +121 +54 −29 31 +196 +103 +3Table B.202. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set oral.all instanes (36) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 7 5 28 −5 +40 +220 +295 +256 +240 28 +183 +151 +152SCIP 0.90i 3 9 25 −43 −20 +62 +176 +149 +115 32 +170 +143 +129Table B.203. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set milp.all instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 0 1 4 −56 −26 −55 +9 −12 −49 6 +42 +20 +31SCIP 0.90i 0 3 1 −97 −89 −98 −61 −73 −95 6 −43 −66 −94Table B.204. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set enlight.all instanes (24) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 0 9 12 −90 −70 −75 −14 −10 −64 23 −8 −1 −48SCIP 0.90i 0 11 8 −99 −97 −97 −68 −63 −71 23 −59 −50 −45Table B.205. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set alu.all instanes (16) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 0 0 12 −1 +10 +1 +109 +82 +49 16 +109 +82 +49SCIP 0.90i 0 0 12 −12 +11 +11 +90 +72 +50 16 +90 +72 +50Table B.206. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set ftp.



376 Tablesall instanes (7) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 0 1 6 +155 +234 +316 +665 +390 +454 7 +665 +390 +454SCIP 0.90i 0 1 6 +407 +287 +435 +619 +350 +294 7 +619 +350 +294Table B.207. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set a.
all instanes (20) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 0 0 20 −34 −7 +35 +149 +137 +158 20 +149 +137 +158SCIP 0.90i 0 0 19 −39 −22 −12 +126 +107 +110 20 +126 +107 +110Table B.208. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set f.
all instanes (23) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 0 4 18 −39 −35 −44 +182 +93 −35 23 +182 +93 −35SCIP 0.90i 0 7 16 −60 −53 −60 +116 +48 −59 23 +116 +48 −59Table B.209. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set arset.
all instanes (41) di�erent pathsetting T fst slw ngm nsgm ntot tgm tsgm ttot # tgm tsgm ttotCplex 10.0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 � � �SCIP 0.90f 0 31 7 −66 −66 −81 −49 −48 −71 41 −49 −48 −71SCIP 0.90i 0 30 9 −70 −70 −82 −48 −47 −67 41 −48 −47 −67Table B.210. Evaluation of Cplex 10.0.1, SCIP 0.90f, and SCIP 0.90i on test set mik.



Appendix CSCIP versus CplexIn order to give an indiation of the performane of SCIP as a blak-box MIPsolver, we ompare SCIP to the ommerial ode Cplex 10.0.1 [118℄, whih is oneof the fastest MIP solvers that is urrently available. We used Cplex in its defaultsettings, exept that we set the gap dependent abort riteria to mipgap = 0 andabsmipgap = 10−9, whih are the orresponding values in SCIP. Note that SCIPuses Cplex to solve the LP relaxations of the subproblems. This means that ourbenhmarks only ompare the MIP part of the solver. SCIP is usually muh slowerif a non-ommerial LP solver, for example SoPlex [219℄, is employed.Table C.1 shows a summary of the results on our MIP test sets. One an see howthe performane of the two SCIP versions onsidered in this thesis, SCIP 0.90f andSCIP 0.90i, ompares to Cplex. As usual, we onsider the shifted geometri meanof the results for the instanes of a test set, see Appendix A.3. The numbers in thetable, alulated as in Equation (B.1) on page 325, are the perental di�erenes ofthe SCIP results ompared to the referene mean values of Cplex. The results forthe individual instanes of the test sets are listed in Tables C.2 to C.11.Overall, SCIP 0.90f is 115% slower than Cplex, i.e., it takes (in the shiftedgeometri mean) a little more than twie as long to solve a MIP instane withSCIP 0.90f than with Cplex. In ontrast, SCIP 0.90i is only 63% slower thantest set SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90i
time miplib +51 +44oral +117 +54milp +256 +149enlight −12 −73alu −10 −63ftp +82 +72a +390 +350f +137 +107arset +93 +48mik −48 −47total +115 +63
nodes miplib −38 −41oral −1 −43milp +40 −20enlight −26 −89alu −70 −97ftp +10 +11a +234 +287f −7 −22arset −35 −53mik −66 −70total −6 −40Table C.1. Comparison of Cplex 10.0.1 to SCIP 0.90f and SCIP 0.90i. The values denote theperental hanges in the shifted geometri mean of the runtime (top) and number of branhingnodes (bottom) ompared to Cplex. Positive values indiate instanes on whih SCIP is inferior,negative values represent superior results. 377



378 SCIP versus CplexCplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timemodglob 245 0.5 13 2.0 241 2.6�ber 72 0.5 29 2.8 10 1.7p2756 16 0.5 95 5.1 37 4.6gesa2 39 0.5 3 5.9 8 5.6set1h 326 0.5 10 3.3 23 2.6�xnet6 132 1.0 11 5.3 23 2.6pp08a 618 1.1 1 196 3.0 1 20 2.9vpm2 3 269 1.1 5 846 6.8 723 2.2pp08aCUTS 1 372 2.0 817 3.7 426 2.810teams 22 4.4 1 374 43.1 538 39.8gesa2-o 3 380 4.8 1 8.6 7 8.3mis07 11 49 9.7 20 982 30.8 25 256 39.3air05 288 12.4 291 124.8 342 90.9air04 128 14.8 19 233.6 258 214.6ap6000 4 565 15.8 3 165 8.6 3 65 8.8nw04 126 20.1 7 73.1 5 77.7a�ow30a 11 832 30.5 2 180 33.8 2 426 30.2qiu 2 371 31.6 10 567 185.4 8 697 110.0mzzv42z 183 52.4 1 404 599.0 1 91 823.8mod011 45 70.1 2 769 279.7 2 731 200.5pk1 338 108 83.3 233 736 113.7 228 745 136.4rout 41 345 91.8 12 542 55.0 28 669 79.1mas76 660 320 122.5 414 423 142.3 347 197 134.9distom 50 195.2 1 98.8 1 94.7mzzv11 1 873 219.0 1 786 1291.6 3 271 1148.3harp2 1 71 588 1033.8 1 727 702 1415.0 >4 925 65 >3600.0mas74 4 451 916 1267.3 4 86 233 2515.1 3 272 670 1477.8noswot 4 717 721 1528.3 >5 203 78 >3600.0 983 43 2210.9fast0507 13 997 3141.7 1 424 749.4 1 445 772.8manna81 >1 177 281 >3600.0 1 4.6 2 5.6geom. mean 2 556 20.7 818 47.8 963 43.1sh. geom. mean 3 662 46.8 2 271 70.9 2 178 67.7arithm. mean 417 142 385.2 391 56 388.1 327 901 377.7Table C.2. Detailed benhmark results on the miplib test set. Values printed in red and blueindiate a di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.Cplex, whih is an almost 25% performane improvement with respet to the olderversion SCIP 0.90f. Thus, the onlusions we draw from our omputational experi-ments and the resulting hanges in the default settings indeed lead to a substantialenhanement in the MIP solving apabilities of SCIP. As a onlusion of the om-parison to Cplex, we take the results as evidene that the algorithms of SCIP arelose to the state-of-the-art in MIP solving, whih substantiates the signi�ane ofour omputational experiments on SCIP.



SCIP versus Cplex 379Cplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timeneos-583731 1 0.5 2 71 134.8 185 63.2neos-612125 2 0.9 215 67.6 341 55.7neos-633273 1 1.1 4 48 1209.2 2 673 481.5neos-612143 15 1.2 441 92.7 407 56.3neos-494568 40 1.4 142 22.4 91 45.5neos-584851 40 2.3 1 408 101.1 521 76.4neos-717614 734 2.7 >932 392 >3600.0 174 879 710.1neos-498623 80 3.7 79 38.4 306 54.9neos-555001 470 4.7 140 7.0 1 4.1neos-807639 5 90 7.0 16 284 150.6 13 650 147.6neos-585467 973 9.9 347 23.2 189 17.0neos-565815 8 11.3 3 26.9 1 41.7aligninq 1 918 15.0 715 31.6 1 905 24.3neos-570431 1 124 17.6 1 456 31.6 2 105 38.1neos-504815 11 72 28.2 10 420 70.5 6 896 52.1prod1 61 292 34.6 26 784 33.6 25 439 43.0neos-738098 1 49.9 >199 >3600.0 >68 >3600.0neos-480878 17 603 57.1 11 512 109.5 7 266 82.7binkar10_1 7 992 63.4 205 358 844.6 259 288 974.3neos-512201 21 202 69.5 15 772 179.2 10 720 131.1neos-538916 55 938 72.6 40 693 113.7 12 731 61.2neos-530627 823 990 77.6 2 405 10 1146.3 3 0.5neos-796608 701 625 96.5 4 366 657 1691.7 � �neos-538867 124 697 119.5 155 214 298.8 42 468 162.2neos-791021 129 140.0 1 147.7 34 230.6neos-686190 12 11 155.9 6 320 237.2 6 21 328.3neos-506422 6 113 163.1 7 233 246.4 1 894 112.0bienst1 7 918 219.6 12 24 339.0 12 473 55.8prod2 276 396 299.3 107 299 207.3 69 191 173.9neos-585192 28 262 476.1 1 690 69.5 903 62.4neos-476283 3 710 587.8 1 66 1154.3 1 294 1209.1neos-808072 53 464 1109.4 478 106.1 444 151.6neos-787933 >20 469 >1967.8 1 102.6 1 99.7neos-503737 50 438 2087.1 2 53 192.6 4 838 347.6lrn 365 796 2742.3 >49 410 >3600.0 >66 579 >3600.0bienst2 >109 661 >3600.0 113 376 1168.9 81 708 344.9neos-551991 >8 19 >3600.0 3 444 496.4 6 542 785.2neos-595925 >691 192 >3600.0 232 871 531.9 111 587 348.5geom. mean 2 323 52.9 2 995 176.4 1 486 116.0sh. geom. mean 4 720 88.2 4 608 189.3 2 659 134.7arithm. mean 74 807 578.4 118 53 555.0 25 17 399.3Table C.3. Detailed benhmark results on the oral test set. Values printed in red and blueindiate a di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.



380 SCIP versus CplexCplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timeneos648910 370 0.7 476 4.3 125 4.1neos1 1 1.2 1 4.9 14 20.2neos8 1 4.0 1 150.1 1 152.1neos4 55 4.9 1 3.2 1 3.1neos2 951 6.1 13 954 134.8 17 595 76.0neos10 28 8.7 5 187.2 5 252.1markshare1_1 179 832 12.5 � � 1168 136 186.1swath1 5 69 16.6 2 115 91.5 1 262 85.5nug08 54 17.3 2 238.8 1 488.3neos3 4 104 20.7 >537 967 >3600.0 217 360 758.9neos22 8 41 27.4 2 7.2 1 6.3neos20 3 516 33.4 1 604 22.9 986 19.6markshare2_1 468 378 34.6 >12 973 500 >3600.0 3 551 769 545.5neos21 3 140 43.5 2 634 52.3 1 796 44.7neos7 14 159 52.6 2 11.2 2 10.2swath2 26 492 70.8 4 318 131.6 1 960 94.3mk1 14 265 71.7 >612 556 >3600.0 >639 263 >3600.030:70:4.5:0.5:100 1 78.6 6 221 1315.2 441 1504.5neos6 1 456 98.4 2 282 333.6 5 877 864.1b1 5 834 103.1 5 28 164.8 5 315 290.6dano3_4 27 116.7 61 296.9 42 240.5dano3_3 15 122.9 36 205.6 41 225.130:70:4.5:0.95:98 59 129.7 16 253.3 29 465.330:70:4.5:0.95:100 1 133.8 16 283.9 16 537.8neos17 92 121 159.3 >1 937 629 >3600.0 16 65 42.6qap10 10 160.4 2 1760.9 4 656.3neos11 2 827 167.6 12 214 1021.4 8 523 684.8neos12 151 215.6 >3 621 >3600.0 >5 35 >3600.0neos23 214 230 282.8 >2 246 374 >3600.0 2 281 10.4neos18 46 439 298.6 107 197 1007.0 16 403 202.7swath3 106 882 327.5 47 271 469.8 107 348 1376.8dano3_5 367 526.8 287 530.1 278 501.7seymour1 6 419 740.0 4 167 780.4 5 956 960.4neos14 375 642 769.5 700 591 3161.5 533 485 1850.8neos13 1 697 1568.8 22 787 1565.4 9 351 1057.0neos5 6 233 26 1657.2 >5 259 593 >3600.0 >7 231 78 >3600.0neos9 >22 794 >3600.0 1 267.4 1 244.7geom. mean 1 242 74.7 1 176 295.0 711 206.3sh. geom. mean 2 794 96.7 3 926 344.2 2 241 241.0arithm. mean 212 739 324.2 680 681 1101.6 343 880 696.6Table C.4. Detailed benhmark results on the milp test set. Values printed in red and blueindiate a di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.Cplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timeenlight4 66 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5enlight5 940 0.5 1 75 0.5 1 0.5enlight6 3 628 0.7 3 34 1.3 447 0.7enlight7 2 951 1.1 4 773 2.5 2 213 2.0enlight8 80 928 25.0 59 959 36.8 8 855 10.0enlight9 3 871 450 1253.3 2 748 499 1635.4 43 56 59.1enlight10 >5 161 291 >3600.0 1 278 955 803.0 121 763 155.5geom. mean 19 505 11.2 8 528 12.2 643 4.4sh. geom. mean 22 676 47.5 16 731 41.6 2 398 12.8arithm. mean 1 303 36 697.3 585 185 354.3 25 190 32.6Table C.5. Detailed benhmark results on the enlight test set. Values printed in red and blueindiate a di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.



SCIP versus Cplex 381Cplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timealu4_2 54 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5alu6_6 247 0.5 11 0.7 33 0.8alu5_6 357 0.5 123 1.4 13 0.5alu5_2 741 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5alu4_6 1 883 1.0 13 0.5 19 1.1alu6_2 2 584 1.4 1 0.5 1 0.5alu4_7 1 933 1.6 2 719 3.5 1 0.5alu4_1 1 944 2.9 8 247 18.2 244 4.1alu4_8 4 578 2.9 17 873 23.0 1 218 3.5alu5_7 7 497 4.2 8 457 7.1 1 723 3.4alu5_8 18 746 11.7 13 501 16.2 2 466 5.9alu7_2 27 238 14.1 1 0.5 1 0.5alu7_6 183 0.5 19 0.6 11 0.8alu6_8 19 56 14.2 417 365 425.3 10 747 26.8alu6_7 20 237 13.3 133 159 103.2 15 311 32.5alu5_1 17 954 14.3 22 115 39.0 33 4.1alu6_1 35 789 27.5 2 901 12.3 215 5.7alu8_2 37 954 21.3 1 0.5 1 0.5alu7_7 87 605 63.5 593 37 483.1 36 619 169.2alu7_8 238 302 220.1 251 409 313.8 53 143 224.2alu8_6 750 85 314.8 8 469 10.3 21 0.9alu8_7 2 386 17 1450.3 772 187 577.4 194 977 1702.1alu7_1 >4 629 57 >3600.0 400 995 630.2 90 4.6alu8_1 2 240 568 1807.5 14 835 34.6 53 4.1alu8_8 � � >4 116 714 >3600.0 >471 965 >3600.0geom. mean 13 179 11.5 1 271 9.8 106 3.7sh. geom. mean 14 498 29.4 4 357 26.4 496 10.8arithm. mean 438 775 316.2 111 143 112.6 13 205 91.6Table C.6. Detailed benhmark results on the alu test set. Values printed in red and blue indiatea di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.
Cplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timebk4x3 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5gr4x6 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5bal8x12 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5ran10x10b 22 0.5 13 0.7 17 0.6ran10x10a 43 0.5 28 1.6 3 1.0ran4x64 63 0.5 29 1.2 17 1.0ran10x12 1 0.5 1 0.9 1 0.8ran6x43 122 0.5 78 1.3 139 1.5ran10x10 2 5 1.4 1 682 3.6 1 97 3.0ran17x17 4 651 5.4 1 667 13.0 2 108 11.4ran12x12 13 218 9.3 22 851 33.5 20 316 28.0ran8x32 8 993 12.3 14 82 41.8 23 90 52.1ran13x13 14 535 15.4 69 697 95.0 48 698 65.5ran10x26 22 86 34.2 30 90 72.3 30 276 62.7ran12x21 53 156 84.0 110 622 223.7 115 75 201.2ran16x16 392 768 520.7 263 773 532.3 326 87 601.1geom. mean 351 3.1 347 6.5 309 5.9sh. geom. mean 1 381 9.9 1 516 18.1 1 528 17.1arithm. mean 31 979 42.9 32 163 63.9 35 432 64.5Table C.7. Detailed benhmark results on the ftp test set. Values printed in red and blueindiate a di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.



382 SCIP versus CplexCplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timea-0 1 0.5 1 20.3 1 17.7a-1 1 5.0 1 31.2 115 90.9a-2 1 7.5 1 38.6 1 44.4a-3 29 50.3 572 988.5 115 256.1a-4 37 69.7 672 1230.3 418 716.3a-5 86 94.4 1 219 546.6 2 322 869.3a-6 453 322.4 63 188.7 280 173.7geom. mean 12 21.3 31 163.1 62 153.2sh. geom. mean 51 36.4 173 178.0 201 163.6arithm. mean 86 78.5 361 434.9 464 309.8Table C.8. Detailed benhmark results on the a test set. Values printed in red and blue indiatea di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.

Cplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timef.30.50.7 1 0.8 4 2.7 35 2.9f.60.20.9 59 1.1 5 5.9 5 7.0f.60.20.5 62 1.2 3 4.1 7 3.9f.30.50.10 81 1.4 6 1.9 12 2.0f.30.50.1 176 1.5 62 3.8 28 3.6f.30.50.5 6 1.5 4 2.9 3 2.7f.30.50.4 210 2.1 266 4.4 383 4.4f.30.50.9 82 2.1 43 5.1 36 5.3f.30.50.3 275 2.4 425 4.0 216 4.9f.30.50.6 264 2.8 436 6.4 138 4.9f.30.50.8 45 2.8 47 5.6 40 5.7f.30.50.2 334 2.9 35 5.2 13 3.9f.60.20.2 1 180 3.9 5 177 33.8 1 385 15.8f.60.20.10 139 4.3 581 16.7 1 380 21.3f.60.20.3 1 32 6.5 1 837 20.2 1 513 17.7f.60.20.8 1 782 6.7 677 13.0 1 207 12.4f.60.20.6 2 743 8.4 1 124 14.7 2 502 16.4f.60.20.1 2 474 10.7 1 601 20.4 548 14.7f.60.20.4 5 85 11.1 10 773 35.9 5 695 19.7f.60.20.7 2 544 12.9 1 950 18.0 1 133 13.8geom. mean 228 3.1 152 7.8 139 7.1sh. geom. mean 380 4.0 355 9.4 297 8.2arithm. mean 928 4.4 1 252 11.2 813 9.2Table C.9. Detailed benhmark results on the f test set. Values printed in red and blue indiatea di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.



SCIP versus Cplex 383Cplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timens4-pr6 20 0.5 12 683 77.7 12 175 72.3ns25-pr6 858 2.5 737 12.6 699 13.2ns60-pr12 1 17 3.7 657 15.7 446 13.3nu120-pr12 571 4.3 160 29.8 32 23.2ns60-pr6 1 506 4.8 1 593 25.9 745 16.0nu120-pr6 383 4.9 11 65.2 5 21.3ns4-pr12 2 599 6.8 3 993 44.0 3 722 43.4ns60-pr4 478 8.6 544 32.9 358 16.8nu60-pr6 1 667 8.9 724 31.5 2 271 52.6ns4-pr4 3 724 9.2 2 989 24.9 2 483 21.4nu4-pr12 3 152 9.9 362 15.4 3 95 42.3nu60-pr12 1 874 9.9 184 34.6 192 34.2nu25-pr6 2 811 11.1 152 18.5 52 17.2nu4-pr6 3 983 12.8 5 147 46.4 11 67 122.3ns25-pr12 4 749 13.0 13 876 117.3 3 131 44.1ns25-pr4 5 125 36.1 2 914 38.0 2 309 27.9nu25-pr12 18 837 67.9 7 724 82.5 149 22.6nu4-pr4 29 936 99.6 24 965 176.4 21 142 168.9nu60-pr4 7 320 180.7 3 916 125.8 1 848 83.9nu25-pr4 25 308 335.7 4 660 109.7 3 274 74.3nu120-pr4 20 117 349.2 31 790 1118.2 9 834 205.2ns25-pr9 106 732 2235.7 19 971 615.2 15 815 461.2ns60-pr9 47 746 2759.4 22 802 1167.5 21 453 905.9geom. mean 3 285 22.5 2 3 63.5 1 314 48.6sh. geom. mean 3 641 35.9 2 368 69.3 1 721 53.1arithm. mean 12 631 268.5 7 67 175.0 5 56 108.8Table C.10. Detailed benhmark results on the arset test set. Values printed in red and blueindiate a di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.



384 SCIP versus CplexCplex 10.0.1 SCIP 0.90f SCIP 0.90iNodes Time Nodes Time Nodes Timemik.250-10-100.3 22 779 11.4 11 56 11.0 10 600 11.3mik.250-20-75.4 29 335 12.3 157 870 95.2 175 60 104.0mik.500-5-75.1 22 724 13.6 6 918 6.7 6 654 6.9mik.250-5-100.1 38 95 15.4 29 666 25.5 15 132 17.9mik.500-5-75.2 27 549 15.8 18 116 16.2 9 96 8.7mik.500-10-100.5 23 602 15.9 73 160 50.6 63 810 55.3mik.250-1-75.4 49 826 16.4 30 470 24.6 14 316 15.5mik.250-1-100.2 46 81 16.8 14 288 9.2 8 353 8.0mik.250-20-75.5 55 853 18.6 73 131 35.9 86 365 42.0mik.500-5-100.3 33 967 19.6 1 870 4.5 2 870 4.5mik.250-5-75.1 61 46 20.5 14 11 12.0 12 491 10.4mik.250-5-75.4 65 293 20.9 15 208 13.3 15 708 12.8mik.250-10-75.2 56 824 21.8 25 286 19.1 29 213 27.0mik.500-10-100.1 34 205 22.0 55 462 41.0 61 905 52.1mik.500-20-75.5 27 473 22.7 13 276 11.6 17 998 14.4mik.250-10-75.1 72 785 24.4 28 938 22.7 45 435 37.4mik.500-10-75.4 41 72 25.2 9 468 9.7 10 256 11.3mik.500-20-75.1 33 728 27.1 39 788 31.7 37 244 32.3mik.500-20-75.4 39 78 29.8 31 639 22.4 55 784 37.2mik.250-1-75.5 95 260 30.5 32 585 18.7 16 374 14.5mik.500-1-75.5 71 600 36.0 21 686 15.6 16 183 14.9mik.500-5-100.2 58 191 36.6 17 778 18.2 13 888 15.9mik.500-10-75.1 45 868 37.8 13 572 11.7 11 78 11.8mik.500-5-75.4 76 343 40.4 10 20 8.0 11 958 10.3mik.500-5-100.5 69 350 46.7 10 21 13.3 16 840 19.3mik.500-5-75.3 110 762 58.6 21 921 18.7 14 848 13.0mik.500-1-75.4 127 482 64.0 44 112 34.4 21 573 23.5mik.250-1-100.4 175 563 64.2 68 722 39.1 37 384 29.6mik.500-10-75.2 108 113 75.9 61 818 45.5 53 239 49.0mik.500-10-75.3 132 467 98.8 56 702 44.8 37 204 35.9mik.250-10-75.4 377 697 119.5 23 7 21.4 25 898 22.6mik.500-1-100.3 228 923 145.9 82 456 54.4 81 488 74.2mik.500-1-100.4 232 536 155.8 69 940 43.1 46 481 40.7mik.500-1-100.2 360 457 232.4 37 624 26.0 27 138 26.2mik.500-1-75.1 539 310 296.8 179 74 101.7 68 531 56.2mik.250-1-100.3 1 691 811 710.8 153 606 98.9 80 514 81.1mik.250-1-100.5 1 649 356 714.0 419 843 317.7 523 143 489.8mik.500-20-75.3 943 717 805.8 36 765 32.8 60 38 53.2mik.500-1-100.1 1 337 54 909.1 323 300 208.4 229 752 219.0mik.500-1-100.5 1 402 912 1039.0 594 77 477.3 697 817 658.9mik.250-1-100.1 8 98 779 3020.0 656 934 502.9 538 680 529.8geom. mean 111 50 58.0 37 669 29.8 32 868 30.2sh. geom. mean 111 133 65.2 37 763 33.6 32 942 34.4arithm. mean 456 460 222.2 87 443 63.8 80 691 73.1Table C.11. Detailed benhmark results on the mik test set. Values printed in red and blueindiate a di�erene of at least a fator of 2 to the referene Cplex results.



Appendix DNotationThe notation used in the thesis is spei�ed in Tables D.1 to D.5. Due to the �nitenessof the set of available symbols, some are used with multiple meanings. It should belear from the ontext, however, in whih meaning the symbol is used in eah ase.Finally, Table D.6 ontains a list of ommon abbreviations that we use throughoutthe thesis. setsR set of real numbersQ set of rational numbersZ set of integer numbersN set of natural numbers: N = {1, 2, 3, . . .}RS vetors indexed by a set: x ∈ RS ⇔ x = (xj)j∈S with xj ∈ R
S≥0 subset of non-negative numbers: S≥0 = {s ∈ S | s ≥ 0}
S>0 subset of positive numbers: S>0 = {s ∈ S | s > 0}
S≤0 subset of non-positive numbers: S≥0 = {s ∈ S | s ≤ 0}
S<0 subset of negative numbers: S>0 = {s ∈ S | s < 0}1 vetor of all ones: 1 = (1, . . . , 1)T

conv(S) onvex hull of set S
P polyhedron; linear programming polyhedron
PI integer hull: onvex hull of integer points in P
X set of solutions to a feasibility or optimization problem instane
XK set of solutions to a knapsak problem instane
PK knapsak polyhedron
XMK set of solutions to a mixed knapsak problem instane
PMK mixed knapsak polyhedron
XSNF set of solutions to a single node �ow problem instaneruntime
P lass of polynomial solvable problems
NP lass of nondeterministi polynomial solvable problems
O(f(n)) lass of algorithms with asymptoti runtime of at most f(n), n→∞operators
x ≤ y vetor omparison for x, y ∈ Rn: x ≤ y :⇔ ∀j = 1, . . . , n : xj ≤ yj

x ∈ [a, b] vetor range for x, a, b ∈ Rn: x ∈ [a, b] :⇔ a ≤ x ≤ b
a⊕ b exlusive or: a⊕ b :⇔ (a ∨ b) ∧ ¬(a ∧ b)
c = a mod b modulus operator for a ∈ Z, b ∈ Z>0: c = a mod b⇔ a = ⌊a

b
⌋b+ csm(q1, . . . , qk) smallest ommon multiple of q1, . . . , qk ∈ Z>0

gcd(p1, . . . , pk) greatest ommon divisor of p1, . . . , pk ∈ Z
γ(v1, . . . , vk) geometri mean of v1, . . . , vk with vi ∈ R≥0

γs(v1, . . . , vk) shifted geometri mean of v1, . . . , vk with vi ∈ R≥0

∅(v1, . . . , vk) arithmeti mean of v1, . . . , vk with vi ∈ RTable D.1. Notation. 385



386 Notationgraphs
d(v) degree of node v in a graph, total degree of node v in a digraph
d+(v) in-degree of node v in digraph D = (V,A): d+(v) = |{(u, v) ∈ A}|
d−(v) out-degree of node v in digraph D = (V,A): d−(v) = |{(v, w) ∈ A}|
δ(v) set of neighbors of of v in a graph or digraph
δ+(v) set of predeessors of v in a digraph
δ−(v) set of suessors of v in a digraphoptimization problems
D a domain of a variable: D ⊆ R
D the set of domains: D = {D1, . . . ,Dn}
C a onstraint of the problem instane
C the set of onstraints in the problem instane
N the set of variables: N = {1, . . . , n}
I the set of integer variables: I ⊆ N
B the set of binary variables: B ⊆ I
C the set of ontinuous variables: C = N \ I
x the vetor of variables of a general optimization problem
x̄j the negation of xj ∈ {0, 1}
ℓj a literal: ℓj ∈ {xj , x̄j}
L the set of literals
l, u global bounds of the variables
l̃, ũ loal bounds of the variables
f the objetive funtion of a general optimization problem
c the objetive vetor of an MIP, LP, or CIP
A the oe�ient matrix of an MIP or LP
b the right hand side vetor of an MIP or LP
x the primal variable vetor vetor of an MIP or LP
s the slak vetor of an MIP or LP
y the dual variable vetor of an LP
r the redued ost vetor of an LPsolutions
X the set of feasible solutions of an optimization or feasibility problem
x⋆ an optimal solution to a problem instane
c⋆ optimal objetive value of an MIP or CIP
x̂ the urrent inumbent solution; a feasible solution; a partial solution
ĉ objetive value of urrent inumbent solution of an MIP or CIP
ẋ an infeasible solution vetor
č urrent global dual (lower) bound of an MIP or CIP
γ relative primal-dual gap
č optimal objetive value of an LP or a relaxation of an MIP or CIP
x̌ optimal primal solution of an LP; an optimal solution to a relaxation
š optimal slak solution of an LP
y̌ optimal dual solution of an LP
ř optimal redued osts of an LP
x̌R optimal primal solution of the root node LP
řR optimal redued osts of the root node LP
čR objetive value of the root node LP relaxationTable D.2. Notation (ontinued).



Notation 387numeris
δ̂ primal feasibility tolerane of SCIP (default is δ̂ = 10−6)
δ̌ dual feasibility (LP optimality) tolerane of SCIP (default is δ̌ = 10−9)
ǫ zero tolerane of SCIP (default is ǫ = 10−9)
x
.
= y equality within feasibility tolerane: x .

= y ⇔ |x−y|
max{|x|,|y|,1} ≤ δ̂onstraintsalldiff all-di�erent onstraint: all variables must take a di�erent valueelement element onstraint: selets a single element of a listnosubtour no-subtour onstraint: forbids subtours in a TSP instanespp set paking, partitioning, or overing onstraint

β, β left and right hand sides of a linear onstraint β ≤ aTx ≤ β
a oe�ient vetor of a linear onstraint
α urrent ativity of a linear onstraint: α(x) = aTx
α, α ativity bounds of a linear onstraint w.r.t. the variables' bounds
F0 urrent number of variables of a spp onstraint that are �xed to 0
F1 urrent number of variables of a spp onstraint that are �xed to 1branh-and-bound
R global problem, root of the searh tree
Q urrent subproblem
S sibling of the urrent subproblem
p(Q) parent node of subproblem Q
L leaf subproblem in the searh tree
S list of siblings of the urrent subproblem
C list of hildren of the urrent subproblem
L list of open subproblems; leaves in the searh tree
A ative path from the root node to the urrent subproblem
Qrelax relaxation of subproblem Q
QLP LP relaxation of subproblem Qsimplex algorithm
B set of basi variables
N set of non-basi variables
ā row in the simplex tableau Ā = A−1

B Adata strutures
Q lique: set of binary variables of whih at most one an set to 1
Q lique tableTable D.3. Notation (ontinued).



388 Notationbranhing
F branhing andidate set: integer variables with frational LP value
f−, f+ distane to rounded values: f−j = x̌j − ⌊x̌j⌋, f+

j = ⌈x̌j⌉ − x̌j

∆−j , ∆+
j objetive inrease in hild nodes after branhing on xj

Ψ−j , Ψ+
j downwards and upwards pseudoost values for xj

Φ−j , Φ+
j downwards and upwards inferene values for xj

λ strong branhing lookahead
κ maximal number of strong branhing andidates
γ maximal number of simplex iterations for eah strong branhing LP
ηrel reliability parametersore sore funtion to map the two hild sore values to a single sore
µ weight of the maximum in the linear sore funtion
sj branhing sore of variable xj

s∅ urrent average sore values of all variables in the problem instanenode seletion
γmax gap losed on the ative path for whih the urrent plunge is aborted
eQ pseudoost objetive estimate for node Q
eprojQ projetion objetive estimate for node Qpropagation and presolvingsig+

i positive signature vetor of a linear onstraint Ci: sig+
i ∈ {0, 1}

64sig−i negative signature vetor of a linear onstraint Ci: sig−i ∈ {0, 1}64
x ⋆= y x is always equal to y
x Y

⋆
= y x is always unequal to y

x Y
⋆
= y x and y are a pair of negated binary variables

x : ⋆= y aggregation of x and y
τ(g) rushed form of the a�ne linear funtion g
ζ−j number of onstraints whih down-lok xj

ζ+
j number of onstraints whih up-lok xj

ω(a) weighted support of a linear onstraint with oe�ient vetor aredlj ,reduj redundany bounds for a linear onstraintutting plane separation
R list of utting planes
r utting plane r : γ ≤ dTx ≤ γ
γ, γ left and right hand side of a utting plane
e e�ay of a utting plane: Eulidean distane to urrent LP solution
o orthogonality of a utting plane w.r.t. to all other uts in R
p parallelism of a utting plane w.r.t. the objetive funtion
s total sore of a utting plane
V knapsak over
L0 set of variables seleted for up-lifting
L1 set of variables seleted for down-lifting
fj fration of a oe�ient value: fj = aj − ⌊aj⌋primal heuristis
x̃ rounded solution vetor; working solution vetor of heuristi
∆(x, x̃) Manhattan distane of x and x̃
φ(x̃j) frationality of x̃jTable D.4. Notation (ontinued).



Notation 389on�it analysis
λ on�it vertex in the on�it graph
Vr reason side of the on�it graph
Vc on�it side of the on�it graph
VB branhing variable verties in the on�it graph
Vf on�it set
Cf on�it lause
Cu reonvergene lause
BL set of loal bound hanges
Bf on�iting subset of loal bound hanges
BC subset of loal bound hanges that renders the LP infeasiblehip design veri�ation
P property onstraint
̺ register
β width of a register (number of bits)
W global size of words
L global size of nibbles
γ width of a word: γ ≤W
δ width of a nibble: δ ≤ L
ω number of words in a register
η number of nibbles in a register
x[p] bit p in register x
x[q, p] subword ranging from bits q to p in register x, q ≥ p
x
〈
[p] � y

〉 replaing bit p of x by y ∈ {0, 1}
x
〈
[q, p] � y

〉 replaing a subword x[q, p] of x by the bits of y
T set of bit string terms
t1 ≡ t2 equivalene of two terms t1, t2 ∈ T
t|β trunating bit string term t ∈ T to β bits
t1 ⊗ t2 onatenation of two bit string terms t1, t2 ∈ T
βmax maximal widths of the bit string terms
B set of possible term widths: B = {1, . . . , βmax}
≻lex lexiographi (right-left) ordering w.r.t. ≻
≻lrpo lexiographi reursive path ordering w.r.t. ≻Table D.5. Notation (ontinued).



390 NotationMIP mixed integer programMBP mixed binary programBP binary programIP integer programLP linear programCP onstraint programCSP onstraint satisfation problemCP(FD) �nite domain onstraint programCSP(FD) �nite domain onstraint satisfation problemCIP onstraint integer programSAT satis�ability problemCNF onjuntive normal formBCP Boolean onstraint propagationDPLL Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland AlgorithmMIR mixed integer rounding-MIR omplemented mixed integer roundingGMI Gomory mixed integer utCG Chvátal-Gomory utRINS relaxation indued neighborhood searh heuristiRENS relaxation enfored neighborhood searh heuristiUIP unique impliation pointFUIP �rst unique impliation pointIIS irreduible inonsistent subsystemSoC Systems-on-ChipsPBC pseudo-Boolean onstraintBDD binary deision diagramPCP property heking problemTable D.6. Abbreviations.



List of Algorithms2.1 Branh-and-bound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163.1 Node Swithing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 463.2 Cutting Plane Seletion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 495.1 Generi variable seletion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 615.2 Reliability branhing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 657.1 Domain Propagation for Linear Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 887.2 Event Handler for Linear Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 897.3 Domain Propagation for Knapsak Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . 907.4 Event Handler for Knapsak Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 917.5 Domain Propagation for Set Partitioning/Paking Constraints . . . . 927.6 Event Handler for Set Partitioning/Paking Constraints . . . . . . . 927.7 Domain Propagation for Set Covering Constraints . . . . . . . . . . 957.8 Event Handler for Set Covering Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 957.9 Domain Propagation for Variable Bound Constraints . . . . . . . . . 977.10 Event Handler for Variable Bound Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . 977.11 Root Redued Cost Strengthening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 988.1 Separation of Lifted Knapsak Cover Cuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1038.2 Separation of Complemented MIR Cuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1059.1 Generi Diving Heuristi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12110.1 Presolving for Linear Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13410.2 Normalization of Linear Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13510.3 Presolving of Linear Equations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13710.4 Dual Aggregation for Linear Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13910.5 Pairwise Presolving of Linear Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14110.6 Dual Bound Redution for Linear Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14310.7 Upgrading of Linear Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14510.8 Presolving for Knapsak Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14710.9 Presolving for Set Partitioning, Paking, and Covering Constraints . 15210.10Presolving for Variable Bound Constraints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15310.11Integer to Binary Conversion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15410.12Probing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15610.13Impliation Graph Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15810.14Dual Fixing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15911.1 Infeasible LP Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17511.2 Bound Exeeding LP Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17714.1 Bit and Word Partitioning Domain Propagation . . . . . . . . . . . . 19814.2 Bit and Word Partitioning Presolving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20214.3 Addition Domain Propagation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20714.4 Addition Presolving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20814.5 Addition Presolving � Bit Aggregation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20914.6 Addition Presolving � Impliations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21014.7 Multipliation Domain Propagation � LP Propagation . . . . . . . . 21514.8 Multipliation Domain Propagation � Binary Propagation . . . . . . 21814.9 Multipliation Domain Propagation � Term Normalization . . . . . . 221391
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